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Preface
This book is the completion of a lifetime goal, beginning with my Ph.D. studies at Dropsie
College for Hebrew and Cognate Languages in the 1960s, and extending through the thirty-three
years of teaching Hebrew at the graduate level in Seminary. While there are many first-year Hebrew Grammars, there are very few written at the intermediate level, and none written from the
perspective of a linguistic theory, and none include much on the significance on the accents, or on
syntactic analysis and discourse analysis. Expositors and translators really need those missing ingredients in order to round out their skills. This book is designed to fill that need at the intermediate
level.
Scholars have not agreed on what linguistic theory best models Biblical Hebrew, so linguistic theory has been left virtually untouched at the intermediate level. But experience has shown
that it is a helpful teaching tool, providing a depth of understanding beyond what is achieved by
studying simply syntax. A transformational text-linguistic grammar does a decent job of explaining how the elements of phonology, orthography, morphology, grammar, syntax, semantics, and
discourse neatly interrelate with one another as a functioning unified system. This book is based
on such a grammar of Biblical Hebrew the complexities of which lie unseen in the background
except for a few basic elements that surface as needed. Students need not fear being introduced to
helpful linguistic concepts. They open the eyes of understanding.
Hebrew grammars of whatever academic level have little to say about the accents in the
Biblical text and they are usually ignored by expositors and translators. But the accents often contribute to an understanding of the text, frequently resolving what would otherwise be ambiguous.
This book provides a chapter that explains the role of each accent; in addition, pertinent comments
are provided on the accents in the illustrative examples throughout the book.
Intermediate Hebrew grammars provide the structures of Hebrew Syntax, but have little to
say about syntactic analysis. However, in addition to the meaning conveyed by the words of a
sentence, the syntactic structure of a sentence is also information bearing. Syntactic analysis enables an expositor to extract all the information contained in a sentence. This book provides the
basic principles and methods of syntactic analysis.
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Preface

Intermediate Hebrew grammars have little to say about syntax at the discourse level and
nothing to say about discourse analysis. However, in addition to the information in the sentences
of a discourse, the syntactic structure of a discourse is information bearing. Discourse analysis
enables an expositor to extract all the information contained in a discourse. This book provides the
basic principles and methods of discourse analysis.
It has been my blessing to have the skill to write computer programs and to have access to
an electronic form of the text of the Hebrew Bible with morphological codes. These programs
enable the collection of research data that in former generations was either unavailable or acquired
by tedious time-consuming manual labor. This book provides pertinent statistical tables and charts
of information related to the subject matter under discussion.
Finally, it is now possible to publish books in electronic form, enabling relatively easy
display of charts, tables, diagrams, pictures, and characters of different languages in multiple sizes,
shapes, and colors. In addition, the book may have the capability of searching for any desired word
or phrase, and may have cross-reference links and links to external information. This book is published in electronic form to take advantage of those features; the text should be opened with PDF
Complete software or the equivalent in order to access all the available features. This work is
dedicated to the glory of God and a better understanding of His Word.
James D. Price
Chattanooga, Tennessee
January, 2016
Revised October, 2019
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The mental processes by which a person extracts meaningful information from a written
text is known as exegesis. The mental processes by which a person understands and explains such
information is known as exposition. Lexicology1 is the study of the meaningful information conveyed by words. Syntax is the study of the meaningful information conveyed by the sequential
order in which the words of a text are arranged. This book is a study of the syntax of Biblical
Hebrew written from the perspective of exegesis and exposition. It is designed to help students of
the Hebrew Bible extract from a text all the meaningful information conveyed in it, and help them
gain an understanding of the message of the text that can be explained to others.
The book is written for students of Biblical Hebrew studying beyond the introductory level.
It differs from other books of this sort in that it is built upon a formal linguistic model of the
language classified as text-linguistics.2 Students need not be intimidated by such high-sounding
words because they will not be required to learn the complexities of advanced linguistic studies.
But they will benefit from studying the elements of the language from the perspective of an integrated whole rather than independently studying words, phrases, clauses,3 and text. The model
shows how all these elements fit together to construct coherent, informative discourse; it shows
how to extract significant information from the text—the stuff used for preaching and teaching. It
provides analytical methods that enhance exegesis and exposition. It views exegesis and exposition

1

The glossary of terms at the end of this work may be consulted for unfamiliar terms.

2

See James D. Price, A theory of Bible Translation: An Optimal Equivalence Model (Lewiston, NY: The
Edwin Mellen Press, 2007).
3

In this work, I use the terms clause and sentence somewhat interchangeably, with clause generally referring
to a simple sentence.
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from the perspective of the mental processes and linguistic principles the sacred author used while
putting the text together in its completed form.
The book assumes that the students have an understanding of the concepts and technical
terms acquired from an introductory Hebrew grammar. But it begins by studying again all the parts
of speech of the language, taking the concepts to a more advanced level. It gradually introduces
the use of symbols and simple formulas to represent grammatical and syntactic structures. It eventually introduces the concept of transformations, showing how this apparent complication actually
simplifies the study of the language and exposes important relationships that make exegesis fun
and opens the door to valuable information for preaching and teaching. The linguistic model actually aids both the teaching and learning processes. New concepts are clearly explained and illustrated by examples from the Hebrew Bible.

1.1 Language
A natural language is a medium whereby people in a given cultural community communicate with one another about the world of experience and thought they share. It consists of the
collection of meaningful words understood and used by the people of the community, and a collection of grammatical and syntactic forms (templates) whereby the words of the language may be
arranged in meaningful sequences that are understood and used by the community. Words are the
labels (symbols or signs) by which a language makes reference to the physical and mental entities
of human experience and communication. They are the building blocks that appear in sequential
strings that make up a meaningful message in a language. A message in a language consists of a
succession of words arranged in sequential patterns that form meaningful phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, and so forth. The words convey information and the grammatical and syntactic
structures also convey information; together they construct meaningfully coherent expressions
when the information to which these elements refer is consistent with reality in some sense—that
is, the elements are in semantic agreement.

1.2 Semantics
Semantics is the branch of linguistics dealing with the meaning associated with words and
human discourse in general. Humans were created with a variety of capabilities. Among them is
the ability to sense, distinguish, compare, categorize, remember, understand, reason, learn, and
communicate. They have five senses by means of which they experience the perceivable properties
of the entities in the physical world in which they live. They have the ability to distinguish one
perception from another, and to mentally organize the various distinct perceptions into hierarchical
categories. They have the ability to store this body of information in memory and discover
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meaningful relationships among the various categories. They learn to associate the distinct entities
of life’s experience with the unique combination of categories, characteristics, and capabilities into
which each naturally falls. That is, each entity has its own combination of associated categories,
characteristics, and capabilities.
The human mind classifies the entities in the world of experience into categories having
the same characteristics and capabilities.4 For example, entities are classified into hierarchical animate and inanimate categories. The entities in the animate category are further classified into subcategories such as animals, birds, fish, and creeping things. Likewise, the entities in the animal
category are further classified into sub-categories such as cow, horse, sheep, dog, cat, etc. Categories are hierarchical in that entities in a given sub-category have all the characteristics and capabilities of their upper level categories; but they do not share the distinctive characteristics and
capabilities of the entities in their sister sub-categories. So that cats have all the characteristics and
capabilities of animals and animates, but not the distinctive characteristics and capabilities of dogs,
sheep, horses, and cows.
The entities within a given category have the same characteristics but the value of such
characteristics varies from entity to entity. For example, for the physical characteristic height, a
person may be classified as tall, medium, short, or as having some precise measure such as 6’ 10”.
For the characteristic weight, a person may be classified as light, medium, heavy, obese, or have
some precise measure such as 129 lb. Within a given category, the unique combination of characteristic values distinguishes one entity from all its companions.
Because humans have the capacity to communicate and learn, throughout history the people of various distinct cultural communities have instinctively developed names for the entities,
categories, characteristics, characteristic values, capabilities, and relationships, they perceive in
their world of experience.5 These names constitute the words of a given cultural community. A
given word refers to its associated entity and to all the known information naturally inherent to the
entity’s categories, characteristics, capabilities, and interrelationships. I call the entity to which a
word refers its referent. I call the total accumulated referential information in a community’s words
its knowledge base. Over time the perceived boundaries that distinguish the categories, characteristics, capabilities, and interrelationships inherent in the community’s knowledge base have

4

The discussion of categories here is based on the view of the common person, not that of the professional

biologist.
5

The process continues from generation to generation as new entities and perceptions are encountered or as
perceptions change.
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become well-defined. People communicate by means of such words arranged in meaningful sequences. The content and structure of a community’s knowledge base is reflected in its literature.6
I refer to all the organized information in an individual person’s mind as his knowledge
base. This knowledge base is acquired gradually throughout one’s lifetime from cradle to grave
through personal experience and learning from others. Beginning at birth with only innate
knowledge, a person’s knowledge base takes on greater content and organizational precision as
life goes on. The perceived boundaries that distinguish categories, characteristics, capabilities, and
interrelationships are rather ill-defined at first, but become more well-defined with increased experience, instruction, and understanding; the well-informed instruct the less-informed. The average adult acquires a knowledge base that may be referred to as common knowledge—the
knowledge one may presume everyone has in a given communication context. People in a given
language community have essentially the same knowledge base as far as its basic content and
structure are concerned; what differs from person to person is the number of words in their personal
knowledge base and the accuracy and degree of precision to which the perceived boundaries of
their knowledge base are well-defined, that is, the boundaries are consistent with the boundaries
as defined in the knowledge base of the community.
Confusion and misunderstanding occur where a person’s organizational boundaries are illdefined or inaccurate. In a written text, unless it is merely rehearsing known information, an informed author conveys new information to presumed uninformed readers. The new information is
conveyed in terms of the common knowledge the readers are assumed to have. An authoritative
well-informed author may be assumed to have correctly stated the intended message.7 Confusion
and misunderstanding are usually the result of a reader’s deficient common knowledge and linguistic competence.
Knowledge bases differ between people groups as far as content and organization are concerned, but all are the same at the foundational level because the human brain is essentially the
same for all, and the fundamental world is the same.
The content and structure of
knowledge bases is the curriculum of the field of linguistics known as semantics. An understanding
of semantics is essential to the syntax of Biblical Hebrew because of its significance at the level

6

The term literature here includes all the different kinds of written documents of a community such as genealogies, histories, marriage and business contracts, obituaries, public records, treaties, personal letters, text books,
novels, poetry, dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc.
7

standing.

Of course, not all authors are well-informed, and so also may be the source of confusion and misunder-
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of meaning and coherence. It is essential to the exegesis of Biblical Hebrew because it is the source
of accurate deep-structure information that is commonly thought of as inference.8

1.3 Lexicography
Throughout history most literate cultural communities have collected lists of the words of
their language together with the meaning associated with each word in its various grammatical and
semantic contexts. Such definitions are based on how the words are used in the community’s various literary genres, idioms, and figures of speech. The definition of a word is given in terms of
the other words in the language of the community—the unknown in terms of the known, the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar, the complex in terms of the simple, the new in terms of the old.
Such a list is known as a dictionary or a lexicon. The science and compilation of lexicons is known
as lexicography.
A lexicon lists the word associated with the entity being defined, and identifies the categories, characteristics, and capabilities that distinguish the entity from and associate it with the other
entities in the semantic domain of the community. Lexicons usually list the etymological derivation of a word together with any pertinent cognate information; in addition, related synonyms are
listed along with a discussion of their differing nuances. Lexicons do not provide exhaustive definitions, only the information sufficient for the task, rightly assuming that users naturally and intuitively know and understand what is left unsaid. Lexicographers may be assumed to have been
well-informed, authoritative members of the community. As previously stated: A given word refers to its associated entity and to all the known information naturally inherent to the entity’s categories, characteristics, capabilities, and interrelationships. I refer to a word, together with all its
associated semantic information, as a lexeme.
Because people tend to minimize effort, in the arena of lexicography they tend to minimize
the number of words; that is, they use the same “word” to refer to more than one entity when the
entities are semantically distinct enough to avoid contextual confusion. For example, English uses
the word “bee” in contexts such as “honey bee,” “spelling bee,” “sewing bee,” “ship’s bee,” and
“the letter bee (B)” without confusion. Semantic context distinguishes the referents. I refer to this
practice as the conservation of symbols. Words that refer to more than one entity should be listed
separately for each distinct entity.

8

In this context, inference is based on what is known rather than on what is implied.
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Because most language communities are not isolated but have political, commercial, and
cultural exchange with other language communities, bilingual lexicons have been developed by
the competent bilingual members of the communities. Bilingual lexicons map the lexemes of one
language with their semantic equivalents in the other. To the extent that the world view of one
language community corresponds with that of the other, the task is simple but tedious; in the area
of cultural idioms and figures of speech the task is more difficult but not impossible. Several advanced Hebrew-English lexicons exist having extended lexical and semantic information; but they
are not organized according to the structure and depth of information needed for the knowledge
base described above.9 However, they are adequate for the needs of pastors and students of Biblical
Hebrew.
Entities are the elemental topics of communication. Meaningful coherent statements logically discuss one or more of the categories, characteristics, capabilities, or interrelationships that
the entities of a given discourse have in common. Those areas of semantic commonness that the
entities of a discourse share are what I refer to as their semantic context. The entities of meaningful
coherent discourse exhibit mutual logical consistency within the domain of their semantic context;
that is, they have semantic concord—they make sense together. Meaninglessness and incoherence
characterize statements about entities having no mutual semantic context or having no semantic
concord. For example:
.ha#r+m^ hp@yw] ra^tæ)-hp@y+ [s@oy yh!yw+ ~
Joseph was fair of form and fair of appearance. (Gen. 39:6)

The word “Joseph” is a proper noun referring to a human being in the context of the Genesis 39 story. Human beings have, among many others, the semantic characteristics of physical
form and visual appearance. This sentence is a grammatically correct predicate adjective copulative clause which defines the value of Joseph’s physical form as fair and his visual appearance as
fair. These are values known to be common among humans for those semantic characteristics, and
in Hebrew culture they are regarded as quite complementary. So the elements of the semtence may
be regarded as having grammatical and semantic concord. Whereas, the sentence:
The fish flew over the moon and roosted on a star
while being grammatically correct, lacks any semantic concord, because fish don’t have the capability to fly or to move about in outer space, and stars are not places for roosting.

9

See Price, Theory of Translation, ch. 11.
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1.4 Parts of Speech for Hebrew
The words of a language that refer to the entities of a community’s world of experience,
and to their associated categories and characteristics, constitute the topics of discussion in the language. They are the subjects or predicate complements of the sentences of discourse. Grammarians
classify these words as nouns. Words that name the values of characteristics are classified as adjectives. Words that name actions, states, or relationships are classified as verbs. Grammarians
classify every word of a language according to it role or function in the composition of sentences.
This classification of a word is known as its part of speech. Biblical Hebrew has approximately
ten parts of speech: nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, quantifiers, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, particles, and interjections. The following table lists the number of times the various Hebrew parts of speech occur in the Bible,10 and the following sections contain a brief simplified
justification for each part of speech. Justification is provided in greater detail in the individual
chapters of this work that deal with each part of speech individually.

Part of Speech
Common Nouns

3,763

Proper Nouns

2,776

Gentilic Nouns

254

Adjectives

368

Adverbs
Verbs

92
3,200

Numerals

40

Prepositions

32

Conjunctions

18

Pronouns

41

Interjections

31

Particles

27

Total

10

Number

10,642

The count is based on the morphological codes in the Groves-Wheeler Westminster Morphology and
Lemma Database (WTM) of the Hebrew Bible, release 4.4.
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1.4.1 Nouns
Words classified as nouns answer the semantic questions “who?” (i.e., Adam, David)
“what?” (i.e., altar, kingdom) or “what class?” (i.e., mankind, mammalia) or “what kind?”11 They
have a unique grammatical form and occupy the elementary syntactic slot12 of subject or object in
a clause. A few examples are:

 —mountain;
 —sun;
 —wall;

 —hand;

 —rod, staff;
 —table.

1.4.2 Adjectives
Words classified as adjectives answer the semantic question “what quality?”13 They have
a grammatical form much like nouns, but unique in some respects, and they occupy the elementary
slots of copulative complement (i.e., predicate adjective) and modifier of nouns. A few examples
are:
/oyb=a$
ryB!a^
/t*ya@
rz`ka
= ^

—needy, poor
—mighty, valiant
—perennial
—cruel, fierce

dorB* —spotted, marked
ayr]B* —fat
lodG` —big, large, great

<yu!n`
doqn`
yq!n`
rW}u!

—pleasant
—speckle
—clean, innocent
—blind

gn#u* —dainty
yn]u* —poor
<oru@ —naked

1.4.3 Adverbs
Words classified as adverbs answer the semantic questions “when?” “where?” “how?”
“why?” and so forth. They have an uninflected grammatical form that rejects pronoun suffixes.
They may occupy the elementary syntactic slots of copulative complement and modifier of nouns,
adjectives, and verbs. A few examples are:

11
“Kind” is used in the sense of characteristics not class membership. Adjectives tend to define specific
values of characteristics (i.e., red is the value of the characteristic color).
12

A slot is a position in a grammatical or syntactic structure into which defined constituents occur. The
various parts of speech have different designated slots (places) where they may occur in a sentence or discourse.
The term quality is used here in the sense of a value of a characteristic, such as “tall” or “short” for the
characteristic height, or as “wide” or “narrow” for the characteristic width.
13
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— ָאזthen

— ַע ָתהnow

— ֵהנָ הhere

— ָשםthere

<n`ma
= * —truly, indeed
<N`j! —freely, gratuitously
<m*WD —silently

<n`ma
= % —truly, verily
<q*yr} —vainly
<a)t=P! —suddenly

1.4.4 Verbs
Words classified as verbs name actions, states, and relationships. They have unique grammatical forms, and they occupy a unique elementary syntactic slot. A few examples are:
bu@r` —he is hungry
bh^a* —he loved (someone)
ht*v* —he drank (something)

dm^u* —he stood
jq^l* —he took (something)
/yb!h@ —he understood (something)

1.4.5 Quantifiers
Words classified as quantifiers answer the semantic questions “how much?” or “how
many?” or “what rank order?” They have a “mixed” grammatical form, and occupy syntactic slots
differing from those of adjectives, either preceding or following the noun they modify.14 A few
examples are:
1—
4—
7—

2—
5—
8—

3—
6—
9—

1.4.6 Prepositions
Words classified as prepositions answer the semantic question “what adverbial relationship?” They have a unique grammatical form that permits them to govern pronoun suffixes, and
they occupy a unique syntactic slot: (1) they form elementary adverb phrases with nouns; (2) they
join some verbs with their complement. A few examples are:
lx#a@ —beside
ta@ —with; among
lWm —in front of
dg#n\ —in front of
byb!s* —around

14

lu^m^ —on top of; above
jk^wÄn —in front of; before
rj^a^ —after

Ordinal numbers function as adjectives, but they are discussed in chapter 7 (§ 7.6) along with the cardinal
numbers because of usual assotiation with them.
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ל־ד ָ ָ֑בר
ָ ֶֶּ֭פ ִתי יַ ֲא ִ ִ֣מין ְׁל ָכ
The simple believes every word (Prov. 14:15)

ַא ֲה ֹ֙ר ֹן וְׁ ֜חּור ָ ָּֽת ְׁמ ִ֣כּו ְׁביָ ָ ָ֗דיו
Aaron and Hur supported his hands (Exod. 17:12)

1.4.7 Conjunctions
Words classified as conjunctions function at the text level to join clauses and clusters of
clauses.15 Semantically they answer the question “what logical relationship?” They have an uninflected grammatical form and a unique syntactic slot. A few examples are:
w+ —and
[a^ —also/yea
lb*a& —but

<G~ —also
wÄa —or
qr~ —except

1.4.8 Pronouns
Words classified as pronouns function at the text level as substitutes for known information. They have their own grammatical form and occupy the same slots as nouns. When a noun or
noun phrase would occur unambiguously redundant in a text, the author often replaces the redundant noun or noun phrase with a pronoun. The pronoun is given the syntactic slot and the same
grammatical and semantic characteristics of the noun or phrase it replaces, and it conveys the same
information as the noun or phrase it replaces. The noun or phrase the pronoun replaced is known
as its antecedent.16 A few examples are:
yn]a& —I;
hT*a^ —you;
aWh —he;

Wnj=n~a& —we
<T#a^ —you (pl.)
<h@ —them

1.4.9 Interjections
Words classified as interjections express an exclamation. They are capable of standing
alone—that is, they are not a necessary part of a phrase or clause. A few examples are:

15

In the surface structure—the words as found in the text—conjunctions also join words and phrases, but all
these are explained on the basis of deep structure transformations, as explained in Chapter 19, see also § 1.7.
16

Similar types of substitution occur with other parts of speech, sentences, and even paragraphs. This is
discussed in the appropriate subsequent chapters.
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— ִהנֵ הbehold

— נָ אparticle of entreaty — ָח ִלילfar be it!
1.4.10 Particles
Words classified as particles constitute a class of miscellaneous utility words usually uninflected and functioning in their own unique syntactic slot. A few examples are:

—לֹאnot

— ִב ְׁל ִתיnot

— ֵאתsign of direct object

1.5 Syntax and Semantics
The structural restraints a language imposes on the inflectional forms of its words is known
as its morphological grammar. The structural restraints a language imposes upon the sequence of
the words in its phrases and clauses is referred to as its syntax. The study of syntax is known as
syntactics, and a technical description of the syntax of a language is called a grammar of the syntax
of the language. The syntax of a language defines how a statement should be made without direct
reference to its semantic content, that is, without defining what is to be stated.
A companion to the syntactical system is a structural system that governs the combinational
patterns (forms) that lexemes may assume. This structural system is called the semantics of a language, and a technical description of the system is called a semantic grammar of the language.
The semantics of a language is very complex. It amounts to a symbolic model of the world of
human experience and thought. It is the equivalent of a knowledge-base that is common to the
users of the language. Research in the area of semantics has made much progress, but is still in its
infancy. Theoretically, the semantics of a language would identify the relationships of its lexemes
that could be true in the world of experience and thought.
The two systems, syntax and semantics, must operate harmoniously together in order to
produce sensible sentences. A syntactic grammar without semantic restraints produces meaningless but grammatically correct sentences. A semantic grammar without syntactic restraints produces information without coherence. Such unrestrained grammars are interesting but useless for
composing meaningful statements. The harmonious operation of semantics and syntax within a
given semantic domain produces coherent clauses or sentences.
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1.6 Syntax of Hebrew Sentences
A simplified description of the syntax of Hebrew sentences consists of (1) the syntax rules
for the small number of kernel clauses17 of the language, and (2) a small number of transformations
that may alter the structure of the kernel clauses. Transformations are rules that alter the structure
of a clause or phrase in a permissible fashion, adding pertinent information in the process. For
example: the rule for one type of kernel clause is:
Sentence (S)18 = subject noun (Ns) + verb (V) + object noun (No)
Using symbols to represent the elements of the rule, the rule reads:19
S = Ns + V + No
A transformation rearranges the elements of a rule into lawful alternatives, such as:
S = V + Ns + No
S = No + V + Ns
S = Ns + No + V, etc.
Chapter 12 defines the syntax of Hebrew kernel clauses in more detail, and Chapter 13 defines the
transformations on the kernel clauses in more detail.

1.7 Syntax of Hebrew Discourse
A simplified description of the syntax of Hebrew discourse consists of (1) the syntax rules
for a small number of kernel clause sequences of the language, and (2) a small number of transformations that may alter the structure of the kernel clause sequences. Transformations are rules
that alter the sequence of clauses in a permissible fashion, adding pertinent information in the
process. For example: the rule for one type of kernel clause sequence is:

17

I define a kernel clause in Hebrew as a basic clause in its default form. It is in the active voice, indicative
mood, declarative mode, with subject-verb-object word order, having no expressed emphasis or prominence, no elided
elements, and no pronoun substitution. The order and content of the elements of a kernel clause may be altered by
transformations. The elements of all the rules in this book are in English order unless otherwise indicated. Students
find this arrangement easier than switching from left-to-right to right-to-left all the time.
18

The terms sentence and clause are used interchangeably here; a clause is usually thought of as simpler in
form than a sentence, but both have a subject and predicate.
The rules are written in English order for the reader’s convenience, but they operate in the reverse order
for the Hebrew clauses. The symbols mark the syntactic slots in which the designated constituent must stand in the
clause. The symbols represent a single word or an equivalent phrase.
19
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Sentence sequence (Ss) = protasis20 (Sp) + conjunction (C) + apodosis (Sa)
Discourse transformations make permissible alterations to the order and content of the sentences,
adding significant information to the sentence in the process. Students are exposed to the basic
elements of Hebrew discourse syntax without being encumbered with the technical details that
make it work. This occurs in Chapter 19.

1.8 How an Author Writes a Literary Composition
A literary text is more than the sum of the words of which it is composed. It is like a work
of art, a musical symphony, an intricately woven tapestry, a complex piece of machinery. Its composition is like the work of an engineer who perceives the need of a machine to accomplish a
particular objective, and who designs and assembles its individual parts into a functioning, purposeful mechanism. Each part is selected on the basis of what it can do and the role it will play in
the overall operation of the device. Beginning with the individual functional parts, he assembles
related parts into functional sub-assemblies, connecting the parts together in frames with nuts and
bolts according to the designed purpose and function of each sub-assembly. Sub-assemblies are
successively connected together with nuts and bolts in larger frames until the whole mechanism is
constructed into a fully operational machine, fulfilling the purpose for which it was designed.
Without the prior intelligent design and the predetermined order of assembly, the machine would
not exist and the objective for which it was perceived would not have been accomplished. All there
would be is a truckload of unassembled parts accomplishing no purpose, no objective.
In like fashion, the author of a literary composition first conceives of a community of readers having a need to know what he knows, and has a purposeful reason for providing them with
that knowledge. He determines the content of the common knowledge of his target audience of
readers and uses that knowledge as the basis for expressing the new knowledge to be conveyed.
New information is expressed in terms of old information. New entities yet unknown are defined
in terms of their similarities to, and differences from known entities. From the target audience’s
body of common knowledge, he selects the words that refer to the entities, categories, characteristics, qualities, capabilities, and relationships that are pertinent to the new information to be conveyed, remembering, of course, the body of information associated with each word. These are the

20

The term protasis—what is placed first—refers to the first sentence in a sequence, and apodosis—what is
given afterward—refers to the second, usually used with reference to conditional sentences, but expanded to include
subordinate sentences in general.
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terms in which the new information must be expressed. These are the parts, as it were, from which
the new machine must be constructed.
The assembling of a machine begins with its smallest parts, so also the assembling of a
literary composition begins with the smallest constituents. Guided by the design of the message he
has prepared in his mind, the author successively links constituents together in meaningful sequential clusters by means of appropriate connectives in accordance with the restraints imposed by the
grammar, syntax, text structure, and semantics of the language. The constituents of a cluster mutually restrict the semantic range of one another and express an element of meaning pertinent to
the design of the overall message. The syntactic structure imposed upon a cluster and the associated linking connectives add meaningful information to it. It is important here to emphasize that
the author had good reason for arranging the elements of his message in the sequential order he
chose; syntactic structure conveys significant information. A cluster takes on the syntactic role of
its head constituent and functions as a syntactic unit. The clustering cycle continues until the composition is complete.
The overall structure of a composition is governed by the customary literary form a community has for its different types of literature, be it an obituary, birth notice, public announcement,
business contract, international treaty, law code, constitution, instruction manual, text book, theological treatise, or a scientific or philosophical essay. Each type has its own customary form
(genre). The second governing principle is the common sense rule of first things first. The old
information needed to express new information should have appeared previously in the text or be
part of the assumed common knowledge of the target audience; and the new information should
appear in the syntactic slot the conventions of syntax (and the reader) expect.21
A good author feels obligated to meet the needs and expectations of his readers. He knows
they prefer things to be simple, easy, and interesting; so he will minimize monotony by reducing
unnecessary redundancy, and by providing uncomplicated substitutes when reference to complex
expressions must be repeated. Obviously, this practice increases the workload of the reader’s
memory and associative capacities, but that’s what makes a text interesting. The practice also is a
challenge to an expositor, who must understand elision and substitution, and be able to recover
elided information and all that is in the antecedents of the substitutes. This explanation of how an
author consciously or subconsciously composes a message is somewhat simplified, but is sufficient

Meeting these expectations enhances the reader’s comprehension of the text. One expects the author to
depart from such expectations only for rhetorical reasons.
21
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for the present. A person’s knowledge of how a message was synthesized (composed) informs the
way he should analyze it.
Of course, the value and reliability of a text is no better than the knowledge, literary skill,
purpose, and integrity of its author. Likewise, how a text is read, interpreted, and understood depends on the knowledge, language skills, purpose, and integrity of its readers. Error, misunderstanding, and misuse are always possible by accident or intent. But the texts of a well-informed,
authoritative, honest author merit trust and respect. The Biblical22 prophets and apostles and their
writings fall into that category.

1.9 How an Expositor Understands an Ancient Hebrew Text
Expositors of Biblical Hebrew should move themselves back in history to the days of the
prophets and become an informed member of their audience. Among other things, they should
know the people, their language, history, culture, geography, and theology. They should know the
vocabulary and grammar of Biblical Hebrew, together with the syntax of phrases, clauses, and
text; they should develop an understanding of Biblical Hebrew semantics, and acquire a knowledge
base comparable to that of an average ancient Israelite reader. Obviously, that ideal cannot be
achieved, but it is the goal for which an expositor should strive, and reliable scholarly resources
are available in all those areas of study.
An expositor analyzes a text in the same manner and in the same order in which the author
synthesized (composed) it. Of course, he first identifies the author and his intended audience, then
reads and rereads the entire message until he has a reasonably decent understanding of its content,
purpose, and intent. With that background information, he distinguishes new information from old
information by observing which terms are being defined and which terms are the basis of definitions. Old information is independent,23 new information is dependent.24 In phrases, old information is more deeply imbedded in syntactic structures than new. The analysis procedure begins
with phrases, then clauses, then paragraphs, etc. A phrase is a constituent with a modifier. A constituent’s modifier restricts its semantic domain in some fashion, depending on that part of the
domain to which the modifier refers, thereby contributing to the definition of the constituent and
adding its own element of meaning to the phrase. Modifiers are derived from explicit old

22

I follow the traditional convention that adjectives derived from proper nouns are capitalized.

23

Independent in the sense that it has no external restraints on its meaning.

24

Dependent in the sense that old information defines its meaning.
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information contained in prior context or in common knowledge.25 A complete phrase constitutes
a unit of meaning in the clause of which it is a contributing element.
After the analysis of phrases is complete, the clauses are analyzed. Clauses are reduced to
their default kernel form by systematically undoing the clause transformations the author imposed,
thus bringing to conscious awareness the information added thereby. Clause transformations are
imposed in hierarchical order and should be undone in that order, beginning from lowest to highest
hierarchy, being guided by semantic restraints (common sense). A complete clause (sentence) constitutes a unit of meaning in the paragraph of which it is a contributing element.
After the analysis of clauses is complete, paragraphs are analyzed. The author had linked
the clauses of a paragraph together in sequential clusters by connectives according to their logical
and semantic interrelationships. This was done by hierarchically ordered text transformations,
guided by semantic restraints. The analysis of a paragraph consists of systematically undoing the
text transformations the author imposed on the clauses, beginning from lowest to highest hierarchy, being guided by semantic restraints, thus bringing to conscious awareness the information
added by the transformations. A complete paragraph constitutes a unit of meaning in the message
of which it is a contributing element.
After the analysis of paragraphs is complete, the whole text is analyzed. The author had
linked paragraphs together in sequential clusters by connectives according to their logical and semantic interrelationships. This was done by hierarchically ordered text transformations, guided by
semantic restraints. The analysis of a complete text consists of systematically undoing the text
transformations the author imposed on the paragraphs, beginning from lowest to highest hierarchy,
being guided by semantic restraints, thus bringing to conscious awareness the information added
thereby.
In this way all the information of a text is extracted, together with all its logical and semantic interrelations. An expositor uses this information to understand and explain what the text says.
No part of the text is interpreted independently apart from its grammatical, syntactical, and semantic context, both near and far. This analytical procedure is essentially what takes place naturally in
the mind of a native reader simultaneously as the eyes peruse the text; it is known as the natural
or literal method of interpretation.

25

Modifiers are regarded as the remnant of one or more old-information clauses that are dependent on the
head element of the phrase. Elision eliminates the redundant constituents of the clause(s), leaving only the remnant as
the modifier. The full content of such dependent clauses is significant to the expositor.
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On the surface this methodology seems tedious, complicated, and too difficult to master.
However, as the student becomes more familiar and experienced with the language, the methodology becomes second nature and what initially seemed difficult becomes self-evident. It is the
purpose of this book to bring students of Biblical Hebrew close to this level of competence.
The teaching strategy of this book follows the following steps:
(1) A thorough review of Hebrew parts of speech. This may seem elementary, but experience
indicates that many students—even advanced ones—are weak in this discipline.
(2) Define and illustrate the syntax of the various types of kernel clauses of Hebrew discourse.
(3) Define and illustrate the various types of transformations that may operate on kernel
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

clauses.
Define and illustrate the syntax of the various types of phrases that occur in Hebrew discourse. It may seem that this step should come before step 2 above, but as it turns out,
phrases are all derived from parts of speech with one or more dependent clauses.
Define and illustrate the procedure for analyzing Hebrew sentences, that is, the methodology for the exposition of sentences.
Define and illustrate how Hebrew sentences are linked together to compose meaningful
paragraphs and discourse.
Define and illustrate the procedure for analyzing Hebrew discourse, that is, the methodology for the exposition of discourse.

The next chapter begins the thorough study of Hebrew parts of speech.

CHAPTER 2
The Syntactic Attributes of Hebrew Nouns
This chapter presents the attributes of Hebrew nouns associated with their syntactic relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered
except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to that presented in other
works of Hebrew syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational”
concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive
treatment of all the particulars of Hebrew nouns.

2.1 Noun Defined
A noun is the name of a person, animal, place, thing, quality, state, idea, or action. Nouns
are distinguished from other parts of speech by certain morphological and syntactic attributes.
Nouns serve as the subject of a verb, direct or indirect object of a verb, object of a preposition, or
as an appositive to another noun.1 Although Hebrew nouns share certain inflectional morphemes
with adjectives, the inflection of Hebrew nouns is uniquely different from all other parts of speech,
including adjectives. For example, apart from a few exceptions, a given Hebrew noun inflects in
only one gender, whereas adjectives inflect in both genders. Some Hebrew nouns inflect with morphemes contrary to their true number and gender (—women), but adjectives exhibit consistent
agreement of their morphemes and attribute values ( —good women).

1

Nouns may also occupy the slot of casus pendens and of an adverbial accusative.
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2.1.1 Nouns Classified
Nouns fall into various classifications depending upon the entity they name. The classification affects the inflection of the words to some extent. The classes are not wholly unique; they
may overlap. There are at least the following classes of nouns: (1) common nouns, (2) proper
nouns, (3), Gentilic nouns, (4) concrete nouns, (5) countable nouns, (6) measurable nouns, (7)
abstract nouns, and (8) characteristic nouns. Only the first three categories are noted in the lexicons
and in the morphological codes in the WTS text.
2.1.2 Common Nouns
There are 3,657 words that are classified as common nouns, occurring 107,546 times in the
WTS text. Table 2.1 lists the number of common nouns by frequency distribution.
Table 2.1
Frequency Distribution of Common Nouns
Frequency

Number of Common Nouns

<= 10

2684

11 to 50

673

51 to 100

133

101 to 200

71

201 to 300

38

301 to 400

15

401 to 500

12

501 to 600

8

601 to 700

1

701 to 800

5

801 to 900

3

901 to 1100

1

1101 to 1300

1

1301 to 1500

1

1501 to 1700

1

> 1700

10

It is evident that many common nouns occur very infrequently and relatively few occur
very often. In fact 1,197 occur only once, only 167 occur more than 100 times, and only 43 occur
more than 400 times. Table 2.2 lists the 43 common nouns occurring more than 400 times.
A common noun is a name that represents any or all members of a common class.

 —man;  —donkey;

 —house
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Table 2.2
Frequency of Most Often Common Nouns
Noun Meaning Frequency Noun Meaning Frequency

ָכל

all

5413

ָאח

brother

629

ֵבן

son

4933

ֵלב

heart

600

ֹלהים
ִ  ֱאGod

2601

רֹאש

head

596

ֶמ ֶלְך

king

2525

ַבת

daughter

586

ֶא ֶרץ

land

2504

ַמיִ ם

water

581

יֹום

day

2302

ַהר

mountain

558

ִאיש

man

2187

ּגֹוי

nation

554

ָפנֶ ה

face

2126

ָא ָדם

man

546

2043

קֹול

sound

505

 ַעםpeople 1867

ֶפה

mouth

498

יָ ד

 ַביִ תhouse
hand

1618

ָצ ָבא

army

485

 ָד ָברword

1441

ק ֶֹדש

holiness

469

 ָאבfather

1210

עֹולם
ָ

eternity

439

ִעיר

city

1086  ִמ ְׁש ָפטjudgment

ַעיִ ן

eye

885

ָש ַמיִ ם

heaven

421

ָשנָ ה

year

875

ַשר

prince

421

ֵשם

name

864

ָתוֶ ְך

midst

418

800

ֶח ֶרב

sword

413

 ִא ָשהwoman 781

ֶכ ֶסף

silver

403

נֶ ֶפש

 ֶע ֶבדservant

422

soul

754

ִמזְׁ ֵב ַח

altar

401

 כ ֵֹהןpriest

750

ָמקֹום

place

401

ֶד ֶרְך

706

way

20
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The name may be used collectively of the entire class ( —mankind); it may represent
unspecified members of the class ( —men), and so forth. These nouns may take a definite
article, and a pronoun suffix.2
2.1.3 Proper Nouns
There are 2,617 words that are classified as proper nouns. Table 2.3 lists the number of
proper nouns by frequency distribution.
Table 2.3
Frequency Distribution of Proper Nouns
Frequency

Number of Proper Nouns

<= 10
11 to 50
51 to 100
101 to 200
201 to 300
301 to 400
401 to 500
501 to 700
701 to 900
901 to 1100
> 1100

2247
298
37
18
5
3
2
2
2
1
2

It is evident that many proper nouns occur very infrequently and relatively few occur very
often. In fact 1,085 occur only once, only 17 occur more than 200 times. Table 2.4 lists the 17
proper nouns occurring more than 200 times.
A proper noun is the name of a particular member of a class, either a person or place.3 The
name is regarded as unique to the particular member and is not shared with any other. Proper nouns
that refer to persons are singular and determinate by nature; they usually do not take the definite
article4 or pronoun suffix. They take the gender of the person named.

2
There are 3,657 different common nouns in the Hebrew Bible, occurring 107,546 times. They have the
definite article 22,302 times and pronoun suffixes 23,586 times.
3

There are 2,819 different proper nouns in the Hebrew Bible, occurring 33,404 times. They have the definite
article 1,109 times.
4

The few exceptions should properly be regarded as Gentilics (GKC § 125 d).

( ַ ַֽה ְמנַ ֶּׁ֑שהDeut. 3:13, etc.);

( ַה ֵּל ִ֔ויJosh. 13:14, etc.). In addition, a number of other personal nouns regularly take the definite article, perhaps
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 —Jacob;

— ָדוִ דDavid

— ְׁשֹלמֹהSolomon

22

— ֲא ִביגַ יִ לAbigail

Table 2.4
Frequency of Most Often Proper Nouns
Noun

Meaning

 יהוהYahweh

Frequency

6828

יִ ְׁש ָר ֵאל

Israel

2506

ָדוִ ד

David

1075

הּודה
ָ ְׁי

Judah

819

מ ֶֹשה

Moses

766

ִמ ְׁצ ַריִ ם

Egypt

681

רּוש ַלם
ָ ְׁ יJerusalem

643

ֲאד ֹנָ י

Lord

439

ָשאּול

Saul

406

יַ ֲעקֹב

Jacob

349

ַא ֲהר ֹן

Aaron

347

לֵ וִ י

Levi

307

 ַפ ְׁרעֹהPharaoh

274

 ְׁשֹלמֹהSolomon

293

ָב ֶבל

Babylon

הֹושּוע
ַ
ְׁ יJoshua
יֹוסף
ֵ

Joseph

263
218
213

Proper nouns that refer to cities are determinate by nature; they usually do not take the definite
article,5 and never a pronoun suffix. They usually are feminine.

— ְׁסד ֹֹ֙םSodom

 —Jerusalem

idiomatically:

— ֶח ְׁברֹוןHebron

( מֹלְךLev. 18:21, etc.); ( ֲענָ קJosh. 15:14, etc.); ( ַב ַעלJudg. 6:25, etc.); ( ֲע ָמ ֵּלק2 Sam. 1:1, etc.);

plus a few others.
5

etc.);

A few names of cities take the definite article, perhaps also idiomatically:

( ַ ַֽה ָח ְר ָ ַֽמהHormah Num.

14:45, etc.);

ָהר ְב ָלָ֖ה

( ַה ָש ִ֔רֹוןSharon Isa. 33:9, etc.); plus a few others.

(Riblah Num. 34:11);

ירה
ִ֔ ָ ַה ְכפ

ָה ַעַ֣י

(Ai Gen. 12:8,

(Chephirah Josh. 9:17);
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Proper nouns that refer to rivers, mountains, and territories are determinate by nature; some of
them take the definite article, but never a pronoun suffix. They usually are feminine.

— ַהיַ ְׁר ֵ ֵּ֔דןthe Jordan

אר
ֹ ָ֗ ְׁ— ַהיthe Nile

— ַה ֶ ָּֽנֶּֽגְׁ ָבהthe Negev — ַהמ ִֹר ָיָ֑הMoriah

— ַהּגִ ְׁל ָ ָּֽעדGilead

— ַה ַמ ְׁכ ֵפ ָלָ֛הMachpelah

— ַה ִמ ְׁצ ָפ ֹ֙הMizpah

— ַה ִפ ְׁס ָּגָ֑הPizgah

Proper place names may also take a locative  הaffix.
2.1.4 Gentilic Nouns
Gentilic nouns refer to the descendants of an ancestral forefather, the inhabitants of cities,
nations, or ethnic groups. They are classified as adjectives by lexicographers, as proper nouns in
the now discontinued software program BibleWorks, and as Gentilics in this work. There are 233
different Gentilic nouns, occurring 1,825 times. Table 2.5
Table 2.5
Frequency Distribution of Gentilic Nouns
Frequency

Number of Nouns

<= 10
11 to 50
51 to 100
> 100

205
22
4
2

It is evident that most Gentilic nouns occur infrequently. In fact 113 occur only once, only
28 occur more than 10 times, and only 2 occur more than 100 times, Table 2.6 lists those that occur
more than 10 times.
Table 2.6
Frequency of Most Often Gentilic Nouns
Noun

Meaning

Frequency

ֵלוִ י

Levite

297

ְׁפ ִל ְׁש ִתי

Philistine

288

ֱאמ ִֹרי

Amorite

87

ְהּודי
ִ י

Jew

81

ַכ ְׁש ִדים

Chaldeans

76

ְׁכנַ ֲענִ י

Canaanite

73
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ִח ִתי

Hittite

48

בּוסי
ִ ְׁי

Jebusite

41

ִע ְׁב ִרי

Hebrew

34

ִמ ְׁצ ִרי

Egyptian

30

24

Gentilic nouns are derived from the name of an associated ancestor, city, nation, or ethnic group,
usually by adding a long i-class vowel on the end of the associated name. They may take the
definite article,6 but rarely a pronoun suffix.7

אּובן
ֵ — ְׁרReuben

אּובנִ י
ֵ — ְׁרReubenite

—ּגָ דGad

—ּגָ ִדיGadite

— ֵלוִ יLevi

— ֵלוִ יLevite

— ִבנְׁ יָ ִמןBenjamin

ן־היְׁ ִמינִ י
ַ — ֶבBenjamite

—יִ ְׁש ָר ֵאלIsrael

—יִ ְׁש ְׁר ֵא ִליIsraelite

— ֵ ָּֽחתHeth

— ִח ִתיHittite

— יְׁ ֵּ֔בּוסJebus

יְׁבּוסי
ִ —Jebusite

— ְׁכ ֵּ֔ ַנ ַעןCanaan

— ְׁכנַ ֲענִ יCanaanite

— ֲע ָמ ֵ ֵ֥לקAmalek

— ֲע ָמ ֵל ִקיAmalekite

— ֲא ָרםAram

— ֲא ַר ִמיAramean

Gentilic nouns generally occur as collectives, but may be inflected for number and gender.

מֹוא ִבי
ָ —Moabite (Deut. 23:4)
—מ ָֹא ִביםMoabites (Deut. 2:11)
מֹוא ִ ָּֽבית
ָ —Moabitess (2 Chr. 24:26)
מֹוא ִביָ ָּ֤ה
ֲ —Moabitess (Ruth 1:22)

6

There are 233 Gentilic nouns in the Hebrew Bible, occurring a total of 1,825 times. Of this total, 1,269 have
the definite article.
7

For example,

( ְלויֵּ ָ֖נּוour Levites Neh. 10:1).
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מֹוא ִביָּ֤ ֹות
ֲ —Moabitesses (1 Kgs. 11:1)
— ַעמֹונִ יAmonite (Deut. 23:4)
— ַעמ ִֵֹּ֔ניםAmonites (Deut. 2:20)
מֹונית
ִֵּ֔ — ַעAmonitess (2 Chr. 24:26)
יֹות
ֹ֙ ִ — ַע ֳּמנAmonitesses (1Kgs. 11:1)
אלי
ִ —יִ זְׁ ְׁר ֵעJezreelite (1 Kgs. 21:1)
אלית
ִ —יִ זְׁ ְׁר ֵעJezreelitess (1 Sam. 27:3)
— ְׁכנַ ֲע ִנָ֑יתCanaanitess ( 1 Chr. 2:3)
2.1.5 Concrete Nouns
Concrete nouns are names of discrete objects that exist in space and time, and that can be
perceived by the senses.

—mountain; —hand; —sun; —rod, staff; —wall;—table.
2.1.6 Countable Nouns
Some nouns are class names of objects that may be counted, that is, those things that are
identified as unique unit members of the class. These are called countable nouns.

—three boys; —four books; —five days.
2.1.7 Measurable Nouns
Some nouns are the names of substances that are not spoken of as unique units. When
quantified they require a countable unit of measure.

—oil; —wine; —water; —wheat.
2.1.8 Abstract Nouns
Some nouns are names of abstractions of the mind that cannot be perceived by the senses.
These are called abstract nouns.

—love; —hatred; —old age; —youth.
Many abstract nouns are the names of unique concepts rather than class names. These behave much like proper names. That is, they are only singular; they are determinate by nature, and
do not take either a definite or indefinite article, except when limited by a genitive.
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2.1.9 Characteristic Nouns
Some nouns are the names of characteristics possessed by entities named by other nouns.
Characteristic nouns have associated adjectives that specify specific values of the named characteristic.
hD`m—
! size; lk*vm
= !—weight; ha#rm
+ ^—appearance; <u^f^—taste.

2.2 The Derivation of Hebrew Nouns
Some Hebrew nouns are primary nouns that seem to exhibit no dependence on other words.
Other nouns seem to be derived from a corresponding verb, noun, or adjective.
2.2.1 Primary Nouns
Many Hebrew nouns in the Bible have no corresponding verb, noun, or adjective to which
its derivation may be traced. Other Hebrew nouns have corresponding verbs that seem to be derived from that noun.8 Still others seem to be the source of derivation for other nouns or adjectives.
For convenience, these various nouns are called primary nouns. The majority of the primary nouns
are concrete nouns.

ba*
ja^
vya!
la@
Jr\a#
rh^
dy`
<oy
<y]m^
loq
ryq!
jr~q#

8

—father
—brother
—man
—God
—land, earth
—mountain
—hand
—day
—water
—voice, sound
—wall
—frost, ice

va@
<j#r\
hd\c*
ru*c@
fb#v@
/j*l=v%
<v@
vm#v#
ru^v^
hj*p=v!
Ew\T^

—fire
—womb
—field
—hair
—rod, staff, scepter
—table
—name
—sun
—gate
—handmaid
—midst

Verbs frequently are classified as denominative (i.e., derived from a noun) if they are used in the piel stem
and not in the qal.
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2.2.2 Nouns Derived From Verbs
Many Hebrew nouns have a corresponding verb to which its derivation may be traced.
Some such nouns name the doer of the verbal deed, others name the recipient of the action, still
others are the names of the abstract ideas of the deeds themselves.
Nouns that name the doer of the deed. Although the active participle regularly is used to
designate the doer of the verbal deed, many verbs have a corresponding noun to serve function.
Verb

El^m* —he reigned
ax*y` —he went out
lv^m* —be like
db^u* —he served

Noun

El#m#
hk*l=m^
<ya!x*a$x#
lv*m*
db#u#

— king
—queen
—offspring
—proverb
—servant

Nouns that name the recipient of the deed. Although the passive participle may be used to
designate the recipient of the verbal action, many verbs have a corresponding noun to serve this
function.
Verbs

El^m* —he reigned
lk^a* —he ate

ud^y` —he knew
hc*u* —he did, made
um^v* —he heard
dl^y` —he begot

ac*n` —he lifted up

Nouns

tWkl=m^
hk*l*m=m^
lk#a)
hl*k=a*
lk*a&m^
tu^D~
hc#u&m^
um^v@
hu*Wmv=
dl#y\
hD`l=y~
dyl!y`
todl=oT
td#l#om
ayc!n`
aC*m^
ta@c=m^

—kingdom
—kingdom
—food
—food
—food
—knowledge
—deed, work
—hearing, report
—report
—boy
—girl
—son
—generations
—kindred
—one lifted, prince
—burden
—uprising
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Nouns

hu*r` —he pastured

hu#r+m! —pasturage

רעה
ֵ

—shepherd

Nouns that name the abstract idea of the verbal deed. Although the infinitive construct
may be used to designate the abstract idea of the verbal action, many verbs have a corresponding
noun to serve this function. These are called verbal nouns.
Verbs

Jp@j*
jl^v*
bh^a*
Ep^h*
fp^v*

Nouns
—he delights
—he sent
—he loved
—he overthrew
—he judged

Jp#h@
j~Wlv=m^
hb*h&a^
hk*P@h=m^
fP*v=m!

—delight
—sending
—love
—an overthrow
—judgment

These verbal nouns are observed to have both subjects and objects, very much like the
corresponding finite verb.


like the love of the LORD for children of Israel (Hos. 3:1)


as God's overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah (Amos 4:11)


my judgments against them (Jer. 1:16)

Nouns that name the abstract idea of the verbal state. Hebrew has many stative verbs that
declare a state of being. Such verbs have a corresponding noun that names the abstract idea of the
verbal state.
Verbs

am@f* —he is unclean
ld~G` —he is great
vd^q* —he is holy
<r)u* —he is crafty
am@x* —he is thirsty
Hb^G` —it is long
qt)m* —it is sweet

Nouns

ha*m=f*
ld\G\
hL*WdG+
vd\q)
<r\u)
hm*r+u*
am*x*
Hb^G\
qt#m#

—uncleanness
—greatness
—greatness
—holiness
—craftiness
—craftiness
—thirst
—length
—sweetness
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2.2.3 Nouns Derived from Other Nouns
Some Hebrew nouns seem to be the names of abstractions related to another noun.
Source Noun
ru^n~ —lad
lK) —all, every,
the whole
hL*K^ —daughter-in-law,
bride
<l#u# —young man

Derived Noun
<yr]Wun+ —early life, youth
lolk=m! —perfection
ll*k=m! —completeness, perfection
hl*WlK= —betrothal

<ym!Wlu& —youth, vigor
hl*yl!P= —office of judge
hY`ly! l!P= —the giving of a decision

lyl!P* —judge
or umpire

qd\x# —rightness,

hq*d+x! —righteousness

righteousness
vd\q) —apartness,

vD`qm
= ! —sacred place,

sacredness
var+ —head
<j#r\ —womb

ru*c@
ru^v^
hj^p=v!
hn`m*l=a

sanctuary
tyv!ar} —beginning, chief
<ym!j&r~ —compassion

—hair(collective) hr`u&c^
—gate
ru@v*
—maid-servant
hj*P*v=m!
—widow
/m*la
= ^

—a hair
—porter
—clan
—widowhood

2.2.4 Nouns Derived From Adjectives
Some Hebrew nouns seem to be the names of abstractions related to an adjective which
has no corresponding stative verb.
Source Adjective
yr]z`ka
= ^ —cruel, fierce

byd]n`
yq!n`
rW}u!
<r)yu@
<oru*

Derived Noun
tWYr]z+k=a^ —cruelty, fierceness

—generous, noble
—innocent
—blind
—naked
—naked

hb*yd]n+ —nobility, nobleness
/oyQ*n] —innocence
/orW`u! —blindness
<r)u&m^ —nakedness
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yr]q* —called,
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Derived Noun
gn\u) —daintiness
gWnu&T^ —daintiness
hl*x=u^ —sluggishness
hr`yu!x= —youth
ru^x=m! —a small thing
ha*yr]q= —proclamation

summoned

qr} —empty, vain
qr~ —thin

qyr] —emptiness, vanity
qyq!r` —thin cake

2.3 The Attributes of Nouns
Nouns have seven information bearing attributes in addition to their lexical information.9
Each of these attributes may assume one of several values. The attributes are as follows:
1. Number
2. Gender
3. Determination
4. Person

5. Range
6. Case
7. Negation

The first five are usually specified by morphemes.10 Case is specified in Biblical Hebrew
by word order only,11 although there is historical evidence that case was originally specified by
morphemes. Negation is specified by a prepositive negative particle.

9

Lexical information is conveyed by means of root and stem.

10
The values of attributes do not uniquely map to morphemes, but do so in combinations. For example, the
combination—masculine, plural, absolute—is specified by the morpheme <y ]— and the combination—feminine, plural, absolute—is specified by the morpheme to—. So it is imprecise to refer to a singular morpheme because no
specific part of a morpheme independently specifies singularity. However, the terms singular morpheme, plural morpheme, etc. are used imprecisely in this work in order to avoid the greater confusion that results from using a more
precise term like logeme.

The determinate accusative is identified by the prepositive particle ta@, although it is occasionally lacking,
especially in poetry.
11
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2.3.1 The Number Attribute12
Hebrew nouns are inflected with three number morphemes (singular, dual, plural).13 However, the syntax of nouns recognizes only two number values (singular, plural). Singular nouns
govern singular verbs and adjectives. Dual and plural nouns govern plural verbs and adjectives.
The number morpheme of some nouns does not correspond with the grammatical number of the
noun. The grammatical number of a noun is determined by the manner in which it governs adjectives and verbs, and by the grammatical number of the pronoun that may stand in its place.
The singular morpheme. The singular morpheme indicates various conditions of the true
number, depending on the class of the noun.
(1) The singular morpheme indicates a single unit of most countable nouns. This has a
corresponding singular attribute value.

El#m# —king
rh^ —mountain

ru^v^ —gate
ru^n~ —lad

(2) The singular morpheme indicates a single collective group of certain countable nouns,
corresponding to the singular attribute value. Collectives take the singular value when viewed as
a single collective whole, but the plural value when viewed as a group of individuals.
Countable
vya! —a man
Ju@ —a tree
rq*B* —a cow
/ax) —a sheep

Collective
vya! —mankind
Ju@ —trees
rq*B* —cattle
/ax) —sheep

(3) The singular morpheme is used with some proper names, abstract nouns, measurable
nouns, and other non-countable nouns. This morpheme corresponds to the singular attribute value.
Proper Names
bq)uy& ~ —Jacob
ba*om —Moab
rox —Tyre
Abstract Nouns
/oyQ*n] —innocence

12
13

hr`yu!x= —youth

GKC § 123, 124; RJW 1-16; VNK §24.3.

Of the 107,546 common nouns in the WTS text, 77,597 are marked as singular, 28,073 are marked as
plural, and 1,876 are marked as dual.
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tw\m* —death
ha*nc
+ ! —hate

Measurable Nouns
/y]y~ —wine
rk*v@ —fruit wine
(4) The singular morpheme is used in conjunction with the determination morpheme to
define the various points of view that a class name may express. This is discussed in detail in the
section on the attribute of determination.
The dual morpheme. The dual morpheme is limited to certain substantives. Adjectives and
verbs are inflected with the singular and plural morphemes only. The dual morpheme expresses
several values of the number attribute.
(1) The dual morpheme may indicate plurality of countable objects occurring naturally in
pairs, corresponding to the plural attribute value. In this case the dual morpheme does not imply
duality, but simply plurality. Words that take the dual morpheme do not take the plural morpheme
without a change of meaning (<y]l^gr
+ ~ —feet; cf. <yl!g`r+ —soldiers).

<y]n~yu@
<y]Pa
^ ^
<y]pn^ `K= vv@
<y]Tv
^ =jn% +

—eyes
—nostrils

<y]dy~ ` —hands
<y]n~z+a* —ears
<y]lg^ +r~ —feet

—six wings
—bronze fetters (for hands or feet)

(2) The dual morpheme may indicate pairs of certain countable nouns that may appear
naturally in sequential pairs. In this case the dual morpheme expresses duality without the number
two. However the corresponding attribute value is plural because adjectives and verbs in syntactic
concord with the given dual require the plural. (tobof <y]t^nv
` =—two good years). These nouns use
the plural morpheme to express any other type of plurality.

<y]m^oy
<ym!y` hu*bv
= !
<y]tP
^ v
= =m!
<y]tn^ `v=
<yn]v* ub^v#

—two (sequential) days
—seven days
—two burdens (Gen. 49:14)
—two (sequential) years
—seven years

(3) The dual morpheme indicates a multiple of two for the numbers “hundred” and “thousand.”
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<y]ta
^ &m^ —two hundred
<y]Pl
^ a
= ^ —two thousand
(4) The dual morpheme is used with certain proper names that have the singular attribute
value.

<y]rx
~ =m! —Egypt

<y]lv
^ *Wry+ —Jerusalem

The plural morpheme. The plural morpheme indicates various conditions of the true number, depending on the class of the noun.
(1) The plural morpheme indicates simple plurality of countable nouns, corresponding to
the plural attribute.

<yk!l*m= —kings
<yd]l*y+ —boys

tojB=x=m! —altars
todl=y~ —girls

(2) For non-countable nouns, the plural morpheme is used to express certain variations of
the lexical meaning. In all these cases the attribute value is singular.
The plural morpheme may be used to express abstract concepts derived from concrete concepts.
Concrete concept
hl*WtB= —virgin
/q@z` —old man
ru^n~ —young man
hY`j^ —a living thing
<D` —blood

Derived abstract
<yl!WtB= —virginity
<yN]qz% + —old age
<yr]Wun+ —youth
<yY]j^ —life
<ym!D` —blood guiltiness

The plural morpheme is used to indicate intensity, majesty, or ownership, for certain nouns.

<yh!Oa$
<yl!uB
* =
<yn]oda&
torb=q!
<yt!om
<ym!v*G+

14

—God (Gen. 1:1)
—master (Isa. 1:3)14
—lord (Isa. 19:4)
—grave (2 Kgs. 22:20)
—violent death (Isa. 53:9)14
—heavy rain (Ezr. 10:9)

The word occurs only in the construct form of the plural.
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The plural morpheme is used to indicate natural products in unnatural conditions, for certain nouns.

<yF!j! —wheat (in grain)
<ym!S=K% —spelt (in grain)
<ym!D` —shed blood

hF*j! — (in ear)
tm#S#K% — (in ear)
<D` —blood

The plural morpheme is used to indicate extension, when the object consists of many parts.

<yr]aW`x^ —back of neck
<yn]P* —face
The plural morpheme is used to indicate composition of material, for certain nouns.

torp*u—
& lumps of earth (cf. rp*u* —dust)
<yp!s*K=—pieces of silver (cf. [s#K# —silver)
(3) The plural morpheme is used in conjunction with the determination morpheme to define various points of view that a class name may express. This is discussed in detail in the section on the
attribute of determination.
The number attribute in compound phrases. Compound noun phrases usually govern plural
verbs.


The king and Haman sat down to drink. (Est. 3:15)
(The plural verb agrees with the plural compound subject.)

However, a compound noun phrase may be viewed as a collective in which case it governs
a singular verb.

ל־ה ֵת ָ ָּֽבה׃
ַ א...
ֶ ְׁב ֹ֙ ֶע ֶצם ַהיָּ֤ ֹום ַהזֶ ֹ֙ה ָ ִ֣בא ֵּ֔נ ֹ ַח וְׁ ֵשם־וְׁ ָ ֵ֥חם וָ ֶי ֶֶ֖פת ְׁבנֵ י־ ָֹ֑נ ַח
On the very same day Noah and Shem, Ham, and Japheth, Noah's sons. . . entered the ark (Gen 7:13)
(The singular verb agrees with the plural compound subject.)

In clauses where the verb appears first, the verb may be singular even though the subject
is compound.


Then the king and Haman came to the banquet. (Est. 5:5)


Then Rachel and Leah answered and said to him (Gen. 31:14)
(Note that the first verb is singular and the second is plural.)
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In compound noun phrases naming a group consisting of a person of superior rank and
some subordinates, the verb may agree with the principal member of the group.


My maids and I will fast likewise. (Est. 4:16)


the wife and her children shall be her master's (Exod. 21:4)

2.3.2 The Gender Attribute15
Associated with the gender attribute are three values (masculine, feminine, common) and
two morpheme values (masculine, feminine).16
The masculine morpheme. The masculine morpheme is used to specify various information, some associated with gender, some not.
(1) The masculine morpheme indicates the masculine gender for most animate objects,
corresponding to the masculine attribute.

El#m#
rP*
ly]a^
rm)j&
ba*

—king
—bull
—ram
—male donkey
—father

<yk!l*m=
<yr]P*
<yl!ya@
<yr]m)j&
(cf. toba*

—kings
—bulls
—rams
—male donkeys
—fathers)

(2) The masculine morpheme indicates the feminine gender for a few animate objects, corresponding to the feminine attribute.

zu@ —female goat
(cf. hV*a! —woman)

<yZ]u! —female goats
<yv!n` —women

(3) The masculine morpheme is used with some inanimate objects having no gender, with
a corresponding masculine attribute. In such cases, the morpheme is merely a syntactic marker to
govern the attribute values of associated modifiers and verbs.

ty]B^ —house

<yT!B* —houses

15

GKC §122; RJW 17-27; VNK §24.2. The morphological gender of a given noun is determined by the
semantic culture of the Hebrew people. The value is defined by the dictionary, external to any text or discourse. Thus,
in a given text, the gender attribute of nouns is an independent variable.
16

Of the 107,546 common nouns in the WTS text, 73,776 are marked as masculine, 26,844 are marked as
feminine, and 6,926 are marked as both.
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<yr]b*D+ —things
<yk!r`D+ —roads
<yx!u@ —trees

(4) The masculine morpheme is used with certain objects having no gender, to express a
meaning derived from a related noun, with a corresponding masculine morpheme. Common to this
case are certain abstract nouns and collectives.
Examples of abstracts:

<yY]j^
<yN]qz% +
<yr]Wun+
<yl!WtB=
<ym!D`

—life

(cf. hY`j^ —living creature)

—old age
(cf. /q@z`
—youth
(cf. ru^n~
—virginity
(cf. hl*WtB=
—bloodguiltiness (cf. <D`

—old man)
—lad)
—virgin)
—blood)

Examples of collectives:

yn]a( —fleet
ru*c@ —hair

(cf. hY`n]a( —ship)
(cf. hr`u&c^ —a hair)

(5) The masculine morpheme is used with some objects having no gender, with a corresponding feminine attribute. In this case, also, the morpheme is merely a syntactic marker. Common to this case are certain inanimate objects, parts of the body, and names of countries and cities.
Examples of inanimate objects:

rK*K!
ryu!
dK^
lu^n~

—talent
—city
—jar
—sandal

<yr]K*K!
<yr]u*
<yD]K^
<yl!un* +

—talents
—cities
—jars
—sandals

<y]lg^ +r~
<y]n~z+a*
<y]n~r+q^
<y]n~yu@

—feet17

Examples of parts of the body:

lg\r\
/z\a)
/r\q#
/y]u^

17

—foot
—ear
—horn
—eye

—ears
—horns
—eyes

Some of these are masculine dual forms instead of masculine plural, but they are plural in number.
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<yu!orz+ —arms

Examples of place names:

<y]rx
~ =m! —Egypt
ba*om —Moab

<y]lv
^ *Wry+ —Jerusalem
<yD]c=K^ —Chaldea

The feminine morpheme. The feminine morpheme is clearly distinguished for most feminine nouns. However, certain feminine nouns have a zero morpheme in the singular that gives the
appearance of a masculine form.
Singular

<a@
br\j#
sWK
/ota*
va@

Plural
—mother
—sword
—cup
—female donkey
—fire

toMa!
tobr`j&
toSK%
tont)a&

—mothers
—swords
—cups
—female donkeys
(singular only)

(1) The feminine morpheme is used to indicate the feminine gender of most animate objects
with the corresponding feminine attribute.
Singular

Plural

hK*l=m^
hD`l=y~
hr`u&n~
<a@
hr`P*
hr`yu!c=
/ota*

—queen
tokl*m=
—girl
todl*y+
—lass
toru*n+
—mother
toMa!
—cow
torP*
—female goat
toryu!c=
—female donkey tont)a&

—queens
—girls
—lasses
—mothers
—cows
—female goats
—female donkeys

(2) The feminine morpheme is used with certain inanimate objects having no gender, with
a corresponding feminine attribute.
Singular

br\j# —sword
sWK —cup
va@ —fire

Plural

tobr`j& —swords
toSK% —cups
(singular only)

(3) The feminine morpheme is used to express certain abstract ideas having no gender, with
a corresponding feminine attribute. Such words are used only in the singular.
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hr`WbG+ —strength
hb*of —goodness

(4) The feminine morpheme is used with certain collective nouns, with a corresponding
feminine attribute.

hj*r+a*—caravan

ּגֹולה
ָ —exiles

(5) The feminine morpheme is used with some objects having no gender, to indicate a
single component of a collective concept, with a corresponding feminine attribute.

hY`n]a( —a ship (cf. yn]a( —fleet)
hr`u&c^ —a hair (cf. ru*c@ —hair)
(6) The feminine morpheme is used to indicate certain neuter concepts, with a corresponding feminine attribute.

taz\ —these things
toal*p=n] —wonderful things
(7) The feminine morpheme is used with some animate objects to indicate office, intensity,
or completeness, with a corresponding masculine attribute.

tl#h#oq —preacher (Eccl. 1:1)
(8) The feminine morpheme is used with certain masculine nouns, with a corresponding
masculine attribute.

toba* —fathers (cf. ba*)
The common gender. Some nouns behave grammatically as though they have a common
gender attribute. That is, regardless of their gender morpheme, they may fit into either a masculine
or feminine context.18

18

(Gen. 1:2);

The BibleWorks software program classifies 37 words as having both genders.

( ָפנהGen. 1:2); ְתהֹום

( אֹותGen. 9:12); ( ָצ ָבא1 Sam. 1:3); ( גַ ןGen. 2:8); ( ַעיןExod. 21:24); ( דרְךGen. 3:24); ( צֹאןGen. 4:2);

( ֲעֹוֹ֥ ןGen. 15:16); ( צפֹורGen. 7:14); ( ַחלֹוןGen. 8:6); ( ֵּעתGen. 8:11); ( לָ ׁשֹוןGen. 10:5); ; ( ָמגֵּ ןGen. 15:1); ׁשמׁש
(Gen. 15:12);

( ַתּנּורGen. 15:17); ( ֵּאׁשGen. 19:24); ( א ַֹרחGen. 18:11); ( ָח ֵּצרGen. 25:16); ( ַמ ֲחנהGen. 32:3);

( גָ ָמלGen. 12:16); ( ְׁשאֹולGen. 37:35); ( גפןGen. 40:9); ( ֵּׁשןGen. 49:12); ( ֲארֹוןGen. 50:26); ( סירExod. 16:3);
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(sign)—usually masculine, but sometimes feminine (Josh. 24:17).
(land)—usually feminine, but sometimes masculine (Ezek. 21:24).
 (cattle)—usually masculine, but sometimes feminine (Gen. 33:13)
 (road, way)—usually masculine, but sometimes feminine (Num. 9:10)
Gender in compound noun phrases. Compound noun phrases usually govern masculine
verbs and adjectives. In the special case where all members of the compound group are feminine,
the gender attribute is feminine.


Then Rachel and Leah answered and said to him (Gen. 31:14)
(The first verb is singular as permitted when it is first. The second verb is plural in concord
with the plural subject. Both verbs are feminine because all members of the subject are feminine.)

In the case where the compound subject is long and the verb appears first, the verb may be
in gender concord with the nearest noun of the compound subject.


So Esther's maids and eunuchs came and told her. (Est. 4:4)

The first verb is feminine plural in concord with toru&n~ (maids) only. The second verb is
masculine plural in concord with the usual practice for mixed gender compound subjects.


Then his wife Zeresh and all his friends said to him (Est. 5:14)

The verb is feminine singular in concord with vr\z\ (Zeresh), even though the compound subject
is of mixed gender. When the compound subject is lengthy, the verb may be in concord with only
its nearest member.
2.3.3 The Determination Attribute19
The determination attribute specifies the degree to which the exact identity of the given
noun is defined. The determination attribute is a marker that indicates that the referent of the given
noun has already been introduced in the discourse, or that the referent is well known in the common
knowledge of the original audience. Associated with the determination attribute are two attribute
values (determinate, non-determinate) and two morphemes (the definite article prefix, a zero morpheme, i.e., no prefix).

( ַׁש ָבתExod. 16:23); ( ָעבExod. 19:9); ( ֲעבֹתExod. 28:14); ( גַ בLev. 14:9); ( ָא ֵּׁשדNum. 21:15); ׁשּוׁשן
ַ
(1 Kgs.
7:19);

( ַתןJob 30:29); ( ָעבֹותPsa. 118:27); ( ֵּאׁשGen. 15:17); ( ֲעגָ ָבהEzek. 23:11); ( נּורDan. 3:6).
19

GKC §125-127; RJW 82-93; VNK §24.4.
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Proper nouns. Proper nouns are determinate by nature because they are names of specific
persons, places, concepts, etc. They always take the attribute value “determinate,” and they never
require the definite article morpheme.20
Common nouns. Common nouns may take either the determinate or nondeterminate attribute value.21 The determinate attribute is associated with common nouns (1) that have been named
or defined in previous context, (2) that are well known (i.e., equivalent to a proper noun), or (3)
that have bound forms delimited by determinate phrases or pronouns (i.e., they are construct
forms). The same is true for countable, measurable, and characteristic nouns.
Abstract nouns. Abstract nouns do not usually take the determinate attribute when used in
the free (absolute) form, but may be made determinate by a determinate genitive.

hb*h&a^ —love
<yh!Oa$ tb*h&a^ —the love of God.
The definite article morpheme is not used with determinate common nouns in the following
cases:
(1) common nouns with a bound form (i.e., construct state nouns).

El#M#h^ tyB@ —The house of the king.
bq)uy& ~ yn}B= —The sons of Jacob.
(2) common nouns with a pronoun suffix.

<k#yk@l=m^ —Your kings
otWkl=m^ —His kingdom
In these cases the nouns in the construct state are made determinate by a determinate genitive.
Combinations of the determination attribute and the number attribute are used to specify
the various degrees to which the exact identity of the given nouns is defined.
The singular, non-determinate combination. The singular, non-determinate combination
specifies one of the following degrees of determination, depending on the context in which the
named class is used.

20
21

However, see the previous discussion of proper nouns for some apparent idiomatic exceptions.

Of the 107,546 instances of common nouns in the WTS text, 22,301 are marked as definite by a prepositive
definite article.
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(1) The noun refers to a typical representative of the class, where English must use the
indefinite article, as in
A man is ___________

A man does__________

where the noun is used only as the subject of a clause.


Which if a man does, he shall live by them. (Neh. 9:29)


Will a man rob God? (Mal. 3:8)


Yet a man is born to trouble (Job 5:7)


Will a man make gods for himself? (Jer. 16:20)

(2) The noun is a predicate object and refers to nonspecific member(s) of the class, where
English uses the plural, as in “I will cause men to walk upon you” (Ezek. 36:12).


I will multiply men upon you (Ezek. 36:10)


Yes, I will cause men to walk on you (Ezek. 36:12)


You devour men (Ezek. 36:13)


therefore you shall devour men no more (Ezek. 36:14)


I will increase their men like a flock. (Ezek. 36:37)


Why do You make men like fish of the sea? (Hab. 1:14)

(3) The noun is a predicate nominative or predicate object which refers to the class collectively, where English uses no article, as in “What is man...?”
Examples (Predicate object):


I will consume man and beast (Zep. 1:3)


I will multiply upon you man and beast. (Ezek. 36:11)
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Example (Predicate Nominative):


What is man that You are mindful of him? (Psa. 8:4 [5])

(4) The noun is a predicate nominative and refers to that which possesses or manifests all
the essential characteristics and nature of the named class. English uses no article and may use the
plural when the subject is plural.


Now the Egyptians are men, and not God;
And their horses are flesh, and not spirit. (Isa. 31:3)


For He is not man, that He should relent. (1 Sam. 15:29)


You are men, I am your God (Ezek. 34:31)

(5) The noun is a predicate nominative and refers to a specific unnamed member of the
class where English uses the indefinite article.


And Esau was a skillful hunter, a man of the field;
but Jacob was a mild man. (Gen. 25:27)


Look, Esau my brother is a hairy man,
and I am a smooth-skinned man. (Gen. 27:11)


And he was a successful man. (Gen. 39:2)


Noah was a just man. (Gen. 6:9)

Note that these predicate nominatives all have an adjective modifier. In these cases the Hebrew
noun does not make use of the indefinite article as in the next category.
(6) The noun is the subject or predicate object and refers to a specific unnamed, not previously mentioned member of the class, where English must use the indefinite article, and where
Hebrew may use the optional indefinite article dj*a#.22

The word vya! may also be used as an indefinite article with personal nouns, i.e., yr]x=m! vya! —an Egyptian
(Gen. 39:1), hn`oz hV*a! —a harlot (Jer. 3:3).
22
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Now there was a certain man from Zorah (Judg. 13:2)


Now there was a certain man of Ramathaim Zophim (1 Sam 1:1)


Now a certain man saw it and told Joab (2 Sam. 18:10)


There is a certain people scattered... (Est. 3:8)


Now there was a man from the mountains of Ephraim (Judg. 17:1)


a man had come to seek the well-being of the children of Israel (Neh. 2:10)


I have gotten a man from the LORD (Gen. 4:1)


I have killed a man (Gen. 4:23)


Now a certain man found him (Gen. 37:15)

The plural non-determinate combination. This combination specifies one of the following
degrees of determination, depending on the context in which the named class is used.
(1) The noun is a predicate nominative and refers to specific, unnamed members of the
class, where English uses the plural.


We are brethren (Gen. 13:8)

(2) The noun is the subject or predicate object and refers to a specific, unnamed, not previously referenced group of members of the named class, where English uses the plural quantifier
“some,” and where Hebrew may use the optional indefinite plural article <yd]j*a&.


There were certain men who were defiled . . . (Num. 9:6)


And stay with him a few days (Gen. 27:44)


But within a few days he shall be destroyed. (Dan. 11:20)

The first example omits the optional indefinite article <yd]j*a& which is found in the others.
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(3) The noun refers to the class collectively, either in a general sense, or as viewing the
class as a group of individuals. This is in contrast with the singular collective that views the class
as a whole. English uses the plural.


I will chasten him with the rod of men and
with the blows of the sons of men. (2 Sam. 7:14)

The singular-determinate combination. The singular-determinate combination specifies
one of the following degrees of determination, depending on the context in which the named class
is to be used.
(1) The noun refers to a previously mentioned member of the named class, where English
and Hebrew use the singular with a definite article.
. . .
. . .
Now a certain man saw it, . . .
But the man said to Joab . . . (2 Sam. 18:10, 12)

. . . 


Now a certain man found him, . . .
And the man asked him, saying, “What are you seeking?” (Gen. 37:15)

 . . .
A man came from Saul's camp . . .
And the young man said,... (2 Sam. 1:2,6)

Note that in this last example the determinate ru^N~h^ (the young man) refers to the previously mentioned dj*a# vya! (man), a permissible but unusual change of noun.
(2) The noun is the subject and refers to the class collectively as a whole, where English
uses the singular.


Man shall not live by bread alone. (Deut. 8:3)


For man looks at the outward appearance (1 Sam. 16:7)


Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock, taste any thing (Jon. 3:7)


Let man and beast be covered with sackcloth (Jon. 3:8)
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(3) The noun refers to things or classes of things that are well-known, where English usually uses the indefinite singular with no article.


where there is gold (Gen. 2:11)


Abraham was very rich in livestock, in silver, and in gold. (Gen. 13:2)


to work in gold, in silver, and in bronze (Exod. 31:4)

(4) The noun is in the second person, a vocative. The definite article is a sign of the vocative. The noun may be preceded by a second person pronoun. If it is a subject, it governs a second
person verb.


As your soul lives, O king, I do not know. (1 Sam. 17:55)


Help, O king! (2 Sam. 14:4)

The plural determinate combination. This combination specifies that the noun refers to
previously mentioned or well-known objects, where English uses the plural with the definite article.

. . . 
There were certain men . . . ,
and those men said to him, . . . (Num. 9:6, 7)

The second <yv!na
` &h^ (those men) is determinate because it refers to the previous nondeterminate
<yv!na
` & (certain men).
This combination also specifies the second person vocative for plural nouns in a second
person context.


Hear, you deaf; And look, you blind (Isa. 42:18)

However, the vocative is frequently lacking the definite article in both the singular and
plural.
2.3.4 The Personal Attribute
The personal attribute of nouns distinguishes between the participants of a narrative or
discourse. Three attribute values are associated with the personal attribute:
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First Person—designates the speaker or narrator
Second Person—designates the reader or listener
Third Person—designates one distinct from the first and second person
With the plural attribute, the first person plural includes the speaker/narrator, and others
identified as either second person, third person, or both. The second person plural includes the
readers/listeners and perhaps others distinct from the second or first person. The third person plural
includes those distinct from the first and second persons. First and second person nouns occur only
in speech.
Hebrew has no morphemes to indicate the value of the personal attribute for nouns, consequently this attribute is not generally recognized as a characteristic of nouns. However, the personal attribute is recognized as a necessary characteristic of nouns by various syntactic restraints
on the language.23
(1) Pronouns agree with their antecedent noun in number, gender, and person.
(2) Verbs agree with their subject noun in number, gender, and person.24 A single ungrammatical example illustrates the truth of this statement.
[]
[A boy sat upon the chair]

The Hebrew sentence is ungrammatical because the verb (2nd, mas., sing.) does not agree with the
subject (3rd, mas., sing.).25
The majority of nouns take the third person attribute. For the second person attribute (vocative), the definite article morpheme is usually used with common nouns, but not with proper
nouns.


Help, my lord, O king! (2 Kgs. 6:26)

In other cases an accompanying pronoun is used to identify the person attribute.

23
The personal attribute is grammatically independent of the other nominal attributes. For example, second
person (vocative) nouns are found in the context of all three cases: (1) nominative: 2 Sam. 14:4; Isa. 42:18; Zech. 3:8;
(2) genitive: Psa. 9:3; 24:1; 30:9; (3) accusative: 2 Sam. 22:50; Psa. 130:1.
24
Verbs have no semantic number, gender, or person. A verb is inflected in grammatical concord with the
number, gender, and person of it subject, even when its subject has been elided.
25

person).

For this sentence to be grammatically correct, the subject noun must be understood as vocative (second
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But you, son of man, hear what I say to you. (Ezek. 2:8)


I, Daniel, was mourning (Dan. 10:2)

ּוש ָלָ֑ם
ָ הוָּ֤ה ְׁב ֹ֙ך ַה ָש ֵָּ֔טן וְׁ יִ גְׁ ַ ָּ֤ער יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ְׁב ֵּ֔ך ַהב ֵ ֶֹ֖חר ִב ָּֽיר
ָ ְׁיִ גְׁ ֹ֙ ַער י
The LORD rebuke you, Satan! The LORD who has chosen Jerusalem rebuke you! (Zech. 3:2)

In still other cases, the personal attribute of subject nouns may be identified only by the
conjugate form of the predicate verb.


Hear, O Israel (Deut. 6:4)


Listen, O coastlands (Isa. 49:1)

The personal attribute of compound noun phrases is determined as follows:
(1) the first person attribute governs the phrase if at least one of the nouns is first person.

יכם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ּובה ֲא ֵל
ָ וַ ֲא ִנִ֣י וְׁ ַה ֵַּ֔נ ַער נֵ ְׁל ָ ֶ֖כה ַעד־ ָ֑כֹה וְׁ ִ ָּֽנ ְׁש ַת ֲחֶוֶ֖ה וְׁ נָ ֵ֥ש
I and the lad will go yonder and worship, and we will come back to you. (Gen. 22:5)

ֲה ִ֣בֹוא נָ ָ֗בֹוא ֲאנִ ֹ֙י וְׁ ִא ְׁמךִ֣ וְׁ ַא ֵֶּ֔חיך ְׁל ִה ְׁש ַת ֲחֹוֵ֥ ת ְׁלךֶ֖ ָ ָּֽא ְׁר ָצה׃
Shall your mother and I and your brothers indeed come to bow down to the earth before you?" (Gen. 37:10)

(2) the second person attribute governs the phrase if at least one of the nouns is second person,
but not first person.

יתך ֵת ְׁל ֶ֖כּו ַב ֶ ָ֑ש ִבי
ֵֶּ֔ וְׁ ַא ָ ִ֣תה ַפ ְׁש ָ֗חּור וְׁ כֹלֹ֙ י ְֹׁש ֵבִ֣י ֵב
And you, Pashhur, and all who dwell in your house, shall go into captivity. (Jer. 20:6)

(3) the third person attribute governs the phrase in all other cases.
2.3.5 The Range Attribute26
The attribute of range specifies the degree of limitation imposed upon the class of objects
named by the given noun. If the range of a noun includes all the members of the class it names,
the range is regarded as “free.” If the range includes only a part of the members of the class, the
range is regarded as “bound.” This attribute corresponds with the absolute-construct state men-

26

GKC § 128, 130; RJW 28-30; VNK §25.1-3.
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tioned in other grammars, and called the bound structure by Williams. Associated with the range
attribute are two attribute values (free, bound), and two morpheme values (absolute, construct).27
The absolute morpheme. The absolute morpheme is used under three conditions:
(1) The absolute morpheme is used to identify common nouns that are unlimited in range
except by context. The corresponding attribute has the value free.
(2) The absolute morpheme is used to identify common nouns that have a genitive relationship with an immediately preceding noun in the construct state (bound). The corresponding
attribute has the value free.
El#M#h^ yr}b=D]
the words of the king

The absolute noun El#M#h^ (the king) limits the range of the construct noun yr}bD
= ] (the words of) to
those words coming from the king.
(3) The absolute morpheme is used also for all nouns to which the range attribute does not
apply, that is, for all proper nouns. Proper nouns are completely bound, since they specify one
unique object. The corresponding attribute has the value free.
The construct morpheme. The construct morpheme is used to identify nouns that are limited
in range by an immediately following noun or pronoun suffix.28 The noun in the construct form is
called the nomen regens and the noun that follows in the absolute form is called the nomen rectum.
The nomen rectum limits the range of the nomen regens. The nomen regens and nomen rectum
have a genitive relationship, the nomen rectum being in the genitive case. The construct morpheme
is never used with proper nouns.
El#M#h^ yT@B*
the houses of the king

27
Of the 107,546 instances of common nouns in the WTS text, 51,862 have the absolute form and 55,673
have the construct form. Of the construct forms, 23,586 have a pronoun suffix, 23,154 govern a non-determinate noun,
6,699 govern a determinate noun, and 2,234 do not govern a noun.
28

Of the 55,684 instances of construct common nouns in the WTS text, 23,585 have a pronoun suffix, 5,385
have a following absolute noun (5,081 with a conjunctive accent, 282 with a near disjunctive and 22 with a remote);
5,623 have a following absolute noun with an definite article (5,145 with a conjunctive accent, 467 with a near disjunctive, and 11 with a remote); 11,097 have a following proper noun (361 with a definite article, 10,155 have a
conjunctive accent, 922 have a near disjunctive, and 20 have a remote); 458 have a following Gentilic noun (271 with
a definite article, 371 have a conjunctive accent, 87 have a near disjunctive, and none have a remote); and 6,846 have
a following construct noun (5,053 have conjunctive accents, 1,697 have near disjunctives, and 96 have remotes).
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The absolute noun El#M#h^ (the king), the nomen rectum, limits the range of the construct
noun yT@B* (houses), the nomen regens, to those houses belonging to the king.
The law of determination. The determination attribute value of a construct noun is defined
by the value of the attribute of the governing (limiting) noun. That is, a construct noun (nomen
regens) is determinate if the absolute noun governing it (nomen rectum) is determinate, and it is
nondeterminate if the absolute noun is nondeterminate. Construct nouns never take the definite
article.
El#M#h^ yT@B* —the houses of the king
El#m# yT@B* —houses of a king
The construct noun yT@B* (houses of) is determinate in the first example by the determinate absolute
noun “the king”; in the second example it is nondeterminate because of the nondeterminate absolute noun “a king.”
Although this rule of determination is quite rigid, there are a few instances where the construct noun is nondeterminate in spite of a determinate nomen rectum. This is particularly the case
with proper nouns.29
ho*hy+ gj^ —a feast of the LORD (Exod. 10:9)
la@r`cy= ] tl^WtB= —a virgin of Israel (Deut. 22:19)
hd\C*h^ tj^l=j# —a piece of ground (2 Sam. 23:11)
The law of coordination. Construct nouns are not usually joined together by conjunctions
when they are bound by the same nomen rectum, as illustrated in the following erroneous example:
[ la@r`cy= ] yj@a&w~ yv@na
+ ^]
men and brethren of Israel

Instead, the absolute noun is repeated with each construct.
la@r`cy= ] yj@a&w~ la@r`cy= ] yv@n+a^
Men of Israel and brethren of Israel.

A few exceptions are found.


the literature and language of the Chaldeans (Dan. 1:4)


the choice and best of Lebanon (Ezek. 31:16)

29

GKC § 127e.
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Absolute nouns may be grouped together by conjunctions when they jointly limit the same
construct noun.


the mother of Jacob and Esau (Gen. 28:5)

The law of successive genitives. Construct nouns may appear in sequence, in which case
the successive limitation is as follows:
(J1(J2(J3N))) English order30

(((la@r`cy= + El#m)# yn}B)= tyB@)
N

J3

J2

J1

(The house of (the sons of (the king of Israel)))

J1

J2

J3

N

The absolute noun N (la@r`cy= + —Israel) limits the range of the immediately preceding construct
noun J3 (El#m# —king) to only the king of Israel. The noun phrase J3N (El#m# la@r`cy= !—the king of
Israel) limits the range of the next preceding construct noun J2 (yn}B= —sons) to only the sons of the
king of Israel. The noun phrase J2J3N (la@r`cy= + El#m# yn}B= —the sons of the king of Israel) limits the
next preceding construct noun J1 (tyB@—house) to only the house of the sons of the king of Israel.
This hierarchy of range limitation continues in the same manner to the fourth and successive construct nouns that may occur. Practicality is the only limit to the number of construct nouns
that may appear in sequence.31
The law of nonintervention.32 Nothing may intervene between a construct noun and the
genitive absolute noun (nomen rectum) that governs it. There are five qualifications to this otherwise invariant law.
(1) A construct noun may follow another construct noun when there is a series of genitives.
This forms a construct chain of more than two links, the last of which is an absolute noun. The law
of nonintervention then applies to the entire series.


the days of the years of the life of my fathers (Gen. 47:9)

30
The symbol N represents a noun; the symbol J represents a construct noun and the subscript number distinguishes one from the other.
31

The longest string of construct nouns is four which occurs three times: Exod. 39:32; Exod. 40:6; Neh.

32

Blau, p. 54; GKC § 128; Muraoka § 129a.

10:36.
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the chiefs of the people of the earth (Job 12:24)

(2) The definite article may precede the nomen rectum. However, since the definite article
is merely a prepositive morpheme of the nomen rectum, it does not constitute an intervention.


the words of the prophets (1 Kgs. 22:13)

(3) The locative He may follow the first construct as a postpositive terminative suffix;33 it
is regarded as the equivalent of a morpheme and not as an intervention.


to the house of Joseph (Gen. 43:17)

(4) Although it is not common, the construct may receive a pronoun suffix. Usually the
pronoun is attached to the nomen rectum even though it modifies the construct.



  —his weapons of war (Deut. 1:41)
 —in my house of prayer (Isa. 56:7)
 —his idols of silver (Isa. 2:20)

But where the sense of style requires, the construct may receive the pronoun suffix. This is necessary to avoid ambiguity. Since the pronoun is a suffix, it must be regarded as part of the construct
word, and not as an intervention.




—your valuation for a male (Lev. 27:5)
—My covenant with Jacob (Lev. 26:42)

In the first example, the nomen regens takes the pronoun suffix to avoid ambiguity. In the second,
it takes the suffix because the proper name cannot.
(5) Although it is not common, a negative may precede the nomen rectum. The negative is
usually attached to the nomen rectum by Maqqeph, making it equivalent to another construct. Actually, as demonstrated later, a negative may be regarded as a prepositive morpheme, and thus part
of the nomen rectum. As such, it is not an intervention.


by a sword not of man and a sword not of mankind (Isa. 31:8)


a morning of no clouds (2 Sam. 23:4)

33

UT, 11.1
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a stroke of non-withdrawal (Isa. 14:6)

Apart from these five qualifications, the law of nonintervention is not broken. Apparent
violations of this law34 are best explained on the basis of phonetics and rhythm, as the next section
explains.
Other Uses of the Construct Form. A construct form comes about when the language
places two words in such close rhythmical relationship that they receive only one major accent.
The first word of the pair is linked to the following word by Maqqeph, it loses its major accent,
and undergoes phonetic changes that produce the construct form. The second word receives the
major accent and retains its standard (absolute) form.35
The genitive relationship between nouns regularly produces this condition: The nomen regens has the construct form and the nomen rectum has the absolute form. This construction is
known as a construct chain; and because it is so common in Hebrew, it may mistakenly be regarded
as the only use of the construct form. Actually, since the construct form is brought about by phonetic and rhythmical, not syntactical influences, Hebrew less frequently exhibits other cases of the
construct form not associated with the genitive relationship between nouns. The most common
cases are the use of the construct form with adjectives and participles. Gesenius noted several such
constructions: “The construct state . . . is frequently employed in rapid narrative as a connective
form, even apart from the genitive relation.”36 The following cases were listed:
(1) The construct form frequently governs prepositional phrases,37 particularly in prophecy
and poetry, especially when the construct word is a participle.


as the joy in the harvest (Isa. 9:3 [2])


those who go down to the stones of the pit (Isa. 14:19)

34

See M. Dahood, Psalms, Anchor Bible, III (Garden City, N.J.: Doubleday, 1970); David N. Freedman,
“The Broken Construct Chain,” Biblica, 53, No. 4 (1972): 534-36; Muraoka § 129a, N5.
35
GKC § 89a. Sometimes the Maqqeph is lacking, in which case the construct form retains its major accent
(usually a conjunctive accent); but the word retains its construct form as though the accent were not present.
36
37

GKC § 130 a-c.

A construct noun precedes a prepositional phrase 125 times (76 have conjunctive accents and 48 have near
disjunctive accents).
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(2) The construct form frequently governs a relative pronoun clause.38


the place where Joseph was confined (Gen. 40:3)39


all the days that the cloud stayed above the tabernacle. (Num. 9:18)

(3) The construct form frequently governs a participle functioning as a substantive.40

ישּה ִמיַ ִ֣ד ַמ ֵכָ֑הּו
ֶ֖ ָ ת־א
ִ ְׁל ַה ִ ֵ֥ציל ֶא
to rescue her husband from the hand of the one attacking him (Deut. 25:11)

ת־הר ֵָֹ֗צ ַח ִמיַ ד ּג ֵ ִֹ֣אל ַה ָדם
ָ וְׁ ִה ֹ֙ ִצילּו ָה ֵע ָ ֜דה ֶא
So the congregation shall deliver the manslayer from the hand of the avenger of blood, (Num. 35:25)

ְׁפ ֻק ַ ַּ֕דת ש ְֹׁמ ֵ ֶ֖רי ִמ ְׁש ֶ ֵ֥מ ֶרת ַה ָּֽקֹ ֶדש׃
overseer of those who kept charge of the sanctuary. (Num. 3:32)

(4) The construct form frequently governs an infinitive construct clause functioning as a
modifier.41

וַ יְׁ ִ ֶ֖הי ְׁב ֵעִ֣ת ִל ְׁד ָ ָ֑תּה
Now it came to pass, at the time for her to give birth, (Gen. 38:27)

וְׁ ִח ַש ֹ֙ב ִעם־ק ֵֵֹּ֔נהּו ִמ ְׁשנַ ֹ֙ת ִה ָ ִ֣מ ְׁכרֹו ֵּ֔לֹו ַ ֶ֖עד ְׁש ַנִ֣ת ַהי ֵ ָֹ֑בל
Thus he shall reckon with him who bought him:
from the year that he was sold to him until the Year of Jubilee; (Lev. 25:50)

ים ָא ָ ֵּ֔דם
ֹ֙ ֹלה
ִ ְׁביָ֗ ֹום ְׁב ָּ֤ר ֹא ֱא
In the day that God created man, (Gen. 5:1)

(5) The construct form frequently governs a cardinal number quantifying a noun phrase.42

38

A construct noun is followed by a relative pronoun clause 224 times (192 have conjunctive accents, 17
have near disjunctives, and 15 have remotes).
39

Note the disjunctive accent on a construct form. But this is a necessity because of the laws of accents in
spite of the syntax.
40
A construct noun is followed by a participle 610 times (482 have conjunctive accents, 123 have near disjunctives, and 5 have remotes).
41

A construct noun is followed by an infinitive construct 142 times (84 have conjunctive accents, 52 have
near disjunctives, and 6 have remotes).
42

A construct noun is followed by a cardinal number 377 times (284 have conjunctive accents, 83 have near
disjunctives, and 10 have remotes).
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־ח ֵ ֵ֥מש ֵמ ֶ֖אֹות ָש ָנָ֑ה
ֲ ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִהי־ ַּ֕נ ֹ ַח ֶבן
And Noah was five hundred years old, (Gen. 5:32)

ּוביַ ֹ֙ד ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תי ְׁבנ ֵָֹּ֔תיו
ְׁ יַד־א ְׁש ָ֗תֹו
ִ ּוב
ְׁ וַ יַ ֲח ֹ֙ ִזקּו ָה ֲאנָ ִ֜שים ְׁביָ ִ֣דֹו
The men took hold of his hand, his wife's hand, and the hands of his two daughters (Gen 19:16)

ת־ה ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ ִמ ַָ֗יד ְׁשנֵ ֹ֙י ַמ ְׁל ֵכִ֣י ָה ֱאמ ִ ֵֹּ֔רי ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ְׁב ֵע ִֶ֣בר ַהיַ ְׁר ֵ ָ֑דן
ָ וא ֶא
ֹ֙ וַ נִ ַ ַּ֞קח ָב ֵעָּ֤ת ַה ִה
And at that time we took the land from the hand of the two kings of the Amorites
who were on this side of the Jordan, (Deut. 3:8)

(6) The construct form rarely governs an ordinal number quantifying a noun phrase.43

ל־כ ֵ ֵ֥סא יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָּֽאל׃
ִ ְׁב ֵנִ֣י ְׁר ִב ֵּ֔ ִעים יֵ ְׁש ֵ֥בּו ְׁלךֶ֖ ַע
your sons shall sit on the throne of Israel to the fourth generation." (2 Kgs. 10:30 NKJ)

(7) The construct form frequently governs an adjective.44

ת ַאר
ֹ ָ֑ ית ַב ִש ְׁב ֵָּ֔יה ֵ ֶ֖א ֶשת יְׁ ַפת־
ָֹ֙ וְׁ ָר ִא
"and if you see among the captives a beautiful woman (Deut. 21:11)

ילם׃
ָּֽ ֵ ִמיַ ֵ֥ד ְׁ ֜ר ָש ָ֗ ִעים יַ ִצ
He delivers them out of the hand of the wicked. (Psa. 97:10)

(8) The construct form occasionally governs an interrogative pronoun.45

־מי ֵַּ֔א ְׁת
ִ֣ ִ אמ ֹ֙ר ַבת
ֶ ֹ ֹ֙ ַוי
And said, "Whose daughter are you? (Gen. 24:23)

־מה ָל ֶ ָּֽהם׃
ֶ֖ ֶ וְׁ ָח ְׁכ ַ ָּֽמת
So what wisdom do they have? (Jer. 8:9)

(9) The construct form occasionally governs an adverb.46

יכם
ֵֶּ֔ ע ַֹלָּ֤ת ָת ִמ ֹ֙יד ְׁלד ֹ ִ֣ר ֹ ֵת
This shall be a continual burnt offering throughout your generations (Exod. 29:42)

וְׁ ִ֣ר ֹ ַחב ֶ ָּֽה ָח ֵָ֗צר ִל ְׁפ ַ ָ֛את ֵ ֵ֥ק ְׁד ָמה ִמזְׁ ָ ֶ֖ר ָחה ֲח ִמ ִ ֵ֥שים ַא ָ ָּֽמה׃
The width of the court on the east side shall be fifty cubits. (Exod. 27:13)

43

A construct noun is followed by an ordinal number 3 times (2 have conjunctive accents, one has a near
disjunctives): 1 Kgs. 6:31; 2 Kgs. 10:30; 15:12.
44
A construct noun is followed by an adjective 642 times (602 have conjunctive accents, 37 have near disjunctives, and 3 have remotes).
45
46

A construct noun is followed by an interrogative 13 times (always with a conjunctive accent).

A construct noun is followed by an adverb 54 times (45 have conjunctive accents, 8 have near disjunctives,
and 1 has a remote).
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(10) The construct form rarely governs a personal pronoun usually functioning in place of
the copulative verb.47

יכם
ֵֶּ֔ יכ ֹ֙ם ְׁלד ֹ ִ֣ר ֹ ֵת
ֶ ֵּובינ
ָּֽ ֵ ִכי ֹ֙אֹות ִ֜הוא ֵב ִינָּ֤י
For it is a sign between Me and you throughout your generations. (Exod. 31:13)

(11) The construct form rarely governs a negative.48

ע־אל׃
ָּֽ ֵ ְׁ ֜ו ֶָ֗זה ְׁמ ִ֣קֹום לֹא־יָ ַ ָּֽד
And this is the place of him who does not know God. (Job 18:21)

(12) The construct form rarely governs an infinitive absolute functioning as a noun.49

מּוסר ַה ְׁש ֵכָ֑ל
ִ֣ ַ ָ ֶּ֭ל ַק ַחת
To receive the instruction of wisdom, (Prov. 1:3)

(13) The construct form sometimes governs an independent clause.50 But these may be
understood as cases where the relative pronoun is elided.


by the hand of (whomever else) You may send (Exod. 4:13)

(14) The construct form is sometimes followed by Waw conjunctive when the connection is
strong.51


at the noise of the horsemen, the wagons, and the chariots (Ezek. 26:10)

The word vr~P* (horsemen) has the construct form.

ָפ ֹ֙ר ַ ֹח ִת ְׁפ ַ ֜רח וְׁ ָת ָ֗ ֵגל ַ ַ֚אף ּגִ ַילִ֣ת וְׁ ַר ֵֵּ֔נן
It shall blossom abundantly and rejoice, Even with joy and singing. (Isa. 35:2)

47

A construct noun is followed by a personal pronoun 5 times (always with a conjunctive accent): Exod.
31:13; 14; 17; 2 Kgs. 9:17; Nah. 2:9.
48
A construct noun is followed by a negative 3 times (one has a conjunctive accent, and two have a near
disjunctive): Job 18:21; Psa. 81:6; Lam. 1:14.
49

A construct noun is followed by an infinitive absolute 4 times (always with a conjunctive accent): Prov.
1:3; 31:8; Isa. 14:23; Ezek. 16:49.
50

A construct noun is followed by a finite verb 24 times: Exod. 4:13; Lev. 7:9; 14:26; 1 Sam. 25:15; 2 Sam.
22:1; 1 Chr. 29:3; Job 21:30; 24:19; Psa. 71:18; 74:3; 90:15x2; 104:9; 129:6; 148:6; Prov. 17:14; Isa. 15:1-2; 29:1;
40:4; Jer. 20:8; 48:36; Hos. 1:2; 14:3.
51

A construct noun is followed by Waw conjunctive 4 times, always with a conjunctive or near disjunctive
accent: Isa. 33:6; 35:2; Ezek. 31:16; Dan. 1:4.
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None of the above should be mistaken for a construct chain: no genitive relationships were
indicated.52 They represented the purely phonetic and rhythmical cases.
Construct Forms of Other Parts of Speech. The same phonetic and rhythmical conditions
occasionally produce construct-like forms in other parts of speech, such a particles, adverbs, prepositions, pronouns, and even verbs. When such words are closely related rhythmically to a following word attached by Maqqeph, the accent is drawn away from the word, resulting in a constructlike reduction of the vowel of a final closed syllable.
Examples of particles:
vy} (there is), but -vy#
ta@ (sign of accusative), but -ta#
Example of an adverb:
/K@ (thus, so), but aWh-/K# ( so be it, Josh. 2:21)
Examples of prepositions:
ta@ (with), but -ta#
du^B^ (through), but /oLj^h^-du^B= (through the window, Josh. 2:15)
Example of a pronoun:
hm* (what?), but -hm^
Examples of verbs:
dr}P*h! (be separated), but an`-dr\P*h! (Gen. 13:9)
fB@h^ (look), but an`-fB#h^ (Gen. 15:5)
bt)ky= ] (he will write), but <v*-bt*ky= ] (Josh. 8:32)
lv)my= ] (he will rule), but <B*-lv*my= ] (Isa. 19:4)
sm)ry+ ] (he will tread), but fyf!-sm*ry+ ] (Isa. 41:25)

52

Later discussion of relative pronoun clauses and infinitive phrases explains how a genitive relation may
exist with a preceding construct.
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2.3.6 The Case Attribute53
The use of case ending morphemes was discontinued in Hebrew about 1000 BC. Consequently, case is not included in the grammatical inflection of nouns. However, the syntax of the
language clearly indicates that the attribute of case is still operative in Hebrew and that the information associated with case is conveyed by word order, and in some cases by a particle.
The case attribute designates the syntactic role that a noun plays in a sentence or clause. It
distinguishes between the subject, object, and various oblique roles. There are no case morphemes,54 but there are three values associated with the case attribute (nominative, genitive, accusative).
2.3.6.1 The nominative case. The nominative case is associated with three syntactic roles.
(1) The subject nominative. The nominative case is used with a noun that is the subject of
a clause or sentence.


the serpent said to the woman (Gen. 3:4)

(2) The predicate nominative. The nominative case is used with a noun that is the predicate
of a copulative clause.


For you were strangers in the land of Egypt. (Deut. 10:19)

(3) The rhetorical absolute nominative.55 When a word or phrase is placed first in a sentence for rhetorical emphasis, and then resumed later in the sentence by a pronoun or other word,
the word or phrase given such rhetorical emphasis is called a rhetorical absolute (casus pendens).
The nominative case is used with the rhetorical absolute even when it is resumed later in the sentence by a genitive or accusative.
Examples of resuming nominative:

. . . 
The land . . . it is not like the land of Egypt (Deut. 11:10)

The nominative absolute is Jr\a*h* (the land); it is resumed by the nominative pronoun awh! (it).56

53

RJW, 31-60.

54

The particle ta@ is used as the sign of a determinate accusative.

55

GKC § 143.

56

The pronoun awh! may be regarded as the copulative in this case, rather than a resumptive pronoun.
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. . . 
The woman . . . she gave me of the tree (Gen. 3:12)

Example of a resuming genitive:


As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her name Sarai (Gen. 17:15)

The nominative absolute is ;T=v=a! yr~c* (Sarai your wife); it is resumed by the genitive pronoun
suffix (her).

. . . 
The bed . . . you shall not come down from it (2 Kgs. 1:4)

Example of a resuming accusative:

. . . 
The land . . . I will give it to you (Gen. 28:13)

The nominative absolute is Jr\a*h* (the land); it is resumed by the accusative pronoun suffix (it).
2.3.6.2 The genitive case. The genitive case is associated with words that occupy an oblique
role in sentences and clauses. The genitive case is associated with the following sentence functions:
(1) The object of prepositions. Prepositions govern nouns in the genitive case. The syntax
of prepositional phrases is described in a later chapter. The classes of prepositional phrases may
be categorized as follows:
(a) The genitive is the object of a verb governed by means of the preposition.
(b) The genitive is the indirect object of a verb governed by means of the preposition.
(c) The genitive expresses agent, instrument, etc., in verbal clauses, by means of the preposition.
(d) The genitive is related to another noun by means of the preposition.
(2) The construct noun relationship. When two nouns are in the construct-absolute relationship, the nomen rectum is in the genitive case. The genitive relationship comes about from
construct transformations on deep-structure dependent clauses. The transformations are not defined here, but in the examples that follow the underlying dependent clauses are identified. The
construct relationship expresses various types of the genitive; the type of genitive depends upon
the relationship between the two nouns in the dependent clause from which the genitive is derived.
The following is a list of the most common types of the genitive.
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(a) The genitive of subject. When the genitive names the subject of the dependent clause,
it is called the subjective genitive. The construct (nomen regens) is a verbal noun derived from the
verb of the dependent clause.


the works of their own hands
Clause: Their own hands made idols.57 (Jer. 1:16)


Because of the LORD's love for Israel forever
Clause: The LORD will love Israel forever.58 (1 Kgs. 10:9)

(b) The genitive of object. When the genitive names the object of the verb in the dependent
clause, it is called the objective genitive. The construct noun (nomen regens) is a verbal noun or a
participle derived from the verb of the dependent clause.


a land flowing with milk and honey (Deut. 6:3)
Clause: The land flows with milk and honey.

The verb was transformed into a construct verbal noun governing its compound object in the genitive.


violence against your brother Jacob (Obad. 10)
Clause: You did violence against your brother Jacob.

The verb “did violence” was transformed into a construct verbal noun governing its object in the
genitive.





57

The verb (made) was transformed into a construct verbal noun (works) governed by the subjective genitive
(their hands).
58

Note that the verb (love) was transformed into a verbal noun governed by the subjective genitive (the
LORD); the verbal noun continues to govern an accusative object and an adverb.
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haters of covetousness (Exod. 18:21)
Clause: The men hate covetousness.

(c) The genitive of possession. When the genitive noun names the owner of the nomen
regens, it is called the possessive genitive.


the house of the king (1 Kgs. 9:10)
Clause: The king has a house.


the wisdom of Solomon (1 Kgs. 5:10, Heb.)
Clause: Solomon has wisdom

(d) The genitive of material. When the genitive noun names the material of which the nomen regens is composed, it is called the genitive of material.


articles of silver and articles of gold (1 Kgs. 10:25)
Clause: Some articles were made of silver and some articles were made of gold.


an ark of acacia wood (Exod. 25:10)
Clause: The ark was made of acacia wood.

(e) The genitive of characteristic. When the genitive noun names a quality or attribute of
the nomen regens, it is called the characteristic genitive. The genitive is frequently translated into
English as an adjective.


a mighty man of power,
or a powerful and mighty man. (1 Sam. 9:1)
Clause: The mighty man has power.


a wife of virtue,
or a virtuous wife (Prov. 31:10)
Clause: The wife has virtue.


balances of justice,
or just balances (Lev. 19:36)
Clause: The balances weigh according to justice.

(f) Genitive of purpose or result. When the genitive noun names the purpose or result or
the nomen regens, it is called the genitive of purpose.


sheep for slaughter (Psa. 44:22 [23])
Clause: The sheep were for the purpose of slaughter.
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(g) Genitive of kind. When the genitive noun names the genus or kind of the nomen regens,
it is called the genitive of kind.


wood of acacia, or acacia wood (Exod. 37:10)
Clause: The genus of the wood is acacia.

(h) Genitive of source. When the genitive noun names the source of the nomen regens, it
is called genitive of source.


the word of the LORD (Jer. 1:2)
Clause: The LORD spoke a word.

(i) Genitive of agent. When the genitive noun names the agent of the action of a construct
passive participle, it is called the genitive of agent.


Smitten by God (Isa. 53:4)
Clause: God struck him.


burned with fire (Isa. 1:7)
Clause: Fire burned your cities.

(j) Genitive of number. When the genitive noun names the thing quantified by a construct
number or other quantifier, it is called the genitive of number.


one of your cities (Deut. 13:12 [13])


both her kings (Isa. 7:16)


all nations (Isa. 2:2)

(k) Genitive of name. When the genitive noun gives the name of the nomen regens, it is
called the genitive of name.


the river Euphrates (Gen. 15:18)
Clause: the name of the river is the Euphrates.


the land of Egypt (Exod. 7:19)
Clause: The name of the land is Egypt.


the mountain Carmel (1 Kgs. 18:19)
Clause: The name of the mountain is Carmel.
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the sea of Kinnereth (Num. 34:11)
Clause: The name of the sea is Kinnereth.

(1) Genitive of extent. When the genitive noun names the limit or extent of the nomen
regens, it is called the genitive of extent.


Water (up to the) ankles (Ezek. 47:3)
Clause: The water reached to Ezekiel's ankles.


water (up to the) waist (Ezek. 47:4)
Clause: The water reached to Ezekiel's waist.

(m) Genitive of time. When the genitive noun names a point of time for the nomen regens,
it is called the genitive of time.


at the time of evening (Gen. 24:11)
Clause: The time was evening.


at the time of noon (Jer. 20:16)
Clause: The time was noon.

(n) The cognate genitive of comparison. When the genitive noun is the determinate plural
of the construct noun, it is called the cognate genitive of comparison. This is an idiom that expresses the superlative degree of comparison with respect to members of the class named by the
nouns.


the song of songs,
or the best song (Song 1:1)


the Holy of Holies,
or the Most Holy (place) (Exod. 26:34)


God of gods and Lord of lords (Deut. 10:17)

(3) The construct adjective relationship. When a noun is the nomen rectum of a construct
adjective, it is in the genitive case. Adjectives take the construct form in only very limited circumstances.
(a) Genitive of specification. When the genitive noun names the part to which a construct
adjective applies, it is called the genitive of specification. When an adjective modifies only a part
of an object, the adjective takes the construct form and its genitive names the part.
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stiff of neck or stiff-necked (Exod. 32:9)
Clause: The necks of the people are stiff.


handsome in form and handsome in appearance (Gen. 39:6)
Clause: The form of Joseph was handsome and his appearance was handsome.

(b) Genitive of comparison. When the genitive noun names the class of a thing being compared by a construct superlative adjective, it is called the genitive of comparison.


the best of his own field and the best of his own vineyard (Exod. 22:5 [4])


the best of the sheep and oxen (1 Sam. 15:9,15)


in the best of the land (Gen. 47:6,11)


the best of the devoted things (1 Sam. 15:21)


to the best (place) in the house of the women (Est. 2:9)


the youngest of his sons (2 Chr. 21:17)


from the greatest to the least of them (Jon. 3:5)
(The pronouns are in the genitive case.)

2.3.6.3 The accusative case. The accusative case is associated with eight syntactic roles.
(1) The objective accusative. When the noun is the direct object of a transitive verb, it takes
the accusative case. Hebrew usually uses the particle ta@ with a determinate accusative of direct
object. The ta@ is the sign of a determinate accusative; it is not translated.


In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth (Gen. 1:1)

The nondeterminate accusative direct object does not use ta@.


And the earth brought forth grass (Gen 1:12)

With verbs requiring two accusatives, determinate accusatives are preceded by ta@, and
nondeterminate accusatives are not.
Examples of one determinate and one nondeterminate accusative:
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Then he built of the stones an altar (1 Kgs. 18:32)


he made his sons judges (1 Sam. 8:1)


And the Lord God formed man of dust (Gen. 2:7)

Example of two determinate accusatives:


You shall teach them to your children (Deut. 11:19)

(2) The cognate accusative. For certain kinds of emphasis Hebrew may use an accusative
noun derived from the same root letters as the verb; such an accusative noun is called a cognate
accusative. This idiom is used to express intensity, concreteness, and so forth.


Literally: There they feared a fear (Psa. 14:5)
Expressing the idiom of intensity: They are in great fear there.


Literally: and they conspired a conspiracy (2 Kgs. 12:20 [21])
Expressing concreteness: And they made a conspiracy.

(3) The accusative of part. Hebrew uses the accusative to express the part or member specially affected by the action.


he was diseased in his feet (1 Kgs. 15:23)


let us not strike him in the life (Gen. 37:21)
(i.e., let us not kill him)


For you have struck all my enemies on the cheek bone. (Psa. 3:7 [8])

(4) The temporal accusative. Hebrew uses the accusative to express duration of time. The
accusative is identified by the absence of a preposition and by the use of the accusative particle ta@
when the noun of time is determinate.
Examples of determinate time period:


unleavened bread shall be eaten seven days (Exod. 13:7)


I prostrated myself before the Lord forty days and forty nights (Deut. 9:25)
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Examples without ta@ (note absence of prepositions):


And you shall eat dust all the days of your life (Gen. 3:14)


stay this night (Ruth 3:13)


he reigned two years (2 Sam. 2:10)


and he sent them away by night (Josh. 8:3)

(5) The spatial accusative. Hebrew uses the accusative of space to express extent or termination with verbs of motion. Like the temporal accusative, it is identified by the absence of prepositions and by the use of the accusative particle ta@ when the place is determinate.
Examples of determinate place with ta@.


and go up to the mountains (Num. 13:17)


and we went through all that great and fearful wilderness (Deut. 1:19)59

Example without ta@:


and go out to the field (Gen. 27:3)

(6) Accusative of reason. Hebrew uses an accusative noun (or phrase) to state a reason for
the verbal action.


You will not go there for fear of briars and thorns (Isa. 7:25)

(7) Adverbial accusative.60 Hebrew uses the accusative to express manner; nouns used adverbially without prepositions are regarded as accusatives. The particle ta@ is not used in this construction. See the later discussion on adverbs.


and you dwelt in safety (1 Sam. 12:11)


and make you walk upright (Lev. 26:13)

59

See also Judg. 19:18; Ezek. 21:25.

60

Categories (4), (5), and (6) above may also be regarded as adverbial accusatives.
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(8) Accusative of subject. Occasionally Hebrew uses the accusative anomalously with the
subject of a verb, frequently so with impersonal passives.


the iron (ax head) fell into the water (2 Kgs. 6:5)


Or shall all the fish of the sea be gathered together for them (Num. 11:22)


and the words of Esau were told to Rebekah (Gen. 27:42)

2.3.7 The Negation Attribute61
The negation attribute designates the positive or negative meaning of a given substantive.
The lexicon records the positive meaning. The negative meaning may be specified by antonyms
or by affixing the negative morpheme. Associated with the negation attribute are two attribute
values (positive, negative) and two morphemes (a zero morpheme, the negative morpheme). The
positive attribute is designated by the zero morpheme.
The negative is regarded herein as a morpheme, not as a separate word. It is much like
English non- and un-. Several reasons justify regarding the negative as a morpheme.
(1) In all cases the negative immediately precedes the substantive; nothing may intervene.
(2) If the substantive requires the inseparable preposition, it is attached to the negative.

תֹורה׃
ָּֽ ָ מֹורה ּו ְׁל ֵ֥ל ֹא
ֶ֖ ֶ ֹלהי ֱא ֶָ֗מת ּו ְׁל ָ֛ל ֹא כ ֵ ֵֹ֥הן
ִ֣ ֵ וְׁ יָ ִ ֵ֥מים ַר ִ ֶ֖בים ְׁליִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָ֑אל ְׁל ִ֣ל ֹא׀ ֱא
For a long time Israel has been without the true God, without a teaching priest, and without law;
(2 Chr. 15:3)

The usual negative is aO.62 Hebrew substantives are usually used with their positive meaning and there is no morpheme to designate it as such. The opposite, negative, or antithetical meaning of a substantive is expressed by the use of the prepositive morpheme aO, usually joined to the
substantive with Maqqeph. aO is used for unconditional negation, referring to that which is not a
member of the class named by the noun.


as if a staff could lift up, (as if it were) not wood! (Isa. 10:15)


For He is not a man, that He should relent. (1 Sam. 15:29)

61

GKC § 152; RJW, 406.

62

It negates a noun 228 times.
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Literally: Not a man of words am I. (Exod. 4:10)63
NKJV: I am not eloquent.

Examples of a negated nomen rectum governing a construct:


a sword not of man and a sword not of mankind (Isa. 31:8)


a morning without clouds (2 Sam. 23:4)

Examples of negated substantives governed by an inseparable preposition:

. . . 
by (what is) not God . . . by (those who are) not a nation (Deut. 32:21)


you who rejoice in naught (Amos 6:13)64


sworn by (those that are) not gods (Jer. 5:7)65

Occasionally other negatives are used with nouns. The following sections discuss their usage and special sense.
The negative /ya@. Sometimes a substantive is negated by /ya@, with the meaning “without.”
This negative also intervenes between the substantive and inseparable prepositions.


He shall die for lack of instruction (Prov. 5:23)


and cedar trees without number (1 Chr. 22:4)

However, normally when /ya@ precedes a noun it is the negative copulative of a predicate nominative clause in which the noun has first position prominence.
The negative yl!B=.66 Sometimes a substantive is negated by yl!B=, with the meaning “without.” This negative also intervenes between the substantive and inseparable prepositions.

63

See also Isa. 31:3.

64

Some translations render this phrase as the name of a place: Lo-dabar.

65

Other examples: 2 Chr. 13:9; Psa. 44:13; Prov. 13:23; Job 10:22; Jer. 22:13; Hos. 1:9, 2:25.

66

It negates a noun 29 times: Deut. 4:42; 19:4; Josh. 20:3; 20:5; Job 4:11; 6:6; 8:11; 24:7; 24:8; 24:10;
30:8; 31:19; 31:39; 33:9; 34:6; 35:16; 36:12; 38:2; 38:41; 39:16; 41:25; 42:3; Psa. 59:5; 63:2; Isa. 5:13; 5:14;
28:8; Jer. 9:9; Zep. 3:6.
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Can the reeds flourish without water? (Job 8:11)


who kills his neighbor unintentionally (Deut. 4:42)


and opened its mouth beyond measure (Isa. 5:14)

The negative yT!l=B!.67 Sometimes a substantive is negated by yT!l=B!, with the meaning “without,” or “not.”


Literally: a smiting without withdrawal (Isa. 14:6)68
NKJV: a continual stroke

The negative sp#a#.69 Sometimes a substantive may be negated by sp#a#. This negative also
intervenes between the substantive and inseparable prepositions.


Till (there is) no place (Isa. 5:8)


and they are spent without hope (Job 7:6)


in the lack of people (is) the downfall of a prince (Prov. 14:28)

The negative la^.70 Although la^ is used almost exclusively with verbs, it sometimes negates nouns when the context is non-indicative, speech, or poetry.

ל־כ ֶסף
ָ֑ ָ ּו־מּוס ִ ֵ֥רי וְׁ ַא
ָ
ְׁק ָּֽח
Receive my instruction, and not silver. (Prov. 8:10)

ל־ש ָפ ֶ ָּֽתיך׃
ְׁ א־פיך ָ֜נ ְׁכ ִ ָ֗רי וְׁ ַא
ָ֑ ִ ֹ יְׁ ַה ֶל ְׁלךִ֣ ָזִ֣ר וְׁ ל
Let another man praise you, and not your own mouth;
A stranger, and not your own lips. (Prov. 27:2)

It is used with a noun, tw\m*-la^, “no death” (Prov. 12:28). The early versions, however, read tw\m*la#, “to death.”

67

It negates a noun 7 times: Gen. 43:3, 5; Num. 32:12; Job 14:12; Isa. 14:6; Ezek. 16:28; Dan. 11:18.

68

Note that the negative is between a construct noun and its nomen rectum.

69

It negates a noun 7 times: Job 7:6; Prov. 14:28; 26:20; Isa. 5:8; 41:12; 45:14; Dan. 8:25.

70

It negates a noun 9 times: 2 Sam. 1:21 2x; Psa. 83:2; Prov. 8:10; 12:28; 17:12; 27:2; Isa. 62:6; Joel 2:13.
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2.4 Modifiers of Nouns
Nouns form phrases by being modified by various parts of speech. They may be modified
by adjectives, adverbs, quantifiers, other nouns, pronouns, and dependent clauses. The syntax of
noun phrases is discussed in Chapter 14.

2.5 The Syntactic Slots of Nouns
Nouns function in several syntactic roles in language. They occupy the subject and object
slots of sentences, the predicate nominative slot, the object slot of a preposition, the casus pendens
slot, and the adverbial accusative slot. These syntactic roles of nouns are discussed in subsequent
chapters.

2.6 Summary
This chapter discusses the definition, classification, derivation, and attributes of nouns.
Definition
A noun is the name of a person, animal, place, thing, quality, state, idea, or action.
Classification
There are at least the following classes of nouns: (1) common nouns, (2) proper nouns, (3) Gentilic
nouns, (4) concrete nouns, (5) countable nouns, (6) measurable nouns, (7) abstract nouns, and (8)
characteristic nouns.
Derivation
Some Hebrew nouns are primary nouns that seem to exhibit no dependence on other words.
Other nouns seem to be derived from a corresponding verb, noun, or adjective.
Attributes
Nouns have seven information bearing attributes. Each of these attributes may assume one
of several attribute values. The following table lists the attributes and the attribute values each may
assume:
Attribute
1. Number
2. Gender
3. Determination
4. Person
5. Range
6. Case

Attribute Values
singular
masculine
determinate
first
free (absolute)
nominative

plural
(dual = plural)
feminine
non-determinate
second
third
bound (construct)
genitive
accusative
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positive

negative

Slots
Subject slot:
Object of verb slot

:

Ns + Q

(Q = predicate)

V + No

(V = verb)

Predicate nominative slot: Vc + N

(Vc = copulative verb)

Object of preposition slot: P + N

(P = preposition)

Casus pendens slot:

(S = sentence/clause)

N+S

Adverbial accusative slot S + Nd
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CHAPTER 3
The Syntactic Attributes of Hebrew Adjectives
This chapter presents the characteristics of Hebrew adjectives associated with their syntactic relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational” concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive treatment of all the
particulars of Hebrew adjectives.
There are 357 words classified as adjectives in the WTS text, occurring a total of 9,517
times. Table 3.1 lists the number of adjectives by frequency distribution.
Table 3.1
Frequency Distribution of Adjectives
Frequency
<= 10

Number of Adjectives
249

11 to 50

76

51 to 100

15

101 to 200

8

201 to 300

3

301 to 400

2

401 to 500

1

501 to 600

1

601 to 800

1

> 800

1

It is evident that most adjectives occur infrequently and relatively few occur very often. In
fact 97 occur only once, only 17 occur more than 100 times, and only 4 occur more than 400 times.
Table 3.2 lists the 17 adjectives occurring more than 100 times. Actually, the two most frequent
ones function as demonstrative pronouns, not adjectives.
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Table 3.2
List of Most Frequent Adjectives
Adjective

Meaning

Frequency

זֶ ה

this

1781

ֵא ֶלה

this

746

ּגָ דֹול

great

524

ַרב

many

405

טֹוב

good

373

ַרע

evil

310

ָר ָשע

wicked

263

ָר ָעה

evil

253

ַצ ִדיק

righteous

206

ִראשֹון

first

182

זָ ֵקן

old

178

ַא ֵחר

another

166

ּגִ בֹור

mighty

159

ָח ָכם

wise

138

יָ ָשר

upright

119

ַחי

living

119

ָקדֹוש

holy

116

3.1 Adjective Defined
Adjectives are words that modify nouns by defining the values of their characteristics, their
comparison with other nouns, or their capability or suitability to verbal ideas. Besides these semantic distinctives, adjectives differ from nouns in their morphology and their syntactic role.
Nouns have an independent value of gender,1 and inflect only for their given gender, either

1

The morphological gender of a given noun is determined by the semantic culture of the Hebrew people.
The value is defined by the dictionary, external to any text or discourse. Thus, in a given text, the gender attribute of
nouns is an independent variable.
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masculine or feminine; adjectives have a dependent value of gender, and inflect for either gender,
depending on the gender of the noun they modify.
Nouns are either singular or plural, depending on the semantics of the discourse—that is,
the value of their number attribute is defined external to grammar and syntax; for adjectives the
value of the number attribute is defined by the rules of syntax—that is, its value is dependent on
the number attribute of the noun it modifies. Some nouns may inflect in the dual form for expressing the plural; adjectives have no dual form. In the construct form, most common nouns may govern another noun in the genitive case; adjectives enter this construction under very limited conditions. However, the greatest difference is that adjectives have their own syntactic slots.2
There are two types of adjectives: (1) common adjectives, and (2) derived adjectives. Common adjectives define characteristics, and derived adjectives express comparison, capability, or
suitability. Words expressing quantity are treated as a separate part of speech (quantifiers) in Chapter 7.

3.2 Common Adjectives
The entities of human discourse belong to various classes, and common nouns are the
names of those classes. Entities are defined by the classes to which they belong. They may also be
defined by the characteristics they possess; common adjectives are the value names of those characteristics.
The name of a characteristic functions as a noun, whereas the value of the characteristic
functions as an adjective. The name of the characteristic may be regarded as the class name of the
set of values the characteristic may assume. For example, the characteristic “size” is the class name
for the set of “size-values” such as “huge, large, big, . . . little, small, tiny, . . .” A class of objects
that possess the characteristic “size” has a “size-value” to correspond with each member of the
class. For example, the class “boy” possesses the characteristic “size,” thus each boy in the class
has a “size-value” that defines his size with respect to all other boys. All boys with the same “sizevalue” form a sub-class of boys with a common characteristic value. The clause “These boys are
small” defines a sub-class of boys that may be referred to as “small boys.”
Common adjectives usually come in pairs, a value and its symmetrical opposite.

2

It is true that an adjective may occupy the slot of a noun, but this is not the primary slot of an adjective; and
this occurs only by the accidents of syntax—that is, it sits there only because the noun it modifies has been elided by
the law of deletion (§ 14.3.3; 19.4).
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big
large
huge

A characteristic such as “size” may be ascribed to an object class as a possession. For
example:
Boys have (the characteristic) size.
For the clause the boy is big, the underlying deep structure is:
There is a boy.
Boys have (the characteristic) size.
The value of (the characteristic) size for the (previously mentioned) boy is big (as
distinguished from other boys of a different size).
Common
/oyb=a$
ryB!a^
/t*ya@
rz`ka
= ^
dorB*

Adjectives
—needy, poor
—mighty, valiant
—perennial
—cruel, fierce
—spotted, marked

Common
<yu!n`
doqn`
yq!n`
rW}u!
gn#u*

ayr]B*
lodG`
dz}
rk*z`
<j*
vd`j*
<Wj
<k*j*
yv!pj
= *

—fat
yn]u*
—big, large, great
<oru@
—insolent, presumptuous lx@u*
—male
dq)u*
—hot
rq*u*
—new
dyt!u*
—dark brown, black
qyT!u^
—wise
ryv!u*
—free
ryu!x*

rohf*
bof
dyd]y`
[j@y`

—pure
—good
—beloved
—barefooted

/v*y` —old (opp. of new)
/b*l* —white
hw\an` —comely, seemly

/f)q*
lq^
rx*q*
rq^

Adjectives
—pleasant
—speckled
—clean, innocent
—blind
—dainty
—poor
—naked
—sluggish
—stripped, streaked
—barren
—ready
—ancient
—rich
—little, insignificant, young
—small
—easy
—short, brief
—cold

hv#q* —hard
ur` —bad
qr~ —thin
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j~okn`
yr]kn= `
hp#y`

Adjectives
Common Adjectives
—straight, right
qr} —empty, vain
—foreign, alien
rojv* —black
—nice (not in the sense of kind, gentle)

3.3 Derived Adjectives
Adjectives may be derived from nouns, verbs, quantifiers, and other adjectives.
3.3.1 Adjectives Derived from Nouns
Adjectives derived from nouns frequently express the idea “characterized by N.”
Noun
hn`ml
* =a^
JWj
hu*Wvy`
bz`K*
[n`u*
hl*ru
+ *
al#P#
lyl!P*
ub^x#
qd\x#
/opx*
<d\q#
vd\q)
ha*n+q!

—widow
—the outside
—salvation
—lie, falsehood
—branch, bough
—foreskin
—wonder
—judge

—dye
u~Wbx*
—rightness, righteousness qyD]x^
—north
yn]opx=
—front, east
/omd+q^
—apartness, sacredness vodq*
—zeal, jealousy
aN`q^

var) —head
lg\r\ —foot
Noun
<ym!jr
& ~ —compassion
ur~
hu*r`
ru*c@
Ew\T*

Derived Adjective
/m*la
= ^ —widowed
/oxyj! —outer, external
u~ov —free, independent
bz`ka
= ^ —deceptive, disappointing
[n}u* —full of branches
lr}u* —uncircumcised
ya!l=P! —wonderful
yl!yl!P= —calling for judgment

—evil
—evil
—hair
—midst

—colored
—just, righteous
—northern
—eastern
—sacred, holy
—jealous
 —jealous
/ovar] —first, chief
yl!gr
+ ~ —on foot
Derived Adjective
<Wjr~ —compassionate
yn]mj
* &r~ —compassionate
ur~ —bad, evil
ru!c* —hairy
/okyT! —middle
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3.3.2 Adjectives Derived from Verbs
Hebrew frequently derives adjectives from verbs. Nearly every stative verb has a corresponding adjective that means “characterized by the state V.” Nearly every active verb has a corresponding adjective that means “characterized by the action V.”
It is often said that in Hebrew stative verbs are only conjugated adjectives. This is probably
incorrect, but the similar vocalization has led some to this conclusion. Actually it is a linguistic
coincidence that the stative participle semantically overlaps with the adjective; consequently the
stative participle usually functions as an adjective. Most adjectives derived from stative verbs are
common adjectives. English has very few stative verbs, consequently Hebrew statives are usually
translated into English as the verb BE + the stative adjective.
Examples of adjectives derived from stative verbs:
Stative Verb
Er~a* —it is long
<v@a* —he is guilty
qq^D` —it is crushed
hr`h* —she is with child
/q@z` —he is old
rb^h* —it is united
am@f*
db@K*
rr~m*
rr~s*
zz~u*
qm)u*
hn`u*
am@x*
rr~x*

—he is unclean
—he is heavy
—it is bitter
—he is stubborn
—he is strong
—it is deep
—he is afflicted
—he is thirsty
—it is narrow

/f)q* —he is small
br~q*
bu@r`
ub^c*
hl*v*

—he is approaching
—he is hungry
—he is satisfied
—it is quiet

Adjective
Er}a* —long
<v@a* —guilty
qD~ —thin
hr`h* —with child
/q@z` —old
rb@j* —united
am@f*
db@K*
rm^
rs^
zu^
qm@u*
yn]u*
am@x*
rx^

—unclean
—heavy
—bitter
—stubborn
—strong
—deep
—poor, afflicted
—thirsty
—narrow

/f)q*
/f*q*
br}q*
bu@r`
u~b@c*
wl@v*

—small
—small
—approaching
—hungry
—satisfied
—quiet
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Stative verbs sometimes have derived adjectives other than the stative participle. Some
have the form of the passive participle or the infinitive absolute.
dg~B*
ak*D`
Hb^G`
rb^G`
ld^G`

Stative Verb
—he is treacherous
—it is crushed
—it is high
—he is strong
—he is great

dogB*
aK*D~
H~b)G`
roBG]
lodG`

Adjective
—treacherous
—crushed
—high
—strong, mighty
—great

af*j*
ql^j*
hy`j*
/n~j*
ds^j*
vr}j*
rh^f*
/b@l*
qt)m*
lb^n`

—he is sinful
—it is smooth
—he lives
—he is gracious
—he is kind, good
—he is silent
—he is clean
—it is white
—it is sweet
—he is foolish

aF*j^
ql*j*
yj^
/WNj^
dys!j*
vr}j@
rohf*
/b*l*
qotm*
lb*n`

—sinful
—smooth
—alive
—gracious
—kind, pious
—deaf
—clean
—white
—sweet
—foolish

<u@n`
qm)u*
<r)u*
rv^u*
jS^P!
br~q*
bj^r`
<j^r`
rj^v*

—he is pleasant
—it is deep
—he is shrewd
—he is rich
—it is limp
—he is approaching
—it expanded
—he is compassionate
—it is black

<yu!n`
qomu*
<Wru*
ryv!u*
j~S@P!
borq*
bj*r`
<Wjr`
rojv*

—pleasant
—deep
—shrewd
—rich
—limp
—near
—broad, wide
—compassionate
—black

Many adjectives are derived from active verbs. Some have the form of the passive participle.
Examples of adjectives derived from active verbs:
Active Verbs
tt^K* —he beat, crushed
dM@l! —he taught

Adjective
tyt!K* —crushed, beaten
dM%l! —taught
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Active Verbs
rh^m! —he hastened
jl^s* — he forgave
hl*u* —he ascended
zl^u* —he exulted
vQ@u! —he twisted
Jr~u* —he caused to tremble
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Adjective
rh@m^ —speedy, swift
jL*s^ —forgiving
/oyl=u# —high
zl@u* —exultant
zyL!u^ —exultant
vQ@u! —twisted
JWru* —dreadful
Jyr]u* —awe-inspiring

qt^u* —he advanced, grew old qyT!u^
qyt!u*
bv^q* —he attended
bV*q^
bV%q^
bWv —he returned, turned backbb*ov
bb@ov
rk^v* —he hired
ryk!v*
fl^v* —he dominated
fyL!v^

—removed, old
—eminent, surpassing
—attentive
—attentive
—apostate
—apostate
—hired
—domineering

3.3.3 Adjectives Derived from Quantifiers
A few adjectives are derived from quantifiers. Although ordinal numbers may be regarded
by some grammarians as adjectives, they are treated as a special class of quantifiers in this work.
Quantifier
lK) —all
br~ —much, many

Adjective
lyl!K* —entire, perfect
br~ —great

3.3.4 Adjectives Derived from Adjectives.
A few adjectives are derived from other adjectives.
Adjective
rz`ka
= ^ —cruel, fierce
/omd+q^ —eastern
/ovar] —former, chief

Derived Adjective
yr]z`ka
= ^ —cruel
yn]omd+q^ —eastern
yn]ovar] —first
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3.4 The Attributes of Adjectives
Adjectives have five information3 bearing attributes in addition to lexical meaning. Each
attribute may assume one of several values. The attributes are as follows:
1. Number
2. Gender
3. Determination
4. Range
5. Negation
The first four are specified by morphemes much like those of nouns, the fifth by a prepositive negative particle. Historically, as in the situation of nouns (§ 2.3.6), Hebrew adjectives also
had the attribute of case, and syntax required the adjective to agree with the case of the modified
noun.4 But the case morpheme no longer exists and case has no practical function in Biblical Hebrew for adjectives.
The attributes of number, gender and determination are required by syntax to be in concord
with the associated attribute values of the modified substantive. These attributes serve merely as
tags to associate the given adjective with the substantive it modifies; they have no meaning apart
from the noun of reference. The attributes and morphemes are usually in exact correspondence for
adjectives.
3.4.1 The Number Attribute
Associated with the number attribute of adjectives are two attribute values (singular, plural).5
3.4.1.1 The singular number. The singular is used when the noun of reference is grammatically singular. For nouns for which the number attribute is meaningless and the morpheme is used
to express other information, the concord between noun and adjective varies. Plurals of respect
may be modified with either singular or plural adjectives.

3
The information conveyed by number, gender, and determination is grammatical, not semantic. These attributes of adjectives are dependent variables. Their values are determined by syntactic role, not by any semantic
information external to grammar.
4
5

C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Rome, Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1965) 8.72, 13.20.

An adjective takes the plural attribute and morpheme when it modifies a dual noun. Of the 9,517 instances
of an adjective, 6,731 are singular and 2,786 are plural.
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<yY]j^ <yh!Oa$
the living God (1 Sam. 17:26)

yh^ <yh!Oa$
the living God (2 Kgs. 19:4)

hv#q* <yn]d)a&
a cruel lord (Isa. 19:4)

Collective nouns are modified by singular adjectives when the collective class is viewed as a
whole.
/w\u* db#K# <u^ af@j) yoGû
a sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity (Isa. 1:4)

3.4.1.2 The plural attribute. The plural is used when the noun of reference has the plural
attribute value, that is, with countable nouns with either the dual or plural morpheme.
<yr]j@a& <yh!Oa$
other gods (Deut. 9:19)

topr` <y]d~y`
weak hands (Job 4:3)

With collectives the plural adjective is used when the named class is viewed as a group of
individuals.
oMu! <ya!x=mN= ]h^ <u*h*
the people found with him (1 Sam. 13:15)

3.4.2 The Gender Attribute
Associated with the gender attribute of adjectives are two attribute values (masculine, fem6
inine).
The masculine gender. The masculine is used when the noun of reference has the masculine
attribute value.
The feminine gender. The feminine is used when the noun of reference has the feminine
attribute value.

6
Whenever the morphological form of a noun contradicts its true semantic gender, the morphological form
of an attributive adjective agrees with the true semantic gender of the noun, not with its morphological form. Of the
9,517 instances of an adjective, 6,681 are marked masculine, 2,081 are marked feminine, and 755 are marked both,
indicating an ambiguous inflection.
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3.4.3 The Determination Attribute
Associated with the determination attribute of adjectives are two values (determinate, nondeterminate).7 The morpheme for encoding the determinate value is the prepositive definite article,
and the non-determinate value is encoded by a zero morpheme. The concept of determination is
meaningless for adjectives. The use of the determination attribute for adjectives is purely as a
syntactic marker to show grammatical relationship. Its value is entirely dependent on the syntactic
role a given adjective plays. In the attributive slot, the value of the determination attribute is defined by the governing noun. In the predicate slot, the value of the determination attribute takes
the default value non-determinate when the clause expresses classification and the determinate
value when it expresses identity.
3.4.3.1 For attributive adjectives. Attributive adjectives exhibit concord of the determination attribute with that of the modified noun. If the noun is determinate, the attributive adjective is
determinate, otherwise it is not.

ים ַהּגְׁ ב ִֵֹּ֔הים
ֹ֙ ֶ ָּֽה ָה ִר
the high hills (Gen. 7:19)

סֹות ַהּגְׁ ד ֵֹֹּ֔לת
ֹ֙ ַה ַמ
the great trials (Deut. 29:3)

3.4.3.2 For non-attributive adjectives. Non-attributive adjectives, such as predicate adjectives, do not necessarily exhibit determination concord with the noun of reference. Determination
is defined by the sense required by the context.
Example of non-determinate predicate adjective:
.ha#r+m^ hp@yw] ra^tæ)-hp@y+ [s@oy yh!yw+ ~
Joseph was handsome in form and appearance. (Gen. 39:6)
(expressing classification)

Example of determinate predicate adjective:
/f*Q*h^ aWh dw]d`
David was the youngest (1 Sam. 17:14)
(expressing identity)

7

Of the 9,517 instances of an adjective, 2,773 have a prepositive definite article.
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3.4.4 The Range Attribute
The range attribute is similar to the range attribute of nouns; it corresponds with the absolute-construct state. Associated with the range attribute are two values (free, bound); the free value
is encoded by the absolute form of the adjective, and the bound value by the construct form.8
The free attribute (absolute morpheme). The free attribute is the most common value used
with adjectives. The bound attribute is used only in special cases.
The bound attribute (construct morpheme). The bound attribute is used in a few instances
to express the following:
(1) The superlative degree with the thing compared in the genitive.
Example with a genitive noun:
wyn`B* /ofq=
the smallest of his sons (2 Chr. 21:17)

Examples with a genitive pronoun:
<b*of
the best of them

<N`f^q= du^w+ <l*odG+m!
from the largest to the smallest of them

(2) The characteristic named in the genitive. When the characteristic defined by the adjective is not clear from the context, then the characteristic is named by a genitive.


nice of form and nice of appearance (Gen. 39:6)

ha#r+m^ tour`
bad of appearance (ugly) (Gen. 41:3)

.ayh! ha@#rm
+ ^ tb^of-yK!
for she was good of looks (Est. 1:11)

(3) The specification named in the genitive. When the limits of the adjective are not clear
from the context, then the limit is named by a genitive.

8
Of the 9,517 instances of an adjective, 8,694 are marked as absolute and 823 are marked as construct. Of
the construct adjectives, 179 have pronoun suffixes, 397 govern a common noun, 66 govern a determinate noun, 122
govern a proper noun, 2 govern a participle functioning as a noun(1 Sam. 21:16; Isa. 19:11), 5 govern another adjective
(Ruth 4:1; 2 Kgs. 6:8; Psa. 7:10; 35:16; Ezek. 21:34), 6 govern prepositional phrases, 34 are followed by a conjunction,
9 are followed by a finite verb, two govern an adverb (Isa. 10:25; 29:17), and one governs an infinitive construct (Jer.
13:23).
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dy]x^ roBG]
mighty in hunting (Gen. 10:9)

rc*B* toQD~
lean of flesh (Gen. 41:3)

(4) The object named in the genitive. Adjectives derived from verbs may govern an object.
In such cases, a construct verbal adjective may govern the object in the genitive.
/w\u* db#K# <u^
a people laden with iniquity (Isa. 1:4)

(5) With a genitive pronoun suffix. A noun may be modified by an adjective; but if the
noun is redundant, it may be elided as understood, leaving only the adjective standing in its place.
In this case, the adjective functions as a noun and may govern a genitive pronoun suffix.

יה
ָ ת־כל־ ֲח ָכ ֶ ָ֑מ
ָ ל־ח ְׁר ֻט ֵ ֵ֥מי ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֶ֖ריִ ם וְׁ ֶא
ַ ת־כ
ָ וַ יִ ְׁק ָ ָ֛רא ֶא
And he called for all the magicians of Egypt and all its wise men. (Gen 41:8)

3.4.5 The Negation Attribute9
The negation attribute designates the positive or negative meaning of the given adjective.
The lexicon records the positive meaning. Associated with the negation attribute are two attribute
values (positive, negative). The negative meaning is different than the antonym in that it usually
includes a broader range of values on the quality scale. The negative of a value may imply its
symmetric opposite; but more likely it implies any value outside the range named, and in the direction of the symmetric opposite.
Examples:

not little—big, large, huge
not small—big, large, huge
not big—small, little, tiny
not large—small, little, tiny

Hebrew adjectives are usually used with their positive meaning. The positive meaning is
designated by a zero morpheme. The negative meaning is expressed by the use of the prepositive
particle aO, usually joined to the adjective with Maqqeph. In all cases, aO immediately precedes
the adjective.
<k*j-* aO /B@
an unwise son (Hos. 13:13)

9

GKC § 152a (n. 1), u and v; RJW 400, 411.
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bof-aO Er\D\
a way not good (Psa. 36:5)

dys!j-* aO yoG
an ungodly nation (Psa. 43:1)

<k*j-* aOw+ lb*n` <u^
a foolish people and unwise (Deut. 32:6)

In Modern Hebrew a determinate negated adjective takes the definite article before the
negative.10 Although this condition is not found in the Bible, it may be regarded as part of the
Hebrew used in the literature of that era.
j~Wfb*-aLÅh^ <oqM*h^
the unsafe place

Occasionally adjectives are negated by other negative particles, such as lB^, yl!B,= yT!lB
= ,! and

 ַאל.


It is not good to show partiality in judgment. (Prov. 24:23)
[lit. It is not good to recognize faces in judgment.]


the shield of Saul, not anointed with oil (2 Sam. 1:21)


He is unclean, surely he is unclean. (1 Sam. 20:26)

ל־רע ְׁל ַ ִ֣מ ַען ִ ָּֽת ְׁחיָ֑ ּו
ֶ֖ ָ שּו־טֹוב וְׁ ַא
ֵ֥
ִד ְׁר
Seek good and not evil, That you may live; (Amos 5:14)

3.5 The Comparison of Adjectives
Hebrew expresses six degrees of comparison: (1) the superlative degree, (2) the superior
degree, (3) the similar degree, (4) the same degree, (5) the inferior degree, and (6) the most inferior
degree. Unlike English which has three forms for expressing comparison—tall, taller, tallest; Hebrew has no corresponding morphological forms for such comparison. Hebrew expresses comparison by other grammatical and syntactical mechanisms that are discussed in later chapters.

10

Haiim B. Rosen, A Textbook of Israeli Hebrew, 2nd ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1969)
p. 45. The fact that the article attaches to the negative supports the premise that the negative is a morpheme.
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3.6 Modifiers of Adjectives
Adjectives form phrases by being modified by various parts of speech. They may be modified by nouns, adverbs, qualifiers, and dependent clauses. The syntax of adjective phrases is discussed in Chapter 15.

3.7 The Syntactic Slots of Adjectives
Adjectives function in several syntactic roles in language. They may occupy the predicate
adjective slot of copulative sentences, and the attributive slot in noun phrases. In special circumstances, an adjective may occupy a noun slot. These syntactic roles of adjectives are discussed in
subsequent chapters.

3.8 Summary
This chapter discusses the definition, classification, derivation, and attributes of adjectives.
Definition
Adjectives are words that modify nouns by defining the value of their characteristics, their comparison with other nouns, or their capability or suitability to verbal ideas.
Common Adjectives
Substantives may also be defined by the characteristics they possess; common adjectives
are the value names of those characteristics.
Derived Adjectives
Adjectives may be derived from nouns, verbs, quantifiers, and other adjectives.
Attributes
Adjectives have five information bearing attributes. Each of these attributes may assume
one of several values. The following table lists the attributes and the values each may assume:
Attribute
1. Number

Attribute Values
singular
plural

2. Gender
3. Determination
4. Range
5. Negation

masculine
determinate
free (absolute)
positive

feminine
non-determinate
bound (construct)
negative
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Syntactic Slots
Adjectives may stand in three different syntactic slots (English order):
(1) In the predicate adjective slot of copulative clauses:
Ns + Vc + A

(Ns = Subject noun; Vc = copulative verb; A = Adjective)

(2) In the attributive adjective slot of a noun phrase:
N+A
(3) In a noun slot after the noun it modifies has been elided:
A→N
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CHAPTER 4
The Syntactic Attributes of Hebrew Adverbs
This chapter presents the characteristics of Hebrew adverbs associated with their syntactic
relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered
except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to other works on Hebrew
syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational” concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive treatment of all the
particulars of Hebrew adverbs.

4.1 Adverbs Defined
Traditionally, an adverb is defined as a part of speech that modifies a verb, an adjective, or
another adverb. This definition is not fully adequate. A study of the Hebrew words traditionally
classified as adverbs reveals that they fall into several classes that define values for such semantic
characteristics as time, space, manner, purpose, result, cause, condition, intensity, and so forth.
These words are found to modify any part of speech that has the given semantic characteristic.
Verbs usually possess most of these characteristics; thus adverbs are most often found modifying
verbs (consequently, the name adverb). Adjectives and adverbs possess the characteristic of intensity and are found modified by intensity adverbs. Many nouns have time and space characteristics
and are found modified by temporal and spatial adverbs. On the other hand, negatives are regarded
herein as morphemes in Hebrew, not as adverbs. Likewise, quantifiers are treated as a separate
part of speech.

4.2 Adverbs Are Sparse
There are 88 words classified as adverbs in the WTS text, occurring a total of 7,349 times.
Table 4.1 lists the number of adverbs by frequency distribution. It is evident that most adverbs
occur relatively infrequently and relatively few occur very often. In fact 21 occur only once, only
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17 occur more than 100 times, and only 6 occur more than 400 times. Table 4.2 lists the 17 adjectives occurring more than 100 times.
Table 4.1
Frequency Distribution of Adverbs
Frequency

Number of Adverbs

<= 10
11 to 50
51 to 100
101 to 200
201 to 300
301 to 400
401 to 500
501 to 600
601 to 800
> 800

39
22
10
8
1
2
2
1
2
1

As in many languages, adverbial concepts are expressed in Hebrew most often by prepositional phrases or subordinate clauses. Many languages, such as English, have adverbs that express
an equivalent of a prepositional phrase. Hebrew has a few true adverbs of this kind.1
Prepositional Phrase
in this place
in that place
at this time
at that time

English
here
there
now
then

Hebrew
hN`h@
פֹה
<v*
hT*u^
za*

Adverbs often are nouns or adjectives that are transformed into adverbs by the addition of an adverbial morpheme.
Examples from English:
Prepositional Phrase
with vigor

Equivalent Adverb
vigorously

in kindness
like a clock
prompt

kindly
clockwise
promptly

These words are actually “pro-adverbs” and function as substitutes for previously defined or understood
adverbial expressions. See the discussion of substitution transformations in § 19.2.
1
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Table 4.2
List of Most Frequent Adverbs
Adverb

Meaning

Frequency

ָשם

there

834

ַאיִ ן

is not

788

ַאל

not

729

כֹה

thus

577

עֹוד

still

490

ַע ָתה

now

433

ֵכן

so

388

ָס ִביב

around

336

ְׁמאֹד

very

300

ָל ֵכן

therefore

200

ַאְך

surely

161

ל־כן
ֵ ַע

therefore

155

ָאז

then

141

ַמ ַעל

upward

140

יֵ ש

there is

137

ַרק

only

109

 ָת ִמידcontinually

104

A few Hebrew adverbs are derived from substantives or adjectives by the addition of an
adverbial morpheme.
Noun or Adjective
tm#a$ —truth
/j@
qyr}
hm*WD
ut^P#

—favor, grace
—empty
—silence
—suddenness

<n`ma
= *
<n`ma
= %
<N`j!
<q*yr}
<m*WD
<a)t=P!

Derived Adverb
—truly, indeed
—truly, verily
—freely, gratuitously
—vainly
—silently
—suddenly
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Noun or Adjective
volv* —three
rj)a* —back part

— ַק ְׁד ָ֑רּותdarkness, gloom

<v)lv
= !
tyN]r~ja
) &

Derived Adverb
—three days ago
—backwards

tyN]r~dq
) =

—mournfully
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Hebrew occasionally uses an accusative noun or noun phrase to express an adverbial idea.2
At times, Hebrew idiomatically uses a verb to express an adverbial idea.
Hd`y-` lu^ HD`K^ dr\T)w~ rh@m^T=w~
Then she hurriedly let her pitcher down to her hand (Gen. 24:18)
(lit. Then she hastened and let down. . .)

hV*a! jQ~Y]w~ <h*rb
` =a^ [s#Y\w~
Abraham again took a wife (Gen. 25:1)
(lit.: Abraham added and took a wife)

At times, the infinitive absolute may function as an adverb. This is to be expected because its
primary function seems adverbial. See the discussion of the infinitive absolute in Chapter Six.

4.3 Adverbial Classes
Hebrew adverbs fall into seven classes according to meaning and syntactic role: interrogative adverbs, temporal adverbs, spatial adverbs, adverbs of manner, adverbs of intensity, assevertive adverbs, and qualifying adverbs.
4.3.1 Interrogative Adverbs
Interrogative adverbs pose the questions to which the other classes of adverbs supply the
answer.
(1) Temporal interrogative adverbs and phrases
yt^m*
yt^m*l=
yt^m-* du^
dou yt^m* yr}j&a^

—when?
—when? (Exod. 8:5 Heb.)
—how long? (Exod. 10:7)
—how long yet? (Jer. 13:27)

hM*K^ —how long?, how often?
hm*-du^ —until when?, how long?

2

See § 2.3.6.3 (7) on the adverbial accusative. Muraoka §102c suggests that a few adjectives may function
adverbially; but his examples are quantifiers, or they can be understood as accusative substantives functioning adverbially.
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(2) Spatial interrogative adverbs
yh!a$ —where? (Hos 13:10, 14)
ya^ —where?
hY}a^ —where?

י־זִ֣ה
ֶ — ֵ ָּֽאwhere?
hp)ya@ —where?
/a* —where?
/y]a^m@ —from where?
(3) Manner interrogative adverbs
Eya@ —how?
hk*ya@ —how?
hk*k*ya@ —how?
(4) Purpose interrogative adverbs
hM*l* —why?
u~WDm^ —why?, wherefore?
(5) Reason interrogative adverb
hM*l* —why?, for what reason?
(6) Cause interrogative adverb
hm#-/u^y~ —because of what?
(7) Condition interrogative adverb
hm*-lu^ —wherefore?, upon what ground?
(8) Intensity interrogative adverb
hM*K^ —how much?
4.3.2 Temporal Adverbs
Temporal adverbs name values for temporal characteristics. They answer the adverbial
question when? (yt^m,* hM*l*, etc.), and they modify verbals and substantives that have the named
temporal characteristic. The following are some of the more common temporal adverbs:
za* —then, at that time <yn]p*l= —formerly
rj^a^ —afterwards
za*m@ —in time past, of old
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vm#a#*
ha*l=h^
<m*oy
rb*K=
hK)

—yesterday
—onwards
—by day
—already
—now
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dou —still, yet, again, besides
hT*u^ —now
<v)lv
= ! —three days ago,
day before yesterday
dym!T* —always

In addition, several nouns of time are used adverbially in the accusative case.
lomT=, lomt=a#, lomT=a!, lWmt=a#—yesterday, recently, formerly (usually with <v)lv
= )! .
<oYh^ —today
<y]m^oy —for two days
hl*y+L^h^
br}u&h^
<u^P^h^
<K@vh
= ^
hl*yl
+ ^w+ <m*oy

—last night
rj*m*
—at evening
<u^P^
—now
<y]r~hx
( *
—at early morning <d\q#
—by day and night
ug\r\

—tomorrow
—once (at an indefinite time)
—at noon
—anciently, of old
—for a moment

4.3.3 Spatial Adverbs
Spatial adverbs name values for spatial characteristics. They answer the adverbial questions where? (hY}a^, etc.), from where? (/y]a^m@), and so forth. They modify verbals and substantives
with the named spatial characteristic. The following are some of the more common spatial adverbs:
rj^a^ —behind
tyn]rj
` )a& —backward
roja*m@W
ha*l=h^ —out there, onwards,
further
<Oh& —here
hN`h@ —here, hither
hK) —here
<yn]p*l= —forward
hF*m^ —downwards
lu^M^m! —above

hl*um
= ^
<yn]P*m!
byb!s*
<V*m!
hP) oP
hm*yn]P=
<or
<v*
hM*v*
tj^T^

—upwards
—before and behind
—all around
—thence
—here, hither
—inward
—on high
—there, thither
—thither
—beneath

— ָס ִביבon every side
Directional adverbs of space are formed by attaching the locative  to nouns of place, including proper place names.
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Noun
—house
—outside
—Jerusalem
—Egypt
—east
—east

ty]B^
JWj
<y]l^v*Wry+
<y]rx
~ m
+ !
<yd]q*
<d\q#

ht*yB
+ ^
hx*Wj
hm*yl
+ ^v*Wry+
hm*yr
+ ~xm
= !
hm*yd]q*
hm*dq
+ @
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Adverb
—inward
—outward
—to Jerusalem
—to Egypt
—eastward
—eastward

Occasionally, nouns of space are used adverbially in the accusative case.


one hundred cubits toward the east and the north (Ezek. 40:19)


let us go out into the field (1 Sam. 20:11)

4.3.4 Adverbs of Manner
Adverbs of manner define the manner in which a verbal action takes place. They answer
the question how? (Eya@, hk*ya@, hm*), and modify only verbals. The following are some of the more
common adverbs of manner:
tm#a$ —truly, really
jf^B# —safely
<N`j!
dj^y~
wD`jy= ~
hK)
/K@
db^l= + pronoun

rh@m^ —quickly, speedily
hr`h@m= —hastily

—freely, gratuitously<a)t=P!
—together
tyN]r~dq
) =
—together
lq^
—thus
hm*or
—so, thus
<q*yr}
—alone
hk*K*

— ַאטgently

—suddenly
—as mourners
—swiftly
—haughtily
—emptily, vainly
—thus

— ָכ ִלילentirely, wholly

4.3.5 Adverbs of Intensity
Adverbs of intensity name the intensity or degree of an action or characteristic. They answer the question how much? (hM*K^); they modify verbals, adjectives, and other adverbs. There are
only a few.
rt@oy —more
da)m= —very
da)m= da)m= —very much

fu^m= —a little
fu^m= fu^m= —very little
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4.3.6 Asseverative Adverbs
Asseverative adverbs express some degree of emphasis; they modify clauses as a prepositive. The following are some of the more common asseverating adverbs:
lb*a& —verily, of a truth hn`ma
= * —truly, indeed
Ea^ —surely
<n`m=a* <n`ma
= % —truly, indeed
/k@a* —surely
Although /m@a* is classified as an adverb meaning “verily, truly,”3 it is used only in response
to a curse, oath, salutatory message, or doxology. It stands alone, not modifying other expressions.
Therefore, it seems better to understand the word as an uninflected stative verb meaning “it is
true!” or “may it be true!”
4.3.7 Qualifying Adverbs
Qualifying adverbs express some restriction or emphasis upon the word, phrase, or clause
it modifies. These adverbs are prepositives; they may modify a variety of parts of speech.
Restrictive adverbs place a limitation on the words they modify. The more common ones
are:
sp#a# —only
Ea^ —only
qr~ —only, except (after neg.)

אּולי
ַ
—perhaps
Emphatic adverbs place emphasis on the words they modify. The more common ones are:
[a^ —even, yea
<G~ —even, yea
4.3.8  יֵ שThe Existential Adverb

 יֵ שis classified as an adverb, but it functions as a substitute for the copulative verb  ָהיָ הin
certain syntactic contexts. It occurs 137 times in the Old Testament. It always occurs in direct
discourse (quotations) except in Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Lamentations where perhaps
one may assume the language is the vernacular. Excluding initial conjunctions and particles, it is
always at the head of the clause except for the few cases where one of the clause constituents is

3

BDB 53.
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granted position prominence.4 It may function as a substitute for the copulative verb  ָהיָ הwhen it
would be in the timeless perfect aspect. It also stands in place of  ָהיָ הwhen it functions as the
auxiliary verb along with participle to express the timeless durative aspect. It may take a subject
pronoun as a suffix.5
In copulative clauses,  יֵ שis found in the existential clause, the predicate nominative clause,
the predicate adverb clause, the clause of possession, but not in the predicate adjective clause.
When the subject of the clause is a pronoun it is attached as a suffix to יֵ ש.

ִאם־יֶ ְׁשך־נָ ֹ֙א ַמ ְׁצ ִ ִ֣ל ַיח ַד ְׁר ִֵּ֔כי
If You will now prosper my way (Gen 24:42)

The existential copulative clause declares the existence of its predicate complement. It has only
one constituent besides —יֶ שa substantive phrase.6

ּומ ְׁמ ָל ָכה
ַ יֶ ש־ּגָּ֤ ֹוי
There is a nation and a kingdom (1 Kgs. 18:10)

Sometimes the predicate complement is a relative pronoun clause functioning as a substantive.7

נֹותר ְׁל ֵבִ֣ית ָש ָ֑אּול
ֶ֖ ַ ש־עֹוד ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר
ֵּ֔ ֲֶה ִ ִ֣כי י
Is there still anyone who is left of the house of Saul (2 Sam. 9:1)

With an elided complement, it serves as an affirmative answer to a question posed with יֶ ש:8

הּו ֵֵּ֔יש
ֹ֙ מ
ָֹ֙אמר יִ ְׁר ְׁ י
ֶ ֹ הוָ֑ה וַ ָּ֤י
ָ ְׁאמר ֲה ֵיֵ֥ש ָד ָ ֶ֖בר ֵמ ֵ ִ֣את י
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕י
The king . . . said,
"Is there any word from the LORD?"
And Jeremiah said, "There is." (Jer. 37:17)

The predicate nominative clause declares some classification of its subject; the predicate
complement names the classification. The subject stands next to יֶ ש.

4

Judg. 19:19; 1Sam. 21:5; Eccl. 8:6; Isa. 43:8.

( י ְֶׁשָךGen. 24:42; 43:4; 44:20; Judg. 6:36); ( י ְֶׁש ֶ֙ ֶכםGen. 24:49; Deut. 13:4); ( י ְֶׁשנ֜ ֹוDeut. 29:14; 1Sam. 14:39;
23:23; Est. 3:8).
5

6
1Sam. 21:5; 1 Kgs. 18:10; 2 Kgs. 9:15; Job 11:18; 33:32; Prov. 19:18; 20:15; 23:18; 24:14; Eccl. 1:10; 2:21;
4:8; 5:12; 6:1; 8:14x3; 9:4; 10:5; Isa. 43:8; Jer. 31:6; Lam. 3:29.
7

Neh. 5:2, 3, 4.

8

1 Sam. 9:12; 2 Kgs. 10:15.
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ית־א ִ ָ֛ביְך ָמ ֵ֥קֹום ָלֶ֖נּו ָל ִ ָּֽלין׃
ָ ֲה ֵיֵ֧ש ֵב
Is your father’s house a place for us to lodge? (Gen. 24:23)

The predicate adverb clause defines some adverbial characteristic of its subject. The predicate
complement usually is governed by an adverbial preposition. When the preposition governs a pronoun, the phrase usually stands next to יֵ ש.9

י־חיִ ל
ֵַּ֔ יֶ ש־ ָב ֹ֙ם ַאנְׁ ֵש
Competent men are among them (Gen. 47:6)

When the preposition governs a noun phrase, its phrase usually takes the third slot.10

הוה ַב ָמ ֶ֖קֹום ַה ֶזָ֑ה
ֵּ֔ ָ ְֵׁיִ֣ש י
The LORD is in this place (Gen. 28:16)

When the adverbial complement is a short word, its phrase usually takes the second slot.

ֲה ֵיָּֽש־ ֵֹ֥פה ִ ֶ֖איש
Is there a man here? (Judg. 4:20)
(see also 2 Kgs. 10:23)

The copulative clause of possession is idiomatic, the subject is governed by the preposition  לand
the thing possessed stands alone.11

ִ ָּ֤כי ֵיֵ֥ש ָל ָ֗ ֵעץ ִִּ֫ת ְׁקָוֵ֥ה
For a tree has hope (Job 14:7)

In a verbal clause, when the verb is in the durative aspect, the verb phrase consists of a
participle accompanied by the finite auxiliary verb  ָהיָ ה.12 When the verb phrase expresses the

9

( יׁש־בGen. 47:6; Num. 13:20; Deut. 29:17x2; Judg. 18:14; 1 Sam. 9:11; 14:39; 20:8; 23:23; 2 Sam. 14:32;

Ezr. 10:44; Job 6:30; Jer. 14:22; 23:26; Jon. 4:11; Mal. 1:14); ( ֵ֣יׁש ַֽאתGen. 23:8; 2 Kgs. 2:16; 3:12; 10:15; Prov. 3:28)
(יֵׁ֤ש ָעלJob
ֵּ
33:23); ( יֵ֥ש עם2 Chr. 16:9); ( יֵּ ׁש ַ ַֽת ַחת1Sam. 21:4); ( יֵֵּ֙ ׁש מןNeh. 5:5) ( יש־ביןJob 9:33).
10

With ( בGen. 8:24; Gen. 28:16; 42:1; 42:2; Exod. 17:7; Num. 22:29; 2 Kgs. 4:2; 5:8; 2 Chr. 25:8; Job 6:6;

Psa. 7:4; 73:11; 135:17); ( מןIsa. 44:8; Jer. 37:17); ( ְכLam. 1:12); ( עםJudg. 6:13); ( ַ ֵ֤ת ַחתJob 16:4); ( ל ְפנֵּ יProv. 14:12;
16:25); ( ַֽאתGen. 44:26; Jer. 27:18).
11

Gen. 31:29; 33:9; 33:11; 39:4, 5, 5, 8; 43:7; 44:19; 44:20; Judg. 19:19, 19; Ruth 1:12; 1 Sam. 17:46; 2
Sam. 19:29; 1 Kgs. 17:12; 2 Kgs. 10:15; 1 Chr. 29:3; 2 Chr. 15:7; 25:9; Ezr. 10:2; Job 14:7; 25:3; 28:1; 38:28; Eccl.
2:13; 4:9; 8:6; Jer. 31:16, 17; 41:8; Mich. 2:1.
12

The verb is often elided when its conjugation is self-evident from the current context.
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timeless durative aspect,  ֵיָּֽשmay stand in place of  ָהיָ ה. When the subject of the clause is a pronoun,
it becomes a suffix to יֵ ש.13

ת־אד ִֹנֶ֖י
ֲ ִאם־יֶ ְׁש ֹ֙ ֶכם ע ִֹ֜שים ֶ ֵ֧ח ֶסד ֶו ֱָּֽא ֶ ָ֛מת ֶא
If you will deal kindly and truly with my master (Gen. 24:49)

Otherwise, the participle remains in the appropriate syntactic slot for the verb, and  יֶ שis fronted,
nearly always being first in the clause after any conjunctives.14

ֹלהים ש ְֹׁפ ִ ֵ֥טים ָב ָ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
ִָ֗ ־א
ֱ֜ ַ ֵ֥אְך יֵ ש
Surely God is judging in the earth." (Psa. 58:11)15

 יֶ שis never negated except for rare unexpected instances:
מֹוכ ַיח יָ ֵ ֶ֖שת
ָ֑ ִ ־ב ֵינִ֣ינּו
ֵ ִ֣ל ֹא יֵ ש
Nor is there any mediator between us, (Job 9:33)

יהם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ַ֜ ָ֗אף ֵאין־יֶ ש ֵ֥־ר ַּוח ְׁב ִפ
Nor is there any breath in their mouths. (Psa. 135:17; see also 1 Sam. 21:9, BDB p. 35)

When the negative form of a  יֶ שclause is needed,  ַאיִ ןstands in place of יֶ ש. The syntax of  ַאיִ ןis
discussed in § 11.5.2.
4.3.9 Other Adverbials
In Hebrew, adverbials of purpose, result, cause, and condition seem to be expressed only
by prepositional phrases and subordinated clauses, not by single adverbs.

4.4 Attributes of Adverbs
Adverbs have only one attribute—negation—with two values (positive, negative). The positive value is expressed with a zero morpheme, and the negative, although a rather rare event,16
with the prepositive particle aO.

א־כִ֣ן
ֵ ֹ —לNot so! (Gen 48:18)
—לֹא ַע ֵָּ֔תהnot now (Num. 24:17)

13
Gen. 24:42; 43:4; Deut. 13:4; Judg. 6:36; Ruth 3:12; Job 5:1; Psa. 14:2; 53:3; Prov. 11:24; 12:18; 13:7;
13:23; 18:24; Jer. 5:1.
14

Deut. 29:14, 17; 2 Kgs. 4:13; Psa. 58:12; Eccl. 6:11; 7:15x2; Jer. 14:22; Mal. 1:14.

15

The plural participle is unusual, but does sometimes occur with the plural of majesty (GKC § 132.h).

16

Of the 88 adverbs in the WTS morphological codes, 15 are negated a total of 62 times.
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א־אז
ָ ֹ —לnot then (1 Sam. 20:12)
—לֹא ַרקnot only (2 Chr. 28:10)
— ֹ֙ל ֹא ִח ָנָּ֤םnot vainly (Ezek. 14:23)
מֹוכ ַיח
ָ֑ ִ ש־ב ֵינִ֣ינּו
ֵ ִֵ֣ל ֹא י
Nor is there a mediator between us (Job 9:33)

קֹומֹו׃
ָּֽ שּורנּו ְׁמ
ֵ֥ ֶ א־עֹוד ְׁת
֜ ָ֗ ֹ וְׁ ל
And no longer will his place behold him (Job 20:9)

יכם
ֵֶּ֔ שּו ֲא ִ֣בֹ ֵת
ֹ֙ ֲהלֹ֙ ֹוא ָּ֤כֹה ָע
Did not thus your fathers do? (Neh. 13:18)

ּומּו נ ְֹׁש ֵֶּ֔כיך
ֹ֙ ֲהלִ֣ ֹוא ָ֗ ֶפ ַתע יָ ֹ֙ק
Will not suddenly your creditors rise up? (Hab. 2:7)

While it may seem that some adverbs are negated by  ֵאין, in every case, the  ֵאיןis actually
the negative copulative of a predicate adverb clause in which the adverb is granted first position
prominence (see § 11.5).

י־אין ֵַּ֔ביִ ת ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ֵ ָּֽאין־ ָ ֶ֖שם ֵ ָּֽמת׃
ִ֣ ֵ ִ ָּֽכ
for there was not a house where there was not one dead there. (Exod. 12:30)17

ֹלהים ֵ ֵ֥אין ֶ֖עֹוד ִמ ְׁל ַב ָּֽדֹו׃
ָ֑ ִ הוֶ֖ה ִ֣הּוא ָה ֱא
ָ ְִׁ ֵ֥כי י
the LORD Himself is God; there is none other besides Him (Deut. 4:35)18

יהוֶ֖ה ָ֑עֹוד
ָ ַה ֵֹ֙אין ֵֹ֥פה נָ ִ ָ֛ביא ַל
Is there not a prophet of the LORD here anymore? (1Kgs. 22:7)19

4.5 Semantic Concord of Adverbs
Hebrew adverbs are observed to exhibit semantic concord with their syntactic environment.
Thus, the time aspect of temporal adverbs agrees with the temporal sense of the verbal tense or
with that of temporal clauses. The spatial aspect of locative adverbs agrees with the spatial sense
of the verb and/or that of demonstrative pronouns. The nonsense of the following English sentences illustrates the point.

17

See also Judg. 18:10; 21:9; 2 Kgs. 7:5, 10; Isa. 34:12; Jer. 8:22.

18

See also Deut. 4:39; 1 Kgs. 8:60; 2 Kgs. 4:6; Psa. 74:9; Isa. 45:5, 6, 14, 18, 21, 22; 46:9; Jer. 48:2; 49:7;
Joel 2:27; Mal. 2:13.
19

See also 2 Kgs. 3:11; 2 Chr. 18:6.
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[The man came there and went here.]
[The man will eat yesterday.]
[This house there is in that yard here.]
In like manner, the other adverbial connotations must be in harmony with the corresponding notions of the context. Actually, this is in harmony with the broad principle of semantic concord in any intelligible communication.

4.6 Comparison of Adverbs
Like some adjectives and stative verbs, adverbs may be expressed in comparative degrees.
Comparison of adverbs is expressed by means of the preposition /m!—from. This is explained in
greater detail in § 16.2.

4.7 Numbers as Adverbs
Occasionally, a cardinal number is used adverbially.20 But these may be instances where
the word <u^P^ is elided. This also is true for ordinal numbers.21

4.8 Adverbs with Pronoun Suffixes
Ordinarily an adverb is not expected to have a grammatical relationship with a pronoun.
However, some words classified as adverbs in the WTS text do have pronoun suffixes. Table 4.3
lists these adverbs and the number of times each has a pronoun suffix.
Table 4.3
Adverbs with Pronoun Suffix
Adverb

Meaning

Frequency

ַאיִ ן

is not

103

ָס ִביב

around

58

עֹוד

yet

39

יֵ ש

there is

9

ַאט

gently

1

20

Lev. 16:34; Neh. 13:20; Job 33:29.

21

Gen. 22:15; 1 Kgs. 18:44; Est 2:19.
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 ַאיִ ןmostly functions as a negative existential copulative, not as an adverb. It frequently
takes its subject pronoun as a suffix.

ֹלהים וְׁ ֵא ֶַּ֕יננּו
ָ֑ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ָּֽ ָ וַ יִ ְׁת ַה ֵ ֵ֥לְך ֲחנֶ֖ ֹוְך ֶא
ֹלהים׃
ָּֽ ִ י־ל ַ ֵָ֥קח א ֶֹ֖תֹו ֱא
ָ ִ ָּֽכ
And Enoch walked with God; and he was not,
for God took him. (Gen. 5:24)

Originally  ָס ִביבwas a substantive,22 but its frequent use as an adverbial accusative led to
its role as an adverb. When grammatically related to a pronoun, it may take it as a suffix.

ל־ה ָע ִ ֵ֥רים ָה ֵ ָּֽא ֶלה׃
ֶ יה ֵכֶ֖ן ְׁל ָכ
ָ יה ְׁס ִביב ֶ ָֹ֑ת
ָ ּומגְׁ ָר ֶ ֶ֖ש
ִ ה ינָ ֹ֙ה ֶה ָע ִ ִ֣רים ָה ֵֵּ֔א ֶלה ִ ִ֣עיר ֵּ֔ ִעיר
ִֶֹ֙ ָּֽת ְׁ י
Every one of these cities had its common-land surrounding it; thus were all these cities. (Josh. 21:42)

The same is true of עֹוד, and  ַאט.

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁעֹודנּו ע ֵ ֶֹ֖מד ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י י
ֵ֥ ֶ וַ יִ ְׁפנָּ֤ ּו ִמ ָש ֹ֙ם ָ ָּֽה ֲאנָ ִֵּ֔שים וַ יֵ ְׁל ֶ֖כּו ְׁס ָ֑ד ֹ ָמה וְׁ ַֹ֙א ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם
Then the men turned away from there and went toward Sodom,
but Abraham still stood before the LORD. (Gen. 18:22)

ר־ל ָפנַ ֹ֙י
ְׁ אכָּ֤ה ֲא ֶש
ָ וַ ֲא ִַּ֞ני ֶ ָּֽא ְׁתנָ ֲה ָלִ֣ה ְׁל ִא ִָ֗טי ְׁל ֶ ֹ֙רגֶ ל ַה ְׁמ ָל
I will lead on slowly at a pace which the livestock that go before me. (Gen. 33:14)

Normally  יֵ שfunctions as an existential copulative, not as an adverb. It is used as an auxiliary to a participle, carrying its subject pronoun as a suffix and providing the personal attribute of
the predicate.

א ֶכל׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֶ֖ת־א ִ ֶ֖חינּו ִא ָ ָ֑תנּו נֵ ְׁר ָ ַּ֕דה וְׁ נִ ְׁש ְׁב ָ ֵ֥רה ְׁלך
ָ ִאם־יֶ ְׁשךָ֛ ְׁמ ַש ֵל ֵַ֥ח ֶא
"If you are sending our brother with us, we will go down and buy you food. (Gen. 43:4)

4.9 Modifiers of Adverbs
Adverbs may form phrases by receiving a preceding qualifier or a following adverb in
semantic concord with its adverbial characteristics.

4.10 The Syntactic Slots of Adverbs
Adverbs may occupy the predicate complement slot of copulative clauses, the attributive
slot of noun phrases, adjective phrases, and verb phrases, and the attributive slot of predicates or

22

BDB p. 686.
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clauses. Some may also stand in the attributive slot of adverb phrases. The syntactic roles of adverbs are discussed in subsequent chapters.

4.11 Summary
This chapter discusses the definition, classification, attributes, and comparison of adverbs.
Definition
Adverbs define the values for such semantic characteristics as time, space, manner, purpose, result, cause, condition, intensity, and so forth.
Classification
Adverbs may be classified into classes: Interrogative adverbs; adverbs of space, time, manner, intensity, asseveration; qualifying adverbs, and others.
Attributes
Adverbs have only one attribute: Negation. However, adverbs exhibit semantic concord
with the words they modify.
Comparison
Adverbs may be compared much like adjectives are compared.
Syntactic Slots
Adverbs may stand in seven different syntactic slots:

(1) In the predicate complement slot of copulative clauses:
Ns + Vc + D

(Ns = Subject noun; Vc = copulative verb; D = Adverb)

(2) In the attributive slot of a noun phrase:
N+D
(3) In the attributive slot of an adjective phrase:
A+D

(A = Adjective)

(4) In the attributive slot of an adverb phrase:
D+D
(5) In the attributive slot of a verb phrase:
V + D or
D+V
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(6) In the attributive slot of a predicate phrase:
Q + D or
D+Q

(Q = Predicate)

(7) In the attributive slot of a clause:
S + D or
D+S

(S = Sentence/clause)
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CHAPTER 5
The Syntactic Attributes of Finite Verbs
This chapter presents the characteristics of Hebrew verbs associated with their syntactic
relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered
except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to that presented in other
works on Hebrew syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational”
concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive
treatment of all the particulars of Hebrew verbs.

5.1 Introduction
There are 1,614 words that are classified as verbals, occurring 72,569 times in the WTS
text. Of these, 1,452 are finite verbs, occurring 55,806 times. Table 5.1 lists the number of finite
verbs by frequency distribution.
Table 5.1
Frequency Distribution of Finite Verbs
Frequency

Number of Finite Verbs

<= 10

950

11 to 50

338

51 to 100

69

101 to 200

49

201 to 300

15

301 to 400

7

401 to 500

4

501 to 600

2

601 to 700

3

701 to 800

4

801 to 900

2

901 to 1000

2

> 1000

7
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It is evident that many finite verbs occur relatively infrequently and comparatively few
occur very often. In fact 371 occur only once, only 81 occur more than 100 times, and only 24
occur more than 400 times. Table 5.2 lists the 24 finite verbs occurring more than 400 times.
Table 5.2
Frequency Distribution of Most Frequent Finite Verbs
Verb

Meaning

Frequency

Verb

Meaning

Frequency

ָא ַמר

say

4239

ָש ַמע

hear

934

ָהיָ ה

be

3405

ָש ַלח

send

724

ָע ָשה

do

2050

ָע ָלה

go up

701

ָבא

go

1926

ָא ַכל

eat

647

נָ ַתן

give

1708

ָק ָרא

call

657

ָה ַלְך

walk

1184

ֵמת

die

611

ָר ָאה

see

1077

ָשם

put

527

ִד ֵבר

speak

935

יָ ַשב

sit

488

ָשב

return

892

ָקם

arise

540

ָל ַקח

take

893

ִצּוָ ה

command

443

יָ ָצא

form

795

נָ ָשא

lift up

490

יָ ַדע

know

769

נַ ֶכה

Strike

412

5.2 Verb Defined
A verb is the name of an action, deed, state of being, or relationship. Besides these semantic
characteristics, verbs are distinguished from other parts of speech by certain unique morphological
and syntactic characteristics. Verbs are the principal part of a predicate; they require a named or
implied subject and usually a named or implied object; this is true even when the verb has been
transformed into one of the nonfinite verbals.

5.3 Verbal Roots and Stems
Most Hebrew verbs are constructed from a three-consonantal root from which a variety of
stems are derived. The stems usually (but not always) convey some variation of the meaning associated with root from which they are derived, but no consistent rule exists that accurately predicts
the variation; meaning must be found in the lexicons. Table 5.3 lists the frequency distribution of
the stems of the verbals in the WTS text.
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Table 5.3
Frequency Distribution of Verbal Stems
Stem

Frequency

Stem

Frequency

Qal

50,105

Pilpel

50

Qal Passive

82

Hithpalpel

21

Niphal

4,143

Polal

12

Piel

6,454

Pulal

15

Pual

412

Poal

8

Hiphil

9,416

Hothpaal

8

Hophal

395

Palel

7

Hithpael

836

Pealal

5

Hishtaphel

170

Nithpael

3

Polel

180

Pilel

3

Hithpolel

114

Polpal

2

Poel

82

Tiphil

1

5.4 Verbs Classified
Verbs fall into various classifications depending (1) on the type of action, state, or relationship that it names, (2) on the manner in which it governs an object, and (3) on the way the verbal
idea is viewed (finite or nonfinite).
Regarding the first classification, verbs may be categorized as copulative, stative, or active.
Copulative verbs express the state of being or existence. Stative verbs express a particular state of
being or relationship. Active verbs express actions or events.
Regarding the second classification, verbs may be categorized as intransitive or transitive.
Intransitive verbs express the state of being or action of the subject alone; there is no recipient of
the action or state. Transitive verbs express the relationship of the subject with the object; the
action or relationship involves two or more participants, a doer and one or more recipients.
Regarding the third classification, verbs may be categorized as finite or nonfinite. Finite
verbs are fully inflected and function as the principal element of a predicate. Nonfinite verbs (or
verbals) are the infinitives and participles. Infinitives are noninflected, and participles inflect as a
substantive. Nonfinite verbals do not normally function as the principal element of a predicate.
The participle is an exception when it is part of a verb phrase. Nonfinite verbals are discussed in
Chapter 6.
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Finite verbs inflect according to three basic morphological forms: (1) perfect, (2) imperfect,
and (3) imperative. The imperative form seems to be derived from the imperfect. Table 5.4 lists
the frequency of each form in BHS.
Table 5.4
Distribution of Finite Verbal Forms
Perfect
Imperfect
Wayyiqtol1
Imperative

20,717

Total

55,806

15,853
14,974
4,262

5.4.1 Copulative Verbs
Copulative verbs express the state of being, existence, or equality. They are used in a
unique class of clauses that declare various facets of existence, classification, characteristic definition, and possession. Copulative verbs are the principal constituent of the predicate of a copulative clause; they are found in the following syntactic construction in a kernel clause:2
Ns + Vc
Ns + Vc + N

(existential clause)
(predicate nominative clause)

Ns + Vc + A
Ns + Vc + D
Ns + Vc + l= + N

(predicate adjective clause)
(predicate adverb clause)
(possessive clause)

where the symbol Ns represents a subject noun phrase,3 Vc represents a copulative verb phrase, N
represent a predicate nominative phrase, A represents a predicate adjective phrase, and D represents a predicate adverb phrase;4 the symbol + means juxtaposition. The principal copulative verb
is hy`h—
* it is. The particle vy} and its negative /ya@ are used as a substitute for hy`h* in some

1

For transliterated verb forms, I use the root  קטלfound commonly in standard parsing charts.

2

In this chapter, all the formulas used to define syntactic structures refer only to the word order of kernel
clauses. Variations of word order are the result of transformations discussed in later chapters.
3

The term phrase is included because the slot may be occupied by the indicated word plus a modifier, if any.

4
D includes prepositional phrases which nearly always function adverbially ( § 8.4.1; 12.1.5; 16.0). Cameron
Sinclair includes as predicate complements participles and numberical quantifiers (“Are Nominal Clauses a Distinct
Clausal Type?” in Cynthia L. Miller, ed., The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
1999, p. 61). Participles, however, really belong to to durative aspect verb phrases (5.6.5.3) and numerical quantifiers
really belong to noun phrases (14.3.2)
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transformations. The symbols are arranged in left-to-right English order; obviously, they will be
in right-to-left order for the Hebrew text. These clauses form an important group of kernel clauses
known as “copulative clauses.” The syntax of kernel clauses is discussed in Chapter 12.
5.4.2 Intransitive Verbs
Intransitive verbs express the state of being or action of the subject alone. Intransitive verbs
govern no object, either actual or implied; they are found in the following syntactic structure:
Ns + V
5.4.2.1 Intransitive stative verbs. Intransitive stative verbs express the state of being of the
subject alone. They often have the characteristic stative vocalization: db@K* / dB^ky= ] or /f)q* / /f^qy= ]
but occasionally ld^G` / lD^gy+ ]. Clauses using intransitive stative verbs usually may accept comparative transformations, but never the passive transformation.
bu@r`
/q@z`
ld~G`
db@K*
/f)q*

—he is hungry
—he is old
—he is great
—he is heavy
—he is small

5.4.2.2 Intransitive active verbs. Intransitive active5 verbs express the action of the subject
alone; the verb does not govern an object, either actual or implied. Intransitive active verbs do not
accept passive transformations.6
bv^y`
/v@y`
dm^u*
bk^v*
<q*
tm@
hk*B*

5
6

—he sat, dwelt
—he slept
—he stood
—he slept, lay down
—he arose
—he died
—he wept

The passive, middle, and reflexive voices are regarded as transformations on the active voice.

Some verbs have both an intransitive and transitive meaning; the transitive meaning does accept the passive
transformation.
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5.4.3 Transitive Verbs
Transitive verbs express the state of being or action that exists between the subject and one
or more objects. These verbs take an accusative direct object and are found in the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + No

(No = accusative object noun phrase)

5.4.3.1 Transitive stative verbs. Transitive stative verbs express a state of being or relationship that exists between the subject and an object.
bh^a* — he loved (someone)
an}c* —he hated (someone)
al@m* —it is full (of something)
/yb!h@ —he understood (something)
5.4.3.2 Transitive active verbs. Transitive active verbs express activity that exists between
the subject and an object.
rB@D]
vyB!lh
= !
vb^l*
jq^l*
/G}n]
hs^n`
bK@u!
lB@q!
ht*v*

—he spoke (language, words, etc.)
—he dressed (person, thing)
—he put on (clothes)7
—he took (something)
—he played (music)
—he tried, tested (something)
—he hindered (someone); he delayed (something)
—he accepted (things); he received (things)
—he drank (something)

5.4.4 Transitive Verbs With Oblique Object
Hebrew verbs generally govern an object in the accusative case. However, many verbs
govern a direct object by means of a preposition. The sense of the verb is determined by the preposition, but the preposition may or may not be translated into English. For example: rb*d`l= /ym!a$h—
#
he believed something—where the preposition is not translated. In some cases the preposition must
be translated by a different preposition in English. For example: rb*D`m! dq^P*—“he was afraid of
something”—where the preposition /m!—from— becomes of in English. These verbs are found in
the following syntactic construction:

7

Some verbs like vb^l* have both an active meaning (put on) and a stative meaning (wear).
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Ns + V + P + N

(P = Preposition)

Examples of verbs governing the object with l= :
/ym!a$h# —he believed (someone/something)

וְׁ ָּ֤ל ֹא ֶ ָּֽה ֱא ַמנְׁ ֶת ֹ֙ם ֵּ֔לֹו
and you did not believe Him (Deut. 9:23)

א־ה ֱא ַ ִ֣מנְׁ ִתי ַל ְׁד ָב ִ ָ֗רים
ֶ ֹ וְׁ ָּֽל
I did not believe the words (1 Kgs. 10:7)

Examples of verbs governing the object with B= :
/ym!a$h—
$ he believed in (person)

יהוָ֑ה
ָ וְׁ ֶה ֱא ִ ֶ֖מן ַ ָּֽב
And he believed in the LORD (Gen. 15:6)

/G}n—
] he played (musical instrument)

ִַּ֕איש י ֵ ֶֹ֖ד ַע ְׁמנַ ֵ ִּ֣גֶּֽן ַב ִכנָ֑ ֹור
A man who knows how to play a harp (1 Sam. 16:16)

Examples of verbs governing the object with /m!:
ar}y`—he feared (someone)

ֹלהיך
ֶ֖ ֶ את ֵמ ֱא
ָ וְׁ יָ ֵ ֵ֥ר
But you shall fear your God (Lev. 19:14)

dj^P—
* he was afraid of (something)

וְׁ ֶא ְׁפ ַ ֵ֥חד ִמ ֶ ָּֽמנּו׃
I am afraid of Him. (Job 23:15)

Examples of verbs governing the object with lu^:

—נָ ַסבּוsurround (something)
־ה ֵַּ֔ביִת
ַ ַאנְׁ ֵ ָּ֤שי ְׁסד ֹֹ֙ם נָ ַ ִ֣סבּו ַעל
The men of Sodom surrounded the house (Gen. 19:4)

— ִצָּוֵ֥הcommand (someone)
־ח ָגֶ֖ב ֶל ֱא ִ֣כֹול ָה ָ ָ֑א ֶרץ
ָ ן־א ַצֶּוֵ֥ה ַעל
ֲ וְׁ ֵה
When I command the locusts to devour the land (2 Chr. 7:13)
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Example of verb governing the object with yr}h&a:^
[d~r—
` he pursued (someone)

וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא ָ ָּֽר ְׁד ֵּ֔פּו ַא ֲח ֵ ֶ֖רי ְׁב ֵנֵ֥י יַ ֲע ָּֽקֹב׃
and they did not pursue the sons of Jacob. (Gen 35:5)

A distinction must be made between intransitive verbs that are modified by adverbial preposition phrases and transitive verbs that govern an object with a preposition. The distinction is that
transitive verbs may undergo the passive transformation whereas the intransitive verbs do not;
prepositional phrases may be omitted without leaving the predicate incomplete; and the noun of
the prepositional phrase cannot semantically complement the verb.
5.4.5 Transitive Verbs with Double Objects
Some Hebrew verbs govern two objects. Some govern both objects in the accusative case;
some govern one accusative and one oblique object.
5.4.5.1 Double accusative verbs. Some Hebrew verbs require two accusatives to complete
their sense; they are found in the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + No1 + No2
In these clauses either accusative noun phrase may be determinate and be governed by the particle
ta@.
Examples of verbs governing one accusative of person and one of thing:
rZ}a!—he girded (someone) with (something)

וַ ַתזְׁ ֵ ֵ֥רנִ י ַ ֶ֖חיִ ל ַל ִמ ְׁל ָח ָ ָ֑מה
You have girded me with might for the battle (2 Sam. 22:40)

dM@l!—he taught (someone) (something)

ֲא ַל ְׁמ ָ ִ֣דה פ ְֹׁש ִ ִ֣עים ְׁד ָר ֶכָ֑יך
I will teach transgressors Your ways (Psa. 51:13)

rF@u!—he crowned (someone) with (something)

וְׁ ָכ ֶ֖בֹוד וְׁ ָה ָ ִ֣דר ְׁת ַע ְׁט ֵ ָּֽרהּו׃
And wth glory and honor You crown Him (Psa. 8:6)

fyv!ph
= !—he stripped (someone) of (something)

— ִה ְׁל ִבישhe clothed (someone) with (something)
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ת־א ְׁל ָע ָזִ֣ר ְׁבנֵּ֔ ֹו
ֶ ת־בגָ ָ ָ֗דיו וַ יַ ְׁל ֵ ָּ֤בש א ָֹת ֹ֙ם ֶא
ְׁ ת־א ֲה ֜ר ֹן ֶא
ַ וַ יַ ְׁפ ֵשט מ ֶֹֹ֙שה ֶ ָּֽא
Moses stripped Aaron of his garments and put them on Eleazar his son. (Num. 20:28)

Examples of verbs governing one accusative of thing and one of material:
ur~z—
` he sowed (something) with (seed)

א־תזְׁ ַ ֵ֥רע ַכ ְׁר ְׁמךֶ֖ ִכ ְׁל ָ ָ֑איִ ם
ִ ֹל
You shall not sow your vineyard with different kinds of seed (Deut. 22:9)

rg~j*—he wrapped (something) with (something)

וְׁ ָחגַ ְׁר ָת א ָֹֹ֙תם ַא ְׁב ֵ֜נט
And you shall wrap each of them with a sash (Exod. 29:9)

aL@m!—he filled (something) with (something)

וַ ְׁת ַמ ֵלָּ֤א ֶאת־ ַה ֵֹ֙ח ֶמ ֹ֙ת ֵַּ֔מיִ ם
and she filled the skin with water (Gen. 21:19)

— ִצ ָ ִ֣פהhe covered (something) with (something)
יחם זָ ָ ָּֽהב׃
ֶ֖ ִ ית ֶאת־ ַה ְׁב ִר
ֵ֥ ָ וְׁ ִצ ִפ
You shall overlay the boards with gold, (Exod. 26:29)

Note that the English translation usually requires a preposition for the second object although the Hebrew requires an accusative.
5.4.5.2 Accusative-plus-genitive verbs. Some Hebrew verbs that govern two objects govern one object in the accusative case and one object by means of a preposition. They are found in
the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + No1 + P + N2
The meaning of the verb is associated with the preposition, thus the preposition must be specified
in the dictionary.
Examples of verbs governing the second object with l=:

—נָ ַ ֵ֥תןhe gave (something) (to someone)
ּול ָב ָנֶ֖יו
ְׁ ת־כ ֵֶ֧סף ַה ְׁפ ֻדיִ ָ֛ם ְׁל ַא ֲה ֵ֥ר ֹן
ֶ ( וַ יִ ֵֹ֙תן מ ֶֹ֜שה ֶאNum. 3:51
And Moses gave their redemption money to Aaron and his sons, (Num. 3:51)
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ayb!h@—he brought (something) (to someone)

וַ יָ ֵֵ֧בא לֵ֧ ֹו ַ ֶ֖יֶּֽיִ ן וַ יֵ ְָּֽׁש ְׁת׃
and he brought him wine, and he drank. (Gen. 27:25)
[when the second object is a pronoun, the phrase is usually moved next to the verb)]

dyG]h—
! he told (something) (to someone)

ל־הקֹ ֵ֥ר ֹת א ָ ֶֹ֖תם
ַ וַ יַ ִּגִ֣ידּו ֵּ֔לֹו ֵ ָ֛את ָכ
and they told him all that had happened to them (Gen. 42:29)

byv!h@—he returned (something) (to someone)

וַ יָ ִֶ֣שב ֵּ֔לֹו ֵ ֶ֖את ָש ָ ֵ֥רה ִא ְׁש ָּֽתֹו׃
and he returned Sarah his wife to him. (Gen 20:14)

5.4.5.3 Double genitive verbs. Some Hebrew verbs require two genitives to complete their
sense; they are found in the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + P1 +N1 + P2 + N2
The meaning of the verb is associated with the preposition, thus the preposition must be specified
in the dictionary.

יתן ֶאל־ ֵבִ֣ית׀ ִמ ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תה ַה ַָ֗ייִ ן
ָ֜ ַה ֶֶּ֡מ ֶלְך ָשב ִמּגִ נַֹ֙ ת ַה ִב
And the king returned from the palace garden to the place of the banquet of wine, (Est. 7:8)

י־ע ָּ֤מֹון ְׁל ֹ֙ך יְׁ ֻר ֵָּ֔שה
ַ ֵא־א ֵתן ֵמ ֶֹ֙א ֶרץ ְׁבנ
ֶ ֶ֠ ֹ ִ ִ֣כי ָּֽל
for I will not give any of the land of the people of Ammon to you as a possession, (Deut. 2:19)

5.4.6 Transitive Verbs of Speech
Verbs expressing speech acts may govern a direct object or a sentence linked by a speech
introducing conjunction (Csp) מר
ֹ ֵּ֔  §( ֵלא9.4); they are found in the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + No
or
s
N + V + Csp + S

הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁ־ה ָד ָ ֵ֥בר ַה ֶזֶ֖ה ַמ ָ ִ֣שא י
ַ ַי ֵַ֧ען ֲא ָמ ְׁר ֶכָ֛ם ֶאת
`Because you say this word, "The oracle of the LORD!" (Jer. 23:38)

ּוב ָע ָ ֵּ֔ריו
ְׁ הּוד ֹ֙ה
ָ ְׁ־ה ָד ָ ִ֣בר ַה ֶָ֗זה ְׁב ֶ ָּ֤א ֶרץ י
ַ אמ ַּ֞רּו ֶאת
ְׁ ֹ ִ֣עֹוד י
"They shall again say this word in the land of Judah and in its cities (Jer. 31:23)
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ת־ש ֵנָּ֤י ָבנַ ֹ֙י ָת ִֵּ֔מית
ְׁ מר ֶא
ֹ ֵּ֔ ל־א ִ ִ֣ביו ֵלא
ָ אּובן ֶא
ֹ֙ ֵ אמר ְׁר
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
יבנּו ֵא ֶ ָּֽליך׃
ֵ֥ ֶ ֹתֹו ַעל־יָ ִ ֵּ֔די וַ ֲא ִנֶ֖י ֲא ִש
ֹ֙ יאנּו ֵא ֶלָ֑יך ְׁת ָנָּ֤ה א
ֶ֖ ֶ ם־ל ֹא ֲא ִב
ֵ֥ ִא
Then Reuben spoke to his father, saying, “My two sons you may kill
if I do not bring him back to you; put him in my hands,
and I will bring him back to you.” (Gen. 42:37)

5.4.7 Transitive Verbs of Perception or Thought
Verbs expressing acts of perception or thought may govern a direct object or a sentence
linked by the conjunction  ; ִכיthey are found in the following syntactic construction:
Ns + V + No
or
Ns + V + Cp + S

ל־הּגֹויִ ֵ֥ם ָה ֵ ֶ֖א ֶלה ִמ ְׁפנֵ ֶיכָ֑ם
ַ ֹלה ֶיכָ֛ם ְׁל ָכ
ֵ הוֵ֧ה ֱא
ָ ְׁל־א ֶֹ֙שר ָע ָ֜שה י
ֲ יתם ֵאת ָכ
ֶָ֗ וְׁ ַא ֶ ִ֣תם ְׁר ִא
You have seen all that the LORD your God has done to all these nations because of you, (Josh. 23:3)

ת ֶפל ָר ָָ֗אה ִ ִ֣כי ִ֣ל ֹא נֶ ֶע ְׁש ָתה ֲע ָצתֹו
ֹ ִ֣ וַ ֲא ִחי
Now when Ahithophel saw that his advice was not followed, (2 Sam. 17:23)

ּוב ִק ְׁר ֶ֖בֹו ֵ ֵ֥הם י ְֹׁש ִ ָּֽבים׃
ְׁ ־קר ִ ֵֹ֥בים ֵה ֹ֙ם ֵא ֵּ֔ ָליו
ְׁ ַוֶָּּֽֽיִ ְׁש ְׁמ ָ֗עּו ִכי
And they heard that they were their neighbors who dwelt near them. (Josh. 9:16)

הוה ק ֵ ֵֹ֥רא ַל ָנ ַָּֽער׃
ֶ֖ ָ ְׁוַ יָ ִֶ֣בן ֵע ֵּ֔ ִלי ִ ֵ֥כי י
Then Eli perceived that the LORD had called the boy. (1 Sam. 3:8)

5.4.8 Transitive Verbs with Pronoun Suffix
When an object of a verb has been transformed into a pronoun, it may be attached to the
verb as a suffix or remain as an independent accusative pronoun. If the 55,806 finite verbs, 4,710
have a pronoun suffix and 1,712 have an independent accusative pronoun.

וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא נְׁ ַט ְׁש ֵַּ֔תנִ י ְׁלנַ ֵ ֵ֥שק ְׁל ָב ַנֶ֖י וְׁ ִל ְׁבנ ָ ָֹ֑תי
And you did not allow me to kiss my sons and my daughters. (Gen. 31:28)

הוֶ֖ה
ָ ְַׁ ִ֣א ְׁת נָ ַ ֵ֥ט ְׁש ְׁת א ִ ָֹ֛תי נְׁ ֻאם־י
You have forsaken Me," says the LORD, (Jer. 15:6)
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5.4.9 Nonfinite Verbs
Nonfinite verbs are verbals that do not inflect like finite verbs and function in a role other
than that of a finite verb. Hebrew has two nonfinite verbals: the participle and the infinitive.8 Participles and infinitives are the product of transformations on clauses. When a clause is transformed
so as to function in the role of a substantive, its verb is changed in form to an infinitive; when a
clause is transformed to function in the role of an adjectival, its verb is changed into a participle.
The infinitive. The Hebrew infinitive has two forms: the infinitive absolute, and the infinitive construct.
5.4.9.1 The infinitive absolute is not a true infinitive, but a cognate adverb; it is used to
add semantic emphasis to a finite verb.9 The infinitive absolute is discussed in more detail in § 6.1.

ֹאכל׃
ָּֽ ֵ ץ־ה ָ ֶּ֖גֶּֽן ָא ֵ֥כֹל ת
ַ ִמ ֵ֥כֹל ֵ ָּֽע
Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat (Gen. 2:16)

וַ ֲא ַכ ְׁל ֶ ָּ֤תם ָאכֹולֹ֙ וְׁ ָש ֵּ֔ב ַֹוע
You shall eat plentifully and be satisfied (Joel 2:26)

5.4.9.2 The infinitive construct is a noninflected verbal noun, expressing the abstract idea
of verbal action. Because it is a verbal, it may have a named subject and govern an object. It
functions like the English gerund and the English infinitive. However, it does not function with
auxiliaries in verb phrases like the English infinitive. The infinitive construct is discussed in more
detail in § 6.2.
5.4.9.3 The participle. The participle is a verbal adjective expressing the state of continued
action. Because it is like an adjective, it is inflected with all the mophemes of an adjective, and
because it is a verbal it may govern an object and be modified by an adverb. Together with the
auxiliary verb hy`h,* the participle is used to express durative action10 in a verb phrase. The participle
is discussed in more detail in § 6.3.

8
The verbal nouns and verbal adjectives may also come under this category, because everything that applies
to Hebrew participles and infinitives is also true of them.
9

The infinitive absolute also may stand in place of a finite verb, where its conjugate form is clear from the
context, or where it functions as a noun.
10

The participle stands alone when the auxiliary would normally be omitted.
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5.5 The Derivation of Hebrew Verbs
Many Hebrew verbs are primary concepts that seem to exhibit no dependence on other
words for their meaning. Other verbs seem to be derived from corresponding nouns, adjectives,
verbs, quantifiers, and even adverbs and prepositions.
5.5.1 Primary Verbs
Many Hebrew verbs have no corresponding noun or adjective to which the derivation of
its meaning may be traced. Other verbs seem to be the source from which is derived the meaning
of corresponding nouns, adjectives, or verbs. For convenience these various verbs are called primary verbs. Because primary verbs are so numerous and common, no examples are listed.
5.5.2 Verbs Derived From Nouns
Many Hebrew verbs have a corresponding noun to which its derivation may be traced;
these are called denominative verbs. In Hebrew, denominative verbs are frequently in the piel stem
without a corresponding qal stem; however, some denominative verbs are in the qal, hiphil, and
even the hithpael stems.
Noun
lh#a) —tent
/z\a) —ear
dopa@
lyl!B=
<v#G\
rb*D`
gD`
/v#D\
rm#j@
[r\j)
/h@K)
bl@

—ephod
—fodder
—rain
—a word
—fish
—ashes
—pitch, asphalt
—winter
—priest
—heart

hn`b@l=
jl^m#
El#m#
ayb!n`
rp*u*
Jy]q^

—a brick
—salt
—king
—prophet
—dust
—summer

Derived Verb
lh@a! —he pitched a tent
/yz]a$h# —he gave ear
dp^a*
ll^B*
<yv!gh
+ !
rB@D]
gyD]
/V@D]
rm^j*
[r~j*
/h@K!
bB@l!

—he put on an ephod
—he gave fodder
—he sent rain
—he spoke
—he fished
—he removed ashes
—he covered with pitch
—he wintered
—he ministered as priest
—he ravished the heart

/b^l*
jl^m*
El^m*
aB@n]
rP@u!
JWq

—he made brick
—he salted
—he reigned
—he prophesied
—he threw dust
—he passed the summer
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/q@ —nest
rb#v# —grain
vr\v) —root
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Derived Verb
/N}q! —he made a nest
rb^v* —he obtained grain
vyr]vh
= ! —it took root
vr}v@ —he rooted out

5.5.3 Verbs Derived From Adjectives
A few verbs in Hebrew have a corresponding adjective to which their derivation may be
traced.
Adjective
vd`j* —new
yr]kn= ` —foreign
rW}u! —blind
lr}u* —uncircumcised
yt!P# —simple
ur~ —bad, evil

Derived Verb
vD}j! —he renewed
rK@n] —he treated as foreign
rW}u! —he blinded
lr~u* —he counted as uncircumcised
ht*P* —he was simple
uu^r` —he is evil

5.5.4 Verbs Derived From Other Verbs
Nearly every primary verb in Hebrew has one or more derived verbs, based upon the stem
system of the verbal conjugation.11 The Hebrew verb has seven standard stems and a number of
secondary stems (see § 5.3). The qal stem is the base stem, usually expressing the simple active
meaning; the other stems are called derived stems. The niphal stem usually expresses the passive
of the qal, or occasionally the reflexive. The piel stem expresses some intensive variation of the
meaning of the qal; the pual stem expresses the passive of the piel; and the hithpael usually expresses its reflexive. The hiphil stem usually expresses some causative variation of the meaning of
the qal; the hophal stem expresses the passive of the hiphil.
Few verbs have corresponding derived verbs in all stems. Some verbs do not use the qal
stem, but one or more of the derived stems. Since the derived stems are so common in Hebrew,
only one example is given:

See Bruce K. Waltke, and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1990) for discussion of the semantic relationship of the verbal stems.
11
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Stem
qal
niphal
piel
pual
hiphil
hophal
hithpael

Verb
lk^a*
lk^a$n\
lK@a!
lK^a%
lyk!a$h#
lk^a(h*
lK@a^t=h!
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—he ate
—it was eaten
—he consumed
—it was consumed
—he fed
—he was fed
—it was digested

5.5.5 Verbs Derived From Quantifiers
A few Hebrew verbs have corresponding quantifiers to which their derivation may be
traced.
Quantifier
Derived Verb
uB*ra
+ ^ —four
ub^r` —he squared
vm@j* —five
vM@j! —he took a fifth part of
lK) —all
ll^K* —it is complete
rc*u* —ten
rC@u! —he gave a tenth
vOv* —three
vL@v! —he divided into three
vv@ —six
hV*v! —he gave a sixth
5.5.6 Verbs Derived From Adverbs
At least one Hebrew verb seems to have its derivation traced to an adverb.
Adverb
ha*l=h* —out there

Derived Verb
ha*l*h&n~ —she was removed

5.5.7 Verbs Derived From Prepositions
At least one Hebrew verb seems to have its derivation traced to a preposition.
Preposition
Derived Verb
lx#a@ —beside
lx^a* —he laid aside12

5.6 The Attributes of Hebrew Verbs
Hebrew verbs possess the following attributes, the values of which are defined by inflectional morphemes or other syntactic markers: (1) number, (2) gender, (3) person, (4) voice, (5)

12

BDB 69.
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aspect, (6) mood, (7) emphasis, and (8) negation. The first three must have concord agreement
with the subject of the verb; they are determined at the clause level. The value of the remaining
attributes are determined at the discourse level (Chapter 19) by the semantic expectations of the
context.
5.6.1 Number
Two values are associated with the number attribute: singular and plural.13 The number
attribute is a dependent variable used as a marker to link the verb with its subject. The value is
governed by concord with the number attribute of its subject.
5.6.1.1 Singular. The singular attribute of the verb is used:
(1) with singular subjects

ת־חָּוִ֣ה ִא ְׁש ָ֑תֹו
ַ וְׁ ָ ִ֣ה ָא ָ ֵּ֔דם יָ ַ ֶ֖דע ֶא
Now Adam knew Eve his wife, (Gen. 4:1)

(2) with collective subjects (usually the class is viewed as a single whole)

וְׁ ָה ָ ֵ֥עם ָנֶ֖ס ִמ ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י ְׁפ ִל ְׁש ִ ָּֽתים׃
Then the people fled from the Philistines. (2 Sam. 23:11)

(3) sometimes when the verb is first in the sentence, regardless of the number attribute of
the subject

יה וְׁ ִא ֵָּ֔מּה ֵת ֵֹ֙שב ַהנַ ֲע ָ ֵ֥ר ִא ָ ָ֛תנּו יָ ִ ֶ֖מים ִ֣אֹו ָע ָ֑שֹור ַא ַ ֶ֖חר ֵת ֵ ָּֽלְך׃
ָֹ֙ אמר ָא ִֹ֙ח
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
But her brother and her mother said, "Let the young woman stay with us a few days, at least ten;
after that she may go." (Gen. 24:55)

5.6.1.2 Plural. The plural attribute is used:
(1) with plural or dual subjects

ל־מ ְׁעיְׁ נ ֹֹ֙ת ְׁת ִ֣הֹום ַר ֵָּ֔בה וַ ֲא ֻר ֵ֥בֹת ַה ָש ַ ֶ֖מיִ ם נִ ְׁפ ָ ָּֽתחּו׃
ַ עּו ָ ָּֽכ
ֹ֙ נִ ְׁב ְׁק
all the fountains of the great deep were broken up, and the windows of heaven were opened. (Gen. 7:11)

(2) often with collective subjects (usually when the subject is viewed as group of individuals).

יחֹו׃
ָּֽ וְׁ ָה ָ ֵ֥עם ָע ְׁב ֶ֖רּו ֶ ֵ֥נֶּֽגֶ ד יְׁ ִר
and the people crossed over opposite Jericho (Josh. 3:16)

13

Of the finite verbs, 40,597 are singular and 15,209 are plural.
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5.6.2 Gender
Two values are associated with the gender attribute: masculine and feminine.14 The gender
attribute is a dependent variable used as a marker to link the verb with its subject. The value is
governed by concord with the gender attribute of the subject.
5.6.2.1 Masculine. The masculine attribute is used with masculine or mixed-gender subjects.

ָש ָּ֤שֹון וְׁ ִש ְׁמ ָח ֹ֙ה יִ ָ ִ֣מ ֵצא ֵָּ֔בּה
Joy (masc.) and gladness (fem.) will be found (masc. sing.) in it (Isa. 51:3)

5.6.2.2 Feminine. The feminine attribute is used with exclusively feminine subjects.


Then Rachel and Leah answered (fem. sing.) and said to him (Gen. 31:14)

In the case where the compound subject is long and the verb appears first, the verb may be
in gender concord with the nearest noun of the compound subject.


So Esther's maids (fem.) and eunuchs (masc.) came (fem. pl.) and told (masc. pl.) her. (Est. 4:4)


Then his wife Zeresh (fem. sing.) and all his friends (masc. pl.) said (fem. sing.) to him (Est. 5:14)

5.6.3 Person
There are three values associated with the personal attribute: first person, second person,
and third person.15 The attribute is a dependent variable used as a marker to link the verb with its
subject (§ 2.3.4). The value is governed by concord with the person attribute of the subject.
5.6.3.1 First Person. The first person attribute is used when the writer or speaker is the
subject of the verb.

יתי יָ ִֵּ֔מים
ֹ֙ ִ ָּ֤יתי וְׁ ֶנ ֱָּֽח ֵ ֹ֙ל
ִ וַ ֲא ִנִ֣י ָדנִ ֵָ֗יאל נִ ְׁה ֵי
And I, Daniel, fainted and was sick for days (Dan. 8:27)

It is used whenever the writer or speaker is part of a compound subject. The first person plural may
or may not include the second person (reader/listener) or the third person.

וַ ֲא ִנִ֣י וְׁ ַה ֵַּ֔נ ַער נֵ ְׁל ָ ֶ֖כה ַעד־ ָ֑כֹה
the lad and I will go (1 com. pl.) yonder (Gen. 22:5)

14

Of the finite verbs, 39,798 are masculine, 4,893 are feminine, and 11,115 are marked common gender.

15

Of the finite verbs, 6,905 are first person, 11,051 are second person, and 37,850 are third.
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ּגַ ם־ ֲא ִ ֵ֥ני וְׁ נַ ֲער ַ ֶֹ֖תי ָא ִ֣צּום ֵכָ֑ן
My maids and I will fast (1 com. sing.) likewise. (Est. 4:16)

5.6.3.2 Second Person. The second person attribute is used whenever the subject of the
verb includes the reader or hearer, but not the writer or speaker.

ד־עֹולם
ָּֽ ָ
ּובנֵ ֶיכֶ֖ם ַע
ְׁ ־יֶּֽיִ ן ַא ֶ ֵ֥תם
ָ֛ ַ ֵ֧ל ֹא ִת ְׁשתּו
You and your sons shall not drink (2mp) wine forever. (Jer. 35:6)

5.6.3.3 Third Person. The third person attribute is used whenever the subject of the verb
does not include the writer or reader, speaker or hearer.
5.6.4 Voice
The voice attribute of a verb expresses the relationship of the verbal action to the subject.
Four basic values are associated with this attribute: (1) the active voice, (2) the middle voice, (3)
the passive voice, and (4) the reflexive voice. These attribute values are defined by the stem of the
verb as follows:
5.6.4.1 Active Voice. The active voice is expressed by the qal, piel, and hiphil stems. It is
used whenever the subject is the executor of the verbal action.

ּוב ֵֶּ֔א ֶבן
ָ תי ַב ֶ ִ֣ק ַלע
ֹ֙ ִ ן־ה ְׁפ ִל ְׁש
ַ וַ יֶ ֱח ֹ֙ ַזק ָדִוָּ֤ד ִמ
So David prevailed over the Philistine with a sling and a stone (1 Sam. 17:50)

5.6.4.2 Middle Voice. The middle voice is expressed by the niphal stem of some verbs. It
is used whenever the subject is acting on his own behalf.
la^v=n] —ask for oneself (1 Sam. 20:6, 28)

ירֹו
ֵּ֔ ית־ל ִֶ֣חם ִע
ֶ נִ ְׁשאֹל נִ ְׁש ַֹ֙אל ִמ ֶ ָּ֤מנִ י ָדוִ ֹ֙ד ָלרּו ֹ֙ץ ֵ ָּֽב
David earnestly asked permission of me that he might run over to Bethlehem, his city (1 Sam 20:6)

5.6.4.3 Passive Voice. The passive attribute is expressed by the qal passive,16 the niphal
(for some verbs), pual, and hophal stems, and at times by the hithpael. It is used whenever the
subject is the recipient of the verbal action.

ָ ָ֛ש ָמה ֻק ַ ֵ֥בר ַא ְׁב ָר ָ ֶ֖הם וְׁ ָש ָ ֵ֥רה ִא ְׁש ָּֽתֹו׃
There Abraham was buried, and Sarah his wife. (Gen. 25:10)

16

The qal passive is rare in Hebrew but it is believed to appear in places like Num. 32:5— /T^y;| Gen. 19:4—

jQ^y;| see GKC §53u.
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הּודה ֻכ ָלֶּ֖ה
ָ֛ ָ ְָׁהגְׁ ָלֵ֧ת י
Judah shall be carried away captive, all of it; (Jer. 13:19)

ּגֹויִ֣י ָה ָ ָ֑א ֶרץ
ֵ וְׁ ִה ְׁת ָב ֲר ִ֣כּו ְׁבזַ ְׁר ֲע ֵּ֔ך ֶ֖כֹל
In your seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed (Gen. 22:18)

5.6.4.4 Reflexive Voice. The reflexive attribute is expressed by the hithpael and niphal
stem. It is used whenever the subject is both executor and recipient of the verbal action.

ּול ִא ֶ֖מֹו ֵ֥ל ֹא יִ ַט ָ ָּֽמא׃
ְׁ ְׁל ָא ִ ֵ֥ביו
He shall not defile himself for his father or his mother; (Lev. 21:11)

ֹו־ה ִ ֵ֥שיגָ ה יָ ֶ֖דֹו וְׁ נִ גְׁ ָ ָּֽאל׃
ִ ָּֽא
or if he is able he may redeem himself. (Lev. 25:49)

It is evident that the verbal stem does not uniquely define the voice attribute. The exact
value varies from verb to verb and must be determined from the dictionary.17
In general, it may be assumed that the passive, middle, and reflexive voice are the result of
transformations on kernel clauses in the active voice. The syntax of these transformations is discussed § 13.2.
5.6.5 Aspect
The attribute of aspect refers to the quality of action, state, or relationship named by the
verb. There are three primary values of the aspect attribute in Hebrew: perfect, imperfect, and
durative.18 The perfect aspect views the action as completed in some sense of the term; the imperfect views the action as incomplete in some sense; and the durative views the action as an enduring
process in some sense.19 The more explicit nuances of the quality of action are expressed by additional contextual cues.

17

The verb stem may also signify a secondary value such as the reciprocal, the tolerative, or the repetitive.
These also are specified by the dictionary.
18

Most grammarians recognize only perfect and imperfect as aspects, because there are only two aspect
conjugations of the finite verb; but the durative also is a quality of action, and rightly an aspect.
19

The entire subject of aspect is still under debate among linguists, and the final word has not yet been given.
The results of the debate affect semantic decisions, translation, and hermeneutics. For the purposes of this work, I take
the present position. That is sufficient for the study of the syntactic structures of Biblical Hebrew.
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The perfect aspect is designated by the perfect conjugation of the verb; the imperfect aspect
is designated by the imperfect conjugation; however, the durative is designated by the participle,20
accompanied by the auxiliary verb  ָהיָ הor its equivalent.21
Earlier grammarians referred to these conjugations as marking tenses.22 The perfect was
regarded as past tense or preterit, and the imperfect as future. This tense view for Biblical Hebrew
developed under the influence of Medieval Hebrew which had borrowed the tense concept from
European languages and incorporated it into its own conjugational system. Modern Hebrew inherited this tense inflection, and consequently has lost true aspect. However, it is now recognized that
Biblical Hebrew inflected the verb according to aspect and not tense. Each aspect is used equally
well in past, present, and future time; consequently, aspect does not directly specify temporal connotations.
The earlier confusion about tense came about because the perfect aspect (completed action)
naturally occurs most often in past time; the imperfect aspect (incomplete action) naturally occurs
most often in future time; and the durative aspect occurs most often in present time. Biblical Hebrew has a means of expressing tense, but it is not directly related to the conjugate forms of the
verb; it is expressed semantically by means of verbs, nouns, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions having various temporal connotations (see Appendix One).
5.6.5.1 The perfect aspect. The perfect aspect (specified by the perfect conjugation) expresses some sense of completed action, state, or relationship. Semantic context determines
whether the perfect aspect is to be interpreted as aoristic (point action), as gnomic (universal or
timeless truth), or as perfective (point action with a continuing effect), together with their more
subtle variations.23 The perfect aspect usually is limited to the indicative mood.24
Timeless completed action is expressed by the perfect aspect in a timeless context. The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as complete, but the verb expresses universal or timeless

20

The participle is part of the conjugation of verbs in English as well as in other languages.

21

The auxiliary verb is part of the durative verb phrase (§ 17.3), but it is frequently elided by a deletion
transformation whenever its presence is redundant (§ 19.4).
22
Some continue to do so; thus Muraoka § 111 e-g. See Appendix One for a more lengthy discussion and
defense of the aspect view.
23
24

The use of the perfect aspect with Waw Consecutive is discussed in chapter 9 (§ 9.2.1 b).

The perfect aspect is used in certain conditional sentences: the taken-for-granted true-to-fact conditional,
and the contrary-to-actual-fact. On rare occasions the precative perfect is used in Hebrew, Phoenician, and Ugaritic
(Blommerde, 18).
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(gnomic) truth. To express this aspect, English uses the simple perfect tense for active verbs and
the simple present tense for statives.
<yh!Oa$ /ya@ oBl!B= lb*n` rm^a*
The fool has said in his heart, “There is no God.” (Psa. 14:1a)

hl*yl!u& Wbyu!th
= ! Wtyj!vh
= !
They are corrupt, they have done abominable works. (Psa. 14:1b)

wyl!u*B= sWba@ romj&w~ Whn}q) rov ud~y`
./n`oBt=h! aO yM!u^ ud~y` aO la@r`cy= ]
The ox knows its owner
And the donkey its master’s crib;
But Israel does not know,
My people do not consider. (Isa. 1:3)

Past time completed action is expressed by the perfect aspect in a past tense context. The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as complete, having taken place prior to the current time of
the narrative. This is the most common use of the perfect aspect. English uses
various past tenses to translate this depending on sense and context.
.Jr\a*h* ta@w+ <y]mV
^ *h^ ta# <yh!Oa$ ar`B* tyv!ar}B=
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. (Gen. 1:1)
(simple past)

onax)-ta# zz\g+l! El^h* /b*l*w+
Now Laban had gone to shear his sheep (Gen. 31:19)
(perfect)

hw`hy+ wyl*a@ rB\D] rv#a&K^ <r`ba
= ^ El#Y}w~
So Abram departed as the LORD had spoken to him. (Gen. 12:4)
(perfect)

Present time completed action is expressed by the perfect aspect in a present tense context.
The action, state, or relationship is viewed as complete although it is simultaneous or contemporary
with the current time of the narrative. This is often used in indirect discourse. English uses the
simple present to express this aspect.
yT!ud
= ~y` —I know (Gen. 4:9)
Wnr+k^z`
yT!sa
= ^m*
yT!uB
= ^vn=
yT!xu
= ^y`
yt!d)u!h&
yt!m)r]h&

—we remember (Num. 11:5)
—I despise (Amos 5:21)
—I swear (Jer. 22:5)
—I counsel (2 Sam. 17:11)
—I testify (Deut. 8:19)
—I lift up (Gen. 14:22)
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Future time completed action is expressed by the perfect aspect in a future context. The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as complete or certain even though it is still in the future.
English uses the emphatic future to express this aspect.
.Wnd+b^a* WnL*K% Wnd+b^a* Wnu=w~G` /h@
Surely we shall die, we shall perish,
we all shall perish! (Num. 17:27)

yM!u^ hl*G` /k@l*
Therefore my people shall go into captivity. (Isa. 5:13)

;b=z`ua
$ # aO yK!
.El* yT!r+B^D-] rv#a& ta@ yt!yc!u*-<a! rv#a& du^
For I will not leave you
until I have done what I have spoken to you. (Gen. 28:15)
(future perfect)

.yT!db
+ *a* yT!db
+ ^a* rv#a&k^w+
When I perish, I perish. (Est. 4:16)
(resignation to fate)

5.6.5.2 The imperfect aspect. The imperfect aspect (specified by the imperfect conjugation) expresses incomplete action, state, or relationship. The incompleteness may be due to the
type of action (repetitive, frequentive, habitual, iterative, periodic, progressive) or due to various
uncertainties (future time, non-indicative moods). Semantic context determines how the imperfect
aspect is to be interpreted and translated with respect to these various senses.25 The imperfect aspect is used in all moods.
Timeless incomplete action is expressed by the imperfect aspect in a timeless context. The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as repetitive, frequentive, habitual, iterative, periodic, or
progressive, without specific reference to time. To express this aspect, English uses the simple
present tense.
ba*-jM^c^y+ <k*j* /B@
A wise son makes a father glad. (Prov. 15:20)

yn!xy@ B!ry+ ~ av#D\ toan+B!
.yn]l@hn& ~y+ tojn|m= ym@@-lu^
He makes me to lie down in green pastures;
He leads me beside the still waters. (Psa. 23:2)

lk@a*y@ rv#a& lk*a&m-^ lK*m! ;l=-jq^ hT*a^w+
You shall take for yourself of all food that is eaten. (Gen. 6:21)

25

The use of the imperfect aspect with Waw Consecutive is discussed in chapter 9 (§ 9.2.1 b).
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fP*vm
= ! Wnyb!y`-aO ur`-v@n+a^
.lk) Wnyb!y` hw`hy+ yv@qb
= ^mW=
Evil men do not understand justice,
But those who seek the LORD understand all. (Prov. 28:5)

Past time incomplete action is expressed by the imperfect aspect in a past tense context.
The action, state, or relationships is viewed as repetitive, frequentive, habitual, iterative, periodic,
or progressive, in past time. English uses the simple past or habitual past to express this aspect.
.<ym!Yh
` ^-lK* boYa! hc#u&y~ hk*K*
Thus Job did regularly. (Job 1:5)

.hn`v*b= hn`v* <r`yj!l= hm)Ov= /T@y-] hK)
Thus Solomon gave to Hiram year by year. (1 Kgs. 5:25, vs. 11 Eng.)

<j#l# <yr]bu
= !h*-ta# lk)a$l# <yr]xM
= !h^ /Wlk=Wy aO yK!
Because the Egyptians could not eat food with the Hebrews (Gen. 43:32)

.hw\j&T^vy= ] aOw+ ur~ky= ] aO yk^Dr+m*W
But Mordecai would not bow nor pay homage. (Est. 3:2)
(habitual past)

hZ\h^ rb*DK
` ^ <olv*ba
= ^ cu^Y~w~
El#M#h-^ la# fP@*vM
= !l^ Wab)y`-rv#a& la@r`cy= ]-lk*l=
In this manner Absalom acted toward all Israel
who came to the king for judgment. (2 Sam. 15:6)
(habitual past)

oTa! rB@d~l= hw`hy+ yn}p=l! hv#m) ab)b=W
otax@-du^ hw\s=M^h-^ ta# rys!y`
la@r`cy= ] yn}B-= la# rB#d]w+ ax*y`w+
But whenever Moses went in before the LORD to speak with Him,
he would take off the veil until he came out;
and he would come out and speak to the children of Israel. (Exod. 34:34)
(habitual past)26

A subordinate clause in a past tense context may express incomplete action with respect to
another verb. English uses various past tenses to translate this aspect.
WbK*vy= ] <r\f#
before they lay down (simple past) (Gen. 19:4)

<yn]h&Kh
) ^ WvD+q^ty= ] du^
until the priests had sanctified themselves (2 Chr. 29:34)
(perfect)

;yT!ud
= ~y+ /f#B#b^ ;r+X*a# <r\f#B=

26

verse.

Note that the Waw Consecutive with perfect continues the habitual imperfect aspect of rys¡!y` twice in this
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<y]oGl^ ayb!n` ;yT!vD
= ~qh
= ! <j#r\m@ ax@T@ <r\f#bW=
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you;
Before you were born I sanctified you a prophet to the nations. (Jer. 1:5)
(simple past)

.<j#l* Wlk=ay\ <v@-* yK! Wum=v* yK!
For they heard that they would eat bread there.(Gen. 43:25)
(past subjunctive)

Present time incomplete action is expressed by the imperfect aspect in a present tense context. The action, state, or relationship is viewed as repetitive, frequentive, habitual, iterative, periodic, or progressive in time current to the narrative. English uses the simple present to express this
aspect.
.vQ@b^T-= hm^
What do you seek? (Gen 37:15)

yl!ka
= t) aO hm#l*w+ yK!b=t! hm#l*
Why do you weep and why do you not eat? (1 Sam. 1:8)

Future time incomplete action is expressed by the imperfect aspect in a future context. The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as repetitive, frequentive, habitual, iterative, periodic, or
progressive in time subsequent to the current time of the narrative. English uses the simple future
to express this aspect.27
yl!q)B= Wum=v=y] aOw+ yl! Wnym!a&y~-aO /h@
Suppose they will not believe me nor listen to my voice. (Exod. 4:1)

hu)rp
+ ^l= hc#u$a# rv#a& ha#r+t! hT*u^
Now you shall see what I will do to Pharaoh. (Exod. 6:1)

5.6.5.3 The durative aspect. The durative aspect (specified by the participle with the auxilliary  ) ָהיָ הexpresses enduring action, state, or relationship. In contrast to the imperfect aspect
which views the action as an iterative process that may be symbolized by a sequence of dots (. . .
. etc.), the durative aspect views the action as an uninterrupted process that may be symbolized by
a continuous line (_____). The durative aspect does not imply anything about the beginning or
ending of the action, it focuses primarily on the continued exercise of the activity.
When the participle is used as a verb, the verbal characteristics not defined by the inflection
of the participle must be supplied or implied from the context. Thus person must be defined by a
personal pronoun or by the inflection of the auxiliary verb (hy`h)* ; and mood (if not indicative) must
be defined by the inflection of the auxiliary verb (hy`h)* , or implied from the context. When tense

27

The examples of the nonindicative moods should be consulted here.
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is timeless or present, the auxiliary (hy`h)* is omitted or replaced with  יֵ שor a third person pronoun;
the negated auxiliary is  ֵאין, usually with a pronoun suffix marking person.
When the participle is used in a verb phrase, it does not employ the morphemes of the
substantive that are not common with a verb. Thus the predicate participle never takes the definite
article or the construct state.
Timeless durative action is expressed by the participle in a timeless context.28 The action,
state, or relationship is regarded as a truth that holds for all time. English uses the simple present
to translate this aspect, or the present continuous.
aB* rodw+ El@h) roD
.td\m*u) <l*oul= Jr\a@*h*w+
one generation passes away,
and another generation comes;
But the earth abides forever. (Eccl. 1:4)
[omitted auxilliaries]

<Y`h-^ la# <yk!l=h) <yl!j*Nh
+ ^-lK*
al@m* WNn\ya@ <Y`h^w+
All the rivers run into the sea,
Yet the sea is not full; (Eccl. 1:7a)
[omitted auxilliary]

<yk!lh
= ) <yl!j*Nh
+ ^v# <oqm=-la#
.tk#l*l* <yb!v* <h@ <v*
To the place from which the rivers come,
There they return again. (Eccl. 1:7b)
[omitted auxiliaries]

Past time durative action is expressed by the participle in a past tense context.29 The action,
state, or relationship is viewed as in continuous exercise prior to the current time of the narrative.
English uses the past continuous or the simple past, depending on sense.
ort=y] /ax)-ta# hu#r) hy`h* hv#mW)
Now Moses was keeping the flock of Jethro (Exod. 3:1)

hw`hy+-ta# tr}v*m= hy`h* ru^N~h^w+
And the child was ministering to the LORD (1 Sam. 2:11)

GKC §116 n. The auxiliary verb hy`h* is omitted in this case; the negated auxiliary is איִ ן,
ַ usually with a
pronoun suffix to mark the personal attribute of the subject.
28

GKC §116 o. The past tense is expressed by the auxiliary verb hy`h* in the perfect aspect. The auxiliary is
required where past time is not clear from the context; otherwise it is usually omitted.
29
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tOoQh^-ta# <ya!r) <u*h-* lk*w+
And all the people were witnessing the thunderings. (Exod. 20:18)

ody`B= hm*Wam=-lK*-ta# ha#r) rh^S)h-^ tyB@ rc^ /ya@
The keeper of the prison was not looking
into anything that was under Joseph’s hand (Gen. 39:23)

<d)s-= ru^v^B= bv@y{ folw+
And Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom (Gen. 19:1)

.<y]mV
* *h^ yh@Oa$ yn}p=l! lL@P^t=m!W <x* yh!a$w`
And I was fasting and praying before the God of Heaven (Neh. 1:4)

tovr+j) Wyh* rq*Bh
* ^
The oxen were plowing (Job 1:14)

.lWav* tyb@B= qZ}j^t=m! hy`h* rn}ba
= ^w+
Abner was strengthening his hold on the house of Saul. (2 Sam. 3:6)

Sometimes in certain contexts, the durative may express habitual or repetitive action rather
than continuous action. In these cases English uses the past habitual tense.
.<h#B* <yg]rh
+ ) Wyh=Y]w~
They would kill (some of ) them. (2 Kgs. 17:25)

yn]j*lv
= % tj^T^ <yf!Ql
= ^m= Wyh* . . . <ykÀ!l*m= <yu!bv
= !
Seventy kings . . . used to gather their food under my table. (Judg. 1:7)

/aX)B^ wyj*a#-ta# hu#r) hy`h* . . . [s@oy
Joseph . . . used to feed the flock with his brothers (Gen. 37:2)

Present time durative action is expressed by the participle in a present tense context.30 The
action, state, or relationship is viewed as in continuous exercise during the time contemporary with
the narrative. English uses the simple present or present continuous to express this aspect.
<yh!Oa$ u^d}y{ yK!
For God knows . . . (Gen. 3:5)

yM!u^B= ll@oTs=m! ;d+ou
As yet you exalt youself against My people (Exod. 9:17)

hl*yu!qB
= ! <ym!jl
* =n] <yT!vl
= !P=
.tonr`Gh^-ta# <ys!v) hM*h@w+
The Philistines are fighting against Keilah,
And they are robbing the threshing floors. (1 Sam. 23:1)

GKC §116 n. The auxiliary verb hy`h* is omitted in this case; the negated auxiliary is איִ ן,
ַ usually with a
pronoun suffix to mark the personal attribute of the subject.
30
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;l= <j@n~tm
= ! ;yj!a* wc*u@
Your brother Esau comforts himself concerning you (Gen. 27:42)

<k#ta
= # <k#yh@Oa$ hw`hy+ hS#n~m= yK!
For the LORD your God is testing you (Deut. 13:4)

.Jr\a*B* <yf!pv
= ) <yh!Oa$-vy} Ea^
Surely God is judging in the earth (Psa. 58:12)

VQ@b^m= yk!n{a* yj^a^-ta#
.<yu!r) <h@ hp)ya@
I am seeking my brothers.
Where are they shepherding? (Gen. 37:16)

Future time durative action is expressed by the participle in a future tense context.31 The
action is viewed as in continuous exercise subsequent to the current time of the narrative. English
uses the future continuous or the simple future, depending on sense.
/B@ tq#b#j) T=a^ hY`j^ tu@K* hZ\h^ du@oMl^
About this time next year you shall embrace a son (2 Kgs. 4:16)

hZ\h^ <oq@Mh
* ^-ta# Wnj=n~a& <yt!j!vm
= -^ yK!
For we will destroy this place (Gen. 19:13)

Jr\a*h*-lu^ ryf!mm
= ^ yk!n{a* hu*bv
= ! dou <ym!yl
` = yK!
For yet seven days and I will cause it to rain upon the earth (Gen. 7:4)

yk!n\a* /D` Wdb)u&y~ rv#a& yoGh^-ta# <g~w+
And also the nation whom they serve I will judge (Gen. 15:14)

.;yr\om-ta# toar) ;yn\yu@ Wyh*w+
Your eyes shall see your teachers. (Isa. 30:20)

.<y]ml
* * <y]m@^ /yB@ lyD]bm
= ^ yh!yw]
And let it divide the waters from the waters. (Gen. 1:6)

.rWgs* hy`hw* + . . . hy\h=y] rWgs* hZ\h^ ru^Vh
^ ^
This gate shall be shut . . . it shall be shut. (Ezek. 44:2)

hw`hy+-tyB@ rh^ hy\h=y] /okn
The mountain of the LORD’s house shall be established (Isa. 2:2)

It is obvious that the various verb forms are used in all the different temporal contexts—
tense is expressed by contextual cues, not verbal forms. Table 5.5 summarizes the use of Hebrew
verb forms in the different temporal settings.

GKC §116 p, the future tense is frequently expressed by the auxiliary verb hy`h* in the imperfect aspect.
The auxiliary is required where future time is not clear from the context; otherwise it may be omitted.
31
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5.6.6 Mood
Mood is the attribute of a verb that expresses the degree of certainty of the verbal action,
state, or relationship. The action may be certain, possible, or merely potential; it may be mandatory, necessary, optional, or merely desirable. The various degrees of certainty are expressed partly
by morphemes, partly by particles, and partly by semantic context.
5.6.6.1 The morphemes of mood. The verbs of Biblical Hebrew have mood morphemes
that developed in pre-Biblical times from four basic mood conjugations of the imperfect. The ancestral forms were:32
(1) indicative—yaqtulu
(2) subjunctive—yaqtula
(3) hortative—yaqtulâ
(4) jussive—yaqtul
Table 5.5
Summary of Verb Forms in Various Temporal Settings
Tense
fect

\future Waw-consec.
Timeless
Complete
Incomplete
Durative
Consecutive
Past Time
Complete
Incomplete
Durative
Consecutive
Present Time
Complete
Incomplete
Durative
Consecutive
Future Time
Complete
Incomplete
Durative
Consecutive

32

Auxiliary Verb


External Time
Refence

Others

Perfect
Imperfect
Participle
Imperfect

None
None
None
Past

None
None
None
Waw Consec.

Perfect
Imperfect
Participle
Imperfect

Past
Past
Past
Past

None
None
None
Waw Consec.

Perfect
Imperfect
Participle
Imperfect

Present
Present
Present
Present

None
None
None
Waw Consec.

Perfect
Imperfect
Participle
Perfect

Future
Future
Future
Future

None
None
None
Waw Consec.

Main Verb

Perfect

Imperfect

Transliteration is used in discussing the ancestral forms in order to show final vowels that have been lost
in Biblical Hebrew.
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In addition, there were two energetic conjugations, yaqtulanna and yaqtulan, employing a
final Nun (Nun energicum); these two conjugations seem to have been merely stylistic variants of
the indicative. All these conjugations are attested in Arabic, except the hortative (yaqtulâ) which
some believe developed from yaqtulan through its pausal form yaqtula.33 It seems better to postulate a separate ancestral hortative, however, than to derive this conjugation from a stylistic variant.34
The imperative was formed by dropping the preformatives from the second person mood
conjugations. This resulted in possibly four different imperative forms:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

qetulu, from the indicative taqtulu
qetula, from the subjunctive taqtula
qetulâ, from the hortative taqtulâ
qetul, from the jussive taqtul

In the process of time, Hebrew lost the final short vowels. This resulted in the partial loss
of the distinction between the mood forms. The indicative and subjunctive became yiqtol (lf)qy= ]),
no longer distinguished except by semantic context; the jussive also became yiqtol (lf)qy= ]), usually
not distinguished from the indicative, except in the hiphil stem and in some weak roots— lyf!qy= ~
(ind.), but lf@qy= ~ (juss.); bWvy` (ind.) but bv)y` (juss.).35 Only the hortative remained distinct as yiqtelâ
(hl*f=q=y]).36 Even so, the distinction of form for jussives and hortatives is lost in the inflections that
employ endings, that is, the plural forms and those with pronoun suffixes.
The imperatives also survived in three forms, lf)q= formed from the indicative/subjunctive;
bv@h* (hiphil) formed from the jussive; and hd`yG]h^ (hiphil) formed from the hortative. It is likely
that the imperative derived from the hortative form adds a hortative flavor to the command, and
the imperative derived from the jussive form adds a jussive flavor to the command.

33

GKC §48 b; the conjugations are similarly attested in Ugaritic (Gordon UT, 9.10, 9.11, 9.15).

34

The hortative conjugation may be attested in Ugaritic iqra—let me invoke, ispa—let me eat (Gordon UT,
9.10). The meanings suggest that these forms were not subjunctives but cohortatives. The subjunctive and hortative
forms would have been orthographically the same in Ugaritic.
The jussive form is most common in the third person (bv)y)` , but as demonstrated later, it is used in all three
persons. See Muraoka §114 l for a few short (jussive) forms that are difficult to explain.
35

The hortative form is most common in the first person (hl*f=q=a#), but as demonstrated later, it is used in all
three persons.
36
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As demonstrated later, the morphemes of the mood conjugations do not uniquely correspond with the attributes of semantic mood. In order to avoid confusion of terms when referring
to forms (morphemes) and to mood (attributes), the forms are referred to as:
(1) normal imperfect—yiqtöl (lf)qy= ]) developed from the ancestral indicative / subjunctive form.
(2) short imperfect—yäšöb ( bv)y)` developed from the ancestral jussive form.37
(3) long imperfect—yiqtelâ ( hl*f=q=y]) developed from the ancestral hortative form.
For the same reason, the imperative forms are referred to as:
(1) normal imperative—qetöl ( lf)q= )
(2) short imperative—häšeb ( bv@h*)
(3) long imperative—haggîdâ ( hd`yG]h^ )
Traditionally the use of the long or short imperative form has been regarded as evidence of
emphasis or urgency;38 whereas Muraoka39 suggests that there is no essential difference in meaning. I suggest that the long or short imperative forms convey the same mood nuance as their corresponding imperfect forms. The imperative form just adds the directive tone to the given mood,
as demonstrated in subsequent discussion.
The mood names (indicative, subjunctive, hortative, etc.) are reserved for designating the
values of the mood attributes. The next section defines the various mood values and defines how
these moods are specified by the inflected forms.
5.6.6.2 The attribute values of mood. Grammarians do not agree on the number and names
of the moods of Hebrew verbs. This is due in part to the lack of agreement between the mood
forms (morphemes) and the mood values, and in part to the lack of standard terminology among
the scholars. Seven mood values are defined in this work in an effort to provide some measure of
structure to the moods of Hebrew verbs; the mood values are (1) indicative, (2) subjunctive, (3)
volitive, (4) hortative, (5) precative, (6) persuasive, and (7) optative. The last five moods may be
expressed in two different tones: (1) simple, and (2) directive: each tone may be rendered polite,
formal, or respectful by the post-positive an`.40

37

The use of the alleged preterite form is discussed in the section on the Waw Consecutive Appendix One.

38

GKC § 48k.

39

Muraoka § 114m.

40

The particle an` is usually omitted after a pronoun suffix, but see 1 Kgs. 1:12 and Num. 11:15 for exceptions.
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There is not a unique, one-to-one, mapping of the verb forms to the mood attributes. The
mapping is approximate (see Table 5.6, p. 150). The precise value of the mood attribute must be
decided by the semantics of the context in harmony with the forms.
Similar tones are active in English. The response to the request, “May I go home?” may be
given in English as follows:
(1) simple—“You may (not) go home.”
(2) emphatic—“You shall (not) go home.”
(3) directive—“Go home!” or “Do not go home!”
Notice that the imperative form may be used even when the response is not a command,
but merely a mild granting of permission. The statements are made polite by including please, or
its equivalent.
In both English and Hebrew, the imperative form is used in many statements not regarded
as commands.
(1) entreaty
;P#a^B= hw`hy+ hm*Wq
Arise, O LORD, in Your anger. (Psa. 7:7)

yb^yr]y-+ ta# hw`hy+ hb*yr]
Plead my cause, O LORD. (Psa. 35:1)

(2) request
/y!y~ Wnyb!a*-ta# hq#v=n~ hk*l=
Come, let us make our father drink wine. (Gen. 19:32)

(3) plea
.El#M#h^ hu*v!oh
Help, O king! (2 Sam. 14:4)

In Hebrew the simple tone is expressed by the appropriate imperfect form; 41 it is negated
by la^ with the short imperfect. The emphatic tone is negated by aO. The directive is expressed by
the corresponding imperative form,42 limited to positive statements in the second person. The simple tone may be expressed in all three persons, both positive and negative.

41

The volitive uses the normal imperfect form; the hortative and precative use the long imperfect; and the
persuasive and optative use the short imperfect.
42

The volitive uses the normal imperative form; the hortative and precative use the long imperative; and the
persuasive and optative use the short imperative.
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The particle an` may be used with negatives of the simple tone, but not the emphatic. If an`
is used it follows the la^, not the verb; it never is used with aO.
yn`da
) l^ rj^y] an`-la^
Please let not the LORD be angry. (Gen. 18:30)

5.6.6.2.1 The indicative mood affirms that the action, state, or relationship is actual, true,
or certain in the mind of the writer or speaker.43 The indicative is the usual mood of discourse.
With this mood the verb may assume all values of aspect (perfect, imperfect, durative). In the
imperfect aspect, the indicative mood is usually designated by the normal imperfect form. The
indicative is negated by the prepositive negative aO. English uses the indicative mood.
ba*-jM^c^y+ <k*j* /B@
A wise son makes a father glad. (Prov. 15:20)

.hn`v*b= hn`v* <r`yj!l= hm)Ov= /T@y-] hK)
Thus Solomon gave to Hiram year by year.
(1 Kgs. 5:25, vs. 11 Eng.)

hu)rp
+ ^l= hc#u$a# rv#a& ha#r+t! hT*u^
Now you shall see what I will do to Pharaoh. (Exod. 6:1)

However, at times, the indicative mood is designated by the short imperfect form.
rb#D`h-^ ta# ;B= hw`hy+ qB@d+y~
The LORD will make the plague cling to you. (Deut. 28:21)

;K=l=m-^ ta#w+ ;t=a) hw`hy+ El@oy
The LORD will bring you and your king. (Deut. 28:36)

5.6.6.2.2 The subjunctive mood affirms that the action, state, or relationship is merely possible, potential, or hypothetical. With this mood the verb may assume all values of aspect (perfect,44 imperfect, or durative45) although the imperfect aspect is the most common.
Historically, the imperfect subjunctive form (yaqtula) was distinct from the imperfect indicative (yaqtulu); but with the loss of final short vowels the distinction was lost. The subjunctive
form is now identical with the indicative form. Usually only context and sense designate the subjunctive mood in Biblical Hebrew; however, the short imperfect form is used at times. The subjunctive is negated by the prepositive negative aO or al@Wl. English uses the subjunctive.

43

The actual reliability of the statement rests on the veracity or knowledge of the writer or speaker.

44

The perfect aspect is used in taken-for-granted and contrary-to-fact conditionals; it may also be used in
hypothetical clauses (LaSor, 32.514 f).
45

The participle is used in contrary-to-present-reality conditional sentences.
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The subjunctive mood may be designated by the conditional conjunctions that introduce
the protasis of conditional sentences:46
<a!
yK!
<a! yK!
<a! qr~
aO <a!
Wl
WLa!

—if (introduces true-to-fact conditions)
—if, in case that (introduces juridical conditions)
—if and only if (introduces exclusive conditions)
—if and only if (introduces exclusive conditions)
—if not (introduces negative conditions)
—if (introduces contrary-to-fact conditions)
—if (introduces contrary-to-fact conditions)

al@Wl —if not (introduces negative contrary-to-fact conditions)
The subjunctive mood may be designated by adverbial conjunctions of purpose that introduce a clause of purpose:
/u^ml
^ = —in order that
rWbu&B^ —in order that
yl!-bf^yy] /u^m^l= T=a* yt!j)a& an`-yr]ma
= !
Please say you are my sister, that it may be well with me. (Gen. 12:13)

yv!pn= ~ ;k=r\b*T= rWbu&B^ hl*k@a)w
And let me eat, that my soul may bless you. (Gen. 27:4)

The subjunctive mood may be designated by adverbial conjunction of result that introduces
a clause of potential result:
/P# —lest
.ryu!h* /w\u&B^ hp#S*T-! /P# . . . ;T=v=a!-ta# jq^
Take your wife . . .
lest you be consumed in the punishment of the city. (Gen. 19:15)

5.6.6.2.3 The volitive mood asserts that the action, state, or relationship is demanded, necessary, obligatory, or permissible in the mind or the writer or speaker. The volitive is used to
express a law, a command, a prohibition, the granting of permission or assurance; these are written
or spoken by those in authority to those under authority.47 Usually the simple volitive is expressed
by the normal imperfect form in the general case (i.e., all three persons).48 The negative is

46

Examples are given in the section on the syntax of conditional sentences (§ 9.3.6).

47

The actual necessity or obligation depends on true authority of the writer or speaker.

48

Occasionally the short imperfect form is used with the volitive.
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expressed by la^ with the short imperfect. The directive volitive is expressed by the normal imperative form, limited to positive statements in the second person.
The volitive mood is used in four contexts: (1) the juridical, (2) the executive, (3) the permissive, and (4) the assurative.
The juridical volitive is used in formal statements of law, statutes, and commands. The
commandments usually are universal, applying generally to all men at all times, being issued by
divine or civil authority. As such the juridical volitive is limited to the simple and directive tones.
Positive juridical commands in the second person may be expressed by the normal imperative
form; in the second and third person they may be expressed by the normal imperfect form. Juridical
prohibitions are emphatic, and are expressed by the prepositive negative aO with the normal imperfect form; the imperative form is never used in prohibitions. English uses the emphatic future
indicative; the imperative is used for the directive tone.
Examples of simple juridical commands:
<k#yh@Oa$ hw`hy+ tw\xm
= -! ta# /Wrm=v=T! romv*
You shall diligently keep the commandments of the LORD your God49 (Deut. 6:17)

ryZ]y~ rk*v@w+ /y]Ym
~ !
He shall separate himself from wine and similar drink. (Num. 6:3)
(3rd person)

Examples of directive juridical commands:
;M\a!-ta#w+ ;yb!a*-ta# dB@K^
Honor your father and your mother. (Exod. 20:12)

.dj*a# hw`hy+ Wnyh@@Oa$ hw`hy+ la@r`cy= ] um^v=
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, The LORD is one! (Deut. 6:4)

Examples of juridical prohibitions:
.jx*rT
+ ! aO
You shall not commit murder. (Exod. 20:13)

.[a*n+T! aO
You shall not commit adultery. (Exod. 20:14)

.bnÄgT
+ ! aO
You shall not steal. (Exod. 20:15)

49

This example employs the normal imperfect with energetic Nun which is merely stylistic, having no effect
on meaning.
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HT#vy= ] aO rk@*v@ Jm#jw) + /y]y~ Jm#j)
He shall not drink vinegar made from wine
nor vinegar made from similar drink (Num. 6:3)
(3rd person).

The executive volitive is used in statements of command, order, instructions, demand, obligation, necessity, or urgency. The commands usually are restricted in time and scope; generally
they are directed to specific individuals in specific circumstances. Executive commands are issued
to subordinates by those in real or assumed authority.
Usually the simple executive commands are expressed by the normal imperfect form, or at
times by the short imperfect. English uses the auxiliary “let” or the emphatic future indicative.
<y]T*uB
= ^ra
+ ^ <L@v^y+ hc*bK
= !h^-ta#w+
He shall restore fourfold for the lamb. (2 Sam. 12:6)(third person)

roa yh!y+
Let there be light. (Gen. 1:3)(impersonal short form)

u^yq]r` yh!y+
Let there be a firmament. (Gen. 1:6)
(impersonal short form)

yw]l@ hF@m-^ lu^ bT)kT
= ! /r)h&a^ <v@ ta@w+
And you shall write Aaron’s name on the rod of Levi.
(Num. 17:18, vs. 3 Eng.)

The directive executive commands are expressed by the normal imperative form, limited to
positive commands in the second person. English uses the imperative.50
;x=r+a^m@ ;l=-El#
Get out of your country. (Gen. 12:1)

<ym!y` tv#Ov=l! <yn]k)n+ Wyh$
Be ready for the third day. (Exod. 19:15)
(durative aspect)

Simple executive prohibitions are expressed by the short imperfect form with la^. Emphatic
prohibitions are expressed with aO. English uses do not.
.hV*a!-la# WvG+T!-la^
Do not come near your wives. (Exod. 19:15)

<r`ba
= ^ ar`yT!-la^
Do not be afraid, Abram. (Gen. 15:1)

50

Muraoka § 114o lists examples of commands issued in cases where execution is beyond the capability of
the one receiving the command (Gen 42:16; Deut 32:50).
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ru^N~h-^ la# ;d=y` jl^vT
= !-la^
hM*Wam= ol cu^T^-la^w+
Do not lay your hand on the lad,
nor do anything to him. (Gen. 22:12)

an` WNM#m! Wlk=aT)-la^
Do not eat it raw.51 (Exod. 12:9)

.la)v= <Ov*B= otb*yc@ dr}ot-aOw+
And do not let his gray hair go down to the grave in peace. (1 Kgs. 2:6)
(emphatic, short form.)

וְׁ לֹא־יִ ְׁמ ְׁכ ִ֣רּו ִמ ֶָ֗מנּו
And they shall not sell any of it. (Ezek. 48:14)
(emphatic)

.hM*v* bv@@t* aO yn]B-= ta# qr~
Only do not take my son back there. (Gen. 24:8)
(emphatic, short form)

Executive commands are made polite or respectful by the postpositive particle an`.
an`-El# ol rm#aYÄw~
/aX)h^ <olv=-ta#w+ ;yj#a^ <olv=-ta# ha@r+
Then he said to him, “Please go
and see if it is well with your brothers.” (Gen. 37:14)

ִא ְׁמ ִרי־ ָנֶ֖א ֲא ִ֣חֹ ִתי ָ ָ֑א ְׁת
Please say you are my sister. (Gen. 12:13)

.yk!r}y+ tj^T^ ;d+y` an`-<yc!
Please put your hand under my thigh. (Gen. 24:2)

. . . ;d+yj!y-+ ta# ;n+B-! ta# an`-jq^
hY`r]M)h^ Jr\a#-la# ;l=-El#w+
Please take your son, your only son . . .
and go to the land of Moriah. (Gen. 22:2)

In prohibitions the particle an` follows the negative la^. The particle an` is not used with aO
in emphatic prohibitions.
.Wur}T* yj^a^ an`-la^
Please, my brethren, do not do so wickedly! (Gen. 19:7)

51

The word an` in this example is not the particle of entreaty, but the word raw.
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The permissive volitive grants permission. The simple permissive is expressed by the normal imperfect form, or at times by the short imperfect. The negative is expressed by the short
imperfect with la^, and is indistinguishable from a prohibition. English uses the auxiliary may.
.lk@aT) lk)a* /G`h-^ Ju@ lK)m!
Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat. (Gen. 2:16)

;yl#a@ WNa#yb!a& aO-<a! tym!T* yn~b* yn}v=-ta#
You may kill my two sons if I do not bring him back to you. (Gen. 42:37)

/v#G\ Jr\a#B= Wbv=y}
They may dwell in the land of Goshen. (Gen. 47:6)
(third person)

.aM*F^y] Hl*
For her he may defile himself. (Lev. 21:3)
(third person)

.lk@ay{ . . . wyh*Oa$ <j#l#
He may eat the bread of his God. (Lev. 21:22)
(third person)

cG\T! yr]kN= `h-^ ta#
Of a foreigner you may require it. (Deut. 15:3)
(short form)

ל־נָּ֤א נֵ ֵל ְֹ֙ך ֻכ ֵּ֔ ָלנּו
ָ ל־בנִ ֹ֙י ַא
ְׁ ַא
No my son, we may not all go! (2 Sam. 13:25)
(first person)

The directive permissive52 is expressed by the normal imperative form, limited to positive
permission in the second person. English uses the imperative.
. . . yn]a*-<g~ aN`-hx*ra
| * hm* yh!yw]
JWr ol rm#aYÄw~
“What ever happens, please let me also run” . . .
So he said to him, “Run.” (2 Sam. 18:22, 23)

. . . yb!a*-ta# hr`Bq
= =a#w+ aN`-hl#u$a# hT*u^w+
;yb!a*-ta# rb)qW= hl@u& hu)rP
+ ^ rm#aYÄw~
“Now please let me go up and bury my father” . . .
And Pharaoh said, “Go up and bury your father.” (Gen. 50:5, 6)

The assurative volitive expresses assurance of future results that are beyond the control of
the person addressed.53 This is particularly effective in the directive. The directive assurative is

52

GKC §110 b; Muraoka § 114n; see also Exod. 4:18; 2 Sam 15:9; 2 Kgs. 2:17; 6:2; Ruth 2:2.

53

GKC §110 c.
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expressed by the normal imperative form, limited to positive assurance in the second person. English uses the imperative.
/oYX!m! hw`hy+ jl^vy= ] ;Z+u%-hF@m^
.;yb#ya
+ ) br\q#B= hd}r+
The LORD shall send the rod of Your strength out of Zion.
Rule in the midst of Your enemies! (Psa. 110:2)

j^yp!s* hn`Vh
* ^ loka*54
syj!v* tyn]Vh
@ ^ hn`Vb
* ^W
Wrx=q!w+ Wur+z] tyv!yl!Vh
= ^ hn`Vb
* ^W
.<y`rp
+ ! Wlk=a!w+ <ym!rk
` = Wuf=n]w+
You shall eat this year such as grows of itself,
And the second year what springs from the same;
Also in the third year sow and reap,
Plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of them. (Isa. 37:30)

5.6.6.2.4 The hortative mood expresses exhortation either personal or impersonal. The exhortation usually is given to peers rather than to a subordinate.
The simple hortative is expressed by the long imperfect form, and negated by la^ with the
long form.55 (The emphatic negative is expressed with aO.) The directive hortative is expressed
by the long imperative form, and limited to positive statements in the second person.
The hortative mood is used in three contexts: (1) determinative, (2) cohortative, and (3)
exhortative.
The determinative hortative expresses determination, possibly in the sense of self exhortation. This seems to be limited to the first person; thus only the simply tone is found, but no directives. English uses the simple future indicative.
hZ\h^ ld)Gh
` ^ ha#r+M^h-^ ta# ha#r+a#w+ aN`-hr`s%a*
I will now turn aside and see this great sight. (Exod. 3:3)
(polite)

ימה ָע ַ ֹ֙לי ֵֶּ֔מ ֶלְך
ָ ָא ִ ָּ֤ש
I will set a king over me. (Deut. 17:14)

rc*b* hl*ka
= ) T*rm
+ ^a*w+
And you say, “I will eat meat.” (Deut. 12:20)

54

The infinitive absolute serves as an imperative here.

55

At times the negative may use the short form.
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.tWma* <r\f#B= WNa#r+a#w+ hk*la
= @
I will go and see him before I die. (Gen. 45:28)

hr`Bd
@ ~a&w~ yn`d)al^ rj^y] an`-la^
Let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak. (Gen. 18:30)

.lk#a) ;l= hr`Bv
= =n]w+ hd`rn+ }
We will go down and buy you food. (Gen. 43:4)(plural)

. . . ha#ra
+ #w+ aN`-
.hu*da
` @ aO-<a!w+
I will go down now and see . . .
and if not, I will know. (Gen. 18:21)
(polite)56

;yn\p*l= hl*yj!a) /k@@-aO
I will not linger thus with you! (2 Sam. 18:4)57

dl#Yh
` ^ tomB= ha#r+a#-la^
I will not watch the death of the boy. (Gen. 21:16)
(negative)58

.;t#rW` bG+ hr`M=z~n+W hr`yv!n`
We will sing and praise Your power. (Psa. 21:14)

The determinative may be used even in conditional sentences or following negatives.59
yb!a@K= Ec@jy* -} aO hr`Bd
= ~a&-<a!
Though I speak, my grief is not relieved. (Job 16:6)

The cohortative urges peers to mutual action. It is limited to the first person; thus only the
simple tone is found, but no directives. English uses the auxiliary “let.”
<yr]j@a& <yh!Oa$ hd`bu
= ^n~w+ hk*ln= }
Let us go and serve other gods. (Deut. 13:7)

רֹותימֹו
ָ֑ ֵ ֹוס
ְׁ ת־מ
ָּֽ נְׁ ֶָּּֽ֭נַ ְׁת ָקה ֶא
יכה ִמ ֶ ִ֣מנּו ֲעב ֵ ָֹּֽתימֹו׃
ָ וְׁ נַ ְׁש ִ ֶ֖ל
Let us break Their bonds in pieces
And cast away Their cords from us. (Psa. 2:3)

56

The negative aO-<a! applies to an elided verb, not to hu*d`a.@

57

The negative aO negates the adverb /K@ (thus), not the verb.

h verbs is not always distinct from the normal form. See the examples above in
Gen. 18:21 and Exod. 3:3 where parallelism calls for ha#ra
+ # to be the long form.
58

The long form of final

59

GKC §108 d-e.
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.wyr`b*D+-lK*-la# hb*yv!qn= ~-la^
Let us not give heed to any of his words. (Jer. 18:18)
(negative)

hp*r}cl
= ! hp*rc
+ =n]w+ <yn]b@l= hn`Bl
= =n]
Let us make bricks and bake them thoroughly. (Gen. 11:3)

hr`Bd
@ ~a&w~ yn`d)al^ rj^y] an`-la^
Let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak. (Gen. 18:30)

.vp#n` WNK#n~ aO
Let us not kill him! (Gen. 37:21)60
(emphatic negative)

The exhortative urges others to desirable action that the speaker or writer does not share;
thus the first person is excluded. The second person positive exhortative is found usually in the
directive tone, expressed by the long imperative form.61 The negative is expressed by la^ with the
short imperfect form in both second and third person.
The emphatic negative, if it occurs, would be expressed by aO. English uses the imperative;
for second person negatives the auxiliary do not is used; and for first and third person negatives,
let not is used.
Examples with the long imperative:
/y]y~ Wnyb!a*-ta# hq\v=n~ hk*l=
Come, let us make our father drink wine. (Gen. 19:32)62

.yl! ;t=r`kB
) -= ta# <oYk^ hr`k=m!
Sell me your birthright as of this day. (Gen. 25:31)

hw`hy+-<a%n+ la@r`cy= ] hb*v%m= hb*Wv
“Return, backsliding Israel,” says the LORD. (Jer. 3:12)

hj@*kW= `n]w+ an`-Wkl=
Please come and let us reason together. (Isa. 1:18)63

60

The long imperfect form loses the final syllable when a pronoun suffix is attached. The form is regarded
as virtually long.
The long imperfect form in the second person is rare. An example is found in Job 11:17 hp*u%T* (you are
dark), although it does not seem to be exhortative (GKC §48 d). Gordon noted that the long form yaqtulâ is not limited
to the first person in Ugaritic (UT, 9.11). This is also true in Hebrew, although the examples are rare; see Isa. 5:19
for examples of the long form in third person.
61

62
63

This example illustrates the mixture of the exhortative ( hk*l)= with the cohortative (hq\v=n~).

This example illustrates the use of the polite imperative form together with the cohortative. The imperative
has only a virtually long form for the plural.
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Examples of negated exhortatives:
ob-yh!T=-la^ Wnd}y`w+
Let not our hand be upon him. (Gen. 37:27)
(impersonal)

;yn\yu@B= <k*j* yh!T=-la^
Do not be wise in your own eyes. (Prov. 3:7)
(second person)

hu*tn= ] wyV*B^ /m@a&y~-la^.
Let him not trust in futile things, deceiving himself. (Job 15:31)
(impersonal)

5.6.6.2.5 The precative mood expresses entreaty or request for permission; it is used in all
three persons. The simple precative is expressed by the long imperfect in general (i.e., in all three
persons64); it is negated by la^ usually with the long imperfect form. The emphatic negative is
expressed by aO with the normal imperfect form. The directive precative is expressed by the long
imperative form, or at times by the short imperative, limited to positive second person statements.
The precative mood is used in two contexts: (1) entreaty, and (2) request for permission.
The precative of entreaty pleads for action on behalf of oneself or others. English uses the
auxiliary let for simple entreaty, and the imperative for the directive tone.
Examples of simple entreaty (first person):
yn]a* hv*b)a-@ la^w+ yp^dr
+ ) Wvb)y}
yn!a* hT*ja
@^ @-la^w+ hM*h@ WTj^y}
Let those who persecute me be ashamed,
But do not let me be put to shame;
Let them be dismayed,
But do not let me be dismayed. (Jer. 17:18)
(negative)

hd`ba
= n{ an`-la^
Please do not let us perish! (Jon. 1:14)
(negative)

Example of simple entreaty (2nd person):
hT*j!m=l! yl!-hy}hT
= !-la^
Do not be a terror to me. (Jer. 17:17)
(negative)

Example of simple entreaty (3rd person):

64

The second and third person are rare for the long imperfect form. See footnote 60, p. 142.
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ha#r+n] /u^ml
^ = Whc@@um
& ^ hv*yj!y` rh@my^ +
la@@r`cy= ] vodq= tx^u& ha*obt*w+ br~qt
= !w+
.hu*dn` w} +
Let Him make speed and hasten His work,
That we may see it;
And let the counsel of the Holy One of Israel
draw near and come,
That we may know it. (Isa. 5:19)(impudent entreaty)

This example mixes the normal imperfect and the long imperfect to express third person
entreaty. It apparently is the only example of a third person long form in the Bible.
Examples of directive entreaty:
.<yu!r) <h@ hp)ya@ yl! aN`-hd`yG]h^
Please tell me where they are feeding their flocks. (Gen. 37:16)
(polite)

;P#a^B= hw`hy+ hm*Wq
yr`ro+ x torb=u^B= ac@N`h!
.t*yW]x! fP*vm
= ! yl^a@ hr`Wuw+
Arise, O LORD, in Your anger;
Lift Yourself up because of the rage of my enemies,
And awake for me to the judgment You have commanded. (Psa. 7:7)

.ym*jO
& -ta# <j^l= yb^yr]y-+ ta# hw`hy+ hb*yr]
.yt!rz` +u#B= hm*Wqw+ hN`xw! + /g}m* qz}j&h^
Plead my cause, O LORD,
with those who strive with me,
Fight against those who fight against me,
Take hold of shield and buckler,
And stand up for my help. (Psa. 35:1,2)

hk*lw@ + hr`h&m^ rm)al@ lWav*-la# aB* Ea*l=m^
A messenger came to Saul, saying, “Hasten and come” (1 Sam. 23:27)

.;t#rW` bG+ hr`M=z~n+W hr`yv!n` ;Z\u%b= hw`hy+ hm*Wr
Be exalted, O LORD, in Your own strength!
We will sing and praise Your power. (Psa. 21:14)

jx^n\ toaV%m^l= ;ym#u*p= hm*yr]h*
Lift up Your feet to the perpetual desolations. (Psa. 74:3)

yu!w+v^ loql= hb*yv!qh
= ^
Give heed to the voice of my cry. (Psa. 5:3)

The precative of request makes an appeal for permission or favor. It is made to those in
authority. The simple request is expressed by the long imperfect form; it is negated by la^ with the
short form. (The emphatic negative is expressed by aO with the short form.) The directive is
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expressed by the long imperative form, limited to second person positive requests. English used
the auxiliary let for simple requests, and the imperative for the directive tone.
Examples of simple requests:
.hb*Wva*w+ yb!a*-ta# hr`Bq
= =a#w+ aN`-hl#u$a#
Please let me go up and bury my father, and I will come back. (Gen. 50:5)

;x#r+a^b= aN`-hr`B=u=n~
Please let us pass through your country. (Num. 20:17)

hx*u@ an` Ex@u*ya!
Please let me give you counsel. (1 Kgs. 1:12)

rB*dM
+ !B^ <ym!y` tv#Ov= Er\D\ aN`-hk*l&n}
.Wnyh@Oa$ hw`hyl^ hj@*B=z+n]w+
Please let us go three days’ journey into the wilderness
that we may sacrifice to the LORD our God. (Exod. 3:18)

yv!WKh^ yr}ja
& ^ yn]a*-<g~ aN`-hx*ra
| *
Please let me also run after the Cushite. (2 Sam. 18:22)

vya!h*-la# <k#t=a# hk*yl!oaw+ yr~j&a^ Wkl=
Follow me, and let me take you to the man. (2 Kgs. 6:19)

lk@ay{ rj@a^w+ hu*rz+ +a#
Let me sow, and another eat. (Job 31:8)

.hN\k^a& aO <d`a-* Üla#w+ vya!-yn}p= aC*a# an`-la^
Please let me not show partiality to anyone;
Nor let me flatter any man. (Job 32:21)
(negative with virtual short form)

.yt!u*rB
` = ha#r+a#-la^
Do not let me see my wretchedness! (Num. 11:15)
(negative)

yh*Oa$ hw`hy+ loq-ta# u^m)v=l! [s@a) aO
dou ha#ra
+ #-aO taZ\h^ hl*d)Gh
+ ^ va@h*-ta#w+
Let me not hear again the voice of the LORD my God,
Nor let me see this great fire anymore. (Deut. 18:16)
(emphatic negative)

Example of the directive request:
/r\G\h^ <oqm= yL!-hn`T=
hw`hyl^ j^Bz@ +m! oB-hn\b=a#w+
Grant me the place of this threshing floor,
that I may build an altar on it to the LORD (1 Chron. 21:22)
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5.6.6.2.6 The persuasive mood attempts to persuade another to some course of action. The
simple persuasive is expressed by the short imperfect form; it is negated by la^ with the short
form.65 (The emphatic negative is expressed by aO with the short form.) The directive persuasive
is expressed by the short imperative form, limited to second person positive statements. English
uses the auxiliary let for simple persuasion, and the imperative for the directive tone.
<y]m-^ fu^m= an`-jQ~y|
Please let a little water be brought. (Gen. 18:4)

ינֹותינּו
ֶ֖ ֵ  ִֹ֙הי ָנֵ֥א ָא ָלָ֛ה ֵבT=
Please let there be an oath between us. (Gen. 26:28)

ru^N~h^ tj^T^ ;D+b=u^ an`-bv#y} hT*u^w+
Now therefore, please let your servant remain
instead of the lad. (Gen. 44:33)

.wyj*a#-<u! lu^y~ ru^N~hw^ +
And let the lad go up with his brothers. (Gen. 44:33)

ל־הּגִ זָ ֹ֙ה ְׁל ַב ָ ֵּ֔דּה
ַ יְׁ ִהי־נָֹ֙ א ָּ֤חֹ ֶרב ֶא
־טל׃
ָּֽ ָ ל־ה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ יִ ְָּֽׁהיֶ ה
ָ ל־כ
ָ וְׁ ַע
Please let it be dry only on the fleece,
but on all the ground let there be dew. (Jdgs. 6:39)
(short form and normal form)

ayq]n` <D` Wnyl@@u* /T@T!-la^
Do not charge us with innocent blood. (Jon. 1:14)(2nd pers. negative)

.;D\b=u^ lu^m@ rb)u&t^ an`-la^
Please do not pass on by Your servant. (Gen. 18:3)
(2nd pers. negative)

;yn\yb@W yn]yB@ hb*yr]m= yh!t= an`-la^
Please let not there be strife between you and me. (Gen. 13:8)
(negative)

yn`da
) l^ rj^y] an`-la^
Please let not the LORD be angry. (Gen. 18:30)
(negative)

;D+b=u^ tL^p!T-= la# tb#V#q-^ ;n+z+a* an` yh!T=
Please let Your ear be attentive to the prayer of Your servant. (Neh. 1:11)

65

For examples of the first person short forms see Deut 18:16; Isa 41:28; 42:6; Ezek 5:16; Hos 9:15. For
second person short forms see 1 Sam 10:8; Ezek 3:3; Psa 71:21; 104:20 (Muraoka § 114 g).
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Example of the directive persuasive:
.da)m= WNM@\m! T*mx
= ^u-* yK! WnM*um
! @ El@
Go away from us,
for you are much mightier than we. (Gen. 26:16)

5.6.6.2.7 The optative mood expresses a wish, desire, blessing, or curse. The optative appears to be used only in the simple tone. It is expressed by the short imperfect form, and negated
by la^. The optative may occur in two degrees of possibility: (1) true-to-fact, and (2) contrary-tofact.
The true-to-fact optative expresses a wish, desire, or blessing that is possible to happen. It
is expressed by the short imperfect form, and negated by la^. English used the auxiliary may or
let; at times may is elided.
.;r\mv
= =yw] + hw`hy+ ;k=r\b*y+
.I*N\j%yw] ;yl\a@ wyn`P* hw`hy+ ra@y`
.<olv* ;l= <c@yw` + ;yl#a@ wyn`P* hw`hy+ aC*y]
May the LORD bless you and keep you.
The LORD make His face shine upon you.
And be gracious to you;
May the LORD lift up His countenance upon you,
And give you peace. (Num. 6:24-26)

<yr]v*y+ tom yv!pn= ~ tm)T*
.Whm)K* yt!yr]j&a^ yh!tW=
Let me die the death of righteous
And let my end be like his! (Num. 23:10)

oB yd]y` yh!T-= la^
Let my hand not be against him. (1 Sam. 18:17)
(negative)

;n\yb@W yn]yB@ hw`hy+ [x#y]
.Whu@r}m@ vya! rt@@S*n] yK!
May the LORD watch between you and me
when we are absent one from another. (Gen. 31:49)

Ev#j) yh!y+ aWhh^ <oYh^
lu^M*m! H^ola$ Whv@rd
+ +y]-la^
.hr`hn* + wyl*u* up@^oT-la^w+
May that day be darkness;
May God above not seek it,
Nor the light shine upon it. (Job 3:4)
(negatives)
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The contrary-to-present fact optative is expressed by Wl (would that) with the short imperfect form, or with a verbless noun clause. It may also be expressed by /T@y] ym! (would to God) with
a verbless noun clause, or occasionally by yl@j&a^ (would that). English uses the subjunctive.
.;r\b*dk
+ ! yh!y+ Wl /h@ /b@*l* rm#aY{w~
And Laban said, “Oh, that it were according to your word.” (Gen. 30:34)

.EyT!gr
+ ~h& hT@*u^ yK! yd]y`B= br\j-# vy\ Wl
Oh, that there were a sword in my hand,
for now I would kill you! (Num. 22:29)

<ya!yb!n+ hw`hy+ <u^-lK* /T@y] ym!W
Would to God that all the LORD’s people were prophets! (Num. 11:29)

br\u# /T@y-] ym! rm^aT) rq#B)B^
rq#B) /T@y-] ym! rm@a
^ T) br\u#b*W
In the morning you shall say,
“Would to God that it were evening!”
And at evening you shall say,
“Would to God that it were morning!” (Deut. 28:67)

/orm=v)B= rv#a& ayb!N`h^ yn}p=l! yn]da
) & yl@j&a^
Would that my master were with the prophet who is in Samaria! (2 Kgs. 5:3)

The contrary-to-actual-fact optative is expressed by Wl (would that) with the perfect aspect,
or by /T@y] ym! (would to God)66 with the perfect or infinitive. English uses the subjunctive.
<y]r~x=m! Jr\a#B= Wnt=m^-Wl
.Wnt=m-* Wl hZ\h^ rB*d+M!B^ oa
Would that we had died in the land of Egypt!
Or would that we had died in this wilderness! (Num. 14:2)

.hw`hy+ yn}pl
= ! Wnyj@@a^ uw~gB
+ ! Wnu=w~g` Wl
Would that we had died when our brothers died before the LORD. (Num. 20:3)

./D}rY+ ~h^ rb#u@B= bv#Nw} ~ Wnl=a^oh Wl
Would that we had been content,
and dwelt on the other side of the Jordan! (Josh. 7:7)
(the Waw consecutive carries the mood forward)

<y]r~x=m! Jr\a#B= hw`hy+-dy~b= Wnt@Wm /T@y-] ym!
Would to God that we had died by the hand of
the LORD in the land of Egypt. (Exod. 16:3)

;yT#jt
= ^ yn]a& yt!Wm /T@y-] ym!
.yn]b= yn]B= <olv*ba
= ^
Would to God that I had died in your place!
O Absalom my son, my son! (2 Sam. 19:1)

66

This idiom adds a emotional sense of regret.
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The contrary-to-fact optative would surely be negated by the prepositive negative al@Wl,
but there seems to be no example in Bible.67
5.6.6.2.8 Moods summarized. In summary, the normal imperfect form usually is used for
the indicative, subjunctive, and simple volitive; the long imperfect form is usually used for the
simple hortative and precative; and the short imperfect form is used for the simple persuasive and
optative. The normal imperative form is used to express the directive volitive; the long imperfect
form is used for the directive hortative and directive precative; and the short imperative form is
used for the directive persuasive, and at times as an alternate for the directive precative of entreaty.
It seems that at times the short imperfect form may be used as a stylistic variant for the
normal and long forms in just about any mood. The short imperfect form is used regularly with la^
to express the simple negative of all the moods except the indicative, subjunctive, and juridical
volitive (these moods are negated by aO with the normal imperfect). For the other moods, the
emphatic negative is expressed by aO. Table 5.6 summarizes the relationship between the Hebrew
moods and the verb forms.
Translating Hebrew moods. In English mood is expressed primarily by the modal auxiliaries will, shall, can, may, might, and must, and by their “past tense” (or conditional) alternates,
would, should, could, might, and ought to. The modal auxiliary is the first word of the verb phrase;
it is followed by the appropriate infinitive of the main verb. Table 5.7 summarizes the common
meanings associated with the English mode auxiliaries.
The modal auxiliaries are limited to the indicative and subjunctive moods. English expresses the hortative, precative, and persuasive moods by means of the auxiliary let which precedes
the subject as follows:
Let + subject + infinitive + predicate complement
English expresses the optative mood by means of the auxiliary may which precedes the subject in
the same way. The infinitive without an auxiliary expresses the English imperative mood.

67

For this mood in Modern Hebrew see H. Rosen, 79-80, 227.
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Table 5.6
Summary of Hebrew Moods
Tone →
Form →

Simple

Directive

Imperfect

Imperative

Normal

Long

Short

Normal

-

+
+
+
+

Long

Short

Mood 
1. Indicative
2. Subjunctive
3. Volitive:
(a) Juridical
(b) Executive
(c) Permissive
(d) Assurative
4. Hortative:
(a)Determinative
(b) Cohortative
(c) Exhortative
5. Precative:
(a) Entreaty
(b) Request




+
+
+
+
+
(+)

-

+
+

+
+

-

+
+

6. Persuasive



7. Optative:
(a) True-to-fact
(b) Contrary-to-fact




(+)
+

+ means positive statement
- means negative statement ( la^ simple, aO emphatic)

Most English grammarians suggest that the auxiliary will should be used with second and
third person in the simple factual indicative, and that shall should be used with the first person.
They also suggest that shall should be used with the second and third person in the emphatic factual
indicative, and that will should be used with the first person.
Simple

Emphatic

I shall
You will
He (she, it) will
we shall
they will

I will
You shall
He (she, it) shall
we will
they shall
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Table 5.7
English Mode Auxiliaries
Mood →

Indicative

Sense 

Future

Fact (simple)

will

would

Fact (emphatic)

shall

should

Command

shall

should

should

Determination

shall

should

should

Certainty

shall

should

should

Compulsion

must

must

must

Necessity

must

must

must

Obligation

ought to

ought to

ought to

Duty

ought to

ought to

ought to

Duty

should

should

should

Expectation

should

should

should

Custom

should

should

should

Possibility

may

might

might

Permissible

may

might

might

Potential

might

might

might

Ability

can

could

could

Willingness

will

would

would

Habitual

will

would

would

Habitual

will

used to

would

Subjunctive
Past

Future/Past

However, in common usage, will seems to be related to the simple factual indicative for all
three persons, and shall to the emphatic. The latter is recommended for translation of the Scripture.
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I will
You will
He (she, it) will
We will
They will
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Emphatic
I shall
You shall
He (she, it) shall
We shall
They shall

Some of the modal senses expressed in English by auxiliaries are expressed in Hebrew by
separate verbs. Table 5.8 summarizes the English auxiliaries that are used to translate the various
moods in Hebrew. When Hebrew uses the directive tone, English should use the imperative.

Table 5.8
English Auxiliaries for Hebrew Moods
Hebrew Mood
1. Indicative
2. Subjunctive
3. Volitive
(a) Juridical
(b) Executive
(c) Permissive
(d) Assurative
4. Hortative

English Auxiliary
Simple
will
would

let
may

Emphatic
shall
should
shall
shall
shall

(a) Determinative
(b) Cohortative
(c) Exhortative
5. Precative
(a) Entreaty
(b) Request

will
let
let

6. Persuasive
7. Optative

let
may/let

shall

let
let

5.6.7 Emphasis
The Hebrew verb may be made emphatic by means of the cognate infinitive absolute, that
is, an infinitive absolute of the same root and stem as the verb to receive emphasis.68 The emphasis

68

For a few exceptions see 2 Sam. 1:6; 15:8; Jer. 8:13; 42:10; Zep. 1:2.
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may stress the certainty of the action, its continuousness, or it may strengthen some sense of the
verb.
Emphasis of certainty. When the certainty of action is stressed, the cognate infinitive absolute immediately precedes the verb. English uses an adverb such as surely, certainly, or indeed
to express the equivalent stress.

עּו ְׁבק ֵּ֔ ִֹלי
ֹ֙ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ִאם־ ָש ָּ֤מ ַֹוע ִת ְׁש ְׁמ
Now therefore, if ye will indeed obey my voice . . .(Exod. 19:5)

Sometimes the infinitive absolute may be in the qal stem with the finite verb in a derived
stem.

יּומת׃
ָּֽ ָ ל־הנ ֵֹג ֵַ֥ע ָב ָ ֶ֖הר ֵ֥מֹות
ַ ָכ
Whoever touches the mountain shall surely be put to death. (Exod. 19:12)

! ִ ָּֽכי־ ָס ָּ֤קֹול יִ ָס ֵקלֹ֙ אֹו־יָ ִ֣ר ֹה יִ יָ ֶ ֵּ֔רה
He shall surely be stoned, or shot with an arrow. (Exod. 19:13)

In this example, the finite verb lq@S*y] is in the niphal (passive) stem, whereas the infinitive
absolute loqs* is in the qal (active) stem. This demonstrates the fact that a passive verb may be
modified by the infinitive absolute of the corresponding active stem.
Emphasis of certainty is expressed even with the verb hy`h.*

וְׁ ַֹ֙א ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם ָהיֵ֧ ֹו יִ ְָּֽׁה ֶיָ֛ה ְׁלגֵ֥ ֹוי ּגָ ֶ֖דֹול וְׁ ָע ָ֑צּום
And Abraham shall surely become a great and mighty nation (Gen. 18:18)

The cognate infinitive absolute rarely precedes a participle and never an imperative.69 Obviously it does not precede an imperfect with Waw Consecutive. In such cases, the cognate infinitive is placed after the verbal, and emphasis of certainty is not distinguished from emphasis of
continuousness except by context.
Emphasis of continuousness. When the continuousness of the action is stressed, the cognate
infinitive absolute immediately follows the verb with a linking conjunctive accent on the verb.70
English uses an adverb such as continually or an auxiliary such as keeps on to express the equivalent stress.

69

GKC § 113 r. There are two exceptions for the participle: Judg. 11:25; 20:39.

70

This construction occurs 32 times in the Hebrew Bible.
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ל־ת ָ ָּֽדעּו׃
ֵ ל־ת ִֵּ֔בינּו ּו ְׁר ֵ֥אּו ָר ֶ֖אֹו וְׁ ַא
ָ מֹו ַ ֹ֙ע וְׁ ַא
ֹ֙ ִש ְׁמ ָּ֤עּו ָש
Keep on hearing, but do not understand;
Keep on seeing, but do not perceive. (Isa. 6:9)

וַ יִ ְׁש ִֹ֣פט ָש ֵּ֔ ִ֣פֹוט
He keeps acting as a judge (Gen. 19:9)

רֹוְך ֶא ְׁת ֵֶּ֔כם
ֹ֙ וַ יְׁ ָ ָּ֤ב ֶרְך ָב
Therefore he continued to bless you (Josh. 24:10)

ַל ָשוְׁ ֹ֙א ָצ ַ ִ֣רף ָצ ֵּ֔רֹוף
He keeps smelting in vain. (Jer. 6:29)

כֹו ַ ָּֽלה ֵּ֔ ֵֹלְך
ֹ֙ ְׁב ָּ֤כּו ָב
Keep weeping for him who goes away. (Jer. 22:10)

Emphasis of continuousness is applied even to participles, whether functioning as a verb
or as a verbal adjective.71
ּומ ַק ֵ ָּֽלל׃
ְׁ {י ֵ ֵֹ֥צא יָ ֶ֖צֹוא
He came out, cursing as he came. (2 Sam. 16:5)
(Lit.—-he kept coming out and cursing)

Emphasis of intensity. When some sense of the verbal idea is to be intensified, the cognate
infinitive absolute immediately precedes the verb with a conjunctive accent on the infinitive.72
Context and sense distinguish between emphasis of intensity and emphasis of certainty. English
must use various adverbs appropriate for the occasion.

אֹותּה ֜ ִלי
ָֹ֙ ִאם־ ַה ֵּגִ֣ד ַתּגִ ידּו
If ye can correctly explain it to me (Judg. 14:12)

* ָה ֵעִ֣ד ֵה ִעד ָֹ֙בנּו ָה ִ ָּ֤איש
The man solemnly warned us (Gen. 43:3)

נִ ְׁשאֹל נִ ְׁש ַֹ֙אל ִמ ֶ ָּ֤מנִ י
David earnestly asked permission of me (1 Sam. 20:6)

ַ ִ֣אְך יָ ָּ֤צ ֹא יָ ָצ ֹ֙א יַ ֲע ֵּ֔קֹב
Jacob had scarcely gone out (Gen. 27:30)

22).

71

Josh. 6:13; 2 Sam. 16:5; 2 Kgs. 2:11; Jer. 23:17; 41:6.

72

This occurs 373 times with a conjunctive accent and 33 times with a near disjunctive accent (see Chapter
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בֹונְֶּֽך וְׁ ֵ ָּֽהר ֵֵֹּ֔נְך
ִ֣ ֵ ַה ְׁר ָ ָּ֤בה ַא ְׁר ֶב ֹ֙ה ִע ְׁצ
I will greatly multiply your sorrow and your conception (Gen. 3:16)

Negation of Emphasis. Negating emphasis usually is expressed by aO with the finite verb,
or by la^ in non-indicative moods.73

ישֹו׃
ָּֽ הֹור
ִ הֹוריש ֵ֥ל ֹא
ֶ֖ ֵ ְׁו
He did not completely drive them out. (Judges 1:28)

ָוְׁ נַ ֵ ֶ֖קה ֵ֥ל ֹא ֲאנַ ֶ ָּֽקך
I will not let you go altogether unpunished. (Jer. 30:11)

יתהּו
ָ֑ ֻ וְׁ ָה ֵ ֶ֖מת ַאל־ ְׁת ִמ
By no means kill him. (1 Kgs. 3:26)

יתך
ָ֑ ֶ וְׁ ָה ֵ ֶ֖מת ִ֣ל ֹא נְׁ ִמ
We will surely not kill you. (Judges 15:13)

On rare occasions the emphasis itself is negated, in which case the negative precedes the
infinitive absolute,74 and English negates the emphatic adverb.

א־מֹות ְׁת ֻמ ָּֽתּון׃
ֶ֖ ֹ ָּֽל
You will not surely die. (Gen. 3:4)

ת־בית יַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב
ֵ֥ ֵ ִ֣ל ֹא ַה ְׁש ֵ ֵ֥מיד ַא ְׁש ִ ָ֛מיד ֶא
I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob. (Amos 9:8)

5.6.8 Negation
Hebrew verbs express either the positive or negative sense of the verbal idea. Most verbs
express a positive sense. The sense of a verb is negated by a prepositive negative particle. The lack
of the negative particle expresses the positive sense, and the negative particle expresses the negative sense.
The negative aO. The verb in the perfect aspect is negated by the morpheme aO 1,748
times; in the imperfect aspect the verb is negated by aO in the indicative, subjunctive, and the
juridical volitive moods, and in the emphatic tone of all the moods 2,651 times.


that you are not spies (Gen. 42:34)

73

This occurs seven times with a conjunctive accent (Exod. 5:23; 8:24; Deut. 21:14; Isa. 30:19; Jer. 6:15;
8:12; Dan. 10:3) and 22 times with a near disjunctive accent (see Chapter 22).
74

Gen. 3:4; Num. 22:37; Psa. 49:8; Amos 9:8.
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they have no helper (Job 30:13)


you are a land not cleansed (Ezek. 22:24)

The participle when used as a verbal adjective is negated by aO 36 times.75
The negative la^. In the imperfect aspect, in the simple tone of the moods other than indicative, subjunctive, and juridical volitive, the verb is negated by la^ 678 times. Usually the verb
uses the short imperfect form; however, at times the hortative and precative moods use the long
form even in the negative.


May I not fall into the hand of man (2 Sam. 24:15)


May I not be put to shame (Psa. 25:2)

The negative  ַבל. A finite verb is negated 65 times by  ַבל.

ף־ת ֵ֥כֹון ֵת ֵ ֶ֖בל ַבל־ ִת ָּֽמֹוט׃
ִ ל־ה ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ ַא
ָ ִ ָּ֤חילּו ִמ ְׁל ָפנָ ֹ֙יו ָכ
Tremble before Him, all the earth.
The world also is firmly established,
It shall not be moved. (1 Chr. 16:30)

Once it negates an infinitive construct:

ל־ת ְׁהיָּ֤ ּו׀ ְׁכ ֵ֥סּוס ְׁכ ֶפ ֶרד ֵ ָּ֤אין ִָּ֫ה ִ ֵ֥בין ְׁב ֶ ָּֽמ ֶתג־וָ ֶ ִ֣ר ֶסן ֶע ְׁדיִ֣ ֹו ִל ְׁבלָ֑ ֹום ַ֜ ָ֗בל ְׁק ִ֣ר ֹב ֵא ֶ ָּֽליך׃
ָּֽ ִ ַא
Do not be like the horse or like the mule,
Which have no understanding,
Which must be harnessed with bit and bridle,
Else they will not come near you. (Psa. 32:9)

The negative  ְׁב ִלי. A finite verb is negated 6 times by  ְׁב ִלי.76

א ֶסף ְׁב ִ ֵ֥לי יָ ָּֽבֹוא׃
ֹ ֶ֖ ל־ש ֵָּ֔נה ִת ְׁר ַ ֶּ֖גֶּֽזְׁ נָ ה ָּֽבֹ ְׁט ָ֑חֹות ִ ַ֚כי ָכ ָלִ֣ה ָב ִֵּ֔ציר
ָ ים ַע
ֹ֙ יָ ִמ
In a year and some days
You will be troubled, you complacent women;
For the vintage will fail,
The gathering will not come. (Isa. 32:10)

75

Gen. 42:34; Exod. 8:22; Num. 35:23; Deut. 4:42; 19:4, 6; 28:61; 30:11; Josh. 20:5; 1 Sam. 27:4; 2 Sam.
3:34; 1 Kgs. 10:21; Job 12:3; 13:2; 29:12; 30:13; 31:31; Psa. 38:15; 55:13; 78:37; 139:21; Prov. 24:12; 26:19; Isa.
22:2; 33:1; Jer. 2:2; 4:22; 18:15; 22:6; Ezek. 4:14; 16:16; 21:5; 22:24; Hab. 1:14; Zep. 3:5; Zech. 14:18.
76

Gen. 31:20; Deut. 28:55; Job 41:18; Isa. 14:6; 32:10; Hos. 8:7.
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The negative  ִב ְׁל ִתי. A finite verb is negated 13 times by  ִב ְׁל ִתי.77

ַעד־ ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ִה ְׁש ִ ָּֽאיר־לֶ֖ ֹו ָש ִ ָ֑ריד
Until there was no survivor left him (Num. 21:35)

The negative /ya@. When the verb is in the present tense durative aspect—that is, it is a
participle—it is negated by the particle /ya@, and the particle is placed first in the clause regardless
of the position of the participle,78 unless the subject is granted casus pendens prominence.
ody`B= hm*Wam=-lK*-ta# ha#r) rh^S)h-^ tyB@ rc^ /ya@
The keeper of the prison did not look into anything
that was under Joseph’s hand. (Gen. 39:23)

<yk!lh
= ) ;yn\P* /ya@-<a!
If Your Presence does not go with us (Exod. 33:15)

In those cases where the subject is not named, the participle may follow /ya@.
Jyq!m@ /ya@w+ u^d}oy /ya@w+ ha#r) /ya@
No one saw it or knew it or awoke. (1 Sam. 26:12)

Frequently the negative /ya@ receives a pronoun suffix to supply the subject for a participle,
or simply in anticipation of a named subject.
wyb!a* loqB= u^m@v) WNn\ya@
He does not obey the voice of his father. (Deut. 21:18)

u^m@v) yN]n\ya@
I will not hear. (Isa. 1:15)

uD~ byv!m@ ;n+ya@-<a!
If you do not restore her, know . . .(Gen. 20:7)

./b#T# <k#l* /t@n{ yN!n\ya@
I will not give you straw. (Exod. 5:10)

The particle /ya@ expresses the negative of the present tense of hy`h* or its equivalent vy}
(there is).
roBB^ [s@@oy-/ya@
Joseph was not in the pit. (Gen. 37:29)

<y]m^ /ya@w+ <j#l# /ya@ yK!
For there is no food and no water. (Num. 21:5)

77

Exod. 20:20; Num. 21:35; Deut. 3:3; Josh. 8:22; 10:33; 11:8; 2 Sam. 14:14; 2 Kgs. 10:11; Isa. 10:4; 44:10;
Jer. 23:14; 27:18; Ezek. 13:3.
78

GKC § 152 1.
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<k#Br
= +q!B= hw`hy+ /ya@
The LORD is not among you. (Num. 14:42)

If /ya@ follows the subject, it often has a pronoun suffix of reference.
.lK*a% WNn\ya@ hn\S=h^w+
And the bush was not consumed (Exod. 3:2)

rouh*-/m! qm)u* WNn\ya@ Wha@r+m^W
And its appearance is not deeper than the skin (Lev 13:34)

5.7 The Syntactic Slot of Verbs
The finite Hebrew verb occupies only one syntactic slot—the verb slot in a clause or sentence; Chapter 12 discusses the place of the verb in a clause. The infinitive absolute occupies the
slot of a cognate adverb, or a noun, and may substitute for a finite verb in special cases. The infinitive construct occupies the slot of a noun. The participle occupies the slot of an adjective, or a slot
in a verb phrase expressing the durative aspect. Chapter 17 discusses the syntactic structure of verb
phrases

5.8 Summary
This chapter discusses the definition, classification, derivation, and attributes of Hebrew
verbs. It also discusses the infinitive, participle, tense, and the Waw consecutive.
Definition
A verb is the name of an action, deed, state of being, or relationship.
Classification
Verbs fall into various classifications depending (1) on the type of action, state or relationship that it names, (2) on the manner in which it governs an object, and (3) on the way the verbal
idea is viewed (finite or nonfinite).
Type
Copulative
Stative

Governance
Intransitive
Transitive

View
Finite
Nonfinite

Active
Derivation
Most verbs are primary words, but some verbs are derived from nouns, adjectives, other
verbs, and even an adverb or preposition.
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Attributes
Hebrew verbs possess the following attributes, the values of which are defined by inflectional morphemes or other syntactic markers: (1) number, (2) gender, (3) person, (4) voice, (5)
aspect, (6) mood, (7) emphasis, and (8) negation. The following table lists the values of these
attributes:
Attribute
Number
Gender

Values
singular, plural
masculine, feminine

Person
Voice
Aspect
Mood

1st, 2nd, 3rd
active, passive, middle, reflexive
perfect, imperfect, durative
indicative, subjunctive, volitive, hortative,
precative, persuasive, optative.
certainty, continuousness, intensity
positive, negative

Emphasis
Negation
Tense

Biblical Hebrew has no verb morphemes to express tense directly. Tense is a characteristic of clauses and is marked by a number of cues provided by literary form (genre), semantic
context, auxiliary verbs, temporal adverbs, temporal prepositions, and by conjunctions.
Waw Consecutive
Waw Consecutive is a conjunction used only to join clauses having their verbs in first position prominence. It expresses consecution of time or logic, and may perpetuate mood and negation from the previous near context. Although it appears to frequently “convert” the aspect of the
verb to which it is attached, this “conversion” is merely a translational illusion created by a common idiom of the Hebrew verb (§ 26.5.3).
Syntactic Slots
Verbs may stand in only one slot—the verb slot in a predicate:
Q = V + No

(Q = Predicate)

Verbs may be modified by an adverb or an infinitive absolute:
V=V+D
V = V + Dv or
V = Dv + V

(D = Adverb)
(Dv = Infinitive absolute)
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A verb may be transformed into an infinitive construst.
V → Vn

(Vn = Infinitive construct)

The verb  governs a participle to express the durative aspect:
V→

 + Va

(Va = Participle)
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CHAPTER 6
The Syntactic Attributes of Nonfinite Verbals
This chapter presents the characteristics of the nonfinite verbals of Hebrew associated with
their syntactic relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are
not considered except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to that presented in other works on Hebrew syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to
“transformational” concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational,
not an exhaustive treatment of all the particulars of Hebrew verbs.
Hebrew has two infinitives and a participle. The infinitive absolute and infinitive construct:
The infinitive absolute functions most frequently as a cognate adverb, and less frequently as a
verbal noun or as a substitute for the finite verb. The infinitive construct is a non-inflected verbal
that functions much like the English infinitive and gerund, except that it is not used in verb phrases
as is the English infinitive. The participle is a verbal adjective that inflects like a noun or adjective.
It occupies the adjective slot, and also serves as an element of verb phrases that express the durative
aspect. Table 6.1 lists the frequency distribution of the Hebrew non-finite verbals.
Table 6.1
Distribution of Non-Finite Verbals
Inf. Absolute

868

Inf. Construct

6,564

Participle

9,331

Total

16,763
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6.1 The Infinitive Absolute
1

The infinitive absolute is a non-inflected verbal that expresses the abstract idea of the
verbal action. The infinitive absolute accepts no morphemes such as a pronoun suffix, definite
article, and so forth; on rare occasions it is negated by a prepositive aO.2 Of course it may always
receive Waw Conjunctive. The infinitive absolute functions most frequently as a cognate adverb,
and less frequently as a verbal noun or as a substitute for the finite verb. 3 Table 6.2 lists the frequency distribution of the roles of the infinitive absolute in the Hebrew Bible.
Table 6.2
Distribution of the Infinitive Absolute
Syntactic Role

Frequency

Before cognate finite verb

408

Before neg. cognate finite verb

29

After cognate finite verb

32

Before cognate participle

34

After cognate participle.

55

Idioms of Recurrence

49

Alternate Uses

293

Of the 868 instances of the infinitive absolute, 577 function as cognate adverb modifiers of finite
verbs or participles, and 98 occur in idioms of recurrent action. 6 The remaining 293 instances
involve its function as a verbal noun or substitute for a finite verb.
6.1.1 As a Cognate Adverb
The infinitive absolute functions most frequently as a cognate adverb. As such it is immediately associated with a finite verb of the same root and stem, and is used to emphasize the verbal

1

GKC §45, 113. An infinitive absolute occurs 868 times.

2

Gen. 3:4; Num. 22:37; Psa. 49:8; Isa. 58:7; Jer. 3:1; Jer. 38:15; Amos 9:8.

3

GKC (§ 113 h) lists a few cases where the infinitive absolute may be used adverbially. Most of these may
be explained better as verbal nouns or as substitutes for verbs, but see  in Josh. 3:17 and 4:3. A few idioms use
the infinitive absolute (GKC §113 k).
4

Judg. 11:25; 20:39; Eccl. 6:11.

5

Josh. 6:13; 2 Sam. 16:5; Isa. 22:17; Jer. 23:17; 41:6.

6

Two infinitives in each idiom (§ 24.7.4).
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idea in some way. In this role, the infinitive absolute is a part of the verb phrase expressing the
value of the emphasis attribute (see § 5.6.7; 17.1).7

יּומת׃
ָּֽ ָ ִ֣ל ֹא יִ ָפ ֶ ָ֑דה ֶ֖מֹות
He shall not be redeemed; he shall surely be put to death (Lev. 27:29)
[infinitive absolute precedes the finite verb]

ֹלהיו
ֵָּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְָׁא ַ֜מ ְׁר ִתי ֵא ַלִ֣י׀ יֵ ֵצִ֣א יָ ָ֗צֹוא וְׁ ָע ַמ ֹ֙ד וְׁ ָק ָר ֹ֙א ְׁב ֵשם־י
I said to myself, “He will surely come out to me,
and stand and call on the name of the LORD his God.” (2 Kgs. 5:11)
[infinitive absolute follows the finite verb]

ֹאכ ֻלָּֽהּו׃
ְׁ וְׁ ָא ֶ֖כֹל ֵ֥ל ֹא ת
but you shall by no means eat it. (Lev. 7:24)
[infinitive absolute precedes a negated finite verb]

הוה ָשלֶ֖ ֹום יִ ְָּֽׁה ֶיִ֣ה ָל ֶכָ֑ם
ֵּ֔ ָ ְׁמֹור ִ ָּֽל ְׁמנַ ֲא ֵַּ֔צי ִד ֶבִ֣ר י
ֹ֙ א ְֹׁמ ִ ָּ֤רים ָא
They are continually saying to those who despise Me,
‘The LORD has said, "You shall have peace.’” (Jer. 23:17)
[infinitive absolute follows the participle]

הּוא ְׁל ָפ ֵֵּ֔נינּו ַכ ִמ ְׁל ָח ָ ֶ֖מה ָה ִראש ָֹנָּֽה׃
ֹ֙ ִ ִ֣כי ָא ְׁמ ֵּ֔רּו ַאְך נִ ֹּ֙גֹוף נִ ָּגֵֶּֽ֥ף
For they said, "They are surely defeated before us, as in the first battle." (Judg. 20:39)
[infinitive absolute precedes the participle]

Evidently the authors regarded a few similar roots as virtual cognates; so  שובand ישב
(2 Sam. 15:8; Jer. 42:10);  אסףand ( סוףJer. 8:13; Zep. 1:2).
6.1.2 As a Verbal Noun
The infinitive absolute may function as a verbal noun. As a verbal it may govern an object;
and as a substantive it may function as the subject of a verb, as its object, as the genitive of another
noun, or as an adverbial accusative. On rare occasions, it may be the immediate object of a preposition.
Examples with objects:
toBr+h^ vb^D+ lk)a*
eating much honey. (Prov. 25:27)

<yh!OaB@ ol loav*
inquiring of God for him. (1 Sam. 22:13)

Example as a subject:

7

Before the finite verb, it takes a conjunctive accent 380 times of the 408 instances. Following the finite
verb, the verb always has a conjunctive accent, and after a cognate participle, nearly always.
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bof-aO toBr+h^ vb^D+ lk)a*
Eating much honey is not good. (Prov. 25:27)8

Example as a predicate:
.<l*ou-du^ jf^b#w` fq}vh
= ^ hq*d`X=h^ td~bu
) &w~
And the effect of righteousness will be
quietness and assurance forever. (Isa. 32:17)

Example as an object:
.boFB^ rojb*W ur`B* soam* oTu=d~l=
That He may know to refuse the evil
and choose the good. (Isa. 7:15)

Example as a genitive:
.ru@B* j~Wrb=W
by the spirit of burning (Isa. 4:4)

Example as an adverbial accusative:9

הוה ֶב ָ ָּֽח ָר ָ ָ֛בה ְׁב ֵ֥תֹוְך ַהיַ ְׁר ֵ ֶ֖דן ָה ֵכָ֑ן
֜ ָ ְׁוַ יַ ַע ְׁמ ִ֣דּו ַהכ ֲֹה ִֶּ֡נים ֶֹ֠נ ְׁש ֵאי ָה ָא ֹ֙רֹון ְׁב ִרית־י
Then the priests who bore the ark of the covenant of the LORD stood firm
on dry ground in the midst of the Jordan. (Josh. 3:17)

אף ָפ ָ ַּ֕רצּו וְׁ ָד ִ ֵ֥מים ְׁב ָד ִ ֶ֖מים נָ ָ ָּֽגעּו׃
ֹ ָ֑ ָָאֹלִ֣ ה וְׁ ַכ ֵֵּ֔חש וְׁ ָר ֵ֥צֹ ַח וְׁ גָ ֶֹ֖נב וְׁ נ
By swearing and lying, Killing and stealing and committing adultery,
They break all restraint, With bloodshed upon bloodshed. (Hos. 4:2)

Example as the object of a preposition:10


till you have destroyed them (2 Kgs. 13:17)

6.1.3 As Substitute for a Finite Verb
The infinitive absolute occasionally functions as a substitute for a finite verb. This usually
occurs where the context has defined the required conjugation by a previous verb, or where the
semantic sense of the context anticipates the required conjugation.
After one or more preceding finite verbs, the infinitive absolute perpetuates the values of
the established verbal attributes (see § 19.1.3.4).

8

The red box encloses the associated phrase when it is more than one word.

9

See also Exod. 30:36; Isa. 7:11.

10

12:10.

See also 2 Kgs. 13:19; 2 Chr. 11:12; 16:8; Neh. 5:18; Job 34:35; Isa. 30:15; Jer. 42:2; Hag. 1:9; Zech.
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Example after a perfect:
. . .;yb!a* tyB@-la# yt!yl@gn+ ] hOg+n]h&
la@r`cy= ] yf@bv
= !-lK*m! ota) rj)bW*
Did I not clearly reveal Myself to the house of your father . . .
Did I not choose him out of all the tribes of Israel (1 Sam. 2:27-28)

This example illustrates the infinitive absolute (rj)B)* perpetuating the first person singular
perfect aspect. Note also that the Waw Conjunctive perpetuates the rhetorical interrogative.
Example after a perfect consecutive:
Wrq`D-` rv#a& ta@ yl^a@ WfyB!hw! +
dyj!Yh
` ^-lu^ dP@sm
= !K= wyl*u* Wdp=s*w+
.rokB=h^-lu^ rm@h*K= wyl*u* rm@hw* +
Then they will look on Me whom they have pierced;
they will mourn for Him as one mourns for his only son,
and grieve for Him as one grieves for a firstborn (Zech. 12:10)

In this example, the infinitive absolute (rm@h)* perpetuates the third person plural, and also
the future consecutive action of the preceding verbs.
Example after an imperfect:

יתך
ֵֶּ֔ י־ת ְׁמ ְׁכ ָּ֤רּו ִמ ְׁמ ָכ ֹ֙ר ַל ֲע ִמ
ִ וְׁ ִ ָּֽכ
ת־א ִ ָּֽחיו׃
ָ יתך ַאל־תֹונֶ֖ ּו ִ ֵ֥איש ֶא
ָ֑ ֶ ֵ֥אֹו ָק ֶֹ֖נה ִמיַ ִ֣ד ֲע ִמ
If you sell anything to your neighbor
or buy from your neighbor’s hand,
you shall not oppress one another. (Lev. 25:14)

In this example, the infinitive absolute ( ) ָק ֶֹ֖נהperpetuates the second person plural subjunctive from the preceding verb WrK=mT
= !.
Example after an imperfect consecutive:
. . . hn\v=M!h^ tb#K#rm
+ !B= ota) bK@r+Y~w~
.<y!rx
` m
= ! Jr\a#-lK* lu^ ota) /otn`w+
And he had him ride in the second chariot . . .
So he set him over all the land of Egypt. (Gen. 41:43)

In this example, the infinitive absolute (/otn`) perpetuates the third person singular consecutive
action in past time from the preceding verb bK@r+Y~w~.
Example after an imperative:
. . . <k#yj@bz= ] rq#Bl
) ^ Wayb!h*w+
hd`oT Jm@jm
* @ rF@q^w+
Bring you sacrifice every morning . . .
Offer a sacrifice of thanksgiving with leaven (Amos 4:4, 5)
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Example after a jussive:
oµtWkl=m^ tonyd]m=-lk*B= <yd]yq!P= El#M#h^ dq@p=y~
. . . ha#rm
+ ^ tb^of hl*Wtb=-hr`un& ~-lK*-ta# WxB=q=y]w+
./h#yq@Wrm=T^ /otn`w+
Let the king appoint officers
in all the provinces of his kingdom,
that they may gather all the beautiful young virgins . . .
And let beauty preparations be given them. (Est. 2:3)

Example after a participle:
El#M#h-^ <v@B= bT*k=n]-rv#a& bt*K=
El#M#h^ tu^B^f^B= <oTj=n~w+
A letter which is written in the king’s name
and sealed with the kings signet ring (Est. 8:8)

At times the infinitive absolute functions as a substitute for a finite verb where no preceding
verb defines the expected conjugation.11 In such cases, the conjugation is anticipated by the semantics of the context or by the literary form. Under these circumstances, it is found to substitute
for an imperative (Exod. 20:8; Deut. 5:12), for a jussive (Lev. 6:7; Num. 6:5), for a cohortative
(Ezek. 21:31; 23:30), for an imperfect (2 Kgs. 4:43; 19:29), and for a perfect (Isa. 21:5; Jer. 8:15)

אף וְׁ ִה ָש ֵ ֵ֥ב ַע ַל ֶ ֶ֖ש ֶקר וְׁ ַק ֵ ִ֣טר ַל ָ ָ֑ב ַעל
ֹ ֵּ֔ ֲָהגָ ָֹּ֤נב׀ ָר ֹ֙צ ַֹ ֹ֙ח ְׁ ָּֽונ
ֹלהים ֲא ֵח ִ ֶ֖רים ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָּֽל ֹא־יְׁ ַד ְׁע ֶ ָּֽתם׃
ֵ֥ ִ וְׁ ָה ָֹ֗לְך ַא ֲח ֵ ָ֛רי ֱא
Will you steal, murder, commit adultery, swear falsely, burn incense to Baal,
and walk after other gods whom you do not know (Jer. 7:9)

6.1.4 As Idioms of Recurrent Action
Infinitives absolute may be joined with Waw conjunctive to form idiomatic expressions,
usually implying recurring action. This construction was popular with Jeremiah, occurring there
19 of the 49 total instances.

11

GKC §113 aa-ff.
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Two particular infinitives are the most prominent: ( ָהלִ֣ ֹוְךoccurring 13 times with various
others)12 and ( ַה ְׁש ֵכִ֣םoccurring 13 times with various others).13 There are about 16 other combinations.14

וַ יִ ַ ִ֣סע ַא ְׁב ָ ֵּ֔רם ָהלֵ֥ ֹוְך וְׁ נָ ֶ֖ס ַֹוע ַה ֶ ָּֽנֶּֽגְׁ ָבה׃
So Abram journeyed, going on still toward the South. (Gen. 12:9)

וַ יִ ַּגֵ֥ש ַה ְׁפ ִל ְׁש ִ ֶ֖תי ַה ְׁש ֵכִ֣ם וְׁ ַה ֲע ֵ ָ֑רב וַ יִ ְׁתיַ ֵצֶ֖ב ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ֵ֥עים יָּֽ ֹום׃
And the Philistine drew near and presented himself forty days, every morning and evening. (1 Sam. 17:16)

יתֹו ָה ֵ ֶ֖חל וְׁ ַכ ֵ ָּֽלה׃
ָ֑ ל־ב
ֵ ל־א ֶ ֵ֥שר ִד ַ ֶ֖ב ְׁר ִתי ֶא
ֲ ל־ע ֵּ֔ ִלי ֵ ָ֛את ָכ
ֵ הּוא ָא ִ ִָ֣קים ֶא
ֹ֙ ַביָּ֤ ֹום ַה
In that day I will perform against Eli all that I have spoken concerning his house,
from beginning to end. (1 Sam. 3:12)

ַה ַחיֶ֖ ֹות ָר ִ֣צֹוא וָ ָ֑שֹוב ְׁכ ַמ ְׁר ֵ ֶ֖אה ַה ָב ָזָּֽק׃
And the living creatures ran back and forth, in appearance like a flash of lightning. (Ezek. 1:14)

6.1.5 Negation
Of the 868 instances of the infinitive absolute, it is negated only 8 times,15 always with the
prepositive aO.

ֲהלֹ֙ ֹוא ָפ ָּ֤ר ֹס ָ ָּֽל ָר ֵע ֹ֙ב ַל ְׁח ֵֶּ֔מך
Is it not to share your bread with the hungry (Isa. 58:7)

6.2 The Infinitive Construct
16

The infinitive construct occurs 6,564 times in the Hebrew Bible, of which 1,483 have
pronoun suffixes. It is a non-inflected verbal that functions much like the English infinitive and
gerund, except that it is not used in verb phrases as is the English infinitive. The infinitive construct
is like a verbal noun in that it expresses the abstract idea of a verb, and may serve in many of the
syntactic roles of a verbal noun.
As a verbal, the infinitive construct may have a named subject and object, and even an
indirect object. In fact, it may have any related words or phrases that the corresponding finite verb

12

Gen. 8:3, 5; 12:9; Josh. 6:9, 13; Judg. 14:9; 1 Sam. 6:12; 2 Sam. 3:16; 5:10; 2 Kgs. 2:11; 1 Chr. 11:9; Isa.
3:16; Jer. 50:4.
13

1 Sam. 17:16; 2 Chr. 36:15; Jer. 7:13, 25; 11:7; 25:3, 4; 26:5; 29:19; 32:33; 35:14, 15; 44:4.

14
Gen. 8:7; 1 Sam. 3:12; 2 Sam. 15:30; 1 Kgs. 20:37; 2 Kgs. 4:43; Isa. 3:16; 19:22; 22:13; 59:13 2x; Jer. 7:9;
9:23; 12:17; 22:19; Ezek. 1:14; Joel 2:26.
15

Gen. 3:4; Num. 22:37; Psa. 49:8; Isa. 58:7; Jer. 3:1; 38:15; Amos 9:8.

16

GKC §114, 115; Muraoka § 124.
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may have in a clause.17 The infinitive construct expresses no concept of tense, aspect, or mood;
nor does it express number, gender, or person. All of these must be inferred from the context.
Because infinitives have no voice attribute, the Pual and Hophal stems do not occur;18 instead, the
Piel and Hiphil stems are used.
As a substantive, the infinitive construct, together with any related words, may serve as the
subject or object of a verb, or as the genitive of a construct noun. Unlike the infinitive absolute,
the infinitive construct may govern a genitive pronoun suffix and may be the object of a preposition. The pronoun suffix may be either the subject or object of the infinitive. In addition, the prepositional infinitive phrase מר
ֹ ָּֽ  ֵלאserves as a speech introducing conjunction (see § 9.3).
6.2.1 With a Named Subject
When the subject of the infinitive construct is named, it usually appears immediately after
the infinitive in either the nominative or genitive.19
Examples of the subjective genitive:
.<r`ba
= ^l= lau@@m*vy= ]-ta# rg`h-* td\lB
# =
When Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram. (Gen. 16:16)

<l*u)l= la@r`cy= -] ta# hw`hy+ tb^h&aB
^ =
Because the LORD has loved Israel forever. (1 Kgs. 10:9)

Examples of subjective suffix:
yl!oq ym!yr]hK
& ^
As I lifted my voice (Gen. 39:18)

tv@-ta# odyl!oh yr}j&a^
After he begot Seth (Gen. 5:4)

Examples of the nominative:
.oBl!-la# El#M#h^ <Wcl*
that the king should take it to heart (2 Sam. 19:20)

17

This is true because the uses of the infinitive construct may be accounted for almost entirely as the consequence of transformations on clauses with finite verbs. This is discussed in § 19.2.8.
18

See rare exceptions

43; 2 Chr. 36:21);
19

נֹותֹו
ָּֽ ֻע

(Psa. 132:1);

( ֻה ֶל ִֶ֣דתGen. 40:20; Ezek. 16:4, 5); ( ֳּה ַש ֵָּ֔מהLev. 26:34, 35,

הּוסד
ִ֣ ַ (2 Chr. 3:3).

The subject is regarded as genitive when it immediately follows an infinitive which is clearly a construct
form, or when the subject is a pronoun suffix of the infinitive.
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byb!S*m! ;yb#y+a)-lK*m! ;l= ;yh\Oa$ hw`hy+ j^yn]hB
* =
When the LORD your God has given you rest
from all your enemies all around. (Deut. 25:19)

Occasionally the object is placed immediately after the infinitive construct,20 in which case
the subject is nominative by necessity.
hv#m) yt!oa j~Ov= <oyB=
On the day that Moses sent me (Josh. 14:11)

ba*oy El#M#h^ db#u-# ta# j^Ov=l!
When Joab sent the king’s servant (2 Sam. 18:29)

6.2.2 With a Named Object
The infinitive construct receives a named object in the accusative. Occasionally an object
pronoun may be suffixed to the infinitive. Examples of named objects are given above (see 1 Kgs.
10:9; Gen. 5:4; 39:18; 2 Sam. 18:29); also see above for an example of the accusative object pronoun (Josh. 4:11).
Examples of an objective suffix:
ty!B*h-^ la# Wha@@x!ohl=
that he should take him home (Jer. 39:14)

.yM!u^-ta#w+ yn]t@ym!hl
& ^
to kill me and my people (1 Sam. 5:10)

6.2.3 The Infinitive as Subject
The infinitive construct together with its associated constituents, functioning as substantive, may be the subject of a clause.
yv!ya!-ta# ET@jq
= ^ fu^mh
= ^
Is it a small matter that you have taken away my husband? (Gen. 30:15)

.El#M#h^ dy~B= oryG]sh
= ^ Wnl*w+
Our part shall be to deliver him into the king’s hand. (1 Sam. 23:20)

bof jb^Z\m! u^m)v= hN}h!
<yl!ya@ bl#j@m@ byv!qh
= ^ l=
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
And to heed than the fat of rams. (1 Sam. 15:22)

20

This is particularly true when the object is an independent accusative pronoun, or a prepositional pronoun.
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6.2.4 The Infinitive as Object
The infinitive construct together with its associated constituents, functioning as a substantive, may be the object of a verb.
<yh!Oa$ yl! hc*u* qj)x=
God has made me laugh. (Gen. 21:6)

.ac)n+ yt!ya@@ln= ]
I am weary of bearing them. (Isa. 1:14)

.yl*a@ ;z+G\r~th
= ! ta@@w+ yT!u=d`y` ;a&obW ;t=ax@
I know your going out and your coming in,
and your rage against me. (Isa. 37:28)

6.2.5 As Genitive of a Noun
The infinitive construct together with its associated constituents, as a substantive, may
function as the genitive of a noun.
<yn]b*a& Eyl!vh
= l
^ = tu@
<yn]b*a& sonK= tu@@w+
A time to cast away stones,
and a time to gather stones. (Eccl. 3:5)

qojc=l! tu@w+ toKb=l! tu@
.doqr+ tu@w+ dops= tu@
A time to weep, and a time to laugh
a time to mourn, and a time to dance. (Eccl. 3:4)21

<yf!pV
= )h^ fp)v= ym@yB! yh!yw+ ~
Now it came to pass in the days when the judges ruled . . . (Ruth 1:1)

.<yh!Oal@ todh)w+ hL*h!T-= ryv!
a song of praise and thanksgiving to God. (Neh. 12:46)

In this last example the infinitive construct todh) is the second member of a compound
genitive of the nomen regens ryv!, in parallel with a noun.
6.2.6 As Object of a Preposition
The infinitive construct, with its related words, may function as the object of a preposition.
Like the English infinitive, the Hebrew infinitive construct with a preposition forms various adverbial subordinate clauses expressing time, purpose, cause, comparison, and so forth. These are
best translated into English with a subordinating conjunction and a clause with a finite verb.

Note that in the first line the genitive is expressed by l= whereas in the second it is expressed by the construct
forms. The same is true in the next example. This demonstrates the near equivalence of the two syntactic constructions.
21
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6.2.6.1 Expressing time. The prepositions B= and K= with the infinitive construct express the
temporal idea “when.” The preposition du^ with the infinitive construct expresses the idea “until,”
and the preposition yr}j&a^ expresses “after.”

hd\C*B^ <t*oyh=B!
When they were in the field. (Gen. 4:8)

<r`a& /D~P^m! oab)B=
When he came from Padan Aram. (Gen. 33:18)

hx*Wjh^ <t*a) <a*yx!ohk=

When they had brought them outside. (Gen. 19:17)

oµtj)a& yd}y+-lu^ <yd]m!X=h^-ta#w+ <z\N\h-^ ta# ta)r+K!
otj)a& hq*br
= ] yr}bD
= ]-ta# oum=v*k=W
When he saw the nosering and the bracelets on his sister’s hands,
and when he heard the words of his sister Rebekah. (Gen. 24:30)

tv@-ta# odyl!oh yr}j&a^
After he begot Seth. (Gen. 5:4)

;yl#a@ ya!B)-du^
Until I come to you. (Judg. 6:18)

6.2.6.2 Expressing purpose. The prepositions l= and /u^ml
^ = with the infinitive construct express the purpose idea “that” or “in order that.”
dy`B= <T*T! /u^m^l
@ =
That He might give them into the hand of their enemies. (2 Chr. 25:20)

.hw`hy+ toqd+x! tu^D~ /u^ml
^ =
That you may know the righteousness of the LORD. (Mic. 6:5)

;yr\g|m= Jr\a#-ta# ;T=v=r]l=
That you may inherit the land in which you are a stranger. (Gen. 28:4)

אתם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ת־ע ְׁרַוֵ֥ת ָה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ָב
ֶ ִל ְׁר ָ֛אֹות ֶא
To see the nakedness of the land you have come. (Gen. 42:9)

6.2.6.3 Expressing cause. The prepositions /u^y~ and lu^ with the infinitive construct express
the idea “because.”
ur~h* tocu&l^ ;r+K#mt
^ =h! /u^y~
Because you have sold yourself to do evil. (1 Kgs. 21:20)22

22

Note that the pronoun suffix of the infinitive construct is the subject. The reflexive voice is expressed by
the hithpael stem.
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lD`-lu^ <k#sv
= ^oB /u^y~
Because you tread down the poor. (Amos 5:11)

hw`hy+-ta# <t*S)n~ lu^
Because they tempted the LORD. (Exod. 17:7)

.yt!af*j* aO Er}m=a*-lu^
Because you say, “I have not sinned.” (Jer. 2:35)

6.2.6.4 Expressing comparison. The preposition K= with the infinitive construct sometimes
expresses comparison.
yd]Gh
+ ^ uS^vK
^ =
As one would have torn apart a young goat. (Judg. 14:6)

ָּֽי־עוְׁ ָלֶ֖ה נָ ָ ָ֑פ ְׁל ָת
ַ ִכנְׁ ָ֛פֹול ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י ְׁב ֵנ
As a man falls before wicked men, so you fell. (2 Sam. 3:34)

6.2.7 As Complement of a Verb
The infinitive construct, with its related words, may complement verbs of purpose, desire,
command and so forth. The infinitive is the first word of the complementary clause or phrase, and
it usually is related to the verb by means of the preposition l=. Like the English infinitive in this
construction, the Hebrew infinitive expresses a variety of meanings.23
lyK!ch
= l
^ = Ju@h* dm*j=n\
The tree was desirable to make one wise. (Gen. 3:6)

hV*a!h* hb\at)-aO yl^Wa
taZ\h^ Jr\a*h*-la# yr~j&a^ tk#ll
# *
Perhaps the woman will not be willing
to follow me to this land. (Gen. 24:5)

wyb!a*-ta# fnÄj&l^ <ya!p=r)h*-ta# wyd`b*u-& ta# [s@oy wx^yw+ ~
And Joseph commanded the physicians to embalm his father. (Gen. 50:2)

hk*al*Mh
= ^-lk*l= ayb!h*l= <t*a) <B*l! bd~n`
Their hearts made them willing
to bring material for all kinds of work. (Exod. 35:29)

la@@r`cy= ]-ta# yM!u-^ ta# tour+l! yt!yW]x! rv#a&
Whom I commanded to shepherd My people Israel. (2 Sam. 7:7)

<l^v*WryB! tonb=l! qv^j* rv#a&
Whatever he desired to build in Jerusalem. (1 Kgs. 9:19)

23

GKC §114 f-p.
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6.2.8 Negation
Of the 6,564 instances of an infinitive construct, it is negated 79 times by the prepositive
yT!lB
= ! usually with l=, but once with  ; ִמןonce it is negated by ( ַבלPsa. 32:9), by  ִמ ְׁב ִליonce (Deut.
9:28), by אין
ָּ֤ ֵ twice (Psa. 32:9; 40:6), and by  לֹאonce (Num. 35:23).
Examples of yT!lb
= !l=:
ryu!h-* ta# yK!ph
= * yT!lb
= !l=
That I will not overthrow the city. (Gen. 19:21)

.wyj!a*l= ur^z\-/t*n+ yT!lb
= !l=
Lest he should give an heir to his brother. (Gen. 38:9)

wyt*ox=m! rm)v= yT!lb
= !l=
By not keeping His commandments. (Deut. 8:11)

Example of yT!lB
= !m!:
hZ\h^ <u*h-* ta# ayb!h*l= hwß`hy+ tl#k)y+ yT!l=B!m!
Because the LORD was not able to bring this people. (Num. 14:16)

6.2.9 Verbal Noun Equivalent
A verbal noun functions very much like an infinitive construct, except that it is a noun. It
may have a named subject, a named object, and serve the same role as the infinitive.
<ym!Yh
` ^ topq%tl
= ! yh!yw+ ~
And it came to pass in the process of time (1 Sam. 1:20)24

.tb^l= wO yk^Dr+m* Hj*q*l= HM*a!w+ h*yb!a* tomb=W
When her father and mother died,
Mordecai took her as his own daughter (Est. 2:7)25

6.2.10 Speech Introducing Conjunction
The prepositional infinitive phrase מר
ֹ ָּֽ  ֵלאoccurs 939 times in the Hebrew Bible serving
nearly always as one of the speech introducing conjunctions, and nearly always with a remote

24

The word topq%t= is the plural construct form of the noun hp*q%t,= BDB, 880.

The word tom is the construct form of the noun tw\m^, BDB, 560. However, the form is the same as that of
the infinitive construct of the verb מּות.
25
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disjunctive accent.26 It occurs as the first word of a verse 9 times,27 and the last word of a verse
302 times, but never last in the poetical books.

ם־הוא ָב ִנֶ֖ים ְׁלנָ ֵ֥חֹור ָא ִ ָּֽחיך׃
ָ֛ ִ ַמר ֶ֠ ִהנֵ ה יָ ְׁל ָ ֹ֙דה ִמ ְׁל ָ ֵ֥כה ג
ֹ ָ֑ וַ יֻ ַּגֵ֥ד ְׁל ַא ְׁב ָר ָ ֶ֖הם ֵלא
And it was told Abraham, saying, "Indeed Milcah also has borne children to your brother Nahor: (Gen. 22:20)

א ֶכל
ֹ ֵּ֔ ים
ֹ֙ ת־א ְׁמ ְׁת ָּ֤חֹת ָ ָּֽה ֲאנָ ִש
ַ ל־ביתֹו ֵלאמֹר ַמ ַּ֞ ֵלא ֶא
ֵ שר ַע
ִ֣ ֶ ת־א
ֲ וַ יְׁ ַַּ֞צו ֶא
ף־איש ְׁב ִ ֵ֥פי ַא ְׁמ ַת ְׁח ָּֽתֹו׃
ֶ֖ ִ יּוכלֶ֖ ּון ְׁש ֵ ָ֑את וְׁ ִ ֵ֥שים ֶ ָּֽכ ֶס
ְׁ ַכ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר
And he commanded the steward of his house, saying,
“Fill the men's sacks with food, as much as they can carry,
and put each man's money in the mouth of his sack.” (Gen. 44:1)

ּוס ָק ֻ ָּֽלנִ י׃
ְׁ מר ָ ֵ֥מה ֶא ֱע ֶ ֶ֖שה ָל ָעִ֣ם ַה ֶזָ֑ה ֵ֥עֹוד ְׁמ ַ ֶ֖עט
ֹ ֵּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֵלא
ָ ְׁוַ יִ ְׁצ ַ ָּ֤עק מ ֶֹש ֹ֙ה ֶאל־י
So Moses cried out to the LORD, saying, "What shall I do with this people?
They are almost ready to stone me!" (Exod. 17:4)

מר ַה ַ ֵ֥אף ֻא ְׁמ ָנָ֛ם ֵא ֵלֶ֖ד וַ ֲא ִ ֵ֥ני זָ ַ ָָּֽקנְׁ ִתי׃
ֹ ָ֗ ל־א ְׁב ָר ָ ָ֑הם ָל ִָ֣מה זֶ ה ָצ ֲח ָ ֹ֙קה ָש ָ ֜רה ֵלא
ַ הוֶ֖ה ֶא
ָ ְׁאמר י
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
And the LORD said to Abraham, "Why did Sarah laugh, saying,
`Shall I surely bear a child, since I am old?' (Gen.18:13)

The phrase may function as a normal prepositional phrase not introducing direct speech.

מר ִא ְׁש ִֵּ֔תי
ֹ ִ֣ אמר ֲא ִ֣חֹ ִתי ִ ָ֑הוא ִ ָּ֤כי יָ ֵר ֹ֙א ֵלא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֶ֖י
And he said, "She is my sister"; for he was afraid to say, "She is my wife," (Gen. 26:7)28

6.3 The Participle
The participle occurs 9,331 times, having the absolute form 7,252 times and the construct
form 2,079 times, 940 of which have pronoun suffixes. It is a nominal form of the verb that functions in several syntactic roles in Hebrew. Functioning absolutely, it serves the role of a verbal
noun—“one doing V”; functioning verbally, it serves as part of a verb phrase expressing the durative aspect; functioning as an adjective, it is the verbal of a clause dependent on a substantive that
is the subject of the participle.

26

A disjunctive accent occurs 871 times, a near disjunctive 49 times, and a conjunctive 19 times. A near
disjunctive accent occurs when the the quotation is one word long (Gen. 41:16), or two words long (Gen. 18:15; 26:20;
37:15; etc.). A conjunctive accent occurs when the quotation is only one word long (Exod. 13:14; Ezek. 13:10), or
when a prepositional phrase intervenes indicating the person(s) to whom the speech is directed (Gen. 23:5, 14; Lev.
11:1; Isa. 51:16), or sometimes when the speech is lengthy in the same verse (Deut. 12:30; 1 Kgs. 21:2; 2 Kgs. 18:14;
2 Chr. 35:21; Neh. 8:11; Job 24:15; Psa. 71:11; Isa. 44:28; 49:9).
27
28

1 Chr. 16:18; Psa. 71:11; 105:11; Isa. 49:9; Jer. 25:5; 42:14; Amos 8:5; Zech. 7:3.

Note that the speech act in the first clause lacks the speech introducing conjunction, whereas the phrase
occurs in the second clause normally, not as a speech introducing conjunction; note also the conjunctive accent. See
also 1 Chr. 21:18; 2 Chr. 32:17; Est. 6:4.
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The active participle views its subject as engaged in continued and uninterrupted exercise
of an activity.29 The passive participle, when used as an adjective, views its subject as in a state
that resulted from being the recipient of external action; when used as a verb, it views its subject
as being the recipient of continued and uninterrupted action. The stative participle is the equivalent
of a pure adjective. The participle expresses no concept of tense, mood, or person; the value of
these attributes must be inferred from the context.
6.3.1 The Participle As a Substantive
Functioning absolutely, without a named subject or object, the participle serves the role of
a verbal noun. It views the verbal idea from the point of view of the subject—the doer of the deed.
Consequently, many participles have become permanently identified as nouns: hu#r)—shepherd;
/h@K—
) priest; dWly`—child; rj@s—
) trader.
However, every verb has a participle that may be used in this fashion. When a participle is
used as a substantive, it follows the rules of morphology and syntax for a noun, including determination, range, case and negation. The substantival participle may take the definite article;30 inflect in the construct;31 serve as a nominative, genitive or accusative; and is negated by aO (instead
of /ya@).
Examples:

י־ה ֶבלֹ֙ ִ֣ר ֹ ֵעה ֵּ֔צ ֹאן וְׁ ַ ַּ֕קיִ ן ָה ָיֶ֖ה ע ֵ ֵֹ֥בד ֲא ָד ָ ָּֽמה׃
ֶֹ֙ ת־ה ֶבל ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִה
ָ֑ ָ ת־א ִ ֶ֖חיו ֶא
ָ ת ֶסף ָל ֵּ֔ ֶל ֶדת ֶא
ֹ ִ֣ ַו
Then she bore again, this time his brother Abel.
Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground. (Gen. 4:2)

ּומ ְׁק ֶנָּֽה׃
ִ א ֶהל
ֹ ֶ֖ וַ ֵ ֵ֥ת ֶלד ָע ָ ֶ֖דה ֶאת־יָ ָ ָ֑בל ִ֣הּוא ָה ֵָּ֔יה ֲא ִַּ֕בי י ֵ ֵֹ֥שב
And Adah bore Jabal. He was the father of those who dwell in tents and have livestock. (Gen. 4:20)

א־היֵ֥ ּו ֲע ָב ֶ ֶ֖דיך ְׁמ ַרּגְׁ ִ ָּֽלים׃
ָ ֹ יש־א ָ ֶ֖חד ָנ ְָׁ֑חנּו ֵכ ִנִ֣ים ֲא ֵַּ֔נ ְׁחנּו ל
ֶ
ֻכ ַּ֕ ָלנּו ְׁב ֵנֵ֥י ִא
We are all one man's sons; we are honest men; your servants are not spies. (Gen. 42:11)

rob-yd}ro+ y
Those who go down to the pit. (Isa. 38:18)

;n\j*lv
= % yl@ka
= )B =
Among those who eat at your table. (1 Kgs. 2:7)

29

GKC §116 a.

30

A participle has a definite article 1,868 times in the Hebrew Bible, including 16 with a pronoun suffix.

31

A participle occurs in the construct form 1,139 times governing a genitive noun phrase.
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.;m#v= yb@h&a)
Those who love Your name. (Psa. 5:12)

hT*a^ <yh!Oa$ ar}y+
You are one who fears God. (Gen. 22:12)

ol-aO hB#rM
+ ^h^
Him who increases what is not his. (Hab. 2:6)

otyb@l= ur` ux^B# u^x@B)
Him who covets evil gain for his house. (Hab. 2:9)

ַמ ְׁש ֵ ִָ֣קה ֵר ֵּ֔ ֵעהּו
Him who gives drink to his neighbor. (Hab. 2:15)

<ym!dB
` = ryu! hn\B)
.hl*w+u^B= hy`rq
+ ! /n}okw+
Him who builds a town with bloodshed,
Who establishes a city by iniquity. (Hab. 2:12)

At times the subject of the participle may be definite but remote in the context, so the
participle has the definite article..
WhK@Mh
^ -^ du^
To Him who strikes him. (Isa. 9:12)

<Yß`m! <l@u&M^h^ hY}a^
Where is He who brought them up out of the sea? (Isa. 63:11)

yk!n}w\u-& lk*l= j^l@Sh
) ^
.yk!ya
+ *l%j&T-^ lk*l= ap@r)h*
yk!yY+ `j^ tj^V^m! la@oGh^
.<ym!jr
& ~w+ ds#j# yk!r}F=u^mh
= ^
Ey}du
+ # boFB^ u~yB!c=M^h^
Who forgives all your iniquities,
Who heals all your diseases,
Who redeems your life from destruction,
Who crowns you with lovingkindness and tender mercies,
Who satisfies your mouth with good things. (Psa. 103:3-5)

6.3.2 Participles as Verbal Adjectives
When used as an attributive adjective, the participle follows the noun32 it modifies, and has
concord with it for number, gender, and determination. It may be translated by the corresponding
English participle, or by a relative pronoun clause.

32

Or noun phrase.
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The noun which the participle modifies is the subject of the verbal idea expressed by the
participle. The participle may have an object, indirect object, and other related words, exactly the
same as the corresponding finite verb may have.33
With objects in the accusative. The participle may govern an accusative object wherever
the corresponding finite verb would do so.
<y]r~x=m! Jr\a#m@ <k#ta
= # ayx!oMh^ <k#yh@Oa$ hw`hy+
The LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt. (Deut. 13:6)

hT*a* uv^r\ Jp@j-* la@ aO yK!
For You are not a God who takes pleasure in wickedness. (Psa. 5:5)

<t@*a) tr)Q)h-^ lK*
All that happened to them. (Gen. 42:29)

With objects governed by a preposition. The participle may govern an object by means of
a preposition wherever the corresponding finite verb would do so.
<u*B* <yd]r)h* toam@ vm@jw& ~ <yV!m!j&
.hk*al*MB
= ^ <yc!u)h*
Five hundred and fifty,
who ruled over the people
who did the work. (1 Kgs. 9:23)
(This example illustrates the condition twice.)

la@yr]a&-lu^ <ya!b=X)h^ <y]oGh^-lK*
All the nations who fight against Ariel. (Isa. 29:7)

With objects in the genitive. At times the participle may take the construct form and govern
an object in the genitive. If the object is a genitive pronoun, it is a suffix.
rb#q# yb@kv
= ) <yl!l*j& omK=
Like the slain who lie in the grave. (Psa. 88:6)

ly]j* yn]r}Za
+ ^m=h^ la@h*
God who arms me with strength. (Psa. 18:33)
(The participle has an accusative and a genitive object pronoun.)

h*ya#B*-lK*
All who go to her. (Prov. 2:19)

oryu!-ru^v^ ya@B* lk)
All who enter at the gate of his city. (Gen. 23:10)

33

This is true because the uses of the attributive adjectival participle may be accounted for almost entirely as
the consequence of transformations on clauses with the participle as the verb. This is discussed in Chapter 14 (§
14.3.4).
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ֹוסי ֶָּ֡בְך
ֵ ָכל־ ֪ח
All who put their trust in You. (Psa. 5:12)

6.3.3 Participles in the Verb Phrase
The participle is used in verb phrases to express the durative aspect. The durative aspect of
the verb is expressed by the verb hy`h* + the participle, where the verb hy`h* inflects in concord with
the subject of the clause for number, gender and person; and it inflects for aspect, mood, mode,
etc., but not for voice. The participle inflects in concord with the subject for number and gender;
it also inflects for voice (active or passive). The verb hy`h* has no present (current) tense form,34 and
so is elided in present durative verb phrases (see § 17.3). In this case the participle functions alone
as a verbal, and thus does not exhibit the linguistic features of a substantive such as determination,
nor does it occupy case positions, that is, it is never governed by a preposition or construct noun,
or by the sign of the accusative  ֶאת.

ת־צ ֹאן יִ ְׁת ֵ֥רֹו ח ְֹׁתנֶ֖ ֹו כ ֵ ִֹ֣הן ִמ ְׁד ָ ָ֑יֶּֽן
ָ֛ ּומ ֶָֹ֗שה ָה ָיֵ֥ה ר ֶֹעָ֛ה ֶא
Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian. (Exod. 3:1)
[past durative]

יהם ַאל־יְׁ ִ ֵ֥הי י ֵ ָֹּֽשב׃
ֶָ֗ ־ט ָיר ָ ֵ֥תם נְׁ ַש ָ ָ֑מה ְׁ֜ב ָא ֳּה ֵל
ָּֽ ִ ְׁת ִהי
Let their dwelling place be desolate; Let no one be living in their tents. (Psa. 69:25)
[future durative]

נּואל וְׁ ֵ֥הּוא צ ֵֹל ֶַ֖ע ַעל־יְׁ ֵר ָּֽכֹו׃
ָ֑ ֵ ת־פ
ְׁ וַ יִ ֶָּּֽֽזְׁ ַ ָּֽרח־לִ֣ ֹו ַה ֵֶּ֔ש ֶמש ַכ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָע ַ ֶ֖בר ֶא
Just as he crossed over Penuel the sun rose on him, and he was limping because of his hip. (Gen. 32:31)
[current tense, durative aspect]

ֹלהיך נ ֵ ֵֹ֥תן ָ ָּֽלְך׃
ֶ֖ ֶ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְׁת־א ֶ ָ֑מך ְׁל ַֹ֙מ ַ ֹ֙ען יַ ֲא ִר ִ֣כּון יָ ֵֶּ֔מיך ַ ַ֚על ָה ֲא ָד ֵָּ֔מה ֲא ֶשר־י
ִ ת־א ִ ֶ֖ביך וְׁ ֶא
ָ ַכ ֵ ֵ֥בד ֶא
Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long
upon the land which the LORD your God is giving you. (Exod. 20:12)
[present durative]

6.3.4 As Adverbial Adjunct
A participle clause may modify another clause adverbially in which case it defines some
accompanying circumstance.
.var) yWpj&w~ lb@a* otyB@-la# [j~d+n] /m*h*w+
But Haman hurried to his house,
mourning and with his head covered. (Est. 6:12)

34

See the lone exception

הֹויה
ָָ֗ (Exod. 9:3).
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6.3.5 Negation
The substantive participle is rarely negated. When negation is required, a finite verb is
usually preferred.35 Thus, instead of a negated attributive participle, a negated relative pronoun
clause is used.
When a participle is used as a verb, the clause (not the participle) is negated with /ya@.36 This is
discussed and illustrated in Chapter 5 on the negative attribute of verbs(§ 5.6.8). A participle is
negated by  ְׁב ִליeleven times.37

קֹולם׃
ָּֽ ָ א ֶמר וְׁ ֵ ִ֣אין ְׁד ָב ִ ָ֑רים ְׁ֜ב ָ֗ ִלי נִ ְׁש ָ ֵ֥מע
ֹ ֶּ֭ ֵ ָּֽאין־
There is no speech nor language
Where their voice is not heard. (Psa. 19:4)

אבדּו׃
ָּֽ ֵ ֹ ִמ ִ֣בֹ ֶקר ָל ֶע ִֶ֣רב יֻ ַכָ֑תּו ִמ ְׁב ִ ֵ֥לי ֵ֜מ ִָ֗שים ָל ֶנ ֵַ֥צח י
They are broken in pieces from morning till evening;
They perish forever, with no one regarding. (Job 4:20)

6.4 Summary
The Hebrew verbal system has three non-finite types: the infinitive absolute, the infinitive
construct, and the participle.
The Infinitive Absolute
The infinitive absolute may function:
As a Cognate Adverb
As a Verbal Noun
As Substitute for a Finite Verb
Negation

Is rarely negated but when so it is negated by לֹ֙ ֹוא.
The Infinitive Construct
The infinitive construct functions as a verbal noun in a noun slot and may be:

35

BDB lists some rare exceptions with aO (p. 519). A substantive participle is negated by aO 36 times.

36

A participle is negated by an immediately preceding  ֵאין192 times (with a conjunctive accent 219 times, a
near disjunctive 21 times, and a remote disjunctive only twice: 2 Chr. 18:7; Isa. 40:23).
37

2 Sam. 1:21; Job 4:20; Psa. 19:4; Jer. 2:15; 9:10, 11; Lam. 1:4; Ezek. 14:15; 34:5; Hos. 7:8; Zep. 3:6.
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With a Named Subject
With a Named Object
As the Subject
As the Object
As Genitive of a Noun
As the Object of a Preposition
As the Complement of a Verb
Negation

Is rarely negated but when so it is usually by negatives other than לֹ֙ ֹוא.
Verbal Noun Equivalent

The Participle
The participle functions as a vebal adjective in an adjective or verb slot and may be:
As a Substantive
Part of a Verb Phrase
As an Adjective
As an Adverbial Modifier
Negation

When a participle is used as an adjective it is never negated, when used as a
verb, the clause (not the participle) is negated with /ya@.
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CHAPTER 7
Hebrew Quantifiers
This chapter presents the characteristics of Hebrew quantifiers associated with their syntactic relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to that presented in
other works on Hebrew syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational” concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive treatment of all the problems of Hebrew quantifiers.

7.1 Quantifiers Defined
Words classified as quantifiers answer the semantic questions “how much?” or “how
many?” Ordinal numbers express order, not quantity, and technically are not quantifiers but adjectives. They are discussed in this chapter only because they usually are handled that way in other
grammars.
Quantifiers usually are classified as adjectives in the lexicons and grammars. But they differ from adjectives in several significant ways. Quantifiers have mixed grammatical forms, and
occupy syntactic slots differing from those of adjectives. Attributive adjectives may only follow
the noun they modify,1 whereas quantifiers generally may either precede or follow. Adjectives
seldom occur in the construct form, and then only in very limited and specific structures, whereas
quantifiers frequently occur in the construct form preceding the noun they modify. The morphological form of adjectives must agree with the true gender of the nouns they modify, whereas some

1

This is true except in very limited and specific structures for construct adjectives (see § 3.3.4).
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quantifiers follow the opposite rule.2 The morphological form of adjectives also must agree with
the noun they modify for the number attribute, whereas quantifiers inflect for number in a rather
limited way,3 and some govern a noun in its singular form.4 Finally, quantifiers exhibit a hierarchical rank within the class that does not exist among adjectives in general.

7.2 Quantifiers Classified
Quantifiers are classified as (1) general quantifiers, a small set of words that specify general
rather than specific quantities, and (2) specific quantifiers, the cardinal numbers. Countable nouns
may be modified by general and specific quantifiers: i.e., some books, four books; whereas noncountable nouns may be modified only by general quantifiers: i.e., some water, but not “four waters.” In order to indicate specific quantities of non-countable nouns, a unit of measure must be
used: i.e., four quarts of water, five gallons of milk. Obviously, nouns that do not have the semantic
attribute of quantity are not modified by quantifiers.

7.3 The Syntactic Attributes of Quantifiers
Quantifiers have four syntactic attributes: (1) number, (2) gender, (3) range, (4) determination, and (5) negation.
7.3.1 Number
By their very nature, quantifiers have the semantic attribute of number.5 Apart from the
cardinal number one, all others, with few exceptions, govern the noun they quantify in its
plural form. Apart from the cardinal numbers  hundred,  thousand, and or ten
thousand,6 quantifiers do not inflect for number, but are used in the singular form. The exceptions
are that plural forms of the numbers 3-9 are used to express the corresponding multiple of 10, and
the plural form of 10, , is used to express 20.

2

For the cardinal numbers 3-10, the feminine form quantifies masculine nouns, and the masculine form
quantifies feminine nouns.
3

The plural form may occur for those numbers that may themselves be quantified:
(thousand), and  (myriad).

 (hundred), 

4
Quantifiers that represent multiples of 10 usually govern a noun in its singular form when the noun immediately follows the quantifier.
5

Of the 6,232 instances of a number, 3,857 have the singular form; 1,492 have the plural form, and 883 have
the dual form.
6

These numbers themselves may be quantified, and take the plural form in that case: two hundred, three
thousand, four ten-thousands (= 40,000).
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7.3.2 Gender
Quantifiers do not naturally have the semantic attribute of gender. That concept is meaningless for numbers. However, quantifiers do inflect for gender, and exhibit gender agreement with
the nouns they quantify. 7The numbers 1, 2, and 11 through 19 inflect for both masculine and
feminine and agree with the gender of the noun they quantify.

־אנָ ִ ָּ֤שים
ֲ — ְׁש ַנֶָּּֽֽיִ םtwo men (Josh. 2:1)
— ְׁש ַ ֵ֧תיִ ם ְׁד ָל ָ֛תֹותtwo doors (Ezek. 41:23)
ֹלשה ָע ָש ֹ֙ר ָפ ִ ֵּ֔רים
ָּ֤ ָ — ְׁשthirteen bulls (Num. 29:14)
— ְׁשלֵ֥ ֹוש ֶע ְׁש ֵ ֶ֖רה ַא ָּֽמֹותthirteen cubits (Ezek. 40:11)
The numbers 3 through 10 inflect for gender, but the feminine form is used to quantify masculine
nouns, and the masculine form is used to quantify feminine nouns.

ֹלשה ֲאנָ ִֵּ֔שים
ִ֣ ָ — ְׁשthree men (Gen. 18:2)
— ָשֹלֵ֥ ש ַא ֶ֖מֹותthree cubits (Exod. 27:1)
The word

, thousand, and the multiples of 10 have masculine forms, but have a common

gender attribute—that is, they quantify both masculine and feminine nouns. The same is true for
 hundred and myriad or ten thousand which have feminine forms but a common gender
attribute.
7.3.3 Range
The quantifiers inflect for two values of range: (1) absolute and (2) construct.8 They may
take a construct form when they stand before the noun they quantify. Otherwise, they take the
absolute form. The construct form seems to imply that the quantified entities are viewed as part of
a larger group, whereas the absolute form seems to have no such implication.

— ְׁש ַ ֵ֥נֶּֽיִ ם ְׁכ ֻר ִ ֶ֖ביםtwo cherubs (Exod. 25:18)
— ְׁש ֵנָּ֤י נְׁ ָע ָריוtwo of his young men (Gen. 22:3)
Construct numbers may govern a pronoun suffix.9

7
Of the 6,232 instances of a number, 3,013 have the masculine form; 2,208 have the feminine form; and
1,011 are marked both.
8

Of the 6,232 instances of a number,4,792 have the absolute form, and 1,440 have the construct form.

9

Of the 1,440 instances of construct numbers, 103 have pronoun suffixes.
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יֹוכיחּו ֵ ֵ֥בין ְׁש ֵנָּֽינּו׃
ֶ֖ ִ ְִׁ ִ֣שים ֵּ֔כֹה ֶ ֵ֥נֶּֽגֶ ד ַא ַ ֶ֖חי וְׁ ַא ֶ ָ֑חיך ו
Set it here before my brethren and your brethren, that they may judge between the two of us! (Gen. 31:37)

מֹועָ֑ד
ֵ א ֶהל
ֹ ִ֣ ְׁצ ֵ֥אּו ְׁש ָל ְׁש ְׁת ֶכֶ֖ם ֶאל־
The three of you come out to the tabernacle of meeting!" (Num. 12:4)

ת־א ִחי ָֹ֛נ ַעם ָל ַ ֵָ֥קח ָדִ ֶ֖וד ִ ָּֽמיִ זְׁ ְׁר ֶ ָ֑עאל וַ ִת ְׁה ֶיָ֛ין ָ ַ ָּּֽגם־ ְׁש ֵתי ֶ ֵ֥הן לֶ֖ ֹו ְׁלנָ ִ ָּֽשים׃
ֲ וְׁ ֶא
David also took Ahinoam of Jezreel, and the two of them also became his wives. (1 Sam. 25:43)

7.3.4 Determination
Quantifiers inflect for two values of determination: (1) determinate, and (2) nondeterminate. The determinate value is marked by the prepositive particle ,10 and the nondeterminate value
has no marker. Determination is not a natural characteristic of quantifiers. The quantifier usually
has the determination marker when it follows a determinate noun that it quantifies, with a few
exceptions.11

— ַהיְׁ ִר ָיעִ֣ה ָ ָּֽה ַא ַָ֗חתthe one curtain (Exod. 26:2)
ל־ה ְׁמכֹנָּֽ ֹות׃
ַ וְׁ ֶאת־ ַה ִכיֹ ֵ֥ר ֹת ֲע ָש ָ ֶ֖רה ַע
and ten lavers on the carts; (1 Kgs. 7:43)

A quantifier never has the determination marker when it precedes a determinate noun that it quantifies.

יֹוסף ֶזֶ֖ה ִפ ְׁתר ֹנָ֑ ֹו ְׁש ֹֹ֙ל ֶש ֹ֙ת ַה ָ ִ֣ש ִר ֵּ֔ ִגים ְׁשֹלֵ֥ ֶשת יָ ִ ֶ֖מים ֵ ָּֽהם׃
ֵֵּ֔ אמר ֹ֙לֹו
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
And Joseph said to him, "This is the interpretation of it:
The three branches are three days. (Gen. 40:12)

7.3.5 Negation
Cardinal numbers are negated only seven times, always with לֹא, always with a maqqeph,
a conjunctive accent, or a near disjunctive.12 Once it appears that a cardinal number is negated by
 ֵאין, but actually the  ֵאיןis the negative copulative in a predicate nominative clause (Dan. 10:21);
the same is true for ordinal numbers twice (Eccl 4:8, 10), otherwise, ordinals are not negated. It
appears that in each case the negation applies to the noun (phrase) and not just to the quantifier,
even when the noun has been elided.

10

This is most commonly called the definite article. Of the 6,232 instances of a number, 282 have a definite

11

See 1 Kgs. 7:20; 20:16; 2 Chr. 4:12; 18:5; 35:9; Ezr. 8:24; Jer. 52:20; Dan. 9:26.

12

Num. 11:19 3x; 2 Kgs. 6:10 2x; Job 14:4; Mal. 2:15.

article.
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יֹומיִ ם וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא׀ ֲח ִמ ָ ִ֣שה יָ ִָ֗מים
ָ֑ ָ ֹאכלֶ֖ ּון וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא
ְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא יֵ֥ ֹום ֶא ָ ָ֛חד ת
וְׁ ל ֹ ֹ֙א ֲע ָש ָ ִ֣רה יָ ִֵּ֔מים וְׁ ֶ֖ל ֹא ֶע ְׁש ִ ֵ֥רים יָּֽ ֹום׃
`You shall eat, not one day, nor two days, nor five days,
nor ten days, nor twenty days (Num. 11:19)

ל־א ֶלה
ֵֵּ֔ מי ַע
ֹ֙ ִ וְׁ ֵֹ֙אין ֶא ָ֜חד ִמ ְׁת ַח ֵזָּ֤ק ִע
No one upholds me against these (Dan. 10:21)

7.4 General Quantifiers
The cardinal numbers can quantify only countable nouns. Measurable nouns are quantified
by means of a unit of measure. General quantifiers indicate a quantity that is not specific. Both
countable and measurable nouns may be quantified by these quantifiers. However, the formal category of general quantifiers was not well developed in Biblical Hebrew. The general quantifiers
consist primarily of the words  all/any,  a few/little,  many/much, and 
many/much. The latter two may be modified by an adverb of intensity.
7.4.1 The Universal Quantifier 
The universal quantifier  all/any13occurs 5,412 times in the Bible, 855 times in the absolute form, 4,343 times in the construct form, and 214 times governing a pronoun suffix. It is
always in the masculine singular form. It always immediately precedes the noun (phrase) it quantifies, usually in the construct form. It never follows the noun it quantifies. It is negated eight
times—three times by לֹא,14 and five by .nonein which cases the word means —15ֵאין

. . . 
and every plant of the field . . . and every herb of the field (Gen. 2:5)


and all the cattle of Egypt died (Exod. 9:6)


and he shall take all the fat from it (Lev 4:19)

־מא ֶ ָֹּֽדך׃
ְׁ ּוב ָכל
ְׁ ֶּ֖וב ָכל־נַ ְׁפ ְׁשך
ְׁ ֵ֥־ל ָב ְׁבך
ְׁ ֹלהיך ְׁב ָכל
ָ֑ ֶ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְׁוְׁ ָ ִ֣א ַה ְׁב ֵָּ֔ת ֵ ֶ֖את י
And you shall love the LORD your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your might (Deut. 6:5)

The universal quantifier  is classified as a noun in the lexicons, but it clearly is a quantifier as far as its
meaning and usage are concerned. The existential quantifier is the word  one, a cardinal number which is also
used at times as the indefinite article. The word “some” is an indefinite quantifier that apparently has no equivalent in
Hebrew, unless it is  (plural of ). The words “more” and “less” are comparative adjectives.
13

14

Gen. 13:9; 1 Kgs. 11:39; Psa. 115:17.

15

Num. 11:6; 2 Sam. 12:3; Prov. 13:7; Eccl. 1:9; Mich. 7:2.
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It also may stand alone in the predicate nominative slot after the quantified noun is elided:


vanity of vanities, all is vanity (Eccl. 1:2)


all was cedar; there was no stone to be seen (1 Kgs. 6:18)

It also may stand alone in a noun slot after the quantified noun is elided:


and you shall put all (these things) on Aaron’s hands (Exod. 29:24)


the priest shall burn all (these things) on the altar as a burnt offering (Lev. 1:9)

7.4.2 The word 
The word  a few/little16 occurs 98 times in the Bible, 84 times in the absolute form,
and 12 times in the construct form. It may immediately precede the noun it quantifies, sometimes
in the construct form. It also may follow the noun it quantifies. It seldom takes the plural form, but
when it does it agrees with the plural of the noun it quantifies. It is negated only twice, by  לֹאin
each case.17
Example of the word preceding the noun it quantifies:


a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands (Prov. 6:10; 24:33)

Examples of the word following the noun it quantifies:


and to give us a little reviving (Ezr. 9:8)


I and a few men with me (Neh. 2:12)


a little folly (Eccl. 10:1)


and I shall be a little sanctuary for them (Ezek. 11:16)


they shall be helped with a little help (Dan. 11:34)

The word  is classified as a noun in the lexicons, but it clearly is a quantifier as far as its meaning and
usage are concerned. A few times the word  (plural of ) is translated “a few” (Gen. 27:44; 29:20; Dan.
11:20), but it may rather mean “some.”
16

17

Job 10:20; Isa. 10:7.
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Examples of the word standing alone in the predicate nominative slot:


few and evil have been the years of my life (Gen. 47:9)


and the people in it were few (Neh. 7:4)


let his days be few (Psa. 109:8)


therefore, let your words be few (Eccl.. 5:1)

Example of the word standing alone in a noun slot after the quantified noun has been elided:


she rested in the house a little while (Ruth 2:7)

7.4.3 The Word 
The word  much/many18 occurs 406 times in the Bible. In the singular construct form, it
may precede the noun it quantifies, agreeing with its gender. In the absolute form, it may precede
the noun it quantifies, agreeing with its number and gender. In the absolute form it may follow the
noun it quantifies, agreeing with its number, gender, and determination. It is negated only once,
and that by ( לֹאJob 32:9).
Examples of the construct form preceding the noun it quantifies:


many deeds (2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22)


many blessings (Prov. 28:20)


many curses (Prov. 28:27)

Examples of the absolute form preceding the noun it quantifies:


all the many people (Psa. 85:51)


many wounded (Prov. 7:26)


many plans (Prov. 19:21)

The word  is classified as an adjective in the lexicons, but it clearly is a quantifier as far as its meaning
and usage are concerned.
18
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many daughters (Prov. 31:29)

Examples of the absolute form following the noun it quantifies:


in a great (multitudinous) assembly (Psa. 22:26)


in those many days (Exod. 2:23)


this great (multitudinous) people (1 Kgs. 5:21)

In addition to the word quantifying nouns, it sometimes stands alone in the predicate nominative slot after the quantified noun has been elided:


many are they who rise up against me (Psa. 3:1 [2])


many are the afflictions of the righteous (Psa. 34:19 [20])

אד׃
ֹ ָּֽ וְׁ ֵ֥סּוס וָ ֶ ֶ֖ר ֶכב ַרב־ ְׁמ
and very many horses and chariots. (Josh. 11:4)

The word also may stand alone in a noun slot where the quantified noun has been elided:


from the many you shall give many and from the few you shall give few (Num. 35:8)


having done lewd deeds with the many (Jer. 11:15)

7.4.4 The word 
The word  many/much19 occurs 53 times in the Bible. Like the other quantifiers, it
may precede or follow the noun it quantifies, and it may stand alone in a noun slot after the noun
it quantifies has been elided. It is negated only once, and that by ( לֹאEccl. 5:19).
Example of the construct form of the word used before the noun it quantifies:


for the people wept very bitterly [lit. much weeping] (Ezr. 10:1)

Examples of the word following the noun it quantifies:

The word  is classified as a Hiphil infinitive absolute of the verb  in the lexicons, but it clearly
is a quantifier as far as its meaning and usage is concerned.
19
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and much rubbish [lit. dust] (Neh. 4:4)


and one sinner destroys much good (Eccl. 9:18)


from a great many rural towns (Deut. 3:5)


and with very many clothes (Josh. 22:8)


very much bronze (2 Sam. 8:8)


The rich man had very many sheep and oxen (2 Sam. 12:2)


and very much understanding (1 Kgs. 4:29 [5:9])


and very many apices (1 Kgs. 10:10, 11)


very many almug logs (1 Kgs. 10:11)

Examples of the word standing alone in a noun slot after the noun it quantifies is elided:


and also many have fallen of the people (2 Sam. 1:4)


you have sown much and brought in little (Hag. 1:6)


for we are left but a few of many (Jer. 42:2)

7.5 Cardinal Numbers
Cardinal numbers are like adjectives in that they modify nouns and are inflected for number, gender, range, and determination, and may take the construct form; but they are unlike adjectives in that they may modify only countable nouns, and may either follow or precede the noun
they modify.
There are 17 words classified as numbers in the WTS text, occurring 6,232 times. Table
7.1 lists the numbers by frequency distribution.
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Table 7.1
Frequency of Numbers
Number

Value

Frequency

ֶא ָחד

one

970

ַע ְׁש ֵתי

one20

19

ַחד

one21

1

ְׁשנַ יִ ם

two

768

ָשֹלש

three

602

ַא ְׁר ַבע

four

454

ָח ֵמש

five

506

ֵשש

six

274

ֶש ַבע

seven

488

ְׁשמֹנֶ ה

eight

147

ֵת ַשע

nine

78

ֶע ֶשר

ten

491

ָע ָשר

ten

337

ֵמ ָאה

hundred

579

ֶא ֶלף

thousand

492

ְׁר ָב ָבה

ten thousand

16

ִרבֹוא

ten thousand

10

7.5.1 Cardinals 1-10
Table 7.2 lists the cardinal numbers from one to ten, and Table 7.3 provides the statistics
for these numbers. Note that for numbers 3 through 10 the numbers that quantify a masculine noun
take the feminine form, and those that quantify a feminine noun take the masculine form. Likewise,
apart from  and  (two) which take the dual form, the other unit numbers take the singular
form even though they quantify a plural noun.

20

Used to form the number eleven.

21

Ezek. 33:30.
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Table 7.2
Cardinal Numbers 1-10
Absolute
Construct
Masc. Fem.
Masc.
Fem.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
























































Table 7.3
Frequency of the Cardinal Numbers 1-10
Absolute
Construct
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.
1
693
183
52
31
2
238
111
207
138
3
159
91
94
81
4
127
114
40
38
5
150
96
28
68
6
49
93
31
42
7
90
119
103
46
8
44
38
8
19
9
14
22
3
19
10
53
49
17
39

This form occurs governing only  hundreds (46 times) in the term seven hundred, and  ten (7
times) in the term seventeen. [GKC § 97b n. 3.]
22

This form occurs governing only  hundreds (15 times) in the term seven hundred, and  ten (4
times) in the term seventeen. [GKC § 97b n. 3.]
23
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 three men (Gen. 18:2)
 seven women (Isa. 4:1)
The inflected forms of 1 and 2 agree with the noun they quantify for gender.

one cubit (Ezek. 40:12)
 two rams (Exod. 29:1)
 two cities (Josh. 15:60)
One. The absolute forms of

and  occur in the following syntactic constructions:

(1) It is used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun:



To Eber were born two sons: the name of the one [son] was Peleg,
for in his days the earth was divided (Gen. 10:25)



Then Lamech took for himself two wives:
the name of the one [wife] was Adah,
and the name of the second [wife] was Zillah. (Gen. 4:19)


For the priests and the Levites had purified themselves as one (Ezr. 6:20)


one is Reuben’s gate, one is Judah’s gate, and one is Levi’s gate (Ezek. 48:31)

(2) It follows, but does not precede, the noun it quantifies, and it agrees with it for number,
gender and determination:


one man (Gen. 42:13)


the one woman (1 Kgs. 3:17)

(3) The cardinal 1 also functions as the indefinite article,24 although it is used sparingly:


Now there was a man of Ramathaim Zophim (1 Sam. 1:1)

24

The word seems to point to a particular noun previously not defined.
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But a woman dropped an upper millstone on Abimelech’s head
and crushed his skull. (Judg. 9:53)

The construct form precedes the noun it quantifies, and agrees with it for number and gender. It never receives the definite article, but receives the determination attribute of the noun it
quantifies. It occurs in the following syntactic constructions:
(1) Twice it is used absolutely, standing before an elided noun:25


the one I called Beauty, and the other one I called Bonds (Zech. 11:7)

(2) It is used before  “ten” to form the number 11;


and his eleven sons (Gen. 32:22)


eleven cities (Josh. 15:51)

(3) It is used before a noun to express “one of” X;26


one of the shrubs (Gen. 21:15)


one of these cities (Deut. 19:5)

(4) It is used before a noun governed by  “from” to express “one of” X;27


to one of his sons the priests. (Lev. 13:2)


one of his ribs (Gen. 2:21)

(5) It is used twice with to express the distributive sense;

25

An absolute form is expected in this situation.

26

The masculine form is used 29 times: Gen. 21:15; 22:2; 26:10; 37:20; 49:16; Deut. 12;14; 15:7 twice; 16:5;
17:2; 18:6; 23:17; Judg. 16:7, 11; 19:13; I Sam. 26:15; 2 Sam. 2:18; 6:20; 13:13; 15:2; 17:9; 2 Kgs. 2:16; 18:24; Psa.
82:7; Song 4:9; Isa. 36:9; Ezek. 45:7; 48:8; Dan. 10:13. The feminine form is used 12 times: Deut. 13:13; 19:5, 11;
Josh. 10:2; Ruth 2:13; 1 Sam. 2:36; 27:5; 2 Sam. 2:1; 2 Kgs. 4:22; Neh. 4:11; Job 2:10; Jer. 35:2.
27
The masculine form is used 17 times: Gen. 3:22; Lev. 13:2; Num. 16:15; Deut. 25:5; 28:55; Judg. 17:11;
1 Sam. 9:3; 17:36; 2 Sam. 9:11; 1 Kgs. 19:2; 22:13; 2 Kgs. 6:12; 9:1; 2 Chr. 18:12; Ezek. 8:10; Obad. 1:11. The
feminine form is used 19 times: Gen. 2:21; Lev. 4:2; 4:13, 22, 27; 5:4, 5, 13, 17, 22, 26; Deut. 4:42; Josh. 20:4; 2 Sam.
24:12; 1 Chr. 21:10; Job 9:3; Psa. 34:21; Isa. 34:16; Ezek. 16:5.
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“one by one” (Isa. 27:12)


“one to another” (Ezek. 33:30);

Two. The number two inflects only in the dual form. Its absolute form occurs in the following
syntactic constructions:
(1) It is used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun:


my wife bore me two sons (Gen. 44:27)


he shall restore two [animals] (Exod. 22:3 [Engl. 4])


and they carried it on a pole by two [men]. (Num. 13:23)


Two are better than one (Eccl. 4:9)

(2) It may follow or precede the noun it quantifies, always agreeing with it in gender.
The noun is quantified in its plural form.28


two perfect rams (Exod. 29:1)


two gold cherubim (Exod. 25:18)


two wave loaves of bread (Lev. 23:17)


two rows (Lev. 24:6)


two cities (Josh. 15:60)

(3) It may be repeated to express the distributive “two by two”:


two by two (Gen. 7:9, 15; 1 Chr. 26:17)

28

A few very common nouns may be quantified in the singular:

soul (Gen. 46:27); oxen (Num.

7:17);  man (2 Kgs. 10:14);  day (Neh. 6:15); city (Num. 35:6);  year (Judg. 3:10);  bread (1
Sam. 21:4);  silver (2 Kgs. 6:25);  shekel (Ezek. 45:12);  tribe (Exod. 28:21);  board (Exod.
26:20);  gerah (Exod. 30:13);  kor (1 Kgs. 5:25);  bath (1 Kgs. 7:26); and  talent (1 Kgs. 9:14).
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The construct form must stand before the noun it quantifies, and agree with it in gender
and number. It never receives the definite article, but receives the determination attribute of the
noun it quantifies.


his two brothers (Gen. 9:22)


two sons (Gen. 10:25)


the two great lights (Gen. 1:16)


two wives (Gen. 4:19)


the two handmaids (Gen. 31:33)

In addition, it occurs in the following syntactic constructions:
(1) The masculine construct form may precede 29 ten, and the feminine
may precede  ten, to form the number twelve.

construct

30
according to the twelve tribes (Exod. 28:21)


twelve stones (Josh. 4:8)

(3) It may quantify the number  ten-thousand to express the quantity 20,000:


twenty thousand gold drachmas (Neh. 7:71 [70])

(4) It may govern a pronoun suffix:


And the two of them were both naked (Gen. 2:25)


Now the two of them went until they came to Bethlehem. (Ruth 1:19)

 and  are the forms of 10 used only to express “teens.”

29

The words

30

This word is one of the very common words that quantifies in the singular. See preceding note.
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Cardinals 3-10. The numbers three through ten inflect only in their singular form.31 Their feminine
form quantifies masculine nouns, and their masculine form quantifies feminine nouns.32 The absolute forms of these numbers occur in the following syntactic structures:
(1) They are used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun:


Was he not the most honored of the three [heroes]? (2 Sam. 23:19)



then you shall add three more cities for yourself besides these three [cities] (Deut. 19:9)


So the three [heroes] broke through the camp of the Philistines (1 Chr. 11:18)

(2) They may follow or precede the noun they quantify, always agreeing with it in reverse
gender. The noun is quantified in its plural form.33


five men (Gen. 47:2)


nine months (2 Sam. 24:8)


four cities (Josh. 19:7)


their three pillars and their three sockets. (Exod. 27:14)

(3) Their feminine form precedes 34 ten to form the corresponding “teen.”

 thirteen (Num. 29:13)
 sixteen (Exod. 26:25)
 nineteen (2 Sam. 2:30)
The construct forms can only precede the noun they quantify, and they do not take a definite
article. They receive the determination attribute of the noun they quantify. They occur in the following syntactic constructions:

31

Their plural forms are used to express the multiples of ten: thirty, forty, etc.

32

In a few instances this reverse gender agreement is violated:
with them (Gen. 7:13);  three loaves of bread, etc.

the three wives of his sons

33

Except for those very common nouns previously mentioned. There are no numbers in the range 3-10 that
quantify a determinate noun.
34

The word

 is a special form for ten used only for masculine teens.
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(1) They precede the noun they quantify:


three days (Gen. 30:36)


the four wheels (1 Kgs. 7:32)

This construction often conveys the sense “three of,” “four of,” etc.

יה
ָ ָח ֵמ ֹ֙ש נַ ֲער ֵֶֹּ֔ת
five of her maidens (1 Sam. 25:42)


seven of his sons (1 Sam. 16:10)

(2) Their masculine form precedes 35ten to form the corresponding “teen.”

 thirteen (Gen. 14:4)
 seventeen (Gen. 37:1)
(3) They may quantify the words for hundred (), thousand (), and ten thousand
():


three hundred (Gen. 5:22)


five thousand (Josh. 8:12)


forty thousand (Neh. 7:66)


sixty thousand (Ezr. 2:69)
[lit. six miriads]

(4) They may govern a pronoun suffix:


“Come out, the three of you, to the tabernacle of meeting!”
So the three of them came out. (Num. 12:4)


and the four of them had faces and wings. (Ezek. 1:8)

35

The word

 is a special form for ten used only for feminine teens.
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7.5.2 Cardinals 11-19
The cardinal numbers eleven through nineteen are formed by linking the construct form of
the units number with (masculine), or (feminine)—the words for “-teen.”36 In addition to the normal construct forms  and  one, the alternate word for one  is also
used. Likewise, in addition to the normal construct forms  and  two, the alternate word for
two  is also used. The gender of these compound numbers is determined by the gender of the
units number, and the rule of gender agreement follows that for the units numbers. Thus eleven
and twelve have normal gender agreement with the noun being quantified, and thirteen through
nineteen have reverse gender agreement. Table 7.4 is a list of these numbers.

Number
11
12


13
14
15
16

Table 7.4
Frequency of the Cardinal Numbers 11-19
Masculine
Count
Feminine
Count
37
38

3

10

39
41


43


46

9
8
84



32
21
10

40

42



44

45


10
4
34
13
10
12
14

36

Rare exceptions consist of linking the absolute form of the units with the normal form for ten by means of
a conjunction: fifteen shekels (Ezek. 45:12).
37

Gen. 32:23; 37:9; Deut. 1:2.

38

Josh. 15:51; 1 Kgs. 6:38; 2 Kgs. 9:29; 23:36; 24:18; 2 Chr. 36:5; 2 Chr. 36:11; Jer. 52:1; Ezek. 30:20; 31:1.

39

Num. 7:72; 29:20; Deut. 1:3; 1 Chr. 12:14; 24:12; 25:18; 27:14; Zech. 1:7.

40

Exod. 26:7; 26:8; 36:14; 36:15; 2 Kgs. 25:2; Jer. 1:3; 39:2; 52:5; Ezek. 26:1; 40:49.

41

Exod. 28:21; Num. 7:3; Josh. 3:12; 1 Kgs. 7:25; 1 Chr. 25:19; 27:15; Ezek. 32:1; 47:13.

42

Josh. 4:8; 32:1; 32:17; 33:21.

43

Num. 29:13; 29:14; 1 Chr. 24:13; 25:20; 26:11; Est. 3:12; 3:13; 8:12; 9:1; 9:17; 9:18.

44

Gen. 14:5; 31:41; Josh. 15:36; 18:28; 2 Kgs. 18:13; 13:21; Isa. 36:1; Ezek. 40:1; 43:17.

45

Gen. 5:10; 7:20; Exod. 27:14; 27:15; 38:14; 38:15; 2 Kgs. 14:17; 14:23; 20:6; 2 Chr. 15:10; 25:25; Isa.

46

Exod. 26:25; 36:30; Num. 31:40; 31:46; 31:52; 1 Chr. 4:27; 24:4; 24:14; 25:23; 2 Chr. 29:17.

38:5.
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49

48

50

2
13
3
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7
16
4

These numbers occur in the following syntactic constructions:
(1) They may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun:


all the sons and brethren of Hosah were thirteen. (1 Chr. 26:11)


fifteen [pillars] to a row. (1 Kgs. 7:3)

(2) They usually precede the noun they quantify, governing the noun in its plural form:51


eleven stars (Gen. 37:9)


twelve princes (Gen. 17:20)


fifteen cubits (Gen. 7:20)


sixteen persons (Gen. 46:18)


sixteen sockets (Exod. 26:25)


nineteen men (2 Sam. 2:30)

(3) They may follow the plural form of the noun they quantify. This construction occurs
often in lists, or in constructions where the noun is closely linked with what precedes it:


thirteen cities (Josh. 19:6)


thirteen young bulls (Num. 29:13)


fourteen sons (1 Chr. 25:5)

47

Gen. 7:11; 8:4.

48

Gen. 37:2; 47:28; 1 Kgs. 14:21; 22:52; 2 Kgs. 13:1; 16:1; 2 Chr. 12:13.

49

2 Sam. 2:30; 1 Chr. 24:16; 25:26.

50

Gen. 11:25; Josh. 19:38; 2 Ki. 25:8; Jer. 52:12.

51

Except for the very common nouns that may quantify in the singular.
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sixteen cities (Josh. 15:41)


eighteen able men (1 Chr. 26:9)

(4) They may quantify thousand in the singular:52


fourteen thousand sheep (Job 42:12)


sixteen thousand [persons] (Num. 1:40)


eighteen thousand men (Judg. 20:25)

(5) They may quantify the number ten-thousand:


more than one hundred and twenty thousand persons (Jon. 4:11)
[lit. twelve miriads]

7.5.3 Cardinals 20-29
The plural form



of



ten is used to express the number twenty. It occurs 315

times in compound numbers from 20-29. Although its form is masculine, the word bears the common gender attribute—that is, it quantifies both masculine and feminine nouns.


twenty years (Gen. 31:41)


twenty male goats (Gen. 32:15, Engl. 14)

For the numbers 21 through 29, it is linked with the units word by means of a conjunction.
The units word may either precede or follow:
21
22
23
24

52

Masculine

Feminine

 (Ezr. 2:26)
 (Num. 3:39)
 (Judg. 7:3)
(Num. 26:62)
 (Ezr. 2:11) 
 (Num. 7:88)

 (2 Kgs. 24:18)
 (Josh. 19:30)

The numbers 11-19 do not quantify
pressed as a thousand and four hundred.

(Num. 33:39)
 (Judg. 10:2)
 (2 Sam. 21:20)

hundred. The number fourteen hundred, for example, is ex-
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  (Num. 25:9)
 (Judg. 20:35)  (Num. 8:24)
 (Ezek. 45:1)    (1 Kgs. 22:42)
Masculine

26
27
28
29

201

Feminine

 (Judg. 20:15)
 (1 Kgs. 20:30)  (Est. 1:1)
(Exod. 26:2)
  (2 Kgs. 10:36)
(Gen. 11:24)
  (Josh. 15:32)
53

The gender of numbers 21-29 is determined by the gender of the units word. The gender
of the number must agree with the gender of the noun it quantifies, according to the general rule
of agreement for the units words. Like the previous numbers, these may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun. They may precede or follow the quantified noun in its plural form.54
And they may quantify the number  thousand in its singular form.
7.5.4 Cardinals 30-99
The masculine plural form of the numbers three through nine express their multiple of
ten—that is, the plural form of 3 is 30; the plural of 4 is 40, etc. Table 7.5 lists the multiples of ten:
Table 7.5
Multiples of Ten
Units
Multiple of Ten
3

30

4

40

5

50

6

60

7

70

8

80

9

90

Although the forms are masculine, the words bear the common gender attribute—that is,
without a units word, they quantify both masculine and feminine nouns. When complemented by
a units word, it is linked with the multiple of ten by means of a conjunction, and the units word

53

This number occurs only twice, here and 1 Chr. 7:40.

54

Except for the very common nouns listed before that may be quantified in the singular.
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may either precede or follow. The gender attribute of the compound number is defined by the
gender of the units word, and the gender of the number must agree with the gender of the quantified
noun according to the standard rule of gender agreement for the units word. Like the previous
numbers, these may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun. They may precede or
follow the quantified noun in its plural form.55 And they may quantify the number  thousand
in its singular form.


fifty loops (Exod. 36:12)


their forty sockets (Exod. 36:26)


thirty-three years. (1 Kgs. 2:11)


thirty days. (Lev. 12:4)


forty-four thousand (1 Chr. 5:18)


fifty-five years (2 Kgs. 21:1)


sixty-six persons (Gen. 46:26)


seventy-seven men. (Judg. 8:14)


eighty-five men (1 Sam. 22:18)


ninety-nine years (Gen. 17:24 )

In a few instances, the construct form of a multiple of ten governs a pronoun suffix:


a captain of fifty with his fifty men (2 Kgs. 1:9)56

7.5.5 Cardinals 100-999
The word  hundred occurs 583 times in the Bible, 174 times in the singular form,
333 times in the plural, and 76 times in the dual form. Of these instances, 552 are

55

Except for the very common nouns listed before that may be quantified in the singular.

56

See also verses 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
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absolute forms, and 31 are the singular construct form .57 The singular form means one hundred, the dual form means two hundred, and the plural form is used with a units quantifier for
multiples 300-900.
Multiples of 100. Multiples of 100 are expressed by preceding the word



with the feminine

construct form of a quantifier from 3 to 9. Like the previous numbers, these may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun. They may precede or follow the quantified noun in its
plural form.58 And they may quantify the number  thousand.


three hundred foxes (Judg. 15:4)


six hundred shekels of iron (1 Sam. 17:7)


seven hundred horsemen (2 Sam. 8:4)


five hundred rods (Ezek. 42:17)

As in the other cases, the very common nouns often are quantified in the singular form:


one hundred years (Gen. 17:17)


two hundred years (Gen. 11:23)


three hundred cubits (Gen. 6:15)


four hundred years. (Gen. 15:13)


five hundred years (Gen. 5:32)


six hundred years (Gen. 7:6)


seven hundred select men. (Judg. 20:15)


eight hundred years (Gen. 5:4)


nine hundred chariots of iron (Judg. 4:3)

 never governs a pronoun suffix.

57

The word

58

Except for the very common nouns listed before that may be quantified in the singular.
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In a few instances the construct form  is used instead of the absolute, usually with one
of the very common nouns:


the hundred talents (2 Chr. 25:9)


one hundred and eighty days (Est. 1:4)


one hundred and twenty-three years (Num. 33:39)


Though a sinner does evil a hundred times (Eccl. 8:12)59

With Tens and Units. The number

and its multiples may be compounded with any

number from 1-99. This is accomplished by connecting the two numbers by means of a conjunction
or by simple juxtaposition. The constituent parts of the compound number are usually in ascending
or descending order—units, tens, hundreds, or hundreds, tens, units.60 These compound numbers
may occur in the following syntactic constructions:
(1) The number may precede the quantified noun governed in the plural:61


four hundred and sixty-eight valiant men. (Neh. 11:6)


the two hundred and seventy-three extra ones (Num. 3:46)


one hundred and thirty-three years (Exod. 6:18)


six hundred and sixty-six talents of gold (1 Kgs. 10:14)

(2) The number may also follow the quantified noun, always in the plural. This construction
usually occurs in lists, or where the quantified noun has close syntactic relations with what precedes:


one hundred and twelve of his brethren (1 Chr. 15:10)


three hundred and seventy-two sons of Shephatiah (Ezr. 2:4)

59

In this example, the construct form stands alone before an elided noun [times].

The “teen” numbers function as a unit, and within the unit the order is independent. See the subsequent
example of 1 Chr. 15:10.
60

61

Except for the list of the very common nouns that may be quantified in the singular.
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seven hundred and seventy-five sons of Arah (Ezr. 2:5)


eight hundred and thirty-two persons (Jer. 52:29)

7.5.6 Cardinals 1,000-999,999
The word  thousand occurs 494 times in the Bible, 310 times in the singular form
, 153 times in the plural, and 31 times in the dual form. Of these instances,
446 are absolute forms, and 48 are construct forms, 34 of which are the singular construct form
,62 and 14 are the plural construct form . The unquantified singular form means one
thousand, and the dual form means two thousand. Multiples of 1,000 are expressed by preceding
the word with a quantifying number which may range from 3 to 999. The plural form is used when
the word is quantified by numbers from 3 to 10; when the quantifier is greater than ten, the singular
form is used.
Although the form is masculine, the gender attribute is common—that is, the word may
quantify either masculine or feminine nouns. When the word is quantified, the gender of the resultant compound number is determined by the gender of the quantifier. The gender of such a
compound number must agree with the gender of the noun it quantifies.
Like the previous numbers, these may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided
noun. They may precede or follow the quantified noun in its plural form.63
Multiples 3-10. When  is quantified by a number from 3 and 10, it is quantified in its plural
form .64


one thousand chariots (1 Chr. 18:4)


one thousand captains (1 Chr. 12:35, Engl. 34)


two thousand cubits (Num. 35:5)


two thousand horses (2 Kgs. 18:23)


three thousand men (Josh. 7:3)

62

Five of which govern pronoun suffixes: 1 Sam. 18:7 twice; 21:12 twice; 29:5.

63

Except for the very common nouns listed before that may be quantified in the singular.

64

Occasionally it is quantified in the plural construct form when it immediately precedes the quantified noun:

three thousand men (Exod. 32:28).
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seven thousand horsemen (1 Chr. 18:4)


ten thousand men (Judg. 1:4)65


five thousand shekels of bronze (1 Sam. 17:5)

Multiples 11-999. When  is quantified by a number in the teens (11 to 999), the quantifier
precedes it,  retains its singular form, and the gender of the compound number is defined by
the gender of the quantifier. The gender of the compound number must agree with the gender of
the noun it quantifies.


twelve thousand horsemen. (1 Kgs. 5:6, Engl. 4:26)


fourteen thousand sheep (Job 42:12)


eighteen thousand men (Judg. 20:25)


twenty thousand foot soldiers. (2 Sam. 8:4)


twenty-five thousand men (Judg. 20:46)


thirty-two thousand persons (Num. 31:35)


sixty-one thousand donkeys (Num. 31:34)


seventy-two thousand cattle (Num. 31:33)


six hundred thousand foot-soldiers (Num. 11:21)


six hundred and seventy-five thousand sheep (Num. 31:32)


one hundred and twenty thousand men (Judg. 8:10)


four hundred thousand foot soldiers (Judg. 20:2)

The number 10,000 is expressed 18 times by the word (Gen. 24:60; Lev. 26:8; Num. 10:36; Deut.
32:30; 33:2; 33:17; Judg. 20:10; 1 Sam. 18:7; 18:8; 21:12; 29:5; Psa. 3:7; 91:7; Song 5:10; Ezek. 16:7; Mich. 6:7.
However, the word may just mean “a very large number” without mathematical precision.
65
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Sometimes  is repeated after each of the hundreds, tens, and units quantifiers:


three hundred and thirty-seven thousand five hundred sheep (Num. 31:36)

With Hundreds, Tens, and Units. The number and its multiples may be compounded
with any number from 1-999. This is accomplished by connecting the two numbers by means of a
conjunction or by simple juxtaposition. The constituent parts of the compound number are usually
in ascending or descending order—units, tens, hundreds, thousands, or thousands hundreds, tens,
units.66


six hundred and three thousand five hundred and fifty. (Num. 1:46)

7.5.7 10,000 and Up
The word  represents the number 10,000.67 It occurs 18 times in the Bible. Its construct form occurs before the noun it quantifies, but unlike some of the other quantifiers, it never
follows. It may stand alone in a noun slot after the noun it quantifies has been elided.
Examples of the construct form standing before the noun it quantifies:


And He came with ten thousands of saints (Deut. 33:2)


Do not be afraid of ten thousands people (Psa. 3:6 [7])


Will the LORD be pleased with thousands of rams, with ten thousands of rivers of oil? (Mich. 6:7)


Return, O LORD, to the ten-thousands of the thousands of Israel (Num. 10:36)

Examples of the word standing in a noun slot, after the noun it quantifies has been elided:


Our sister, may you become the mother of thousands of ten-thousands (Gen. 24:60)


and a 100 of you shall put 10,000 to flight (Lev. 26:8)


How could one chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight (Deut. 32:30)

66
The “teen” numbers function as a unit, and within the unit the order is independent. See the subsequent
example of 1 Chr. 15:10.
67

quantifier.

The word

 is classified as a noun in the lexicons, but its meaning and usage indicate that it is a
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Saul has slain his thousands, and David his ten thousands (1 Sam. 18:7)

The word

 ten-thousand occurs 9 times in the Bible, with its alternate spelling 

occurring once. The word itself may be quantified. It may precede or follow the noun it quantifies,
and may stand alone in a noun slot, after its quantified noun has been elided.
Example of the word preceding the noun it quantifies:


more than 120,000 persons (Jon. 4:11)
[Lit. 12 x 10,000 persons]

Examples of the word following the noun it quantifies:






They gave for the work of the house of God
five thousand talents and ten thousand darics of gold,
ten thousand talents of silver,
eighteen thousand talents of bronze,
and one hundred thousand talents of iron. (1 Chr. 29:7)



20,000 drachmas of gold, 2,200 minas of silver (Neh. 7:70)
[Lit. gold: 2 x 10,000 drachmas; silver: 2,000 and 200 minas]


61,000 drachmas of gold (Ezr. 2:69)
[Lit. gold: 6 x 10,000 and 1,000 drachmas]

Examples of the word standing alone in a predicate nominative slot, after the quantified noun
has been elided:


All the assembly together was 42,360 (Ezr. 2:64; Neh. 7:66)
[Lit. 4 x 10,000 and 2,000 and 360]


The chariots of God are 20,000 (Psa. 68:17 [18])

Example of the word standing in a noun slot, after the quantified noun has been elided:


and he will cast down ten-thousands, but will not prevail (Dan. 11:12)
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7.6 Ordinal Numbers
The ordinal numbers are not part of the set of quantifiers, but function strictly as adjectives.
They are discussed in this chapter because of their usual association with cardinal numbers. The
ordinal numbers from second to tenth are derived from their corresponding cardinal, whereas the
ordinal first is . Like an adjective, an ordinal number follows the noun it modifies, and agrees
with it for number, gender, and determination. Table 7.6 lists the ordinals for first through tenth,
and provides the frequency count for each.

Masculine
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth












Table 7.6
The Ordinal Numbers
Feminine
123

85

64

28

28

22

84

27

12


49
71
36
10
1
3
14
4
6



8

10




And you shall sow in the eighth year,
and eat old produce until the ninth year;
until its produce comes in, you shall eat of the old harvest. (Lev. 25:22)

Beyond tenth, the cardinal numbers functions also as the ordinals.68 The distinction is that
ordinals usually are determinate, whereas cardinals are usually non-determinate, and cardinal may
precede as well as follow:




And it came to pass in the six hundredth and first year,
in the first month, the first day of the month,

68

The word

 occasionally is used for the ordinal first.
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the waters were dried up from off the earth: (Gen. 8:13)

An ordinal may be used absolutely, standing alone after an elided noun:



And the waters decreased continually until the tenth month.
In the tenth month, on the first day of the month69
the tops of the mountains were seen. (Gen. 8:5)



And it came to pass in the six hundredth and first year,
in the first month, the first day of the month,
the waters were dried up from off the earth (Gen. 8:13)



And the first [child] came out red. He was like a hairy garment all over;
so they called his name Esau. (Gen. 25:25)

7.7 Summary
This chapter discusses the definition, classification, attributes, modifiers, and syntactic
slots of quantifiers. It also discusses ordinal numbers, although they are not part of the set of quantifiers.
Definition
Quantifiers are words that answer the semantic questions “how much?” or “how many?”
Classification
Quantifiers are classified as (1) general quantifiers, a small set of words that specify general
rather than specific quantities, and (2) specific quantifiers, the cardinal numbers.
Attributes
Quantifiers have four syntactic attributes: (1) number, (2) gender, (3) range, (4) and determination. The following table summarizes these attributes and the values they may assume:
Attribute

Values

The word  is always used in the phrase “the first day of the month.” The word day is nearly always
elided in the phrase “the Xth day of the month.” Likewise, the word month is often elided in the phrase “the Xth
month.”
69
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singular,70 plural,71 dual72
masculine, feminine, common
absolute, construct
determinate, nondeterminate

Modifiers
It seems that quantifiers may be modified only by qualifiers.
Syntactic Slots
Quantifiers may occupy two different slots:
(1) They may modify countable nouns, and may stand before or after the noun they quantify.
N = M + N or N = N + M

(M = Quantifier)

(2) They also may occupy a noun slot, after the quantified noun has been elided.
N=M+N
M+N→N

70
Applies to the word one only; the other quantifiers usually have the singular form, but they specify a plural
attribute for the noun they quantify.
71

The masculine plural form is used with the numbers 3-9 to express a multiple of ten. The words for 100,
1000, and 10,000 take the plural form when they are quantified.
72

The dual form is limited to the numbers two, hundred, thousand, and ten-thousand. Apart from the number
two, the dual form of the others means 2 times the number, that is, 200 or 2,000 or 20,000.

CHAPTER 8
Hebrew Prepositions
Prepositions are rather mystifying to anyone learning a second language. The natural tendency is to match each preposition with a corresponding one in the mother tongue and to expect it
to mean the same thing in every context. But this would send one into a dizzy spin of confusion.
This chapter discusses the definition, function, and some of the unique characteristics of Hebrew
prepositions.

8.1 Prepositions Defined
Words classified as prepositions are linking words that answer the semantic question “what
kind of relationship?” In linking words or phrases together they define a relationship between
them. In that respect, they are similar to conjunctions. The relationship they define, however, is
usually adverbial in some sense, but not always so. They have a unique grammatical form that
permits them to govern pronoun suffixes, and they occupy unique syntactic slots.

8.2 Derivation of Preposition
Some prepositions are regarded as primary, others are compound in that they consist of
two or more prepositions combined to form a new one, and still others are derived from a preposition combined with a noun for the same purpose.
8.2.1 Primary Prepositions
There are 31 different words classified as prepositions in the WTS morphological text,
occurring a total of 62,773 times. Table 8.1 lists them according to their frequency of occurrence.
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Table 8.1
Primary Prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

ְׁל

to, for

20,021

ְׁל ַמ ַען

for

71

ְׁב

in, with

15,549

ֵא ֶצל

beside

61

ִמן

from

7,554

ָלמֹו

to them

53

ַעל

above

5,600

ִע ָמד

with

45

ֶאל

to, toward

5,516

מּול

in front of

36

ְׁכ

like, as

2,896

ְׁל ֻע ָמה

close by

32

ַעד

until

1,247

נ ַֹכח

in front of

25

ִעם

with

1,048

לּו

O that

22

ֵאת

with

887

ַב ְׁל ֲע ֵדי

without

17

ַא ַחר

after

633

זּולה
ָ

except

16

ַת ַחת

under

502

ְׁבמֹו

with

9

ֵבין

between

407

ַעד

until

9

נֶ גֶ ד

next to

151

ְׁלמֹו

for

4

ְׁכמֹו

like, as

142

ֵח ֶלף

in return for

2

ִב ְׁל ִתי

until

112

ַב ַעד

by means of

1

ַב ַעד

away from

104

8.2.2 Compound Prepositions
Some propositions combine together to form new prepositional nuances. Table 8.2 lists 36
double prepositions by meaning and frequency. Likewise, Table 8.3 lists 13 triple prepostions. The
meaning of such prepositions is quite idiomatic being dependent on the semantics of the context
in which it occurs.
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Table 8.2
Double Prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

ל־א ַחר
ַ ֶ ָּֽא

after

4

ִמ ִב ְׁל ִתי

because not

2

ל־בין
ֵ ֶא

to between

3

ִמ ֵבין

from between

17

ֶאל־מּול

at the front

14

ִמ ַב ַעד

from behind

3

ל־מן
ִ ֶא

even from

1

ִממּול

from near

6

ל־ת ַחת
ַ ֶא

instead of

10

ִמנֶ גֶ ד

across from

19

ְׁב ֵבין

among

1

ֵמ ַעל

from

264

ִב ְׁל ִתי ֶאל

except

1

ֵמ ִעם

from with

59

מֹו־ל
ְׁ ְׁכ

like as to

1

ֵמ ִע ָמ ִדי

from with

1

ְׁכ ַב

about as

7

ִמ ַת ַחת

from under

34

ְׁכ ִמן

about

2

נ ַֹכח ְַׁל

opposite to

1

ְׁכ ַעל

according to

5

ד־אל
ֶ ַע

all the way to

1

ְׁל ַב ֲעבּור

in order to

3

ד־כ
ְׁ ַע

up to such

2

ְׁלמֹול

the oposite direction

1

ד־ל
ְׁ ַע

until

28

ְׁל ִמן

from

42

ד־מן
ִ ַע

as far as

3

ְׁלנ ַֹכח

on behalf of

3

ַעד־נֶ גֶ ד

as far as in front of

2

ְׁלנֶ גֶ ד

in front of

25

ַעד־נ ַֹכח

to opposite

3

ֵמ ֵא ֶצל

from beside

4

ל־א ַחר
ַ ַע

at the rear

1

ֵמ ַא ַחר

from after

49

ל־בין
ֵ ַע

above among

1

ֵמ ֵאת

from with

152

ל־ל ְׁפנֵ י
ִ ַע

To the front of

1

ִמ ַב ְׁל ֲע ֵ ֵּ֔די

besides

12

ַת ַחת ְׁל

under

2
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Table 8.3
Triple Prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

ל־בין ְׁל
ֵ ֶא

to between

1

ל־ב ֹ֙ינֹות ְׁל
ֵ ֶא

to between

1

ל־ת ַחת ְׁל
ַ ֶא

to under

1

ֵמ ַא ַחר ְׁל

from behind

1

ִמ ֵבין ְׁל

from betweem

3

ִמ ַ ֶ֖ב ַעד ְׁל

from behind

3

ִמנֶֹ֙ גֶ ד ְׁל

from before

2

ִמנֶ גֶ ד ִמן

from before

1

ֵמ ַעל ְׁל

from above

14

ִמ ַת ַחת ְׁב

below

1

ִמ ַת ַחת ְׁל

from under

15

ַעד ְׁל ִמן

as far as

2

ד־מ ַעִ֣ל
ֵ ַע

to above

1

ל־מ ַעִ֣ל
ֵ ַע

above

1

At least two quadruple prepositions are found:

ְׁל ִמן ַת ַחת ְׁל
ֹופ ִָ֗נים ְׁל ִמ ַֹ֙ת ַח ֹ֙ת ַ ָּֽל ִמ ְׁסּגְׁ ֵּ֔רֹות
ַ וְׁ ַא ְׁר ַ ִ֣ב ַעת ָה ָּֽא
Under the panels were the four wheels (1 Kgs. 7:32)

ד־מ ַ ֶ֖ת ַחת ְׁל
ִ ַע
ד־מ ַ ֶ֖ת ַחת ְׁל ֵ ֵ֥בית ָ ָּֽכר׃
ִ ת־פ ִל ְׁש ִ ָ֑תים וַ יַ ַּ֕כּום ַע
ְׁ ַוֶָּּֽֽיִ ְׁר ְׁד ֶ֖פּו ֶא
And they pursued the Philistines,
and struck them down as far as below Beth Car. (1 Sam. 7:11)
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8.2.3 Combined with a Noun
Some prepositions join with a noun or adverb to idiomatically form a new hybrid perposition. Table 8.4 lists the double ones; Table 8.5 lists the triple ones; and Table 8.6 the quadruple
ones.
Table 8.4
Double Hybrid Prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

ֶאל־מּול

before

14

ת־פנֵ י
ְׁ ֶא

before

28

ְׁבחּוצֹת

outside

14

ְׁל ַבד

alone

123

ְׁל ַמ ָטה

below

10

ְׁל ַָ֗מ ְׁע ָלה

above

31

ִל ְׁפנֵ י

before

1,029

ִמ ַביִ ת

inside

12

ִמחּוץ

outside

45

ְׁל ֻע ָמה

close to

31

ִמ ְׁפנֵ י

from before

305

Table 8.6
Quadruple Hybrid Prepositions
Preosition

Meaning

Frequency

ל־מחּוץ ְׁל
ִ ֶא

to outside of

19

ל־מ ֵבית ְׁל
ִ ֶא

to within

2
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Table 8.5
Triple Hybrid Prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

Frequency

ל־מ ֵבית
ִ ֶא

to within

3

ֶאל־מּול ְׁפנֵ י

to the front of

8

ְׁל ַָ֗מ ְׁע ָלה ְׁל

down to

1

ֶאל־נ ַֹכח ְׁפנֵ י

directly in front of

1

ִמחּוץ ְׁל

outside of

33

ִמ ְׁלבֹוא

from the entrance of

1

ִמ ְׁל ַבד

besides

33

ִמ ְׁל ַמ ָטה

from below

6

ִמ ְׁל ֵַּ֔מ ְׁע ָלה

from above

24

ִמ ְׁל ֻע ַמת

next to

1

ִמ ִל ְׁפנֵ י

from before

75

ִמ ִל ְׁפנִ ים

inner

2

8.3 Distribution of Prepositions
Although prepositions have only four primary functions (§8.4), they are found in a variety
of positions based on the common parsing of words as recorded the morphological codes in the
WTS text. Table 8.7 lists the various parts of speech that are governed by a preposition. Of the
51,436 prepositions without a pronoun suffix, 48,079 are prefixed to the constituent they govern
or are linked by means of Maqqeph; 1,515 have a conjunctive accent; 1,369 have a near disjunctive; and only 65 have a remote disjunctive. On the other hand, of the 11,337 that govern a pronoun
suffix, only 49 are linked to the following word by Maqqeph; 1,594 are linked by conjunctive
accent; 4,257 by a near disjunctive; but 5,435 by a remote disjunctive.
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Table 8.7
Distribution of Prepositional Governance
Part of Speech

Frequency

Pronoun Suffix

11,337

Nominative Pronoun

21

Accusative Pronoun

8

Interrogative Pronoun

94

Demonstrative Pronoun

262

1

Sign of Accusative
Common Nouns
Proper Nouns

2

33,222

3

Gentilic Nouns

2
6,434

4

258

Cardinal Number
Ordinal Number

5

621

6

23

Negative7

257

Adjective8
Participles

810
9

766

Infinitive Absolute

11

Infinitive Construct

5,978

Relative Pronoun
Preposition

718
1,175

Interrogative Particle

39

Conjunction10

30

1

They mark an accusative noun phrase (Josh. 11:13; 2 Kgs. 3:22).

2

8,581 have the definite article.

3

287 have the definite article.

4

161 have the definite article.

5

64 have the definite article.

6

21 have a definite article.

7

The word  לֹאoccurs 47 times, negating a common noun 34 times, another preposition 3 times (2 Chr. 30:18;

Job 39:16; Isa. 30:5; 55:2), a finite verb 10 times, and 1 infinitive construct (Num. 35:23). Other negatives are: ב ְלתי
(95 times), ( ְבלי38 times), ( ַאין63 times), ( אפס13 times), and ( ַאלonce).
8

303 have the definite article.

9

264 have the definite article.

10

23 form compound conjunctions discussed in § 9.1; 7 appear before Waw conjunctive, apparently with an
elided object (Gen. 21:16; Deut. 28:66; Judg. 9:17; 2 Kgs. 2:15; 4:25; I Chr. 20:4; Neh. 12:38).
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Part of Speech

Frequency

Adverb11

599
12

3

13

100

Interjection
Finite Verb
Last Word
Total

14

5
62,773

The first eleven categories are cases in which the object of the preposition is a noun or its
equivalent. Intuitively one expects a preposition to govern its object in the genitive case; but in
some instances, a preposition governs independent nominative or accusative pronouns, and even
twice noun phrases marked accusative. In the case of the cardinal and ordinal numbers, the number
either quantifies a noun phrase or stands alone functioning as a noun in place of the elided noun
phrase it quantifies. In the case of adjectives, they too are functioning as a noun standing alone in
place of the elided noun phrase it modifies. In the case of the participles, when governed by a
preposition they function as a verbal noun. The same is true in the rare instances where a preposition governs an infinitive absolute. The construct infinitive is a verbal noun whether it stands alone
or has a named subject and object.
When prepositions link with relative pronouns they form compound subordinating conjunctions as discussed in § 9.1; the same is true when they link with a conjunction. When prepositions link with other prepositions they form compound prepositions as explained above. The same
is true when they link with adverbs. When linked with an interrogative particle they form a compound interrogative adverb. In rare instances in poetry, an interjection is found intervening between prepositions forming a compound. Contrary to expectation, a preposition is found governing
a finite verb as though there were and intervening relative pronoun. Finally, a few prepositions
with elided object pronouns are found at the end of a verse.

8.4 Functions of Prepositions
Prepositions have four functions in Hebrew: (1) they convert nouns or noun phrases into
adverb phrases; (2) they join verbs with their complements; (3) they subordinate infinitive clauses

11

Two have a definite article.

12

Psa. 73:15; 116:14, 18.

13

Strangely, 3 have the definite article (2 Chr. 1:4; 29:36; Dan. 8:1).

14

Josh. 2:11; 2 Sam. 18:13; 2 Chr. 30:18; Hos. 13:4; Amos. 2:9.
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to independent clauses or to other parts of speech;15 and (4) they may join with rv#a& or /K@ to form
subordinating conjunctions. Apart from (4) which is special, prepositions almost always govern a
noun phrase or its equivalent. Prepositions may be negated, nearly always by the prepositive particle ,16 but occasionally by  ֵאין,17 by  ִב ְׁל ִתי,18 by  ְׁב ִלי,19 by  ַבל,20 by  ֶא ֶפס,21 or by  ַאל,22
8.4.1 Forming Adverb Phrases
Adverbs and adverb phrases answer the questions: when? where? why? how? etc., but not
who? or what? They answer questions about time, place, manner, means, result, consequence,
cause, reason, purpose, degree of comparison, condition, and so forth.
A temporal preposition, governing a noun or noun phrase naming some aspect of time,
forms an adverb phrase that answers the question “when?”; a spatial preposition, governing a noun
or noun phrase naming some aspect of place, answers the question “where?”; a manner preposition,
governing a noun or noun phrase naming a method, answers the question “how?”; a purpose preposition, governing a noun or noun phrase naming a purpose, answers the question “why?”; and so
forth. Because prepositions govern nouns or noun phrases, they also may govern pronouns that
stand in place of a noun (phrase). The pronouns take the genitive case and are suffixed to the
preposition.
Some Hebrew prepositions have only a temporal meaning in the Old Testament:

<r#f# —before

<r#f#B= —before

15

An infinitive clause is a clause which has had its verb changed to the infinitive form rather than the inflected
form it would normally take as an independent clause.
16

Prepositions are negated by  260 times in the Hebrew Bible, nearly always with Maqqeph or a conjunctive accent (222 times), or with a near disjunctive accent (27 times), or a remote disjunctive accent (11 times: Num.
14:28; Deut. 31:17; 1 Sam. 20:15; 29:4; 1 Chr. 19:3; Isa. 10:11; Jer. 42:5; Ezek. 17:16; 20:33; 24:25; 36:7); although
in these latter, the negative is probably functioning independently.
17

Prepositions are negated by  ֵּאין184 times, nearly always with Maqqeph or a conjunctive accent (167 times),
or a near disjunctive accent (15 times), or by a remote disjunctive accent twice (Gen. 2:5; Isa. 59:11), but in these
latter the negative is functioning independently. In most cases  ֵּאיןis functioning as the negated copulate verb in a
predicate adverb clause.
18

Exod. 22:19; Num. 11:6; 2 Kgs. 23:10.

19

Job 18:15.

20

Psa. 16:2; 23:7.

21

Isa. 45:6; 46:9; 54:15.

22

Psa. 6:2*2; 38:2; 119:36; Prov. 31:4*2; Isa. 64:8; Jer. 10:24; 15:15.
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<r#F#m! —before
Some Hebrew prepositions have only a spatial meaning in the Old Testament:

lx#a@
ta@
lWm
lu^m^
dg#n\
jk^wÄn
byb!s*

—beside
—with; among
—in front of
—on top of; above
—in front of; opposite to
—in front of; before
—around

Some Hebrew prepositions have both temporal and spatial meanings in the OT, but no
other adverbial sense:

rj^a^
/yB@
yn}p=l!
du^

Time
—after
—during
—before
—even to; until

Space
after; behind
between
before; in front of
as far as; up to

Some Hebrew prepositions have a temporal meaning and other adverbial meanings in the
OT, but no spatial sense:

K=

Time
—about

Manner
according to

Comparison
like; as

Some Hebrew prepositions in the OT have other adverbial meanings not including time
and space:

/u^y~ —because of
/u^m^l= —for the sake of
rWbu&B^ —on account of
Some Hebrew prepositions have a spatial meaning and other adverbial meanings in the OT,
but no temporal sense:
Space
la# —to; toward
du^B^ —away
yn}P=m! —from before

Other Adverbial Meanings
because of
on behalf of
because of
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tj^T^ —under; in place of
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corresponding to
in the manner of;
in exchange for

Some Hebrew prepositions have both temporal and spatial meanings, as well as other adverbial senses in the OT:
Time
—on
—to; at

B=
l=
/m! —from;
lu^

—since
—beyond

<u! —as long as

Space
in
to

Other Adverbial Meanings
with; by means of
of; for; in order to

from;

on account of;

out of
upon;

because of
because of;

over
with

on the condition
beside; in spite of

The above analysis is simplified and does not include the special senses associated with
governing verbal complements, nor does it include figurative senses. Besides this, as mentioned
above (§ 8.2.2), many prepositions join with others to form compound prepositions with a variety
of senses. BDB and HALOT provide extensive articles on all the prepositions; they should be
consulted for more details.
8.4.2 Governing Verbal Complements
Hebrew verbs govern their complements in the accusative case or by means of a preposi23
tion. When a preposition functions in this role, its meaning is dependent on the verb involved;
likewise, the meaning of the verb is dependent on the preposition.
Although some English verbs govern their complements by means of prepositions, there is
no necessary relationship between how Hebrew verbs govern their complements and how the corresponding English verbs govern theirs. A given Hebrew verb may govern its complement by
means of a preposition, while the corresponding English verb governs its complement in the accusative, or vice versa. Even when both the given Hebrew verb and the corresponding English verb
govern their complement by means of a preposition, the Hebrew and English prepositions may not
correspond in basic meaning. Translators take this into account, substituting the correct English

23

See the discussion of the syntax of fnite verbs § 5.4.4.
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preposition for the Hebrew one. A comprehensive lexicon records these variations of meaning for
both verbs and prepositions, and a careful expositor pays attention to these details.
8.4.3 Subordinating Infinitive Clauses
In language, one clause may modify another (independent) clause in order to provide some
adverbial information about it. Such a modifying clause is called a dependent or subordinate
clause. A dependent clause is subordinated to an independent clause by means of a subordinating
conjunction. The conjunction introduces the dependent clause which may either precede or follow
the independent clause it modifies.


So the LORD went His way
as soon as He had finished speaking with Abraham. (Gen 18:33)

The conjunction rv\a&K^ (as soon as) introduces the dependent (subordinate) clause that defines the
time when the LORD departed.
In Hebrew, an alternate way of subordinating one clause to another is to change the verb
in the subordinate clause to its infinitive form, and to introduce the subordinate clause with the
preposition that corresponds in meaning to the given subordinating conjunction.24 Usually the infinitive assumes first position in the clause. English has no corresponding idiom, so the English
translation is the same in either case. Using the same example as above, but employing the infinitive alternative, the text would read:


So the LORD went His way
as soon as He had finished speaking with Abraham. (Gen 18:33)*

The infinitive form hL@K^ replaced the inflected form hL*K! and the preposition K= replaced the
conjunction rv\a&K^. In like manner, many Hebrew prepositions may govern an infinitive clause,
transforming it into an adverbial subordinate clause.


When you have brought the people out of Egypt (Exod. 3:12)
[The subject of the infinitive is the 2ms pronoun suffix attached to it.]


as one falls before wicked men (2 Sam. 3:34)

24

This construction occurs 5,990 times in the Hebrew Bible. The infinitive functions as a verbal noun, so one
would expect it to be governed by a preposition in this construction. Thus this structure functions as an ordinary
prepositional phrase, fulfilling all its roles.
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After he has shaved his consecrated hair (Num 6:19)
[The subject of the infinitive is the 3ms pronoun suffix attached to it.]


That the LORD may bring to Abraham
what He has spoken to him. (Gen. 18:19)


Because the LORD loves you,
and because He would keep His oath (Deut. 7:8)
[The subject of the second infinitive is the 3ms pronoun suffix attached to it. The preposition
with both clauses]

/m! is repeated


Because I follow what is good (Psa. 38:21, vs. 20 in Eng.)
[The subject of the infinitive is the 1cs pronoun suffix attached to it.]


In order to walk in His ways and to fear Him (Deut. 8:6)

A verb may govern an infinitive clause as a complement by means of a preposition.


He sought to kill Moses (Ex 2:15)


I do not want to take her (Deut 25:8)

8.5 Forming Conjunctions
Some Hebrew prepositions join with rv#a& or /K@ to form subordinating conjunctions.25 At
times these prepositions function as conjunctions even without the companion words.

rv#a-& yr}ja
& ^
rv#a&B^
rv#a-& rWbu&B^
/k@l*
rv#a-& du^
rv#a-& lu^
rv#a-& /u^y~
rv#a-& tj^T^

25

—after that
/K@-yr}j&a^
—when; although
/k@B=
—in order that; because rv#a&K^
—therefore
rv#a&m@
—until
rv#a-& yn}P=m!

—afterwards
—then; thereupon
—when; just as;
—since
—because

—because
/K@-lu^
—because
rv#a-& /u^m^l=
—because; whereas

—therefore
—in order that

See § 9.1 on conjunctions.
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8.6 Summary
This chapter discusses Hebrew prepositions. Words classified as prepositions answer the
semantic question “what adverbial relationship?” They have a unique grammatical form that permits them to govern pronoun suffixes, and they occupy unique syntactic slots: (1) they form elementary adverb phrases with nouns or pronouns; (2) they join some verbs with their complement,
and (3) they subordinate infinitive clauses.
They also function with or  to form subordinating conjunctions. Prepositions may be preceded by a conjunction, but never by a definite article.26

Syntactic slots
Prepositions may occupy four slots.
(1) Governing a noun phrase it may occupy an elementary adverb slot:
D=P+N
(2) It may link a verb to its complement:
Q=V+P+N
(3) Governing an infinitive clause it may occupy an adverb slot:
D = P + Si

(Si = infinitive clause)

(4) It forms a conjunction with or :
Cs = P + or
Cs = P + 

26

(Cs = subordinating conjunction)

In this work, the definite article is regarded as a morpheme of nouns and adjectives. Thus no article is
expected with a preposition. However, there is one exception in colloquial speech (1 Sam. 9:24) where the preposition
does have a definite article. The expression is understood to mean “that which is on it.”

CHAPTER 9
Hebrew Conjunctions
Conjunctions1 are the words that connect various elements of a language together. They
connect the statements of a narrative together to form a logically coherent story. They are the key
to tracing the flow of thought through a Biblical passage. The expositor who ignores their significance is like a tourist in a foreign country who has maps of the cities but no map of the interconnecting roads. What a pity to skip from village to village, from city to city, without ever traversing
the countryside, without seeing the hills and valleys, the rivers and streams, the mountains and
shores, the forests and meadows, without ever experiencing the cultural context. So is the expositor
who ignores the road map of exegesis—the conjunctions. Table 9.1 lists the individual conjunctions by frequency. Of the 57,547 instances of these conjunctions, 53,116 are prefixed to the following word or are linked by means of Maqqeph; 2,582 are linked by means of a conjunctive
accent; 1,015 by means of a near disjunctive; and only 152 have a remote disjunctive.

9.1 Compound Conjunctions
The individual conjunctions may link with prepositions to form new conjunctions with
their own nuance. The following is a list of conjunctions formed in this manner:

 before
 until if2
 until4
 because6




 before
 except if3
 because5
 because7

1

GKC § 104; JM § 104; NIDOTE 4:1036-39.

2

Gen. 24:19; 24:33; Isa. 30:17; Ruth 2:21.

3

Gen. 47:18; Judg. 7:14; Amos 3:3, 4.

4

Gen. 26:13; 41:49; 49:10; 2 Sam. 23:10; 2 Chr. 26:15.

5

Deut. 4:37; Prov. 1:29; Isa. 51:6.

6

Deut. 31:17; Judg. 3:12; Psa. 139:14; Jer. 4:28; Mal. 2:14.

7

Psa. 40:16; 70:4.
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Table 9.1
Frequency of Hebrew Conjunctions
FreFreMeaning

 Meaning quency
quency


and

50,273



but indeed

19






for, that

4,483

then

15

if

1,068

if not

14

also

769





but

11

or

320

 ֵע ֶקב8

because

10



in order
that

202

9

surely

9



also

133

surely

5



lest

133

11

therefore

3



before

56

13

if,
though

2



if perhaps

22

Total

57,547

ָא ְמ ִָ֔נם

10

ֻא ְמ ָנָ֛ם
ָל ֹ֥הן
אלַ֣ ּו

The Hebrew word  often functions as a subordinating conjunction, introducing a dependent clause or indirect discourse. The following is a list of conjunctions formed when  is
preceded by a preposition (see § 11.6.1).

 after
 when
 until

8

 because14
 since15
 because

Gen. 22:18; 26:5; Num. 14:24; Deut. 7:12; 8:20; 2 Sam. 12:6, 10; Psa. 40:16; 70:4; Amos 4:1.

9

The word is classified as a conjunction, but it functions as an adverb: Ruth 3:12; 2 Kgs. 19:17; Job 9:2;
12:2; 19:4, 5; 34:12; 36:4; Isa. 37:18.
10

The word is classified as a conjunction, but it functions as an adverb: Gen. 18:13; Num. 22:37; 1 Kgs. 8:27;
2 Chr. 6:18; Psa. 58:2.
11

Job 30:24; Ruth 1:13 (twice).

12

 is classified as an adverb in lexicons, but it usually functions as a temporal conjunction.

13

Eccl. 6:6; Est. 7:4.

14

Gen. 39:9, 23; Eccl. 7:2.

15

Isa. 43:4.
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 because
 ַא ֲח ֵ ַּ֕רי ַכ ֲא ֶ ָ֛שרas soon as17


ַּ֕ ֵע ֶקב ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר

because16
because18

The Hebrew word  functions as a conjunction when preceded by a preposition. The following is a list of
conjunctions formed in this fashion:





therefore
afterwards

 therefore
 afterwards

because

At times a conjunction forms a compound with another part of speech:









however19
but




because20
only if

that, in order that21

There are two major classes of conjunctions or connectives: (1) those that coordinate elements of equal rank and function in the flow of thought, such as words, phrases, clauses or clusters
of clauses; and (2) those that subordinate one clause or cluster of clauses to another. A clause is
subordinate to another when it modifies the other clause in some sense. A subordinate clause usually answers an adverbial question about the clause it modifies, such as when?, where?, how?,
why?, etc. A subordinate clause is sometimes referred to as a dependent clause, the clause it modifies as an independent clause.

9.2 Coordinating Conjunctions
Words, phrases, or clauses that are of equal rank and function in the flow of thought may
be coordinated in one of three ways: (1) equating, (2) contrasting, or (3) opposing. Equating connectives are called conjunctives; contrasting connectives are called disjunctives; and opposing connectives are called adversatives.

16

Exod. 19:18; Jer. 44:23.

17

Josh. 2:7.

18

Gen. 22:18; 26:5; 2 Sam. 12:6.

19
This compound conjunction occurs five times with various adversative nuances: however, nevertheless,
notwithstanding, except when, except that. Num. 13:28; Deut. 15:4; Judg. 4:9; 2 Sam. 12:14; Amos 9:8.
20
21

Num. 11:20; 1 Kgs. 13:21; 21:29; Isa. 3:16; 7:5; 8:6; 29:13.

This compound word functions as a conjunction when it governs a clause, but not otherwise. It functions
as a conjunction about 18 times: Gen. 21:30; 27:4, 19, 31; 46:34; Exod. 9:14, 16; 19:9; 20:20; 1 Sam. 1:6; 2 Sam.
10:3; 14:20; 17:14; 18:18; Job 20:2; Psa. 105:45; Mich. 2:10.
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Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases,22 clauses, or clusters of clauses of equal
kind, rank, and function. Equal kind means the elements joined by the conjunction are the same
part of speech—nouns join with nouns, adjectives with adjectives, adverbs with adverbs, verbs
with verbs, and clauses with clauses; most other parts of speech do not experience coordination.
Equal rank means the elements joined enjoy the same degree of importance in their immediate
context. Equal function means the elements joined occupy the same grammatical role in their immediate context—that is, subject joins with subject, adjectival modifier with adjectival modifier,
adverbial modifier with adverbial modifier, principle verb with principle verb, predicate complement with predicate complement, predicate with predicate, and independent clause with independent clause.
Coordinating conjunctions may be distinguished from subordinating conjunctions by the
fact that coordinating conjunctions may appear in compound phrases—such as, “Abraham and
Isaac,” “Jacob or Esau,” and “Joseph but not Simeon”—whereas subordinating conjunctions do
not occur in such phrases. Thus one does not find phrases such as “Abraham when Isaac,” and
“Jacob because Esau.” Compound phrases are represented by the following notation:
X → X + Cc + X
where X = {N, A, D, or V}, and Cc = coordinating conjunction.
9.2.1 Conjunctive Connectors
Conjunctive connectors join words, phrases, or clauses on some kind of equal basis. The
following are the principal conjunctives in Hebrew:
(a) w+ (Waw conjunctive)—and—expresses joint participation of words, phrases, or clauses;
the elements it joins provide equal contribution to an argument or narrative. Waw conjunctive
expresses simple coordination, joining things of the same kind, rank, and function. It may join
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, or phrases of any of these; it also may join predicates, clauses,
or clusters of clauses. If it joins phrases or clauses, it is attached to the first word of the second
phrase or clause. Its vowel usually is Shewa (w+), although before some words its vowel may be
Hiriq (w]), Pathach ()ו, or Qamets (w`); in some cases it appears as Shureq (W).

22

Compound phrases—words or phrases joined by a coordinating conjunction—are the result a deletion
transformation operating on two or more coordinate clauses (i.e., joined by a coordinating conjunction) which say the
same thing about equal but different constituents. This operation is discussed in § 19.4.
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Coordinate words:


N7 W

N 6 W N 5 W N4 W N3 W N 2 W N 1
N8
The sons of Japheth were Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal,
Meshech, and Tiras. (Gen. 10:2)23

Coordinate phrases:


N1


N2



W

N3
W
So the LORD stirred up
the spirit of Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah,
and the spirit of Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest,
and the spirit of all the remnant of the people. (Hag. 1:14)

Coordinate clauses:



Therefore, the heavens above you withhold the dew
and [parallel action]
the earth withholds its fruit. (Hag. 1:10)

Alternate Uses
While Waw conjunctive w+ functions primarily as a coordinating conjunction, it also serves
as a general purpose substitute for more explicit conjunctions where the relationship of the clauses
it joins is clearly understood from the sense of the clauses themselves. This may be thought of as
part of the general principle of the economy of symbols. The occurrence of this substitution is noted
throughout the discussion of conjunctions.
(b) w~ (Waw consecutive)—and/then—expresses simple coordination with an accompanying
sequence of some sort, such as temporal or logical sequence.24 Waw consecutive joins only

23

When more than two elements are coordinated, Waw conjunctive often is attached to every element but the
first, as in this example, contrary to English which usually uses a comma in place of the conjunction except before the
last element. At times Hebrew omits coordinating Waw conjunctive like English does.
24
Muraoka (§ 117a) rejects the term “Waw consecutive” as not felicitous, but the term “consecutive” does
indeed imply sequence, either temporal or logical. He prefers the term “Waw inversive” and the term “inverted form.”
Scholars of earlier generations used the terms “Waw conversive” and “converted form.” The forms are indeed inverted
in this Hebrew idiom; but that is merely a morphological phenomenon not directly related to the conjunctive sense
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clauses,25 and attaches to the verb of the second clause; the verb of the second clause must be the
first word of the clause. Thus Waw consecutive is found attached only to verbs, and there can be
no other intervening prepositive word, such as a negative particle. If it is attached to a verb inflected in the imperfect aspect, it has Pathach for a vowel and it causes the first letter of the verb
to have a doubling Daggesh,26 as in the word War+yY]w~. If it is attached to a verb inflected in the
perfect aspect, it takes the same vowel as Waw conjunctive—that is, it usually has Shewa for a
vowel and does not double the first letter of the verb; thus it is indistinguishable from Waw conjunctive except for context.27
Waw consecutive with imperfect:



The people heeded the voice of the LORD...
and [logical sequence]
The people feared the presence of the LORD (Hag. 1:12)

Waw consecutive with imperative:


Go up to the mountains!
and [logical sequence]
Bring wood!
and [logical sequence]
Build the temple! (Hag. 1:8)

Waw consecutive with perfect:




Now within three days Pharaoh will lift up your head
and [logical sequence]
restore you to your place
and [logical sequence]
you will put Pharaoh’s cup in his hand (Gen. 40:13)

conveyed by the conjunction. The true semantic function of the Waw consecutive is to denote consecution of the
clauses it joins.
25

Waw consecutive fails to meet all the criteria for coordinating conjunctions in that it never occurs in compound phrases, and connects only clauses. On the other hand, it does not seem to subordinate, except that Waw consecutive is used at times to join a subordinate clause to the independent clause it modifies, when the independent
clause follows the dependent clause. This is a non-coordinating use of Waw consecutive.
26

In some cases, Waw consecutive with imperfect shifts the accent forward to the next-to-last syllable of the
verb to which it is attached.
27

In some cases, Waw consecutive with perfect shifts the accent from the next-to-last syllable to the last
syllable of the verb to which it is attached, unlike Waw conjunctive.
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(c) <G~—also—joins a word, phrase, or clause having a similar, though added, thought to a
word, phrase, or clause of the same rank.



If a man could number the dust of the earth,
your descendants also could be numbered. (Gen. 13:16)

(d) <G~>>><G~—both...and—emphasize the coordinate relationship of the words, phrases, or
clauses so joined.


Both we and also our fathers (Gen. 47:3)

(e) [a^—also/yea—denotes addition, especially of something greater or new.


They shout for joy, yea they also sing. (Psa. 65:13 [14])


Indeed I have spoken it;
I will also bring it to pass.
I have purposed it; I will also do it. (Isa. 46:11)

9.2.2 Disjunctive Connectors
Disjunctive connectors join clauses of equal hierarchy but of contrasting meaning; they
state that an alternative exists. The following are the principal disjunctives in Hebrew:28
(a) wÄa—or—joins words, phrases, or clauses expressing mutually exclusive alternatives;
joins words, phrases, or clauses expressing alternate possibilities in an uncertain situation; or joins
words, phrases, or clauses expressing the same thought in alternate words.
Disjunctive words:

וְׁ ֵָ֗איְך נִ גְׁ נ ֹֹ֙ב ִמ ֵבִ֣ית ֲאד ֵֶֹּ֔ניך ֶכ ֶֶ֖סף ֵ֥אֹו זָ ָ ָּֽהב׃
And how could we steal silver or gold from your lord's house? (Gen. 44:8)

־עֹור ִ֣אֹו ֵָּ֔שק
ֹ֙ י־ע ֹ֙ץ ִ֣אֹו ֶ ָּ֤בגֶ ד אֹו
ֵ ל־כ ִל
ְׁ ִמ ָכ
any item of wood or clothing or leather or sackcloth (Lev. 11:32)

Disjunctive phrases:


That I may turn to the right hand
or to the left. (Gen. 24:49)

28

context.

Waw conjunctive is frequently used as a disjunctive where the disjunctive sense is clearly evident in the
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Disjunctive clauses:



Is it better that you be a priest to the household of one man,
or that you be a priest to a tribe and a family in Israel? (Judg. 18:19)

(b) wÄa>>>wÄa—either...or—join words, phrases, or clauses expressing mutually exclusive alternatives; or join words, phrases, or clauses expressing alternate possibilities in an uncertain situation. They function as a pair. Hebrew has no conjunctions expressing neither...nor; it uses aO
<G~ >>> aO <G~ instead.
Disjunctive predicates:


Whether it has gored a son
or gored a daughter (Exod. 21:31)

Disjunctive clauses:



Neither curse them at all,
nor bless them at all! (Num. 23:25)

9.2.3 Adversative Connectors
Adversative connectors join clauses of equal hierarchy but of opposing or contrary meaning. The following are the principal adversatives in Hebrew:29
(a) lb*a&—but—introduces a clause in opposition to the one preceding it, or expressing a
contrary thought or one contrary to expectation.



The men that were with me did not see the vision;
but a great terror fell upon them. (Dan. 10:7)

(b) <a! yK!—but—used to join an antithesis to a negative clause.30



This one shall not be your heir,
but one who will come from your own body

29

Waw conjunctive is frequently used as an adversative where the adversative sense is clearly evident in the

30

<a! yK! may also be used as a conditional conjunction; see § 9.3.6.

context.
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shall be your heir. (Gen. 15:4)

(c) אּולם
ָ —but—usually occurs with ְׁ וto express some degree of emphasis.

ית־אל
ָ֑ ֵ ם־ה ָמ ֵ֥קֹום ַה ֶ֖הּוא ֵ ָּֽב
ַ ת־ש
ָּֽ ֵ וַ יִ ְׁק ָ ָ֛רא ֶא
ם־ה ִ ֶ֖עיר ָל ִראש ָֹנָּֽה׃
ָ אּולָ֛ם לֵ֥ ּוז ֵש
ָ ְׁו
And he called the name of that place Bethel;
but the name of that city had been Luz previously. (Gen. 28:19)

(d) —however—used to join an antithesis to a negative clause.

וְׁ ִה ְׁש ַמ ְׁד ִ ִ֣תי א ֵָֹּ֔תּה ֵמ ַ ֶ֖על ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י ָה ֲא ָד ָ ָ֑מה
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁת־בית יַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב נְׁ ֻאם־י
ֵ֥ ֵ ֶָ֗א ֶפס ֶ֠ ִכי ִ֣ל ֹא ַה ְׁש ֵ ֵ֥מיד ַא ְׁש ִ ָ֛מיד ֶא
And I will destroy it from the face of the earth;
However, I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob," Says the LORD. (Amos 9:8)

(e) qr~ —except—used to join an antithesis to a negative clause.






“See now, I have two daughters who have not known a man;
please, let me bring them out to you,
and you may do to them as you wish;
except do nothing to these men,
since this is the reason they have come under the shadow of my roof.” (Gen. 19:8)

(f) — ִב ְׁל ִתיexcept—used to join an antithesis to a negative clause.

יהוֶ֖ה ְׁל ַב ָּֽדֹו׃
ָ ֹלהים ָי ֳָּּֽח ָ ָ֑רם ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ַל
ֶ֖ ִ ז ֵ ֵֹ֥ב ַח ָל ֱא
He who sacrifices to any god, except to the LORD only,
he shall be utterly destroyed (Exod. 22:20)

(g) שר
ֵ֧ ֶ — ִמ ְׁב ִלי ֲאexcept that—used to join an antithesis to a negative clause.

ת־ה ַמ ֲע ֶ ָ֛שה
ָּֽ ַ ת־הע ָֹל ֹ֙ם נָ ַ ִ֣תן ְׁב ִל ֵָּ֔בם ִמ ְׁב ַּ֞ ִלי ֲא ֶ ֵ֧שר לֹא־יִ ְׁמ ָצִ֣א ָה ָא ָ ָ֗דם ֶא
ָ ַּגָּ֤ם ֶא
ד־סֹוף׃
ָּֽ ֹלהים ֵמ ֵ֥ר ֹאש וְׁ ַע
ֶ֖ ִ ר־ע ָ ֵ֥שה ָה ֱא
ָ ֲא ֶש
Also He has put eternity in their hearts, except that no one can find out the work
that God does from beginning to end. (Eccl. 3:11)
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9.2.4 Comparatives
Comparative conjunctions compare the thought of one word, phrase, or clause with that of
another word, phrase, or clause of similar kind. The following are the principal comparative conjunctions in Hebrew:
(a) (/K@)>>>rv#a&K^—just as...(so)—this pair of conjunctions compares two clauses on an equal basis. The second conjunction may be omitted.
(b) /K@>>>K=—as...so—this pair of conjunctions compares one word, phrase, or clause with another on a similar
but not necessarily equal basis.
(c) /m!—more than—compares one word, phrase, or clause as superior to another; if the thing compared is a
universal statement, the conjunction expresses the superlative degree of comparison.

Clauses may be compared on the basis of any common element or feature, and they may
have four different degrees of comparison: (1) equality, (2) similarity, (3) superiority, or (4) the
superlative. Typical common elements are participants, predicates, attributes, and adverbial modifiers such as manner, means, cause, reason, purpose, time, place, and so forth. Typical common
features are truth, certainty, and figurative representation. The following is a list of various types
of comparisons that can be made between clauses:
(1) Two subjects compared with respect to a common predicate.
(2) Two objects compared with respect to a common subject and verb.
(3) Two predicates compared with respect to a common subject.
(4) A statement compared with itself under different circumstances.
(5) Two subjects and objects compared with respect to a common verb.
(6) A statement compared with its complement.
(7) A statement compared with another of the same kind.
(8) A statement compared with its counter-statement, contradiction, alternative, or adversative.
(9) A figure of speech compared with its counterpart.
Frequently comparative clause pairs of types (1) through (4) are condensed to a single
clause with a comparative phrase; but the condensing may not be possible in some cases, or may
purposely be left undone for the sake of emphasis.31 The condensing of types (5) through (9) is
more difficult and found less often. The following are examples of condensed clause pairs:
Comparison of predicate attribute:

31

The condensing is the result of a deletion transformation as discussed in § 19.4.
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One people shall be stronger than the other. (Gen. 25:23)
[Condensed from “One people shall be strong more than the other
people shall be strong.]


They were swifter than eagles,
They were stronger than lions. (2 Sam. 1:23)
[Condensed from “They were swift more than eagles are swift,”
and “They were strong more than lions are strong.”]

Comparison of predicate complement:


He also loved Rachel more than Leah. (Gen. 29:30)
[Condensed from “He loved Rachel more than he loved Leah.”]


The king loved Esther more than all the other women. (Est. 2:17)

Comparison of predicates:


They reverted and behaved more corruptly than their fathers. (Judg. 2:19)


David behaved more wisely than all the servants of Saul. (1 Sam. 18:30)

Type 1: Two subjects with a common predicate:






“As the new heavens and the new earth
Which I have made shall remain before Me,” says the LORD,
“So shall your descendants and your name remain.” (Isa. 66:22)


When every male among us is circumcised
as [comparison of equality]
they are circumcised. (Gen. 34:22)

Type 4: A statement compared with itself under different circumstances:



Fulfill your work, your daily quota,
as [comparison of equality]
when there was straw. (Exod. 5:13)
[Condensed from “Fulfill your work, your daily quota,
as you fulfilled your daily work quota when there was straw.”]

236
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Type 6: A statement is compared with its complement:
Commandment-execution:



Two by two they went into the ark to Noah, male and female,
as God had commanded Noah. (Gen. 7:9)




We will go three days journey into the wilderness
and sacrifice to the LORD our God
as He will command us. (Exod. 8:23)

Messenger-message:


I will bring back word to you
as the LORD speaks to me. (Num. 22:8)

Crime-punishment:


As I have done,
so God has repaid me. (Judg. 1:7)

Type 7: A statement is compared with another of the same kind:



Just as when a man rises against his neighbor and kills him,
even so is this matter. (Deut. 22:26)

Type 8: A statement is compared with its contradiction. The significant thought involved
in the contradiction must be stated.



Nor will I again destroy every living thing
as I have done. (Gen. 8:21)

Type 9: A figure of speech is compared with its counterpart:
Metaphor:


As his name is, so is he. (1 Sam. 25:25)
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Simile:




As the heavens are higher than the earth,
So are My ways higher than your ways,
And My thoughts than your thoughts. (Isa. 55:9)



As the clay is in the potter’s hand,
so are you in My hand, O house of Israel. (Jer. 18:6)




Behold as the eyes of servants look to the hand of their masters,
As the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress,
So our eyes look to the LORD our God. (Psa. 123:2)

9.2.5 Juxtaposition
Sometimes Hebrew, like English, does not use a conjunction to connect clauses, instead,
they stand in juxtaposition (side-by-side).32 Clauses in juxtaposition may be regarded as having a
zero conjunction. Coordinate clauses may stand in juxtaposition whenever the coordinate relationship of the clauses is clearly understood from the sense of the clauses themselves.33 Coordinating
conjunctions may join more than two words, phrases, clauses, or clause clusters; if so, and the type
of coordination is the same for all, then all the conjunctions but the last may be omitted. This too
may be regarded as part of the general principle of the economy of symbols, but Hebrew repeats
the coordinating conjunctions more often than English does in this circumstance.

32
33

The omission of a conjunction is called asyndeton.

Juxtaposition may occur with a subordinate clause and the independent clause it modifies when the subordinate clause occurs first.
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Juxtaposition of phrases and clauses:







Alas, sinful nation,
A people laden with iniquity,
A brood of evil doers,
Children who are corrupters!
They have forsaken the LORD,
They have provoked to anger
The Holy One of Israel,
They have turned away backwards. (Isa. 1:4)

9.3 Subordinating Conjunctions
Whenever one clause is dependent upon another, a subordinating conjunction34 introduces
the dependent clause in order to express the kind of dependency involved. There are at least seven
principal dependencies employed in Hebrew: (1) temporal, (2) result-consequence, (3) cause-reason, (4) purpose-result, (5) manner-means, (6) conditional, and (7) comparative. Dependent
clauses function adverbially; they answer the standard adverbial questions.
9.3.1 Temporal
Temporal conjunctions specify some time dependency between the two clauses. The following are the most common temporal conjunctions:





 —when
 —until
 —after
 —before

 —before
 —until



 —since
 —after35
 —after
 —before
 —then
 ָאז/  ֲאזַ י —then36

The Hebrew word  often functions as a subordinating conjunction, introducing a dependent clause or
indirect discourse. It often is governed by a preposition to express various nuances of dependency.
34

35
36

 sometimes occurs as a conjunction without , Lev. 14:43; Jer. 41:16; Job 42:7; BDB 29-30.
 ָאזusually is classified as an adverb, but it functions as a conjunction. It occurs 141 times in the Hebrew

Bible, and  ֲאזַ יoccurs 3 times (Psa. 124:3-5).
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But the thing displeased Samuel
when they said, “Give us a king to judge us.” (1 Sam. 8:6)

9.3.2 Result-Consequence
Result-consequence conjunctions specify that one clause is the result or consequence of
the other which in turn is the cause for the companion clause. These conjunctions appear only
between an independent clause and its dependent clause. The following are the more common
result-reason conjunctions: (1) Cause-result conjunctions; (2) Cause-consequence conjunctions;
and (3) The undesirable result conjunction.
/k@l—
* therefore

/P#—lest

(1) Cause-result conjunctions answer the question “with what result?” The relationship is
more one of direct cause and effect than of remote cause and effect. The latter may be regarded
more as a consequence than as an effect.
. . .



They said, “Can God prepare a table in the wilderness...? [cause]
Therefore
the LORD heard this and was furious.” [result] (Psa. 78:19-21)

(2) Cause-consequence conjunctions answer the question “with what consequence?” The
relationship is more one of indirect or remote cause and effect than of direct cause and effect. The
latter may be regarded more as a result than as a consequence.




You have forsaken Me and served other gods. [cause]
Therefore
I will deliver you no more. [consequence] (Judg. 10:13)

(3) The undesirable consequence conjunction expresses the alternative, or result, answering the question “why not?”



You shall not eat it,
nor shall you touch it, [prohibited cause]
lest
you die. [undesirable consequence] (Gen. 3:3)
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9.3.3 Reason-Result/Cause-Consequence
Reason-result conjunctions specify that one clause is the reason for another clause which
is the result of the companion clause. Cause-consequence conjunctions specify that one clause is
the cause of another clause which is the consequence the companion clause. These conjunctions
introduce the dependent clause, although the independent clause may appear before the dependent
clause for the sake of prominence. Note that reason-result conjunctions and cause-consequence
conjunctions are interrelated; it is not unusual to find them mixed in a statement like “Because . .
. therefore . . . .” For example: “Because you did not obey the voice of the LORD nor execute His
fierce wrath upon Amalek, therefore the LORD has done this thing to you this day” (1 Sam. 28:18).
The following is a list of the more prominent cause-reason conjunctions:

 —therefore
 —therefore
 —because37
 —because
 —because
 —because
 —because
שר
ִ֣ ֶ ל־ד ַב ֹ֙ר ֲא
ְׁ ַע
ִמ ְׁב ִלי

—because38
—because

 —therefore
 —because
 —because
 —because
 —because
 —because
 —because
ְׁכ ָ֗ ִפי ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר
ל־ב ִלי
ְׁ ַע

—because39
—because

(1) Reason-result conjunctions answer the question “why, for what reason?” as distinguished from a cause.




Because
you did not obey the voice of the LORD
nor execute His fierce wrath upon Amalek, [reason]
therefore
the LORD has done this thing to you this day. [result] (1 Sam. 28:18)

37

 is also used as a conditional conjunction and a speech-introducing conjunction.

38

Deut. 22:24*2; 23:5; 2 Sam. 13:22.

39

Mal. 2:9.
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Achish gave him Ziklag that day. [reason]
Therefore
Ziklag has belonged to the kings of Judah to this day. [result] (1 Sam. 27:6)



The LORD has given you the Sabbath; [reason]
therefore
He gives you on the sixth day bread for two days. [result] (Exod. 16:29)



Therefore
he called that place Beersheba, [result]
because
the two of them swore an oath there. [reason] (Gen. 21:31)

(2) Cause-consequence conjunctions answer the question “how, by what cause?” as distinguished from grounds or a logical reason.



Mount Sinai was completely in smoke, [consequence]
because
the LORD descended upon it in fire. [cause] (Exod. 19:18)

9.3.4 Purpose-Result
Purpose-result conjunctions specify that one clause is the purpose or intended result of the
other clause. Purpose conjunctions answer the question “why, for what purpose?” The following
are the most common purpose-result conjunctions:
/u^ml
^ —
= that, in order that

rWbu&B—
^ that, in order that



Please say you are my sister
that [purpose]
it may be well with me for your sake. (Gen. 12:13)



You will take these seven ewe lambs from my hand,
that [purpose]
they may be my witness... (Gen. 21:30)
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9.3.5 Manner-Means
Manner-means conjunctions specify that one clause defines the manner or means whereby
the other clause is accomplished. Manner conjunctions answer the question “how, in what manner?” The following is the common manner-means conjunction:
/K@—thus; so




Each board had two tenons for binding one to another.
Thus [in this manner]
he made for all the boards of the Tabernacle. (Exod. 36:22)

9.3.6 Conditionals
Conditional conjunctions specify some logical dependency between two clauses, which
dependency usually can be expressed by the conjunctions if and then—that is, if Clause-A, then
Clause-B. The “if clause” (Clause-A) is called the protasis, and the “then clause” (Clause-B) is
called the apodosis. The “if clause” (protasis) declares some condition under which the “then
clause” (apodosis) may be regarded as true. Such a pair of clauses is called a “conditional” sentence. Conditional sentences are part of the language of logical reasoning.40



If
he said thus: “The speckled shall be your wages,”
then
all the flock bore speckled. (Gen. 31:8)

The truth or falsity of the apodosis is dependent on the truth or falsity of the protasis. The
condition (protasis) may be true-to-fact or contrary-to-fact. A true-to-fact condition is one that
corresponds to reality, referring to what has actually happened or to what could actually happen.
Whereas, a contrary-to-fact condition is one that does not correspond to reality, referring to what
has not actually happened or to what could not happen. For example, the condition if the moon
turns to cheese is a contrary-to-fact condition, because it states a condition that cannot happen.
Whereas the condition if a man sins is a true-to-fact condition, because it states a condition that
can and has happened.
The truth of the condition (protasis) may have one of several degrees of certainty (probability). The condition may be regarded by the writer or speaker as certainly true (or false); in this

40

GKC § 159; JM § 167.
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case the author or speaker implies that the consequence (apodosis) is certainly true (or false). The
condition may be regarded as only potentially true (or false), depending on extenuating circumstances; in this case the writer or speaker implies that the consequence is potentially true (or false),
depending on the circumstances. The condition may be regarded as only hypothetically true (or
false), that is, it could possibly be true (or false), but not likely so; in this case the writer or speaker
implies that the consequence is regarded as not likely true (or false). The degree of certainty is
determined primarily by the aspect and mood of the clauses, not by the conjunctions.
The protasis may express the exclusive condition under which the consequence (apodosis)
can be true. Likewise, the protasis may express a non-exclusive condition under which the consequence may be true; in this case, the apodosis could be true under other conditions than that expressed by the protasis.
The kind of affirmation, that is, whether the condition is regarded as true or false, is indicated by the conjunction used and by the sense of the clauses and their context. The following are
the prominent conditional conjunctions:41
<a!—if—introduces the simple condition, whether exclusive or non-exclusive, under which
the apodosis could be true.
<a! qr~—only if—introduces the exclusive condition under which the apodosis could be
true.
—כיif—introduces
ִ
a condition under which the apodosis is expected to be true; it is usually
used in legal codes.42
<a!-yK!—unless—introduces the exclusive negative condition, being the equivalent of if
not. It specifies the exclusive condition that would negate the consequence (apodosis).43
—except—introduces an excepted condition.
—except if—introduces an excepted condition.
Wl—if—introduces a positive contrary-to-fact condition under which the apodosis could
be true; but because the condition is contrary-to-fact, the apodosis is regarded as
false.

41

These conjunctions introduce the conditional protasis; the apodosis may be introduced by Waw conjunctive, by Waw consecutive, by <G~, or by juxtaposition;  ָאזintroduces the apodosis for  לּוonce (2 Sam. 19:6), for לּולא
ֵּ
twice (2 Sam. 2:27; Psa. 119:92); and  ֲאזַ יintroduces the apodosis for לּולא
ֵּ 3 times (Psa. 124:3-5).
42
43

Is also used as a cause reason subordinating conjunction and a speech-introducing conjunction.

<a!-yK! may also be used as an adversative, context determines the occasion. See there (§ 9.2.3b).
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—if, though—introduces a positive contrary-to-fact condition under which the apodosis could be true; but because the condition is contrary-to-fact, the apodosis is
regarded as false.
al@Wl—if not—introduces a negative contrary-to-fact protasis. It specifies the exclusive
condition that will negate the independent clause.
Conditional conjunctions declare some logical relationship between the protasis and apodosis. The relationship may be one of cause-effect, reason-result, or means-result; or it may declare
that the truth or certainty of the protasis somehow determines the truth or certainty of the apodosis.
Used rhetorically, the conditional sentence may be almost the equivalent of a comparative.
There are four types of conditional sentences, not taking into account the degrees of certainty, or the fact that they may be true-to-fact or contrary-to-fact: (a) non-exclusives, (b) exclusives, (c) exceptions, and (d) concessions.
9.3.6.1 For the non-exclusive conditional, the protasis is a condition the truth of which
determines the affirmation or denial of the apodosis, but it is not necessarily the exclusive condition. However, used rhetorically, a non-exclusive conditional sentence does not imply the possibility of alternative conditions that could cause the consequence to be true (as would be the case
in a purely logical conditional).



If
he said thus: “The speckled shall be your wages,”
then
all the flock bore speckled. (Gen. 31:8)



If
I find in Sodom fifty righteous within the city,
then
I will spare all the place for their sakes. (Gen. 18:26)

The LORD said that fifty righteous would be sufficient for sparing the city, but actually
ten was the final number. Any number over ten would have been sufficient.
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You may kill my two sons
if
I do not bring him back to you. (Gen. 42:37)

Reuben expressed his confidence that he would bring Benjamin back to Jacob by stating it
in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-expectation conditional sentence. Thus Reuben did not imply that under some other condition Jacob could kill his sons. His rhetorical sentence expressed
confidence, not doubt.



“If
these ordinances depart from before Me,” says the LORD,
“then
the seed of Israel shall also cease from being a nation before Me forever. (Jer. 31:36)

The LORD compared the certainty of Israel’s future as a nation with the certainty of the
laws of nature (vs. 35). He stated it in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-fact conditional sentence.
His rhetorical conditional sentence expressed certainty, not the possibility that some other condition might cause Israel to cease as a nation.
. . .



If
you can break My covenant with the day
and My covenant with the night. . .
then
My covenant may also be broken with David My servant. (Jer. 33:20-21)

The LORD compared the reliability of His covenant with David with the reliability of the
laws of nature (viewed here as a covenant with day and night). He stated it in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-fact conditional sentence. His rhetorical conditional sentence expressed reliability,
not the possibility that some other condition might cause Him to break His covenant with David.

ָּ֤יתי ַה ַ ֹ֙ליְׁ ָל ֹ֙ה ְׁל ִֵּ֔איש וְׁ ַגֶ֖ם יָ ַ ֵ֥ל ְׁד ִתי ָב ִ ָּֽנים׃
ִ ִש־לי ִת ְׁק ָ ֵּ֔וה ַּגִ֣ם ָהי
ִ֣ ִ ֶתי י
ֹ֙ ִ ִ ָּ֤כי ָא ַֹ֙מ ְׁר
הן ֵ ָּֽת ָע ֵּ֔ ֵגנָ ה ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֶ֖תי ֱהיִ֣ ֹות ְׁל ִ ָ֑איש
ֹ֙ ֵ שר יִ גְׁ ָ ֵּ֔דלּו ֲה ָל
ִ֣ ֶ ֲה ָל ֵ ִ֣הן׀ ְׁת ַש ֵָ֗ב ְׁרנָ ה ַ ַ֚עד ֲא
If
I had said I have hope,
And if also
I would have had a husband tonight
And
I would also bear sons,
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then
would you wait for them till they were grown?
Would you restrain yourselves from having husbands? (Ruth 1:12-13)

Naomi reasoned with her daughters-in-law concerning the futility of remaining with her if
they had any hope of marrying again. The compound protasis44 states the contrary-to-fact condition upon which the daughters would have hope of marrying one of her future sons. The facts are
against it: she was too old have more sons even in the unlikely possibility that she would remarry.
The perfect aspect verbs express the certainty of the situation. Juxtaposition links the compound
apodosis which is expressed as rhetorical questions the answer to which is clearly “No!”
9.3.6.2 For the exclusive conditional the protasis is the only condition whereby the apodosis may be true.
. . .


The LORD will greatly bless you in the land . . .
only if
you carefully obey the voice of the LORD your God. (Deut. 15:4-5)



You shall not fail to have a man sit before me on the throne of Israel,
only if
your sons take heed to their way... (1 Kgs. 8:25)

The exclusive condition whereby David would have a descendant sitting on the throne of
Israel was that his descendants would carefully obey God’s commandments. This does not contradict the covenant with David discussed in Jer. 33:20-21 above, because Jeremiah indicated that
Israel’s captives would return and be the recipients of God’s everlasting mercy (vs. 26).



I will not make the feet of Israel wander anymore
from the land which I gave their fathers—
only if
they are careful to do according to all I command them. (2 Kgs. 21:8)

9.3.6.3 For the excepted conditional the protasis is the exclusive condition whereby the
apodosis may be denied.45

44

The conditional nuance of the initial conjunction is passed on to the succeeding clauses of the protasis
without necessary repetition.
45

Note that the protasis follows in all these case.
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Unless
the LORD builds the house,
they labor in vain who build it.
Unless
the LORD guards the city,
the watchman stays awake in vain. (Psa. 127:1)




Unless
the LORD had been my help,
My soul would soon have settled in silence. (Psa. 94:17)


I will not let You go
unless
You bless me. (Gen. 32:27)
. . . 



The person . . . shall not eat the holy offerings
unless
he washes his body with water. (Lev. 22:6)

9.3.6.4 For the concessive conditional it is conceded that the apodosis is true in spite of
the contrary expectation expressed by the protasis.



Although
my house is not so with God,
yet
He has made with me an everlasting covenant. (2 Sam. 23:5)

That is, the Lord had made a covenant with David in spite of the unworthiness of his house.



Though your sins are like scarlet,
They shall be as snow;
Thuogh they are red like crimson,
They shall be as wool. (Isa. 1:18)

That is, the Lord will cleanse Israel’s sins in spite of their extreme severity.
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9.4 Speech Introducing Conjunctions
Finally, there are conjunctions that introduce speech, either direct or indirect. The conjunction rm)al@ (saying) introduces direct speech, and both  (that) and rv#a& (that) introduce indirect
speech. These conjunctions link the speech into the complement slot of verbs of cognition (say,
think, etc.) so as to complete the expectation of the flow of thought. The syntactic structure is
Ns + V + No → Ns + V +Cd + S
Where V is a verb of cognition and Cd is one of the above speech introducing conjunctions.




And God blessed them, saying,
“Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas,
and let birds multiply on the earth.” (Gen. 1:22)



This very day the noble ladies of Persia and Media will say
that they have heard of the behavior of the queen. (Est. 1:18)

9.5 Practical Value
Conjunctions are the key to how clauses are grouped in logical clusters. Some conjunctions
in a discourse join only two or three simple clauses in a primary cluster, whereas other conjunctions
join clusters of clauses or clusters of clusters. By analyzing the grouping structure of a discourse
as reflected in its conjunctions, an expositor can discover the structure of its natural outline. The
procedures for that kind of analysis are in a discipline of linguistics known as discourse analysis.
Chapter 20 discusses the syntax of discourse and Chapter 21 discusses discourse analysis This
concludes the discussion of conjunctions.

9.6 Summary
This chapter discusses Hebrew conjunctions. There are three types of conjunctions: (1)
coordinating conjunctions, (2) subordinating conjunctions, and (3) speech introducing conjunctions. The following table lists the principle conjunctions of the different types:

Hebrew Conjunctions
I. Coordinating Conjunctions
A. Conjunctive Connectors
w+ (Waw conjunctive)—and
B. Disjunctive Connectors
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wÄa —or
C. Adversative Connectors
lb*a&—but
<a! yK!—but
D. Juxtaposition: no conjunction
II. Subordinating Conjunctions
A. Temporal
rv#a&K^—when
rv#a&-du^—until
<r#f#B—
= before
<r#F#m! —before
B. Result-Consequence
/k@l—
* therefore
/P#—lest
C. Cause-Reason
/k@l—
* therefore
/K@-lu^—therefore
yK!—because
rv#a&K^—because
rv#a& yn}Pm
= —
! because
rv#a& lu^—because
yK! lu^—because
D. Purpose-Result
/u^ml
^ =—that, in order that
rWbu&B—
^ that, in order that
E. Manner-Means
/K@—thus; so
F. Conditionals
<a!—if
yK!—if
<a! qr~—only if
<a!-yK!—unless
Wl—if
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al@Wl—if not
G. Comparatives
(/K@)>>>rv#a&K^—just as...(so)
/K@>>>K=—as...so
/m!—more than
III. Speech Introducing Conjunctions
rm)al@—saying
@—that
rv#a&@—that
Slots
Conjunctions join constituents of equal kind, role, and function, forming a compound constituent of the same kind, role, and function, and occupying the same slot:
X+C+X
where X = N, A, D, V, Q, or S;
C includes any kind of conjunction except Waw Consecutive which is limited to
clauses only: S + Wc + S.
Syntax Rule
X+C+X=X
where X = N, A, D, V, Q, or S.

CHAPTER 10
Hebrew Pronouns
In order to reduce unnecessary repetition, when an expression is redundant and non-ambiguous, the redundant one1 may be deleted or a simpler substitute may replace it.2 The term “substitute” is used here as the name of a syntactical category for words that stand in place of a redundant constituent in discourse. The most common substitutes are pronouns; they may stand in place
of a redundant noun or noun phrase. However, other parts of speech have their own substitutes.
Thus there also are “pro-adverbs” that substitute for adverbs, and “pro-clauses” that substitute for
clauses. Substitution usually takes place when a constituent is redundant, when deletion is inappropriate, and when ambiguity would not result. This chapter lists and discusses pronouns with
only secondary reference to the transformations that govern their syntax.

10.1 Pronouns Defined
Pronouns belong to that category of substitutes that stand in place of previously defined
nouns. Once a noun referent is introduced into a text, subsequent references to the same referent
may be made by means of a pronoun when the above syntactic restraints are met. There are three
3

classes of pronouns: personal pronouns (R), demonstrative pronouns (Rd), and interrogative pronouns (Ri).4

1

Here it is understood that redundant constituents have the same referent or meaning.

2
The deletion and substitution transformations are discussed in §19.4 and 19.5 where clauses are linked
together into discourse. However, in reality, deletion and substitution may be done whenever redundancy is encountered in the composition process.
3
4

Throughout this section, the term "noun" also applies to a noun phrase.

One might think that a fourth class should be the relative pronoun  or its equivalent. However, even
though I sometimes refer to  as a relative pronoun, it actually functions as a conjunctive particle that links a dependent clause to the part of speech it modifies. This is discussed further in §14.3.3.
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10.2 Personal Pronouns
Personal pronouns consist of a small set of words that may stand in place of redundant5
nouns. The particular pronoun used in a given situation is determined by the number, gender, person, and case of the noun in whose place it is to stand. There is a sense in which the set of personal
pronouns may be regarded as the inflected forms of a single word6 that inflects for number, gender,
person, case, negation,7 and that is always determinate. Table 10.1 provides the most common
forms of the personal pronouns.
Nominative pronouns always stand as independent words. A genitive pronoun is always
attached as a suffix to the word that governs it. An accusative pronoun may stand either as an
independent word or be attached as a suffix to the verb that governs it; the choice seems to be
determined by style and not by any syntactic rule. The Pronoun Substitution Transformation has
the form
N→R
where N = a noun (phrase) and R = the corresponding pronoun in agreement with N for number,
gender, case, and person (see § 2.3.4).

5
A noun is redundant if it already has been introduced into the text, and has the same referent as the previous
instance. Pronoun substitution usually occurs to relieve such redundancy unless the substitution would result in ambiguity. Substitution may even occur for the first instance when the referent is well known and understood in the context—see Psa. 114:2 where the antecedent of "his" must be God and not Israel.
6

Of course each pronoun now has its own spelling, although one can see traces of a common parent word, at
least in the first and second person forms.
7

Of the 4,964 instances of an independent nominative personal pronoun, 71 are negated with לֹא, 64 of which

are in questions; four are negated by ( ֵאין2 Sam. 17:6; Neh. 4:17*2; Job 33:33). Of the 1,712 instances of independent
accusative personal pronouns, four are negated by ( לֹא1 Sam. 8:7; 20:9; Isa. 43:22; Jer. 7:19), and four by ( ֵאיןGen.
40:8; 41:15; Jer. 10:5; Hag. 2:17).
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Table 10.1
Inflection of Personal Pronouns
Person

1

Gender

c

Number

s

Nominative

Genitive

yn]a&

y !

yk!nÄa*

yn]

Accusative

Accusative

Independent

Suffixed

yt!a)

yn]

2

m

s

hT*a^

;

;t=a)

;

2

f

s

T=a^

E @

Et*a)

E @

3

m

s

aWh

wÄ

wÄta)

Wh

3

f

s

ayh!

Wh

wÄ

w *

Wn

h*

ht*a)

H *

h*
H *
hn`

1

c

p

ֲא ַנ ְִׁ֣חנּו

Wn

א ָ ִֹ֣תנּו

Wn

ַנ ְִׁ֣חנּו
Wna&8
2

m

p

<T#a^

<k#

<k#ta
= #

<k#

2

f

p

/T@a^

/k#

/k#ta
= #

/k#

< *

<t*a)

< *

/ *

/t*a)

/ *

ַא ֵ ִ֣תנָ ה
3

m

p

<h@

ֵ ִ֣ה ָמה
3

f

p

ֵ ִ֣הנָ ה
/h@

8

The form Wna& occurs as the Kethib once in Jer. 42:6 where the Qere is Wnj=na
~ &.
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The substitution process is illustrated by the following examples. The first example illustrates the text before substitution takes place—that is, the text is wholly redundant.9 The redundant
words that have been deleted or replaced by a pronoun are marked with a strike-through line. The
second example illustrates the same text after deletion and pronoun substitutions have taken place.
The latter is the form of the text that actually occurs in the Bible.

10 
N6

J5 P4

N3

N2

V1

W

111213
N12

N11

V10

N9

J8

P7

1415
N20

W19

N18

N17

V16

N15 W14 N13

So God created man in the image of God;
in the image of God, God created man;
male and female God created man and woman. (Gen. 1:27)


R6 J5 P4

N3 . . . .etc.


R12

V10

N9

J8

P7


R18

V16

N15 W14 N13

So God created man in His own image;
in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them. (Gen. 1:27)

10.2.1 Nominative Pronouns
The statistics for the nominative pronouns are provided in Table 10.2.16

9
The example is the hypothetical text generated by a text grammar before deletion and substitution transformations take place. In this example, the accentuation is not wholly reliable because the original text was modified to
create the example.
10

This redundant 3ms genitive noun  is replaced by the 3rd person, 3ms genitive pronoun .

11

This redundant 3ms accusative noun  is replaced by the 3rd person, 3ms accusative pronoun .

12

This redundant 3ms nominative noun  is deleted. Its identity is retained in the virtual 3 rd person, 3ms
nominative pronoun implicit in the 3ms conjugate form of the verb .
13

This redundant 3ms genitive noun  is retained for stylistic reasons.

14

This compound 3mp accusative noun phrase  is replaced by the 3mp accusative pronoun
. Although the word  has no preceding occurrence in the text, it is anticipated by the preceding fs adjective
—the author expected his audience to know the obvious connection.
15
This redundant 3ms nominative noun  is deleted. Its identity is retained in the virtual 3ms nominative
pronoun implicit in the 3ms conjugate form of the verb .
16

The statistics of the alternate forms are included with those of the standard forms.
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Table 10.2
Singular
yn]a&

Nominative Pronoun Frequency
Plural
874
ֲא ַנ ְִׁ֣חנו
120

yk!nÄa*

359

ַנ ְִׁ֣חנּו

617

hT*a^
T=a^

74418
60

<T#a^
/T@a^

283
119

ַא ֵ ִ֣תנָ ה

420

<h@

19822

ֵ ִ֣ה ָמה

24923

ֵ ִ֣הנָ ה

3324

aWh
ayh!

94021
339

When the subject of a verb is redundant, the redundant subject is usually deleted because
the conjugate form of the verb identifies the number, gender, and person of its subject and thus has
a virtual subject pronoun implicit in the conjugate form of the verb.25 However, pronoun substitution occurs under the following conditions:
(1) In verbless clauses—that is, clauses in which the copulative verb  or its equivalent
has been elided.26 In such cases no virtual subject pronoun exists, so substitution is necessary.

17

Gen. 42:11; Exod. 16:7; 16:8; Num. 32:32; 2 Sam. 17:12; Lam. 3:42.

18
This includes two instances where the text reads  which, according to the context, it should read 
(Num. 11:15; Ezek. 28:14).
19

Ezek. 34:31.

20

Gen. 31:6; Ezek. 13:11; 13:20; 34:17.

21
For the third person pronouns, the statistics do not include the instances where the pronoun is used as a
demonstrative pronoun or as a substitute for the copulative verb.
22

<h@ occurs as a genitive governed by a preposition 5 times: 2 Sam. 24:3*2; 2 Kgs. 9:18; 2 Chr. 9:11; Neh.

23

hM*h@ occurs as a genitive governed by a preposition 6 times: Exod. 30:4; 36:1; Eccl. 12:12; Jer. 10:2; 14:16;

7:3
Hab. 1:16.
hN`h@ occurs as a genitive governed by a preposition 16 times: Gen. 41:19; Lev. 4:2; 5:22; Num. 13:19; 2
Sam. 12:8*2; Job 23:14; Psa. 34:21; Jer. 5:6; 5:17; Ezek. 1:5; 1:23*2; 42:5; 42:9; Zech. 5:9.
24

25

See Gen. 1:27 above for an example of deletion. Deletion does not occur when it would result in ambiguity,
or when the author chooses to retain the subject noun for stylistic purposes or to encode emphasis.
26

Elision usually occurs when the copulative verb would have the tense and aspect current in the context.
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the LORD appeared to Abram and said to him,
“I am Almighty God; walk before Me and be blameless.” (Gen. 17:1)


Then he said, “Are you really my son Esau?” He said, “I am.”27 (Gen. 27:24)


And He said, “Who told you that you were naked?” (Gen. 3:11)



So the LORD God said to the serpent:
“Because you have done this,
You are cursed more than all cattle,
And more than every beast of the field” (Gen. 3:14)


For dust you are,
And to dust you shall return.” (Gen. 3:19)



“Lift your eyes now and look from the place where you are—
[lit. from the place which you are there]
northward, southward, eastward, and westward” (Gen. 13:14)


The name of the first is Pishon;
it is the one that skirts the whole land of Havilah (Gen. 2:11)

In some copulative clauses, the third person pronoun could be regarded as a substitute for
the copulative. However, in nearly all cases, the pronoun may be regarded as the subject of a
verbless clause, just as it is when one finds first and second person pronouns in such potential
constructions. There are a few exceptions:



Then David said, “This is the house of the LORD God,
and this is the altar of burnt offering for Israel.” (1 Chr. 22:1)



So King Ahasuerus answered and said to Queen Esther,
“Who is he, and where is he,
who would dare presume in his heart to do such a thing?” (Est. 7:5)

27

In the second verbless clause, both the verb and the predicate nominative are deleted.
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And I set my heart to know wisdom and to know madness and folly.
I perceived that this also is grasping for the wind. (Eccl. 1:17)

(2) In clauses where the verb is a participle, particularly when the subject is first or second
person.28


And behold, I Myself am bringing floodwaters on the earth (Gen. 6:17)



God is with you in all that you do. (Gen. 21:22)



They also took Lot, Abram’s brother’s son, and his goods, and departed.
Now he dwelt in Sodom. (Gen.. 14:12)



Then the LORD appeared to him by the terebinth trees of Mamre,
as he was sitting in the tent door in the heat of the day. (Gen. 18:1)

Of course, in the case where the subject is redundant in successive clauses having participles as verbs, the redundant subject may be deleted after the first pronoun substitution.





Now while I was speaking, praying,
and confessing my sin and the sin of my people Israel,
and presenting my supplication before the LORD my God
for the holy mountain of my God (Dan. 9:20).

(3) In a text where a noun with a different referent intervenes between the current noun and
its antecedent, but where ambiguity would not result if substitution took place.29

28

The nominative pronoun is needed whenever the personal attribute of the subject must be identified. If the
personal attribute is clear, having been previously identified and with no intervening ambiguity having been introduced, then deletion may occur.
29

Ambiguity occurs when the current noun and the intervening noun both have the same number, gender,
and person, and both could logically be the subject of the current verb.
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30
31 

So God created man in His own image;
in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them. (Gen. 1:27)

(4) In a text where the author intended some type of emphasis or highlighting of the pronoun.


lest you should say, “I (!) have made Abram rich” (Gen. 14:23)


Now therefore, come, let us make a covenant, you and I” (Gen. 31:44)




And I will put enmity
Between you and the woman,
And between your seed and her Seed;
He shall bruise your head,
And you shall bruise His heel.” (Gen. 3:15)


Abel even he brought of the firstborn of his flock and of their fat. (Gen. 4:4)


And Adah bore Jabal.
He was the father of those who dwell in tents and have livestock. (Gen. 4:20)

(5) Occasionally one finds a nominative pronoun where an accusative is expected.


and said to his father, “Bless me—me also, O my father!” (Gen. 27:34)

The independent nominative pronouns have no strong affinity to any hierarchy of accent.
Of the 4,440 instances, 1,811 have a conjunctive accent, 1,622 have a near disjunctive and 1,004
have a remote disjunctive.

30

Here, the antecedent of "his" is clearly "God" and not "man" because the alternative is a tautology. The
next clause resolves any possible ambiguity.
31

Here the antecedent of "him" is clearly "man" and not "God" because the alternative is logically impossible.
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10.2.2 Accusative Pronouns
The frequency distribution of the independent accusative pronouns is provided in Table 10.3, and
of the accusative pronouns suffixed to finite verbs in Table 10.4a, and of those suffixed to participles in Table 10.4b. Although the case of pronouns suffixed to infinitives construct is ambiguous,
Table 10.4c lists their frequency distribution.

Table 10.3
Frequency of Independent Accusative Pronoun
Singular
Plural
yt!a)
130
Wnt*a)
34
;t=a)

67

<k#ta
= #

301

Et*a)
wÄta)
ht*a)

27
490
171

/k#ta
= #
<t*a)
/t*a)

0
475
17

Table 10.4a
Frequency of Accusative Pronouns Suffixed to Finite Verbs
Singular
Plural
1cs
921
1cp
201
2ms
677
2mp
7
2fs
106
2fp
0
3ms
1,322
3mp
987
3fs
484
3fp
5

Table 10.4b
Frequency of Accusative Pronouns Suffixed to Participles
Singular
Plural
1cs
189
1cp
33
2ms
192
2mp
44
2fs
69
2fp
0
3ms
196
3mp
147
3fs
66
3fp
4
Unless deletion occurs, or the author retained a redundant noun for stylistic purposes, pronoun substitution occurs for redundant accusative nouns.




So God created man in His own image;
in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them. (Gen. 1:27)
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God set them in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth (Gen. 1:17)

Table 10.4c
Frequency of Accusative Pronouns Suffixed to Infinitives
Singular
Plural
1cs
223
1cp
39
2ms
203
2mp
80
2fs
24
2fp
1
3ms
485
3mp
286
3fs
132
3fp
10



“Surely You have driven me out this day from the face of the ground;
I shall be hidden from Your face;
I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond on the earth,
and it will happen that anyone who finds me will kill me.” (Gen. 4:14)

The above example contains an independent accusative pronoun and two suffixed accusative pronouns—one governed by a participle and one by a finite verb.




Then Joseph said to the people,
“Indeed I have bought you and your land this day for Pharaoh.
Look, here is seed for you, and you shall sow the land.” (Gen. 47:23)32

The independent accusative pronoun is rarely negated, but it is negated with  לֹאfour
times,33 and with  ֵאיןtwice.34 The accusative pronouns have an affinity to disjunctive accents: of
the 1,712 instances, 163 have a conjunctive accent, 886 have a near disjunctive, and 663 have a
remote disjunctive.

32

This example contains an independent 2mp accusative pronoun, and two genitive pronouns—one suffixed
to the noun , and one to the preposition .
33
34

1 Sam. 8:7; 20:9; Isa. 43:22; Jer. 7:19.

Jer. 10:5; Hag. 2:17. In the other apparent instances, the  ֵאיןis a negative copulative in a predicate nominative clause: Gen. 40:8 and 41:15.
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10.2.3 Genitive Pronouns
The statistics for the genitive pronoun suffixes are provided in Table 10.5. Unless deletion occurs,35 or the author retained a redundant noun for stylistic purposes, pronoun substitution occurs
for redundant genitive nouns.
Table 10.5
Suffixed Genitive Pronoun Frequency
Nouns
Adj
Adv
Interrog.36 Interj.37
Number
Prep.
1cs

4,117

26

11

0

181

0

1,968

1cp

779

2

7

0

5

3

527

2ms

4,199

32

12

1

15

2

1,357

727

3

5

0

8

1

591

1,288

7

9

0

3

2

905

16

0

0

0

0

0

2

3ms

7,655

54

43

5

9

18

3,187

3fs

1,555

15

12

0

0

0

868

3mp

3,146

15

11

2

37

79

1,868

128

0

0

0

0

6

62

2fs
2mp
2fp

3fp

The following are examples of genitive pronouns suffixed to nouns together with a few examples
of them attached to prepositions and negative particles:



And Adam said: “This is now bone of my bones
And flesh of my flesh;
She shall be called Woman,
Because she was taken out of Man.” (Gen. 2:23)


Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image,
according to Our likeness” (Gen. 1:26)



“For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened,
and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” (Gen. 3:5)

35

Few occasions exist that tolerate deletion of nouns in the genitive case.

36
The only interrogative that governs a pronoun suffix is  "where"—Exod. 2:20; 2 Kgs. 19:13; Job 14:10;
20:7; Isa. 19:12; Mic. 7:10; Nah. 3:17.
37

 once (Eccl. 4:10);  once (Prov. 29:18);  6 times (Deut. 33:29; Psa. 128:2; Prov. 14:21; 16:20;
Eccl. 10:17; Isa. 32:20); and  251 times.
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To the woman He said:
“I will greatly multiply your sorrow and your conception;
In pain you shall bring forth children;
Your desire shall be for your husband,
And he shall rule over you.” (Gen. 3:16)38



39 

“Now therefore, restore the man’s wife; for he is a prophet,
and he will pray for you and you shall live.
But if you do not restore her,
know that you shall surely die, you and all who are yours.” (Gen. 20:7)






So God created great sea creatures
and every living thing that moves,
with which the waters abounded, according to their kind,
and every winged bird according to its kind.
And God saw that it was good. (Gen. 1:21)

40

So he said, “I heard Your voice in the garden,
and I was afraid because I was naked; and I hid myself.” (Gen. 3:10)

38

This example has three pronoun suffixes—one, a 2mp genitive pronoun attached to the infinitive construct
, a 2mp genitive pronoun attached to the 3mp construct noun "eyes," and a 3ms genitive pronoun attached to
the preposition . The first is an example of a subjective genitive.
39

A clause whose verb is a participle is negated by the particle  and that particle carries the subject pronoun

as a suffix.
40

3fp genitive pronoun suffixed to the preposition .
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4142

Abel also brought of the firstborn of his flock and of their fat.
And the LORD respected Abel and his offering (Gen. 4:4)

The particles  and  may govern a subject pronoun suffix. When a clause is governed
by one of these particles, and the subject is replaced by a pronoun, the pronoun attaches as a suffix
to the particle.


Even though you make many prayers, I will not hear. (Isa. 1:15)


Then Jeremiah said, “False! I am not defecting to the Chaldeans.” (Jer. 37:14)


“Yet, for all that, you did not believe the LORD your God” (Deut. 1:32)


“Now if you will deal kindly and truly with my master, tell me.” (Gen. 24:49)


“though it be in Jonathan my son, he shall surely die.” (1 Sam. 14:39)

Personal pronouns are also used to mark the personal attribute of a noun, particularly when
that attribute is not previously defined in the text.43 When so used the pronoun usually precedes
the noun it modifies.
Examples where the noun is nominative:



“Speak to all the congregation of the children of Israel, and say to them:
‘You shall be holy, for I the LORD your God am holy.’” (Lev. 19:2)





Go immediately to King David and say to him,
“Did not you, my lord, O king, swear to your maidservant, saying,
‘Assuredly your son Solomon shall reign after me, and he shall sit on my throne’?
Why then has Adonijah become king?” (1 Kgs. 1:13)

41

3fp genitive pronoun suffixed to the construct noun  "fat."

42

3ms genitive pronoun suffixed to the construct noun  "flock."

43

The attribute is understood to be third person unless otherwise indicated.
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I, the Preacher, was king over Israel in Jerusalem. (Eccl. 1:12)


“I, wisdom, dwell with prudence,
And find out knowledge and discretion.” (Prov. 8:12)

Examples where the noun is genitive:44



But he himself turned back from the stone images that were at Gilgal,
and said, “I have a secret message for you, O king.” (Judg. 3:19)


Woe to you, Moab!
You have perished, O people of Chemosh! (Num. 21:29)


Now men were lying in wait, staying with her in the room.
And she said to him, “The Philistines are upon you, Samson!” (Judg. 16:9)





Then the Spirit came upon Amasai, chief of the captains, and he said:
“We are yours, O David;
We are on your side, O son of Jesse!
Peace, peace to you,
And peace to your helpers!
For your God helps you.” (1 Chr. 12:19; Eng. vs. 18)



“Your right hand, O LORD, has become glorious in power;
Your right hand, O LORD, has dashed the enemy in pieces. (Exod. 15:6)


Therefore I will give thanks to You, O LORD, among the Gentiles,
And sing praises to Your name. (2 Sam. 22:50)



And he received the gold from their hand,
and he fashioned it with an engraving tool, and made a molded calf.
Then they said, “This is your god, O Israel,
that brought you out of the land of Egypt!” (Exod. 32:4)

44

phrase.

Note that the pronoun carries the genitive attribute and is suffixed to the noun that governs the genitive
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Examples where the noun is accusative:


I will love You, O LORD, my strength. (Psa. 18:2; Eng. vs.1)



Let not those who wait for You, O Lord GOD of hosts,
be ashamed because of me;
Let not those who seek You, O God of Israel,
be confounded because of me. (Psa. 69:7; Eng. 6)45

Within a relative clause, a pronoun may appear to be resumptive. Actually, such pronouns
are no different than they would be in any other clause. They stand in place of redundant nouns.
Often, when a redundant noun is the subject or object in the relative clause, deletion takes place.
Subject and object pronouns are retained primarily for emphasis or highlighting or for retaining
grammatical attributes that would be lost by elision. However, in the case of a redundant genitive
noun, deletion is rare, and pronoun substitution is required.

46
And he did not know what he had except for the bread that he ate. (Gen. 39:6)

47
But the man who is clean and is not on a journey,
and ceases to keep the Passover (Num. 9:13)

48
Thus Noah did; according to all that God commanded him, so he did. (Gen. 6:22)

49
“Where are the men who came to you tonight?” (Gen. 19:5)

45

Note that the accusative pronoun is suffixed to the verb.

46

The pronoun  is retained to preserve the personal attribute of the subject.

47

Again the pronoun  is retained to preserve the personal attribute of the subject, but is left untranslated

in English.
48
The accusative pronoun  could have been elided. Perhaps it emphasizes that Noah obeyed the Lord in
contrast to the disobedience of the general population.
49

The genitive pronoun suffixed to the preposition  is required. Elision is not permitted in such cases.
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10.3 Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns are distinguished from personal pronouns in that they lack the
person attribute, and they carry an adverbial nuance—near or remote.50 Likewise, they always
stand as independent words, and function either as a predicate51 demonstrative or an attributive
demonstrative. Table 10.6 lists the predicate demonstrative pronouns, and Table 10.7 the attributive demonstratives. The statistics for the demonstratives are provided in Table 10.8.

Table 10.6
Predicate Demonstrative Pronouns
Near
Remote
Masc. Sing.
Fem. Sing.
Com. Plur.

זֶ ה
, ,
 ֵ ִ֣א ֶלה,



, ֵ ִ֣ה ָמה

Masc. Plur.

 ֵ ִ֣הנָ ה,

Fem. Plur.

Table 10.7
Attributive Demonstrative Pronouns52
Near
Remote
Masc. Sing.

 ַהזֶ ה



 ַה ָלז
Fem. Sing.
Com. Plur.
Masc. Plur.
Fem. Plur.

,

,



,ֵ ִ֣ה ָמה
, 

50
Gesenius indicates that a near demonstrative “almost always points out a (new) person or thing present,”
whereas a remote demonstrative "refers to a person or thing already mentioned or known." (GKC § 136a).
51

The traditional term "predicate demonstrative" is probably misleading because such demonstratives replace
nouns that are in the nominative case. This is made evident by the use of the third person nominative personal pronoun
for the remote predicate demonstrative, and also by the fact that a "predicate demonstrative" functions as the subject
of a verb, or as the subject of a copulative clause, but never as the predicate complement of a transitive verb.
52

Normally the attributive demonstrative pronoun has a redundant definite article. However, occasionally
the definite article is lacking. See Gen. 19:33; 30:16; 32:23; Exod. 12:30; 1 Sam. 19:10; Psa. 149:9; Mich. 7:12.
53

Ezek. 36:35.
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Table 10.8
Demonstrative Pronoun Frequency
Predicate
Attributive
Near
Masc. Sing.

Fem. Sing.




Com. Plur. 




זֶ ה

794




ֵ ִ֣א ֶלה


333
1156
2
471
159

Predicate
Remote

ַה ֶזָּֽה





ָה ֵ ִ֣א ֶלה


969
254
755
275
157
0
275
8

Attributive

60

Masc. Sing
Fem. Sing.
Masc. Plur.

Fem. Plur.









54

Gen. 24:65; 37:19.

55

Judg. 6:20; 1 Sam. 14:1; 17:26; 2 Kgs. 4:25; 23:17; Dan. 8:16; Zech. 2:8.

312
126
51
761
162

56

Spelled  זֹוtwice: Psa. 132:12; Hos. 7:16. Some regard the one in Psa. 132:12 as a relative pronoun, but that
is not necessary.
57

Ezek. 36:35.

58

Psa. 132:12; Hos. 7:16.

59

1 Chr. 20:8.

60

Van der Merwe (§36.2) affirms that the remote demonstrative pronouns are not used as a predicate.

61

2 Kgs.18:14; Jer. 3:16; 14:15; 50:4; Joel 4:1; Zech. 8:23; 14:15.

62

1 Sam. 17:28.
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10.3.1 Predicate Demonstratives
Unlike a personal pronoun, which nearly always has a previously defined antecedent, a
predicate demonstrative pronoun may also anticipate its antecedent.


This is the book of the genealogy of Adam. (Gen. 5:1)


These are the generations of Noah (Gen. 6:9)



And these were the names of the sons of Ishmael,
by their names, according to their generations:
The firstborn of Ishmael, Nebajoth;
then Kedar, Adbeel, Mibsam . . . (Gen. 25:13)

However, the antecedent of a predicate demonstrative may be previously defined:


All these joined together in the Valley of Siddim (that is, the Salt Sea). (Gen. 14:3)




And he called his name Noah, saying,
“This one will comfort us concerning our work and the toil of our hands,
because of the ground which the LORD has cursed.” (Gen. 5:29)





So the LORD God said to the serpent:
“Because you have done this,
You are cursed more than all cattle,
And more than every beast of the field;
On your belly you shall go,
And you shall eat dust
All the days of your life.” (Gen. 3:14)



And Adam said: “This is now bone of my bones
And flesh of my flesh;
She shall be called Woman,
Because she was taken out of Man.” (Gen. 2:23)

The third person personal pronouns function as the remote demonstratives, and when serving as a
“predicate demonstrative” they could be translated as simple pronouns.
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Also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of men
and they bore children to them.
Those were the mighty men who were of old, men of renown. (Gen. 6:4)



But the person who does anything presumptuously,
whether he is native-born or a stranger,
that one brings reproach on the LORD (Num. 15:30)

Like the independent nominative pronouns, the predicate demonstrative pronouns have no strong
affinity to any hierarchy of accent. Of the 1,289 instances, 430 have a conjunctive accent, 520 have
a near disjunctive, and 339 have a remote disjunctive.
10.3.2 Attributive Demonstratives
On the other hand, the attributive demonstratives do not replace redundant nouns, and so
have no antecedents. Thus they are not actually pronouns. They function more like an emphatic
definite article. They can modify only determinate nouns to begin with, so one would think they
were unnecessary, unless they were needed to add emphasis and the adverbial nuance of “near” or
“remote.”



Then the LORD said to Noah,
“Come into the ark, you and all your household,
because I have seen that you are righteous
before Me in this generation.” (Gen. 7:1)


Then the LORD appeared to Abram and said,
“To your descendants I will give this land.” (Gen. 12:7)



After these things the word of the LORD came to Abram in a vision, saying,
“Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your shield, your exceedingly great reward.” (Gen. 15:1)



Therefore he called that place Beersheba,
because the two of them swore an oath there. (Gen. 21:31)




At that time, the LORD said to Joshua, “Make flint knives for yourself,
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and circumcise the sons of Israel again the second time.” (Josh. 5:2)

In a few instances, an attributive demonstrative precedes the noun it modifies, without a
definite article.



That Ezra came up from Babylon; and he was a skilled scribe in the Law of Moses,
which the LORD God of Israel had given. (Ezr. 7:6)



The mountains gushed before the LORD,
This Sinai, before the LORD God of Israel. (Judg. 5:5)63




“Come, make us gods that shall go before us;
for as for this man Moses who brought us up out of the land of Egypt,
we do not know what has become of him.” (Exod. 32:1)



Then Abner looked behind him and said,
“Are you this Asahel?” He answered, “I am.” (2 Sam. 2:20)

In a noun phrase, an attributive demonstrative usually follows an attributive adjective,64 but
precedes an appositive:


Then Moses said, “I will now turn aside and see this great sight.” (Exod. 3:3)


“Also the tenth day of this seventh month shall be the Day of Atonement.”
(Lev. 23:27)


Yet no one remembered that same poor man. (Eccl. 9:15)

6566
So the men of Israel said,
“Have you seen this man who has come up?” (1 Sam.17:25)

63

See also Psa. 68:8.

64

For a few exceptions, see 2 Chr. 1:10; Jer. 13:10; 33:12; Hag. 2:9; Esth. 9:29.

65

This Qal active participle functions adjectivally here.

66

Note the rare instance of  with daggesh forte!
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67
“Is this man Coniah a despised, broken idol?” (Jer. 22:28)

Unlike the predicate demonstrative pronouns, the attributive demonstratives have an affinity for disjunctive accents, particularly for the remotes. Of the 1,749 instances, 49 have a conjunctive accent, 567 have a near disjunctive, and 1,133 have a remote disjunctive. This affinity is expected because the attributive demonstratives occur mainly at the end of phrases.

10.4 Interrogative Pronouns
Interrogative pronouns are those used in questions; they stand in place of the unknown
element of a question or serve in auxiliary roles. The personal interrogative pronoun is  and the
impersonal pronoun is .68 These pronouns have common person, gender, and number, and nearly
always are the first word of a sentence. The pronoun may stand in place of any noun constituent
of a sentence; but if the constituent is governed by a preposition or a construct noun, the governing
word remains with the pronoun.
Examples where the interrogative pronoun is the subject:


Who told you that you were naked? (Gen. 3:11)


Who is this man walking in the field to meet us? (Gen. 24:64)


What is my trespass? What is my sin? (Gen. 31:36)


What is this dream that you have dreamed? (Gen. 37:10)

Examples where the interrogative pronoun is the object:


Whom have I cheated? Whom have I oppressed? (1 Sam. 12:3)


What will You give me? (Gen. 15:2)

Examples where the interrogative pronoun is the genitive of a construct noun:


Whose daughter are you? Tell me, please! (Gen. 24:23)

67

The demonstrative precedes the appositive in this example.

 is usually attached to the following word by means of Maqqeph, and the first letter of the following
word received daggesh forte. The word is usually vocalized as  before gutturals.
68
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And whatever He shows me I will tell you. (Num. 23:3)


So what wisdom do they have? (Jer. 8:9)

Examples where the interrogative pronoun is the object of a preposition:


To whom do you belong, and where are you going?
Whose are these in front of you? (Gen. 32:18)


What will he sleep in? (Exod. 22:26)


For with what could he reconcile himself to his master,
if not with the heads of these men? (1 Sam. 29:4)


In what do you trust, that you remain under siege in Jerusalem? (2 Chr. 32:10)

The interrogative , when governed by a preposition, often expresses the equivalent of an interrogative adverb when translated into English.


How shall I know that I will inherit it? (Gen. 15:8)


Why have you struck your donkey these three times? (Num. 22:32)


How long until Asshur carries you away captive? (Num. 24:22)


How long have I to live? (2 Sam. 19:35)


Why does the LORD our God do all these things to us? (Jer. 5:19)

These interrogative pronouns are similarly used in indirect questions.


And Abimelech said, “I do not know who has done this thing.” (Gen. 21:26)


We do not know who put our money in our sacks. Gen. (43:22)


Look, my master does not know what is with me in the house. (Gen. 39:8)

The word also functions as an exclamatory particle.


How awesome is this place! (Gen. 28:17)
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Oh, how I love Your law! It is my meditation all the day. (Psa. 119:97)


How precious is Your loving kindness, O God! (Psa. 36:8; vs. 7 Eng.)


And Joshua said, “Oh, how have you troubled us!
The LORD will trouble you this day.” (Josh. 7:25)

The word  also is used with the word  idiomatically to express the emphatic wish Oh, that . .
.!


Oh, that we had died by the hand of the LORD in the land of Egypt! (Exod. 16:3)


Oh, that the salvation of Israel would come out of Zion! (Psa. 14:7)69

The interrogative pronouns have a strong affinity for conjunctive accents. Of the 940 instances,
456 are linked to the following word by Maqqeph and 344 have a conjunctive accent, 111 have a
near disjunctive, and only 29 have a remote disjunctive. This affinity is expected because these
pronouns occur mainly at the beginning of a phrase.

10.5 Relative Pronouns
The following words are commonly regarded as relative pronouns in Biblical Hebrew אֲשֶׁ ר,
ש,
ֶֽׁ ֶׁ זֶׁה, and זּו, however, they are better understood as functioning as subordinating conjunctions
that link a dependent clause to substantive. See the discussion on relative pronoun phrases in §
14.3.3.

10.6 Summary
Pronouns Defined
Pronouns are “substitute” words that stand in place of redundant nouns (or noun phrases)—
their antecedents. They agree with their antecedent in person, gender, and number; they have the
case of the noun (phrase) in whose place they stand; they are always determinate; and they bear
the same semantic information as their antecedent.
Personal Pronouns
Nominative Pronouns
Accusative Pronouns

69

See also Num. 11:29; Deut. 5:29; 28:67; Jdg. 9:29; 2 Sam. 19:1; Job 6:8; 11:5; 13:5; 14:4, 13; 19:23; 23:3;
29:2; 31:31, 35; Ps. 53:7; 55:7; Song. 8:1; Isa. 27:4; Jer. 8:23; 9:1
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Genitive Pronouns
Demonstrative Pronouns
Predicate Demonstratives
Attributive Demonstratives
Interrogative Pronouns
Slots
Pronouns stand in the same slots as nouns or their equivalents.
Syntactic Rule
N→R

(R = Pronoun)
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CHAPTER 11
The Syntactic Attributes of Hebrew Particles
This chapter presents the attributes of Hebrew particles associated with their syntactic relationships in phrases and clauses. The details of phonology and morphology are not considered
except as they apply to syntax. The content of this chapter is similar to that presented in other
works of Hebrew syntax except where it is necessary to relate the material to “transformational”
concepts in preparation for subsequent chapters. The chapter is foundational, not an exhaustive
treatment of all the particulars of Hebrew particles.

11.1 Particles Defined
Thus far eight different parts of speech have been defined: nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
verbs, quantifiers, prepositions, conjunctions, and pronouns. The various kinds of words not fitting
in those categories are regarded as particles. In the morphological categories of the WTS text,
particles include adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, the article, interrogatives, interjections, negatives, relatives, and the direct object marker. In this work, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions
are treated as separate parts of speech, so only the remaining categories are discussed in this chapter.

11.2 The Article
The article consists of the prepositive particle  ַהwhich is attached to the beginning of its
associated word. It marks the word as determinate, that is, the word has the same referent it had
previously in the given context; or the word has the commonly understood referent. It occurs
30,416 times, marking a common noun 22,301 times, a proper noun 912 tines, and a Gentilic noun
1,269 times.

ל־כ ַכִ֣ר ַהיַ ְׁר ֵ ֵּ֔דן ִ ֵ֥כי ֻכ ָלֶּ֖ה ַמ ְׁש ֶ ָָ֑קה
ִ ת־כ
ָ ת־ע ָָ֗יניו וַ יַ ְׁר ֹ֙א ֶא
ֵ וַ יִ ָשא־לִ֣ ֹוט ֶא
And Lot lifted his eyes and saw all the plain of the Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere (Gen. 13:10)

ל־ש ֵ ֶ֖דה ָה ֲע ָמ ֵל ִ ָָ֑קי וְׁ גַ ֹ֙ם ֶאת־ ָ ִ֣ה ֱאמ ִ ֵֹּ֔רי ַהי ֵ ֶֹ֖שב ְׁב ַ ָּֽח ְׁצ ֵ֥צֹן ָת ָ ָּֽמר׃
ְׁ ת־כ
ָ וַ יַ ַּ֕כּו ֶ ָּֽא
And they attacked all the country of the Amalekites, and also the Amorites who dwelt in Hazezon Tamar.
(Gen. 14:7)
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ֹלהים ֶאת־ ָה ָר ִק ַיע וַ יַ ְׁב ֵ ָ֗דל ֵ ָּ֤בין ַה ַֹ֙מיִ ֹ֙ם
ִ וַ יַ ִַ֣עש ֱא
י־כן׃
ָּֽ ֵ ֲא ֶש ֹ֙ר ִמ ַ ִ֣ת ַחת ָל ָר ִֵּ֔ק ַיע ֵּובִ֣ין ַה ֵַּ֔מיִ ם ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ֵמ ַעִ֣ל ָל ָר ִ ָָ֑ק ַיע ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִה
Thus God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament
from the waters which were above the firmament; and it was so. (Gen. 1:7)1

The article marks an adjective modifying a determinate noun 2,773 times.

את׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֹאכ ְׁלנָ ֹ֙ה ַה ָפ ֵּ֔רֹות ָה ַר ֶ֖קֹות וְׁ ָה ָר ָ֑עֹות ֵ ִ֣את ֶ ֵ֧ש ַבע ַה ָפ ָ֛רֹות ָה ִראש ֹנֶ֖ ֹות ַה ְׁב ִרי
ַ ֹ֙ וַ ת
And the gaunt and ugly cows ate up the first seven, the fat cows. (Gen. 41:20)

The article marks an attributive demonstrative pronoun 1,466 times.

ֹלהים ַ ֶ֖על ָה ָ ֵ֥הר ַה ֶזָּֽה׃
ִֵּ֔ ת־ה ֱא
ִ֣ ָ דּון ֶא
ֹ֙ ת־ה ָע ֹ֙ם ִמ ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֵּ֔ריִ ם ַ ָּֽת ַע ְׁב
ָ יאךָּ֤ ֶא
ֲ הֹוצ
ָּֽ ִ ְׁב
When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you shall serve God on this mountain. (Exod. 3:12)

יה
ָ וְׁ נִ ְׁכ ְׁר ָ ָ֛תה ַה ֶנ ֵֶ֥פש ַה ִ ֶ֖הוא ֵ ָּֽמ ַע ֶ ָ֑מ
מ ֲע ֵּ֔דֹו
ֹ ִ֣ הוה ָּ֤ל ֹא ִה ְׁק ִר ֹ֙יב ְׁב
ָ֗ ָ ְִׁ ִ֣כי׀ ָק ְׁר ַ ִ֣בן י
ֶח ְׁט ֵ֥אֹו יִ ָ ֶ֖שא ָה ִ ֵ֥איש ַה ָּֽהּוא׃
That person shall be cut off from among his people,
because he did not bring the offering of the LORD at its appointed time;
that man shall bear his sin. (Num. 9:13)

The article marks a determinate participle 1,868 times whether it functions as a substantive or as
an attributive modifier.

ִ֣ל ֹא יֵ ָר ֶצה ַה ַמ ְׁק ִ ִ֣ריב א ָֹ֗תֹו ֵ֧ל ֹא יֵ ָח ֵ ָ֛שב לֶ֖ ֹו ִפּגִ֣ ּול יִ ְׁה ֶיָ֑ה
וְׁ ַה ֶנ ֶָ֛פש ָהא ֶ ֵֹ֥כ ֶלת ִמ ֶ ֶ֖מנּו ֲע ָֹונֵּ֥ה ִת ָ ָּֽשא׃
it shall not be accepted; it shall not be imputed to the one offering it; it shall be an abomination to him,
and the one eating of it shall bear guilt. (Lev. 7:18)

The article marks a determinate cardinal number 284 times.

מּודים
ָ֑ ִ אֹות וַ ֲח ִמ ָ ִ֣שה וְׁ ִש ְׁב ֵּ֔ ִעים ָע ָ ֵ֥שה וָ ִוֶ֖ים ָל ַע
ֹ֙ ּוש ַ ָּ֤בע ַה ֵמ
ְׁ ת־ה ֶ֜א ֶלף
ָ וְׁ ֶא
Then from the one thousand seven hundred and seventy-five shekels
he made hooks for the pillars, (Exod. 38:28)

The article marks a determinate ordinal number 467 times.

ל־ה ִ֣הֹ ְׁל ִֵּ֔כים ַא ֲח ֵ ֵ֥רי ָה ֲע ָד ִ ֶ֖רים
ַ ת־כ
ָ ישי ַ ַּ֚גם ֶא
ִֵּ֔ ת־ה ְׁש ִל
ַ וַ יְׁ ַַּ֞צו ַּגִ֣ם ֶאת־ ַה ֵש ִָ֗ני ַ ַּ֚גם ֶא
So he commanded the second, the third, and all who followed the droves, (Gen. 32:19)

1

Prepositive prepositions usually overlay the  הof the definite article, leaving only the vowel as its remnant.
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The article marks the word  ָת ִמידas determinate 25 times, and once it does so for the word  ָס ִביב.
These words are parsed as adverbs but are functioning as nouns.2

ּומנְׁ ָח ָ ֶ֖תּה וְׁ נִ ְׁס ָ ָּֽכּה׃
ִ ּוש ִ ֵ֥עיר ַח ָ ֶ֖טאת ֶא ָ ָ֑חד ִמ ְׁל ַב ֹ֙ד ע ַֹלִ֣ת ַה ָת ִֵּ֔מיד
ְׁ
also one goat as a sin offering, besides the regular burnt offering,
its grain offering, and its drink offering. (Num. 29:38)

ן־ה ִמלֶ֖ ֹוא וְׁ ַעד־ ַה ָס ִ ָ֑ביב
ַ יר ִמ ָס ִֵּ֔ביב ִמ
ֹ֙ וַ יִ ֶָּ֤בן ָה ִע
And he built the city around it, from the Millo to the surrounding area. (1 Chr. 11:8)

Unexpectedly, functioning as a relative pronoun, the definite article appears before a finite verb
19 times, always a perfect aspect.3 A participle is anticipated in these places.

ֹלהי יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ַהנִ ְׁר ָ ֵ֥אה ֵא ָלֶ֖יו ַפ ֲע ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ִ֣ ֵ ִ ָּֽכי־נָ ָ ִ֣טה ְׁל ָב ָ֗בֹו ֵמ ִ ָּ֤עם יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ֱא
Because his heart had turned from the LORD God of Israel, who had appeared to him twice (1 Kgs. 11:9)

11.3 Interrogatives
Interrogatives introduce questions seeking factual answers such as yes or no, who, what,
when, where, why, how, etc. There are seven words categorized as interrogative particles in the
WTS morphological codes, occurring 866 times. Table 11.1 lists the words by frequency. These
are the adverbial interrogatives that introduce questions inquiring about some adverbial details of
the discourse of which they are a part.
Actually other words belong to this group. The word ( ֵאיְךhow?) is parsed as an interjection, occurring 61 times, but actually only 19 instances are interjections, the remaining 42 are
definitely interrogatives, introducing a question asking “how?” or “in what manner?” Likewise,
the word דּוע
ַ ( ַמwhy?) is parsed as an adverb, occurring 72 times, but it introduces a question
asking “why?” or “in what matter?”
In addition, the interrogative pronouns belong in this group: ( ִמיwho?), occurring 423
times, and ( ָמהwhat?), occurring 752 times. They introduce questions asking the identity of some
constituent in its associated clause. Some of the primary interrogatives form compounds with other

2

Num. 4:7, 4:16; 28:10,15, 23, 24, 31; 29:6, 11, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 38; 1 Chr. 11:8; Neh. 10:34*2;
Dan. 8:11, 12, 13; 11:31; 12:11.
3

Gen. 18:21; 46:27; Josh. 10:24; Ruth 1:22; 2:6; 4:3; 2 Sam. 22:7; 1 Kgs. 11:9; 1 Chr. 26:28; 29:17; 2 Chr.
1:4; 29:36; Ezr. 8:25; 10:14, 17; Job 2:11; Isa. 51:10; 56:3; Ezek. 26:17; Dan. 8:1.
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particles to add different nuances. Table 11.2 lists these additional ones. Some interrogatives may
govern a pronoun suffix.4
Table 11.1
Frequency of Interrogative Particles
Particle

Meaning

Frequency

ֲה

is it true?

747

ַאיֵ ה

where?

45

ָמ ַתי

when?

42

ֵאי

where?

21

ֵאיפֹה

where?

10

ֵהיְך

how?

42

יכה
ָ ֵא

how?

11

ֵאיכֹה

how?

1

אמר לֶ֖ ֹו ַאיֶ ָָּֽכה׃
ֶ ֹ ל־ה ָא ָ ָ֑דם וַ ֵ֥י
ָּֽ ָ ֹלהים ֶא
ֶ֖ ִ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְׁוַ יִ ְׁק ָ ָ֛רא י
Then the LORD God called to Adam and said to him, "Where are you?" (Gen. 3:9)

אכל ָ ָּֽל ֶחם׃
ַ ֹ ת־ה ִֵּ֔איש ִק ְׁר ֶ ֵ֥אן לֶ֖ ֹו וְׁ ֵ֥י
ָ ל־בנ ָ ֶֹ֖תיו וְׁ ַאיָ֑ ֹו ָל ָָּ֤מה זֶ ֹ֙ה ֲעזַ ְׁב ֶ ִ֣תן ֶא
ְׁ אמר ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
So he said to his daughters, "And where is he? Why did you leave the man?
Call him, that he may eat bread." (Exod. 2:20)

Interrogative particles have a strong affinity for conjunctive accents. Of the 1,160 instances, 771
have Maqqeph, 216 have a conjunctive accent, 137 have a near disjunctive, and only 35 have a
remote disjunctive. This happens because the object of interrogation nearly always immediately
follows the particle. Interrogatives are discussed and illustrated in § 13.5.2 under interrogative
transformations.

4

See also 2 Kgs. 19:13; Job 14:10; 20:7; Isa. 19:12; Mich. 7:10; Nah. 3:17.
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Table 11.2
Frequency of Additional Interrogative Particles
Interrogative

Meaning

Frequency

ד־מ ַתי
ָ ַע

how long?

29

ַא ֲח ֵ ֵ֥רי ָמ ַ ֶ֖תי

how long?

15

ְׁל ָמ ַ ִ֣תי

when?

16

ָל ָמה

why?

168

ָמה

how?

19

ָמה

why?

27

ל־מה
ַ ַע

why?

13

ַכ ָמה

how many?

7

ֵאי־זֶ ה

where?

9

י־מזֶ ה
ִ ֵא

from where?

7

11.4 Interjections
An interjection is an exclamation inserted into a text without grammatical connection, usually expressing some element of emotion. There are 25 words categorized as interjections in the WTS
morphological codes, occurring 1,927 times. Table 11.3 lists the words by frequency of occurrence.
11.4.1  ִהנֵ הAttracts Attention

 ִהנֵ הis an attention attracting word introducing something new or unexpected, often translated “Behold!” or “Look!” It is frequently at the beginning of a sentence: it occurs as the first
word of a verse 152 times; it immediately follows a conjunction 430 times; otherwise it immediaely follows a word marked with a remote disjunctive accent 399 times—these contexts usually
indicate the beginning of a clause or the equivalent. It is frequently the word that initiates speech,
immediately following some form of the verb  ָא ַמר95 times.

5

Jer. 13:27.

6

Exod. 8:5.
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Table 11.3
Frequency of Interjections
Word

Meaning

Frequency

Word

Meaning
7

Frequency

ִהנֵ ה

behold

1,060

ַהס

hush!

7

נָ א

please

404

יכ ָכה
ָ ֵא

How!8

4

ֵהן

behold

99

ָאח

alas!9

3

ֶס ָלה

(pause)

74

ֵהא

behold10

2

ֵאיְך

how!

19

ַא ֲחלַ י

ah that!11

2

12

2

הֹוי

woe!

51

ַאלְׁ לַ י

ַא ְׁש ֵרי

blessed

44

ִאי

woe!13

2

אֹוי

woe!

24

הֹו

alas!14

2

ָח ִליל

far be it

21

ָא ִבי

oh that15

1

יכה
ָ ֵא

how!

6

אֹויָ ה

woe!16

1

17

1

alas!

ֲא ָהּה

alas!

15

ֲאבֹוי

woe!

ָאנָ א

please!

13

ָהּה

woe!18

1

ֶה ָאח

aha!

12

ָמה

how!

33

אמ ֵּ֔רּו ִה ֶנֵ֥נָּֽ ּו ְׁלךֶ֖ ַל ֲע ָב ִ ָּֽדים׃
ְׁ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
and they said, "Behold, we are your servants." (Gen. 50:18)

ל־הצּור ְׁבח ֵֹרב
ַ ִהנְׁ ִנִ֣י ע ֵֹמד ְׁל ָפנֶֹ֙ יך ָ ֵ֥שם׀ ַ ָּֽע
"Behold, I will stand before you there on the rock in Horeb; (Exod. 17:6)

7

Judg. 3:19; Neh. 8:11; Amos 6:10; 8:3; Hab. 2:20; Zeph. 1:7; 2:17.

8

Est. 8:6; Song 5:3.

9

Ezek. 6:11; 18:10; 21:20.

10

Gen. 47:23; Ezek. 16:43.

11

2 Kgs. 5:3; Psa. 119:5.

12

Job 10:15; Mic. 7:1.

13

Eccl. 4:10; 10:16.

14

Amos 5:16.

15

Job 34:36.

16

Psa. 120:5.

17

Prov. 23:29; the word should be a noun.

18

Ezek. 30:2.
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דֹודי ַ ִ֣אף נָ ֵּ֔ ִעים
ֹ֙ ִ ִהנְׁ ֹ֙ך יָ ֶ ָּ֤פה
Behold, you are handsome, my beloved! Yes, pleasant! (Song 1:16)

 ִהנֵ הhas a moderately strong affinity with its following word. Of the 1,059 instances, 136
have Maqqeph, 672 have a conjunctive accent, 197 have a near disjunctive, and only 54 have a
remote disjunctive, 27 of which also have a pronoun suffix.

 ֵהןIs much like  ִהנֵ הabove.
11.4.2  נָ אAdds Politeness or Formality

 נָ אintroduces an element of politeness or formality to the word it modifies—usually a
verb—and is frequently translated “Please.” It is attached to the end of the word it modifies usually
by Maqqeph (312 times), in which case it carries the accent otherwise due its preceding companion. Otherwise, it is attached by a conjunctive accent on the preceding word (90 times), by a near
disjunctive once (Psa. 80:15) and by a remote disjunctive once (Num. 12:13).

וְׁ ַע ָ ָ֛תה ֵי ְָּֽׁשבּו ָ־נֵ֥א ֲע ָב ֶ ֶ֖דיך ְׁב ֶ ֵ֥א ֶרץ ָֹּּֽג ֶשן׃
“Now therefore, please let your servants dwell in the land of Goshen.” (Gen. 47:4)

It is attached to  ִהנֵ הby Maqqeph 26 times instead of its associated verb.

ָּֽי־חיִ ל
ַָ֗ ת־ע ָב ֶדיך ֲח ִמ ִֹ֙שים ֲאנָ ִ֜שים ְׁב ֵנ
ֲ ָּֽש־א
ֶ ה־נִ֣א ֵי
ָ ֵאמ ִ֣רּו ֵא ֶּ֡ ָליו ִהנ
ְׁ ֹ וַ י
ת־אד ֹנֶ יך
ֲ יב ְׁק ִ֣שּו ֶא
ַ ִֵי ְִׁ֣לכּו נָ א ו
Then they said to him, "Look please, there are fifty strong men with your servants.
Please let them go and search for your master, (2 Kgs. 2:16)

It is attached to the negative  ַאלinstead of the verb it negates 21 times.

ּוב ֵֶּ֔יניך
ֵ יב ֹ֙ה ֵב ִינִ֣י
ָ ל־לֹוט ַאל־נָֹ֙ א ְׁת ִ ָּ֤הי ְׁמ ִר
ָ֗ אמר ַא ְׁב ָ ֜רם ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֹ֙י
י־אנָ ִ ֵ֥שים ַא ִ ֶ֖חים ֲא ָנ ְָּֽׁחנּו׃
ֲ ּובין ר ַ ֶֹ֖עי ֵּובִ֣ין ר ֶֹעָ֑יך ִ ָּֽכ
ֵ֥ ֵ
So Abram said to Lot, “Please let there be no strife between you and me,
and between my herdsmen and your herdsmen; for we are brethren.” (Gen. 13:8)

It is attached to the conditional conjunction  ִאםnine times instead of the associated verb.

אתי ֵ ֶ֖חן ְׁב ֵע ֶינָ֑יך
ִ ם־נָ֛א ָמ ָ ֵ֥צ
ָ אמר ֵא ֵּ֔ ָליו ִא
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
ית ִ ֹ֙לי ֵּ֔אֹות ָש ַא ָ ֶ֖תה ְׁמ ַד ֵ ֵ֥בר ִע ִ ָּֽמי׃
ָ וְׁ ָע ִ ָּ֤ש
Then he said to Him, "Please if I have found favor in Your sight,
then show me a sign that it is You who talk with me. (Judg. 6:17)

It is attached to the adverbial interrogative  ַאיֵ הin a verbless clause once.
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יהם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ֹלה
ֵ אמ ִ֣רּו ַהּגֹויִ ָ֑ם ַאיֵ ה־נָָ֗ ֜א ֱא
ְׁ ֹ ָ ֶּ֭ל ָמה י
Why should the Gentiles say, "So please where is their God?" (Psa. 115:2)

It is attached to the preposition  נֶ גֶ דtwice.

ל־ע ָּֽמֹו׃
ַ יהוִ֣ה ֲא ַש ֵלָ֑ם נֶ גְׁ ָדה־נָָ֗ ֜א ְׁל ָכ
ָ ְׁנ ֶָּ֭ד ַרי ַל
I will pay my vows to the LORD In the presence please of all His people, (Psa. 116:14, 18)

11.4.3  ֶס ָלהCalls for Meditation

 ֶס ָלהis a musical term used only in the psalms and Habakkuk marking a pause, perhaps for
the reader to meditate while the music plays. It usually occurs as the last word of a verse (75 times),
in which case its accent is Silluq; otherwise, it occurs midway in a verse (4 times),19 in which case
its accent is Athnach or Ole WeYored (§ 22.8).

אֹלהים ֶ ָּֽס ָלה׃
ִּ֬ ָּֽשּוע ָתה ּ֬לֹו ֵ ָּֽב
ָ ָ֓ ְַׁר ִבים א ְֹׁמ ִ ֪רים ְׁל ִַּ֫נ ְׁפ ִ ֵ֥שי ֵ ָּ֤אין י
Many are they who say of me, "There is no help for him in God." Selah (Psa. 3:2)

11.4.4  ֵאיְךExpresses Intensity
The word ( ֵאיְךhow?) is parsed as an interjection, occurring 61 times, but only 19 instances
are interjections, the remaining are definitely interrogatives, introducing a question asking “how?”
“in what manner?” (See § 11.3 above.)

מֹותיך ָח ָ ָּֽלל׃
ֶ֖ ֶ ל־ב
ָ ֵ ַ֚איְך נָ ְׁפלִ֣ ּו גִ ב ִ ֵֹּ֔רים ְׁב ֶ֖תֹוְך ַה ִמ ְׁל ָח ָ ָ֑מה יְׁ ִ֣הֹונָ ֵָּ֔תן ַע
"How the mighty have fallen in the midst of the battle! Jonathan was slain in your high places. (2 Sam. 1:25)

ן־ב ָל ָּֽהֹות׃
ַ ֵ ָּ֤איְך ָהיִ֣ ּו ְׁל ַש ָ ִ֣מה ְׁכ ָ ָ֑רגַ ע ָ ֵ֥ספּו ַ֜ ָ֗תמּו ִמ
Oh, how they are brought to desolation, as in a moment!
They are utterly consumed with terrors. (Psa. 73:19)

( ֵאיְךhow!) has a moderate affinity with its following word, having a conjunctive accent
8 times and a near disjunctive 11 times.
11.4.5  הֹויExpresses Sorrow or Misery

 הֹויis an exclamation of sorrow or misery, usually translated as “Alas!” or “Woe!” It is
nearly always the first word of a sentence, being the first word of a verse 37 times, following a

19

Psa. 55:20; 57:4; Hab. 3:3, 9.
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Waw conjunctive 3 times,20 or following a word with a remote disjunctive accent 9 times. It takes
a conjunctive accent 27 times, a near disjunctive 14 times, and a remote disjunctive 10 times, either
Rebia or Great Zaqeph.

יתים
ָ֑ ִ ִ֣הֹוי׀ ּגִ֣ ֹוי ח ֵָֹ֗טא ַ ַ֚עם ֶכ ִֶ֣בד ָעֹוֵּ֔ן ֶ ִ֣ז ֶַּֽרע ְׁמ ֵר ֵּ֔ ִעים ָב ִנֶ֖ים ַמ ְׁש ִח
Alas, sinful nation, A people laden with iniquity, A brood of evildoers, Children who are corrupters! (Isa. 1:4)

בֹו ִ ִ֣כי ֻש ָ ֵּ֔ד ָדה
ֹ֙ ְֹׁלהי יִ ְׁש ָר ֵָ֗אל ָּ֤הֹוי ֶאל־נ
ִ֣ ֵ הוה ְׁצ ָב ֜אֹות ֱא
ָ ֹ֙ ְׁה־א ַמר י
ָ ָֹּֽכ
Thus says the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel: "Woe to Nebo! For it is plundered, (Jer. 48:1)

הוָ֑ה
ָ ְִׁ֣הֹוי ָ֗הֹוי וְׁ ֻנָ֛סּו ֵמ ֶ ֵ֥א ֶרץ ָצ ֶ֖פֹון נְׁ ֻאם־י
“Alas, alas! Flee from the land of the north," says the LORD.” (Zech. 2:6)

11.4.6  ַא ְׁש ֵריDeclares Blessedness or Happiness

 ַא ְׁש ֵריis an exclamation expressing the blessedness or happiness of the person(s) to which
it refers. Morphologically the word is the masculine plural construct form of a noun like ִֶּ֫א ֶשר
meaning “blessedness” or “happiness;”21 but it functions only as an exclamatory particle. It usually
occurs as the first word of a sentence, being the first word of a verse 27 times, or following Waw
conjunctive twice,22or following an initial  ִהנֵ הonce, or following a word with a remote disjunctive
accent 11 times. It links with its object of blessedness by Maqqeph only once, 23 by a conjunctive
accent 25 times, by a near disjunctive 14 times, and by a remote disjunctive only twice.24

הוִ֣ה לִ֣ ֹו ָעֹוָ֑ ן
ָ ְַׁ ֵ֥א ְׁ ָּֽש ֵרי ָא ָ ָ֗דם ָּ֤ל ֹא יַ ְׁח ּ֬ש ֹב י
Blessed is the man to whom the LORD does not impute iniquity, (Psa. 32:2)

ֹוכי ָּֽלֹו׃
ֵ ל־ח
ֵ֥ הוה ַא ְׁש ֵ ֶ֖רי ָכ
ֵּ֔ ָ ְֹׁלהי ִמ ְׁש ָפ ֹ֙ט י
ָּ֤ ֵ י־א
ֱ ִ ָּֽכ
For the LORD is a God of justice; Blessed are all those who wait for Him. (Isa. 30:18)

יֹוכ ֶ ִ֣חנָּֽ ּו ֱאלָ֑ ַֹוה
ִ ִה ֵנָּ֤ה ַא ְׁש ֵ ִ֣רי ֶּ֭ ֱאנֹוש
"Behold, how blessed is the man whom God corrects! (Job 5:17)

20

Jer. 22:18 2x; 34:5.

21

BDB p. 80; HALOT p. 99.

22

2 Chr. 9:7; Prov. 8:32.

23

Psa. 112:1.

24

Psa. 146:5; Isa. 32:20.
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The object of the blessedness is a noun phrase 27 times as above, a pronoun suffix 6 times,25 a
substantivized adjective phrase once,26 a substantivized participle once,27 a relative pronoun clause
3 times,28 and 6 times it occurs before a verb as though there were a relative pronoun present.29

יהוה
ֵּ֔ ָ נֹושע ַ ָּֽב
ִ֣ ַ ַא ְׁש ֶ ֹ֙ריך יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ֜אל ִ ִ֣מי ָכ ָ֗מֹוך ַ ַ֚עם
Happy are you, O Israel! Who is like you, a people saved by the LORD, (Deut. 33:29)

ֹלשים וַ ֲח ִמ ָ ָּֽשה׃
ֵ֥ ִ ַא ְׁש ֵ ֵ֥רי ַ ָּֽה ְׁמ ַח ֶכֶ֖ה וְׁ יַ ִּג ַָ֑יע ְׁליָ ִַּ֕מים ֶַּ֕א ֶלף ְׁשֹלֵ֥ ש ֵמ ֶ֖אֹות ְׁש
Blessed is he who waits, and comes to the one thousand three hundred and thirty-five days. (Dan. 12:12)

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁתֹורת י
ֵ֥ ַ י־ד ֶרְך ַ ֜ ָּֽהה ְֹׁל ִָ֗כים ְׁב
ָ֑ ָ ימ
ֵ ַא ְׁש ֵ ֵ֥רי ְׁת ִ ָּֽמ
Blessed are the undefiled in the way, Who walk in the law of the LORD! (Psa. 119:1)

11.4.7  אֹויPronounces Woe

“ אֹויwoe! an impassioned expression of grief and despair,”30 often as though pronouncing
woe upon the person(s) to whom it refers. It governs the object of its pronouncement with the
preposition  ְׁל19 times; of which the objects are pronoun suffixes 17 times; it governs its object
without the benefit of  ְׁלtwice.31 Once it stands alone functioning as a noun.32 It is augmented by
the particle  נָ א3 times.33 It stands alone without an object once,34 and a double woe is pronounced
once.35 It is usually the first word of a sentence: it is the first word of the verse 7 times, the first
word after the verb  ָא ַמר3 times, and the word immediately following a word with a remote disjunctive accent 10 times. It usually has strong affinity with the following word, being linked with
Maqqeph 7 times, having a conjunctive accent 13 times, a near disjunctive 3 times, an a remote
disjunctive only once.

25

Deut. 33:29; Psa. 128:2; Prov. 14:21; 16:20; Eccl. 10:17; Isa. 32:20.

26

Psa. 119:1.

27

Dan. 12:12.

28

Psa. 137:8, 9; 146:5.

29

Psa. 32:1; 41:2; 65:5; 84:5; 106:3; 119:2.

30

BDB p. 17.

31

Ezek. 24:6, 9.

32

Prov. 23:29.

33

Jer. 4:31; 45:3; Lam. 5:16.

34

Num. 24:23 with a remote disjunctive accent.

35

Ezek. 16:23.
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יְׁתה ָכ ֶ֖ז ֹאת ֶא ְׁת ֵ֥מֹול ִש ְׁל ָּֽש ֹם׃
ָ֛ ָ רּו ִ֣אֹוי ֵּ֔ ָלנּו ִ ִ֣כי ֵ֥ל ֹא ָה
ֹ֙ אמ
ְׁ ֹ וַ י
And they said, "Woe to us! For such a thing has never happened before. (1 Sam. 4:7)

אמר ַּ֕אֹוי ִ ֵ֥מי יִ ְׁח ֶיֶ֖ה ִמ ֻש ֵ֥מֹו ֵ ָּֽאל׃
ָ֑ ַ ֹ וַ יִ ָ ֵ֥שא ְׁמ ָשלֶ֖ ֹו וַ י
Then he took up his oracle and said: "Alas! Who shall live when God does this? (Num. 24:23)

י־עיְׁ ָ ֵ֥פה נַ ְׁפ ִ ֶ֖שי ְׁלה ְֹׁר ִ ָּֽגים׃
ָ ֹוי־נִ֣א ֵּ֔ ִלי ִ ָּֽכ
ָ יה ָּֽא
ָ ְׁת ָפ ֵ ִ֣רש ַכ ֶ ָ֑פ
She spreads her hands, saying,`Woe is me now, for my soul is weary Because of murderers!' (Jer. 4:31)

ְׁל ִֹ֙מי ֵ֥אֹוי ְׁל ִ ֪מי ֲא ֶּ֡בֹוי ְׁל ִ ָּ֤מי ִמ ְׁדיָ נִֹ֙ ים׀ ְׁל ִ ֵ֥מי ִָ֗ש ַיח
ְׁ ֶּ֭ל ִמי ְׁפ ָצ ִ ִ֣עים ִח ָנָ֑ם ֜ ְׁל ִָ֗מי ַח ְׁכ ִללֵ֥ ּות ֵע ָינֶָּּֽֽיִ ם׃
Who has woe? Who has sorrow? Who has contentions? Who has complaints?
Who has wounds without cause? Who has redness of eyes? (Prov. 23:29)

11.4.8  ָח ִלילExpresses Emphatic Denial

 ָח ִלילis a strong idiomatic denial that a person has done a stated deed. The word is always
augmented with a locative  הfor emphasis. The word governs the person of the denial with the
preposition  ְׁל, where the person of denial is usually a pronoun suffix, mostly first person. Twice
the denial stands without a named person,36 and once there is a double emphatic denial.37 It always
occurs in a direct quotation of speech, usually the first word. It has a strong affinity with the following word, always having a conjunctive accent except once (1 Sam. 14:45) where it has a remote
disjunctive accent.

י־מ ַכ ְׁב ַ ֵ֥די ֲא ַכ ֵ ֶ֖בד ּוב ַֹזֵ֥י יֵ ָ ָָּֽקלּו׃
ְׁ וְׁ ַע ָ ָּ֤תה נְׁ ֻאם־יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ָח ִ ִ֣ל ָילה ֵּ֔ ִלי ִ ָּֽכ
But now the LORD says:`Far be it from Me; for those who honor Me I will honor,
and those who despise Me shall be lightly esteemed (1 Sam. 2:30)

11.4.9 יכה
ָ  ֵאExpresses intensity
The word יכה
ָ ( ֵאhow!), like ( ֵאיְךabove), is parsed as an interjection, occurring 17 times,
but only about 6 instances are interjections, the remaining are definitely interrogatives, introducing
a question asking “how?” 38 “in what manner?” (See § 11.3 above.) It has a conjunctive accent 3
times and a near disjunctive 3 times.

36

1 Sam. 14:45; 20:2.

37

2 Sam. 20:20.

38

Isa. 1:21; Jer. 48:17; Lam. 1:1; 2:1; 4:1, 2.
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זֹונה
ֵָּ֔ יכ ֹ֙ה ָהיְׁ ָ ִ֣תה ְׁל
ָ ֵא
How the faithful city has become a harlot! (Isa. 1:21)

11.4.10  ֲא ָהּהExpresses Despair

“ ֲא ָהּהAlas!”—a strong exclamation of despair. It is usually the first word in a quoted
speech, having a conjunctive accent 3 times, a near disjunctive 11 times, and a remote disjunctive
only once (2 Kgs. 3:10).

הוה ִהנֵֹ֙ ה ַהנְׁ ִב ִ֜אים א ְֹׁמ ִ ָּ֤רים ָל ֶה ֹ֙ם
ָ֗ ִ ְׁוָ א ַַֹּ֞מר ֲא ָ ִ֣הּה׀ ֲאד ָֹנִ֣י י
א־ת ְׁר ִ֣אּו ֵֶּ֔ח ֶרב וְׁ ָר ָ ֶ֖עב ָּֽל ֹא־יִ ְׁה ֶיִ֣ה ָל ֶכָ֑ם
ִ ֹ ָּֽל
Then I said, “Alas, Lord GOD! Behold, the prophets say to them,
‘You shall not see the sword, nor shall you have famine.’” (Jer. 14:13)

11.4.11  ָאנָ אExpresses Intense Entreaty

“ ָאנָ אPlease!”—a strong entreaty to a higher authority: to  יְׁ הוָ ה9 times, to ( ֲאד ֹנָ יLord, i.e.,
God) twice,39 once addressed to God according to the context,40 once addressed to Joseph by his
brothers.41 It is used along with the particle  נָ אin the context 6 times. It is always the first word in
quoted speech. It always has a conjunctive accent, except twice it has both a conjunctive and remote disjunctive accent.42

את ֹ֙ם
ָ יֹוסף ָ ִ֣א ֶָּ֡נא ָ ִ֣שא ֶָ֠נא ֶפ ִַ֣שע ַא ֶ ָּ֤חיך וְׁ ַח ָט
ֵָ֗ ֹאמ ִ֣רּו ְׁל
ְׁ ָּֽכֹה־ת
Thus you shall say to Joseph:
“I beg you, please forgive the trespass of your brothers and their sin.” (Gen. 50:17)

יחה ָנָּֽא׃
ֵ֥ ָ הוה ַה ְׁצ ִִׁ֘ל
ָ֗ ָ יעה ָנָ֑א ָ ָּֽא ָנֵ֥א ְׁ֜י
ֵ֥ ָ הֹוש
ִִׁ֘ ָא ָנִ֣א ְׁיֶּ֭הוָ ה
Save please, I pray, O LORD; O LORD, I pray, send now prosperity. (Psa. 118:25)

11.4.12  ֶה ָאחExpresses Surprise or Disdain

“ ֶה ָאחAha!”—positively it is a shout of surprised joy; negatively it is a shout of disdain. It
is always the first word in a quoted speech. The expression is doubled three times.43 It usually has
a disjunctive accent.

39

Neh. 1:11; Dan. 9:4.

40

Exod. 32:31.

41

Gen. 50:27.

42

Gen. 50:17; Exod. 32:31.

43

Psa. 35:21; 40:16; 70:4.
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יתי ָּֽאּור׃
ִ מֹותי ָר ִ ֵ֥א
ֶ֖ ִ אמר ֶה ֵָּ֔אח ַח
ִ֣ ַ ֹ ַאף־יָ ח ֹֹ֙ם וְׁ י
He even warms himself and says, "Aha! I am warm, I have seen the fire." (Isa. 44:16)

ל־ע ִֶ֣קב ָב ְׁש ָ ָ֑תם ָהא ְֹׁמ ִ ֵ֥רים ִ֜ ָ֗לי ֶה ָ ֵ֥אח׀ ֶה ָ ָּֽאח׃
ֵ ָ ֶּ֭יש ֹמּו ַע
Let them be confounded because of their shame, Who say to me, "Aha, aha!" (Psa. 40:15)

11.4.13  ַהסCommands Silence

“ ַהסHush!” “Be silent!”—The word is parsed as an interjection in the lexicons and in the
WTS morphological text, but Davidson analyzed the form as the apocopated imperative form of
the verb הסה,44 and the form in Neh. 8:11 tends to support that choice. Translators treat the word
as though it were an imperative. The word usually has a remote disjunctive accent.

ל־ת ָע ֵ ָּֽצבּו׃
ֵ מר ֵַּ֔הסּו ִ ֵ֥כי ַהיֶ֖ ֹום ָק ָ֑ד ֹש וְׁ ַא
ֹ ִ֣ ל־ה ָע ֹ֙ם ֵלא
ָ וְׁ ַה ְׁלוִ ִַּ֞ים ַמ ְׁח ִ ָּ֤שים ְׁל ָכ
So the Levites quieted all the people, saying,
“Be still, for the day is holy; do not be grieved.” (Neh. 8:11)

11.5 Negatives
There are seven words that function as negatives, occurring 6,972 times, but are variously
classified in the lexicons. Table 11.4 lists the words by frequency of occurrence and classification.
Table 11.4
Frequency of Negatives

44

AHCL p. CCIII.

negative

Frequency

Classification

לֹא

5,169

negative

ַאיִ ן

788

adverb

ִב ְׁל ִתי

112

preposition

ַאל

729

adverb

ַבל

73

adverb

ְׁב ִלי

58

adverb

ֶא ֶפס

43

noun

Total

6,972
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11.5.1  לֹאThe Universal Negative

“ לֹאnot”—it is the only word classified as a negative in the lexicons. It is the universal
negative, functioning with nearly every other part of speech. Table 11.5 lists the parts of speech it
negates and the frequency of each. Many of these are what is expected; the unexpected are the
ones of interest.  לֹאis linked with the word it negates by Maqqeph 2,160 times and by a conjunctive
accent 2,839 times.
Table 11.5
Parts of Speech Negated by לֹא
Part of Speech

Frequency

Finite Verb

4,401

Preposition

247

Common Noun

216

Adjective

74

Pronoun

71

Participle

37

Conjunction

34

Adverb

26

Proper Noun

17

Direct Object Marker

13

Last Word

11

Infinitive Absolute

8

Cardinal Number

7

Relative Pronoun

3

Interjection

2

Infinitive Construct

1

Gentilic Noun

1

Total

5,169

When followed by a conjunction, the word stands alone as an answer to a question or some
similar situation. Of the 34 instances, the word has a remote disjunctive accent 15 times and a near
disjunctive accent 11 times. Obviously it stands alone as the last word of a verse.
An infinitive absolute is not expected to be negated; however, when serving as a cognate
adverb (see § 5.6.7; 6.1.1; 6.1.5), this may happen. Usually when an emphatic verb phrase is negated,  לֹאprecedes the finite verb. This occurs 30 times in the Hebrew Bible.
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ל־פ ְׁרע ֹֹ֙ה ְׁל ַד ֵבִ֣ר ִב ְׁש ֵֶּ֔מך ֵה ַ ֶ֖רע ָל ָעִ֣ם ַה ֶזָ֑ה
ַ אתי ֶא
ִ ּומ ַָּ֞אז ָ ָּ֤ב
ֵ
ת־ע ֶ ָּֽמך׃
ַ וְׁ ַה ֵ ֵ֥צל לֹא־ ִה ַ ֶ֖צ ְׁל ָת ֶא
"For since I came to Pharaoh to speak in Your name, he has done evil to this people;
neither have You delivered Your people at all." (Exod. 5:23)

But by negating the cognate infinitive absolute, the emphasis may be negated rather than the verbal
idea. This occurs only 6 times.45

ֹאכל ִמ ֶ ָ֑מנּו
ֶ֖ ַ ּומ ָ֗ ֵעץ ַה ַ ֹ֙ד ַע ֹ֙ת ִ֣טֹוב וָ ָ ֵּ֔רע ֵ֥ל ֹא ת
ֵ
ִָ֗כי ְׁביָ֛ ֹום ֲא ָכ ְׁלךֵ֥ ִמ ֶ ֶ֖מנּו ֵ֥מֹות ָת ָּֽמּות׃
“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat,
for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die.” (Gen. 2:17)

ל־ה ִא ָ ָ֑שה ָּֽל ֹא־ ֶ֖מֹות ְׁת ֻמ ָּֽתּון׃
ָּֽ ָ אמר ַהנָ ָ ֶ֖חש ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
Then the serpent said to the woman, "You will not surely die. (Gen. 3:4)

The serpent did not deny that the woman would die, but only the certainty of it. An infinitive
absolute is negated once by  לֹאwhen it stands in place of a finite verb.

ֲהלֹ֙ ֹוא ָפ ָּ֤ר ֹס ָ ָּֽל ָר ֵע ֹ֙ב ַל ְׁח ֵֶּ֔מך
רּודים ָ ִ֣ת ִביא ָ ָ֑ביִת
ֶ֖ ִ וַ ֲענִ יִ ֵ֥ים ְׁמ
יתֹו
ֵּ֔ י־ת ְׁר ֶ ָּ֤אה ָער ֹֹ֙ם וְׁ ִכ ִס
ִ ִ ָּֽכ
ּומ ְׁב ָש ְׁרךֶ֖ ֵ֥ל ֹא ִת ְׁת ַע ָ ָּֽלם׃
ִ
Is it not that you should share your bread with the hungry,
And that you should bring to your house the poor who are cast out;
When you see the naked, that you should cover him,
And not hide yourself from your own flesh? (Isa. 58:7)

 לֹאis used idiomatically twice with the relative pronoun  ֲא ֶשרalong with conjunctions ִאם
or  ִכיthe meaning of which expression cannot be determined literally, but depends on the semantics of the local context.46
Interjections are not expected to be negated, but twice it occurs in BHS, where  לֹאappears
to negate  ִהנֵ ה.

הּודה וְׁ יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָּֽאל׃
ֶ֖ ָ ְׁל־ס ֶפר ַמ ְׁל ֵכי־י
ֵ֥ ֵ תּובים ַע
ִֵּ֔ ֲהל ֹ ֹ֙א ִה ָנִ֣ם ְׁכ
indeed are they not written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel? (2 Chr. 25:26)

45

Gen. 3:4; Num. 22:37; Psa. 49:8; Jer. 3:1; 38:15; Amos 9:8.

46

1 Sam. 16:7; Ezek. 33:27.
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י־אש
ֵֵּ֔ ים ְׁב ֵד
ֹ֙ הוִ֣ה ְׁצ ָב ָ֑אֹות וְׁ יִ ָּֽיגְׁ ָּ֤עּו ַע ִמ
ָ ְֲׁהלִ֣ ֹוא ִה ֵֵּ֔נה ֵמ ֵ ֶ֖את י
Behold, is it not of the LORD of hosts That the peoples labor to feed the fire, (Hab. 2:13)

In the first instance, the scribe has mixed the two standard formats for documenting a literary source. The standard positive format is as follows:

יהּודה׃
ָּֽ ָ ִל־ס ֶפר ַמ ְׁל ֵ ָּֽכי־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ו
ֵ֥ ֵ תּובים ַע
ִֵּ֔ ִה ָנִ֣ם ְׁכ
indeed they are written in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah (2 Chr. 27:7)

And the negative format is as follows:

תּובים ְׁב ִד ְׁב ֵ ֹ֙רי ְׁש ַ ָּֽמ ְׁע ָיֵ֧ה ַהנָ ִ ָ֛ביא
ִ֜ א־הם ְׁכ
ֵֹ֙ ֹ ֲהל
are they not written in the book of Shemaiah the prophet, (2 Chr. 12:15)

As for the second instance, evidently the word order is reversed, or the word should be ֵהנָ ה
Finally, an infinitive construct is not expected to be negated by לֹא. Of the 85 instances of
a negated infinitive construct, it is negated by  ל ֹאonce:

מת
ֹ ָ֑ ָל־א ֶבן ֲא ֶשר־יָ ֵ֥מּות ָב ֹּ֙ה ְׁב ִ֣ל ֹא ְׁר ֵּ֔אֹות וַ יַ ֵ ֵ֥פל ָע ָלֶ֖יו וַ י
ֶ֜ ִ֣אֹו ְׁב ָכ
א־אֹויִ֣ב ֵּ֔לֹו וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ְׁמ ַב ֵ ֶ֖קש ָר ָע ָּֽתֹו׃
ֵ
ֹ הּוא ל
ֹ֙ ְׁו
or uses a stone, by which a man could die, throwing it at him without seeing him, so that he dies,
while he was not his enemy or seeking his harm, (Num. 35:23)

The expected reading would be  ִב ְׁל ִתי ְׁראֹות.
11.5.2  ַאיִ ןThe Negative Existential Particle

 ַאיִ ןis classified as an adverb in the lexicons, but it functions mainly as the negative of the
existential particle יֵ ש. Contrary to לֹא, it does not necessarily negate the word immediately following it, but it may negate the copulative clause that it heads, or negate a verbal clause with the
durative aspect which it heads. In that context, it may have a pronoun suffix as the subject of the
clause, or in anticipation of the subject. It is linked to the word that follows by Maqqeph 153 times,
by a conjunctive accent 521 times, by a near disjunctive 58 times, and by a remote disjunctive 56
times.

 ַאיִ ןmay negate current tense copulative clauses (see § 13.1.2).47

47

This doesn’t seem to apply to negative predicate nominative copulative clauses.
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ֹלהים
ָ֑ ִ ִָׁ֘א ַ ָּ֤מר נָ ָ ִ֣בל ְׁ ֶּ֭ב ִלבֹו ֵ ִ֣אין ֱא
The fool has said in his heart, "There is no God." (Psa. 14:1)
[negated existential clause]

ֹלהים׃
ָּֽ ִ י־ל ַ ֵָ֥קח א ֶֹ֖תֹו ֱא
ָ ֹלהים וְׁ ֵא ֶַּ֕יננּו ִ ָּֽכ
ָ֑ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ָּֽ ָ וַ יִ ְׁת ַה ֵ ֵ֥לְך ֲחנֶ֖ ֹוְך ֶא
And Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for God took him. (Gen. 5:24)
[negated existence with subject pronoun suffix]

וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥אין ִ ָ֛איש ִמ ְׁב ֵנֵ֥י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ִ֣טֹוב ִמ ֶ ָ֑מנּו
There was not a man among the sons of Israel more handsome than he. (1 Sam. 9:2)
[negated predicate adjective copulative clause]

ֹלהים ַב ָמ ֶ֖קֹום ַה ֶזָ֑ה
ִֵּ֔ ִ ִ֣כי ָא ַָ֗מ ְׁר ִתי ַ ַ֚רק ֵאין־יִ ְׁר ַ ִ֣את ֱא
Because I said, “Surely the fear of God is not in this place.” (Gen. 20:11)
[negated predicate adverb copulative clause]

ם־א ֵ֥סּוְך ָ ָּֽש ֶמן׃
ָ אמר ֵ ִ֣אין ְׁל ִש ְׁפ ָח ְׁתךֵ֥ כֹלֹ֙ ַב ֵַּ֔ביִ ת ִ ֶ֖כי ִא
ֶ ֹ וַ ָ֗ת
And she said, "Your maidservant has nothing in the house but a jar of oil." (2 Kgs. 4:2)
[negated possessive copulative clause]

וַ ְׁת ִ ֵ֥הי ָש ַ ֶ֖רי ֲע ָק ָ ָ֑רה ֵ ֵ֥אין ָלֶּ֖ה וָ ָ ָּֽלד׃
But Sarai was barren; she had no child. (Gen. 11:30)
[negated possessive copulative clause, possessor is pronoun suffix]

אֹלהינּו׃
ָּֽ ֵ יהוֶ֖ה ִ ִ֣כי ֵ ִ֣אין ִב ְׁל ֶ ָ֑תך וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥אין ֶ֖צּור ֵכ
ָ ־ק ֵ֥דֹוש ַכ
ָ ֵאין
“There is no Holy One like the LORD, For there is none besides You,
Nor is there any rock like our God. (1 Sam. 2:2)
[two negated similarity copulative clauses]48

 ַאיִ ןmay negate verbal clauses in the current tense and durative aspect (see § 5.6.5.3); in
this case the verb is a participle.

הוֶ֖ה ִא ָ֑תֹו
ָ ְּׁומ ֹ֙ה ְׁביָ ֵּ֔דֹו ַב ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר י
ָ ל־מ ֹ֙א
ְׁ ת־כ
ָ ית־ה ָ֗סֹ ַהר ר ֶ ָֹּ֤אה ֶ ָּֽא
ַ ֵ ִ֣אין׀ ַ ִ֣שר ֵב
The keeper of the prison never looked into anything that was under Joseph's authority,
because the LORD was with him; (Gen. 39:23)
[negated verbal clause with durative aspect and named subject]

ַֹ֚כה ָא ַ ִ֣מר ַפ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה ֵא ֶינָ֛נִ י נ ֵ ֵֹ֥תן ָל ֶכֶ֖ם ֶ ָּֽת ֶבן׃
Thus says Pharaoh: “I am not giving you straw.” (Exod. 5:10)
[negated verbal clause with durative aspect, subject is a pronoun suffix]

 ַאיִ ןmay express the negative alternative to a stated proposition:
הוָ֛ה ְׁב ִק ְׁר ֵ ֶ֖בנּו ִאם־ ָ ָּֽאיִ ן׃
ָ ְֲׁה ֵיֵ֧ש י
"Is the LORD among us or not?" (Exod. 17:7)

48

The adjective  ָק ֵ֥דֹושfunctions as a noun.
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 ַאיִ ןmay express a negative response to a yes/no question:
ּוש ֵא ָ֗ ֵלְך וְׁ ָא ַ ָ֛מר ֲה ֵיָּֽש־ ֵֹ֥פה ִ ֶ֖איש וְׁ ָא ַ ֵ֥מ ְׁר ְׁת ָ ָּֽאיִ ן׃
ְׁ ם־איש יָ ֜בֹוא
ִֹ֙ ִא
If any man comes and inquires of you, and says,
“Is there any man here?” you shall say, “No.” (Judg. 4:20)

 ַאיִ ןmay simply negate what is anticipated from the context but is elided:
יֹונים ְׁמ ַב ְׁק ִ ֵ֥שים ַֹ֙מיִ ֹ֙ם וָ ֵַּ֔איִ ן
ִ֜ ָה ֲענִ יִֹ֙ ים וְׁ ָה ֶא ְׁב
The poor and needy seek water, but there is none (Isa. 41:17)

ים וָ ֵַּ֔איִ ן
ֹ֙ ץ־ש ֲע ִל
ַ ץ־ש ִ ֶ֖ל ָשה וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא ָמ ָצָ֑אּו וַ יַ ַע ְׁב ָּ֤רּו ְׁב ֶ ָּֽא ֶר
ָ וַ יַ ֲע ֵ֥בֹר ְׁב ֶ ָּֽא ֶר
And he passed through the land of Shalisha, but they did not find them.
Then they passed through the land of Shaalim, and nothing!. (1 Sam. 9:4)

11.5.3  ִב ְׁל ִתיThe Negative of Exception

 ִב ְׁל ִתיis classified as an preposition in the lexicons, but it functions as the sole negative for
infinitives construct,49 and a negative of exception for nouns. Of the 112 instances of the word it
is preceded by a preposition 96 times that shapes the nuance of the negation to suit the object of
negation. It unites with the preposition  ְׁלto form the negative ( ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תיto not) 87 times to negate
an infinitive construct. It unites with the preposition  ִמןto form the negative ( ִמ ִב ְׁל ַּ֞ ִתיbecause not)
twice.50 It unites with the preposition  ַעדto form the negative ד־ב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי
ִ ( ַעuntil not) 7 times.51 It
is linked to the word it negates by Maqqeph 6 times, by a conjunctive accent 56 times, by a near
disjunctive 44 times, and by a remote disjunctive 6 times.

ן־ז ֶַּֽרע ְׁל ָא ִ ָּֽחיו׃
ֶ֖ ֶ ל־א ֶשת ָא ִח ֹ֙יו וְׁ ִש ֵ ִ֣חת ֵַּ֔א ְׁר ָצה ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי נְׁ ָת
ָּ֤ ֵ ם־בא ֶא
ָֹ֙ וְׁ ָה ַָּ֞יה ִא
So it was, whenever he went in to his brother’s wife,
he would emit on the ground, to not give seed to his brother. (Gen. 38:9)

ל־ה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ֲא ֶשר־נִ ְׁש ַ ִ֣בע ָל ֶ ָ֑הם
ָ ת־ה ָעִ֣ם ַה ֵֶּ֔זה ֶא
ָ יא ֶא
ֹ֙ הוה ְׁל ָה ִב
ָ֗ ָ ְִׁמ ִב ְׁל ִַּ֞תי יְׁ ִ֣כֹ ֶלת י
וַ יִ ְׁש ָח ֵ ֶ֖טם ַב ִמ ְׁד ָ ָּֽבר׃
Because of the LORD’s not being able to bring this people to the land which He swore to give them,
He slaughtered them in the wilderness. (Num. 14:16)

49

See discussion of Numbers 35:23 above, for the one exception.

50

Num. 14:16; Ezek. 16:28.

51

Num. 21:35; Deut. 3:3; Josh. 8:22; 10:33; 11:8; 2 Kgs. 10:11; Job 14:12.
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 ִב ְׁל ִתיnegates a noun with the meaning “except” or “unless.”52
יכם ִא ְׁת ֶ ָּֽכם׃
ֵ֥ ֶ א־ת ְׁר ִ֣אּו ָפ ֵַּ֔ני ִב ְׁל ִ ֶ֖תי ֲא ִח
ִ ֹ ָּֽל
You shall not see my face unless your brother is with you.'" (Gen 43:3)

 ִב ְׁל ִתיunexpectedly has a pronoun suffix.
אֹלהינּו׃
ָּֽ ֵ יהוֶ֖ה ִ ִ֣כי ֵ ִ֣אין ִב ְׁל ֶ ָ֑תך וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥אין ֶ֖צּור ֵכ
ָ ין־ק ֵ֥דֹוש ַכ
ָ ֵא
“There is no Holy One like the LORD, For there is none besides You,
Nor is there any rock like our God. (1 Sam. 2:2)

 ִב ְׁל ִתיnegates a finite verb 13 times:53
ֹלהים
ָ֑ ִ בּור נַ ִ֣סֹות ֶא ְׁת ֵֶּ֔כם ָ ֶ֖בא ָה ֱא
ֹ֙ ל־ת ָיראּו ִָ֗כי ְׁל ַ ָּֽב ֲע
ִ ַא
ל־פנֵ ֶיכֶ֖ם ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ֶת ֱח ָ ָּֽטאּו׃
ְׁ ּוב ֲע ָ֗בּור ִת ְׁה ֶיֵ֧ה יִ ְׁר ָא ָ֛תֹו ַע
ַ
Do not fear; for God has come to test you,
and that His fear may be before you, so that you may not sin." (Exod. 20:20)

ד־ב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ִה ְׁש ִ ָּֽאיר־לֶ֖ ֹו ָש ִ ָ֑ריד
ִ ל־ע ֵּ֔מֹו ַע
ַ ת־כ
ָ ת־בנָ ֹ֙יו וְׁ ֶא
ָ וַ יַ ֹ֙כּו א ָֹּ֤תֹו וְׁ ֶא
So they defeated him, his sons, and all his people, until there was no survivor left him; (Num. 21:35)

 ִב ְׁל ִתיnegates an adjective once:
י־ל ֹא ָט ָּֽהֹור׃
ֵ֥ ִ ָּ֤כי ָא ַמ ֹ֙ר ִמ ְׁק ֶ ִ֣רה ֵּ֔הּוא ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ָט ָ֛הֹור ֶ֖הּוא ִ ָּֽכ
For he thought, "Something has happened to him;
he is unclean, surely he is unclean. (1 Sam. 20:26)

 ִב ְׁל ִתיunites with the conjunction  ִאםto form the compound adversative conjunction ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי
( ִאםbut, unless).54
ָּ֤ל ֹא נִ ְׁש ַא ֹ֙ר ִל ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י ֲאד ִֵֹּ֔ני ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ִאם־ּגְׁ וִ יָ ֵ ֶ֖תנּו וְׁ ַא ְׁד ָמ ֵ ָּֽתנּו׃
There is nothing left in the sight of my lord but our bodies and our lands. (Gen. 47:18)

 ִב ְׁל ִתיstrangely is the last word of the verse in Hos. 13:4, with apparently nothing to negate.
But surely the word should be parsed with a first person singular pronoun suffix, similar to the
unambiguous instance of a pronoun suffix in 1 Sam. 2:2 above, as the translator do.

52

Gen. 43:3, 5; Num. 32:12; Job 14:12; Isa. 14:6; Ezek. 16:28; Dan. 11:18.

53

Exod. 20:20; Num. 21:35; Deut. 3:3; Josh. 8:22; 10:33; 11:8; 2 Sam. 14:14; 2 Kgs. 10:11; Isa. 44:10; Jer.
23:14; 27:18; Ezek. 13:3.
54

Gen. 47:18; Judg. 7:14; Amos 3:3, 4.
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ּומֹוש ַיע ַ ֶ֖איִ ן ִב ְׁל ִ ָּֽתי׃
ֵ֥ ִ
תי ִ֣ל ֹא ֵת ָ ֵּ֔דע
ֹ֙ ִ ּול
ָ ָּֽאֹלהים ז
ָּ֤ ִ ֵו
And you shall know no God but Me; For there is no Savior besides Me. (Hos. 13:4)

11.5.4  ַאלThe Non-indicative Negative

 ַאלis the negative of the non-indicative mood, being used primarily with verbs in the nonindicative mood. Of its 729 instances in the Bible, 696 negate non-indicative verbs. But it is found
negating other parts of speech in a non-indicative environment. It is linked to the word it negates
by Maqqeph 721 times, otherwise by a conjunctive accent.55

ּומה
ָ ל־ת ַעש לֶ֖ ֹו ְׁמ ָ֑א
ֵ֥ ַ ל־ה ֵַּ֔נ ַער וְׁ ַא
ַ ל־ת ְׁש ַלָּ֤ח ָ ָּֽי ְֶּֽׁד ֹ֙ך ֶא
ִ אמר ַא
ֶ ֹ וַ ָ֗י
ים ֵַּ֔א ָתה
ֹ֙ ֹלה
ִ ִ ִ֣כי׀ ַע ָ ִ֣תה יָ ַ ָ֗ד ְׁע ִתי ִ ָּֽכי־יְׁ ֵ ָּ֤רא ֱא
And He said, "Do not lay your hand on the lad, nor do anything to him;
for now I know that you fear God. (Gen. 22:12)

When the verb would take the particle of polite entreaty נָ א, the particle is nearly always
attached to  ַאלinstead.56

ּובין ר ַ ֶֹ֖עי ֵּובִ֣ין ר ֶֹעָ֑יך
ֵ֥ ֵ ּוב ֵֶּ֔יניך
ֵ יב ֹ֙ה ֵב ִינִ֣י
ָ ל־לֹוט ַאל־נָֹ֙ א ְׁת ִ ָּ֤הי ְׁמ ִר
ָ֗ אמר ַא ְׁב ָ ֜רם ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֹ֙י
o Abram said to Lot, "Please let there not be strife between you and me,
and between my herdsmen and your herdsmen; (Gen. 13:8)

 ַאלmay negate a noun phrase in a non-indicative environment.57
מת
ֹ ָ֑ ּוש ֵ ִ֣די ְׁתרּו
ְׁ ־מ ָ ָ֛טר ֲע ֵל ֶיכֶ֖ם
ָ ל־טל וְׁ ַאל
ֵ֧ ַ ָה ֵ ִ֣רי ַבּגִ ְׁל ָ֗בֹ ַע ַא
"O mountains of Gilboa, Let there be no dew nor rain upon you, Nor fields of offerings. (2 Sam. 1:21)

־כ ֶסף ְׁ ֜ו ַ ָ֗ד ַעת ֵמ ָח ֵ֥רּוץ נִ ְׁב ָ ָּֽחר׃
ָ֑ ָ ּו־מּוס ִ ֵ֥רי וְׁ ַאל
ָ
ְׁק ָּֽח
Receive my instruction, and not silver,
And knowledge rather than choice gold; (Prov. 8:10)

 ַאלmay negate an emphatic adverbial phrase standing in prominence before the verb.58
־ב ֲח ָמ ְׁתךֵ֥ ְׁתיַ ְׁס ֵ ָּֽרנִ י׃
ַ יחנִ י ְׁ ָּֽו ַאל
ָ֑ ֵ תֹוכ
ִ
ֵ֥־ב ַא ְׁפך
ְׁ ָּֽהוה ַאל
ָ֗ ָ ְׁי
O LORD, do not rebuke me in Your anger,
Nor chasten me in Your hot displeasure. (Psa. 6:2)

55

For the exceptions, see 1 Sam. 2:24; 2 Kgs. 3:13; Job 24:25.

56
Gen. 13:8; 18:3, 30, 32; 47:29; Num. 10:31; 12:11, 12; 22:16; Judg. 6:18; 1 Sam. 3:17; 25:25; 2 Sam.
13:25; 14:18; Job 32:21; Jer. 44:4; Jon. 1:14. See Judg. 19:23 for the exception.
57

See also 1 Sam. 13:12, 16; Job 24:25; Psa. 83:2; Prov. 8:10; 12:28; 17:12; 27:2; Isa. 62:6; Jer. 47:6; Joel

58

See also Psa. 38:2; Prov. 31:4; Jer. 10:24; 15:15.
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The psalmist did not ask the Lord not to rebuke and chasten him, but that He not do so in His anger
and displeasure.
This even occurs with a non-emphatic adverb phrase in a non-indicative context.

ל־ב ַצע׃
ָּֽ ָ ֹותיך וְׁ ַ ִ֣אל ֶא
ֶָ֗ ל־ע ְׁד
ֵ ט־ל ִבי ֶא
ֶּ֭ ִ ַה
Incline my heart to Your testimonies, And not to covetousness. (Psa. 119:36)

 ַאלmay stand alone as a denial without a verb, it being understood from the context.
י־ק ָ ָּ֤רא יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ִל ְׁש ֹֹ֙ל ֶש ֹ֙ת ַה ְׁמ ָל ִ ִ֣כים ָה ֵֵּ֔א ֶלה
ָ אמר ֹ֙לֹו ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ַָ֗אל ִ ָּֽכ
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
ד־מֹואב׃
ָּֽ ָ
ַאֹותם ְׁבי
ֶ֖ ָ ָל ֵ ֵ֥תת
But the king of Israel said to him, "No, for the LORD has called these three kings together
to deliver them into the hand of Moab." (2 Kgs. 3:13)

It may also do so with a vocative noun phrase indicating the person(s) to whom the prohibition is
addressed.59

הן ֵ ָּֽת ָע ֵּ֔ ֵגנָ ה ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֶ֖תי ֱהיִ֣ ֹות ְׁל ִ ָ֑איש ַ ִ֣אל ְׁבנ ַָֹ֗תי
ֹ֙ ֵ ֲה ָל
Would you restrain yourselves from having husbands? No, my daughters; (Ruth 1:13)

11.5.5  ַבלA Poetic Negative

 ַבלis classified as an adverb, but it functions as a negative in poetry. Of its 73 instances in
the Bible, 65 negate a finite verb. The word links with the word it negates by Maqqeph 72 times,
and by a near disjunctive accent once (see Psa. 32:9 below).

מֹותיו׃
ָּֽ ָ ִל־מז
ְׁ ֹלהים ָכ
ִָ֗ ָר ָָ֗שע ְׁכ ִֹ֣ג ַבּה ַ ֶּ֭אפֹו ַבל־יִ ְׁד ָ֑ר ֹש ֵ ֵ֥אין ֱ֜א
The wicked in his proud countenance does not seek God;
God is in none of his thoughts. (Psa. 10:4)

־ת ָּֽמֹוט׃
ִ ף־ת ֵ֥כֹון ֵת ֵ ֶ֖בל ַבל
ִ ל־ה ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ ַא
ָ ִ ָּ֤חילּו ִמ ְׁל ָפנָ ֹ֙יו ָכ
Tremble before Him, all the earth. The world also is firmly established,
It shall not be moved. (1Chr. 16:30)

 ַבלnegates a noun four times:
־א ִ ָּֽמים׃
ֻ ֹוד־ר ֹאש ַבל
֜ ָ֗ ָּֽימנּו ָ ֶּ֭מ ָשל ַבּגֹויִ ָ֑ם ְׁמנ
ִ֣ ֵ ְׁת ִש
You make us a byword among the nations,
A shaking of the head among the peoples. (Psa. 44:15)

59

See also Judg. 19:23; 1 Sam. 2:24; 2 Sam. 13:12, 25; 2 Kgs. 4:16;
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But the text has variant readings here. Many manuscripts and the Bomberg text read ַב ְׁל ֻא ִ ָּֽמים
(among the nations) here; this reading makes sense, whereas the BHS text is obscure. The translators rightly follow the Bomberg text here. The same textual problem occurs also at Psa. 57:10;
108:4, and 149:7.

 ַבלnegates an adverb phrase twice.60
־ע ֶ ָּֽליך׃
ָ ֹוב ִָ֗תי ַבל
ָ ָא ַ ִ֣מ ְׁר ְׁת ַ ֶּ֭ ָּֽליהוָ ה ֲאד ָֹנִ֣י ָ ָ֑א ָתה ֜ט
O my soul, you have said to the LORD, "You are my Lord,
My goodness is nothing apart from You." (Psa. 16:2)

 ַבלeven negates an adjective phrase once:
־טֹוב׃
ָּֽ ר־פ ִנֶ֖ים ְׁב ִמ ְׁש ָפִ֣ט ַבל
ָ ם־א ֶלה ַ ָּֽל ֲח ָכ ִ ָ֑מים ַ ָּֽה ֵכ
ֵ֥ ֵ ַּג
These things also belong to the wise: It is not good to show partiality in judgment. (Prov. 24:23)

 ַבלeven negates an infinitive construct in a non-indicative environment:
ל־ת ְׁהיָּ֤ ּו׀ ְׁכ ֵ֥סּוס ְׁכ ֶפ ֶרד ֵ ָּ֤אין ִָּ֫ה ִ ֵ֥בין ְׁב ֶ ָּֽמ ֶתג־וָ ֶ ִ֣ר ֶסן ֶע ְׁדיִ֣ ֹו ִל ְׁבלָ֑ ֹום ַ֜ ָ֗בל ְׁק ִ֣ר ֹב ֵא ֶ ָּֽליך׃
ָּֽ ִ ַא
Do not be like the horse or like the mule, Which have no understanding,
Which must be harnessed with bit and bridle, Else they will not come near you. (Psa. 32:9)

11.5.6  ְׁב ִליThe Deficit Negative

 ְׁב ִליis classified as an adverb, but it functions in combination with prepositions  ִמןand  ַעל,
to form the compound conjunctions 61 מ ְבליand ל־בלי
ְ  ַע,62 both meaning “because.” It functions in
combination with preposition  ִמןand the relative pronoun שר
ֵ֧ ֶ  ֲאto form the compound conjunction שר
ֵ֧ ֶ  ִמ ְׁב ַּ֞ ִלי ֲאmeaning “except that”63 (see § 9.2.3g). In combination with the preposition  ְׁב,  ְׁכ,
and  ְׁל, it forms the compound negatives  ִב ְׁב ִלי,64  ִכ ְׁב ִלי,65 and meaning “without.” The word

ִל ְׁב ִלי

66

links to the word it negates by Maqqeph 25 times, by a conjunctive accent 21 times, and 12 times
otherwise.

60

See also Prov. 23:7.

61

Exod. 14:11; Deut. 9:28; 28:55; 2 Kgs. 1:3, 6, 16; Job 4:11, 20; 6:6; 18:15; 24:7, 8; 31:19; Eccl. 3:11; Isa.
5:13; Jer. 2:15; 9:9, 10, 11; Lam. 1:4; Ezek. 14:15; 34:5; Hos. 4:6; Zeph. 3:6*2.
62

Gen. 31:20.

63

Eccl. 3:11.

64

Deut. 4:42; 19:4; Josh. 20:3, 5; Job 35:16.

65

Job 36:12.

66

Job 38:41; 41:25; Isa. 5:14.
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־ד ַעת ִמ ִ ֵ֥לין יַ ְׁכ ִ ָּֽבר׃
֜ ַ ָ֗ ה־פיהּו ִב ְׁב ִלי
ָ֑ ִ ְׁו ִֶּ֭איֹוב ֶ ִ֣ה ֶבל יִ ְׁפ ֶצ
Therefore Job opens his mouth in vain; He multiplies words without knowledge." (Job 35:16)

־ד ַעת׃
ָּֽ ָ ש ַלח יַ ֲע ָ֑בֹרּו ְׁ ֜ויִ גְׁ וְׁ ָ֗עּו ִכ ְׁב ִלי
ִ֣ ֶ ְׁב
They shall perish by the sword, And they shall die without knowledge. (Job 36:12)

־חת׃
ָּֽ ָ ל־ע ָ ֵ֥פר ָמ ְׁשלָ֑ ֹו ֶ֜ה ָע ָ֗שּו ִל ְׁב ִלי
ָ ין־ע
ַ ֵ ָּֽא
On earth there is nothing like him, Which is made without fear. (Job 41:33)

Otherwise,  ְׁב ִליfunctions alone as a negative for nouns meaning ‘without.”

ִ֣יה ִה ָ ָּֽפ ְׁח ִתי׃
ָ ־כ ֶסף וְׁ ֶנ ֶֶ֖פש ְׁב ָע ֶל
ָ֑ ָ ִאם־ ֶֹּ֭כ ָחּה ָא ַכ ְִׁ֣ל ִתי ְׁב ִלי
If I have eaten its fruit without money, Or caused its owners to lose their lives; (Job 31:39)

And with a participle, meaning “not.”

קֹולם׃
ָּֽ ָ א ֶמר וְׁ ֵ ִ֣אין ְׁד ָב ִ ָ֑רים ְׁ֜ב ָ֗ ִלי נִ ְׁש ָ ֵ֥מע
ֹ ֶּ֭ ֵ ָּֽאין־
There is no speech nor language Where their voice is not heard. (Psa. 19:3)

 ְׁב ִליfunctions alone as a negative with a finite verb.67
ַמ ִש ֵיגִ֣הּו ֶֶּ֭ח ֶרב ְׁב ִ ִ֣לי ָת ָ֑קּום ֲח ִנֶ֖ית ַמ ָ ִ֣סע וְׁ ִש ְׁר ָיָּֽה׃
Though the sword reaches him, it cannot avail;
Nor does spear, dart, or javelin. (Job 41:26)

The word  ְׁב ִליin Isa. 38:17 is parsed as a noun meaning “destruction.”
11.5.7  ֶא ֶפסThe Nothing Negative

 ֶא ֶפסis a noun meaning “an end or extremity.”68 It frequently refers to י־א ֶרץ
ָ֑ ָ “ ַא ְׁפ ֵסthe
ends of the earth.”69 It is used idiomatically in the repeated expression: “ ֲא ִנֶ֖י וְׁ ַא ְׁפ ִ ִ֣סי ָ֑עֹודI am, and
there is no one else besides me.”70 It combines with the conjunction  ִכיto form the compound
conjunction  ֶָ֗א ֶפס ֶ֠ ִכי, meaning “however”71 (see § 9.2.3d). Otherwise, the word has the general
sense of “nothing” and is used idiomatically as a negative.

67

See also Isa. 14:6; 32:10; Hos. 8:7.

68

BDB, p.67; HALOT, p. 79.

69
Deut. 33:17; 1 Sam. 2:10; Psa. 2:8; 22:28; 59:14; 67:8; 72:8; 98:3; Prov. 30:4; Isa. 45:22; 52:10; Jer. 16:19;
Mich. 5:3; Zech. 9:10. See also Num. 23:13
70

Isa. 47:8, 10; Zep. 2:15.

71

Num. 13:28; Deut. 15:4; Judg. 4:9; 2 Sam. 12:14; Amos 9:8.
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י־א ֶרג ַ ֜ויִ ְׁכ ָ֗לּו ְׁב ֶ ִ֣א ֶפס ִת ְׁקָוָּֽה׃
ָ֑ ָ ִיָ ַ ִ֣מי ַ ֶּ֭קלּו ִמנ
"My days are swifter than a weaver's shuttle, And are spent without hope. (Job 7:6)

אם ְׁמ ִח ַ ֵ֥תת ָרזָּֽ ֹון׃
ֹ ָ֗ ּוב ֶ ֵ֥א ֶפס ֜ ְׁל
ְׁ ת־מ ֶלְך
ָ֑ ֶ ב־עם ַה ְׁד ַר
ֵ֥ ָ ְׁב ָר
In a multitude of people is a king's honor,
But in the lack of people is the downfall of a prince. (Prov. 14:28)

ְׁת ַב ְׁק ֵש ֹ֙ם וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא ִת ְׁמ ָצ ֵֵּ֔אם ַאנְׁ ֵ ֶ֖שי ַמ ֻצ ֶ ָ֑תך
ּוכ ֶ ֶ֖א ֶפס ַאנְׁ ֵ ֵ֥שי ִמ ְׁל ַח ְׁמ ֶ ָּֽתך׃
ְׁ יִ ְׁהיֵ֥ ּו ְׁכ ַ ָ֛איִ ן
You shall seek them and not find them-- Those who contended with you.
Those who war against you Shall be as nothing, As nothing. (Isa. 41:12)

ּוב ֶ ֵ֥א ֶפס ָיֶ֖ד יִ ָש ֵ ָּֽבר׃
ְׁ מד
ֹ ֵּ֔ ים יַ ֲע
ֹ֙ ר־ש ִר
ָ ל־ש
ַ וְׁ ַ ָּ֤ע
He shall even rise against the Prince of princes;
But he shall be broken without hand. (Dan. 8:25)

11.6 Relatives
Hebrew has three words that function as relative pronouns: ( ֲא ֶשר5,501 times), ( ַש137
times), and ( זּו15 times). While they are classified as relative pronouns, at least  ֲא ֶשרmay be
thought of as a conjunction linking a dependent clause to a constituent of an independent clause
as a modifier (see §14.3.3). In fact,  ֲא ֶשרjoins with certain prepositions and other words to form
compound subordinating conjunctions that function between clauses (see § 9.1).

ָ֛כֹל ֲא ֶשר־יִ ַּגֵ֥ע ִב ְׁב ָש ָ ֶ֖רּה יִ ְׁק ָ ָ֑דש
יה
ָ ל־ה ֵֶּ֔בגֶ ד ֲא ֶש ֹ֙ר יִ ֶזִ֣ה ָע ֵּ֔ ֶל
ַ וַ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר יִ ֶזָּ֤ה ִמ ָד ָמ ֹּ֙ה ַע
ְׁת ַכ ֵ ֶ֖בס ְׁב ָמ ֵ֥קֹום ָק ָּֽד ֹש׃
Everyone who touches its flesh must be holy.
And when its blood is sprinkled on any garment upon which it is sprinkled,
you shall wash that on which it was sprinkled, in a holy place. (Lev. 6:27)

The first  אֲשֶׁ רfunctions as a conjunction and the second as a relative pronoun.
11.6.1 Forms Conjunctions
 ֲא ֶשרjoins with certain prepositions and other words to form compound subordinating conjunctions that function between clauses. Table 11.6 lists the compound conjunction with  ֲא ֶשרand
their associated meaning. And  אֲשֶׁ רfunctions alone at times as a conjunction.
11.6.2 As a Relative Pronoun
When  אֲשֶׁ רfunctions as a relative pronoun, its clause usually stands immediately after the
last word of the noun phrase it modifies and becomes part of that phrase; in so doing it becomes
embedded into the sentence of which the noun phrase is a part. The word preceding is linked to
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by Maqqeph 253 times, by a conjunctive accent 469 times, by a near disjunctive 1,680 times, and
by a remote disjunctive 2,252 times. The stronger division is expected because the relative pronoun
clause occurs at the end of the phrase it modifies.
Table 11.6
Compound Conjunctions With ֲא ֶשר
Conjunction

Meaning Conjunction

Meaning

א ֲח ֵרי ֲא ֶשר
ַ

after

על ֲא ֶשר
ַ

because

כ ֲא ֶשר
ַ

when

 ִמ ְׁפנֵ י ֲא ֶשר

Because

עד ֲא ֶשר
ַ

until

ֵע ֶקב ֲא ֶשר

because

ת ַחת ֲא ֶשר
ַ

because

ְׁל ַמ ַען ֲא ֶשר

in order that

ַא ֲח ֵרי ַכ ֲא ֶשר

as soon as

ִמ ְׁב ִלי ֲא ֶשר

except that

ב ֲא ֶשר
ַ

Because

יַ ַען ֲא ֶשר

because

מ ֲא ֶשר
ֵ

since

אמר ִ ַ֚מי ִה ִּגִ֣יד ְׁל ֵּ֔ך ִ ֵ֥כי ֵעי ֶ֖ר ֹם ָ ָ֑א ָתה
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕י
ל־מ ֶ ֶ֖מנּו ָא ָ ָּֽכ ְׁל ָת׃
ִ יתיך ְׁל ִב ְׁל ִ ֵ֥תי ֲא ָכ
ָ֛ ִ ֲִה ִמן־ ָה ָ֗ ֵעץ ֲא ֶ ֵ֧שר ִצּו
And He said, "Who told you that you were naked?
Have you eaten from the tree of which I commanded you that you should not eat?" (Gen. 3:11)

וַ ֵ ֵ֧ת ֶלד ָה ָגָ֛ר ְׁל ַא ְׁב ָ ֶ֖רם ֵ ָ֑בן
וַ יִ ְׁק ָ ֹ֙רא ַא ְׁב ָ ֵ֧רם ֶשם־ ְׁבנָ֛ ֹו ֲא ֶשר־יָ ְׁל ָ ֵ֥דה ָה ָגֶ֖ר יִ ְׁש ָמ ֵ ָּֽעאל׃
So Hagar bore Abram a son;
and Abram named his son, whom Hagar bore, Ishmael. (Gen. 16:15)

ל־ש ַ ֵ֥פת ַהיָ ֶ֖ם ָל ָּֽר ֹב׃
ְׁ יה ֹ֙ם ֵ ִ֣אין ִמ ְׁס ֵּ֔ ָפר ַכ ָ֛חֹול ֶש ַע
ֶ וְׁ ִלגְׁ ַמ ֵל
And their camels were without number, as the sand which is by the seashore in multitude. (Judg. 7:12)

ַ ֵ֧רק ָ ָּֽק ָד ֶ ָ֛שיך ֲא ֶשר־יִ ְׁהיֵ֥ ּו ְׁלךֶ֖ ּונְׁ ָד ֶ ָ֑ריך ִת ָ ִ֣שא
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁאת ֶאל־ ַה ָמ ֶ֖קֹום ֲא ֶשר־יִ ְׁב ַ ֵ֥חר י
ָ ּוב
ֵָּ֔
"Only the holy things which you have, and your vowed offerings, you shall take
and go to the place which the LORD chooses. (Deut. 12:26)

ֶ֠ ְׁל ַמ ַען ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ָּֽל ֹא־יִ ְׁק ַ ֜רב ִ ִ֣איש ָָ֗זר ֶ֠ ֲא ֶשר ִ֣ל ֹא ִמ ֶ ָּ֤ז ֶַּֽרע ַא ֲה ֹ֙ר ֹן ֵּ֔הּוא
הוָ֑ה
ָ ְְׁׁל ַה ְׁק ִ ֵ֥טיר ְׁק ֶ֖טֹ ֶרת ִל ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י י
that no outsider, who is not a descendant of Aaron,
should come near to offer incense before the LORD, (Num. 16:40)
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אד
ֹ ָ֑ ל־ה ָע ִ ֵּ֔רים ָה ְׁרחֹ ֵ֥קֹת ִמ ְׁמךֶ֖ ְׁמ
ִ֣ ֶ ֵכָּ֤ן ַת ֲע ֶש ֹ֙ה ְׁל ָכ
ם־ה ֵ ֶ֖א ֶלה ֵ ָּֽהנָ ה׃
ָ ִא־מ ָע ֵ ֵ֥רי ַהּגָּֽ ֹוי
ֵ ֹ ֲא ֶ ָ֛שר ל
Thus you shall do to all the cities very far from you,
which are not of the cities of these nations. (Deut. 20:15)

ית ְׁב ַח ְׁס ְׁדךֶ֖ ַעם־זִ֣ ּו ּגָ ָ ָ֑א ְׁל ָת
ָ נָ ִ ֵ֥ח
You in Your mercy have led forth The people whom You have redeemed. (Exod. 15:13)

The phrase being modified may be simply a pronoun or even a pronoun suffix.

אתי א ָ ֶֹ֖תם ֵמ ֶ ִ֣א ֶרץ ִמ ְׁצ ָ ָ֑ריִ ם
ִ ־הֹוצ
ֵ֥ ֵ י־ע ָב ַ ִ֣די ֵֵּ֔הם ֲא ֶשר
ֲ ִ ָּֽכ
ֵ֥ל ֹא יִ ָמ ְׁכ ֶ֖רּו ִמ ְׁמ ֶ ֵ֥כ ֶרת ָ ָּֽע ֶבד׃
For My servants are they, whom I brought out of the land of Egypt;
they shall not be sold as slaves. (Lev. 25:42)

ל־ה ִמ ְׁצֹ֙ ָוה ַה ֜ז ֹאת ַל ֲעש ָָֹ֗תּה ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ָאנ ִ ִֹ֣כי ְׁמ ַצּוְׁ ך ַהיֹום
ַ ת־כ
ָ י־ת ְׁשמֹר ֶא
ִ ִ ָּֽכ
And if you keep all these commandments and do them, which I command you today (Deut. 19:9)

When the relative pronoun clause modifies an unspecified entity, it stands in place of the elided
entity.

ה־נָּ֤א ַה ָש ֶד ֹ֙ה
ָ מֹוא ִב ָ֜יה ֶ ָּֽאל־נָ ֳּע ִָ֗מי ֵ ָּֽא ְׁל ָכ
ֲ ֹאמר ֹ֙רּות ַה
ֶ וַ ת
א־חן ְׁב ֵע ָינָ֑יו
ֶ֖ ֵ וַ ֲא ַל ֳּק ָ ִ֣טה ַב ִש ֳּב ֵּ֔ ִלים ַא ַַּ֕חר ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ֶא ְׁמ ָצ
So Ruth the Moabitess said to Naomi, “Please let me go to the field,
and glean heads of grain after him in whose sight I may find favor.” (Ruth 2:2)

תי ֵּ֔ ָלְך
ֹ֙ ִ ת־ה ָ֗ ָעם ֶ ָּ֤אל ֲא ֶשר־ ִד ַֹ֙ב ְׁר
ָ וְׁ ַע ַָּ֞תה ֵלְִ֣ך׀ נְׁ ֵ ִ֣חה ֶא
ִה ֵנֵ֥ה ַמ ְׁל ָא ִ ֶ֖כי יֵ ֵלְִ֣ך ְׁל ָפ ֶנָ֑יך
"Now therefore, go, lead the people to the place of which I have spoken to you.
Behold, My Angel shall go before you. (Exod. 32:34)

יהוֶ֖ה ָמ ָ ָ֑חר
ָ הוה ַש ָב ֵ֧תֹון ַש ַבת־ ָ֛קֹ ֶדש ַ ָּֽל
ֵּ֔ ָ ְׁשר ִד ֶבִ֣ר י
ִ֣ ֶ אמר ֲא ֵל ֶָ֗הם ַ֚הּוא ֲא
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
ֹאפּו ֵא ָ֗פּו וְׁ ֵ ָּ֤את ֲא ֶ ָּֽשר־ ְׁת ַב ְׁש ֹ֙לּו ַב ֵֵּ֔שלּו
ַּ֞ ֵ ִ֣את ֲא ֶשר־ת
ד־ה ָּֽבֹ ֶקר׃
ַ ל־הע ֵ ֵֹּ֔דף ַה ִנֵ֧יחּו ָל ֶכָ֛ם ְׁל ִמ ְׁש ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶרת ַע
ִ֣ ָ וְׁ ֵא ֹ֙ת ָכ
Then he said to them, “This is that which the LORD has said:
‘Tomorrow is a Sabbath rest, a holy Sabbath to the LORD.
Bake that which you will bake today, and boil that which you will boil;
and lay up for yourselves all that remains, to be kept until morning.” (Exod. 16:23)

ן־הּוא
ָ֑ ם־ע ָ ֵ֥תה ְׁכ ִד ְׁב ֵר ֶיכֶ֖ם ֶכ
ַ ַאמר ּג
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕י
ה־לי ֵּ֔ ָע ֶבד וְׁ ַא ֶ ֶ֖תם ִת ְׁהיֵ֥ ּו נְׁ ִקיִ ָּֽם׃
ִ֣ ִ ֶתֹו יִ ְׁהי
ֹ֙ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר יִ ָמ ֵצָּ֤א ִא
And he said, "Now also let it be according to your words;
he with whom it is found shall be my slave, and you shall be blameless." (Gen. 44:10)
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There may be more than one relative pronoun dependent clause modifying the same constituent, forming a compound modifier:

ֹול ְׁד ִתי
ַ ּומ ֶ ִ֣א ֶרץ ָּֽמ
ֵ ֹלהי ַה ָש ַָ֗מיִ ם ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ְׁל ָק ַ֜חנִ י ִמ ֵבִ֣ית ָא ִבי
ִ֣ ֵ הוִ֣ה׀ ֱא
ָ ְׁי
ת־ה ָ ִ֣א ֶרץ ַה ָ֑ז ֹאת
ָ מר ְׁל ֹ֙ ַז ְׁר ֲע ֵּ֔ך ֶא ֵ ֶ֖תן ֶא
ֹ ֵּ֔ ע־לי ֵלא
ֹ֙ ִ ר־לי וַ ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ִ ָּֽנ ְׁש ַ ָּֽב
ִ ֜ וַ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ִד ֶב
כֹו ְׁל ָפ ֵֶּ֔ניך וְׁ ָל ַק ְׁח ָ ֵ֥ת ִא ָ ָ֛שה ִל ְׁב ִנֶ֖י ִמ ָ ָּֽשם׃
ֹ֙ ָ֗הּוא יִ ְׁש ַלָּ֤ח ַמ ְׁל ָא
The LORD God of heaven, who took me from my father's house and from the land of my family,
and who spoke to me and who swore to me, saying, “To your descendants I give this land,”
He will send His angel before you,
and you shall take a wife for my son from there. (Gen. 24:7)

This lengthy noun phrase is the subject of the sentence, functioning as casus pendens; its role as
subject is resumed by the pronoun  ָ֗הּוא.

ה־לךֵ֥ ִ֣ ֶֹ֙ ִ֣פ ֶסלֹ֙ ׀ וְׁ ָכל־ ְׁתמּונֶָּ֡ ֵּ֔ה ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שִ֣ר ַב ָֹ֙ש ַ ִ֣מיִ ֹ֙ם׀ ִמ ֶּ֡ ַ ֵּ֔מ ַעל
ְׁ ָּֽ ִ֣ל ֹא ַ ָּֽת ֲע ֶ ֹ֙ש
ַו ֲָּֽא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָב ָ ֶֹ֖֙א ֶרץ ִמ ַָָ֑֜ת ַחת
וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שִ֣ר ַב ַ ֶ֖מִ֣יִ ם׀ ִמ ַ ֵ֥ת ִַ֣חת ָל ָ ָ֗ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
You shall not make for yourself a carved image,
or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath,
or that is in the water under the earth; (Exod. 20:4)

This lengthy noun phrase is part of a compound predicate complement.
While the relative pronoun clause usually occurs at the end of the phrase it modifies, occasionally it may be postponed by intervening constituents.

ת־ה ָ ֵּ֔דם
ַ ים ֶא
ֹ֙ ְִׁו ִֶ֠ה ְׁק ִריבּו ְׁבנֵֹ֙ י ַא ֲה ָּ֤ר ֹן ַ ָּֽה ָּֽכֹ ֲהנ
מֹועד׃
ָּֽ ֵ א ֶהל
ֹ ֵ֥ ת־ה ָ ָּ֤דם ַעל־ ַה ִמזְׁ ֵֹ֙ב ַ ֹ֙ח ָס ִֵּ֔ביב ֲא ֶשר־ ֶ ֶ֖פ ַתח
ַ וְׁ זָ ְׁר ֹ֙קּו ֶא
And Aaron's sons, the priests, shall bring the blood
and sprinkle the blood all around on the altar
that is by the door of the tabernacle of meeting. (Lev. 1:5)

ל־ה ָ ָ֑א ֶרץ
ָ ה־א ִ ִ֣דיר ִ ֶּ֭ש ְׁמך ְׁב ָכ
ַ הוָּ֤ה ֲאד ֵָֹ֗נינּו ָ ָּֽמ
ָ ְׁי
ל־ה ָש ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ְׁת ָנֵ֥ה ֜ה ְֹׁוד ָ֗ך ַע
O LORD, our Lord, How excellent is Your name in all the earth,
Who has set Your glory above the heavens! (Psa. 8:1)
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11.7 The Direct Object Marker
The direct object marker  ֵאתis untranslatable in English, occuring 10,978 times in the
Bible. Of these 1,712 have pronoun suffixes and serve as independent accusative pronouns (see
§10.2.2). The remaining 9,266 stand alone at the head of a noun phrase or equivalent, marking the
phrase as accusative and thus the direct object of a transitive verb; they link to the first word of the
phrase by Maqqeph 8,225 times, by a conjunctive accent 355 times, by a near disjunctive 663
times, and by a remote disjunctive 23 times. The disjunctive accents usually anticipate a longer
phrase.

ב־איש ֶאת־ ָא ִ ֶ֖ביו וְׁ ֶאת־ ִא ָ֑מו
ִֵּ֔ ָל־כן ַי ֲָּֽעז
ֹ֙ ֵ ַע
וְׁ ָד ַ ִ֣בק ְׁב ִא ְׁש ֵּ֔תֹו וְׁ ָהיֶ֖ ּו ְׁל ָב ָ ֵ֥שר ֶא ָ ָּֽחד׃
Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother
and be joined to his wife, and they shall become one flesh. (Gen. 2:24)

ל־ה ְׁר ֻכָ֑ש
ָ וַ ַָּ֕י ֶשב ֵ ֶ֖את ָכ
שֹו ֵה ִֵּ֔שיב
ֹ֙ וְׁ גַ ם ֶאת־לֹ֙ ֹוט ָא ִ ָּ֤חיו ְּׁור ֻכ
וְׁ ַגֵ֥ם ֶאת־ ַהנָ ִ ֶ֖שים וְׁ ֶאת־ ָה ָ ָּֽעם׃
So he brought back all the goods,
and also brought back his brother Lot and his goods,
as well as the women and the people. (Gen. 14:16)

This includes adjectives functioning as a noun:

את ִל ְׁש ֹֹ֙ל ַ ֹ֙ח ָ ָּֽי ְֶּֽׁד ֵּ֔ך
ָ אמר ֵא ָלֶ֖יו ָדִוָ֑ד ֵ ַ֚איְך ִ֣ל ֹא יָ ֵ ֵּ֔ר
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְְׁׁל ַש ֵ ֶ֖חת ֶאת־ ְׁמ ִ ֵ֥ש ַיח י
So David said to him, "How was it you were not afraid to put forth your hand
to destroy the LORD'S anointed?" (2 Sam. 1:14)

הוה ִ ָּֽנ ֲא ָ֛צּו ֶאת־ ְׁק ֵ֥דֹוש יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל נָ ֵֹ֥זרּו ָא ָּֽחֹור׃
ָ֗ ָ ְָׁעזְׁ ִ֣בּו ֶאת־י
They have forsaken the LORD, They have provoked to anger The Holy One of Israel,
They have turned away backward. (Isa. 1:4)

This also includes participles functioning as nouns:

יכם ָב ֵ ֵ֥עת ַה ִ ֶ֖הוא
ֵֶּ֔ וָ ֲא ַצּוֶ ֹ֙ה ֶאת־ ִ֣ש ֹ ְׁפ ֵט
Then I commanded your judges at that time, (Deut. 1:16)

ת־יֹוש ֵ ֶ֖בי נַ ֲהֹלָ֑ ל
ְׁ
ת־יֹוש ֵבִ֣י ִק ְׁט ֵּ֔רֹון וְׁ ֶא
ְׁ
יש ֶא
ֹ֙ הֹור
ִ בּולן ָּ֤ל ֹא
ֻ ָ֗ ְׁז
Nor did Zebulun drive out the inhabitants of Kitron or the inhabitants of Nahalol; (Judg. 1:30)

This also includes interrogative pronouns:
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הוה
ָ֗ ָ ְׁיכם ַל ֲע ִ֣בֹד ֶאת־י
ֶ֜ ֵוְׁ ִאם ַ ֹ֙רע ְׁ ָּֽב ֵעינ
ַב ֲח ֹ֙רּו ָל ֶכִ֣ם ַהיֹום ֶאת־ ִ ִ֣מי ַת ֲעבֹדּון
And if it seems evil to you to serve the LORD,
choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve, (Josh. 24:15)

הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁה־מ ָ ֶ֖שא י
ַ מר ַמ
ֹ ֵּ֔ ֹהן ֵלא
ֹ֙ ֵ ֹו־הנָ ִ ָּ֤ביא ָּֽאֹו־כ
ַ וְׁ ִכי־יִ ְׁש ָא ְׁלך ָה ֹ֙ ָעם ַה ֶ֜זה ָּֽא
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁה־מ ֵָּ֔שא וְׁ נָ ַט ְׁש ִ ֵ֥תי ֶא ְׁת ֶכֶ֖ם נְׁ ֻאם־י
ַ יה ֹ֙ם ֶאת־ ַמ
ֶ וְׁ ָא ַמ ְׁר ָ ָּ֤ת ֲא ֵל
So when these people or the prophet or the priest ask you, saying, `What is the oracle of the LORD?'
you shall then say to them, `What oracle?' I will even forsake you," says the LORD. (Jer. 23:33)

This also includes infinitives construct functioning as a gerund:72

אתךֵ֥ ּוב ֲֹאךֶ֖ יָ ָ ָ֑ד ְׁע ִתי וְׁ ֵ ֶ֖את ִ ָּֽה ְׁת ַרּגֶ זְׁ ךֵ֥ ֵא ָ ָּֽלי׃
ְׁ וְׁ ִש ְׁב ְׁתךָ֛ וְׁ ֵצ
"But I know your dwelling place, Your going out and your coming in,
And your rage against Me. (Isa. 37:28)

Finally it includes negated noun phrases:

יה ִ ֹ֙לי ָב ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ וְׁ ִ ָּֽר ַח ְׁמ ִ ֶ֖תי ֶאת־ ִ֣ל ֹא ֻר ָ ָ֑ח ָמה
ָ ּוזְׁ ַר ְׁע ִ ָּ֤ת
ֹלהי׃
ָּֽ ָ אמר ֱא
ֵ֥ ַ ֹ י־א ָתה וְׁ ֶ֖הּוא י
ֵַּ֔ מי ַע ִמ
ֹ֙ ִ א־ע
ַ ֹ וְׁ ָא ַמ ְׁר ִ ָּ֤תי ְׁל ָּֽל
Then I will sow her for Myself in the earth,
And I will have mercy on her who had not obtained mercy;
Then I will say to those who were not My people, “You are My people!”
And they shall say, “You are my God!” (Hos. 2:23)

This concludes the study of Hebrew parts of speech. The next chapter discusses the syntactic structure of the kernel clauses of Hebrew discourse.

72

See also 2 Kgs. 19:27; 2 Chr. 31:17.

CHAPTER 12
The Syntax of Hebrew Kernel Clauses
Up to this point, the parts of speech of Hebrew have been thoroughly defined and illustrated. The study now moves to define and illustrate how the parts of speech are arranged to form
the kernel clauses of Hebrew discourse.
A clause consists of a subject and a predicate composed of a verb and its complement(s) if
any. The syntax of all clauses in Hebrew can be explained on the basis of transformations on the
structure of a small set of kernel clauses. By definition a kernel clause is a basic clause the structure
of which is defined by phrase structure rules. It is in the active voice, indicative mood, declarative
mode, with subject-verb-object word order.1 A kernel clause has no expressed emphasis or prominence. It has no elided elements and no adjuncts, and employs no pronoun substitution. All Hebrew sentences are either kernel clauses or they are the product of one or more transformations on
kernel clauses or sentences. This chapter defines the phrase structure rules of the kernel clauses of
Hebrew. There are two basic types of kernel clauses: (1) the copulative clauses, and (2) the verbal
clauses. The constituents of a sentence are expected to be semantically related and consistent with
reality or at least possibility.

12.1 Copulative Clauses
Copulative clauses are those that employ the copulative verb “BE” (hy`h)* or its equivalent2
in its various functions in the language. They are used primarily for definitions, identifications,
and descriptions. There are seven kinds of copulative clauses in Hebrew: (1) Existential clauses,

1

Throughout the discussion of kernel clauses, except for the existential ones, the default word order is regarded as subject-verb-object (SVO). This view is supported by Randall Buth (“Word Order in the Verbless Clause,”
in Cynthia L. Miller, ed., The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew, Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999, p. 107); and
by Vincent DeCaen, “Verbal and Verbless Clauses within Government-Binding Theory,” in Miller, p.117, fn. 22).
2

See discussion of the copulative verb in § 5.4.1.
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(2) classification clauses, (3) identity clauses, (4) attribute clauses, (5) predicate adverb clauses,
(6) possession clauses, (7) and similarity clauses.
12.1.1 Existential Clauses
Existential clauses declare the existence of one or more members of a class, or they declare
new classes. They are also used to declare the existence of characteristics and their associated
values.
The syntax of the existential clause is3
(Rule 1)

Se = Ve + Ns

The rule is interpreted to read: An existential clause (Se) consists of (=) an existential verb (Ve)
followed by (+) its subject noun phrase (Ns). In an existential clause, Ns is a nondeterminate noun
(or noun phrase).4 Ve is in the general case where tense, aspect, or mood must be expressed.
vy} is used in the special case where these attributes are already defined for the given context, and
the clause does not introduce any new values for them, that is, the clause is in the current tense,
aspect, and mood of the immediate context. When hy`h* is used, there must be concord of number,
gender, and person between Ve and Ns. The clause is used to declare the existence of Ns previously
not defined or not known. In the surface structure of existing examples, Ns usually is a noun
phrase.5 This is true because a declaration of simple existence is rather uninteresting by itself. It
may be assumed that most common nouns are part of the knowledge shared by the author with his
audience. Thus the existence of such common nouns does not need to be declared. Consequently,
a declaration of simple existence may be assumed to underlie the introduction of any

3

The symbols of all rules mark the syntactic slot of the designated part of speech, and are in English order,
and should be read from left to right. Obviously the order is reversed when applied to the Hebrew clauses. This arrangement has proven less confusing in an English text than to have the symbols in Hebrew order. A symbol, such as
N, A, D, or V, represents a part of speech in Hebrew—N = noun, A = Adjective, D = adverb, V = verb. A superscript
on a symbol identifies a specific type of that part of speech. A subscript on a symbol identifies a specific instance of
the given part of speech in order to distinguish that instance from another instance of the same part of speech in a
given rule or formula. Symbols with different subscripts have different referents. Thus Ni and Nj represent two different nouns.
4

Throughout this chapter a symbol for a part of speech may also represent a phrase. A phrase is always the
product of one or more transformations on a part of speech with a dependent clause.
5

That is, the noun has acquired modifiers by means of prior transformations on kernel clauses in its deep
structure. This is explained in Chapter 13.
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nondeterminate common noun otherwise not previously defined. In all the following examples, Ns
is a noun phrase.6
.yN]M#m! borq* la@GÄ vy}
Ns

Ve
e

S
There is a kinsman nearer than I. (Ruth 3:12)
Ve
Ns

.Jr\a*B* <yf!pv
= ) <yh!Oa$-vy}
Ns

Ve
e

S
There is a God who judges in the earth. (Psa. 58:12)
Ve
Ns

hu*rX
+ *m! dj*a# vya! hy`h*
Ns

Ve
e

S
There was a man from Zarah. (Judg. 13:2)*7
Ve
Ns

The last example illustrates the use of hy`h* to declare existence in past time.
12.1.2 Classification Clauses
Classification clauses, otherwise known as predicate nominatives, define class relationships among nouns, but not identity relationships. They answer the question “To what class of
person, place, or thing does the subject belong?” The structure of the clause is
(Rule 2)

Sc = Ns + Qc

where Qc = Vc + Nc. The rule is interpreted to read: A copulative classification clause (Sc) consists
of (=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate (Qc) consisting of the copulative verb (Vc)
followed by (+) its predicate complement noun (Nc). Nc is a nondeterminate predicate nominative;
and Ns is the subject noun, either determinate or nondeterminate, depending on the degree of dec
termination declared by previous context. V is the copulative verb hy`h* in concord with Ns for
number, gender, and person; it is usually elided when the tense, aspect, and mood of the clause are

6

In this chapter simplified tree diagrams are used, displaying only the structure of the kernel clauses. Not all
parts of speech are identified. Wherever a constituent is a phrase, the phrase is underlined and marked only as the
basic constituent of the clause. The analysis of phrases is discussed in subsequent chapters.
Examples with the reference marked by “*” have been simplified for the sake of illustration. This notation
is used throughout the text.
7
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equivalent with that of the immediate context, unless emphasis is desired.8 The clause means that
the subject Ns belongs to the class of things known as Nc.
tonÎm*la
= ^ Wyh=T! <k#yv@n+
Nc

Vc
Q

Ns
|

c

Sc
Your wives will be widows (Exod. 22:23)*
Ns
Vc
Nc

<r]WVa^ Wyh* /d`d+ yn}b=W
Nc

Vc

Ns
|

Qc

Sc
And the sons of Dedan were Asshurites. (Gen. 25:3)
Ns
Vc
Nc

ly]j^ roBG] hy`h* yd]u*lG= ]h^ jTö*py= ]w+
Nc

Vc
Q

Ns
|

c

Sc
And Jephthah the Gileadite was a mighty man of valor. (Judg. 11:1)
Ns
Vc
Nc

When the copulative verb means “become” instead of “be,” the predicate nominative is governed
by the preposition l=; the structure becomes:9
(Rule 2b)

Sc = Ns + Qc

where Qc = Vc + l= + Nc. The rule is interpreted to read: A copulative classification clause (Sc)
consists of (=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate (Qc) consisting of a copulative
verb (Vc) followed by the preposition l= followed by (+) its predicate complement noun (Nc). The
grammatical restraints are the same as above. The clause means that the subject Ns became a
member of the class of things known as Nc.
.hY`j^ vp#n\l= hy`h* <d`a*h*
Nc

|
Vc
Ns
c
Q
|
Sc
Man became a living being (Gen. 2:7)*
Ns

Vc

Nc

See F. I. Anderson, The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch, pp. 39 f.; Cameron Sinclair, “Are
Nominal Clauses a Distinct Clausal Type?” in Miller, p. 75.
8

This is an example of a syntactic idiom; the language has no word for “become” but expresses the concept
idiomatically.
9
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ַכ ְׁס ֵ ֶ֖פְך ָה ָיִ֣ה ְׁל ִס ִיגָ֑ים
Nc

Vc

|

Q

Ns

c

|
Sc
Your silver has become dross (Isa. 1:22)
Ns

Vc

Nc

ַֹ֙א ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם יִ ְָּֽׁה ֶיָ֛ה ְׁלגֵ֥ ֹוי ּגָ ֶ֖דֹול וְׁ ָע ָ֑צּום
Nc

|

Q

Vc

Ns

c

|
Sc
Abraham shall become a great and mighty nation (Gen. 18:18)*
Ns

Vc

Nc

12.1.3 Identity Clauses
Identity clauses are special kinds of predicate nominatives that declare two nouns to be
identical, that is, that the two nouns have the same referents. They answer the question “Who?”
for persons, and the question “What name, title, appellation, or cognomen?” for persons, places,
or things. The structure is:
(Rule 3)

Si = Ns + Qi

c

where Qi = V + Nc. The rule is interpreted to read: A copulative identity clause (Si) consists of (=)
its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate (Qi) consisting of a copulative verb (Vc) followed
by (+) its predicate complement noun (Nc). Nc is the determinate predicate nominative,10 and Ns
c
the determinate subject. V is the copulative verb hy`h* (or equivalent) in concord with Ns and Nc
for number, and gender, and with Ns for person; it is usually elided when the tense, aspect, and
mood of the clause are equivalent with that of the immediate context, unless emphasis is desired.
Such elision actually takes place as a result of a deletion transformation, so in some of examples
c
that follow, V has already been elided. The clause means that the subject Ns is also known as Nc.

יִ ְׁש ָר ֵאלֹ֙ יִ ְׁה ֶיִ֣ה ְׁש ֵֶּ֔מך
Nc

Vc

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
Israel shall be your name (Gen. 35:10)
Ns

10

Vc

Nc

For a few other uses of the determinate predicate nominative, see RJW, 33.
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יאך׃
ָּֽ ֶ ַא ֲה ֵ֥ר ֹן ָא ִ ֶ֖חיך יִ ְׁה ֶיֵ֥ה נְׁ ִב
Nc

Vc

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
Aaron your brother shall be your prophet (Exod. 7:1)
Ns

Vc

Nc

12.1.4 Attribute Clauses
Attribute clauses, otherwise known as predicate adjective clauses, define the value11 of an
understood attribute or characteristic of the subject of the clause. They answer the question “What
is the value of the subject’s understood characteristic X?” The structure is:
(Rule 4)

Sa = Ns + Qa

where Qa = Vc + A. The rule is interpreted to read: A copulative attribute clause (Sa) consists of
(=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate consisting of a copulative verb (Vc) followed
by (+) its predicate complement adjective (A). There is concord of number and gender between all
three elements, plus concord of person between Ns and Vc. The predicate adjective is usually nondeterminate except in the superlative degree of comparison.
<Wru* hy`h* vj*Nh
` ^
Vc

A

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
The serpent was subtle (Gen. 3:1)
Ns

Vc

A

vodq* hy\h=y] ;yn\j&m^
Vc

A

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
Your camp shall be holy (Deut. 23:15)*
Ns

Vc

A

<h#m@ br~ hy`h* hd`Why+-yn}B= ql#j@
Vc

A

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
The portion of the children of Judah was too much for them (Josh. 19:9)*
Ns

11

Vc

A

Characteristics have values. For example, the characteristic intelligence has the values brilliant, intelligent,
subtle, ignorant, stupid, etc. In coplative clauses, the characteristic is understood from the preceding context or common knowledge, otherwise it must be declared before its value is defined.
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rv*yw` + <T* hy`h* aWhh^ vya!h*
Vc

A

Q

Ns

i

|
Si
That man was perfect and upright (Job 1:1)*
Ns

Vc

A

Attribute clauses that use adjectives having a corresponding stative verb, can be alternately expressed by means of an equivalent stative verbal clause (defined later § 12.2.1.1).
<Wru* hy`h* vj*Nh
` ^
The serpent was subtle. [Attribute clause] (Gen. 3:1)

<r)u* vj*Nh
` *^
The serpent was subtle. [Stative verbal clause]

<yd]b@K= Wyh* hv#m) yd}yw]
And the hands of Moses were heavy [Attribute clause] (Exod. 17:12)*

Wdb=K* la@r`cy= ] yn}yu@w+
And the eyes of Israel were dim [Stative verbal clause] (Gen. 48:10)

12.1.5 Predicate Adverb Clauses
Predicate adverb clauses are used to define the spatial or temporal characteristics of subjects that have such characteristics. They answer the question “When?” or “Where?” Not all nouns
have spatial or temporal characteristics, but the following are some of the types of nouns that do:
(1) Nouns that name material objects or places
(2) Nouns that name events
(3) Abstract nouns of time or space
The structure of the clause is:
(Rule 5)

Sd = Ns + Qd

where Qd = Vc + D. The rule is interpreted to read: An adverbial attribute clause (Sd) consists of
(=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate consisting of a copulative verb (Vc) followed
by (+) its predicate adverb complement (D). There is concord of number, gender, and person between Ns and Vc. The verb is usually elided when its tense, aspect, and mood are already defined
in the immediate context.
<v* hy`h* jl^d)B=h^
D

Vc
Qd

Ns
|
Sd

Bdellium is there (Gen. 2:12)*
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tyN]r~ja
) & Wyh* <h#yn}pW=
Vc

D

Ns
|

Qd
Sd

And their faces were backward (Gen. 9:23)*

<v* t*yy]h* hT*a^
D

Vc
Qd
Sd

Ns
|

You are there (Gen. 13:14)*

.hl*yl
+ * <yu!B*ra
+ ^w+ <oy <yuö!B*ra
+ ^ rh*B* hy`h* hv#m)
Vc

D

Ns
|

Qd
Sd

Moses was in the mountain forty days and forty nights (Exod. 24:18)*
Ns

Vc

D

.<yv!dj
` ( hu*bv
= ! <yT!vl
= !p= hd}cB
= ! hy`h* hw`hy+-/ora&
Vc

D
Qd

Ns
|

Sd

The ark of the LORD was in the country of the Philistines seven months. (1 Sam. 6:1)*
Ns

Vc

D

In the last two examples the predicate adverb is a prepositional phrase of place; the clauses
are also modified by temporal adverb phrases that are not to be confused with the predicate adverb
of the clause itself.
12.1.6 Possessive Copulative Clauses
The Hebrew language has no verb to express “have/possess,” but uses a syntactic idiom to
express the concept of possession. The idiom employs the verb hy`h* or its equivalent vy@, and thus
the syntax of the idiomatic clause must be included among the copulative clauses. The structure of
the possessive copulative clause is:
(Rule 6)

Sp = Ns + Qp

where Qp = Vc + l= + Np. The rule is interpreted to read: A possessive copulative clause (Sp) consists
of (=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate (Qp) consisting of a copulative verb (Vc)
followed by (+) the preposition (l=) followed by (+) its predicate complement (Np). The verb Vc is
hy`h* or its equivalent vy@; Np is the possessor and Ns is the thing possessed. Literally the clause says
“There is an Ns to Np,” but this must be translated into English as “Np has an Ns.” There is concord
of number, gender, and person between Vc and Ns, the actual subject of the clause. The verb is
usually elided when its tense, aspect, and mood are already defined in the immediate context. In
the following examples, some subjects are pronouns due to a substitution transformation.
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/b#a*l= <u*l* hy`h* hn`b@Lh
= ^w =
Np

Vc

Ns
|

Qp

Sp
The people had brick for stone (Gen. 11:3)*
Np
Vc Ns

yw]ll
@ = hy`h-* aO ql#j@
Np

Vc
Qp

Ns
|

Sp
Levi had no portion. (Deut. 10:9)*

When the copulative verb is vy\ it is placed first in the clause:
br` yl!-vy\
I have plenty. (Gen. 33:9)

lk)-yl!-vy\
I have everything. (Gen. 33:11)

ja* <k#l* vy}h&
Do you have a brother? (Gen. 43:7)

hw`qt
= ! yl!-vy\
I have hope. (Ruth 1:12)

dl#w` Hl* /ya@
She had no child. (Gen. 11:30)

12.1.7 Similarity Copulative Clauses
Similarity clauses define the characteristics of a class indirectly by making comparisons
with classes having similar though not identical characteristics;12 they express resemblance in respect to some common attribute, characteristic, appearance, and so forth. The structure of the similarity copulative clause is:
(Rule 7)

Ss = Ns + Qs

where Qs = Vc + K= + Nx. The rule is interpreted to read: A similarity copulative clause (Ss) consists
of (=) its subject noun (Ns) followed by (+) a predicate (Qs) consisting of a copulative verb (Vc)
followed by (+) the preposition (K=) followed by (+) its similarity complement (Nx). The verb Vc is
hy`h* or its equivalent vy@; Ns is the subject and Nx is that to which the subject is similar. There is

12

See BDB, p. 226 under hy`h*, II, 2, c.
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concord of number, gender, and person between Vc and Ns, the subject of the clause. The verb is
usually elided when its tense, aspect, and mood are already defined in the immediate context.
WNM#m! djö^a^K= hy`h* <d`a*h* /h@
Nx

Vc
Q

Ns
|

s

Ss
Behold, the man has become like one of Us. (Gen. 3:22)
Ns
Vc
Nx

<YÎ`h^ lojK= hy\h=y] la@r`cy= -] yn}B= rP^sm
= !
Nx

Vc
Q

Ns
|

s

Ss
The number of the children of Israel shall be like the sand of the sea. (Hos. 1:10)*
Ns
Vc
Nx

<ynÎ]na
+ )t=mK
! = hy`h* <u*h*
Nx

Vc
Qs

Ns
|

Ss
The people were like murmurers. (Num. 11:1)*
Ns
Vc
Nx

htÉ*op hn`oyK= hy\h=y] <y]r~pa
= #
Ephraim is like a silly dove. (Hos. 7:11)*

va@ tl#k)a&mK
^ = hy\h=y] <u*h*
The people shall be as fuel for the fire. (Isa. 9:18)*

12.2 Verbal Clauses
The previous section defined the syntax of the kernel copulative clauses of Hebrew. The
second major type of clause is the verbal clause. This section defines the syntax of the kernel verbal
clauses of Hebrew. Verbal clauses contain finite verbs as distinguished from copulative verbs.
They express a state of being, action, or relationship of one or more substantives. The basic verbal
clauses are classified as follows:
A. Intransitive Clauses
1. Intransitive Stative Clauses
2. Intransitive Active Clauses
B. Transitive Clauses
1. Transitive Stative Clauses
2. Transitive Active Clauses
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a. Single Object Transitive Clauses
(1) Single accusative object clauses
(2) Single genitive object clauses
b. Double Object Transitive Clauses
(1) Double accusative clauses
(2) Accusative-plus-genitive clauses
(3) Double genitive clauses
Other types of clauses are derived from the above kernel clauses by means of transformations described in later chapters.
12.2.1 Intransitive Clauses
Intransitive clauses express states of being or action with respect to the subject alone; the
verbs govern no object.13 The structure of the basic kernel clause is:
S = Ns + Q
where Q = V0 and Ns is the subject and V0 is an intransitive verb, either stative or active, but not
the copulative. There is concord of number, gender, and person between the subject and the verb.
Throughout the discussion of the syntax of verbal clauses, it is assumed that the elementary
word order of kernel clauses is subject-verb-object (SVO). Scholars do not agree on the word order
of Hebrew clauses. Some prefer the SVO order, whereas others prefer VSO. Those who prefer the
VSO order seem to justify their choice by statistical evidence derived from studies of surface
structure—that is, there are more VSO clauses in the Hebrew Old Testament than any other type.14
However, this can be explained by the abundance of historical narrative in which clauses with
Waw consecutive predominate. It seems evident that clauses with Waw consecutive have experienced a transformation that grants the verb first position prominence so that the verbal action may
be sequentially coordinated with that of preceding verbs. The SVO order predominates in coordinate clauses without Waw consecutive. Since it is less likely that these clauses have experienced

13
For finite verbs, the numerical superscript with symbol V indicates the number of predicate complements
it governs. Thus V0 refers to an intransitive verb; V1 refers to a transitive verb that governs one predicate complement;
and V2 refers to doubly transitive verbs.
14
So Joseph H. Greenberg in “Some Universals of Grammar with Particular Reference to the order of Meaningful Elements,” Report of a Conference on Language Acquisition Held at Dodds Ferry, New York, April 13-15,
1961 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1963). B. K. Waltke and M. O’Connor in An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), seem to prefer the VSO order on the basis of their observation that the
governing element generally precedes the governed (p. 53); but intuition favors the idea that the subject governs the
verb, and the verb governs the object.
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prominence transformations, it is more probable that their word order represents that of the elementary kernel clause.15
12.2.1.1 Intransitive Stative Clauses. In intransitive stative clauses, the verb expresses a
state of being of the subject that involves no expressed or implied relationship with an object.
These clauses have the following characteristics:
(1) They are the equivalent of an attribute copulative clause, that is, a predicate adjective
clause (see previous discussion of that type of clause § 12.1.4).
(2) They frequently are translated into English by BE + Adjective, although English has
some stative verbs.
(3) The participle of the verb is an adjective.
(4) An adverbial modifier of the clause is limited to adverbs of time, space, degree, or
intensity—that is, adverbs that may modify adjectives.
(5) They do not undergo passive or reflexive transformations.
(6) They may undergo comparative transformations.
(7) The morphology of the verb usually follows the pattern of the i or u class thematic
vowel in the perfect conjugation. That is, the perfect is inflected after the pattern
lf@q* or lf)q*, and the imperfect is inflected after the pattern lf^qy= ].
Wbu@r`w+ Wvr` <yr]yp!K=
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
The young lions lack, and suffer hunger. (Psa. 34:11) [compound predicate]

.yT!n+q~z` yn]a&w~
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
And I am old. (Gen. 18:13)

oTa! Wld+G` >>> <yd]l*y+h^
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
The young men . . . had grown up with him. (1 Kgs. 12:8)*

15
Dorit Ravid, in “Several Aspects of the Problem of the Order of Elements in General Israeli Hebrew,”
Hebrew Computational Linguistics, Bulletin No. 11 (February 1977), pp. 1-46, rejects Greenberg’s classification of
Hebrew as a VSO language. He substantiated Hebrew as a SVO language by transformational tests on native speakers
of Hebrew. Although the debate between Greenberg and Ravid concerns Modern Hebrew, the results have considerable relevance for Biblical Hebrew, and the use of transformational tests is significant.
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ָּֽי־ע ִ ֹ֙לי ֵֵּ֔מתּו
ֵ ְׁש ֵנָּ֤י ְׁב ֵנ
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
The two sons of Eli died. (1 Sam. 4:11)

Sometimes stative verbs in Hebrew are used to express the idea of acquiring a state, as in
the last two examples above.
12.2.1.2 Intransitive Active Clauses. In intransitive active clauses, the verb expresses an
activity that involves the subject alone. No recipient of the action is expressed or implied. Intransitive active clauses have the following characteristics:
(1) They do not undergo passive or reflexive transformations.
(2) They usually are translated into English with the equivalent intransitive active verb.
(3) An adverbial modifier is limited to those that may modify verbs but not adjectives.

ַא ְׁל ְׁמנ ָָֹ֗תיו ִ֣ל ֹא ִת ְׁב ֶ ָּֽכינָ ה
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
Their widows will not weep (Psa. 78:64)

יָ ֵ ִ֣ר ַח ָע ָָ֗מד
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
the moon stood still (Josh. 10:13)

הוה ָה ַלְֶ֖ך ֵמ ֵע ָינָּֽיו׃
ֵּ֔ ָ ְּׁו ַמ ְׁל ַ ִ֣אְך י
V0
Q

Ns
|

S
And the Angel of the LORD departed out of his sight (Judg. 6:21)

Sometimes a transitive verb is used absolutely or with its object elided because its identity
is understood from the context. In an expository analysis, such transitive verbs should not be confused with intransitive ones, but should be treated as what they really are—transitive; the elided
object should be restored.
Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish an adverbial prepositional phrase from an object
governed by a preposition. The test for distinguishing intransitive active clauses from transitive
active clauses with an object governed by means of a preposition is as follows:
(1) Omission of the prepositional phrase will not change the essential meaning of the intransitive
active clause, as in the example from 2 Kgs. 13:6 above. Omitting the phrase “in Samaria” does
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not change the meaning of the clause. The phrase answers the question “Where?” and functions as
an adverb.
(2) Omission of the prepositional phrase will change the essential meaning of a transitive active
clause, or it will leave the clause incomplete; in this case the prepositional phrase is necessary to
the clause and serves the function of an object.
12.2.2 Transitive Clauses
In a transitive clause the verb governs one or more objects. Active transitive clauses express
an action of the subject upon or with respect to the object(s). Stative transitive clauses express
some state or relationship existing between the subject and the object(s). Some transitive verbs
govern objects in the accusative case, others govern objects in the genitive case by means of a
preposition.
12.2.2.1 Transitive Stative Clauses. Transitive stative clauses express some state or relationship between the subject and the object(s) that is more or less permanent. This contrasts with
transitive active clauses that express activities as events that are more or less transitory. Transitive
stative verbs usually follow the morphology of the i or u class thematic vowel in the perfect. That
is, the perfect is inflected after the pattern lf@q* or lf)q*, and the imperfect is inflected after the
pattern lf^qy= ]; also the participle is vocalized after the pattern lf@q* rather than the active pattern
lf@oq. Otherwise the syntax of these clauses is the same as that of the active clauses. Therefore, no
separate description of the syntax of transitive stative clauses is given here.

ת־א ְׁמנֵּ֔ ֹון
ַ לֹום ָש ֵנָּ֤א ֶא
ֹ֙ ַא ְׁב ָש
No

V1
Q

Ns
|

S
Absalom hated Amnon (2 Sam. 13:22)*

ל־ב ֵָּ֔ניו
ָ ת־יֹוס ֹ֙ף ִמ ָכ
ֵ
יִ ְׁש ָר ֵָ֗אל ָא ַ ָּ֤הב ֶא
Israel loved Joseph more than all his children (Gen. 37:3)

12.2.2.2 Transitive Active Clauses. Transitive active clauses express an action of the subject upon or with respect to the object(s). The activity is usually viewed as an event rather than a
state or relationship. Some transitive verbs govern objects in the accusative case, whereas others
govern objects in the genitive case by means of a preposition.
12.2.2.2.1 In single object transitive clauses, the verb expresses an action or relationship
between the subject and a single object. The object may be (1) in the accusative case, or (2) in the
genitive case governed by a preposition.
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(1) In transitive clauses with objects in the accusative case, the verb may be either active
or stative. The structure of the basic kernel clause is:
S = Ns + Q
1

where Q = V1 + No and Ns is the subject, No is the accusative object, and V is the transitive-1
verb (either active or stative). There is concord of number, gender, and person between Ns and V1.
When No is determinate it is usually preceded by the sign of the determinate accusative ta@ which
is otherwise omitted; it is frequently omitted in poetry, and occasionally in prose even when the
object is determinate. The clause has the following characteristics:
(a) It may undergo the passive, reflexive, and causative transformations.
(b) It is translated into English by the corresponding transitive active verb whenever one
exists. However, the English verb may govern its object in the accusative case, or
in the genitive case by means of a preposition, as the English idiom may require.
oTv=a! hW`j-^ ta# ud~y` <d`a*h*
No

V1

Ns
|

Q

S
Adam knew Eve his wife (Gen. 4:1)

ִה ֵנֵ֥ה ַע ָ ֶ֖תה יַ ֲע ָ֗קֹב ָל ַ ִָ֣קח ִב ְׁר ָכ ִ ָ֑תי
No

V1

Ns
|

Q

S
And behold, now Jacob has taken away my blessing. (Gen. 27:36)*

[s#K#h^ lq~vm
= ! WlB=q! <Y]w]l=h^w+ <yn]h&Kh
) ^
No

V1

Ns
|

Q

S
The priests and the Levites received the weight of silver. (Ezr. 8:30)*
Ns
V1
No

yr]c*B= vb^l* hM*r]
No

V1
Q

Ns
|

S
Worms clothe my flesh. (Literal) (Job 7:5)*

The second and third examples illustrate the omission of an expected ta@. The fourth example illustrates its omission in poetry.
(2) In transitive clauses with single genitive objects, the verb (active or stative) governs the
object in the genitive case by means of a preposition. The structure of the clause is:
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S = Ns + Q
where Q = V1 + P + No and Ns is the subject, No is the object, V1 is the transitive-1 verb, and P is
the preposition by means of which V1 governs No. The specific nuance of the verb is determined
by the preposition P and by the kind of object named by No. The clause has the following characteristics:
(a) It may undergo passive, reflexive, and causative transformations.
(b) It is translated into English with the corresponding transitive verb whenever one exists.
However, the English verb may govern its object in the accusative case, or in the
genitive by means of a preposition, as the English idiom may require. The English
preposition (if any) may not seem to correspond to the literal sense of the Hebrew
preposition.

ל־ד ָ ָ֑בר
ָ ֶֶּ֭פ ִתי יַ ֲא ִ ִ֣מין ְׁל ָכ
No P
Q

V1

Ns
|

S
The simple believes every word (Prov. 14:15)

ַא ֲה ֹ֙ר ֹן וְׁ ֜חּור ָ ָּֽת ְׁמ ִ֣כּו ְׁב ָ ָ֗יָדיו
No P
Q

V1

Ns
|

S
Aaron and Hur supported his hands (Exod. 17:12)

מה
ֹ ָ֑ וַ ֲא ִ֣ד ֹנִ ֵָּ֔יהּו יָ ֵ ֶ֖רא ִמ ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י ְׁשֹל
No

V1

P
Q

Ns
|

S
Now Adonijah was afraid of Solomon (1 Kgs. 1:50)

ַפ ְׁר ֶ֖עֹה ָק ַצִ֣ף ַעל־ ֲע ָב ָ ָ֑דיו
No

P
Q

V1

Ns
|

S
Pharaoh was angry with his servants (Gen. 41:10)

The first two examples illustrate the use of accusative objects in the English translation,
and the third illustrates the use of an English preposition (“of”) differing from the Hebrew preposition (/m! = “from”) in literal sense.
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12.2.2.2.2 In double object transitive clauses, the verb expresses an action or relationship
between the subject and two objects each of which may enter into the action or relationship in a
different manner. Either object may be (1) in the accusative case, or (2) in the genitive case governed by a preposition. The double object clause has the following characteristics:
(a) It may undergo the passive transformation and the reflexive transformation, but not the
causative transformation.
(b) It is translated into English with the equivalent double object verb (when one exists).
Often the English verb may govern either object with a preposition in order to express the correct
sense. At times English will have no equivalent double object verb, and the translation must be
handled in a different manner. This problem is discussed in a later chapter.
(1) In the double accusative clause, the verb governs both objects in the accusative case.
The structure of the basic kernel clause is:
S = Ns + Q
where Q = V2 + No1 + No2 and Ns is the subject, V2 is the double accusative verb, and No1 and No2
are the first and second accusative objects respectively.16 When either No1 or No2 is determinate it
is preceded by ta@, otherwise it is omitted; it is frequently omitted in poetry, and occasionally in
prose even when the object is determinate.
oTn+T*K%-ta# [s@oy-ta# Wfyv!p=h! wyj*a#
No2

No1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
His brothers stripped Joseph of his tunic (Gen. 37:23)*

.<y]M*h^-ta# hVÉ*a!h*-ta# hq\v=y~ /h@K)h^
No2

No1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
The priest shall cause the woman to drink the water. (Num. 5:26)*

bh*z` <ybÉ!r|K= <y!nv
~ = t*yc!u*
You shall make two cherubs of gold. (Exod. 25:18)

<yf!P*v=m!W <yQ!j% <k#t=a# yT!d=Mö^l!
I taught you statutes and judgments. (Deut. 4:5)

16

There are 192 potential double accusative clauses of this basic structure besides those that have been modified by transformations.
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<y]m^ <yD]k^ hu*B*r+a^ Wal=m!
Fill four vessels with water. (1 Kgs. 18:34)

ly]j^ yn!r}Z+a^T=w~
And You have girded me with strength. (Psa. 18:40)
[The first object is the 1cs pronoun suffix.]

(2) In the accusative-plus-genitive clauses, the verb governs one object in the accusative
case and the other in the genitive by means of a preposition. The clause has the same characteristics
as the double accusative clause. Although some grammarians may call the genitive object an indirect object, nevertheless it is an object; the clause is left incomplete without it. Sometimes the
English translation may be rendered with or without a preposition.17 The structure of the accusative-plus-genitive clause is:
S = Ns + Q
Where Q = V2 + No1 + P + No2 and Ns is the subject, V2 is the accusative-plus-genitive verb, No1
is the accusative object, No2 is the genitive object, and P is the preposition by means of which V2
governs No2. When No1 is determinate, it is preceded by ta@ otherwise it is omitted; it is frequently
omitted in poetry, and occasionally in prose even when the object is determinate.
.<yY]a!l* lWmG+ <L@v^y+ hwhy
No2 P

No1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
The LORD will repay the coastlands recompence. (Isa. 59:18)*

Whu@r}l= <olj& rP@s^m= vya!
No2 P

No1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
A man was telling his companion a dream. (Judg. 7:13)*

<h#yb@y+a)-lk*B= br\j\-tK^m^ WKh! <yd]WhY+h^
No2

P

No1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
The Jews defeated all their enemies with the stroke of the sword. (Est. 9:5)*

In the last example (Est. 9:5) the Hebrew verb governs the direct object with the preposition
B=, and the other object in the accusative (lit. “The Jews smote in all their enemies a stroke of a
sword.”).

17

For example: I gave money to your brother; I gave your brother money.
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(3) In the double genitive clauses, the verb governs both objects in the genitive by means
of prepositions. The clause has the same characteristics as the double accusative clause. Although
some grammarians may call the genitive object an indirect object, nevertheless it is an object; the
clause is left incomplete without it. Sometimes the English translation may be rendered with or
without a preposition. The structure of the genitive-plus-genitive clause is:
S = Ns + Q
Where Q = V2 + P1 + No1 + P2 + No2 and Ns is the subject, V2 is the double genitive verb, No1 is
the first genetive object, No2 is the second genitive object, and P1 is the preposition by means of
which V2 governs No1 and P2 is the preposition by means of which V2 governs No2.

יכ ֹ֙ם ָהיִ֣ ּו ַמ ְׁב ִד ֵּ֔ ִלים ֵבינֵ ֶַּ֕כם ְׁל ֵ ֶ֖בין ֱא ָֹּֽל ֵה ֶיכָ֑ם
ֶ ִ ָּ֤כי ִאם־ ֲעֹו ָֹּֽנ ֵת
No2

P2

No1 P1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
But your iniquities are separating you from your God (Isa. 59:2)18

ָר ִ ֶָ֖ק ַיע יְׁ ִ ֵ֥הי ַמ ְׁב ִ ֵּ֔דיל ֵ ֵ֥בין ַ ֶ֖מיִ ם ָל ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
No2 P2

No1 P1
Q

V2

Ns
|

S
let the firmament be dividing the waters from the waters. (Gen. 1:6)*

12.2.3 Adjuncts
Adjuncts are phrases that may be added to a clause containing supplemental information
relating to time, place, manner, etc. They may even contain side remarks. These may all be regarded as the product of a transformation on a dependent subordinate clause (discussed in §
19.4.3).

12.3 Transformational Relationships Among Active Clauses
The above definitions of the structure of kernel clauses ignore important transformational
interrelationships among the clause types that exist because of the inherent semantic relationships
between the various stems of a verbal root. A given verbal root may have a stative stem, an active
stem, an intensive stem, and a causative stem. Each of these may have its corresponding passive,
middle, and reflexive stems. Some of these stems will be intransitive, and others will be singleor double-object transitive verbs. Generally speaking, it might be anticipated that any clause using

18

Note that No1 is the restored antecedent of the pronoun suffix attached to P 1. And V1 is a verb phrase
consisting of  with a participle expressing the past durative.
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a derived stem of a verb may be regarded as the result of a transformation on a simpler clause
using the base stem of the same verb. Thus, a double object clause might be regarded as having
originated from a transformation on a single object clause, and a single object clause might be
regarded as having originated from a transformation on an intransitive clause. This supposition is
valid, and such transformational relationships can be demonstrated and are discussed in more detail
in chapter 13.
Taking the causative transformation as an example, a double-object transitive clause may
be derived from a stative intransitive clause as follows:
(1)

— ַה ַכד ָמ ֵלֶ֖אThe jar

(2)

ת־ה ַכד
ַ — ַמיִ ם ָמ ֵלֶ֖א ֶאWater fills the jar. (Stative single transitive)

(3)

ת־ה ַכד ַמיִ ם
ַ —הּוא ִמ ֵלא ֶאHe filled the jar with water (active double transitive)

is full. (Stative intransitive)

In this case, the Hebrew verb uses the qal stem for both the intransitive and transitive mode. The
double-object transitive stem of the verb is the piel, and the subject of the first clause became the
second object of the transformed clause.
Having noted these relationships, it also must be noted that the Hebrew language has no
consistent semantic correspondence between the morphological stems of the verbs, apart from the
passive, middle, and reflexive stems. The mapping of the semantic relationships between the qal,
piel, and hiphil stems of the various Hebrew verbs requires considerable research, and the results
may not be of much practical value. Therefore, this present work defines the structure of the individual clause types without taking the above interrelationships into further consideration. This restriction does not apply to the passive, middle, and reflexive modes, however, because there is
considerable consistency with them. They are discussed in the next chapter under modal transformations on clauses (§ 13.5).

12.4 Summary
Copulative Clauses
Existential clause
Classification clause
Identity clause
Attribute clause
Predicate adverb clause
Possessive copulative clause

Se = Ve + Ns
Sc = Ns + Qc
Si = Ns + Qi
Sa = Ns + Qa
Sd = Ns + Qd
Sp = Ns + Qp

where Qc = Vc + Nc.
c
where Qi = V + Nc.
where Qa = Vc + A.
where Qd = Vc + D.
where Qp = Vc +  = ל+ Np.
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Similarity copulative clause Ss = Ns + Qs

where Qs = Vc +  = כ+ Nx.

Verbal Clauses
Intransitive clause
S = Ns + Q
where Q = V0
Transitive-1 Clause
(1) with single object in the accusative case
S = Ns + Q
where Q = V1 + No
(2) with single object in genitive case
S = Ns + Q
where Q = V1 + P + No
Transitive-2 Clause
(1) with two objects in the accusative case
S = Ns + Q where Q = V2 + No1 + No2
(2) with one object in the accusative case and the other in the genitive
S = Ns + Q where Q = V2 + No1 + P + No2
(3) with two objects in the genitive case
S = Ns + Q where Q = V2 + P1 + No1 + P2 + No2
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CHAPTER 13
Transformations on Hebrew Clauses
The syntax of the kernel structures of Hebrew clauses is defined in Chapter 12. By definition, kernel clauses are in the active voice, indicative mood, and declarative mode, with a fixed
word order. This is regarded as the encoding of the basic information of the clause. Any departure
from the kernel structure of a clause is accomplished by a transformation that modifies the default
information or adds new information. This new or altered information is of interest and importance
to the expositor. This chapter is designed to help the expositor recognize such information and
incorporate it into his analysis. Transformations define the structural variations that a clause may
assume, and the information encoded in each structural variation.
Transformations also are involved in defining the external relationships that a clause may
assume. A clause may be used to modify a part of speech or another clause, or it may be interrelated
with other clauses to form meaningful discourse. Transformations that affect only the structure of
an individual clause are called clause transformations. Those that relate a clause to a part of speech
are called phrase transformations, and those that interrelate clauses into meaningful sequences of
discourse are called sequence transformations. This chapter defines the principal clause transformations of Biblical Hebrew. Phrase transformations are discussed in chapters 14 through 17 and
sequence transformations in 19.
Clause transformations affect only the structure of an individual clause and do not consider
any of its external relationships. Such conditions as compound parts of speech, pronoun substitution, adjuncts, and elision are defined by sequence transformations and do not enter into the discussion at this level. Clause transformations assume that all the constituents of the clause are present but not necessarily in kernel structure. There are five types of clause transformations that alter
the kernel structure of Hebrew clauses: (1) negation transformations, (2) voice transformations,
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(3) causative transformations, (4) prominence transformations, and (5) mode transformations.
Each transformation has two or more options.

13.1 Negation Transformations
The syntax of a kernel clause is defined as a positive declaration. If a clause is to be framed
as a negative declaration, a negation transformation must be invoked. Negation must not be regarded as an independent function of each part of speech in a clause. It is true that in this work
negation is declared to be a characteristic of each part of speech, but the definition of the negation
attribute as positive or negative must be accomplished at the clause level, not at the word level. In
meaningful discourse, the negated clause is of primary importance, not the negated part of speech.
A negated part of speech is the mechanism for negating a clause. The logic of negation is quite
subtle. The choice of negation patterns among the parts of speech in a clause reflects a variety of
shades of meaning; it may facilitate an economy or precision of expression; or it may accommodate
a desirable nuance of style. The logic of negation in Hebrew requires further research to define
many of its subtle nuances. This section defines the transformations required to provide negation
for clauses.
A part of speech may be negated in two ways: (1) by defining its negation attribute as
negative, thus invoking a prepositive negative particle such as aO, or (2) by choosing the antonym
of the given part of speech. Negative particles are discussed in § 11.5.


from an ungodly nation (Psa. 43:1)
[negation by particle]


against an ungodly nation (Isa. 10:6)
[negation by antonym]

In the following discussion, either means of negation is assumed to be valid.
13.1.1 The General Negation Transformation
In the general case, a clause is negated by negating one of its principal parts of speech,
such as the subject, the verb,1 the object, the predicate nominative, the predicate adjective, or the
predicate adverb. The choice is determined by which one should receive the prominence. The rule
is

In certain moods, the negated verb takes the prepositive la^ instead of aO. See chapter 5 under the discussion
of mood. The negated form of the existential verb (vy\) is /ya@.
1
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(1)
S(neg) = Ns(neg) + V + No + D
S(neg) = Ns + V(neg) + No + D
S(neg) = Ns + V + No(neg) + D
or
S(neg) = Ns + V + No + D(neg)

יהם
ָ֑ ֶ ֹלה
ֵ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְׁת־מ ְׁצֹוֶ֖ ת י
ִ הּודה ִ֣ל ֹא ָש ֵַּ֔מר ֶא
ַּ֕ ָ ְּׁגַ ם־י
Also Judah did not keep the commandments of the LORD their God (2 Kgs. 17:19)
(Negated verb)

ּומֹאזְׁ ֵנֶ֖י ִמ ְׁר ָ ִ֣מה לֹא־ ָּֽטֹוב׃
And dishonest scales are not good. (Prov. 20:23)
(Negated predicate adjective with elided verb)

la@r`c=y]-<a! yK! bq)u&y~ aO dou rm@a*y} ;m=v!
Henceforth your name shall be called not Jacob, but Israel. (Gen. 32:29)*
(Negated object)

<yh!Oa$h* yK! hN`h@ yt!a) <T#j=l^v= <T#a^-aO
It was not you who sent me here, but God. (Gen. 45:8)
(Negated subject)

.yn]j*l*v= hw`hy+ aO
The LORD has not sent me. (Num. 16:29)
(Negated subject)

Wsa*m* ;t=a) aO yK!
.<h\yl@u& EOM=m! Wsa&m* yt!a)-yK!
For they have rejected not you,
but Me they have rejected from reigning over them. (1 Sam. 8:7)
(Negated object)

Jr\a*h* ym@y+-lK* du)
ryx!q*w+ ur~z\
<j)w` rq)w+
[r\j)w` Jy]q~w+
hl*y+l^w` <oyw+
.WtB)v=y] aO
While the earth remains,
Seedtime and harvest,
And cold and heat,
And winter and summer,
And day and night,
Shall not cease. (Gen. 8:22) (Negated verb)

Note that when the subject or object is negated, it receives some prominence and an alternative usually is stated or implied. This is not necessarily the case for the negated verb; this sug-
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gests that the clause is negated through the verb in the general case and through the other constituents in the special case.
13.1.2 The Special Negation Transformation
In the special case where the verb is to be negated and it is in the durative aspect and current
tense, that is, the verb phrase consists of the participle without the auxiliary verb hy`h,* the syntax
of the negated clause is as follows:2
(1a)

S(neg) = /ya@ + S(pos)

If the subject of S becomes a pronoun immediately following /ya@, then it is attached to /ya@
as a suffix. However, if the word order of S is altered by a transformation so that the pronoun does
not immediately follow /ya@, then the pronoun will stand alone in the nominative. In some cases,
/ya@ may take an anticipatory pronoun suffix in concord agreement with the named subject for
number, gender, and person.3
roBB^ [s@oy-/ya@ hN}h!w+
And behold, Joseph was not in the pit. (Gen. 37:29)

ody`B= hm*Wam=-lK*-ta# ha#r) rh^S)h^-tyB@ rc^ /ya@
The keeper of the prison did not look into anything
that was under his hand. (Gen. 39:23)

<k#B=r+q!B= hw`hy+ /ya@
The LORD is not among you. (Num. 14:42)

./b#T# <k#l* /t@nÄ yN]n\ya@
I am not giving you straw. (Exod. 5:10)
(Subject is a pronoun suffix)

13.1.3 Other Uses of Negation
Other uses of negation occur in Hebrew, such as negated prepositional phrases, negated
infinitive phrases, and so forth. Negations like these are made in subsequent transformations, and
are not defined at this level.

13.2 Voice Transformations
Kernel clauses are in the active voice by definition. The active voice gives role prominence
to the doer of the deed (the agent) by making it the subject of the verb. Voice transformations are

2
3

This also includes the negated copulative clause in the durative aspect and current tense.

GKC § 152 i-q discusses the various nuances implied when negating a clause in this manner, and when
granting various parts of speech position prominence.
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used to change role prominence in some manner. There are three types of voice transformations:
(1) the passive transformations, (2) the reflexive transformations, and (3) the middle transformations.
13.2.1 Passive Transformations
The passive voice grants role prominence to the recipient of the verbal action by making it
the subject of the verb, by changing the verb to its corresponding passive stem, and by placing the
doer of the deed in a phrase of agency. Obviously, this transformation can be performed only on
transitive clauses. This is expressed formally as
(2)

Given: S(act) = N1(nom) + V(act) + N2(acc) + etc.
then: S(pas) = N2(nom) + V(pas) + B= + N1(gen) + etc.

The object (N2) of the verb in the kernel clause becomes the subject of the transformed clause in
the nominative case; the verb (V) is changed to its corresponding passive stem4 inflected in concord agreement with its new subject (N2) for number, gender, and person; and what was the subject
(N1) in the kernel clause becomes the agent governed by the preposition B=5 in the genitive case.
The rest of the clause (if any) remains unchanged.
> > yn]d)a&-ta# hW*x! hw`hy+!

(a)

No2

Vact Ns1
Q
|
S(act)
The LORD commanded my lord (active) . . .
Ns1
Vact
No 2

> > >

hw`hyb^ hW`x% yn]d)aw~
Vpas

Ns2
|
S(pass)
and my lord was commanded by the LORD (passive) (Num. 36:2)*
Ns2
Vpas
N1
N1 |

Q

4

There is rather consistent correspondence between the active and passive meaning of the Hebrew verbal
stems: the qal stem finds its passive meaning expressed by the niphal, the piel by the pual, and the hiphil by the
hophal. The hithpael occasionally expresses the passive voice for some verbs.
Gesenius (GKC § 121 f) states that the agent is governed by l=, but his examples mostly employ participles
rather than finite verbs. Passive participles have special means for expressing agency that do not apply to the general
case involving finite verbs. (See BDB p. 514 under l=, meaning 5e; also see BDB p. 89 under B=, meaning 2c; also see
RJW 245, 280.)
5
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הֹוש ַיע ֶאת־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָ֑אל
ֵ֥ ִ הוָ֛ה
ָ ְׁי
No2

Vact
Q

Ns1
|

S(act)
The LORD saved Israel (active) (1 Sam. 14:23)*
Ns1 Vact No2

hw`hyB^ uv^on la@r`c=y]
Vpas

Ns2
|
S(pass)
Israel shall be saved by the LORD. (passive) (Isa. 45:17)
Ns2
Vpas
N1
N1 |

Q

(c)

<d`a*B* Ep@Vy* ] omD` <d`a*h* <D~ Ep@v)
He who sheds man’s blood (active)
His blood shall be shed by man. (passive) (Gen. 9:6)*

13.2.1.1 In many passive clauses found in the Old Testament, the agent has been elided.
Such elision is accounted for by subsequent transformations that reduce redundant information. It
is not necessary to account for elision in this present transformation. For the sake of illustration
the following examples are given with elided agents.
jQ*l% fP*vM
= !m!W rx#um
) @
He was taken from prison and from judgment. (Isa. 53:8)

.roDl^ yn`d)al^ rP^s%y+
It shall be recounted of the Lord to the next generation. (Psa. 22:31)

<yr]K*zn+ ] hL#a@h* <ym!Y`hw^ +
rodw` roD-lk*B= <yc!u&n~w+
hj*P*vm
= !W hj*P*vm
= !
hn`yd]mW= hn`yd]m=
ryu!w` ryu!w+
These days should be remembered
and kept by every generation,
every family,
every province,
and every city. (Est. 9:28)

13.2.1.2 Double object clauses usually have one object expressing the recipient of the action and a second object expressing an auxiliary relationship. These clauses may undergo the passive transformation defined by rule (2) where N2 represents the recipient object, not the auxiliary
object.
<y]m^ tm#jh
@ -^ ta# aL@m^T=w~
She filled the skin with water. (Gen. 21:19) (active)
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/y]y` al@M*y] lb#n-} lK*
Every bottle will be filled with wine. (Jer. 13:12)
(passive with elided agent)

./v*u* al@M*y] ty]B^h^w+
And the house was filled with smoke. (Isa. 6:4)
(passive with elided agent)

/n`uh
* #-ta# ty]B^h^ al@M*Yw] ~
The house was filled with the cloud. (Ezek. 10:4)
(passive with elided agent)

13.2.1.3 The Impersonal Passive. Hebrew has an impersonal passive idiom in which the
verb is in the passive stem, but the recipient remains in the accusative. The verb has an elided
indefinite subject. The transformation is as follows:
(2a)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + N2(acc) + etc.
then: S(pas) = V(pas) + N2(acc) + etc.
wc*u@ yr}b=D]-ta# hq*br
= ]l= dG~Y|w~
There was told to Rebekah the words of Esau.
or
Esau’s words were told to Rebekah. (Gen. 27:42)

13.2.2 The Reflexive Transformation
In the basic transitive verbal clause, the subject (the doer of the deed) acts upon the object
(the recipient of the deed), and it is understood that the subject and object are different. The reflexive transformation is used to express the fact that the subject and object are the same, that is, the
subject is acting upon himself. There are four types of reflexive transformations: (1) the reflexive
stem transformation, (2) the “self” transformation, (3) the reflexive pronoun transformation, and
(4) the partial reflexive transformation.
13.2.2.1 The Reflexive Stem Transformation. One of the most common means of expressing the reflexive voice is to use one of the reflexive stems of the verb. If the verb of the kernel
clause is in the Qal stem, the reflexive voice is usually expressed by the Niphal stem; and if the
kernel verb is in the Piel stem, the reflexive voice is usually expressed by the Hithpael stem. However, the lexicon must be consulted for the correct reflexive stem of any given verb. In this transformation the kernel verb is changed to its corresponding reflexive stem, and the object of the
kernel clause is deleted.6 This is expressed formally as

6

In the notation, the constituents enclosed in brackets [] are the ones elided.
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Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + N1(acc) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(refl) [- N1(acc)] + etc.

Or
Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + N1(gen) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(refl) [- P - N1(gen)] + etc.
Given:

ְׁיֶּ֭הוָ ה ִאזֵ ר עֹז
The LORD is girded with strength (Psa. 93:1)*

then:

ְׁיֶּ֭הוָ ה עֹז ִה ְׁת ַא ָזָ֑ר
The LORD has girded Himself with strength (Psa. 93:1)

ַה ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ְׁר ַח ְׁב ָ֗ ָעם ִה ְׁת ַא ֵמץ
King Rehoboam strengthened himself (1 Kgs. 12:18)

הּו ִה ְׁת ַח ֵַּ֔זק
ֹ֙ וַ ֲא ַמ ְׁ יָֹ֙צ
And Amaziah strengthened himself (2 Chr. 25:11)

13.2.2.2 The Self Transformation. Another common method of expressing the reflexive
voice is to substitute one of the Hebrew words for “self” in place of the object of the verb. This
method would be necessary in case a given verb had no reflexive stem. In this case the kernel verb
remains in its active stem. The most common word for “self” is vp#n\ (lit. soul = self).7 This is
expressed formally as
(3a)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + N1(acc) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(act) + “SELF”(acc) + etc.
Or
Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + N1(gen) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + “SELF”(gen) + etc.

where “SELF” is in agreement with N1 for number unless it is construed as a collective singular.

The word vp#n\ is used over 50 times in the Old Testament to express the reflexive (BDB, p. 660). The
word <x#u# (lit. bone = self) is used at times to mean “self,” but not in the reflexive transformation (BDB, p. 78283).
7
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Given:
.hd`Why+ hd`g}B)m! la@r`cy= ] hb*v%m= hq`Dx
+ ! la@rc
` =y] hb*v%m=
Backsliding Israel has shown backsliding Israel more righteous
than treacherous Judah. (Jer. 3:11)*

then:
.hd`Why+ hd`g}B)m! Hv*pn= ~ hq`D+x! la@rc
` =y] hb*v%m=
Backsliding Israel has shown herself more righteous
than treacherous Judah. (Jer. 3:11)*

yv!pn= ~ ud~a@-aO
I do not know myself. (Job 9:21)

da)m= ;v=p=n~ rm)vW=
Diligently keep yourself. (Deut. 4:9)

<k#yt@vp
) =n~ WaV!T^-la^
Do not deceive yourselves. (Jer. 37:9)8

13.2.2.3 The Reflexive Pronoun Transformation. An alternative to the “self” transformation above, Hebrew expresses the reflexive by substituting a personal pronoun in place of the object of the verb. Hebrew has no reflexive pronouns as do English and Greek. The pronoun must
agree with the subject in number, gender, and person. This is expressed formally as
(3b)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + N1(acc) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(act) + R1(acc)9 + etc.
Or
Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + N1(gen) + etc.
then: S(refl) = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + R1(gen) + etc.
Given:
wyn`B*l* <yl!lq
= ~m= wyn`B*
His sons made his sons vile. (1 Sam. 3:13)*

then:
<h#l* <yl!lq
= ~m= wyn`B*
His sons made themselves vile. (1 Sam. 3:13)*

ur`B= <t*a) War` la@r`cy= ]-yn}b= yr}f=v)
The officers of the Children of Israel saw themselves in trouble. (Exod. 5:19)

<h#l* Wbz+u^y~h&
Will they fortify themselves? (Neh. 3:34; 4:2 Eng.)

8

See also 1 Kgs. 19:4; Job 18:4; 32:2; Isa. 47:14.

9

The symbol R represents a pronoun.
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13.2.2.4 The Partial Reflexive Transformation. At times the subject of the verb may be
acting upon himself and upon others. In this case, the reflexive pronoun or word for “self” is included as part of a compound object in the reflexive pronoun transformation above.
<u*rz+ ~-lu^w+ <h#yl@u& WmY+q! <yd]WhY+h^
The Jews imposed it upon themselves
and upon their descendants. (Est. 9:27)*

13.2.3 The Middle Transformation
Sometimes the subject may be acting for his own benefit or on his own behalf. This can be
true of both transitive and intransitive clauses. There are four types of middle transformations: (1)
the middle stem transformation, (2) the “self” transformation, (3) the reflexive pronoun transformation, and (4) the partial middle transformation.10
13.2.3.1 The Middle Stem Transformation. One of the most common means of expressing
the middle voice is to use one of the middle stems of the verb. If the verb of the kernel clause is in
the Qal stem, the middle voice is usually expressed by the Niphal stem; and if the kernel verb is
in the Piel stem, the middle voice is usually expressed by the Hithpael stem. However, the lexicon
must be consulted for the correct middle stem of any given verb. In this transformation the kernel
verb is changed to its corresponding middle stem without any change to the rest of the clause. This
is expressed formally as
(4)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + etc.
then: S(mid) = N1(nom) + V(mid) + etc.
Given:

ירֹו
ֵּ֔ ית־ל ִֶ֣חם ִע
ֶ רּוץ ֵ ָּֽב
ֹ֙ ָדוִ ד ͏ ָשאֹול ָש ַאל לֹו ִמ ֶ ָּ֤מנִ י ָל
David earnestly asked for himself of me to run over to Bethlehem, his city (1 Sam. 20:6)

then:

ירֹו
ֵּ֔ ית־ל ִֶ֣חם ִע
ֶ רּוץ ֵ ָּֽב
ֹ֙ ( נִ ְׁשאֹל נִ ְׁש ַֹ֙אל ִמ ֶ ָּ֤מנִ י ָדוִ ֹ֙ד ָל1 Sam. 20:6)
David earnestly asked for himself of me to run over to Bethlehem, his city (1 Sam. 20:6)

.El#M#h-^ /m! yT!la
= ^v=n]
I requested leave for myself from the king. (Neh. 13:6)

13.2.3.2 The Self Transformation. Another means for expressing the middle voice is to
add a prepositional “self” phrase. The preposition expresses the specific nuance of benefit, and the

10

For a discussion of the difference between the passive and middle voice, see § 5.6.4.
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word “self” expresses the middle idea. The same word for “self” is used here as in the reflexive
transformation above. This is expressed formally as
(4a)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + etc.
then: S(mid) = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + SELF + etc.
<u*rz+ ~-lu^w+ <v*pn= ~-lu^ WmY+q! rv\a&k^w+
As they had decreed for themselves and their descendants. (Est. 9:31)

13.2.3.3 The Reflexive Pronoun Transformation. Another means for expressing the middle voice is to add a prepositional pronoun phrase. The preposition expresses the specific nuance
of benefit, and the pronoun expresses the middle idea. The pronoun must be in agreement with the
subject for number, gender, and person. This is expressed formally as
(4b)

Given: S = N1(nom) + V(act) + etc.
then: S(mid) = N1(nom) + V(act) + P + R(gen) + etc.
.tr)gÄj& <h#l* Wcu&Y~w~
They made themselves coverings. (Gen. 3:7)

./b#T# <h#l* Wvv=q)w+ Wkl=y} <h@
Let them go and gather straw for themselves. (Exod. 5:7)

13.2.3.4 The Partial Middle Transformation. At times the subject of the verb may be acting on behalf of himself and others. In this case, the reflexive pronoun or word for “self” is included
as part of a compound prepositional phrase as in the reflexive pronoun transformation above.
<u*rz+ ~-lu^w+ <v*pn= ~-lu^ WmY+q! rv#a&k^w+
As they decreed for themselves and their descendants. (Est. 9:31)

13.3 Causative Transformations
In Hebrew, the relationship between intransitive clauses, transitive-1 clauses, and transitive-2 clauses can often be explained as the result of causative transformations. That is, an intransitive clause can be made a transitive-1 clause by introducing a causing agent; and a transitive-1
clause can be made a transitive-2 clause by introducing a second causing agent. If this were universally true in Hebrew, then the syntax of the kernel clauses would be simpler. However, it seems
impossible to map these relationships for all Hebrew verbs. Therefore, this section is included for
the sake of completeness, but is not incorporated into the syntax of kernel clauses.
13.3.1 Causative Transformation on Intransitive Clauses
An intransitive clause may be transformed into a transitive-1 clause by means of a causative
transformation. This is expressed formally as
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Given: S(intr) = N1(nom) + V0
then: S(caus) = N2(nom) + V1(caus) + N1(acc)

where S(intr) is an intransitive clause defining the action or state of its subject N1, and S(caus) is
the same clause transformed into its causative form with a named causing agent N2. What was the
subject (N1) of the intransitive clause becomes the object of the transformed transitive clause. The
verb (V) of the intransitive clause takes on its causative stem11 in agreement with its new subject,
the causing agent (N2), for number, gender, and person. Rule (5) does not take into account the
fact that the verb may govern its object by means of a preposition, but this should be understood
as an actual possibility. The transformation is illustrated by an example.

ָּֽי־ע ִ ֹ֙לי ֵֵּ֔מתּו
ֵ ְׁש ֵנָּ֤י ְׁב ֵנ
V0 +
N1
The two sons of Eli died. (1 Sam. 4:11)

ת־ר ִ ֶ֖צין
ְׁ ֶֹ֙מ ֶלְך ַא ָּ֤שּור ֵה ִ ָּֽמית ֶא
N1
+ V1(caus)+ N2
The king of Assyria killed Rezin (2 Kgs. 16:9)*
N2
V1 + N 1

13.3.2 Causative Transformations on Transitive Clauses
A transitive-1 clause may be transformed into a transitive-2 clause by means of a causative
transformation. This is expressed formally as
(5a)

Given: S(tr-1) = N1(nom) + V1 + N2(acc)
then: S(caus) = N3(nom) + V2(caus) + N1(acc) + N2(acc)

where S(tr-1) is a transitive-1 clause defining the action or state of its subject N1 with respect to
its object N2, and S(caus) is the same clause transformed into its causative form with a named
causing agent N3. What was the subject (N1) of the transitive-1 clause becomes the first object of
the transformed transitive-2 clause; and what was the object (N2) becomes the second object of the
transformed transitive-2 clause. The verb (V) of the transitive-1 clause takes on its causative stem
in agreement with its new subject, the causing agent (N3), for number, gender, and person. The
transformation is illustrated by an example adapted for use from Gen. 41:42.

11

The causative stem is not predictable. The lexicon must be consulted for any given verb. Sometimes the
Qal stem is both intransitive and transitive; sometimes the Piel stem is causative of the Qal; and often the Hiphil stem
is causative of the Qal or the Piel.
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wyd`gB
` -= ta# vb^l* [s@oy
N2 +
V1 + N1 = S(tr-1)
Joseph put on his clothes
N1
V
N2

vv#-yD}gB
+ ! [s@oy-ta# vyB!l=h! hu)rP
+ ^
N2
+
N1 +
V2(caus) + N3 = S(tr-2)
Pharaoh clothed Joseph in fine linen garments. (Gen. 41:42*)
N3 V(caus) N1
N2

Rule (5a) does not take into account the fact that the verb may govern either object by means of a
preposition, but this should be understood as an actual possibility. The transformation is illustrated
by an example adapted for use from Gen. 24:67.
hr`c-* tl^h(a* la# ha*B* hq*br
= ]
N2 + P + V + N 1
Rebekah came to Sarah’s tent.
N1
V P
N2

= S(intr)

hr`c-* tl^h(a* la# hq*br
= -] ta# ayb!h@ qj*xy= ]
N2
+ P+
N1 + V + N3 = S(caus)
Isaac brought Rebekah to Sarah’s tent. (Gen. 24:67)*
N3 V(caus)
N1
P
N2

13.4 Position Prominence Transformation
In addition to the various other ways in which Hebrew may grant prominence to a part of
speech in a clause, any principal constituent of a clause may be granted “position prominence.”
Position prominence is granted by moving a constituent from its normal position in the kernel
clause to either first or last position. Since the subject is normally in first kernel position (§ 12.2.1),
it would be moved to last position for prominence; but the other constituents usually are moved to
first position. Position prominence is expressed formally as
(6)

Given: S(X)
then: S(emph X) = X + S(-X) [first position prominence]
or: S(emph X) = S(-X) + X [last position prominence]

where S(X) represents any clause containing constituent X, and where X may be a noun phrase
(N), an predicate adjective phrase (A), an adverb phrase (D), a verb phrase (V), or a predicate (Q).
S(-X) represents all the constituents of the given clause except constituent X.
13.4.1 First Position Prominence

ָ ִ֣שם ְׁ ֶּ֭ר ָש ִעים ָ ִ֣ח ְׁדלּו ָ֑ר ֹגֶ ז
There the wicked cease from troubling (Job 3:17)
[adverb with first position prominence]
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;t#r`m=a! yT!n=p^x* yB!l!B=
In my heart I have hidden Your word. (Psa. 119:11)
[Adverb phrase with first position prominence]

yT!r+P^s! yk^r`D+
I have declared my ways. (Psa. 119:26)
[Object with first position prominence]

The first position transformation is also used in conjunction with the Waw Consecutive
Transformation employed by the Sequence Grammar described in § 19.1.3. It moves the verb to
first position, after which the aspect form of the verb is inverted.
13.4.2 Last Position Prominence
yv!p=n~ rp*u*l# hq`b=D`
My soul clings to the dust. (Psa. 119:25)
[Subject with last position prominence]

ִ֣יעי ָּֽכֹ ַח׃
ֵ וְׁ ָ ֵ֥שם ָ֜ינָ֗ ּוחּו יְׁ ִג
And there the weary are at rest. (Job 3:17)
[Subject with last position and adverb with first position prominence]

ימּון ִמ ֶלָ֑יך
ִ֣ ֹושל יְׁ ִק
ֵ ֶּ֭כ
Your words have upheld him who was stumbling, (Job 4:4)
[Subject with last position and adverbial participle with first position prominence]

ל־פ ַנִ֣י יַ ֲחֹלָ֑ ף
ָ רּוח ַע
ַ ְׁו
Then a spirit passed before my face. (Job 4:15)
[Verb with last position prominence]

13.4.3 Casus Pendens
The Casus Pendens transformation is like the first position prominence transformation except that it is limited to noun phrases, and does not delete the emphasized element. Instead, it
substitutes a pronoun in place of the emphasized element. This is expressed formally as
(6a)

Given: S(Ni)
then: S(cas pen Ni) = Ni + S(-Ni + Ri) [casus pendens]


And as for Zillah, she also bore Tubal-Cain (Gen. 4:22)
(subject emphasized)

א ֶפל
ֹ ֵ֥ ַה ַ ֵ֥ליְׁ ָלה ַההּוא יִ ָק ֵ ֪ח ִּ֫הּו
As for that night, may darkness seize it. (Job 3:6)

When the subject phrase is more complex, it may be resumed in the associated sentence by an
alternate substitute instead of a pronoun.
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ת־א ֶשת ִֵּ֔איש
ִ֣ ֵ וְׁ ִָ֗איש ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר יִ נְׁ ַא ֹ֙ף ֶא
ת־א ֶשת ֵר ֵעָ֑הּו
ִ֣ ֵ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר יִ נְׁ ַ ֶ֖אף ֶא
ֹות־יּומת ַהנ ֵ ֶֹ֖אף וְׁ ַהנ ָ ָֹּֽא ֶפת׃
ֵ֥ ַ
ָּֽמ
The man who commits adultery with another man's wife,
he who commits adultery with his neighbor's wife,
the adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be put to death. (Lev. 20:10)

And the associated sentence may even be linked idiomatically with its subject by means of a conjunction.

ית ֹ֙יו ְׁל ַד ֵֵּ֔בר
ִ ִא־צּו
ִ ֹ שר יָ זִ יד ְׁל ַד ֵֹ֙בר ָד ָ֜בר ִב ְׁש ִָ֗מי ֵ ִ֣את ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ָּֽל
ִ֣ ֶ ַ ִ֣אְך ַהנָ ִֶּ֡ביא ֲא
ֹלהים ֲא ֵח ִ ָ֑רים
ִ֣ ִ שר יְׁ ַד ֵֵּ֔בר ְׁב ֵ ֶ֖שם ֱא
ִ֣ ֶ וַ ֲא
ּו ֵ ֶ֖מת ַהנָ ִ ֵ֥ביא ַה ָּֽהּוא׃
But the prophet who presumes to speak a word in My name,
which I have not commanded him to speak,
or who speaks in the name of other gods,
that prophet shall die.' (Deut. 18:20)

13.5 Mode Transformations
Kernel clauses are defined as declarations. If a clause is to be framed as an exclamation or
a question, the appropriate transformation must be invoked.
13.5.1 The Exclamatory Transformation
A clause is made an exclamation by preceding it with an exclamatory particle such as hm^,12

 ֵאיְך, יכה
ָ  ֵא, or יכ ָכה
ָ ( ֵאSee § 11.4). Frequently one of the constituents of the clause is also granted
first position prominence.13 This is expressed formally as
(7)

Given: S(decl)
then: S(excl) = hm^ + S(decl)
Jr\a*h*-lk*B= ;m=v! ryD]a^-hm*
How excellent is Your name in all the earth! (Psa. 8:1)
[Predicate adjective with first position prominence]

12
The exclamatory particle is distinguished from the interrogatory pronoun by the fact that the exclamatory
clause is complete, whereas an interrogative pronoun hm* stands in place of an element the clause it precedes, and the
clause would be incomplete without it. Exclamatory hm* occurs 33 times and is linked to its following word by
Maqqeph 30 times and by a conjunctive accent 3 times.

BDB, p. 253, meaning 2.b. They indicate that the constituent with first position prominence is usually
a predicate adjective or a verb. Actually it is a finite verb 20 times, a participle twice, an adjective 8 times and a
common noun 3 times.
13
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;t#ro` t yT!bh
= ^a*-hm*
Oh, how I love Your law! (Psa. 119:97)
[Verb with first position prominence]

hZ\h^ <oqM*h^ ar`oN-hm^
How dreadful is this place! (Gen. 28:17)
[Predicate adjective with first position prominence]

13.5.2 Interrogative Transformations
The syntax of a kernel clause is defined as a declaration. If a clause is to be framed as a
question an interrogative transformation must be invoked. A clause may be transformed into a
number of interrogative forms: (1) the truth of a clause may be questioned; (2) the identity of any
participants of a clause may be questioned; and (3) any adverbial question may be asked about the
clause. Any question may be used directly to request information; it may be used indirectly to
report the invoking of a question; or it may be used rhetorically to imply that the author and the
audience both know the answer, or to imply the impossibility of the given clause. The statistics of
the interrogative particles are provided in § 11.3.
13.5.2.1 The Truthfulness Interrogative Transformation. The truth of a clause is questioned by introducing the clause with the interrogative particle h&.
The particle is prepositive and attached to the first word of the clause.14 The transformation is used
for direct questions where the answer is uncertain. It also is used for questions expressing a note
of surprise, or for rhetorical questions to which a negative answer is expected. It is used in disjunctive questions where the first alternative is introduced with h& and the second is introduced with
<a!.15 This is expressed formally as
(8)

Given: S
then: S(true?) = h& + S

where S is any clause of any type and complexity.16
.yk!nÄa* yj!a* rm@vh
) &
Am I my brother’s keeper? (Gen. 4:9)

14

BDB p. 209.

If the alternative is simply the negative of the first clause, then the first clause is followed by aO <a!
without repeating the clause. For clauses using vy\ the negative alternative is expressed by /y]a^ <a! as in the example
of Exod. 17:7.
15

16

S may even be a sequence of coordinate clauses in which case the interrogative particle need not be repeated
with each S, but the interrogating nuance is carried over from clause to clause. See 1 Sam. 6:6b; 15:7.
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[Rhetorical question, negative response expected]

tq#n\ym@ hV*a! El* yt!ar`q*w+ El@a@h^
Shall I go and call a nurse for you? (Exod. 2:7)

./y]a*-<a! WnB@rq
+ !B= hw`hy+ vy}h&
Is the LORD among us or not? (Exod. 17:7)

.Wnyr}xl
* =-<a! hT*a^ Wnl*h&
Are You for us or for our adversaries? (Josh. 5:13)
[Disjunctive alternative questions]

ody`b= hl*yu!q= yl@u&b^ yn]r|G]s=y~h&
Will the lords of Keilah deliver me into his hand? (1 Sam. 23:11)

13.5.2.2 The Constituent Identity Interrogative Transformation. The various substantive
members of a clause may be questioned by introducing the clause with an interrogative pronoun
i
R . The questioned substantive, because it is unknown, is omitted from the clause. The personal
interrogative pronoun ym! is used to question personal substantives, and the impersonal interroga17
tive pronoun hm^ is used for impersonal substantives. This is expressed formally as
(8a)

Given: S(N)
i
then: S(N?) → R + S(-N)

where S(N) represents a clause containing the substantive N as a constituent, S(N?) represents the
interrogative form of S that questions the identify of N, and S(-N) represents the same clause without substantive N.
bq)u&y~ <Wqy` ym!
Who shall raise Jacob? (Amos 7:2)

.<h#l@a& rm^a) hm* omV=-hm^
What is His name? What shall I say to them? (Exod. 3:13)

If the substantive under question is part of a phrase—that is, it has a modifier, it is governed
in the genitive case by a preposition or a construct noun, or it is governed in the accusative case
by ta#—then the interrogative pronoun is substituted in place of the questioned substantive and the
entire phrase is placed first in the clause.
T=a^ ym!-tB^
Whose daughter are you? (Gen. 24:23)
[A genitive governed by a construct noun]

17

BDB, pp. 552-54, 566-67.
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yT!jq
= ^l* ym! romj&w~ yT!jq
= ^l* ym! rov-ta#
Whose ox have I taken or whose donkey have I taken? (1 Sam. 12:3)
[A genitive governed by a construct noun]

yt!oXr~ ym!-ta# yT!qv
= ^u* ym!-ta#w+
Whom have I defrauded; whom have I oppressed? (1 Sam. 12:3)
[An accusative governed by ta@]

rp#k) yT!jq
= ~l* ym!-dY~mW!
Or from whose hand have I taken a bribe? (1 Sam. 12:3)
[A genitive in a prepositional phrase]

/m*a$n\ dw]d`K= ;yd\b*u-& lk*b= ym!W
Who among all your servants is faithful like David? (1 Sam. 22:14)
[A nominative with an adverbial modifying phrase]

la@r`cy= ] El#m\ ax*y` ym! yr}j&a^
[d}r) hT*a^ ym! yr}j&a^
After whom has the king of Israel come out?
After whom do you pursue? (1 Sam. 24:14)
[A genitive governed by a preposition]

If the unknown constituent of the clause is the verb, then the question is formed by introducing it with the interrogative pronoun hm^ and substituting the verb hc*u* in the slot of the unknown
verb. This is expressed formally as
(8b)

Given: S(V)
i
then: S(V?) = R + S(-V + hc*u*)

where S(V) represents a clause containing a verb V as a constituent, S(V?) represents the interrogi
ative form of S that questions the identify of V, R is the interrogative pronoun hm^ what? and S(-V
+ hc*u*) represents the same clause with the verb hc*u* substituted for V.
hZ\h^ <u*h* ;l= hc*u-* hm# /r)h&a^-la# hv#m) rm#aYÄw~
.hl*d)g+ ha`f*j& wyl*u* t*ab@h@-yK!
And Moses said to Aaron, “What did this people do to you
that you have brought so great a sin upon them?” (Exod. 32:21)

13.5.2.3 Adverbial Interrogative Transformations. Adverbial questions inquiring into the
time, place, manner, reason, purpose, etc. of a clause are formed by introducing the clause with
i
the appropriate interrogative adverb (D ). The more common interrogative adverbs are:
When?—yt^m*
Where?—hp)ya@; or hY}a^
How?—Eya@; or hk*ya@
Why?—uWDm^; or hM*l*
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This is expressed formally as
(8c) Given: S
i
then: S(when, where, how, or why?) = D + S
.yt!yb@l= yk!nÄa*-<g~ hc#ua
$ # yt^m* hT*u^w+
And now when shall I also provide for my own house? (Gen. 30:30)

;T#va
= ! hr`c* hY}a^
Where is Sarah your wife? (Gen. 18:9)

dw]d`w+ la@Wmv= hp)ya@
Where are Samuel and David? (1 Sam. 19:22)

awh! yt!ja
) & T*r+m^a* Eya@w+
How could you say “She is my sister”? (Gen. 26:9)

<k#j&rf
+ * yD]bl
^ = aC*a# hk*ya@
How can I alone bear your problems? (Deut. 1:12)

yl*a@ <t#aB* u^WDm^
Why have you come to me? (Gen. 26:27)

yn]T^zG+ ~rh
+ ! hM*l*
Why have you disturbed me? (1 Sam. 28:15)

13.5.2.4 Indirect Interrogative Transformation. The above transformations are used also
for indirect questions18 imbedded in other clauses. In this case, the indirect question functions
almost like a relative pronoun clause, except that the indirect question is introduced by the appropriate interrogative particle, pronoun, or adverb, instead of rv#a&.
yT!ud
= ~y` aO El#m#yb!a& rm#aYÄw~
hZ\h^ rb*Dh
` -^ ta# hc*u* ym!
Abimelech said, “I do not know who did this thing.” (Gen. 21:26)

.<yu!r) <h@ hp)ya@ yl! aN`-hd`yG]h^
Please tell me where they are feeding their flocks. (Gen. 37:16)

13.6 Analyzing Clause Transformations
If a given clause is not in kernel clause form, then one or more transformations were executed on it in the author’s generative process. Such synthesis transformations encode into a clause
additional information over and above that contained in the kernel clause itself. The analysis procedure consists of undoing those transformations until the kernel clause is recovered in its unaltered form. Such “undoing” extracts from a clause the additional information encoded in it by the

18

For indirect questions see BDB p. 552 under hm^, and BDB p. 566 under ym!, meaning 1.c.
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corresponding synthesis transformations. Once an expositor understands the primary structure of
kernel clauses and the transformations such clauses may undergo, it will be relatively simple for
him to mentally recognize what transformations have been executed on a clause and extract the
associated information. At the clause level, in addition to the basic kernel information a clause
conveys, the following additional information may be extracted: (1) the degree and kind of negation, if any; (2) whether the clause is expressed in the active, passive, reflexive, or middle voice;
(3) whether or not the clause conveys an element of causation; (4) whether or not a constituent of
the clause has been granted position prominence; and (5) whether the clause is a declaration, exclamation, or interrogation. All the above information encoded in a clause contributes to the overall
meaning of the clause and to its contributory role in the overall discourse of which it is a part.
Additional transformations may be performed on clauses such as aspect, tense, mood, elision, and
substitution, but these are related to how clauses inter-relate in discourse. Such transformations are
discussed in Chapter 19.

13.7 Summary of Clause Transformations
Negation transformations
General Negation
Special Negation
Voice Transformations
Passive Transformation
Reflexive Transformation
Reflexive Stem Transformation
Self Transformation
Reflexive Pronoun Transformation
Middle Transformation
Middle Stem Transformation
Self Transformation
Reflexive Pronoun Transformation
Position Prominence Transformation
First Position Prominence Transformation
Last Position Prominence Transformation
Mode Transformations
Exclamation Transformation
Interrogative Transformations
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Truthfulness Interrogative Transformation
Constituent Identity Interrogative Transformation
Adverbial Interrogative Transformation
Indirect Interrogative Transformation
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CHAPTER 14
Syntax of Hebrew Noun Phrases
Thus far, the discussion of Hebrew syntax has assumed that the symbol for a part of speech
may also include its corresponding phrase, but nothing has been said about the syntactic structure
of such phrases. The next several chapters define and illustrate the syntactic structure of the various
Hebrew phrases, beginning with the noun phrase in this chapter.
A phrase consists of a word plus a modifier. The modifier may distinguish or enhance the
word it modifies. It also may be used to distinguish the current use of the word from some earlier
use in the preceding context or in common knowledge. That is, the earlier use of the word designated something different than the current use; consequently a modifier is necessary to distinguish
the current designation from the earlier one. Likewise, a modifier may enhance the word by declaring something new and significant about it. In this case, the designation of the referent is not
different from that in the preceding context or in common knowledge, but the current use calls for
some enhancement.


A wise king (Prov. 20:26)


very great (Exod. 11:3)

All phrases may be regarded as having originated as the result of a transformation on a part
of speech with a dependent clause.1 This is expressed formally as
X + S(X) → X + Modifier
where X may be a noun (N), an adjective (A), an adverb (D), or a verb (V), or a phrase of any of
these parts of speech. S(X) represents a factual2 sentence containing X as a constituent. The

1

Throughout this chapter, see Chapter 12 for a discussion of the syntax of the appropriate kernel clauses.
Admittedly, this universal assumption is expected to encounter a few anomalies.
2

Factual in the sense that the sentence is a declaration in the previous context of the story, or is known to be
true in common knowledge related the story, or may be inferred from such common knowledge.
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expression is interpreted to mean “part of speech X, followed by (+) dependent clause S about X,
transforms (→) into a phrase consisting of X with a modifier derived from S.”3 The modifier is
derived from the content of S(X), ranging anywhere from being a significant constituent of S to
being the entire sentence.
Example:
X = king
S(X) = the strength of the king is mighty
X + S(X) → a mighty king
This assumption defined in the above formal expression is significant for the expositor. It
assumes that a phrase is the surface structure encoding of the deep structure dependency of S(X)
on X, and that the phrase sufficiently reflects the significant content of S and the type of dependency of S on X. Furthermore, it assumes that the content of S is related to the preceding context
(or to the body of common knowledge understood to be part of the context) so that it provides the
4
needed distinction or enhancement of X. The important questions an expositor should ask with
regard to every modifier of any kind is: “What does the dependent clause say about X? What effect
does it have on the meaning of X in the current context and in the broader context?”
This assumption also provides the grammar and syntax with the necessary restraint of semantic coherence. If the dependent clause S(X) is true about X in the context of discourse, then
any resulting phrases derived from S will be semantically coherent with X and its context.
This assumption also defines all modifiers of X as adjacent to and following after X.5 While
the above rule does not indicate so, it may, in a defined order, repeat within practical limits, producing with each iteration a new and more expanded phrase. This rightly implies that Hebrew
phrases are without discontinuities.6

3
The modifier is the remnant of the dependent clause after the deletion transformation has elided all the
redundant and self-evident information from the clause (see § 19.4).
4

In the following chapters, the explanation of the dependency of S on X is treated as though S is a single
clause. In the reality of text grammars, S may be a cluster of clauses or a single clause that summarizes what is stated
in the context by a cluster of clauses.
5

A few exceptions exist where the modifier precedes X which require separate rules discussed where appli-

cable.
6

While a few alleged discontinuous phrases seem to exist, usually an acceptable continuous parsing of the
phrase may be found which is more likely than a rare anomaly.
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The above formal expression defines the general syntactic structure of all phrases. This
chapter is limited to a discussion of Hebrew noun phrases, that is, to the following form of the
general expression:
N

+ S(N) → N + Modifier

The expression is interpreted to mean “Noun N, followed by (+) dependent clause S about N,
transforms (→) into a phrase consisting of N with a modifier derived from S.” It is helpful to study
the syntax of Hebrew noun phrases according to the various types of clause that the dependent
clause S(N) may be.7

14.1 Noun Phrases Derived from Dependent Copulative Clauses
One significant kind of dependent clause is the copulative clause (§ 12.1). This type of
dependent clause accounts for a large variety of noun phrases. The dependent copulative clause
accounts for appositives, attributive adjectives, attributive adverbs, and attributive demonstratives.
14.1.1 Dependent Classification Clauses
Classification clauses (§ 12.1.2) are predicate nominative clauses that define class relationships. They have the structure:
Sc = Ns + Vc + Nc
Where the verb (Vc) is the copulative , the subject (Ns) and predicate nominative (Nc) agree
semantically and in number, gender, and person, and the predicate nominative is non-determinate.
A noun with a dependent classification clause is transformed into an appositive noun phrase. The
structure of the transformation is
(1)

N1

+ [Ns1 +  + Nc2] → N1 + N2
Sc(Ns1)

where Sc(Ns1) is a classification clause about Ns1, and where the subject (Ns1) and verb () are
deleted from Sc(Ns1) as redundant and unnecessary, and the predicate nominative (Nc2) remains
alone as the modifier. N1 and N2 may be noun phrases, but N1 should not have lengthy modifiers
such as relative pronoun clauses.8

7

As will become evident in later chapters, the content of the modifier is the residue of the dependent clause
after the deletion-substitution transformation has operated on the text. It is assumed, without formally stating so repeatedly, that this transformation operates on the expression N + S(N) resulting in the surface structure N + Modifier.
8

In all cases where the dependent clause is a copulative clause, the verb is elided when the tense of the clause
is current time, and the verb is not needed to define tense, person, mood, etc.
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N2

N1
N3
a woman, a widow = a widow woman (1 Kgs. 7:14)
[dependent clause: the woman is a widow]


N2

N1
N3
a damsel, a virgin = a virgin damsel (Deut. 22:23)
[dependent clause: the damsel is a virgin]

There are 2,444 noun pairs in the Hebrew Bible that meet the above criteria9 that are potential10 classification noun phrases. Actually, a string of appositive nouns may occur; Table 14.1
lists the frequency distribution of the number of appositive nouns in a potential classification
phrase.
Table 14.1
Distribution of Appositive Noun Strings
Num. Nouns in string
2
3

Num. of strings
2,363
21

אמר ֲא ִנָ֛י ִבנְׁ ךֵ֥ ְׁב ָּֽכֹ ְׁרךֶ֖ ֵע ָ ָּֽשו׃
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕י
And he said, "I am your son, your firstborn, Esau." (Gen. 27:32)

ן־איש ֵּגֵ֥ר ֲע ָמ ֵל ִ ֶָ֖קי ָא ָֹּֽנ ִכי׃
ָ֛ ִ אמר ֶב
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕י
And he answered, "I am the son of an alien, an Amalekite." (2 Sam. 1:13)

14.1.2 Dependent Identity Clauses
Identity clauses (§ 12.1.3) are predicate nominative clauses that define identity. They have
the structure:
Si = Ns + Vc+ Nc
Where the verb (Vc) is the copulative  and the subject (Ns) and predicate nominative (Nc) are
both determinate and agree semantically and in number and gender. A noun with a dependent
identity clause is transformed into an appositive noun phrase. The structure of the transformation
is

9

This does not include verifying semantic concord, which is beyond computer software capability at this
time. This same limitation applies to all the statistics regarding noun phrases.
10

Potential because some pairs may not pass the semantic concord requirements.
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+ [Ns1 +  + Nc2] → N1 + N2
Si(Ns1)

where Si(Ns1) is an identity clause about Ns1, and where the subject (Ns1) and verb () are deleted
as redundant and unnecessary, and the predicate nominative (Nc2) remains alone as the modifier.
N1 and N2 may be noun phrases, but N1 should not have lengthy modifiers such as relative pronoun
clauses.


N2

N1
N3
The LORD our God (Deut. 6:4)
[dependent clause: The LORD is our God]


N2

N1
N3
The land, Canaan (Num. 34:2)
[dependent clause: The land is Canaan]

There are 1,955 noun pairs in the Hebrew Bible that meet the above criteria that are potential identity noun phrases. Almost every identity noun phrase can be explained as derived from a
phrase transformation on a dependent predicate nominative clause. 11 Actually, a string of appositive nouns may occur; Table 14.2 lists the frequency distribution of the number of appositive nouns
in a potential identity phrase.
Table 14.2
Distribution of Identity Noun Strings
Num. Nouns in string
2
3

Num. of strings
1,953
2

ית ִש ְׁפ ָח ֵָּ֔תּה
ֹ֙ ֶאת־ ָה ָגָּ֤ר ַה ִמ ְׁצ ִר
Hagar, the Egyptian, her handmaid, (Gen. 16:3)
[dependent clauses: Hagar is an Egyptian; Hagar is Sarah’s handmaid]

14.1.3 Dependent Attribute Clauses12
Attribute clauses (§ 12.1.4) are predicate adjective clauses. They define the value of an
attribute of their subject. They have the structure

11

See GKC § 131 for a complete discussion of apposition in Hebrew. Almost all his examples may be explained by the above. See also VNK §29; WO §12.
12

Cf. VNK §30.
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Sa = Ns + Vc + A
where the verb (Vc) is the copulative  and the subject (Ns) and predicate adjective (A) agree
semantically and in number and gender, and the predicate adjective is non-determinate. A noun
with a dependent attribute clause is transformed into an attributive adjective noun phrase. The
structure of the transformation is
(3)

N1

+ [Ns1 +  + A] → N1 + A
Sa(Ns1)

where Sa(Ns1) is an attribute clause about Ns1 , and where the subject (Ns1) and verb () are
deleted as redundant and unnecessary, and the predicate adjective (A) remains alone as the modifier in concord agreement with the noun for number, gender, and determination. In this case N
must be an unmodified noun or a noun phrase with only attributive adjectives, but with no other
intervening modifiers. The attributive adjective answers the question “What is the value of the
subject’s understood characteristic?”13


A

N1
N2
pure gold (Exod. 25:11)
[dependent clause: the gold is pure of quality, i.e., free from impurity]


A

N1
N2
a new king (Exod. 1:8)
[dependent clause: the king is new of coronation, i.e., just beginning his reign]


A

N1
N2
ten fat oxen (1 Kgs. 5:3; 4:23 Eng.)14
[dependent clause: the oxen are fat of flesh]

שר ַה ָש ַ ִ֣מיִ ם ֶ֠ ַה ֳּח ָד ִשים וְׁ ָה ָֹ֙א ֶרץ ַה ֲח ָד ָ֜שה ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ֲא ִ ֵ֥ני ע ֶ ָֹ֛שה
ִ֣ ֶ ִ ִ֣כי ַכ ֲא
"For as the new heavens and the new earth which I will make (Isa. 66:22)

There are 1,586 noun-adjective pairs in the Hebrew Bible that meet the above criteria that
are potential attribute noun phrases. Almost every identity attribute phrase can be explained as

13
The characteristic is understood from the preceding context or common knowledge, otherwise it must be
declared before its value is defined. See previous discussion in § 12.1.4.

Note that the adjective exhibits number concord with the quantified noun, that is, the phrase “ten cattle” is
plural even though the form of  is singular.
14
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derived from a phrase transformation on a dependent predicate adjective clause. Actually, a string
of adjectives may occur; Table 14.3 lists the frequency distribution of the number of adjectives in
a potential attribute noun phrase.
Table 14.3
Distribution of Noun-Adjective Strings
Num. Nouns in string
2
3

Num. of non-determinate strings
1,175
10

Num. of Determinate strings
411
0

מה ָא ַַּ֞הב נָ ִ ֵ֧שים נָ ְׁכ ִריָ֛ ֹות ַר ֶ֖בֹות
ֹ ָ֗ וְׁ ַה ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ְׁשֹל
But King Solomon loved many foreign women, (1 Kgs. 11:1)

ּומ ָצא ָָ֗בּה ִ ָּ֤איש ִמ ְׁס ֵ ֹ֙כן ָח ֵָּ֔כם
ִ֣ ָ
Now there was found in it a poor wise man, (Eccl. 9:15)

14.1.4 Dependent Predicate Adverb Clause
Predicate adverb clauses (§ 12.1.5) define the value of some adverbial characteristic of
their subject. They have the structure
Sd = Ns + Vc + D
A noun with a dependent predicate adverb clause is transformed into an attributive adverb noun
phrase.15 The structure of the transformation is
(4)

N1

+ [Ns1 +  + D] → N1 + D
Sd(Ns1)

where Sd(Ns1) is a predicate adverb clause about , and where where the subject (Ns1) and verb ()
are deleted as redundant and unnecessary Ns1, and the predicate adverb (D) remains alone as the
modifier. In this case, N may be a noun phrase with attributive adjectives and/or adverbs, but not
with other intervening modifiers.

15

An attributive adverb is an unconventional concept. However, if an adverbial concept can be predicated of
a noun, as by a predicate adverb clause, then that same adverb can modify the noun in a noun phrase. The word should
be identified as an adverb in both situations because there is deep structural equivalence between the clause and the
phrase. Furthermore, an attributive adverb does not occupy the same syntactic position in a noun phrase as an attributive adjective; therefore it should not be confused as an adjective just because it modifies a noun. Semantically and
syntactically they differ. The D usually follows any attributive adjective. Thus the natural order is N + A + D. In
English the order is A + N + D.
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(a)




D

N1
N2
I will give Gog a place there16 for burial in Israel (Ezek. 39:11)
N
D
[dependent clause: the place was there (i.e., in the valley of those who pass by the sea)]



(b)






D

N1
N2
The prophet today was formerly called the seer. (1 Sam. 9:9)
N
D
[dependent clause: the prophet exists today (i.e., contemporary with the narrator)]17

The transformation is not used often with a simple adverb. It is used more often with adverbial prepositional phrases.



(c)

D

N1
N2
What is this sound of sheep in my ear? (1 Sam. 15:14)
N
D
[dependent clause: the sound was in Samuel’s ears]



(d)

D

N1
N2
The evil in Your sight I have done.18 (Psa. 51:6; vs. 4 Eng.)
N
D
[dependent clause: the evil was in God’s sight (i.e., a personal offense)]

There are 71 noun-adverb pairs in the Hebrew Bible that meet the above criteria that are
potential attributive adverb noun phrases.

The word  “there” obviously modifies the word  because of the Maqqeph and the construct form.
The construct form is due to phonetic reasons brought on by the close connection of the words. This is not an example
of a broken construct chain.
16

17

That is, the type of person who today is called a prophet was in former days called

a seer. The phrase

 is actually an adverbial accusative.
18

David was not confessing that God had seen him sin—that was obvious. He confessed that he had done
what God regarded as evil. Thus he acknowledged that his deed was a personal offense to God’s holy character. This
is the real essence of true confession.
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14.1.5 Dependent Demonstrative Pronoun Clause
A demonstrative pronoun clause is a predicate nominative copulative clause (§ 12.1.2 & 3)
d
that has a demonstrative pronoun (R ) as its subject.19 The structure of the kernel demonstrative
pronoun clause is:
d
Sr = R +  + N
A noun with a dependent demonstrative pronoun clause is transformed into an attributive demonstrative noun phrase. The structure of the transformation is
(5)

N1

+ [Rd +  + N1] → N1 + Rd
Sr(N1)

where Sr(N1) about N1, and where the noun (N1) and verb () of the clause are deleted as redund

dant and unnecessary, and the demonstrative pronoun (R ) alone remains as the modifier and where
d
N1 and R both become determinate.20 N1 may be a noun phrase with simple attributive adjectives
and adverbs, but not with other intervening modifiers.


Rd

N1
N2
In this generation. (Gen. 7:1)


Rd

N1
N2
This day. (Gen. 7:13)


Rd

N1
N2
This land. (Gen. 12:7)


Rd
|

A

N1
N2

N3
This great nation. (Deut. 4:6)
[modifies noun phrase]

19

The demonstrative pronoun may be understood to be standing in place of an antecedent, that is, the original
subject of the copulative clause. The substitution of a pronoun in place of its antecedent is accomplished by substitution transformations discussed in § 19.5.1. This explains why no demonstrative pronoun kernel was defined. However,
for the sake of completeness and clarity, the demonstrative pronoun clause is included here. Also it is included because
the demonstrative pronoun functions as an attributive modifier.
20

See BDB 260-62. In a few rare cases the demonstrative pronoun without the definite article appears before
the noun it modifies; and in a few special cases the demonstrative without the definite article follows the noun it
modifies, such as when the noun is made determinate by a pronoun suffix.
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This Moses. (Exod. 32:1)
[rare exception]


From this my oath. (Gen. 24:8)
[special case]

ַביָ ִ ִ֣מים ָה ֵהם
In those days (Gen. 6:4)


Rd
|

N2

J1
N3

N4
this sound of sheep (1 Sam. 15:14)

There are 900 noun-near demonstrative pronoun pairs and 492 noun-remote demonstrative
pairs in the Hebrew Bible.
14.1.6 Dependent Similarity Clause
A comparative copulative clause (§ 12.1.7) declares its subject to be like some noun
(phrase) with respect to some or all of its characteristics, named or understood. The syntax of the
kernel comparative clause is:
Ss = Ns + Vc + K= + Nx
A noun with a dependent comparative clause is transformed into a comparative noun phrase.21 The
structure of the transformation is
(6)

N1

+ [Ns1 +  +  + Nx2] → N1 +  + N2
Ss(Ns1)

where Ss(Ns1) is similarity clause about Ns1, and where the noun (Ns1) and verb () of the clause
are deleted as redundant and unnecessary, and the comparative pronoun () and the comparative
noun (N2) remain as the modifier.


N3

J2



N1
|
|
N5
A spear like a weaver’s beam (1 Chr. 11:23)
[dependent clause: the spear is like a weaver’s beam]
N4

21

Many other types of comparative phrases exist. These are the result of transformations on comparative
dependencies between clauses discussed in later sections. Note that the redundant elements of the dependent clause
are elided as in previous rules.
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N3

 N1

J2
N4

|
|
N5
A name like the name of the great men (1 Chr. 17:8)
[dependent clause: the name is like the name of the great men]


N3

J2



N1
|
|
N5
Wings like the wings of the stork (Zech. 5:9)
[dependent clause: the wings are like the wings of the stork]
N4


N2



N1
N3
to a land like your land. (2 Kgs. 18:322)
[dependent clause: the land is like your land]


S(N2)
N 2  N1
N3
|
|
N4
An army like the army that you have lost (1 Kgs. 20:25)
[dependent clause: the army is like the army you lost]

There are 215 potential comparative noun-phrases in the Hebrew Bible.

14.2 Noun Phrases Derived from Dependent Comparative Clauses
A noun can be compared with another noun on the basis of (1) their common characteristics
in general; (2) some common characteristic value, that is, a common adjective or adverb; or (3)
some common capability. Comparison is expressed in six degrees: (1) the degree of equality; (2)
the degree of similarity; (3) the degree of superiority; (4) the superlative degree; (5) the degree of
inferiority; and (6) and the most inferior degree. The fifth and sixth degrees are variations of the
third and fourth, using instead terms of inferiority rather than superiority.
14.2.1 The Equality Degree
The equality degree expresses that one noun is the same as another in some sense. It expresses class membership when one noun is the class name for the other. It expresses identity when
one noun is an alternate name for the other. The equality degree is expressed in clause form by the
predicate nominative copulative clause (§ 12.1.2), and in phrase form by an appositive. See previous discussion of dependent classification and identity clauses (§ 14.1.1 & 2).
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a woman, a widow = a widow woman (1 Kgs. 7:14)
[classification]


a young woman, a virgin = a virgin young woman (Deut. 22:23)
[classification]


Deborah, a woman, a prophetess, the wife of Lappidoth (Judg. 4:4)
[classification, classification, identity]


Tola the son of Puah, the son of Dodo, a man of Issachar (Judg. 10:1)
[identity, identity, classification]


The LORD our God (Deut. 6:4)
[identity]


The land, Canaan (Num. 34:2)
[identity]

14.2.2 The Similarity Degree
The similarity degree declares that one noun is similar to another in some respect. They
may be similar with respect to their common characteristics, or with respect to some common
characteristic value, that is, with respect to some common adjective or adverb. The similarity degree of common characteristics is expressed in clause form by the comparative copulative clause
(§ 12.1.7), and in phrase form by a comparative noun phrase (§ 14.1.6). Similarity with respect to
some common adjective or adverb is expressed by comparative adjective or adverb phrases; these
are discussed in the chapters on adjective phrases and adverb phrases.


There is not a rock like our God. (1 Sam. 2:2)


An army like the army that you have lost. (1 Kgs. 20:25)


A spear like a weaver’s beam. (1 Chr. 11:23)


A name like the name of the great men. (1 Chr. 17:8)


Wings like the wings of the stork. (Zech. 5:9)
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14.2.3 The Superior Degree
The superior degree declares that one noun is superior to another in some respect. They
may be superior with respect to their common characteristics, or with respect to some common
characteristic value, that is, some common adjective or adverb. The superior degree of common
characteristics is expressed in clause form by the copulative predicate adjective (or adverb) clause
in which the predicate adjective (or adverb) is one expressing the superior degree of comparison.22
Superiority with respect to some common adjective or adverb is expressed by comparative adjective or adverb phrases; these are discussed in § 15.7.2 on adjective phrases and § 16.2.2 on adverb
phrases. The noun phrase with which comparison is made is governed by the preposition  (from
= than). The structure is:
A1 +  + N → A2


N

| A1
A2
a multitude greater than the former (Dan. 11:13)


a nation greater and mightier than they (Num. 14:12)


nations greater and mightier than you (Deut. 4:38)


seven nations greater and mightier than you (Deut. 7:1)

14.2.4 The Superlative Degree
The superlative degree of comparison declares that one noun is the best of all others in the
given class or group. The noun may be superior to all others with respect to their common characteristics, or with respect to some common characteristic value, that is, some common adjective or
adverb.
When the comparison is made with respect to all common characteristics, the following
idiom may be used:
J + N(det,23 pl)
where J is the construct form of N, and N is determinate and plural.

22

Such phrases are the product of deletion transformations. See the discussion of these transformations in §

23

Some instances of this idiom do not have the definite article.

19.2.7.
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מ ה׃
ֹ ָּֽ ִ ֵ֥שיר ַה ִש ִ ֶ֖ירים ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִל ְׁשֹל
Solomon’s best song (Song 1:1)
[lit. the song of songs which are Solomon’s]


For the LORD your God is the God of gods
and the Lord of lords (Deut. 10:17)

. . .
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon . . . king of kings (Ezek. 26:7)

The same idiom is used in Aramaic.


Artaxerxes, the king of kings (Ezr. 7:12)

When the comparison is with respect to a common adjectival characteristic, the noun is
modified by a superlative adjectival phrase (§ 15.7.3).


And he made the Most Holy Place (2 Chr. 3:8)


his youngest son (Gen. 9:24)


your youngest brother (Gen. 42:15)

14.3 Noun Phrases Derived from Dependent Verbal Clauses
The above discussion defines the special cases in which rather simple noun phrases are
derived from a noun with a dependent copulative clause. In the general case, the dependent clause
may be of any type. This accounts for more complex noun phrases. This section defines the syntax
of noun phrases derived from a noun with a dependent verbal clause. There are several broad
categories of dependent clauses that produce specific types of noun phrases. The reader is reminded that the content of the dependent clause is related to the preceding context of discourse (or
to the body of common knowledge understood to be part of the context) so that it declares the
needed distinction or enhancement of the noun it modifies.
14.3.1 Genitive Noun Phrases
A noun with a dependent clause that defines a relationship between it and another noun or
noun phrase very often is transformed into a genitive noun phrase—that is, the transformation
establishes a genitive relationship between the two nouns that clearly implies the relationship declared in the dependent clause. Dependent clauses that can be transformed into genitive noun
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phrases express relationships between the two nouns that can usually be represented by the word
“of” in English.24
14.3.1.1 The General Genitive Transformation. In the general case, the general genitive
transformation is used, the structure of which is
(7)

N1

+ [S(N1, N2)]

→

N1 +  + N2

where the dependent clause S is of any type that defines a relationship between N1 and N2 within
the above limitations, and where N1 and N2 both may be noun phrases of any complexity.25 The
preposition expresses the genitive and usually should be translated “of” in English. N1 and N2
transfer over into the phrase unchanged, except that N2 acquires the genitive case. All the other
constituents of S are deleted as already known and thus redundant. The general transformation
must be used in all cases where the special transformation does not apply, such as (1) when N1 is
a phrase or proper name not given to the construct form; (2) when N1 is non-determinate with a
determinate N2; (3) when the genitive relationship is negated; or (4) sometimes in poetry.26 The
following are a few examples of the general genitive phrase. Any genitive relationship that is expressed by the special genitive phrase (discussed in the next section) may also be expressed by the
general genitive phrase.

יש ַל ִמ ְׁל ָח ֵָּ֔מה
ֹ֙ ִא

(a)

N2



N1
N3
As men of war (Jer. 6:23)
N1 of N2
[dependent clause: the men fight in war]

כ ֵ ֶֹ֖הן ְׁל ֵ ֵ֥אל ֶע ְׁליָּֽ ֹון׃

(b)

A N 2  N1
N3 | |
N4
A priest of the Most High God (Gen. 14:18)
N1
of
N3
[dependent clause: the priest mediated between the Most High God and worshippers]

24

As in the case of dependent copulative clauses, the genitive transformation functions because the expression of the relationship between the two nouns would be redundant and thus undergoes deletion.
The first noun phrase (N ) should not be so long as to obscure the intent of the preposition  as the sign of
the genitive.
25

26

1

See BDB, pp. 510-18, especially meaning 5.c for a discussion of this genitive use of .
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(c)

N2  N1
N3
A prophet of the LORD (1 Kgs. 18:22)
[Genitive of source of authority] [nondet. with det.]
[dependent clause: Elijah was a prophet who served the LORD]

(d)








N4

J3
N5

N2  N1
|

N6
|
N7
A son of Jesse the Bethlehemite (1 Sam. 16:18)
N1 of
N6
[Genitive of ancestry] [nondet. with det.]
[dependent clause: Jesse fathered a son]

14.3.1.2 The Special Genitive Transformation. When N1 is an unmodified common noun,
the special genitive transformation may be used, the structure of which is
(8a)

N1

+ [S(N1, N2)]

→ J1

+ N2

where N1 is the unmodified common noun, and J1 is the construct form of N1, and where the dependent clause S is of any type that defines a relationship between N1 and N2 within the above
limitations. N1 and N2 transfer over into the phrase unchanged, except that N1 acquires its construct
form and N2 acquires the genitive case. All the other constituents of S are deleted as already known
and thus redundant.
This transformation has the following restraints:
(1) The transformation may iterate on a string of dependent clauses that each qualifies for the
special genitive relationship. Thus a string of construct nouns may result.
(2) Obviously, N1 cannot be a phrase in this case.
(3) N2 may have a definite article, but J1 cannot have one.
(4) J1 may carry a locative .
(5) In some cases, J1 may carry a pronoun suffix.
In the genitive of subject the genitive (nomen rectum) names the subject of the dependent
clause. The construct noun (nomen regens) is a verbal noun derived from the verb of the dependent
clause.
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N2

J1
N3
The works of their own hands (Jer. 1:16)
[dependent clause: Their own hands made idols]27


Because of the love of the LORD for Israel forever (1 Kgs. 10:9)
[dependent clause: The LORD will love Israel forever]28

14.3.1.2.1 In the genitive of object the genitive (nomen rectum) names the object of the
verb in the dependent clause. The construct noun (nomen regens) is a verbal noun or a participle
derived from the verb of the dependent clause.


N3

N2
N4

J1
|

N5
Violence against your brother Jacob (Obad. 10)
[dependent clause: You did violence against your brother Jacob]29

14.3.1.2.2 In the genitive of possession the genitive (nomen rectum) names the owner or
possessor of the construct noun (nomen regens).


N2

J1
N3
The house of the king. (1 Kgs. 9:10)
[dependent clause: The king has a house]


N2

J1
N3
The wisdom of Solomon. (1 Kgs. 5:10, Heb.)
Dependent clause: Solomon has wisdom.

14.3.1.2.3 In the genitive of material the genitive (nomen rectum) names the material of
which the construct noun (nomen regens) is composed or made.

27

The predicate (made idols) was transformed into a construct verbal noun (works) governed by the subjective genitive (their hands).
28
Note that the verb (love) was transformed into a verbal noun governed by the subjective genitive (the
LORD); the verbal noun continues to govern an accusative object and an adverb.

The verb  (did violence) was transformed into a construct verbal noun governing its object in the genitive. Note that English requires the preposition “against” instead of the expected “of.”
29
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N4

J3
N2
J1
N6
N5
Articles of silver and articles of gold. (1 Kgs. 10:25)
[dependent clause: Some articles were made of silver and some of gold]

14.3.1.2.4 In the genitive of characteristic the genitive (nomen rectum) names a quality
or attribute of the construct noun (nomen regens). This genitive is frequently translated into English as an adjective.


A mighty man of power. (1 Sam. 9:1)
[or a powerful mighty man.]
[dependent clause: The mighty man has power]


A wife of virtue. (Prov. 31:10)
[or a virtuous wife]
[dependent clause: The wife has virtue]


Balances of justice. (Lev. 19:36)
[or just balances]
Dependent clause: The balances weigh according to justice.

14.3.1.2.5 In the genitive of purpose or result the genitive (nomen rectum) names the
purpose or result of the construct noun (nomen regens).


Sheep for slaughter (Psa. 44:23)
[dependent clause: The sheep were raised and kept
for the purpose of slaughter]

14.3.1.2.6 In the genitive of kind the genitive (nomen rectum) names the genus or kind of
the construct noun (nomen regens).


Wood of an acacia tree (Exod. 37:10)
[or acacia wood]
[dependent clause: The genus of the wood is acacia]

14.3.1.2.7 In the genitive of source the genitive (nomen rectum) names the source of the
construct noun (nomen regens).


The word of the LORD (Jer. 1:2)
[dependent clause: The LORD spoke (or inspired) the word]

14.3.1.2.8 In the genitive of name the genitive (nomen rectum) gives the name of the
construct noun (nomen regens).
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The river Euphrates (Gen. 15:18)
[dependent clause: The name of the river is the Euphrates]


The land of Egypt (Exod. 7:19)
[dependent clause: The name of the land is Egypt]


The mountain of Carmel (1 Kgs. 18:19)
[or Mt. Carmel]
[dependent clause: The name of the mountain is Carmel]


The sea of Kinnereth (Num. 34:11)
[dependent clause: The name of the sea is Kinnereth]

14.3.1.2.9 In the genitive of extent the genitive (nomen rectum) names the limit or extent
of the construct noun (nomen regens).


Water (up to) the ankles. (Ezek. 47:3)
[dependent clause: The water reached to Ezekiel’s ankles]


Water (up to) the waist. (Ezek. 47:4)
Dependent clause: The water reached to Ezekiel’s waist.

14.3.1.2.10 In the genitive of time the genitive (nomen rectum) names a point of time for
the construct noun (nomen regens).


At the time of evening. (Gen. 24:11)
[dependent clause: The time was evening]


At the time of noon. (Jer. 20:16)
[dependent clause: The time was noon]

14.3.1.2.11 In the cognate genitive of comparison the genitive noun (nomen rectum) is
the plural of the construct noun (nomen regens). This is an idiom that expresses the superlative
degree of comparison with respect to members of the class named by the nouns.


The song of songs. (Song 1:1)
[or the best song]
[dependent clause: The song is the best of all songs]


The God of gods and Lord of lords. (Deut. 10:17)
[dependent clause: God is the superlative of deity and sovereignty]
[This is not to be understood in a polytheistic sense,
but in the monotheistic sense of common knowledge.]
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Construct nouns are found in strings up to a maximum of four. Table 14.4 provides a frequency distribution of the number of constructs in a string for non-determinate and determinate
phrases.


N3

J2
N4

J1
|

N5
An ark of acacia wood. (Exod. 25:10)
[lit. an ark of the wood of an acacia tree]

ַ ָּ֤שר ֵבית־ ַה ֹ֙ס ֹ ַהר
The officer of the house of confinement (Gen. 39:22)

יהוָ֑ה
ָ ֶל ֶָ֛חם ִא ֵ ֵ֥שה ֵ ָּֽר ַיח־נִ י ֶ֖חֹ ַח ַל
the food of the offering made by fire as a sweet aroma to the LORD (Num. 28:24)

תֹורת ֶ ָּֽנֶּֽגַ ע־ ָצ ַ ֜ר ַעת ֶ ֵ֥בגֶ ד ַה ֶצ ִֶ֣מר׀ ִ֣אֹו ַה ִפ ְׁש ִָ֗תים
ֹ֙ ַ
the law of the leprous plague in a garment of wool or linen (Lev. 13:59)

Table 14.4
Frequency Distribution of Construct Strings
Num. of Constructs
1

Num. of Non-Determinates
4,961

Num. of Determinates
4,945

2
3
4

444
26
430

689
35
231

14.3.2 The Quantified Noun Phrase
When the dependent clause expresses the quantity of N1, the resultant modifier is a quantifier. The transformation takes the form
(8)

N + [S(N , M)] → M + N
or
N + [S(N , M)] → N + M

where N in the noun being quantified and M is a quantifier.32 M must agree with N for number
and gender. All the other constituents of S are deleted as already known and thus redundant. Either

30

Exod. 39:32; 40:6; 2 Kgs. 17:13; Neh. 10:36.

31

Lev. 13:59; 1 Chr. 6:33.

32

See Chapter 7 for a discussion of quantifiers and their syntactic structures. As in other transformations, the
redundant elements of S are elided.
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option usually may be used; however, if N is a lengthy phrase then the first option is preferred. In
the first option, M may be either construct or absolute; but in the second, M must be absolute.

. . . 
and every plant of the field . . . and every herb of the field (Gen. 2:5)


a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands (Prov. 6:10; 24:33)


many deeds (2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22)


for the people wept very bitterly [lit. much weeping] (Ezr. 10:1)


three men (Gen. 18:2)


seven women (Isa. 4:1)


two rows (Lev. 24:6)


two cities (Josh. 15:60)


twelve stones (Josh. 4:8)


thirteen young bulls (Num. 29:13)


fourteen thousand sheep (Job 42:12)


four hundred and sixty-eight valiant men. (Neh. 11:6)


one hundred and twelve of his brethren (1 Chr. 15:10)


three hundred and thirty-seven thousand five hundred sheep (Num. 31:36)


All the assembly together was 42,360 (Ezr. 2:64; Neh. 7:66)
[Lit. 4 x 10,000 and 2,000 and 360]

The statistics for quantifiers is found in Chapter 7.
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14.3.3 The Relative Pronoun Phrase
When the dependent clause expresses something about the N1 that does not qualify to be
transformed into a phrase by one of the preceding transformations, then the dependent clause is
retained by the use of one of the forms of the Relative Pronoun Transformation. The structure of
the General Relative Pronoun Transformation is expressed formally as
(9)

N1

+ S(N1)

→

N1 +  + S(R1)

where N1 may be a noun phrase,33 where  functions as a relative pronoun,34 and N1 is deleted
in S, or is replaced in S by a personal pronoun (R1) or other substitute in agreement with N1 for
number, gender, person, and case.35 The dependent clause S may be a cluster of clauses with any
degree of complexity involving coordination, subordination, and various degrees of embedding.
The following rules apply to deletion or substitution in S:
(1) If N1 is nominative or accusative in S—that is, it is the subject or direct object of the
verb—then it may be deleted if no ambiguity results and no emphasis is specified.
But if ambiguity would result, or if emphasis is specified, then substitution is required per rule 4 below.
(2) If N1 is in the genitive case—that is, it is governed by a preposition, by a construct
noun, or by a construct adjective—then substitution is required. When N1 refers to
space, time, or manner, and it is governed by a preposition, the prepositional phrase
is usually elided. If N1 refers to a place, the prepositional phrase may be replaced
by the substitute  or .
(3) If N1 is more deeply embedded in an element of S, then substitution is required to avoid
ambiguity.

The noun preceding  is often in the construct form, being found at least 220 times. It is as though the
dependent clause is functioning as a genitive substantive.
33

34

 is probably a subordinating conjunction, but it often functions as though it were a relative pronoun,

but in this construction it is essentially the equivalent of the English relative “who, which, that.” See BDB, 81-84, and
GKC § 36, 138, and 155. N1 may be thought of as the antecedent of . In the later books and sometimes in quoted
discourse or vernacular portions, the prepositive particle  is used rather than . This seems to be an abbreviated
form of . For examples see Judg. 7:12; Song 1:7; Eccl. 1:11; 1 Chr. 27:27. Sometimes in poetry,  זֶ הor  זּוis used
as a relative pronoun; and at times it is omitted altogether: Prov. 23:22; Exod. 15:13. Likewise, 20 times the definite
article functions as a relative pronoun before a finite verb (Gen. 18:21; 46:27; Josh. 10:24; Ruth 1:22; 2:6; 4:3; 1 Kgs.
11:9; 1 Chr. 26:28; 29:17; 2 Chr. 1:4; 29:36; Ezr. 8:25; 10:14, 17; Job 2:11; Isa. 51:10; 56:3; Ezek. 26:17; Dan. 2:4;
8:1).
35

Actually the elision or substitution takes place as the result of deletion or substitution transformations
discussed in § 19.4 and § 19.5. However, for the sake of completion and illustration discussion is also given here.
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(4) When substitution is required, N1 is replaced in S by a personal pronoun in agreement
with N1 for number, gender, person, and case, unless ambiguity would result. If
ambiguity would result from the substitution of a pronoun, or if the substitution of
a pronoun is grammatically impossible, then N1 may be replaced by another substitute, such as a simpler synonym, or it may be retained redundantly. A pronoun substitute is called the pronoun of reference. It refers to N1, that is, the antecedent of
, and it marks the syntactic position of N1 in the dependent clause S.
(5) When N1 is the principal term in an adverbial phrase of place, then the adverbial phrase
may be replaced by a simpler substitute, such as here, there, and so forth. See (2)
above.
14.3.3.1 Rule One. The following are examples of the first rule where N1 is the subject or
direct object of the verb in the dependent clause, and is elided. The first example illustrates the
dependent relationship before deletion takes place; the second show the final result after deletion.
Brackets enclose the redundant constituent that gets deleted.
(a)



[] 
S(N)
R
N
The land which I gave [the land] to Abraham and Isaac. (Gen. 35:12)
N
S(N)
becomes


The land which I gave Abraham and Isaac. (Gen. 35:12)

[]

(b)

S(N)
R
N
The LORD God of heaven who [the LORD God of heaven] took me from my father’s house. (Gen. 24:7)
N
S(N)
becomes











The LORD God of heaven who took me from my father’s house. (Gen. 24:7)
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[]
All His work which He had done [His work]. (Gen. 2:2)
becomes













All His work which He had done. (Gen. 2:2)

The following are examples of the first rule where N1 is the subject or direct object of the
verb of the dependent clause, and substitution is made with a pronoun (R 1) of reference for emphasis or clarity:
(a)
 []
S(N)
R
N
Any beast that [the beast] divides the foot. (Lev. 11:26)
N
S(N)
becomes


Any beast that [it] divides the foot. (Lev. 11:26)36



(b)



[]
S(N)
R
N
Your God, who [your God] saved you. (1 Sam. 10:19)
N
S(N)
becomes










Your God, who Himself saved you. (1 Sam. 10:19)37



(c)

[]
S(N)
R
N
I am Joseph your brother, whom you sold [Joseph your brother] into Egypt. (Gen. 45:4)
N
S(N)
becomes








I am Joseph your brother, whom you sold [me] into Egypt. (Gen. 45:4)38

36

The pronoun  (it) replaces the subject noun phrase , but the pronoun is omitted in English.

37

The pronoun

38

The pronoun  (me) replaces the object noun phrase , but the pronoun is omitted in English.

 (he) replaces the subject noun phrase , and the pronoun is made reflexive in

English.
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All the goodness that I provided them.39 (Jer. 33:9)

14.3.3.2 Rule Two. The following are examples of the second rule where N1 is governed
by a preposition, and substitution is made with a pronoun of reference:



(a)





[]
S(N)
R
N
The place which you stand on [the place] (Exod. 3:5)
N
S(N)
becomes










The place which you stand on it
or
The place on which you stand (Exod. 3:5)



(b)





[]

S(N)
R
N
Your donkey which you have ridden on [your donkey] (Num. 22:30)
N
S(N)
becomes










Your donkey which you have ridden on me
or
Your donkey on which you have ridden (Num. 22:30)

[]

(c)

S(N)
R
N
The cities which Lot had dwelt in [the cities] (Gen. 19:29)
N
S(N)
becomes










The cities which Lot had dwelt in them40
or
The cities in which Lot had dwelt (Gen. 19:29)

In this verse the pronoun of reference  is retained for emphasis, but translators have attempted to translate it as “for it,” “unto it,” “for them,” etc. However, the verb  governs the thing done or made in the accusative
(as here), and it requires the preposition  to express “to” or “for” (BDB, 793). Therefore, the pronoun of reference
should not be translated into English. The LXX understood the pronoun of reference in this way and did not translate
it; but textual critics have misinterpreted this as an omission in the Hebrew text behind the LXX.
39

40

The prepositional pronoun  was shifted next to the verb for stylistic reasons.
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[]

S(N)
R
N
The outstretched arm which the LORD brought you out [by the outstretched arm] (Deut. 7:19)
N
S(N)
becomes








The outstretched arm by which the LORD brought you out (Deut. 7:19)
[pronoun and preposition elided: rarely done]

[]

(e)

S(N)
R
N
That day which you enter an inner chamber [on that day] (1 Kgs. 22:25)
N
S(N)
becomes











That day in which (= when) you enter an inner chamber. (1 Kgs. 22:25)
[reference to time deleted]

[]

(f)

S(N)
R
N
The place which He talked with him [in the place] (Gen. 35:13)
N
S(N)
becomes


The place in which (= where) He talked with him. (Gen. 35:13)
[reference to place deleted]

14.3.3.3 Rule Three. The following is an example of the third rule where N1 is more deeply
embedded in an element of the dependent clause, and where substitution is required:





[]

S(N)
R
N
The tree which I commanded you saying, “You shall not eat of[ the tree].” (Gen. 3:17)
N
S(N)
becomes











The tree of which I commanded you saying, “You shall not eat of it.” (Gen. 3:17)

Here the embedded element is the clause “You shall not eat of the tree.” It has been made
an element of the clause “I commanded you . . .” The dependent clause is “I commanded you
saying, ‘You shall not eat of the tree.’”
14.3.3.4 Rule Four. The following are examples of rule 4 where substitution is required
and where the substitution of a pronoun is inappropriate:
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Not like the covenant that I made with their fathers
in the day when I took them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt—
which covenant of mine they broke. (Jer. 31:32)

In this example, the antecedent of the second  is the entire phrase preceding the dash.
When the antecedent is too lengthy (as in this case), then an abbreviated substitute for N1 is used—
in this case, “covenant of mine.”


A tree that you know is not a tree for food. (Deut. 20:20)
[A pronoun cannot replace a construct noun]




let a royal robe be brought which the king has worn,
and a horse on which the king has ridden,
which has a royal crest placed on its head. (Est. 6:8)

In this example the antecedent “horse” has two relative pronoun clauses joined by Waw
conjunctive. It was the horse, not the honored man, which had the royal crest placed on its head.
14.3.3.5 Rule Five. The following are examples of the fifth rule where N1 is the principal
term in an adverbial phrase of place, and where the adverbial phrase may be replaced by a simpler
substitute, such as here, there:


The land to which you go (Deut. 11:10)
[Lit. the land which you are going there]

[ “there” substituted for

 “to the land”]


The whole land of Havilah, in which there is gold (Gen. 2:11)
[Lit. The whole land of Havilah which gold is there]
[ is substituted for ]


The ground from which he was taken (Gen. 3:23)
[Lit. The ground which he was taken from there]
[“from there” substituted for ]

14.3.3.6 The Indefinite Relative Pronoun Clause. Sometimes N1 may be indefinite, having the meaning “one,” “someone” or “something,” “whoever” or “whatever.” At times, when
expressing this thought, N1 may be an indefinite word like “a man” or “a woman,” “a word” or “a
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thing”; in such cases the rules above apply. However, Hebrew may omit N 1 when expressing an
indefinite noun with a dependent clause. The structure of the Indefinite Relative Pronoun Transformation is expressed formally as
(10)

N1 + S(N1) →  + S(R1)

where  functions like an English indefinite relative pronoun,41 and where the rules governing
elision and substitution in the dependent clause are the same as for the general case defined above.


What his younger son had done to him (Gen. 9:24)


He whom you bless...
and he whom you curse...(Num. 22:6)


With whomever you find your gods (Gen. 31:32)


What you shall say (Exod. 4:12)


For those who are of your household (Gen. 47:24)

יה וְׁ ַ ָּֽל ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ְׁב ֵ ֵ֥ע ֶמק יִ זְׁ ְׁר ֶ ָּֽעאל׃
ָ נֹות
ֵֶּ֔ ּוב
ְׁ אן
ֹ֙ ָ ית־ש
ְׁ
ַ ָּֽל ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ְׁב ֵב
to those who are of Beth Shean and its towns and those who are of the Valley of Jezreel. (Josh. 17:16)


Whoever kills his neighbor unintentionally (Deut. 19:4)

In a few cases of the indefinite relative pronoun clause, the  is elided.


They walked after things that do not profit (Jer. 2:8)


My people have changed their Glory
For what does not profit (Jer. 2:11)

The indefinite adverb “wherever” with a dependent clause is expressed idiomatically by
the construct form of the word  “place” +  + S. This is an example of one of several
constructions in which a construct noun is not followed by a standard nomen rectum. The construct

Sometimes the interrogative pronoun  or  is used like an indefinite relative pronoun. See BDB, 552,
and examples in Jer. 7:17; 33:24; Mic. 6:5, 8; Job 34:33.
41
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form is accounted for by phonetic rather than grammatical reasons.42 It is almost as though the
indefinite relative pronoun clause that follows is functioning as the equivalent of a noun phrase.


Wherever the king’s command and decree arrived (Est. 4:3)


Wherever they offered sweet incense (Ezek. 6:13)43

14.3.3.7 Multiple Dependent Relative Pronoun Clauses. A noun phrase may have a string
of dependent relative pronoun clauses.

ש־בֹו ַה ֶ ָ֑מ ֶלְך
ֶ֖ יאּו ְׁל ִ֣בּוש ַמ ְׁל ֵּ֔כּות ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָ ָּֽל ַב
ֹ֙ יָ ִֹ֙ב
וְׁ ָ֗סּוס ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ָר ַכָּ֤ב ָע ָל ֹ֙יו ַה ֵֶּ֔מ ֶלְך
אשֹו׃
ָּֽ ֹ וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר נִ ַ ָ֛תן ֶ ֵ֥כ ֶתר ַמ ְׁל ֶ֖כּות ְׁבר
Let them bring a royal robe which the king has worn,
and a horse on which the king has ridden,
which has a royal crest placed on its head. (Est. 6:8)

ל־תמּונֵָּ֔ ֶּ֡ה
ְׁ ה־לךֵ֥ ִ֣ ֶֹ֙ ִ֣פ ֶסלֹ֙ ׀ ָכ
ְׁ א־ת ֲע ֶ ֵ֥ש
ַ ֹ ָּֽ ִ֣ל
ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שִ֣ר ַב ָש ַ ִֹ֣֙מיִ ֹ֙ם׀ ִמ ֵַּ֔ ֶּ֡מ ַעל
וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָב ָ ֶֹ֖֙א ֶרץ ִמ ָ ָ֑֜ת ַחת
וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ַב ַ ֶ֖מִ֣יִ ם׀ ִמ ַ ֵ֥ת ִַ֣חת ָל ָ ָ֗ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
You shall not make for yourself a carved image-- any likeness of anything
that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath,
or that is in the water under the earth (Deut. 5:8)

ּול ִ֣כֹל׀ ְׁצ ָ ִ֣בא ַה ָש ַָ֗מיִ ם
ְׁ ּוש ָטחּום ַל ֶֹ֙ש ֶמש וְׁ ַליָ ֵ ֜ר ַח
ְׁ
דּום
ֹ֙ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ֲא ֵה ֜בּום וַ ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ֲע ָב
שר ְׁד ָר ֵּ֔שּום
ִ֣ ֶ יהם וַ ֲא
ֵֶּ֔ ַ ָּֽו ֲא ֶש ֹ֙ר ָה ְׁל ִ֣כּו ַ ָּֽא ֲח ֵר
וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִ ָּֽה ְׁש ַת ֲחוֶ֖ ּו ָל ֶ ָ֑הם
ל־פ ֵנֵ֥י ָה ֲא ָד ָ ֶ֖מה יִ ְָּֽׁהיָּֽ ּו׃
ְׁ פּו וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא יִ ָק ֵֵּ֔ברּו ְׁל ָ֛ד ֹ ֶמן ַע
ֹ֙ ָּ֤ל ֹא יֵ ָ ָּֽא ְׁס
They shall spread them before the sun and the moon and all the host of heaven,
which they have loved and which they have served
and after which they have walked, which they have sought
and which they have worshiped.
They shall not be gathered nor buried; they shall be like refuse on the face of the earth. (Jer. 8:2)

42

See GKC § 89a.

43

See also Gen. 39:20; 40:3; Est 8:17; etc.
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The statistics for  ֲא ֶֹ֙שרare presented in § 11.6.
14.3.4 The Participle Phrase
When N1 is the subject of the dependent clause, and the verb of the clause is in the durative
aspect and current tense, then the dependent clause attaches to the noun without a relative pronoun.
The redundant subject is elided; the verb receives first position prominence, and it is changed to
its cognate adjectival participle in agreement with N1 for number, gender, and determination.
The structure of the transformation is
(11)

a

N1 + S(N1, V) → N1 + V + S(-N1, -V)
a

where N1 is the subject of S, V is the cognate adjectival participle of V. S(-N1, -V) represents the
content of S with N1 and V removed. The resultant noun phrase is usually translated into English
like a relative pronoun phrase.44


The LORD your God who brings you out of the land of Egypt (Deut. 8:14)


Sihon king of the Amorites who dwells in Heshbon (Josh. 12:2)


God who arms me with strength (Psa. 18:33)

14.3.4.1 The Indefinite Participle Phrase. Whenever N1 is indefinite—that is, when it
means someone, something, the one, the thing, etc.—then it is completely elided in the transformation.45 The structure of the transformation is
(12)

N1

+ S(N1, V) → Va + S(-N1, -V)
a

where N1 is the subject of S, V is the cognate adjectival participle of V. S(-N1, -V) represents
the content of S with N1 and V removed.


The one which encompasses the whole land of Havilah. (Gen. 2:11)
[N1 is determinate]

44

In some cases, a later deletion transformation may elide N1, leaving the participle (and any of its complements) standing alone in a noun slot. This explains why a participle sometimes seems to function as a noun.
45

This also leaves the participle standing alone in a noun slot. This also explains why a participle sometimes
seems to function as a noun.
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Him who says to his father, “What are you begetting?” (Isa. 45:10)

14.3.4.2 The Construct Participle Phrase. At times in this context, the participle takes its
construct form and governs its object in the genitive.

 
Those who fear God . . . those who hate covetousness (Exod. 18:21)


The men who brought the evil report about the land. (Num. 14:37)


You who ride on white donkeys. (Judg. 5:10)


Zimri, murderer of his master. (2 Kgs. 9:31)


Those who wait on the LORD. (Isa. 40:31)46

In a few cases the construct participle is found governing a prepositional phrase or even an
accusative with .47


you who sit in judges’ attire,
and who walk along the road. (Judg. 5:10)

. . ....
Those who rise early in the morning . . .
Who continue until night . . . (Isa. 5:11)


Those who dwell in it. (Isa. 24:6)

א ִ ָּֽתי׃
ֹ ת־ה ְׁלוִ יִ ֶ֖ם ְׁמ ָש ְׁר ֵ ֵ֥תי
ַ וְׁ ֶא
and the Levites who minister to Me. (Jer. 33:22)

14.3.4.3 The Negated Participle Phrase. On the rare occasion when a participle phrase is
negated, the negative is used.

46
47

See also Exod. 25:20; Jer. 6:11; Isa. 43:1, 45:9, 18.

See GKC § 130a, RJW 30. These are regarded as broader uses of the construct form accounted for phonetically and not grammatically.
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Those who have no might. (Isa. 40:29)

14.3.5 Passive Participle Phrase
If a noun has a dependent clause in which the given noun is also the subject of the clause
and the verb of the clause is a passive participle (or the participle of a stative verb), then the dependent clause is transformed into a modifier that seems to function as an adjective. In this case
the dependent clause is attached to the noun it modifies without a relative pronoun or other connector; its subject is elided; and the rest of the clause stands intact except that the named agent (if
any) is usually governed by l= instead of B=. Such constructions are better understood as a variation
of a clause dependent on a noun, but the case is mentioned here for completeness.
Jr\a*l* lyl!u&B^ [Wrx* [s#K#
N6 P5 N4 P3
N7
|
D8
Q

V a2

N1

|
[Ns]
S

|
N9
silver tried in a furnace of earth (Psa. 12:7)

In this example, N6 modifies N4 by means of P5 expressing the genitive of material, thus forming
noun phrase N7—“a furnace of earth.” The underlying clause dependent on N4 is “the furnace was
made of earth.” P3 governs N7 forming an adverb phrase of place D8—“in a furnace of earth.” D8
modifies the passive participle Va2 specifying where the purity of the silver was tested; thus forming the predicate Q of the dependent clause S which specifies the how the purity of the silver was
determined. The dependent passive participle clause that functions as an adjective here is: The
silver is tried in a furnace of earth. The metallurgist who purified the silver is left unidentified, but
it may be inferred that he was an expert.
<t*Om=c!B= tr)r|x= <t*r)a&vm
= !
their kneading bowls bound up in their clothes (Exod. 12:34)

.robT*-lu^ hc*WrP= tv#r\
a net spread on Tabor (Hos. 5:1)

.<yh!Oa$ uB^xa
= #B= <yb!t%K= /b#a# tj)l%
tablets of stone written with the finger of God (Exod. 31:18)

<h#yr}bu
= # yn}Vm
= ! <yb!t%K= tj)l%
tablets written on both their sides (Exod. 32:15)
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hw`hy+ yc@u&m^ <yl!d)G+
.<h#yx@p=j-# lk*l= <yv!WrD+
Great are the works of the LORD,
Studied by all who have pleasure in them. (Psa. 111:2)

The passive participle may govern its complement in the genitive by means of the construct
passive participle form.
.hm*jl
* =m! EWru$ <Wxu* <u^
a strong people set in battle array (Joel 2:5)

It may also govern its agent in the genitive by the same means.
<yd]q* tp)Wdv=W toQD~ <yl!Bv
( ! ub^v#
seven heads, thin and blighted by the east wind (Gen. 41:6)

u^r} tb^h%a& hV*a!
a woman loved by a lover (Hos. 3:1)



You who are blessed of the LORD (Gen. 24:31)48

The passive participle may be replaced by its cognate verbal adjective (if one exists) in
which case the adjective may govern an object (and other predicate elements) in the same manner
as the verb from which it is derived.
/y]y~ <ya!l@m= <yu!b!G+
cups full of wine (Jer. 35:5)

uv^r\ Jp@j-* la@ aO
not a God delighting49 in wickedness (Psa. 5:5 )

14.4 The Verbal Noun Phrase
When N1 is a verbal noun expressing the abstract idea of the verb in the dependent clause,
then the verb in S is elided, and S follows N1 with no connective. In the general case, the verbal
noun is expressed by the infinitive construct. This is possible because every verb has an infinitive
construct form for each active stem. In the special case, in addition to the construct infinitive, some
verbs have a corresponding verbal noun that inflects like a noun. The structure of the general
transformation is
(13)

v

N

48

+ S(V) → Vn + S(-V)

See also Gen. 26:29.

Jp@j* may be regarded as a stative participle here, but the stative participle is indistinguishable from
an adjective.
49
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v

n

where N is the cognate verbal noun of V, and V is the cognate infinitive construct of V. If either
n
the subject or object of V is a pronoun, it may be suffixed to V . The resultant phrase functions as
a substantive in the clause of which it is a part.


Man’s being alone (Gen. 2:18)


God’s creating man (Gen. 5:1)


His bequeathing to his sons that which shall be his (Deut. 21:16)
[the subject of the infinitive is a pronoun]



Your being a priest to the household of one man,
or your being a priest to a tribe. (Judg. 18:19)


He could not live after his fall. (2 Sam 1:10)

The structure of the special transformation is
(14)

v

N

+ S(V) → Jv + S(-V)

v

v

v

where N is an existing cognate verbal noun of V, and J is the construct form of N . If either the
v

subject or object of V is a pronoun, it may be suffixed to J .
(a)

הּודים יִ ְׁש ְׁל ֶ֖חּו ָמנֶ֖ ֹות ִ ֵ֥איש ְׁל ֵר ֵ ָּֽעהּו
ִ֣ ִ ְַׁהי
The Jews will send portions to one another (Est. 9:19)*
becomes


Sending portions to one another (Est. 9:19)
[Subject elided]

(b)

ל־ר ָע ָ ָ֑תם
ָ  ַ ֶ֖על ָכ ֶא ְׁש ָּֽ ֹפט
I will judge them concerning all their wickedness (Jer. 1:16)
becomes

ל־ר ָע ָ ָ֑תם
ָ  ַ ֶ֖על ָכ
My judgments against them concerning all their wickedness (Jer. 1:16)
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The LORD loves the children of Israel (Hos. 3:1)*
becomes


The LORD’s love for the children of Israel (Hos. 3:1)

(d)


God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah (Amos 4:11)
becomes


Like God’s overthrow of Sodom Gomorrah (Amos 4:11)

14.5 Restraints on the Order of Transformations in Noun Phrases
The transformations defined in this chapter account for most of the noun phrases found in
Biblical Hebrew. However, the transformations may not be executed in random order.50 In general,
the grammar of Hebrew syntax permits the special transformations to execute if they will generate
d
a
modifiers in the following sequence: (M) + (J) + N + (A) + (D) + (R ) + (N )
where (M) is an optional quantifier.
(J) = an optional sequence of construct nouns, and where a given J governs the entire phrase that
follows it.
N = an unmodified absolute noun.
(A) = an optional sequence of attributive adjectives (or simple adjective phrases), and where a
given A modifies the entire noun phrase that precedes it, at least up to and including N.
(D) = an optional sequence of attributive adverbs (or simple adverb phrases), and where a given D
modifies the entire noun phrase that precedes it, at least up to and including N.
d
(R ) = an optional attributive demonstrative pronoun that modifies the entire noun phrase that
precedes it, at least up to and including N.51
a
(N ) = an optional sequence of appositive noun phrases, and where a given appositive modifies the
entire noun phrase that precedes it, at least up to and including N.

50

The kind of transformation that may be executed in a given situation depends on the current form of the
general statement N + S(N) → N + Modifier. That is, the kind of transformation that may currently be executed on N
+ S depends on the current structure of noun phrase N, and on the clause type of S. These generative details are of
little interest to those engaged primarily in exposition of Scripture.
51

involved.

See 2 Chr. 1:10; Jer. 13:10; 33:12; and Hag. 2:9 for an alternate order when long adjectival phrases are
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את ֶ ָּֽש ֶקל ־ ֶכ ֶָ֛סף
ֹ ֵ֧ ַא ְׁר ַֹ֙בע ֵמ
N
J
M
four hundred shekels of silver. (Gen. 23:15)

שנָ֛י ּגְׁ ָד ֵיֵ֥י ִע ִזֶ֖ים ט ִ ָֹ֑בים
ֵ
A
N
J M
two choice kids of the goats, (Gen. 27:9)

ּו ְׁש ֵ ָּ֤תי ַש ְׁר ְׁשר ֹֹ֙ת זָ ָ ִ֣הב ָט ֵּ֔הֹור ִמגְׁ ָבֹלָ֛ ת
N
A
N
J
M
two chains of pure gold like braided cords (Exod. 28:14)

מֹועד ַאנְׁ ֵשי־ ֵ ָּֽשם
ֶ֖ ֵ יאי ֵע ָ ָ֛דה ְׁק ִר ֵ ֵ֥אי
ֵ֥ ֵ אתיִ ם נְׁ ִש
ָ֑ ָ ּומ
ָ ֲח ִמ ִ ִ֣שים
N

J

N

J
N
J
M
N
two hundred and fifty leaders of the congregation,
representatives of the congregation, men of renown. (Num .16:2)
N

ָ֑ימה
ָ בּודה ַבת־ ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ְׁפ ִנ
ִ֣ ָ ָכל־ ְׁכ
D
N
J
J
M
All the glory of the daughter of the king inwardly (Psa. 45:14)

תֹורה ַה ְׁב ָר ָ ֶ֖כה וְׁ ַה ְׁק ָל ָלָ֑ה
ֵּ֔ ָ ָכל־ ִד ְׁב ֵ ִ֣רי ַה
N

W N
N
J
M
N
all the words of the law, the blessings and the cursings (Josh. 8:34)

If the execution of a special transformation would result in a violation of the above sequences, then the corresponding general transformation must be executed. These transformations
generate the following general sequences:
N + () + S
where N is a noun phrase of any reasonable complexity, where  is omitted in some situations,
and where S usually is modified in some fashion by higher ordered transformations and may even
be a cluster of clauses.

ֵע ָ ָּ֤דה ָ ָּֽה ָר ָע ֹ֙ה ַה ֵּ֔ז ֹאת ֲא ֶ ָ֛שר ֵ ֵ֥ה ָמה ַמ ִל ִינֶ֖ים ָע ָלָ֑י
S
N (phrase)
this evil congregation who complain against Me (Num. 14:27)

ִבגְׁ ֵ ֹ֙די ֵע ָ֜שו ְׁב ָנָּּ֤ה ַהּגָ ד ֹלֹ֙ ַה ֲח ֻמ ֵּ֔ד ֹת ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִא ָ ֶ֖תּה ַב ָ ָ֑ביִ ת
S
N (phrase)
the choice clothes of her elder son Esau, which were with her in the house (Gen. 27:15)
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14.6 Coordinate Noun Phrases
When noun phrases have the same role and function in a sentence they are linked together
by coordinating conjunctions52 to form compound noun phrases.

ל־ה ָעם
ָ ישי׀ ֶא
ֵ֥ ַ וַ יָ בֹא ָדֹ֙ ִוד וַ ֲא ִב
David and Abishai went to the people (1 Sam. 26:7)

ְׁב ֹ֙ ֶע ֶצם ַהיָּ֤ ֹום ַהזֶ ֹ֙ה ָבִ֣א ֵּ֔נ ֹ ַח וְׁ ֵשם־וְׁ ָ ֵ֥חם וָ ֶי ֶֶ֖פת ְׁבנֵ י־ ָֹ֑נ ַח
ל־ה ֵת ָ ָּֽבה׃
ַ י־ב ָנָ֛יו ִא ָ ֶ֖תם ֶא
ָ וְׁ ֵ ִ֣א ֶשת ָ֗נ ֹ ַח ּו ְׁשֹלֵ֧ ֶשת נְׁ ֵ ָּֽש
On the very same day Noah and Shem, and Ham, and Japheth, Noah's sons,
and Noah's wife, and the three wives of his sons with them, entered the ark (Gen. 7:13)

ל־תמּונֶָּ֡ ֵּ֔ה ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שִ֣ר ַב ָֹ֙ש ַ ִ֣מיִ ֹ֙ם׀ ִמ ֶּ֡ ַ ֵּ֔מ ַעל
ְׁ ה־לךֵ֥ ִ֣ ֶֹ֙ ִ֣פ ֶסלֹ֙ ׀ וְׁ ָכ
ְׁ ָּֽ ִ֣ל ֹא ַ ָּֽת ֲע ֶ ֹ֙ש
ַ ָּֽו ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָב ָ ֶֹ֖֙א ֶרץ ִמ ַָָ֑֜ת ַחת וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שִ֣ר ַב ַ ֶ֖מִ֣יִ ם׀ ִמ ַ ֵ֥ת ִַ֣חת ָל ָ ָ֗ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
You shall not make for yourself a carved image,
or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath,
or that is in the water under the earth (Exod. 20:4)

A compound noun phrase may be understood to be the result of deletion transformations on coordinate clauses with common constituents, such as common verbs and common phrases. For examples see Chapter 19.

14.7 Rules for Syntactic Analysis of Noun Phrases
The rules for syntactic analysis of phrases operate in reverse of the synthesis rules defined
in the above sections. That is, the expositor recovers the full content of the dependent clause that
underlies the phrase being analyzed. This clause is recovered from the literary context in which
the phrase occurs, or from what was commonly known about the topic under discussion in the
context. Take for example the genitive noun phrase  (the sons of Israel). In Gen. 42:5
where the phrase occurs, the context is the Joseph story; the dependent clause may be understood
to be: “Israel fathered twelve sons.” In Josh. 5:2 where the phrase occurs, the context is the nation
of Israel crossing the Jordan River; there, common knowledge understands that the descendants of
Israel had multiplied into a great nation, and its citizens were known as the sons of Israel; the
dependent clause may be understood to be: “the citizens of the nation of Israel were known as the
sons of Israel.”

52

See § 9.2.1. When more than two phrases are coordinated, some intermediate conjunctions may be elided.
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In the analysis rules that follow, the rules bypass that part of the analysis involving recovering the content of the dependent clause. However, that step is assumed to be a necessary part of
the analysis, even though it is not represented in the formal notation. The constituent(s) on the left
side of the arrow (→) are replaced by the constituent of the right side; or when drawing a tree
diagram analysis, the left constituents are connected together and linked to the right constituent.
Thus, the rule “J1 + N2 → N3” would be diagramed as follows:

 (sons of Israel)
N2

J1
N3

Likewise, the expositor would record the recovered clause dependent on the head noun on the
phrase.
All rules must observe the restraint of completeness and compatibility; that is, all phrases
must have been fully reduced to a single symbol (completeness), and the elements on the left side
of a rule must be grammatically and semantically compatible53 with each other in the literary context in which the phrase occurs. Ordinarily, with few exceptions, the constituents on the left side
must be contiguous (immediately next to one another).
The analysis rules follow a hierarchical order. Those in Hierarchy I should be satisfied
before those in Hierarchy II, and so forth. When an analysis rule is invoked, the expositor should
record the dependent clause that underlies and explains the creation of the given phrase.
14.7.1 Restore Elision and Substitution
Every pronoun should be replaced by its antecedent, and every elided element of the dependent clause should be restored. Elements were initially elided because the information to which
they refer is redundant and understood. The information can be recovered from preceding context
or common knowledge. This restores the dependent clause to its unaltered form. The content of
the dependent clause becomes part of the analysis. This greatly simplifies the analysis procedure.
The rule for pronoun substitution is:
R→N

53

Semantic compatibility means that the dependent clause underlying the potential phrase is true in the literary context in which the phrase occurs.
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R8 J7 PW R6 J5
J4 P R3 C V2
N1 W
|
|
|
N8
N6
N3
Abel also brought of the firstborn of his flock and of their fat. (Gen. 4:4)
R3 → N3 = N1 = Abel
R6 → N6 = N1 = Abel
R8 → J5 + N6 = Abel’s flock

The rule for restoring deleted constituents is
→

X

where X may be N, A, D, V, etc., and

represents the zero element, that is, a constituent that had

been deleted in the generative phase. This rule operates during the analysis procedure whenever it
is evident that an expected constituent is missing. In the following example, restoration of both
substitution and elision are illustrated:

אד ַוֶָּּֽֽיִ ְׁפלֶ֖ ּו ָפ ָ ָּֽניו׃
ֹ ֵּ֔ ל־מנְׁ ָח ֶ֖תֹו ִ֣ל ֹא ָש ָ ָ֑עה וַ יִ ַָּ֤חר ְׁל ַ ֹ֙קיִ ֹ֙ן ְׁמ
ִ ל־קיִ ן וְׁ ֶא
ֵ֥ ַ וְׁ ֶא
R14 J13 V12 W D10 N9 P8 V7 W
V6
R5 J4 P3 W N2 P1 W
|
|
|
|
N14
[N16]
[N15] N5
But He did not respect Cain and his offering. And Cain was very angry, and his countenance fell. (Gen. 4:5)
R5 → N5 = N2 = Cain
R14 → N5 = N2 = Cain

The following elided subjects of verbs were restored:
N15 = God
N16 = Anger (literally: anger was kindled for Cain)

14.7.2 Appositives
Adjacent nouns (or noun phrases) that qualify as appositives should be linked together as
a noun phrase. The underlying dependent clause is a predicate nominative copulative. The rule is
N1 N2 → N3
Where the N’s are either both determinate or both non-determinate, and either may be single noun
or a noun phrase.54

54

When N1 is only one word, usually it will have a conjunctive accent, or occasionally a near disjunctive
accent when N2 is a phrase (see . . .  ִמנְׁ ָח ֹ֙ה ִ֣סֹ ֶלתNum. 15:4); but ordinarily a disjunctive indicates that the two words
are grammatically unrelated (see  ֶ ֵּ֔ד ֶשא ֵ ַ֚ע ֶשבGen. 1:11).
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N1
N3
Isaiah the prophet (2 Kgs. 19:2)
N2

The dependent clause is the Identity Copulative: Isaiah is the prophet. Both nouns are determinate.

ִא ָֹ֙שה ז ָֹנָּ֤ה
N2

N1
N3
a harlot woman (Lev. 21:7)
The dependent clause is the Classification Copulative: the woman is a harlot. Both nouns are non-determinate.

14.7.3 Coordination
Two nouns (or noun phrases) joined by Waw conjunctive, that serve the same grammatical
role and function, should be linked together as a noun phrase. The rule is:
N1 W N2 → N3
Where N1 and N2 are complete and semantically compatible as coordinate noun phrases.55


N2 W N 1
N3
David and Abishai went to the people (1 Sam. 26:7)
N3 = “David and Abishai” (N1 and N2) function coordinately in this construction.

14.7.4 Genitive Relationships
A construct noun immediately preceding an absolute noun (or noun phrase) should be
linked to the absolute noun that follows it to form a noun phrase. A string of constructs must be
linked in order, beginning with the one immediately before the absolute noun. The rule is:
J1 N2 → N3
Where J1 is the construct form of N1, and N2 is an absolute noun, or an equivalent noun phrase.56
The underlying dependent clause expresses a relationship between N1 and N2. The content of the
dependent clause determines the kind of genitive associated with N2.

55
56

Coordinate phrases such as these are the result of deletion transformations discussed in Chapter 19.

Of the 5,389 construct-absolute pairs, 5,085 of the construct nouns have a conjunctive accent, and 282
have a near disjunctive accent; only 22 have a remote disjunctive accent. When the construct noun (J1) has a disjunctive
accent, N2 will be a phrase of two or more words as in the examples above.
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N3

J2
N4

J1
|

N5
the land of the sons of Israel (Josh. 11:22)
N4 = the sons of Israel; dependent clause = Israel (N3) fathered sons (N2) [genitive of source].
N5 = the land of the sons of Israel; dependent clause = the sons of Israel (N 4) owned the land (N1) [genitive of ownership].

א ֶדם ִפ ְׁט ָד ֹ֙ה ּו ָב ֶ ֵּ֔ר ֶקת
ֹ ָּ֤ ָ֗טּור
N4 W

N3 (W) N2 J1
N5
|
N6
a row of a sardius, a topaz, and an emerald; (Exod. 28:17)
N5 = a sardius (and) a topaz and an emerald; three coordinate nouns of the same kind, role, and function.
N6 = a row of a sardius, a topaz, and an emerald; dependent clause = the row (N 5) contained a sardius (N2), a topaz
(N3), and an emerald (N4) [genitive of content].

14.7.5 Adjectival Attributes
An attributive adjective immediately following a noun (or noun phrase) it modifies should
be linked with the noun to form a noun phrase. The adjective must agree with the noun it modifies
in number, gender, and determination, and be in contextual semantic agreement wih the noun. The
underlying dependent clause is a predicate adjective copulative clause. The rule is:
N1 A → N2


A

N1
N2
For the LORD is a great God (Psa. 95:3)
N2 = a great God; dependent clause = God (N1) is great (A) in all His attributes [understood].

14.7.6 Demonstratives
An attributive demonstrative pronoun immediately following a noun (or noun phrase)
should be linked with the preceding noun (or phrase) to form a noun phrase. The demonstrative
pronoun should agree with the noun it follows in number, gender, and determination. The underlying dependent clause is a predicate demonstrative copulative clause. The rule is:
N1 Rd → N2
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Rd

N1
N2
There is no one greater in this house than I (Gen. 39:9)
N2 = this house; dependent clause = this (Rd) is the house (N1).

14.7.7 Adverbial Attributes
An attributive adverb that immediately follows a noun (or noun phrase) should be linked
with the noun (or phrase) to form a noun phrase. The adverb must define the value of an adverbial
characteristic of the noun. The underlying dependent clause is a predicate adverb copulative clause.
The adverb may be an adverbial prepositional phrase. The rule is:
N1 D → N2


D

N1
N2
In the high place in Gibeon (1 Chr. 21:29)57
N2 = the high place in Gibeon; dependent clause = the high place (N 1) is in Gibeon (D).

14.7.8 Relative Pronoun Clause Modifier
After it has been fully analyzed, a dependent relative pronoun clause should be linked to
its antecedent noun (or noun phrase) to form a noun phrase. The dependent clause may be of any
type of clause. The rule is:
N1 Sr → N2


Ns

V

Rr R2 J1

o

(N )
N2
Q
N3
S
Sr
N4
His work that God had created (Gen. 2:3)
R2 → N2 = God, the restored antecedent
No = N3 (God’s work), the restored elided object of the verb V
S = God had created [His work]
Sr = which God had created [His work]

57

Note that D is an adverbial prepositional phrase in this case.
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N4 = His [God’s] work that God had created; dependent clause = God had created His work.

14.8 Continuity of Constituents in Phrases
The syntactic structure of Hebrew phrases is usually continuous; that is, the constituents of
phrases are contiguous without the intrusion of alien elements. However, some discontinuity is
observed.

וַ יֵ ֶָּ֤שב יֹו ֵס ֹ֙ף ְׁב ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֵּ֔ריִ ם ֶ֖הּוא ֵּובִ֣ית ָא ִ ָ֑ביו
And Joseph dwelt in Egypt, he and his father's household. (Gen. 50:22)
[The subject noun phrase is split]

14.9 Summary of Analysis Rules for Noun Phrases
R

→N

N1 N2
N1 W N2
J1 N2
N1 A
N1 Rd
N1 D
N1 Sr

→ N3
→ N3
→ N3
→ N2
→ N2
→ N2
→ N2

CHAPTER 15
Syntax of Hebrew Adjective Phrases
The first section of Chapter 14 defined the general syntactic structure of all phrases as
X + S(X) → X + Modifier
The special case for adjective phrases is
A + S(A) → A + Modifier
where A is an adjective, S(A) is a clause about A that is dependent on A; and the Modifier is
derived from the content of S(A) and is the remnant of S(A) after redundancy is reduced by deletion or substitution. Obviously the dependent clause S(A) is semantically compatible with A and
with the context of the discourse in which S and A occur. It is helpful to study the syntax of adjective phrases according to the various types of clauses that may be dependent on an adjective.

15.1 Dependent Attribute Clauses
The names of attributes and characteristics are nouns, whereas their values are adjectives.
Some attributes or characteristics themselves have attributes or characteristics. For example color
has various attributes such as hue, lightness, saturation, and tint. Thus one may speak of bright red,
dark green, brilliant orange, or even reddish white (Lev. 13:19, 24, 42, 43). In such cases an adjective is modified by another adjective (as it were) because it specifies a value of a different
attribute of the same characteristic.
In reality an individual adjective specifies the value of a given characteristic, but the characteristic usually is understood and so omitted.1 Thus the expression “bright red” is usually used
rather than “the color bright red” because the characteristic “color” is understood, and so is redundant, and not necessary to the context. An adjective with a dependent attribute clause, that defines
another attribute of the same characteristic, is transformed into an appositive adjective phrase. The
structure of the transformation is:
A1 + S(A1, A2) → A1 + A2

(1)

1

Actually the characteristic name is omitted by a deletion transformation when the characteristic is known
and non-emphatic.
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where S defines the relationship between A1, A2.


A2

A1
A3
reddish-white (Lev. 13:19)

In this example the dependent clause states: The tint of the white color is reddish.

15.2 Dependent Adverb Clause
Some adjectival characteristics themselves have characteristics the values of which are defined by adverbs. An adjective with a dependent adverb clause is transformed into an adjective
with an adverbial modifier. The structure of the transformation is:
(2)

A1 + S(A1, D) → A1 + D

where S defines the value (D) of some adverbial characteristic of A.


D

A1
A2
Then God saw everything that He had made, and indeed it was very good. (Gen. 1:31)

In this example, the dependent clause states: The intensity of the goodness of God’s creation is
very intense. This is one way the superior degree of comparison is expressed.

15.3 Dependent Quantifier Clause
Some adjectival characteristics themselves have characteristics the values of which are defined by units of measure. An adjective with a dependent quantifier clause is transformed into an
adjective with an quantifier phrase. The structure of the transformation is:
(3)

A1 + S(A1, N) → A1 + Nq

where S defines the value (Nq) of some quantity of A.

שּו־עץ ּגָ ִ֣בֹ ַה ֲח ִמ ִ ִ֣שים ַא ָמה
ֵ
ַי ֲָּֽע
N2

M
N3

A1 N 1
|

A2
"Let them make a gallows, fifty cubits high (Est. 5:14)

In this example, the dependent clause states: The units of measure of the height of the gallows is
fifty cubits.
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15.4 Dependent Characteristic Clause
An adjective is the name of a value of a characteristic. Some adjectives are the names of
values of more than one characteristic. For example, “good” and “bad” are values for the characteristic appearance, taste, morality, etc. If in a given context the identity of the characteristic associated with an adjective is ambiguous, or if the author wants to emphasize the characteristic, then
the characteristic must be named in the adjective phrase. This is accomplished by the characteristic
transformation:
(4)

A1 + S(A1, N) → F1 + N

where F1 is the construct form of the adjective (A1), and N is the name of the characteristic of
which A is a value. S defines the relationship of characteristic (N) to its value (A) in the broader
context.
hY`l!yl!u&h* br~w+ hx*uh
@ * ld)G+
N4

F3
N2
F1
A6
A5
great in counsel, and mighty in work (Jer. 32:19)

In this example, two dependent clauses are involved. The first states: The adjective “great” is restricted to God’s counsel in this context. It is equivalent to saying that God’s counsel is great. The
second states: The adjective “mighty” is restricted to God’s works in this context. It is equivalent
to saying that God’s works are mighty.
hm*oq tl^pv
= !
low of stature (Ezek. 17:6)

hm*j-@ ld`G©
(a man) great of wrath (Prov. 19:19)

j^Wr-lp^v=
humble in spirit (Prov. 29:23)

.tm#a$w\ ds#j#-br~w+ <y]P^a^ Er\a#
N5 W N4 F3 W N2
F1
N7
| |
A6
A8
|
|
A9
longsuffering, and plenteous of both mercy and truth (Exod. 34:6)

This last example illustrates a compound adjective phrase (A9); the head construct adjective (F3)
of the second phrase (A8) has a compound modifier (N4 and N5). The underlying dependent clauses
are: the forbearance of God’s anger is long; the measure of God’s mercy is plenteous; and the
measure of God’s truth is plenteous.
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15.5 The Limitation Transformation
When the dependent clause specifies some limitation to the range of adjective (A), then the
limitation must be named in the phrase. This usually occurs when the adjective applies to only
some part of the referent that the phrase modifies. In this case the part to which the adjective
applies must be named. This is accomplished by the limitations transformation:
(5)

A1 + S(A1, N) → F1 + N

where F1 is the construct form of adjective A1, and N is the name of the part to which A refers.
bl@-<k^j&
wise of heart (Prov. 10:8)2

In this example, the dependent clause states: The adjective “wise” refers to the heart of the person
involved. It is the equivalent of saying the heart of the person is wise, or that he is wise-hearted.
hx*oNh^ al@m* rb#a@h* Er\a# <y]p^nK
` =h^ lodG+
N6

F5
N4
F3
N2
F1
A9
A8
A7
great of wing, long of pinions, full of feathers (Ezek. 17:3)

hx*on-br~w+ <y]p^nK
` = lodG+
N4 F3 W
A6 |

N2

F1
A5

A7
great of wings and plenteous of feathers (Ezek. 17:7)
(= with great wings and many feathers)

bl@-yq@zj
+ !w+ <yn]p* yvq= <yn]Bh
* ^
N4

F3 W N2
F1
|
A5
A7
The sons are harsh of face and stiff of heart (Ezek. 2:4)
A6

bl@-ym@kj
= -^ lK*
all the wise of heart (Exod. 28:2)

15.6 Dependent Clause in General
An adjective may have a dependent clause that does not define the value of a characteristic,
but that modifies the adjective in some other way. Such dependent clauses are attached to the
adjective by means of a subordinating conjunction, and no transformation takes place. The structure is:
A1 + S → A1 + Cs + S

(6)

2

See also Exod. 36:1; Prov. 16:21.
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where Cs is a subordinating conjunction that expresses the dependency of S on A1.
Hebrew uses the conjunction yK! to express such dependency.3
WNr\Wuy+ yK! rz`ka
= ^-aO
No one is so fierce that he would dare stir him up (Job 41:2, Eng. vs. 10)

15.7 Dependent Comparative Clauses
An adjective may have a dependent clause comparing its value with that of something else.
Generally three degrees of comparison are expressed: (1) the similar degree, (2) the superior degree, and (3) the superlative degree.4 Hebrew has no inflection to express comparative degrees as
English does (i.e., high, higher, highest). Although it may be conceivable that the dependent comparative phrase is derived from a clause dependent upon the adjective, it is more likely that comparative adjective phrases are derived from a comparison of clauses5 of the form:
S1(A) + Comparative Conjunction + S2(A)
which is transformed into the form:
S1(A) + Comparative Preposition + S2(-A)
where further deletion and substitution transformations would reduce uninteresting redundant information to a minimum, and would construct the comparative phrase in its normal surface structure. However, because comparative phrases are usually discussed in the context of adjective
phrases, the discussion of them is included here.
15.7.1 The Similarity Degree of Comparison
Clauses are compared at the degree of similarity by the comparative conjunctions /K@ > >
> rv#a&K.^ In English order the structure is:
rv#a&K^ + S(A)1 + /K@ + S(A)2

3 This construction is rather rare in Biblical Hebrew. Clear examples are difficult to locate. This type of
dependency, when required, is usually expressed by circumlocution.
4 Two additional degrees actually exist: (4) inferior degree, and (5)

most inferior degree. These usually
are absorbed into the discussion of the first three degrees, but ought to have separate treatment. See the discussion under the comparison of clauses (§ 19.2.7). English does not seem to have an antonym for “superlative.”
5 Most comparative

phrases can be explained as being the result of deletion transformations on a comparison of clauses. See further discussion in Chapter 19 ( § 19.2.7) on the coordination and subordination of
clauses.
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which is usually translated into English as “Just as S1 so S2.” When S1 and S2 assign a common
adjective (A) as the value of the same attribute of similar referents, the environment is right for the
comparative transformation of similarity. The resultant comparative phrase of similarity would be:
(7)

A + S(A, N) → A + K= + N

where A is the adjective common to S1 and S2, K= is the comparative preposition of similarity that
derives from the comparative conjunctions /K@ > > > rv#a&K^, and N is the referent in S2 with which
comparison is made. N may be a phrase.
rp)KK
= ^ qD`
N2 K= A1
as small as hoar frost (Exod. 16:14)

In this example, the dependent clause is: The manna was small like hoar frost is small.
n`bL
* =k^ hp*y`
hM*jK
^ ^ hr`B*
.tolG`dN+ ]K^ hM*y|a&
Fair as the moon,
Clear as the sun,
Awesome as an army with banners (Song 6:10)

;omK* <k*j*
as wise as you (Gen. 41:39)

.<yh!OaK@ lodG`
as great as our God (Psa. 77:14)

tw\m*lx
= ^ lp#a) omK= ht*p*yu@
as dark as darkness itself, as the shadow of death. (Job 10:22)6

15.7.2 The Superior Degree7 of Comparison
Clauses are compared at the degree of superiority by the comparative conjunction /m! rt@oy.
In English order the structure is:
S1 + /m! rt@oy + S2
which is usually translated into English as “S1 more than S2.” When S1 and S2 assign a common
adjective (A) as the value of the same attribute of similar referents, the environment is right for the

6

Cf. Job 11:8, 9.

7 Commonly

referred to as the comparative degree.
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comparative transformation of superiority.8 The structure of the resultant comparative phrase of
superiority would be:
(8)

A + S(A, N) → A + /m! + N

where A is the adjective common to S1 and S2, /m! is the comparative preposition of superiority
that derives from the comparative conjunction /m! rt@oy, and N is the referent in S2 with which
comparison is made. N may be a phrase.
yr]a&m@ zu^>>> vb^Dm
+ ! qotM*
sweeter than honey ...
stronger than a lion. (Judg. 14:18)

In this example, two dependent clauses are involved. The first states: What is sweet more than
honey is sweet. The second states: What is strong more than a lion is strong.
la@yn]Dm
` ! <k*j* hT*a^
you are wiser than Daniel (Ezek. 28:3)*

roum@ qm)u*
deeper than the skin (Lev. 13:3)

yu^h-* /m! hl*odg+
greater than Ai (Josh. 10:2)

hl*u)h-* ta# lyk!hm
* ! /f)q*
too small to receive the burnt offering (1 Kgs. 8:64)
[lit.: smaller than to receive the burnt offering]9

wD`jy= ~ tb#Vm
# ! br`
too great for them to dwell together (Gen. 36:7)
[lit. greater than their dwelling together]

15.7.3 The Superlative Degree of Comparison
In Hebrew the superlative degree of comparison is expressed in the same manner as the
superior degree, except that the universal quantifier is used with the referent in S 2—that is, the
referent in S2 is the universal of the referent in S1. This produces the resultant structure:
(9)

A + S(A, N) → A + /m! + lK) + N
hd\C*h^ tY~j^ lK)m! <Wru*
more cunning than any beast of the field (Gen. 3:1)

Actually no such transformation is required, the appropriate phrase naturally results from deletion
transformations at the discourse level.
8

Note that here N is a verbal noun (infinitive construct) phrase governing an object. Likewise the next
example employs an infinitive.
9
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In this example, the dependent clause states: The serpent was cunning more than any beast of the
field was cunning.
tojP=v=m-! lK*m! hr`uX
! h
= ^
the least of all families (1 Sam. 9:21)

.<u*h-* lK*m! H~b)G`
taller than any of the people (1 Sam. 9:2)

At times the universal quantifier is elided if its sense is understood from the context.
<k#yn}da
) & yn}Bm
= ! rv*Yh
` ^w+ boFh^
the best and most qualified of your master’s sons (2 Kgs. 10:3)

This phrase may be further transformed to the structure:
A(det.) + B= + N
where N names the class with which comparison is made and the determinate form of the adjective
expresses the superlative degree.
.yb!a* tyb@B= ryu!Xh
* ^
the least in my father’s house (Judg. 6:15)

<yq]nu
` &B* lodG`h^
the greatest among the Anakim (Josh 14:15)

<yv!NB
` ^ hp*Yh
` ^
the fairest among women (Song 1:8)

The phrase may be further transformed to the structure:
F + N(det.)
where F is the construct form of the adjective and N names the class with which comparison is
made. N may be replaced by a pronoun when pronoun substitution is possible.
.wyn`B* /f)q=
the youngest of his sons (2 Chr. 21:17)

.<N`f^q=-du^w+ <l*odG+m!
from the greatest of them to the least of them (Jon. 3:5)

<b*of
the best of them (Mic. 7:4)

On rare occasions an idiom like that used for the superlative comparison of nouns is also
used for adjectives. The structure of the idiom is as follows:
F + A(det, pl)
where F is the construct form of the adjective A which is determinate and plural.
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.<yv!dQ
` (h^ vd\q)
The holy of holies. (Exod. 26:34)
[or the most holy (place)]

<yv!dQ
` (h^ vd\q)-tyB}-ta# cu^Y~w~
And he made the Most Holy Place (2 Chr. 3:8)

15.8 The Substantive Transformation
At times an adjective (phrase) functions in a clause as though it were a noun (phrase). It
appears as though the following transformation takes place:
A→N
<T#rm
+ ^a& rv#a& /q}Z`h^
the old man of whom you spoke (Gen. 43:27)

<yh!Oa$h* ta@m@ lB@q^n+ boFh^-ta# <G~
lB@qn^ + aO ur`h-* ta#w+
Shall we receive good at the hand of God,
and shall we not receive evil? (Job 2:10)

bofB= ur~-oa ur`B= bof
a good for a bad, or a bad for a good (Lev. 27:10)

However this illusion is created by deletion transformations that reduce redundancy in a
discourse. When a noun phrase of the form N + A stands in a context where N may not be deleted
without causing ambiguity, a deletion transformation may be performed, leaving only A to represent the noun phrase. But in all cases where an adjective stands in place of a noun and functions
as a substantive, the noun it modifies is understood (from the context) and should be restored in
the analysis procedure.

15.9 Coordinate Adjective Phrases
When adjective phrases have the same role and function in a sentence they are linked together by coordinating conjunctions10 to form compound adjective phrases.

הוה ֵ ֵ֥אל ַר ֶ֖חּום וְׁ ַחנָ֑ ּון
ֵּ֔ ָ ְׁהוִ֣ה׀ י
ָ ְׁוַ יִ ְׁק ָרא י
ב־ח ֶסד וֶ ֱא ֶ ָּֽמת׀׃
ֵ֥ ֶ ֶ ֵ֥א ֶרְך ַא ַ ֶ֖פיִ ם וְׁ ַר
And He proclaimed, "The LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious,
longsuffering, and abounding in goodness and truth (Exod. 34:6)

10

See § 9.2.1. When more than two phrases are coordinated, some intermediate conjunctions may be elided.
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ת ַאר
ֹ ֵּ֔ יפת
ַ ת־ש ֶכלֹ֙ ִ ִ֣ו
ֹ֙ ֶ ֹוב
ַ וְׁ ָה ִא ָ ָּ֤שה ָּֽט
וְׁ ָה ִ ֵ֥איש ָק ֶ ָ֛שה וְׁ ַ ֵ֥רע ַמ ֲע ָל ִ ֶ֖לים
And the woman was of good understanding and beautiful appearance;
but the man was harsh and evil in his doings. (1 Sam. 25:3)

A compound adjective phrase may be understood to be the result of deletion transformations on
coordinate clauses with common constituents, such as common verbs and common phrases. For
examples see § 19.4.2.

15.10 Rules for Syntactic Analysis of Adjective Phrases
The rules for syntactic analysis of phrases operate in reverse of the synthesis rules defined
in the above sections. That is, the expositor recovers the full content of the dependent clause that
underlies the phrase being analyzed. This information is recovered from the literary context in
which the phrase occurs, or from what was commonly known about the topic under discussion in
the context. Take for example the genitive noun phrase hm*oq tl^pv
= ! (low of stature). In Ezek. 17:6
where the phrase occurs, the context is a spreading vine; the dependent clause may be understood
to be: “The height of the vine was low to the ground.”
In the analysis rules that follow, the rules bypass that part of the analysis involving recovering the content of the dependent clause S(A1). However, that step is assumed to be a necessary
part of the analysis, even though it is not represented in the formal notation. The constituent(s) on
the left side of the arrow (→) are replaced by the constituent on the right side; or when drawing a
tree diagram analysis, the left constituents are connected together and linked to the right constituent.
Thus, the rule “F1 + N2 → A3” (where F1 is the construct form of adjective A1) would be diagramed
as follows:
hm*oq tl^p=v!
N2

F1

A3
of low stature (Ezek. 17:6)

The dependent clause S(A1, N2) is not included in the diagram, but its identity and content becomes
part of the analysis. It is understood to modify A1, and its content is recorded. All rules must
observe the restraint of completeness and compatibility; that is, all phrases must have been fully
reduced to a single symbol (completeness), and the elements on the left side of a rule must be
grammatically and semantically compatible. Semantic compatibility must be satisfied by determining that the left elements make good sense together in the broader context, that is, the
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underlying dependent clause is factually true. Ordinarily, with few exceptions, the constituents on
the left side must be contiguous (next to one another).
(1)

A1 A2 → A3

where A2 expresses an attribute value of A1.


A2

A1
A3
reddish-white (Lev. 13:19)
The dependent clause is: “the tint of the color white (A1) is reddish (A2).”

(2)

A1 D2 → 

where D2 expresses some adverbial attribute of A1.


D2

A1
A3
Very good (Gen. 1:31)
The dependent clause is: “the intensity of the goodness (A1) is very (D2) intense.”

(3)

F1 + N2 → A3

where F1 is the construct form of Adjective A1, and N2 is the characteristic of which A1 is a value.
hY`l!yl!u&h* br~w+ hx*u@h* ld)G+
N5
A6

F4 W N2
F1
|
A3
A7

great in counsel, and mighty in work (Jer. 32:19)
The dependent clause is: “the counsel (N2) of God is great (A1)of wisdom.”
The dependent clause is: “the work (N4) of God is mighty (A3) of expanse.”
(4)

F1 + N2 → A3

where F1 is the construct form of adjective A1, and N2 is the name of the part to which A1 refers.
bl@-<k^j&
N2 F1
A3
wise of heart (Prov. 10:8)
The dependent clause is: “the person’s heart (N2) is wise (A1).”

(5)

A1 + Cs + S2 → A3

where Cs is a subordinating conjunction that expresses the dependency of S2 on A1.
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WNr\Wuy+ yK! rz`k=a^
S2

Cs

A1

A3
so fierce that he would dare stir him up. (Job 41:2, Eng. vs. 10)
The dependent clause is: “a person would dare to stir up Leviathan.” The analysis of S2 is not illustrated.

A1 + K= + N2 → A3

(6)

rp)KK
= ^ qD`
N2 K= A1
A3
as small as hoar frost (Exod. 16:14)
The dependent clause is: “the smallness (A1) is similar to the smallness of hoar frost (N 2).”

The other comparative adjective phrases are analyzed in the same way as the above example except for the prepositions involved.

15.11 Summary of Analysis Rules for Adjective Phrases
A1 A2

→ A3

A1 D2

→ 

F1 N2

→ A3

A1 Cs + S2

→ A3

A1 Cc A2

→ A3

A1 K= N2

→ A3

A1 /m! N2

→ A3

A1 /m! lK) N2 → A3

CHAPTER 16
The Syntax of Hebrew Adverb Phrases
Unlike Hebrew noun phrases and adjective phrases, which seem to be wholly explained on
the basis of transformations on dependent clauses, some adverb phrases seem to originate in the
basic prepositional phrase structure rule:
P+N=D
where P is any adverbial preposition and N is a noun (phrase). However, many adverbial phrases
can be explained on the basis of the general transformation:
X + Sj → X + Adverbial Modifier
where X may be either N, A, D, V, Q, or even Si and where the dependency of Sj on X is expressed
by an adverbial conjunction in the form X + Cs + S. Obviously Cs and S must be semantically
consistent with the adverbial characteristics of X, and harmonious with the broader semantic context in which X and S occur.
In the case where the adverbial modifier may be an adverbial prepositional phrase, the
following surface structure results:
X + Cs + S j → X + P + N
where P is an adverbial preposition expressing the same dependency as Cs, and N is derived from
the content of Sj. N may be a simple noun (phrase) consisting of a key word from S j, or one containing the condensed concept of Sj, or a verbal noun phrase consisting of an infinitive construct
with its associated constituents.1 In any case, the resultant P + N forms an adverb phrase. The
complete transformation is:
X + Cs + S j → X + P + N
where P and N are derived from Cs and Sj respectively.

1

See discussion on verbal noun phrases § 14.4.
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Although the adverbial phrases derived from this general transformation may modify several different parts of speech, depending on the identity of X, this chapter discusses the transformation as it applies to adverbs (i.e., X = D). Later chapters discuss the application to verbs, predicates, and clauses.

16.1 Dependent Adverb Clause
Some adverbial characteristics themselves have characteristics the values of which are defined by adverbs, that is, an adverb with an adverbial modifier. The structure of this transformation
is:
(1)

D1 + Sj(D1, D2) → D1 + D2

where D1 is the adverb of interest, and Sj defines the value (D2) of some adverbial characteristic
of D1.


D2 D1
D3
very quickly (Zep. 1:14)
[Dependent clause: The intensity of the quickness was very.]

Frequently the characteristic of intensity is expressed idiomatically by repeating the adverb.
da)m= da)m=
exceedingly (Gen. 17:2)
[lit. very very]

fu^m= fu^m=
very gradually (Exod. 23:30)
[lit. little by little]

hl*um
= ^ hl*u=m^
very high (Deut. 28:43)
[lit.: higher, higher]

hF*m^ hF*m^
very low (Deut. 28:43)
[lit.: lower, lower]

At times an infinitive absolute is idiomatically used adverbially to modify another adverbial infinitive absolute.
bf@yh@ /ojf*
very finely (Deut. 9:21)
[lit, crushing, doing good]

bf@yh@ ra@B^
very plainly (Deut. 27:8)
[lit.: making plain, doing good]
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16.2 Dependent Comparative Clause
An adverb may have a dependent phrase comparing its value with that of something else.
The comparison of adverbs is expressed in a similar manner to that of adjectives, and the derivation
of comparative adverbial phrases also is explained on the basis of the comparison of clauses (see
the discussion of dependent comparative clauses in the chapter of adjective phrases § 15.7). However, because comparative phrases also are usually discussed in the context of adverbial phrases,
the discussion of them is included here.
16.2.1 The Similarity Degree of Comparison
Clauses are compared at the degree of similarity by the comparative conjunctions
/K@>>>rv#a&K^. In English order the structure is:
rv#a&K^ + S1 + /K@ + S2
which is usually translated into English as “Just as S1 so S2,” or “S1 like S2.” When S1 and S2 assign
a common adverb (D) as the value of the same adverbial attribute of similar referents, the environment is right for the comparative transformation of similarity. The resultant adverbial phrase of
similarity would be:
D + K= + N
where D is the adverb common to S1 and S2, K= is the comparative preposition of similarity that
derives from /K@>>>rv#a&K,^ and N is the referent in S2 with which comparison is made. N may be a
phrase. The resultant generative rule is:
(2)

D

+ S(N, D) → D + K= + N

where S is a comparative sentence of similarity of the above form.
BN`G~K^ omyl!u* Wuyr]y`
they shouted at them as at a thief. (Job 30:5)
Deep structure: Just as they shout at a thief, so they shouted at them (the fathers of Jobs three friends).

16.2.2 The Superior Degree2 of Comparison
Clauses are compared at the degree of superiority by the comparative conjunction /m! rt@oy.
In English order the structure is:
S1 + /m! rt@oy + S2

2

Commonly referred to as the comparative degree.
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which usually is translated into English as “S1 more than S2.” When S1 and S2 assign a common
adverb (D) as the value of the same adverbial attribute of similar referents, the environment is right
for the comparative transformation of superiority.3 The surface structure of the resultant adverbial
comparative phrase of superiority would be:
D1 + /m! + D2
where D is the adverb common to S1 and S2, /m! is the comparative preposition of superiority that
derives from the comparative conjunction of superiority /m! rt@oy, and N is the referent in S with
which comparison is made. N may be a phrase. The resultant generative rule is:
(3)

D1 + S(N, D2) → D1 + /m! + N2

where S is a comparative sentence of superiority of the above form.
/ovar]h-* /m! /orj&a^h* ED}sj
= ^ T=b=f^yh@
You have shown more kindness
at the end than at the beginning (Ruth 3:10)
[adverbial accusatives]
Deep structure: You have shown kindness at the end, more than you showed kindness at the beginning.

16.2.3 The Superlative Degree of Comparison
The superlative degree of comparison is like the superior degree except that it is expressed
by using the universal qualifier with the noun (phrase) of comparison. The surface structure of the
resultant superlative adverbial phrase is:
D + /m! + lK) + N
where D is the adverb common to S1 and S2, /m! is the comparative preposition of superiority that
derives from the comparative conjunction of superiority /m! rt@oy, and N is the universal referent
in S with which comparison is made. N may be a phrase. The resultant generative rule is:
(4)

D + S(N, D) → D + /m! + lK) + N


I have given to the house of my God
far above all that I have prepared for the holy house (1 Chr. 29:3)4
Deep structure: I have given a quantity of gold and silver for the house of my God upward,
more than I have prepared all the quantity of materials for the holy house upward.

3 Actually no such transformation is required, the appropriate phrase naturally results from deletion
transformations at the discourse level.

D is the adverbial phrase  “above” and N is the noun phrase “that which I have prepared for the holy
house.” In this case, the relative pronoun  has been elided.
4
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16.3 Rules for Syntactic Analysis of Adverb Phrases
The rules for syntactic analysis of phrases operate in reverse of the synthesis rules defined
in the above sections. That is, the expositor recovers the full content of the dependent clause that
underlies the phrase being analyzed. This information is recovered from the literary context in
which the phrase occurs, or from what was commonly known about the topic under discussion in
the context. Take for example the adverbial phrase  (very quickly). In Zep. 1:14 where
the phrase occurs, the context is the Great Day of the Lord; the dependent clause may be understood to be: “The Great Day of the Lord is drawing near very quickly.”
In the analysis rules that follow, the rules bypass that part of the analysis involving recovering the content of the dependent clause S. However, that step is assumed to be a necessary part
of the analysis, even though it is not represented in the formal notation. The constituent(s) on the
left side of the arrow (→) are replaced by the constituent of the right side; or when drawing a tree
diagram analysis, the left constituents are connected together and linked to the right constituent.
Thus, the rule “D1 + D2 → D3” would be diagramed as follows:

D2

D1
D3

The dependent clause Sj(D1, D2) is not included in the diagram, but its identity and content becomes part of the analysis. It is understood to modify D1, and its content is recorded. All rules must
observe the restraint of completeness and compatibility; that is, all phrases must have been fully
reduced to a single symbol (completeness), and the elements on the left side of a rule must be
grammatically and semantically compatible. Semantic compatibility must be satisfied by determining that the left elements make good sense together in the broader context. Ordinarily, with
few exceptions, the constituents on the left side must be contiguous (next to one another).
(1)

D1 D2 → D3


D2

D1
D3
very quickly (Zep. 1:14)
The dependent clause: The quickness is intense.

(2)

D1 K= N2 → D3
BN`G~K^ omyl!u* Wuyr]y`
N2 |

D1
D3
they shouted at them as at a thief. (Job 30:5)
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Dependent clause: They shouted at them (D1) like they shouted at a thief (N2)5

(3)

D1 /m! N2 → D3
/ovar]h*-/m! /orj&a^h* ED}sj
= ^ T=b=f^yh@
N2

|
D1
D3
You have shown kindness
at the end more than at the beginning (Ruth 3:10)
[adverbial accusatives]
Dependent clause: You have shown kindness at the end
more than You have shown kindness at the beginning.

16.4 Summary
Adverbial phrases are derived from an adverb with a dependent clause. The phrase is the
result of deletion and substitution transformations on the dependent clause.
Analysis Rules
(1)
(2)
(3)

D1 D2 → D3
D1 K= N2 → D3
D1 /m! N2 → D3

5

Actually the adverb phrases involving comparison originate through deletion transformations. In this case,
the redundant elements “they shouted” was deleted which resulted in the comparative adverbial phrase.

CHAPTER 17
The Syntax of Hebrew Verb Phrases
Ordinarily a verb is thought of as a single word, not as a phrase. While the verb often is a
single word, it frequently requires auxiliary words to define some of its characteristics. Thus it is
appropriate to refer to the verb as a phrase consisting of the principle verb and any of its necessary
auxiliary modifiers. The verb in a kernel clause is initially defined as in the perfect aspect, the
active voice, and the indicative mood. Also the other attributes of the verb phrase have default
values. The structure of the verb phrase could be defined by phrase structure rules; but it seems
better to define them by transformations, because the values sometimes have to be changed under
the control of sequence transformations to be discussed in later chapters. This chapter describes
the basic transformations that determine the structure of the verb phrase as required by its various
characteristic values.
The syntax of the verb phrase and the specification of the morphological data for inflecting
the verb and any of its auxiliaries are determined by a sequence of verb phrase transformations.
The transformations must be performed in sequence in order to produce the proper structure of the
verb phrase.1

17.1 Semantic Emphasis Transformation
This transformation defines the syntax associated with the semantic emphasis attribute (see
§ 5.6.7). (Semantic emphasis is to be distinguished from position prominence.) The first option (1)
is for the non-emphatic case, requiring no modification; the second option (2) is for the emphasis
of certainty or intensity; the third (3) is for the emphasis of continuousness. The symbol Dv represents the cognate infinitive absolute of the verb V.
(1)
V→ V
(2)
V → Dv + V

1

The voice attribute of the verb (active, middle, passive, or reflexive) determines the verb stem (qal, piel,
pual, hiphil, etc.). The mapping of voice with stem is not uniform; the lexicon defines the stem/voice relationship for
each verb. No transformation is required for voice.
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V + Dv

(Option 2)
yl!q)B= Wum=v=T! u^omv*-<a! hT*u^w+
Dv
V(cert)
Now therefore, if ye will indeed obey my voice . . .(Exod. 19:5)
V

hr\Y`y] hr)y-` oa lq@S*y] loqs*-yK!
V2
Dv2
V1
Dv1
V4(cert)
V3(cert)
He shall surely be stoned, or surely shot with an arrow. (Exod. 19:13)

(Option 3)
.Wud`T@-la^w+ oar` War+W Wnyb!T*-la^w+ u^omv* Wum=v!
V4

Dv3
V3
V2
Dv1
V1
V3(cont)
V1(cont)
Keep on hearing, but do not understand;
Keep on seeing, but do not perceive. (Isa. 6:9)

fopv* fP)vY= ]
Dv

V
V(cont)
He keeps acting as a judge (Gen. 19:9)

<k#ta
= # EorB* Er\b*y+w~
Dv
V
Therefore he continued to bless you (Josh. 24:10)

[orx* [r~x* aw+V*l^
Dv

V
V(cont)
He keeps smelting in vain. (Jer. 6:29)

El@hl
) ^ okb* WkB=
Dv

V
V(int)
Weep bitterly for him who goes away. (Jer. 22:10)

For further examples, see § 5.6.7 under the discussion of emphasis.

17.2 The Aspect Transformation
This transformation defines the value of the aspect attribute of the verb which determines
which basic inflectional form the verb will assume (see § 5.6.5). The first option is for the perfect
aspect, requiring no modification because the perfect aspect is the default value; the second option
is for the imperfect aspect; and the third is for the durative aspect which will require a further
transformation.
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V(perfect)
V → V(imperfect)
V → V(durative)

No examples are provided for this very basic operation.

17.3 The Durative Aspect Transformation
This transformation defines the syntax associated with the durative aspect only (see §
5.6.5.3; 6.3.3). In this transformation the verb takes on the active participle form and acquires an
auxiliary helping verb. The first option (1) is for the present durative, or for the non-emphatic past
or future durative in contexts where tense is already specified. The second option (2) is for the
emphatic past durative; and the third (3) is for the emphatic future durative.
(1)
(2)
(3)

V(present durative) →
V(past durative)
→
V(future durative) →

Va
Vc(perfect) + Va
Vc(imperfect) + Va

Va is the participle of V, being by nature an absolute, non-determinate form. Va receives
the attribute values of number and gender assigned to V by previous rules. The verb Vc is the
auxiliary copulative hy`h.* It receives the attribute values of number, gender, and person assigned to
V by previous rules, and it behaves as V in all subsequent transformations.
(Option 1)
aB* rodw+ El@h) roD
.td\m*u) <l*oul= Jr\a*h*w+
one generation passes away,
and another generation comes;
But the earth abides forever. (Eccl. 1:4)

<Yh^-la# <yk!l=h) <yl!j*N+h^-lK*
al@m* WNn\ya@ <Y`h^w+
<yk!l=h) <yl!j*N+h^v# <oqm=-la#
.tk#l*l* <yb!v* <h@ <v*
All the rivers run into the sea,
Yet the sea is not full;
To the place from which the rivers come,
There they return again. (Eccl. 1:7)

(Option 2)
ort=y] /ax)-ta# hu#r) hy`h* hv#m)W
Va

Vc
V(past-dur)
Now Moses was sheparding the flock of Jethro (Exod. 3:1)
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hw`hy+-ta# tr}v*m= hy`h* ru^N~h^w+
Va

Vc
V(past-dur)
And the child was ministering to the LORD (1 Sam. 2:11)

tovr+j) Wyh* rq*B*h^
Va

Vc
V(past-dur)
The oxen were plowing (Job 1:14)

.lWav* tyb@B= qZ}j^t=m! hy`h* rn}b=a^w+
Va

Vc
V(past-dur)
Abner was strengthening his hold on the house of Saul. (2 Sam. 3:6)

(Option 3)

וְׁ יִ ְׁהיֵ֥ ּו נ ְֹׁד ִ ֶ֖דים ַבּגֹויִ ָּֽם׃
Va

Vc
V(fut-dur)
And they shall be wandering among the nations. (Hos. 9:17)

היּו ר ִ ָֹּ֤עים ַב ִמ ְׁד ָב ֹ֙ר ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ִ֣עים ָש ֵָּ֔נה
ֹ֙ ְׁ ִיכם י
ֶ ֵּו ְֶׁ֠בנ
Va

Vc
V(fut-dur)
And your sons shall be shepherding in the wilderness forty years, (Num. 14:33)

For further examples, see the discussion of the durative aspect in § 5.6.5.3.

17.4 The Mood Transformation
This transformation defines the morphological variations of the imperfect aspect associated
with the various moods in the simple tone (see § 5.6.6).
(1)
(2)
(3)

V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect) →

V(normal imperfect)
V(long imperfect)
V(short imperfect)

The first option (1) is for the indicative and subjunctive moods, for the positive volitive,
and for the negative juridical volitive; This option requires no modification of inflectional form,
so no examples are provided. The second option (2) is for the positive hortative and precative
moods; the third (3) is for the negative non-indicative and non-subjunctive moods, and for the
positive persuasive and optative moods.
(Option 2)

־שם ִמזְׁ ֵָ֗ב ַח ָל ֵַּ֞אל
ִ֣ ָ ית־אל וְׁ ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֶשה
ָ֑ ֵ ּומה וְׁ נַ ֲע ֶלֶ֖ה ֵ ָּֽב
ָ וְׁ נָ ֵ֥ק
Then let us arise and go up to Bethel; and I will make an altar there to God (Gen. 35:3)
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א ֶכל׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֶ֖נֵ ְׁר ָ ַּ֕דה וְׁ נִ ְׁש ְׁב ָ ֵ֥רה ְׁלך
We will go down and buy you food. (Gen. 43:4)

ּובה׃
ָ ת־א ִ ֶ֖בי וְׁ ָא ָּֽש
ָ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֶלה ָ־נָ֛א וְׁ ֶא ְׁק ְׁב ָ ֵ֥רה ֶא
Now therefore, please let me go up and bury my father, and I will come back. (Gen. 50:5)
(polite)

hZ\h^ ld)Gh
` ^ ha#r+M^h-^ ta# ha#r+a#w+ aN`-hr`s%a*

I will now turn aside and see this great sight. (Exod. 3:3)
(polite)

El#m# yl^u* hm*yc!a*
I will set a king over me. (Deut. 17:14)

(Option 3)
;n\yb@W yn]yB@ hw`hy+ [x#y]
.Whu@r}m@ vya! rt@S*n] yK!
May the LORD watch between you and me
when we are absent one from another. (Gen. 31:49)

הוֵ֥ה ִע ָמ ֶכֶ֖ם ֶ ִ֣ח ֶסד וֶ ֱא ֶ ָ֑מת
ָ ְׁוְׁ ַע ַָּ֕תה ַי ַָּֽעש־י
And now may the LORD show kindness and truth to you. (2 Sam. 2:6)

וְׁ ַי ַָ֛עש ֲאד ִ ֵֹ֥ני ַה ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶלְך ַה ִ֣טֹוב ְׁב ֵע ָינָ֑יו
And let my lord the king do what is good in his eyes. (1 Chr. 21:23)

ַאל־ ַ ִ֣ת ַען ְׁ ֶּ֭כ ִסיל ְׁכ ִאּוַ ְׁל ָ֑תֹו
Do not answer a fool according to his folly. (Prov. 26:4)
(negative)

ּומה ָ ָ֑רע
ָ וְׁ ַאל־ ַ ֵ֥ת ַעש לֶ֖ ֹו ְׁמ ִ֣א
And do not do him harm (Jer. 39:12)
(negative)

For further examples, see the discussion in § 5.6.6 under mood.

17.5 The Transformation of Formality and Politeness
This transformation defines the syntax for the politeness attribute (see § 5.6.6.2). Options
(1) and (3) are for the less formal statements, requiring no modification of structure. Options (2)
and (4) are for expressing politeness or formality.
(1)
(2)

V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect) →

V(imperfect)
V(imperfect) + an`

(3)

V(imperative) →

V(imperative)
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V(imperative) + an`

The transformation applies equally as well to the long, short, or normal imperfect respectively,
retaining the long, short, or normal form specified by previous transformations. The long imperfect
form occurs with an` approximately 44 times, always in first-person direct discourse. The short
imperfect form occurs with approximately 16 times, nearly always in third-person direct discourse.
(Option 2)

ּובה׃
ָ ת־א ִ ֶ֖בי וְׁ ָא ָּֽש
ָ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֶלה־ ָנָ֛א וְׁ ֶא ְׁק ְׁב ָ ֵ֥רה ֶא
Now therefore, please let me go up and bury my father, and I will come back. (Gen. 50:5)
[long form with politeness]

ים ַב ִמ ְׁד ֵָּ֔בר
ֹ֙ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ֵנָּֽלֲ ָכה־ ַָּ֞נא ֶד ִֶ֣רְך ְׁשֹלָּ֤ ֶשת יָ ִמ
ֹלהינּו׃
ָּֽ ֵ יהוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ וְׁ נִ זְׁ ְׁב ָ ֶ֖חה ַ ָּֽל
and now, please, let us go three days' journey into the wilderness,
that we may sacrifice to the LORD our God.' (Exod. 3:18)
[long form with politeness]

ת־ה ַמ ְׁר ֶ ֵ֥אה ַהּגָ ֶ֖ד ֹל ַה ֶזָ֑ה
ַ ָא ֻ ָּֽס ָרה־ ָנִ֣א וְׁ ֶא ְׁר ֵֶּ֔אה ֶא
I will turn aside and see this great sight. (Exod. 3:3)
[long form with formality]

Wnyt@onyB@ hl÷*a* an` yh!T=
Please let there be an oath between us. (Gen. 26:28)
[short form with politeness]

ru^N^h^ tj^T^ ;D+b=u^ an`-bv#y} hT*u^w+
Now therefore, please let your servant remain instead of the lad. (Gen. 44:33)
[short form with politeness]

.wyj*a#-<u! lu^y~ ru^N~hw^ +
And let the lad go up with his brothers. (Gen. 44:33)
[short form with politeness carried over from previous context]

HD`b^l= hZ`G]h^-la# br\j) an`-yh!y+
.lF*-hy\h=y] Jr\a*h*-lK*-lu^w+
Please let it be dry only on the fleece,
but on all the ground let there be dew. (Judg. 6:39)
[short form with politeness]

ַאל־ ָת ֵ ִ֣רעּו ָנָ֑א
Please do not act so wickedly! (Judg. 19:23)
[rare second-person short form with politeness]
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(Option 4)
The long imperative form occurs with an` approximately 26 times, always in second-person
direct discourse. The short imperfect form occurs with approximately 16 times, nearly always in
third-person direct discourse.

ַה ִ ָּּֽג ָידה־ ָנִ֣א ְׁש ֵֶּ֔מך
Please tell me Your name. (Gen. 32:29)
[long imperative form with politeness]

ית
ָ וְׁ ַהּגֶ ד־ ָנֵ֥א ִ ֹ֙לי ֶ ִ֣מה ָע ִֵּ֔ש
Please tell me what you have done. (Josh. 7:19)
[short imperative form with politeness]

ל־מ ֶ֖קֹום ַא ֵ ָ֑חר
ָ ְׁל ָכה־נָ ֹ֙א ֶא ָ ִ֣ק ֲח ֵּ֔ך ֶא
Please come, let me take you to another place. (Num. 23:27)
[long imperative form with politeness]

ח־לי ִמ ָָ֗שם ְׁש ֵנָ֛י ּגְׁ ָד ֵיֵ֥י ִע ִזֶ֖ים ט ִ ָֹ֑בים
ִ֣ ִ ל־ה ֵּ֔צ ֹאן וְׁ ַ ָָּֽק
ַ ֶלְך־נָ ֹ֙א ֶא
Please go to the flock and bring me from there two choice kids of the goats (Gen. 27:9)
[short imperative form with politeness]

ישה־ ָנֵ֥א ִ ֶ֖לי ָה ֵא ָֹ֑פד
ָ ַה ִ ָּּֽג
Please bring me the ephod. (1 Sam. 30:7)
[long imperative form with politeness]

For further examples, see § 5.6.6 under the discussion of mood.

17.6 The Directive Transformation
This transformation defines the syntax for the tone attribute (see § 5.6.6.2). The first option
(1) is for the simple tone, requiring no modification of inflectional form. The second is for the
directive tone; it is used for the volitive, hortative, precative, and persuasive moods only; also it is
used only for positive statements. The transformation applies equally as well to the long, short, or
normal imperfect respectively, providing the corresponding long, short, or normal imperative form
in the second option.
(1)
(2)

V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect) →

V(imperfect)
V(imperative)

(Option 2)
;M#a!-ta#w+ ;yb!a*-ta# dB@K^
Honor your father and your mother. (Exod. 20:12)
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.dj*a# hw`hy+ Wnyh@Oa$ hw`hy+ la@r`cy= ] um^v=
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, The LORD is one! (Deut. 6:4)

;x=r+a^m@ ;l=-El#
Get out of your country. (Gen. 12:1)

<ym!y` tv#Ov=l! <yn]kn) + Wyh$
Be ready for the third day. (Exod. 19:15)

For further examples, see § 5.6.6.2 under the discussion of the directive tone.
In the indicative mood, verbs are negated by prepositive aO. In non-indicative moods, the
verbs are negated by prepositive aO for emphatic negation, and by prepositive la^ for simple
negation. The negative is regarded as a morpheme of the verb, therefore no negation transformation
is provided here.

17.7 The Dependent Clause Transformation with a Verb
The basic verb phrase is generated by the above six transformations. However, clauses
dependent on the verb phrase may add further modifiers. The following transformation accommodates this condition; it is defined as follows:
V

+ S(Nv, D) → V + D

where S is some clause dependent on V that defines an adverbial characteristic (Nv) of V with the
value D.
Jr\a*h*-lu^ da)m= WBr+Y]w~ <y]M^h^ WrB=g+Y]w~
D

V
V
And the waters prevailed and greatly increased on the earth (Gen. 7:18)

Jr\a*h*-lu^ da)m= da)m= Wrb=G` <y]Mh
^ ^w+
D

V
V
And the waters prevailed exceedingly on the earth (Gen. 7:19)

.du#w` <l*u)l= EOm=y] hw`hy+
D

V
V
The LORD shall reign forever and ever (Exod. 15:18)
(the adverb phrase is compound)

bf@yh@ WrB=v! wym*lx
* -= ta#w+ wyt*j)Bz= +m!-ta#
D

V
V
They thoroughly broke in pieces its altars and images (2 Kgs. 11:18)
(the infinitive absolute bf@yh@ functions as an adverb)
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17.8 Analysis Rules for Verb Phrases
The analysis of Hebrew verb phrases consists of operating the back transformations corresponding to the analysis transformations that generated the phrase. The following are the relevant
analysis rules:
(1)

Dv + V → V(emphasis of certainty)
yl!q)B= Wum=v=T! u^omv*-<a! hT*u^w+
Dv
V(certainty)
Now therefore, if you will indeed obey my voice . . .(Exod. 19:5)
V

(2)

V + Dv → V(emphasis of continuousness)
fopv* fP)vY= ]
Dv

V
V(continuous)
He keeps acting as a judge (Gen. 19:9)

(3)

V1c + V2a → V (durative)2
hw`hy+-ta# tr}v*m= hy`h* ru^N~hw^ +
Va

Vc
V(durative)
And the child was ministering to the LORD (1 Sam. 2:11)

(4)

V + an` → V(polite or formal)

(5)

V+D→V

17.9 Summary
Semantic Emphasis Transformation
(1)
V→ V
(2)
V → Dv + V
(3)
V → V + Dv
The Aspect Transformation
(1)
V → V(perfect)
(2)
(3)

2

V→
V→

V(imperfect)
V(durative)

A position transformation may front Vc and thus separate it from Va , otherwise the elements of a verb
phrase are expected to be contiguous.
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The Durative Aspect Transformation
(1)
V(present durative) →
Va
(2)
V(past durative)
→
Vc(perfect) + Va
(3)
V(future durative) →
Vc(imperfect) + Va
The Mood Transformation
(1)
V(imperfect) →
V(normal imperfect)
(2)
V(imperfect) →
V(long imperfect)
(3)
V(imperfect) →
V(short imperfect)
The Transformation of Formality and Politeness
(1)
(2)

V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect) →

V(imperfect)
V(imperfect) + an`

(3)
(4)

V(imperative) →
V(imperative) →

V(imperative)
V(imperative) + an`

The Directive Transformation
(1)
V(imperfect) →
V(imperfect)
(2)
V(imperfect) →
V(imperative)
The Dependent Clause Transformation with a Verb
V + S(Nv, D) → V + D
Analysis Rules for Verb Phrases
(1)
Dv + V → V(emphasis of certainty)
(2)
V + Dv → V(emphasis of continuousness)
(3)
V1c + V2a → V (durative)3
(4)
V + an` → V(polite or formal)
(5)

3

V+D→V

A position transformation may front Vc and thus separate it from Va , otherwise the elements of a verb
phrase are expected to be contiguous.

CHAPTER 18
Analyzing Hebrew Sentences
Up to this point, attention has been directed to how Hebrew sentences are constructed and
how meaningful information is encoded in the structures of Hebrew sentences. That process is the
theoretical method the Biblical authors used to compose the sentences. Knowledge of that process
is helpful for the expositor. It lays the foundation for understanding the methodology of analyzing
Hebrew sentences.
Chapter 12 contains illustrations of the analysis diagrams for Hebrew kernel clauses. This
chapter expands that analysis diagraming to include the complexities introduced when one or more
of the clause constituents is a phrase. The reader should consult Chapter 12 for a review of the
diagrams. Obviously it is not necessary to make an analysis diagram of every sentence of a discourse, but only of those where complexity or potential obscurity may hinder the clear perception
of the coherence of the text. This chapter explains the methodology for producing analysis diagrams and the associated thought processes needed for extracting the expository information the
diagraming brings to light. What questions should the expositor ask when he makes a diagraming
link? Where does he find the answers? How does the discovered information fit into the overall
exposition? This chapter leads the expositor through the analysis steps.
The analysis procedure of a sentence assumes that the beginning and end of a sentence
have been identified so that only its constituent phrases are under scrutiny. Usually sentences in a
text are joined together by conjunctions, so that a sentence begins just after its immediately preceding conjunction and ends just before its immediately following conjunction. Those sentencelinking conjunctions are constituents of discourse and not of the sentence itself (see chapter 19).
Of course, compound phrases may have imbedded coordinating conjunctions (§ 14.6), and a complex constituent may have imbedded dependent clauses (§ 14.3.3, 4, 5), but these complications
should have already been resolved and incorporated into the analysis of phrases. Unfortunately,
some discourse conjunctions may have been elided (§ 19.1.6), leaving a sentence boundary unmarked; but usually remote disjunctive accents mark such boundaries (§ 22.7.2; § 22.8.2). For
example, the following verse has five sentences, each linked to what precedes it by a coordinating
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conjunction, except the second. The division between the first and second sentence is unmarked
except for the remote disjunctive accent Zaqeph (  ) on  ַה ֵַּ֔ייִ ןthe last word of the first sentence. It
is the highest ranking remote disjunctive accent between the coordinating conjunctions before and
after. The last word of a sentence is nearly always marked by the highest ranking disjunctive accent
in its domain.

אמר ַה ֶֹ֙מ ֶלְך ְׁל ֶא ְׁס ֵ֜תר ַּגִ֣ם ַביָּ֤ ֹום ַה ֵשנִ ֹ֙י ְׁב ִמ ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תה ַה ֵַּ֔ייִ ן
ֶ ֹ וַ י
ה־ש ֵא ָל ֵ ָ֛תְך ֶא ְׁס ֵ ֵ֥תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ָ ֶ֖כה
ְׁ ַמ
וְׁ ִת ָנ ֵ ִָּֽ֣תן ָלְָ֑ך
ד־ח ִ ֵ֥צי ַה ַמ ְׁל ֶ֖כּות
ֲ ה־ב ָק ָש ֵ ָ֛תְך ַע
ַ ּומ
ַ
וְׁ ֵת ָ ָּֽעש׃
And on the second day, at the banquet of wine, the king again said to Esther,
“What is your petition, Queen Esther?
It shall be granted you.
And what is your request, up to half the kingdom?
It shall be done!” (Est. 7:2)

In addition, some sentence boundaries extend beyond the end of a verse. When a sentence is
properly isolated, the expositor is left with a collection of independent phrases that constitute a
subject and predicate—the flesh and bones of an expressed thought.
As in the analysis of phrases and clauses, the present analysis procedure consists of undoing the transformations performed in the composition of the text. The procedure consists of four
steps in hierarchic order:
I. The Restoration of Deletion and Substitution
II. The analysis of all phrases
III. Determine syntactic roles
IV. The analysis of sentences
In the analysis process, Hierarchy I takes priority over the others; and Hierarchy II takes priority
over III, etc.

18.1 The Restoration of Deletion and Substitution
Restoration puts back all elided elements and replaces all personal pronouns and other substitutes with their antecedents. The sacred author originally minimized redundancy in the discourse; this step restores redundancy for the sake of exposition. The restoration process involves
three operations: (1) restore elided elements, (2) restore the antecedents of pronouns, and (3) restore the antecedents of other substitutes.
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18.1.1 Restore Elided Elements
This step restores all elided elements. An element of a clause is often omitted if it is redundant and would be self-evident if omitted. Thus in Hebrew, if two or more succeeding clauses have
the same subject, the redundant subject is omitted in the second and succeeding clauses. At times,
a self-evident object of a verb may be omitted. When the verb of a clause is the copulative, and in
the aspect, tense, and mood of the current segment of the discourse, it is usually omitted. When an
adjective stands in a noun slot, it is usually there because the noun it modifies is redundant and
self-evident, and thus has been omitted. It is helpful for the expositor to force himself to restore all
such elided elements in order to assure himself that he correctly perceives the coherence of the
text. The expositor should ask himself the following questions: What has been left out here as selfevident? Do I clearly understand what it is? If not, where do I find it? Such elided information may
be found in the preceding context, or in the knowledge common to the author and his readers. The
rule for this restoration step is:
(1)

 → (X)

where  is the elided element, and X = {N, A, D, V, or Q}. The parentheses mark the element as
restored. When restoring verbs and predicates, it is safe to regard their tense and mood to be that
passed down and inherited from the preceding context. The redundancy that justified the elision
of the verb or predicate would have included tense and mood, otherwise a newly inflected verb
would be required to mark the transition.
18.1.2 Restore Antecedents of Pronouns
When a noun or noun phrase is redundant, but some measure of ambiguity would result if
the noun were omitted, then pronoun substitution usually takes place. The redundant noun is omitted and a personal pronoun stands in its place.1 In the analysis of sentences, the antecedents of
personal pronouns should be restored in order to avoid potential ambiguity or misunderstanding.
The rule for this operation is:
(2)

R→N

where R represents a personal pronoun or a predicate demonstrative pronoun (§ 10.3.1) and N is
its antecedent recovered from the preceding context or from the common knowledge shared by the
author and his audience; it may be a single word or a phrase of any complexity. The restored noun

1

The pronoun exhibits grammatical concord with the noun it replaces for number, gender, person, and case.
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phrase should be marked with the number, gender, person, and case of the pronoun for which it
was restored.
18.1.3 Restore Antecedents of Other Substitutes
At times, other kinds of substitutions are made. The circumstances are the same—some
element is redundant, but in this case, deletion or pronoun substitution would still result in some
degree of ambiguity. So a more specific substitute replaces the redundant element—one more specific than a pronoun, and less redundant than its antecedent. In the analysis of sentences, these
substitutes should be replaced with their antecedents. The rule for this operation is:
(3)

Xs → X

where Xs and X are the same part of speech, Xs is the substitute, and X is its antecedent, and X =
{N, A, D, V, Q, or S}.

18.2 Analyze Phrases
The second phase of the analysis procedure is the analysis of phrases. All phrases should
be fully analyzed and reduced to a single symbol. The procedure for this analysis is described in §
14.7, § 15.9, § 16.3, and § 17.8. The reader is referred to these chapters for a review of the procedure. Tree diagrams are used to display the syntactic structure of the phrases—and clauses. In this
chapter, complete tree diagrams are used for each example, and an exhaustive description of each
analysis is given. The use of tree diagrams and detailed descriptions may seem tedious and redundant at times, especially in the simpler structures where the analysis seems self-evident. But such
monotony and repetition is tolerated here for pedagogical purposes. The more analytical experience an expositor gains, the less need there is for diagrams; but diagrams are helpful for the more
complex sentences. Every node of a tree diagram is the place for an expositor to find information
which may otherwise be overlooked.
The analysis should always begin with the most deeply imbedded elements of a phrase.
For most phrases this means working with the modifier closest to the head element. Exceptions
are prefixed quantifiers2 and strings of construct nouns.3 Constituents should not be joined grammatically or syntactically unless their analysis is complete and they agree grammatically and semantically with the near and remote context.

2

Quantifiers should not be joined to the quantified phrase until the analysis of the phrase has been completed.

3

Construct nouns may only unite with an adjoining absolute noun phrase.
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18.3 Determine Syntactic Roles
The third phase of the analysis procedure is to determine the syntactic role of the constituent phrases of the sentence being analyzed. This means identifying the subject, the complements
of the verb, and any adjuncts.
18.3.1 The Subject
If one of the constituent phrases has been restored as the antecedent of a nominative pronoun (§ 10.2.1), it is already marked as the subject; otherwise, the consensus of several linguistic
features points to the noun phrase functioning as the subject: (1) grammatical concord with the
verb, (2) prominence, (3) precedence, (4) determination, and (5) semantic concord.
(1) With only limited exceptions, ordinarily the subject of a sentence has grammatical concord with the verb for number, gender, and person. In the case of a potential exception or a restored
verb,4 these data may be uncertain. Likewise, where two candidate phrases both satisfy this expectation ambiguity exists.
(2) In the kernel form of a sentence the default order is subject-verb-object.5 So unless the
verb or some other constituent has been granted first position prominence, the subject is expected
to have first position prominence.
(3) Ordinarily the subject of a sentence is expected to be old information and the predicate
new. That is, the subject has precedence, having been mentioned in prior context. Exception occurs
where focus shifts to a new participant or from one participant to another.
(4) In harmony with (3) above, the subject is ordinarily expected to be determinate. In the
case of a copulative sentence where two candidates for the role of subject are determinate, the
sentence expresses identity (§ 12.1.3), and the distinction between subject and predicate complement is exegetically irrelevant.
(5) Finally, apart from figurative language, the subject has semantic concord with the verb;
that is, the verb names something the subject can do or be in the reality of the text.
18.3.2 The Verbal Complements
If one of the constituent phrases has been restored as the antecedent of an accusative pronoun (§ 10.2.2), or it is governed by the sign of the accusative  ֶאת, it is already marked as a complement of the verb. Otherwise, the phrase is a complement of the verb if it is not the subject and

4

I regard all alleged verbless clauses to be the result of elision; consequently, all elided verbs get restored in
step I above.
5

See Chapter 12, footnote 1.
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it meets three conditions: (1) the phrase is in concord with the grammatical governance of the verb,
(2) the phrase is in concord with the semantic governance of the verb, and (3) the phrase satisfies
the expectation of the context.
(1) A phrase is in concord with the grammatical governance of the verb: (a) if it is a noun
phrase and the verb governs its complement in the accusative case, or (b) if it is a prepositional
phrase and the verb governs its complement in the genitive case by means of the associated preposition.
(2) A phrase is in concord with the semantic governance of the verb if the entity the phrase
names is capable of receiving the action, state, or relationship named by the verb and is consistent
with the reality of the context.
(3) When the flow of thought is well-formed, the reader or listener anticipates what is coming next in a sentence—there is a logical expectation to be satisfied. Verbal complements normally
satisfy such expectations. While the potential predicate thus formed is expected to provide new
information, it is not expected to produce a contradiction or a statement that is not meaningful with
respect to the context.
18.3.3 The Adjuncts
If one of the constituent phrases is neither subject or complement of the verb it is regarded
as an adjunct (§ 12.2.3). Adjuncts are phrases that are added to a clause containing supplemental
information relating to time, place, manner, etc. But the sentence is grammatically, syntactically,
and semantically complete without the adjunct. If an adjunct were to be omitted, the meaning of
the sentence would not be altered.

18.4 Analysis of Sentences
The fourth phase of the analysis procedure is the analysis of sentences. Each sentence
should be fully analyzed and reduced to a single symbol (S). The analysis diagraming of clauses
is illustrated in Chapters 12 and 13. The reader is referred to those chapters for a review of analysis
diagrams.
At the clause level, in addition to the basic kernel information a clause conveys, the following additional information may be extracted: (1) the degree and kind of negation, if any; (2)
whether the clause is expressed in the active, passive, reflexive, or middle voice; (3) whether or
not the clause conveys an element of causation; (4) whether or not a constituent of the clause has
been granted position prominence; and (5) whether the clause is a declaration, exclamation, or
interrogation. All the above information is encoded in the syntax of a clause and contributes to the
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overall meaning of the clause and to its contributory role in the overall discourse of which it is a
part.6
The expositor should note the information derived from the syntax of a clause and make
note of how it contributes to the overall exposition of the text. The following examples illustrate
the expository analysis of sentences, following through the three analysis steps—(1) restore deletions and antecedents, (2) analyze phrases, and (3) analyze clauses—with corresponding explanation.
18.4.1 Copulative Sentences
The following examples illustrate the analysis of the various types of copulative sentences.
18.4.1.1 Classification Copulative Sentence (§ 12.1.2)

וְׁ יִ ְׁפ ָ ִ֣תח ַהּגִ ְׁל ָע ִ ָ֗די ָהיָ ֹ֙ה ּגִ ִ֣בֹור ֵַּ֔חיִ ל
Steps 1 & 2:
Step 3:

N5

J4
N

o

7

Vc
|

N2

N1
Ns6
|

Qc
Sc

Step 4:

And Jephthah the Gileadite was a mighty man of valor. (Judg. 11:1)

Step 1: this sentence had no deletions or substitutions.
Step 2:
(a) N2 (a Gentilic: Gileadite) modifies N1 (a proper name: Jephthah), forming a classification phrase Ns6 (Jephthah the Gileadite). The underlying dependent clause on N1 is:
“Jephthah was a Gileadite.”
(b) N5 (valor) modifies J4 (a construct noun: mighty man), forming a genitive phrase N7
expressing kind of character. The underlying dependent clause on J4 is: “The
mighty man was valiant.”
Step 3:
(a) N6 is the subject because it is in first position, determinate, and in grammatical concord
with the verb, whereas
(b) N7 is in last position and a non-determinate classification phrase.
(c) N7 is the predicate complement of the copulative verb Vc, forming the classification
copulative predicate Qc.

6

In order to save the reader some time, this paragraph is repeated from a portion of § 13.6.
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Step 4:
(a) Ns6 is the subject of the copulative classification predicate Qc, forming a normal copulative classification sentence Sc with no syntactic modifications.
(b) The sentence is the first of three in the verse, being set off by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.
The subject phrase Ns6 is set off by remote disjunctive Rebia, and the verb phrase
Vc by near disjunctive Pashta.
18.4.1.2 Classification Becoming Copulative Sentence (§ 12.1.2)

ַֹ֙א ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם ָהיֵ֧ ֹו יִ ְָּֽׁה ֶיָ֛ה ְׁלגֵ֥ ֹוי ּגָ ֶ֖דֹול וְׁ ָע ָ֑צּום
Steps1 & 2:
Step 3:

A2 W A 1 N2 P
A3
|
No3
Q

Step 4:

Vc

Vd

Ns1

V

S
Abraham shall surely become a great and mighty nation (Gen. 18:18)

Step 1: this sentence had no deletions or substitutions other than the understood adjectival characteristics discussed below.
Step 2:
(a) The infinitive absolute of the copulative verb Vd modifies the copulative verb Vc, forming the verb phrase V, expressing certainty.
(b) Adjective A1 (great) and A2 (mighty) are joined by Waw conjunctive to form the compound adjective phrase A3 (great and mighty). The adjectives are equal in grammatical function and role: each defines the future value of a different but understood
characteristic of noun N2 (nation): great of population and mighty of international
power.
(c) Compound adjective phrase A3 modifies noun N2 (a nation), forming the attributive
noun phrase N3 (a great and mighty nation).
Step 3:
(a) Noun N1 (Abraham) is the subject because it is in first position, determinate, and in
grammatical concord with the verb, whereas
(b) Noun phrase N3 is in last place, non-determinate, and governed by a preposition.
(c) Noun phrase N3 is the predicate complement of verb phrase V as governed by preposition P ( )לindicating the sense of “becoming” rather than simply “being.” Together
these three form the predicate Q.
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Step 4:
(a) The clause is in kernel form. Noun Ns1 (Abraham) is the subject of predicate Q forming
the becoming copulative attributive sentence S. The sentence is the result of the
deletion transformation operating on two coordinate attributive sentences about
Abraham: “Abraham shall surely become a great nation of population; and Abraham shall surely become a mighty nation of international power.”
(b) The sentence is the first of two in the verse, being set off by remote disjunctive Athnach.
The subject phrase Ns1 is set off from the predicate by remote disjunctive Zaqeph,
and the verb phrase V by near disjunctive Tebir.
18.4.1.3 Attributive Copulative Sentence (§ 12.1.4)

הּוד ֹ֙ה ַ ִ֣רב ֵמ ֵֶּ֔הם
ָ ְׁי־ה ַָּ֞יה ֵ ָּ֤ח ֶלק ְׁב ֵנָּֽי־י
ָ ִ ָּֽכ
Step 1 & 2:

RP
A1
N5 |
|
A2

N3

J2
N4

J1
|

Vc

Ns6

Step 3:
Q
Step 4:

S
The portion of the descendants of Judah was too much for them (Josh. 19:9)

Step 1: Pronoun R is replaced by its antecedent N5 which is the same as N4 (the sons of Judah).
Step 2:
(a) Proper noun N3 (Judah) modifies construct noun J2 (sons = descendants) forming a
genitive noun phrase of ancestry N4 (the descendants of Judah). The clause dependent on J2 is: Judah had descendants.
(b) Noun phrase N4 modifies construct noun J1 (portion) forming a genitive noun phrase of
inheritance Ns6 (the portion of the descendants of Judah) which is also recognized
as the subject of the sentence.
(c) Noun phrase N5 (descendants of Judah) modifies quantitative adjective A1 (much) by
means of preposition P ( ) ִמןto form the comparative adjective phrase A2 (more than
the descendants of Judah—paraphrased in English as “too much for . . .”).
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Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase N6 is the subject because it is in grammatical concord with the verb, follows the verb which has been granted first position prominence, is determinate, and
the only candidate.
(b) Adjective phrase A2 is the predicate complement of the copulative verb Vc, forming the
predicate Q of the sentence; the verb has been granted first position prominence,
thus splitting the constituents of the predicate.
Step 4:
(a) The subject noun phrase Ns6 and the predicate Q form the copulative attribute sentence
S with its verb granted position prominence.
(b) The sentence is the second of three of the verse, following Athnach and being set off
by Zaqeph. The verb phrase Vc is set off by near disjunctive Garshaim, and the
subject phrase Ns6 by near disjunctive Pashta.
18.4.1.4 Predicate Adverb Copulative Sentence (§ 12.1.5)

הוָ֛ה ִב ְׁש ֵ ֵ֥דה ְׁפ ִל ְׁש ִ ֶ֖תים ִש ְׁב ָ ֵ֥עה ֳּח ָד ִ ָּֽשים׃
ָ ְׁוַ יְׁ ִ ֵ֧הי ֲארֹון־י
Steps 1 & 2:

N5

M

N4

D1

N7

Step 3:

J3 P
|
D2

N2

J1
Ns6

Vc

Q
Step 4:

S1
S2
And the ark of the LORD was in the country of the Philistines seven months. (1 Sam. 6:1)

Step 1: this sentence had no deletions or substitutions.
Step 2:
(a) Proper noun N2 (the Lord) modifies construct noun J1 (ark), forming a genitive noun
phrase of ownership N6 (the ark of the Lord), which is recognized as the subject of
the sentence. The clause dependent on J1 is: The ark belongs to the Lord.
(b) Noun N4 (Philistines) modifies construct noun J3 (field = country), forming a genitive
noun phrase of territorial inhabitance N7 (country of the Philistines). The clause
dependent on J3 is: The Philistines inhabited the country.
(c) Quantifier M (seven) modifies noun N5 (months), forming an accusative noun phrase
functioning as an adverb phrase D1 (seven months) specifying the temporal duration of sentence S1.
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(d) Preposition P ( )בgoverns noun phrase N7 forming an adverb phrase of geographic
location D2 (in the country of the Philistines).
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase N6 is the subject because it is in grammatical concord with the verb, follows the verb which has been granted first position prominence, is determinate, and
the only candidate.
(b) Prepositional phrase D2 is the predicate complement of the copulative verb Vc, forming
the predicate Q the constituents of which are split because the verb has been granted
first place prominence due to the Waw consecutive idiom.
(c) Adverb phrase D1 stands alone and must be an adjunct.
Step 4:
(a) Subject noun phrase Ns6 and the predicate Q form the predicate adverb copulative sentence S1, specifying the location of the ark of the Lord; the verb has been granted
first place prominence because of the Waw consecutive idiom.
(b) Temporal adverb phrase D1 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, forming sentence S2
specifying the duration of the time the ark was located in the country of the Philistines.
(c) The sentence occupies the entire verse, but for some reason its accents are only those
of a Silluq segment, the verb and subject phrase being set off by near disjunctive
Tebir, and the predicate complement D2 by near disjunctive Tiphcha.
18.4.1.5 Similarity Copulative Sentence (§ 12.1.7)

ְׁ ָּֽו ֶָ֠היָ ה ִמ ְׁס ַ ָּ֤פר ְׁב ֵנָּֽי־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵאלֹ֙ ְׁכ ִ֣חֹול ַה ֵָּ֔ים
N5

J4 P

N3

No7

J2

J1
|

N6

Vc

Ns 8
Q
S
Yet the number of the descendants of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea. (Hos. 2:1)

Step 1: this sentence had no deletions or substitutions.
Step 2:
(a) Noun N3 (Israel) modifies construct noun J2 (sons = descendants) forming the genitive
noun phrase of ancestry N6 (the descendants of Israel). The clause dependent on J2
is: Israel had descendants.
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(b) Noun N5 (the sea) modifies construct noun J4 (sand) forming the genitive noun phrase
of location N7 (sand of the sea). The clause dependent on J4 is: A countless number
of grains of sand lie on the shore of the sea. The words in italics are understood
from context and common knowledge.7
(c) Noun phrase N6 (the descendants of Israel) modifies construct noun J1 (number) forming the genitive noun phrase of quantity N8 (the number of the descendants of Israel). The clause dependent on J1 is: The descendants of Israel constitute a quantifiable entity that can be represented by a number.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns8 is the subject because it is in grammatical concord with the verb, follows the verb which has been granted first position prominence, is determinate, and
the only candidate.
(b) Noun phrase N7 is the predicate complement of copulative verb Vc by means of comparative preposition P ()כ, forming copulative comparative predicate Q the constituents of which are split because the verb has been granted first place prominence
because of the Waw consecutive idiom.
Step 4:
(a) Subject noun phrase Ns8 and the predicate Q form the comparative copulative sentence
S, specifying the innumerable quantity of Israel’s future descendants.
(b) The sentence is only the first part of the verse, being set off by remote disjunctive
Zaqeph. The verb phrase Vc is set off by remote disjunctive Great Telisha, and the
subject phrase Ns8 by near disjunctive Pashta.
18.4.2 Verbal Sentences
The following examples are taken from the seventh chapter of Esther, illustrating the analysis of the various types of sentences found there.
(1) Est. 7:1—This sentence has a compound subject, a transitive verb with an elided predicate
complement; the sentence has an adjunct infinitive adverbial clause of purpose (§ 19.4.3).

7

Note that in the actual text not included here, N7 also is modified by a compound relative clause that is
omitted here for the sake of simplicity.
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ם־א ְׁס ֵ ֵ֥תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ָ ָּֽכה׃
ֶ וַ יָ ָּ֤ב ֹא ַה ֶֹ֙מ ֶל ְֹ֙ך וְׁ ָה ֵָּ֔מן ִל ְׁש ֶ֖תֹות ִע
N4

N3

P2

Vi2

P1

N2 W
(No6)

N7

N1

V1 W

Ns5

D1

Q1

(Ns8)

Qi2

S1

Si2 = N9
D2
S3
So the king and Haman went to dine with Queen Esther. (Est. 7:1)

Step 1:
(a) This sentence has no pronouns, but the main verb V1 (he went) is transitive, requiring
a complement expressing destiny, which was elided because of redundancy. The
elided complement was restored by No6 (to Queen Esther’s house).
(b) The infinitive construct verbal Vi2 (to dine) has an elided subject Ns8 which subsequently must be restored for the analysis. It is identical with Ns5 (the king and
Haman).
Step 2:
(a) Noun N1 (the king) and noun N2 (Haman) are joined by coordinating conjunction W,
forming compound noun phrase N5 (the king and Haman).
(b) Noun N4 (the queen) modifies noun N3 (Esther), forming the identity noun phrase N6
(Queen Esther). The clause dependent on N3 is: Esther was the queen of Persia.
(c) Preposition P2 (with) governs noun phrase N7 forming adverbial phrase of accompaniment D1 (with Queen Esther).
(d) Adverbial phrase D1 is the predicate adverb complement of the infinitive construct Vi2
forming infinitive predicate Qi1 (to dine with Queen Esther).8

8

D1 modifies the infinitive construct Vi2 because it specifies with whom the dining would take place. It
doesn’t modify S1 because the king and Haman didn’t go with Esther—she was already at her apartment preparing the
banquet. They went to her apartment to dine with her.
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Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 is the subject because it follows the verb which has been granted first
position prominence, is determinate, and the only candidate.9
(b) Restored noun phrase No6 is the predicate complement of verb V1, forming predicate
Q1 (they went to Esther’s house). The principle verb V1 was granted first position
prominence because of the Waw consecutive idiom, thus splitting the predicate.
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (The king and
Haman went to Esther’s house).
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns6 (the king and Haman) is the subject of the infinitive predicate
Qi2 (dine with Queen Esther) forming clause Si2 which is dependent on the main
clause S1. This infinitive clause functions as a substantive (noun phrase N9) and is
governed by preposition P1 (in order to) forming an adverb phrase of purpose D2.
(c) Adverb phrase D2 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, declaring the purpose of the
visit to the queen, forming the complete sentence S3.10
(d) The sentence occupies the entire verse, but for some reason its accents are only those
of a Silluq segment, the independent clause S1 being set off from its adjunct D2 by
remote disjunctive Zaqeph. The verb Vi2 of the dependent clause Si2 is set off from
its predicate complement D1 by near disjunctive Tiphcha.
(2) Est. 7:2a—This sentence illustrates the introduction of direct speech without the usual speech
introducing conjunction (§ 9.4). The analysis is incomplete in that what is said—one predicate
complement of the verb—actually is contained in the following four sentences. The sentence has
three independent adverbial modifiers. The end of the sentence is not marked except with a remote
disjunctive accent (Zaqeph).

9

Note that the singular verb has a compound subject. This happens at times when the verb is in first place
and one member of the compound subject is of higher cultural rank than the others.
10

The compound noun phrase Ns5 is the result of the deletion transformation operating on the two redundant
coordinate sentences: The king went to dine with Queen Esther and Haman went to dine with Queen Esther.
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ֹאמר ַה ֶֹ֙מ ֶלְך ְׁל ֶא ְׁס ֵ֜תר ַּגִ֣ם ַביָּ֤ ֹום ַה ֵשנִ ֹ֙י ְׁב ִמ ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תה ַה ֵַּ֔ייִ ן
ֶ וַ י
N5

J4
N7

P3

A

N3 P2

D1

No2

N6
D3

Ns1

P1

V W

Q
D2

S1
S2
S3

S4
And the king said again unto Esther on the second day at the banquet of wine: (Est. 7:2a)

Step 1: There are no pronouns and no deleted constituents to be restored.
Step 2:
(a) Nouns N1 (the king) and N2 (Esther) and adverb D1 have no modifiers and stand alone
as independent constituents.
(b) The verb V has been granted first position prominence because of the Waw consecutive
idiom, thus splitting the predicate.
(c) Ordinal quantifier adjective A (second) modifies noun N3 (the day), forming noun
phrase N6 (the second day). The clause dependent on N3 is: the day was the second
of the sequence of days under discussion.
(d) Noun N5 (wine) modifies construct noun J4 (banquet), forming genitive noun phrase
N7 of menu. The clause dependent on J4 is: Wine was served at the banquet.
(e) Noun phrase N6 is governed by preposition P2, forming temporal adverbial phrase D2,
specifying the time the words were spoken.
(f) Noun phrase N7 is governed by preposition P3, forming spatial adverbial phrase D3,
specifying the place where the words were spoken.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject because it has grammatical concord with the verb, it
follows the verb which has been granted first position prominence, is determinate,
and the only candidate.
(b) Noun N2 (Esther) is the genitive object of verb V (he said) by means of preposition P
(to), declaring the recipient of the speech and forming the predicate Q (said to Esther).
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Step 4:
(a) Subject noun phrase Ns1 and predicate Q form sentence S1.
(b) Adverb D1 (also) is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, specifying that the event of S1
had happened previously, forming sentence S2.
(c) Adverb phrase D2 is an adjunct modifying sentence S2, specifying when the event of S2
happened, forming sentence S3.
(d) Adverb phrase D3 is an adjunct modifying sentence S3, specifying where the event of
S3 happened, forming sentence S4, the complete sentence.
(e) These three adjuncts may be understood as the remnants of dependent clauses as discussed in § 19.4.3.
(f) This is the first of five sentences in the verse, being set off by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.
The core clause S1 is set off from its adjuncts by near disjunctive Geresh. The second
augment D2 is separated from the third D3 by the near disjunctive Pashta. The accents
of this sentence do not reflect the connectedness of the adjuncts to the sentence they
modify.
(3) Est. 7:2b—This example illustrates the analysis of interrogative sentences questioning the
identity of an unknown constituent (§ 13.5.2.2), in this case the subject.11 The question is followed
by the declaration of a promise regarding the answer to the question. The sentences are part of
direct speech introduced by 7:1 above. The beginning of the question is not marked by an expected
speech introducing conjunction (§ 9.4), but only by a preceding remote disjunctive accent (Zaqeph).
Step 1:
(a) The interrogative pronoun Ri is replaced by its antecedent noun N6 (an as yet unknown
entity).
(b) Pronoun R2 (you) is replaced by its antecedent N2 which will later be identified as the
same as noun phrase N7 (Queen Esther).
(c) Pronoun R5 is replaced by its antecedent N5 which will later be identified as the same
as noun phrase N7 (Queen Esther).
(d) The elided copulative verb of the sentence Vc1 is restored.

(1) Interrogative pronouns: hm; “what?” and ymi “who?”; they should be represented by the symbol R i;
these stand in place of unknown nouns in questions, and they follow the analysis rule for pronouns: R i → N.
11
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(e) The elided subject of the second sentence Ns9 is restored; it will later be recognized as
the same as the answer to the preceding question for Ns6.

וְׁ ִת ָנ ֵ ִָּֽ֣תן ָלְָ֑ך
R5 P
N5

V2 W

ה־ש ֵא ָל ֵ ָ֛תְך ֶא ְׁס ֵ ֵ֥תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ָ ֶ֖כה
ְׁ ַמ
N4

N3

Ri
Ns6

R2 J1
N2

N7
Q2

(Ns9)
N8

S2
No10

(Vc1)
Q1
S1

"What is your petition, Queen Esther? And it shall be granted you. (Est. 7:2b)

Step 2:
(a) Noun N4 (Queen) modifies noun N3 (Esther), forming identity noun phrase N7 (Queen
Esther).
(b) Noun phrase N7 (Queen Esther) modifies N2, forming identity noun phrase N8 (Queen
Esther).12 The clause dependent on N2 is: Esther is queen of Persia.
(c) Noun phrase N8 (Queen Esther) modifies construct noun J1 (petition), forming genitive
noun phrase No10 (the petition of you, Queen Esther), identifying the source of the petition; this phrase is also recognized as the predicate complement of restored copulative
verb Vc1.
Step 3:
(a) Restored noun phrase N6 is the subject by definition.
(b) noun phrase No10 (the petition of you Queen Esther) is the predicate complement of
restored copulative verb Vc1.
(c) Noun phrase No10 and verb Vc1 form predicate Q1.
(d) Noun N5 (Queen Esther) is the genitive complement of passive verb V2 (will be given)
by means of preposition P (to), forming predicate Q2.The passive voice indicates that
Esther’s request Ns6 has been granted participant prominence.

12

This is an example of the antecedent of a pronoun following it immediately, providing the second person
characteristic to the noun phrase.
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Step 4:
(a) Noun Ns6 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming interrogative sentence S1.
(b) Noun Ns9 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming passive sentence S2—It (your petition)
will be granted to you (Queen Esther). The granter of the petition was elided in this
sentence and not restored in the analysis; but context implies that it would be the
king.
(c) These are the second and third clauses of a five-clause verse. The first S1 is set off by
near disjunctive Tiphcha, and the second S2 by remote disjunctive Athnach. The
near disjunctive Tebir sets off the vocative noun phrase N7.
(4) Est. 7:2c—This example is much like (3) above. These are the fourth and fifth clauses of a
five-clause verse. The first S1 is set off by near disjunctive Tiphcha, and the second S2 ends the
verse and is marked with Silluq.

וְׁ ֵת ָ ָּֽעש׃
V2

W

Q2 (Ns7)

ד־ח ִ ֵ֥צי ַה ַמ ְׁל ֶ֖כּות
ֲ ה־ב ָק ָש ֵ ָ֛תְך ַע
ַ ּומ
ַ
N4

M

P

R3
N3

J2

Ri1 W
Ns1

N5
N6

S2

D
No8

(Vc)
Q1

S1
And what is your request, up to half the kingdom? It shall be done! (Est. 7:2c)

Step 1:
(a) The interrogative pronoun Ri is replaced by its antecedent noun Ns1 (an as yet unknown
entity).
(b) Pronoun R3 is replaced by its antecedent N3 (Queen Esther) determined by context.
(c) The first sentence is recognized as copulative interrogative with an elided verb which
is restored as Vc.
(d) The second sentence has an elided subject which is restored as Ns7, which later is recognized to be the same as No8.
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Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N3 (Queen Esther) modifies construct noun J2 (request), forming the genitive noun phrase N6 (the request of you Queen Esther), expressing the source of the
request.
(b) Quantifier M (half) modifies Noun N4 (the kingdom), forming noun phrase of quantity
N5 (half of the kingdom). The clause dependent on N4 is: the kingdom was divided into
halves.
(c) Preposition P (up to) governs noun phrase N5, forming adverb phrase D (up to half of
the kingdom).
(d) Adverb phrase D is an adjunct modifying noun phrase N6 (the request of you Queen
Esther), limiting the range of the request, resulting in noun phrase N8.
(e) Passive verb V2 is intransitive and thus functions alone as predicate Q2. The passive
voice indicates that Esther’s request Ns7 has been granted participant prominence.
(f) Noun phrase No8 is the complement of the restored copulative verb Vc, forming predicate Q1.
Step 3:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns1 is the subject by definition.
(b) Noun phrase No8 is the predicate complement of restored copulative verb Vc, forming
predicate Q1.
Step 4:
(a) Noun Ns1 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming interrogative sentence S1.
(b) Noun Ns7 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming passive sentence S2—It (your request)
will be done. The granter of the request was elided in this sentence and not restored in
the analysis; but context implies that it would be the king.
(5) Est. 7:3a—This example illustrates a common idiomatic introduction of direct speech. In this
case the addressee is known and elided.13 These clauses are the first two of a six-clause verse, the
two being set off from the remaining clauses by remote disjunctive Zaqeph, and the first S1 being
set off from the second S2 by near disjunctive Pashta and the intervening conjunction.

13

Bible.

The idiomatic joining of these two verbs in this role is quite common, occurring over 100 times in the
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ֹאמר
ֵַּ֔ וַ ַֹ֙ת ַען ֶא ְׁס ֵ ָּ֤תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ָכ ֹ֙ה וַ ת
V2 W
(Ns5) Q2
S2

N2
(No4)

N1

V1 W

Ns3
Q1
S1

Then Esther the queen answered and said: (Est. 7:3a)

Step 1:
(a) This example has no pronouns, but the elided object of the first verb V1 (she answered)
is restored as No4, which is understood from the context to be “the king.”
(b) The elided subject of the second verb V2 (she said) is restored as Ns5, which later is
understood from the context to be the same as Ns3 (Queen Esther).
Step 2:
(a) Noun N2 (the Queen) modifies noun N1 (Esther), forming identity noun phrase N5
(Queen Esther). The clause dependent on N1 is: Esther is the Queen of Persia.
(b) Both complements of verb V2 (she said) were elided and not restored in the analysis,
consequently V2 functions alone as predicate Q2. The verb functions as an introduction to speech, so in reality its complement is the entire content of the speech
being introduced. For practical purposes, the speech is analyzed separately.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 is the subject because it has grammatical concord with the verb, occupies the first place after the verb which is grant first position prominence because
of the Waw consecutive idiom, it is determinate and the only alternative.
(b) Restored object noun phrase No4 (the king) is the complement of verb V1, forming
predicate Q1 (she answered the king), which is split because the verb was granted
first position prominence because of the Waw consecutive idiom.
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns3 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (Queen Esther
answered the king).
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns5 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming sentence S2 (Queen
Esther said).
(6) Est. 7:3b—This example, together with the next, illustrates the analysis of a true-to-fact, nonexclusive conditional expression (§ 9.3.6.1) with a compound protasis and compound apodosis.
The present two sentences form the compound protasis. These clauses are the third and fourth of
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a six-clause verse, the two being set off from the remaining clause by remote disjunctive Athnach,
and the first S1 being set off from the second S2 by remote disjunctive Zaqeph and the intervening
conjunction.

ל־ה ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶלְך ָ֑טֹוב
ַ ם־ע
ַ וְׁ ִא
Ns6

N5
(Vc2)

P2 C W

אתי ֵ ָּ֤חן ְׁב ֵעינֶֹ֙ ֹ֙יך ַה ֵֶּ֔מ ֶלְך
ִ ם־מ ֹ֙ ָצ
ָ ִא
N4

R3 J2 P1 No1
N3

D1

V1

C14
(Ns7)

Q1
N8

Q2

S1
N9

S3
D2
S2
"If I have found favor in your sight, O king, and if it pleases the king, (Est. 7:3b)

Step 1:
(a) Pronoun R3 (you) is replaced by its antecedent N3 which will later be identified as the
same as noun phrase N4 (the king).
(b) The elided subject of verb V1 (find) is restored as Ns7 (I, Queen Esther).
(c) The elided copulative verb of the second sentence is restored as Vc2.
Step 2:
(a) Noun N4 (the king) modifies noun N3, forming identity noun phrase N8 (you, O king).
(b) Preposition P2 (upon) governs noun N5 (the king), forming spatial adverb phrase D1
(upon the king).
(c) Noun phrase N8 modifies construct noun J2, forming genitive phrase of part N9 (the
eyes of you, O king); the clause dependent on J2 is: the eyes are part of the king’s
anatomy.
(d) Noun phrase N9 (the eyes of you O king) is governed by preposition P1 (in), forming
spatial adverb phrase D2 (in your eyes, O king), specifying where favor is expected
to be found.
Step 3:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns7 (I, Queen Esther) is the subject by definition.

The word ~ai is a subordinating conjunction that introduces the protasis of conditional sentences (see §
9.3.6). The second protasis is a predicate adverb clause with the copulative verb V c omitted.
14
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(b) Noun No1 (favor) is the complement of verb V1 (I have found), forming predicate Q1.
The verb is in first position by default as a result of omitting the subject; it does not
necessarily have first position prominence.
(c) Adverb phrase D1 (upon the king) is the predicate complement of restored copulative
verb Vc2, forming predicate Q2 (is upon the king).
Step 4:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns7 (Queen Esther) is the subject of predicate Q1 (I have found
favor), forming sentence S1 (I, Queen Esther, have found favor).
(b) Spatial adverbial phrase D2 (in your eyes, O king) is an adjunct modifying sentence S1,
forming sentence S2.
(c) Noun Ns6 (goodness) is the subject of predicate Q2 (is upon the king), forming sentence
S3, which is an idiomatic expressing meaning: “it pleases the king.”
(d) Both sentence S2 and S3 are each governed by conditional conjunction C (~ai—if) and
joined by coordinating Waw conjunctive, forming a compound conditional protasis, the verbs of which are in the present tense and subjunctive mood.
(7) Est. 7:3c—These two sentences are joined by coordinating Waw conjunctive forming a compound apodosis of the conditional sentence. The verbs are in the passive voice, so the subject is
the recipient of the verbal deed, and the omitted granter of the petitions is “King Ahasuerus.” The
verbs are in the future tense and subjunctive mood. The apodosis is joined to the protasis without
a conjunction (juxtaposition § 9.2.5) since the relationship is self-evident from the context and
needs not to be redundantly expressed. These clauses are the fifth and sixth of a six-clause verse;
the first S1 being set off from the second S2 by remote disjunctive Zaqeph and the intervening
conjunction, and the second ending the verse with Silluq and following conjunction.15
Step 1:
(a) The antecedents of pronouns R1, R3, R5, R7, and R9 are restored as noun phrases N1, N3,
N5, N7, and N9 respectively, and all are recognized to have the same antecedent
(Queen Esther) and to be first person and in the genitive case as suffixes.
(b) The elided predicate of the second sentence was recognized to be the same as the one
in the preceding sentence, and so restored as Q2 (be given to me, Queen Esther).

15

This verse illustrates the usual practice that multiple instances of Zaqeph in an Athnach or Silluq segment
mark off essentially equal grammatical constituents.
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שי ִב ְׁש ֵ ִ֣א ָל ִֵּ֔תי וְׁ ַע ִ ֶ֖מי ְׁב ַב ָק ָש ִ ָּֽתי׃
ֹ֙ ִ ן־לי נַ ְׁפ
ָּ֤ ִ ִת ָנ ֶָּֽת
R9
N9

J8

P3 R7 J6W R5 J4
N7
N5
Ns13

N14
D2 (Q2)

S3

N12

P2 R3 J2 R1 P1 V
N3
N1
Ns11

No10

D1

Q1
S1

S4
S2
let my life be given me at my petition, and my people at my request. (Est. 7:3c)

Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N1 is governed by preposition P1 (to), forming the genitive complement
No10 of passive verb V (be given).
(b) Noun phrase N3 modifies construct noun J2 (life), forming genitive of possession noun
phrase Ns11 (the life of me, Queen Esther). The clause dependent on J2 is: Queen
Esther has life.
(c) Noun phrase N5 modifies construct noun J4 (petition), forming genitive of source noun
phrase N12 (the petition from me, Queen Esther). The clause dependent of J4 is:
Queen Esther was making the petition.
(d) Noun phrase N7 modifies construct noun J6 (people), forming genitive of ethnic origin
noun phrase Ns13 (the people of me, Queen Esther). The clause dependent on J6 is:
Queen Esther belongs to the people yet to be revealed in this context.
(e) Noun phrase N9 modifies construct noun J8 (request), forming genitive of source noun
phrase N14 (the request of me, Queen Esther). The clause dependent on J8 is: Queen
Esther was making the request.
(f) Noun phrase N12 is governed by preposition P2 (for), forming adverbial phrase of purpose D2 (for the petition of me, Queen Esther).
(g) Noun phrase N14 is governed by preposition P3 (for), forming adverbial phrase of purpose D3 (for the request of me, Queen Esther).
(h) Noun phrase No10 (to me, Queen Esther) is the complement of verb V (be given), forming predicate Q1.
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Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns11 (the life of me, Queen Esther) is the subject of the first sentence
because it has grammatical concord with the first verb, is in the first position after
the verb, its pronoun suffix marks it as determinate, and it is the only candidate.
(b) Noun phrase Ns13 (the people of me, Queen Esther) is the subject of the second sentence
for the same reasons as (a) above.
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns11 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (let the life of me,
Queen Esther, be given to me, Queen Esther).
(b) Noun phrase Ns13 is the subject of restored predicate Q2, forming sentence S3 (let the
people of me, Queen Esther, be given to me, Queen Esther).
(c) Adverb phrase D1 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, expressing the purpose of the
gift—to fulfill her petition, forming sentence S2.
(d) Adverb phrase D2 is an adjunct modifying sentence S3, expressing the purpose of the
gift—to fulfill her request, forming sentence S4.
(8) Est. 7:4a—This sentence has a compound subject and three coordinate adjunct dependent infinitive adverbial clauses of purpose. This clause is the first of four in the verse, being set off from
the remaining three by remote disjunctive Athnach. The core sentence S1 is set off from its adjuncts
by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.
Step 1:
(a) The antecedent of pronoun R1 is restored as noun phrase N1 which context identifies as
“Queen Esther.”
(b) The antecedent of pronoun R3 is restored as noun phrase N3 which context also identifies as “Queen Esther.”
(c) The infinitive absolute verbals Vi2, Vi3, and Vi4 have elided subjects and objects. Context identifies the object of the verbals as the same as Ns11 (my people and I); so the
elided objects are restored as No4, No5, and No6 respectively.
(d) Since the verbals have active forms,16 the context implies that the destruction, killing,
and annihilation will be executed by Haman and his fellow anti-Semites; so the
elided subjects are restored as Ns8, Ns9, and Ns10 respectively.

16

Although the verbal stems are active, they have been translated as passives for better style.
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ּול ַא ֵ ָ֑בד
ְׁ
Vi4

ַל ֲה ִ֣רֹוג

P3 W

Vi3

(No6)

(No5)

(Ns10) Qi4

(Ns9) Qi3

וְׁ ַע ִֵּ֔מי ְׁל ַה ְׁש ִ ֶ֖מיד
Vi2

P2
(No4)

P1
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ִ ָּ֤כי נִ ְׁמ ֹ֙ ַכ ְׁר ֹ֙נּו ֲא ִנִ֣י

R3 J2 W
N3

R1
N1

V1

C

Q1
Si4 =N14
D3

Si3=N13
D2

(Ns8)

Qi2

Si2 =N12
(W)

D1

N7
Ns11
S1

D4
S5
For we have been sold, my people and I, to be destroyed, to be killed, and to be annihilated. (Est. 7:4a)

Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N3 modifies construct noun J2 (people), forming genitive of ethnic origin
noun phrase N7 (the people of me, Queen Esther). The clause dependent on J2 is:
Queen Esther belongs to the people yet to be revealed.
(b) Noun phrase N7 (the people of me, Queen Esther) and N1 (I, Queen Esther) are joined
by coordinating Waw conjunctive, forming compound noun phrase Ns11 (I, Queen
Esther, and the people of me, Queen Esther).
(c) The verb V (are sold) is passive and intransitive, so it has no object and serves alone as
the predicate Q1. It was granted first position prominence.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns11 (I, Queen Esther, and the people of me, Queen Esther) is the subject
of the first sentence because it has grammatical concord with verb V1, is in the first
position after the verb which has first position prominence, is determinate and the
only candidate.
(b) Restored noun phrase No4 (my people and I) is the object of infinitive construct verbal
Vi2 (destroy), forming predicate Q2.
(c) Restored noun phrase No5 (my people and I) is the object of infinitive construct verbal
Vi3 (kill), forming predicate Q3.
(d) Restored noun phrase No6 (my people and I) is the object of infinitive construct verbal
Vi4 (annihilate), forming predicate Q4.
Step 4:
(a) Ns11 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1.
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(b) Ns8 is the subject of infinitive predicate Q2, forming sentence S2, which functions as a
substantive in this context, so is represented as noun phrase N12 in the analysis.
s
(c) N 9 is the subject of infinitive predicate Q3, forming sentence S3, which functions as a
substantive in this context, so is represented as noun phrase N13 in the analysis.
s
(d) N 10 is the subject of infinitive predicate Q4, forming sentence S4, which functions as a
substantive in this context, so is represented as noun phrase N14 in the analysis.
(e) Preposition P1 (to) governs noun phrase N12 (Haman and his fellow anti-Semites to
destroy me, Queen Esther and the people of me, Queen Esther), forming adverbial
phrase of purpose D1, declaring the purpose of the sale of Esther and her people.
(f) Preposition P2 (to) governs noun phrase N13 (Haman and his fellow anti-Semites to kill
me, Queen Esther and the people of me, Queen Esther), forming adverbial phrase
of purpose D2, declaring the purpose of the sale of Esther and her people.
(g) Preposition P3 (to) governs noun phrase N14 (Haman and his fellow anti-Semites to
annihilate me, Queen Esther and the people of me, Queen Esther), forming adverbial phrase of purpose D3, declaring the purpose of the sale of Esther and her people.
(h) Adverbial phrases D1, D2, and D3 have the same role and function in the sentence, being
joined by coordinating conjunctive Waw consecutive, thus forming compound adverb phrase D4.
(i) Compound adverb phrase D4 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, declaring the multiple
purposes of the sale of Esther and her people, forming the complete sentence S5.
(j) The subordinating conjunction yKi (for) introduces this sentence as the reason for Esther’s petition and request from the king. The verb is passive, so similar comments
about the kernel clause and the omitted subject are in order.
(9) Est. 7:4b—This example illustrates a contrary-to-fact conditional sentence (§ 9.3.6). The protasis is passive, with an elided subject and agent. The apodosis is a one-word sentence with an
elided subject, and linked without a conjunction. These clauses are the second and third of four in
the verse, being set off from the remaining one by remote disjunctive Zaqeph. The first sentence
S3 is set off from the second by near disjunctive Pashta. The second sentence S2 is set off by remote
disjunctive Zaqeph.
Step 1:
(a) The subject of verb V1 (we were sold) was elided and is restored as Ns1; context reveals
that its referent is “my people and I, Queen Esther.”
(b) The subject of verb V2 (I would keep silent) was elided and is restored as Ns2; context
reveals that its referent is “I, Queen Esther.”
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ֶה ֱח ַ ֵּ֔ר ְׁש ִתי
V2
Q2

(W)
(Ns2)
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ְׁו ִֶ֠אלּו ַל ֲע ָב ִ ֹ֙דים וְׁ ִל ְׁש ָפ ָּ֤חֹות נִ ְׁמ ֹ֙ ַכ ְׁר ֹ֙נּו
V1

N2

P2 W

N1

P1

C W

(Ns1)

Q1

D2

D1

S1
S2

D3
S3

Had we been sold as male and female slaves, I would have kept silent. (Est. 7:4b)

Step 2:
(a) N1 (male slaves) is governed by preposition P1 (for), forming adverb phrase of purpose
D1, expressing the reason for the potential sale.
(b) N2 (female slaves) is governed by preposition P2 (for), forming adverb phrase of purpose D2, also expressing the reason for the potential sale.
(c) Verb V1 is passive and intransitive, and so functions alone as predicate Q1.
(d) Verb V2 is intransitive, and so functions alone as predicate Q2.
(e) Adverb phrases D1 and D2 have the same role and function, being joined by coordinating Waw conjunctive, forming compound adverbial phrase of purpose D3 (for male
slaves and for female slaves).
Step 3:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns1 (my people and I, Queen Esther) is a subject of verb V1 by
definition.
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns2 (I, Queen Esther) is a subject of verb V2 by definition.
Step 4:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns1 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (my people
and I, Queen Esther, had been sold).
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns2 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming sentence S2 (I, Queen
Esther, would have kept silent).
(c) Compound adverb phrase D3 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, forming sentence S3,
expressing the purpose of the sale. It was granted first position prominence for rhetorical emphasis.
(d) The word WLai is a subordinating conjunction that introduces S3, the protasis of a contrary-to-fact conditional sentence. The apodosis S2 stands in juxtaposition (§ 9.2.5)
without a linking conjunction.
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(10) Est. 7:4c—This sentence has a transitive verb governing its complement by means of a preposition (§ 12.2.2.2 (2)). The verb is negated and in the present tense, durative aspect. The verb is
unusual, so translators render this verse idiomatically. This sentence is the last of four in the verse
and thus ending with Silluq.

ִ ִ֣כי ֵ ֵ֥אין ַה ָ ָ֛צר שֶֹוֶ֖ה ְׁב ֵ ֵ֥נֶּֽזֶ ק ַה ֶ ָּֽמ ֶלְך
N3

Va

J2 P

Ns1

Vc

C

No4
V1
Q
S
For the enemy is not comparable with the king's loss. (Est. 7:4c)

Step 1: This example has no pronouns and no elided elements.
Step 2:
(a) Noun N3 (the king) modifies construct noun J2 (loss), forming genitive noun phrase of
affect N4 (the king’s loss). The clause dependent on J2 is: The king would experience unequivocal loss.
(b) The participle Va (be comparable) and the auxiliary verb Vc !yae (= hyh al) function
as the verb phrase V1 (is not comparable). The verb phrase is in the present tense,
durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3). The elements of the phrase are split because !yae is nearly
always granted idiomatic first position prominence.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject because it has grammatical concord with verb V1, is in
the first position after אין
ֵ֥ ֵ which has first position prominence, is determinate and
the only candidate.
(b) Noun phrase N4 (the king’s loss) is the genitive complement of verb V1 by means of
preposition P (with), forming predicate Q (is not comparable with the king’s loss).
Step 4:
(a) Noun Ns1 (the enemy) is the subject of predicate Q, forming sentence S.
(b) The subordinating conjunction of reason C yKi, links this sentence to the preceding one
to explain the reason why Esther would have kept silent.
(e) The subject Ns1 is set off from the rest of the sentence by near disjunctive Tebir, and
the verb Va by the near disjunctive Tiphcha.
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(11) Est. 7:5a—This pair of sentences also introduces direct speech, but this combination is not
used often, not being the more usual manner.

אמר ְׁל ֶא ְׁס ֵ ִ֣תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ָכָ֑ה
ֶ ֹ ֹאמ ֹ֙ר ַה ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ֲא ַח ְׁשוֵ ֵּ֔רֹוש וַ ֶ֖י
ֶ ֹ֙ ַוי
N4

N3

P

V2 W

N2

N1

V1 W
Q1

No6

Ns5
Q2

(Ns7)

S1
S2
So King Ahasuerus answered and said to Queen Esther (Est. 7:5a)

Step 1: This example has no pronouns, but the subject of verb V2 was elided and was restored with
noun Ns7 (King Ahasuerus).
Step 2:
(a) Noun N2 (Ahasuerus) modifies noun N1 (the king), forming identity noun phrase Ns5
(King Ahasuerus). The clause dependent on N1 is: Ahasuerus was the king of Persia.
(b) Noun N4 (the Queen) modifies noun N3 (Esther), forming identity noun phrase N6
(Queen Esther). The clause dependent on N3 is: Esther was the queen of Persia.
(c) Verb V1 (he spoke) is intransitive here and so functions alone as predicate Q1.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 (King Ahasuerus) is the subject because it has grammatical concord
with verb V1, is in the first position after the verb which has first position prominence because of the Waw consecutive idiom, is determinate and the only candidate.
(b) Noun phrase N6 (Queen Esther) is the genitive complement of verb V2 (he said) by
means of preposition P (to), forming predicate Q2 (he said to Queen Esther).
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (King Ahasuerus
spoke). The verb was granted first position prominence because of the Waw consecutive idiom.
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns7 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming sentence S2 (King
Ahasuerus said to Queen Esther).
(c) The two sentences are linked together by Waw consecutive, functioning together idiomatically to introduce direct speech.
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(d) These sentences are the first two of four in the verse, being set off from the remaining
three by remote disjunctive Athnach. The first sentence S1 is set off from the second
by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.
(12) Est. 7:5b—This sentence is an identity copulative clause (§ 12.1.3) transformed into a question (§ 13.5.2.2). This sentence is the third of four in the verse, being set off from the last by near
disjunctive Pashta.

ֵ֥הּוא זֶ ֹ֙ה
d

R
No

V

c

ִ ִ֣מי
Ri
Ns

Q
S
Who is this one? (Est. 7:5b)

Step 1:
(a) The antecedent of interrogative pronoun Ri (who?) is the yet undisclosed villain; it is
restored by noun phrase Ns. which is recognized as the subject of an identity copulative clause transformed into a question.
(b)

The antecedent of the predicate demonstrative pronoun Rd (this) is the same as noun

phrase Ns; it is restored as No, which is recognized as the predicate nominative of
the clause.
(c) The pronoun aWh functions in this context as a substitute for the copulative verb
(§10.2.1); so it is restored as Vc.
Step 2: This sentence has no phrases to analyze.
Step 3:
(a) Ns is the subject of an identity copulative clause transformed into a question.
(b) Noun phrase No is the predicate nominative complement of verb Vc, forming predicate
Q (is this one).
Step 4: Noun phrase Ns is the subject of predicate Q, forming the kernel clause S that underlies the
question. Otherwise the clause is in its kernel form.
(13) Est. 7:5c—This sentence is a predicate adverb copulative kernel clause (§ 12.1.5) which was
transformed into a question asking the identity of the adverbial constituent (§ 13.5.2.3). The subject
has a dependent relative pronoun clause, which in turn has a dependent infinitive construct clause.
This sentence is the last of four in the verse, being set off by Silluq.
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ַל ֲע ֵ֥שֹות ֵ ָּֽכן׃
D1

Vi2

P

Qi2 (Ns6)
Si2 = N8

ִל ֶ֖בֹו
R4 J3
N4

ר־מ ָל ֵ֥אֹו
ְׁ ֵּ֔הּוא ֲא ֶש
r

R2 V1
N2

R

י־זִ֣ה
ֶ וְׁ ֵ ָּֽא
Di W
D2

R1
N1
(Vc)

N5
No7

D3
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Q3
(Ns9)

Q1

S1
S3
Sr3
Ns10
S4
And where is he, who would fill his heart to do such a thing? (Est. 7:5c)

Step 1:
(a) The words hz<-yae form a compound interrogative adverb (Di)17 (§ 4.3.1) which replaced
the predicate adverb D2 in the underlying predicate adverb copulative kernel clause
from which this question was transformed. The interrogative transformation had
moved the adverb phrase to first position prominence.
(b) The antecedent of pronoun R1 is restored as noun phrase N1—the as yet undisclosed
villain of the previous sentence.
(c) Relative pronoun Rr signals the fact that noun phrase N1 has a modifying dependent
clause.
(d) The antecedent of accusative pronoun R2 (it) is restored as noun phrase N2, the referent
of which is yet to be determined; it is the object of verb V1 (he filled).
(e) The antecedent of pronoun R4 is restored as noun phrase N4; context indicates that its
referent is also the same as noun phrase N1 (the as yet undisclosed villain).
(f) The elided copulative verb of the sentence is restored as Vc.

17

This compound interrogative adverb occurs 17 times: 1 Sam. 9:18; 1 Kgs. 13:12; 22:24; 2 Kgs. 3:8; 2 Chr.
18:23; Est. 7:5; Job 28:12; 28:20; 38:19*2; 38:24; Eccl. 2:3; 11:6; Isa. 50:1; 66:1*2; Jer. 6:16.
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(g) Later in the analysis two elided subjects are restored as Ns6 and Ns9 the referents of
which the context identifies as the same as that of noun phrase N1.
Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N4 modifies construct noun J3 (heart), forming genitive noun phrase of
possession N5 (his, the villain’s heart). The clause dependent on J3 is: the villain
has a heart.
(b) Noun phrase N5 modifies noun phrase N2, forming identity noun phrase No7, which is
recognized as the object of verb V1. The clause dependent on N2 also is: the villain
has a heart. This is an instance of the antecedent of a pronoun immediately following it.
Step 3:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns9 is a subject by definition.
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns6 is a subject by definition.
(c) Noun phrase No7 is the complement of verb V1, forming predicate Q1.
(d) Adverb D1 (thus) is the complement of infinitive construct Vi2 (to do), forming predicate Qi2 (to do thus). Actually D1 is an adverbial substitute standing in place of, the
deed of selling Esther’s people to be destroyed, killed, and annihilated (7:4).
(e) Adverb phrase D2 is the predicate adverb complement of restored copulative verb Vc,
forming predicate Q3. It refers to the unknown location of the yet unknown villain.
It is the location about which the question inquires.
Step 4:
(a) Restored noun phrase Ns9 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (the yet
unknown villain filled his heart).
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns6 is the subject of infinitive predicate Qi2, forming infinitive
clause Si2 (the yet unknown villain did so = sold Esther and her people to be destroyed, killed, and annihilated).
(c) Infinitive clause Si2 functions as a substantive which is represented here as N8.
(d) Purpose preposition P (for) governs N8, forming adverbial phrase of purpose D3 (for
the yet unknown villain to do so = sell Esther . . . ).
(e) Adverb phrase D3 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, specifying the purpose for the
deed, and forming sentence S3 (The yet unknown villain filled his heart to do so =
sell Esther . . . ).
(f) Relative pronoun Rr functions as though it were a subordinating conjunction transforming sentence S3 into sentence Sr3 dependent on noun phrase N1, forming noun
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phrase Ns10 (he, the yet unknown villain, who filled his heart to do so = sell Esther
. . . ).
(g) Noun phrase Ns10 is the subject of predicate Q3, forming sentence S4, the kernel clause
from which the question was transformed.
(h) The core clause י־זִ֣ה ֵּ֔הּוא
ֶ  ֵ ָּֽאis set off from its dependent relative clause Sr3 by remote
disjunctive Zaqeph.
(14) Est. 7:6a—The first of these sentences (with an elided addressee) introduces direct speech,
and the second sentence is the speech consisting of a copulative identity clause (§ 12.1.3) with an
elided verb. These are the first two sentences of three in the verse. The first is set off by the remote
disjunctive accent Zaqeph, and the second by the remote disjunctive Athnach.

אֹויב ָה ָ ֵ֥מן ָה ָ ֶ֖רע ַה ֶזָ֑ה
ֵֵּ֔ ְִׁ ַ֚איש ַצִ֣ר ו
Rd

A

N5

N4 W

N7

N3

N2

ר־א ְׁס ֵֵּ֔תר
ֶ אמ
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣ת
Ns1

V1 W
(No10)

N6
Q1
(Vc2)

N9

Ns8
S1

Q2
S2
And Esther said, “The adversary and enemy is this wicked Haman!” (Est. 7:6a)

Step 1:
(a) This example has no personal pronouns.
(b) The elided predicate complement of verb V1 (she said) is restored as noun phrase No10
(to the king) as determined by the context.
(c) The elided copulative verb of the second sentence is restored as Vc2.
Step 2:
(a) Noun N3 (adversary) modifies noun N2 (man), forming classification noun phrase N6
(an adversary man). The clause dependent on N2 is: the man is an adversary of the
king and queen.
(b) Adjective A (wicked) modifies proper noun N5 (Haman), forming attributive noun
phrase N7 (wicked Haman). The clause dependent on N5 is: the moral character of
Haman is wicked.
(c) Noun N4 (enemy) and noun phrase N6 (an adversary man) are joined by coordinating
conjunction Waw conjunctive, having equal role and function in this context,
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forming compound noun phrase Ns8, (an adversary man and enemy) which is recognized to be the subject of the second sentence.18
(d) Demonstrative pronoun Rd (this) modifies noun phrase N7 (wicked Haman), forming
demonstrative noun phrase N9 (this wicked Haman). The clause dependent on noun
phrase N7 is: the person of near interest and presence is wicked Haman.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject because it has grammatical concord with the verb, is in
the first position after the verb which has been granted first position prominence
because if the Waw consecutive idiom, is determinate and the only alternative.
(b) The restored noun phrase No10 is the predicate complement of verb V1, forming predicate Q1 (she said to the king).
(c) Noun phrase N9 (this wicked Haman) is the predicate complement of restored copulative verb Vc2, forming predicate Q2 (is this wicked Haman).
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1 (Esther said to the
king).
(b) Noun phrase Ns8 is the subject of predicate Q2, forming sentence S2 (an adversary man
and enemy is this wicked Haman).
(15) Est. 7:7a—This example includes two sentences, the second of which has an elided subject
and verb. These two sentences are the first of four in the verse, being set off from the rest of the
verse by remote disjunctive accent Athnach. The first sentence is set off from the second by remote
disjunctive Zaqeph.
Step 1:
(a) Clearly the verb and subject of the second sentence have been elided as self-evident;
they are restored as V2 (he went) and Ns12 (the king).
(b) The antecedent of pronoun R3 was restored as N3 (the king) which is the same as Ns1.

18

It is possible to understand N3 W N4 as a compound modifier of N2 instead of the above analysis. There
would little, if any, difference in meaning.
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ָ֑ ָ ֶאל־ּגִ ַנֶ֖ת ַה ִב
N8

J7
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תֹו ִמ ִמ ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תה ַה ֵַּ֔ייִ ן
ֹ֙ וְׁ ַה ֶ֜מ ֶלְך ָ ָּ֤קם ַב ֲח ָמ

P3

N6

N11

J5

P2

N10
(V2) (Ns12)

D2

R3 J2 P1
N3
N9
D1

Ns1

V1
Q1
S1

Q2

S2
S4
S3
Then the king arose in his wrath from the banquet of wine and went into the palace garden; (Est. 7:7a)

Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N3 (his = the king’s) modifies construct noun J2 (wrath), forming genitive
noun phrase of source N9 (his, the king’s wrath). The clause dependent on J2 is: The
king experienced wrath because of what he was told.
(b) Noun phrase N6 (wine) modifies construct noun J5 (banquet), forming genitive noun
phrase of repast N10 (banquet of wine). The clause dependent on J5 is: the repast to
be served at the banquet was wine. Of course, this must be understood idiomatically, because Esther surely prepared a sumptuous meal for the king and Haman
(5:8).
(c) Noun phrase N8 (palace) modifies construct noun J7 (garden), forming genitive noun
phrase of place N11 (the palace garden). The clause dependent on J2 is: The garden
was located in the palace area adjacent to the door entering the queen’s dining room.
(d) Preposition P1 (in) and noun phrase N9 (his, the king’s rage) form manner adverbial
phrase D1, expressing the manner in which the king arose.
(e) Preposition P2 (from) and noun phrase N9 (the banquet of wine) form departure adverbial phrase D2, expressing the place from which the king arose to depart.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject because it has grammatical concord with Verb V1, is in
first position, is determinate and the only alternative.
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns12 is a subject by definition.
(c) Verb V1 (he arose) is intransitive and so stands alone as predicate Q1.
(d) Restored verb V2 (he went) is transitive, governing its complement by means of preposition P3 (to) forming predicate Q2 (he went to the palace garden).
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1.
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns12 is the subject of predicate Q4, forming sentence S4.
(c) Adverb phrase D1 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, forming sentence S2 expressing
the manner in which the king arose.
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(d) Adverb phrase D2 is an adjunct modifying sentence S2, forming sentence S3 expressing
the place from which the king arose.
(16) Est. 7:7b—This example contains a dependent infinitive construct clause (§ 19.2.8) functioning as an adjunct modifying an intransitive sentence. This sentence is the third of four in the verse,
being set off from the last one by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.

ֵ ָּֽמ ֶא ְׁס ֵ ִ֣תר ַה ַמ ְׁל ֵָּ֔כה
N5

N4
N6
D1

P3

שֹו
ֹ֙ וְׁ ָה ָ ִ֣מן ָע ַָ֗מד ְׁל ַב ֵ ָּ֤קש ַעל־נַ ְׁפ
R3 J2
N3
N o7

Vi2 P1

P2

Ns1

V1
Q1
S1

Qi2
(Ns8)
Si2
Si3 = N9
D2
S4
but Haman stood to plead for his life from Queen Esther (Est. 7:7b)

Step 1:
(a) The elided subject of infinitive construct Vi2 was restored as Ns8 which is the same as
Ns1 (Haman).
(b) The antecedent of pronoun R3 was restored as noun phrase N3 which also is the same
as Ns1.
Step 2:
(a) Noun phrase N3 (his = Haman’s) modifies construct noun J2 (life) forming genitive of
possession noun phrase N7 (his, Haman’s life). The clause dependent on J2 is:
Haman has a life.
(b) Noun phrase N5 (the queen) modifies noun N4 (Esther) forming identity noun phrase
N6 (Queen Esther). The clause dependent on J2 is: Esther was the queen of Persia.
(c) Preposition P3 (from) and noun phrase N6 (queen Esther) form adverb phrase of source
D1, expressing the source from which the plea was sought.
Step 3:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 (Haman) is the subject because it has grammatical concord with verb
V1, is in the first position, is determinate and the only alternative.
(b) Verb V1 (he stood) is intransitive and so functions alone as predicate Q1.
(c) Construct infinitive Vi2 (plead) is transitive, governing its complement N7 (his,
Haman’s, life) by means of preposition P2 (for) forming predicate Qi2 (he pleaded
for his, Haman’s, life).
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Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns1 (Haman) is the subject of predicate Q1 (he stood) forming sentence S1
(Haman stood).
(b) Restored noun phrase Ns8 (Haman) is the subject of construct infinitive predicate Qi2
(he pleaded for his, Haman’s, life), forming dependent infinitive sentence S i2
(Haman pleaded for his, Haman’s, life).
(c) Adverb phrase D1 (from Queen Esther) is an adjunct modifying sentence Si2, specifying
the source from which Haman pleaded for his life, forming sentence Si3 (Haman
pleaded for his life from Queen Esther).
(d) Dependent infinitive construct sentence Si3 functions as a substantive in this context
and so is represented by N9 as though it were a noun phrase governed by a preposition of purpose P1 (to) forming adverb phrase D2 expressing the purpose of the
independent sentence S1.
(e) Adverb phrase D2 is an adjunct modifying sentence S1, expressing its purpose and forming sentence S4.
(17) Est. 7:7c—This example contains a verb of perception governing a sentence (§ 5.4.7). This
sentence is the last of four in the verse, being closed by accent Silluq. The principle verb V1 is set
off from its complement by remote disjunctive Zaqeph.

י־כ ְׁל ָ ֵ֥תה ֵא ָלָ֛יו ָה ָר ָ ֶ֖עה ֵמ ֵ ֵ֥את ַה ֶ ָּֽמ ֶלְך׃
ָ ִ ִ֣כי ָר ֵָּ֔אה ִ ָּֽכ
N3

P2

N2

R1 P1
No1 |
Q2

D1
Ns5

V2
|

C2

V1

C1
(Ns4)

S2
Q1
S1
For he saw that evil was determined against him from the king. (Est. 7:7c)

Step 1:
(a) The elided subject of verb V1 (he saw) was restored as Ns4 (Haman) as self-evident from
the context.
(b) The antecedent of pronoun R1 (him) is restored as N1 (him = Haman), being the same
as Ns4 (Haman).
Step 2:
(a) Pronoun P2 (from) governs noun N3 (the king) forming adverb phrase D1 expressing
source of the evil. The clause dependent on N2 is: The evil will come from the king.
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(b) Adverb phrase D1 (from the king) modifies noun phrase N2 (the evil) forming attributive
adverb noun phrase Ns5 (§ 14.1.4).
Step 3:
(a) The restored noun phrase Ns4 is the subject by definition.
(b) Verb V2 (was determined) governs its complement N1 (him = Haman) by means of
preposition P1 (against) forming predicate Q2 (was determined against Haman).
(c) Noun phrase Ns5 (the evil from the king) is a subject because it has grammatical concord
with verb V2 (was determined), is in first position after the verb and its prepositional
pronoun, is determinate and the only alternative.
Step 4:
(a) Noun phrase Ns5 is the subject of predicate Q2 forming sentence S2. The predicate was
granted first position prominence.
(b) Sentence S2 is the complement of verb of perception V1 (he saw) being linked by conjunction C2 (that), forming predicate Q1.
(c) Restored noun phrase Ns4 is the subject of predicate Q1, forming sentence S1.
(18) Est. 7:8a—This example contains a verb of motion that governs two complements by means
of prepositions (§ 5.4.5.3). From here on, the sentences are given analysis diagrams without explanatory comment.

ל־בִ֣ית׀ ִמ ְׁש ֵ ִ֣תה ַה ַָ֗ייִ ן
ֵ יתן ֶא
ָ֜ ַה ֶֶּ֡מ ֶלְך ָשב ִמּגִ נַֹ֙ ת ַה ִב
N6

J5

J4

P2

N3

J2 P1

V

Ns1

No7

N8
No9
Q

S
When the king returned from the palace garden to the place of the banquet of wine, (Est. 7:8a)

(19) Est. 7:8b—This example contains a participle functioning as the verb in the durative aspect
(§ 5.6.5.3), and a relative pronoun clause modifying a noun (§ 14.7.8).
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שר ֶא ְׁס ֵ ִ֣תר
ִ֣ ֶ ל־ה ִמ ָט ֹ֙ה ֲא
ַ מן נ ֵּ֔ ֵֹפל ַע
ֹ֙ ָ וְׁ ָה

R4 P2
Ns3
Rr
e
N4 | (V )
D2 |
Q2
S2
Sr = N5
N6

N2

P1

Ns1

V

D1
Q1
S1
And Haman was falling across the couch on which Esther was. (Est. 7:8b)

(20) Est. 7:8c—This example illustrates direct speech without the usual speech introducing conjunction (§ 9.4), and also an incomplete sentence. The elided portion of the sentence reaches
back to 7:5c “He filled his heart to do so.” That thought is carried over to here without repetition
and linked to the infinitive clause of this verse by the conjunction “ גַ םalso.”

ַב ָ ָ֑ביִ ת

ת־ה ַמ ְׁל ָכָ֛ה ִע ִ ֶ֖מי
ַ ִל ְׁכ ֵ֧בֹוש ֶא

N4 P3 R3 P2
D2
N3
N5
D3

N

o

Vi3

2

ֶ֠ ֲהגַ ם

P1

אמר ַה ֵֶּ֔מ ֶלְך
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
Ns1

C ?

V1

Qi3
(Ns6) |
Si3
i
S 4 = N8

(S2)
(Cd)

D1
S3
Q1

|
S1
Then the king said, "Will he also assault the queen while I am in the house?" (Est. 7:8c)

(21) Est. 7:8d—This example illustrates a predicate complement with first position prominence.

ּופ ֵנֵ֥י ָה ָ ֶ֖מן ָח ָּֽפּו׃
ְׁ

ַה ָד ָָ֗בר יָ ָצ ֹ֙א ִמ ִ ִ֣פי ַה ֵֶּ֔מ ֶלְך

V2 N5
J4 W
N3
J2 P V1
Ns1
o
o
|
N7
N6
|
|
Q2
(Ns8)
Q1
S2
S1
The word left the king's mouth, and they covered Haman's face. (Est. 7:8d)

(22) Est. 7:9a—This example illustrates launching direct speech without the usual speech introducing conjunction (§ 9.4).19

19

Preposition P1  ִמןfunctions in place of a construct form of the number, suggesting that more than one

eunuch was in the banquet room. P2  ִל ְׁפ ֵנִ֣יindicates that Harbonah was in the service of the king (cf. 1:10); see the
preposition also in 4:5.
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יסים ִל ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י ַה ֶָ֗מ ֶלְך
ִ֜ ן־ה ָס ִר
ַ אמר ֶ֠ ַח ְׁרבֹונָ ה ֶא ָֹ֙חד ִמ
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
N3

P2

N2

D1
|

P1
N4

M

N1
|

V
Q

N5
Ns6

S
Then Harbonah, one of the eunuchs serving the king, said: (Est. 7:9a)

(23) Est. 7:9b—This example illustrates a relative pronoun clause imbedded in another relative
pronoun clause modifying nouns (§ 9.4). Also illustrated is the use of an adverbial adjunct and an
adjectival adjunct (§ 19.4.3). The second use of the conjunction ( ּגַ םcf. 7:8) introduces the third
offence leading to Haman’s execution.

ל־ה ֶָ֗מ ֶלְך ע ֵֹמ ֹ֙ד ְׁב ֵבִ֣ית ָה ֵָּ֔מן
ַ ר־טֹוב ַע
ִ֣ ־ע ָ ֪שה ָה ָָ֟מן ְׁ ָּֽל ָמ ְׁר ֳּד ַַּ֞כי ֲא ֶ ֵ֧שר ִד ֶב
ָ ה־ה ֵעִ֣ץ ֲא ֶשר
ָ ֵַּגִ֣ם ִהנ
N7 J6 P3
N8 |
D3

V3
Q3

N5

P2
D2

N4
|

V2

Rr2

N3

No9
(Ns10)

Q3
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Q1
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N1

S3
Sr4 = N11
N12
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S5
Sr6 = N13
Ns14
S7
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ּגָ ֶ֖בֹ ַה ֲח ִמ ִ ִ֣שים ַא ָ ָ֑מה
N15

M
N16

A1
|

A2
S9
“Also indeed, the gallows, which Haman made for Mordecai, who spoke good on the king's behalf,
is standing at the house of Haman, fifty cubits high.” (Est. 7:9b)

(24) Est. 7:9c—This example again illustrates launching direct speech without the usual speech
introducing conjunction (§ 9.4).

ָע ָ ָּֽליו׃

אמר ַה ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶלְך ְׁת ֻלֵ֥הּו
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י

R 2 V2
Ns1
V1
o
N2 |
Q2
(Ns4)
S2
(Cd)
Q1
|
S1
Then the king said, “Hang him on it!” (Est. 7:9c)
R3 P
N3 |
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(25) Est. 7:10—This example again illustrates a relative pronoun clause modifying a noun in the
predicate of a doubly transitive verb (§ 12.2.2.2.2).

וַ ֲח ַ ֵ֥מת ַה ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶלְך ָש ָ ָּֽכ ָכה׃
V3
Q3

N5

־ה ִ ִ֣כין ְׁל ָמ ְׁר ֳּד ָכָ֑י
ֵ ל־ה ֵ ֶ֖עץ ֲא ֶשר
ָ ת־ה ֵָּ֔מן ַע
ָ וַ יִ ְׁת ֹ֙לּו ֶא
No3 P2 V2
Rr
N2
Q2
(Ns7)
S2
Sr3 = N8
No9

J4 W
Ns6

S4

P1

N1 O
No1

V1

Q1

(Ns10)

S1
So they hanged Haman on the gallows that he had prepared for Mordecai.
Then the king's wrath subsided. (Est. 7:10)

(26) Gen. 48:5a—This example illustrates a dependent participle clause modifying a noun in the
lengthy subject of a possessive copulative clause (§ 12.1.6).

י־הם
ָ֑ ֵ ִל
R10 R9 P5
Ve N9 |
Q3

יְׁמה
ָ ְׁל ֜ך ְׁב ֶ ִ֣א ֶרץ ִמ ְׁצ ַ ָ֗ריִ ם ַעד־ב ִ ֵֹ֥אי ֵא ֶלָ֛יך ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֶ֖ר
N8
D3

i

R7 P4 R6 V P3
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Ns6
|
Qi2 |
Si3
Si4 = N13
D4

N5

נֹול ִ ֹ֙דים
ָ ָּֽי־בנֶ יך ַה
ָ וְׁ ַע ֶָּ֡תה ְׁש ֵנ

J4 P2 R3 P1
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o
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a
|
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“And now your two sons, who were born to you in the land of Egypt before I came to you in Egypt, are mine; (Gen.
48:5a)

(27) Gen. 48:5b—This example illustrates a compound comparative noun phrase (§ 14.1.6) as the
subject of a possessive copulative clause (§ 12.1.6).

יּו־לי׃
ָּֽ ִ אּובן וְׁ ִש ְׁמ ֶ֖עֹון יִ ְָּֽׁה
ֵ֥ ֵ ּומנַ ֵֶּ֔שה ִכ ְׁר
ְׁ ֶא ְׁפ ַ ֹ֙ריִ ֹ֙ם
R P Ve
N8 |
|
Q
|

N4 W
N6

N3 P
|
D

N2 W N 1
N5
|

Ns 7
S
Ephraim and Manasseh, as Reuben and Simeon, they shall be mine.” (Gen. 48:5b)

18.5 Discourse Analysis
The fourth phase of the analysis procedure is the analysis of the entire discourse. This type
of analysis involves the way in which the clauses of the discourse are linked together by conjunctions into sentences, paragraphs, episodes, chapters, etc. Here the flow of thought is analyzed, and
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the various nuances of the text are studied. Chapter 19 discusses sequence transformations, those
transformations that link clauses together into coherent discourse. Chapters 20 and 21 discuss the
procedures of discourse analysis. This completes the discussion of analyzing sentences.

18.6 Summary
The Restoration of Deletion and Substitution
Restore Elided Elements
(1)
 → (X)
Restore Antecedents of Pronouns
(2)
R→N
Restore Antecedents of Other Substitutes
(3)
Xs → X
Analyze Phrases
Determine Syntactic Roles
Analyze of Sentences
Copulative Sentences
Verbal Sentences
Discourse Analysis

CHAPTER 19
Sequence Transformations
The syntax of the kernel sentences of Hebrew is defined in Chapter 12; that syntax employs
a simple phrase-structure grammar. Chapter 13 defines the transformations that may rearrange the
structure of the kernel sentences of Hebrew as they appear in the surface of the text; these consist
of simple sentence transformations. The generation of phrases, however, requires transformations
that go beyond the boundaries of a sentence, because phrases are best accounted for on the basis
of a part of speech with a dependent sentence. Chapters 14 through 17 define the transformations
that generate phrases; these transformations are in the domain of the text grammar, not merely the
sentence grammar.
The text grammar requires another set of transformations that arrange sentences into meaningful sequences, and that operate on those sequences to produce the final surface structure of a
discourse. These transformations may be generally referred to as sequence transformations, because they operate on sequences of sentences. Sequence transformations arrange the sentences of
a discourse in proper sequential order and provide the appropriate connectives. The sequential
order of the sentences in a discourse is governed partially by the semantics of the discourse and
the literary conventions of Hebrew, and partially by the stylistic preferences of the author. In this
stage of composition the author decides the order in which the participants and props are introduced, the settings of time and place are established, and the events, episodes, and arguments are
arranged.
Semantically, the sequences are governed by such characteristics as plot, theme, time flow,
place, and the conventions of thought flow. Thought flow moves from what is known to what is
being made known; from what was, to what is, to what will be; from the general to the specific;
from prerequisite conditions to consequences; from logical premises to conclusion. This stage of
composition is where the person, voice, aspect, tense, mood, mode, emphasis, and negation of the
sentences are determined; it is the stage where semantic concord, consistency, and coherence is
established.
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Literary conventions govern the sequences related to form, genre, and pericope. The author’s style governs some of the choices available to him in the process of composition. The sequence transformations provide a mechanical explanation of what an author does intuitively when
he arranges the sequences of his text.
The sequence transformations arrange the sentences into clusters of sentences. They arrange the clusters into larger clusters that form paragraphs. They arrange the paragraphs into pericopes, and pericopes into chapters, and chapters into a complete discourse. Sequence transformations fall into five major categories: (1) the coordination transformation, (2) the subordination
transformation, (3) the sentence emphasis transformation, (4) the deletion transformation, and (5)
the substitution transformation. This chapter focuses on linking sentences into specific types of
sequences. Chapter 20 goes into further detail regarding sequences of multiple sentences.
The coordination transformation joins two or more independent sentences by means of an
appropriate coordinating conjunction. The subordination transformation joins an independent sentence with its dependent sentence. The sentence emphasis transformation brings related sentences1
together in a cluster group, and grants position prominence to one of them. The deletion transformation optimizes the text by deleting redundant or self evident information. The substitution transformation further optimizes the text by providing appropriate economical substitutes for redundant
information that cannot be deleted; it takes care of determination in the process.

19.1 The Coordination Transformation
The interrelationship of sentences is indicated primarily by conjunctions. As discussed in
Chapter 9, there are two major classes of conjunctions or connectives: (1) those that coordinate
sentences of equal rank and function in the flow of thought (§ 9.2); and (2) those that subordinate
one sentence to another (§ 9.3). A sentence is subordinate to another when it modifies the other
sentence in some sense. A subordinate sentence usually answers an adverbial question about the
sentence it modifies, such as, when?, where?, how?, why?, etc. A subordinate sentence is sometimes referred to as a dependent sentence, the sentence it modifies as an independent sentence.
While the conjunctions have what may be regarded as a “common” meaning, the contextual semantics may alter the nuance of a conjunction.
Coordinate sentences are independent sentences that have equal rank and make equal contribution to the local argument of the text. The coordination transformation connects a sequence

1

What is said about clauses may also be said about clusters of clauses.
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of coordinate sentences (or clusters of sentences) by means of the appropriate coordinating conjunctions, and identifies the sequence as a cluster.2 The coordination transformation takes the general form:
(1)

[Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj

where Cc is the appropriate coordinating conjunction, as determined by the type of coordination
the author desires. The transformation iterates until all coordinate sentences are appropriately
linked together.
Independent sentences may be coordinated in one of seven ways: (1) simple coordination
without restriction on relative time; (2) simple coordination with parallel or simultaneous action;
(3) simple coordination with sequential action; (4) disjunctive coordination; (5) adversative coordination; (6) comparative coordination; and (7) simple juxtaposition.
19.1.1 Timeless Coordination
Simple coordination without restriction on relative time3 is indicated by joining the sentences with Waw conjunctive (w+). The sentences remain in their initial word order.4 With this arrangement, the sentences, not the verbal actions, are coordinated. Nothing is implied about their
relative time. The transformation takes the specific form:
(1a)

[Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj

where Cc = w+ (and—Waw conjunctive) or <G~ (also); and Sj retains its initial word order, usually
SVO. The notation addresses only a pair of sentences, but it may include a sequence of more than
two, as long as they share the same type of coordination. Often the conjunction is repeated before
every sentence except the first; but at times, the conjunctions are elided except for the last one.

2

The sequence should include all the clauses that are in a contiguous order and have a common type of
coordination. Usually they have a common theme, time frame of reference, aspect, and setting.
3

The clauses may have different time references (tenses), but such differences are not indicated or implied
by the conjunctions. In fact, this transformation is the one to use when the time references are different.
4

The clauses may be in their kernel clause order, SVO, or they may have undergone some intermediate
transformations that have altered that order. Whatever word order the clauses had immediately prior to this transformation is retained throughout the transformation.
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lF*m! <y]mv
@^ * Wal=K* <k#yl@u&
.Hl*Wby+ ha*l=K* Jr\a@*h*w+
The heavens above you withhold the dew
and [parallel action]
the earth withholds its fruit.5 (Hag. 1:10)

aWh yn]a& hn`qz= -] du^w+
lB)sa
= # yn]a& hb@*y?@-du^w+
aC*a# yn]a&w~ yt!yc!u* yn]a&
.fL@ma
^ &w~ lB)s=a# yn]a&w~
Even to your old age, I am He,
And even to gray hairs, I will carry you!
I have made, and I will bear;
Even I will carry, and will deliver you.6 (Isa. 46:4)

19.1.2 Simultaneous Coordination
Simple coordination with parallel or simultaneous action is expressed by joining the sentences with Waw conjunctive. The first sentence retains its initial word order; and the second sentence is transformed to its VSO order, that is, the verb has been granted first position prominence.
With this arrangement, the verbal actions are coordinated so that parallel or simultaneous action is
implied. The transformation takes the following specific form:
(1b)

[Si, Sj] → Si + W + [Sj(V-emph)]

where Cc = W (Waw conjunctive),7 and the verb of Sj is granted first position prominence. The
notation addresses only a pair of sentences, but it may include a sequence of more than two, as
long as they share the same type of coordination. The subsequent sentences experience the same
VSO transformation. Obviously the sentences should be in the same aspect, and often they are in
the same mood.
hl*um
= ^lm
= ! <y]m^v* WDM^y]-<a!
hF*m*l= Jr\a#-yd}so= m Wrq=j*y}w+
If heaven above can be measured,
And the foundations of the earth searched out beneath8 (Jer. 31:37)

5

In the first clause, the adverbial phrase is granted first position prominence; whereas the second retains its
SVO order. The clauses themselves are coordinated, not just their verbal action.
6
The first two clauses have had their adverb phrases granted first position prominence. Note the different
time references, and that the clauses have SVO order. Some constituents have been elided.
7

Waw conjunctive usually expresses simple coordination, however, it is used in other contexts to be discussed later.
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j^K) [u@@Y`l^ /t@nÄ
.hB\r+y~ hm*xu
= * <yn]oa /ya@lW=
Wug`y]w+ <yr]un* + Wpu&y]w+
.Wlv@K*y] lovK* <yr]Wjb^W
He gives power to the weak,
And to those who have no might He increases strength.
Even the youths shall faint and be weary,
And the young men shall utterly fall. 9 (Isa. 40:29-30)

.hb*Wva*w+ yb!a*-ta# hr`Bq
= =a#w+ aN`-hl#u$a# hT*u^w+
Now therefore, please let me go up and bury my father,
and I will return.10 (Gen. 50:5)

19.1.3 Sequential Coordination
Simple coordination with sequential action11 is expressed with Waw consecutive, the second sentence is transformed into its VSO order, and its verb is transformed to its corresponding
“consecutive” aspect.12 With this arrangement, the verbal actions are coordinated as sequential in
some respect.13 The transformation takes on the following specific form:
(1c)

[Si, Sj] → Si + Wc + [Sj(V-consec)]

where Cc = Wc (Waw consecutive).14 The notation addresses only a pair of sentences, but it may
include a sequence of more than two, as long as they share the same type of coordination. The
subsequent sentences experience the same consecutive transformation. Obviously the sentences
initially should be in the same aspect, and often they are in the same mood.

8

Two clauses in the protasis of a conditional sentence are required to be simultaneously true for the condition

to be met.
9

The first two and the last two clauses are joined with simple Waw conjunctive with deletion of the common
subject in the last. The two pairs of clauses are joined as simultaneous or parallel action.
10

The actions are viewed as parallel, not simultaneous, here.

11

The sequence may be temporal, logical, causal, and so forth. See Watts pp. 86-90; 97-100; RJW 178-79.

12

The transformation is known as the consecutive transformation. In addition to moving the verb to first
position prominence, it converts a perfect aspect verb form into its apocopated imperfect form, and an imperfect aspect
form into its long perfect form. This means that the morphemes that encode mood are lost, and mood must be determined from the context. However, Waw consecutive may be regarded to transmit mood from the preceding clause.
The Waw consecutive is vocalized in accordance with the verbal form it attaches to: Shewa with long perfect forms,
and Pathach plus Daggesh Forte with apocopated imperfect forms.
13
14

The sequence is usually temporal, but may be consequential or logical.

Waw consecutive usually expresses simple sequential coordination, however, it is used in other contexts
to be discussed later.
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19.1.3.1 Consecutive action in past time:
Jr\a*h*-lu^ da)m= da)m= Wrb=G` <y]M^hw^ +
<yh!b)Gh
+ ^ <yr]hh
* -# lK* WSk%y+w~
.<y]mV
* *h-^ lK* tj^T-^ rv#a&
And the waters prevailed exceedingly on the earth,
and all the high hills under the whole heaven were covered. (Gen. 7:19)

<h*r`b=a^ Jr` rq`B*h-^ la#w+
bofw` Er~ rq*B*-/B# jQ^Yw] ~
ru^N~h-^ la# /T@Y]w~
.ota) tocu&l^ rh@@m^y+w~
And Abraham ran to the herd,
took a tender and good calf,
gave it to a young man,
and he hastened to prepare it. (Gen. 18:7)

hw`hy+ loqB= yT!um
= ^v*
hw`hy+ yn!j^lv
* =-rv#a& Er\D\B^ El@a@w`
ql@mu
* & El#m# gg~a&-ta# ayb!a*w`
I have obeyed the voice of the LORD,
and gone on the mission on which the LORD sent me,
and brought back Agag king of Amalek. (1 Sam. 15:20)

>>> hw`hy+ loqB= <u*h* um^vY= ]w~
.hw`hy+ yn}Pm
= ! <u*h* War+yY]w~
The people heeded the voice of the LORD...
and [logical sequence]
the people feared the presence of the LORD (Hag. 1:12)

19.1.3.2 Consecutive action in future time:
;v#ar)-ta# hu)r+p^ aC*y] <ym!y` tv#Ov= douB=
ody`B= hu)rP
+ ^-sok T*t^nw` + ;N\K-^ lu^ ;b=yv!h&w~
Now within three days Pharaoh will lift up your head
and [logical sequence]
restore you to your place
and [logical sequence]
you will put Pharaoh’s cup in his hand (Gen. 40:13)

yl!q)B= Wum=v=T! u^omv*-<a! hT*u^w+
yt!yr]B-= ta# <T#r+m^v=W
<yM!uh
^ *-lK*m! hL*g|s= yl! <t#yy]hw= ]
Now therefore, if you will indeed obey My voice
and keep My covenant,
then you shall be a special treasure to me above all people. (Exod. 19:5)
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.dj*a# hw`hy+ Wnyh@@Oa$ hw`hy+ la@r`cy= ] um^v=
;b=b*l-= lk*B= ;yh\Oa$ hw`hy+ ta@@ T*bh
= ^a*w+
.;d\a)m=-lk*bW= ;v=p=n~-lk*b=W
.;b#bl
* =-lu^ <oYh^ ;W+xm
^ = yk!n)a* rv#a& hL#a@h* <yr]b*D+h^ Wyh*w+
;T=b=v!B= <B* T*rB
+ ^dw] + ;yn\b*l= <T*n+N~v!w+
.;m#Wqb=W ;B=k=v*bW= Er\D\b^ ;T=k=l#bW= ;t#yb@B=
;d\y`-lu^ toal= <T*rv
+ ^qW=
.;yn\yu@ /yB@ tp)f*f)l= Wyh*w+
.;yr\u*vb
= !W ;t#yB@ tz\Wzm=-lu^ <T*bt
= ^kW=
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one!
You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart,
with all your soul, and with all your might.
And these words which I command you today shall be in your heart;
you shall teach them diligently to your children,
and shall talk of them when you sit in your house,
when you walk by the way,
when you lie down,
and when you rise up.
You shall bind then as a sign on your hand,
and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes.
You shall write them on the doorposts of your house
and on your gates. (Deut. 6:4-9)

hZ\h^ <u*l* T*r+m^a*w+ El@
Wnyb!T-* la^w+ u^omv* Wum=v!
.Wud`T-@ la^w+ oar` War+W
Go, and tell this people:
Keep on hearing, but do not understand;
Keep on seeing, but do not perceive. (Isa. 6:9)

El@T@ yT!dl
+ ^om-la#w+ yx!ra
+ ^-la# yK!
.qj*xy= ]l= yn]b=l! hV@a
* ! T*j=q^l*w+
You shall go to my country and to my kindred,
and take a wife for my son Isaac. (Gen. 24:4)

19.1.3.3 Consecutive imperatives:
ty!B*h^ Wnb=W Ju@@ <t\ab@h&w~ rh*h* Wlu&
Go up to the mountains!
and [logical sequence]
Bring wood!
and [logical sequence]
Build the temple! (Hag. 1:8)
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Watts argued that these sentences are to be regarded as correlative action rather than consecutive.15 The correlative idea does seem to be present in Exod. 19:5, and Deut. 6:4, 6; but the
consecutive idea is quite clear in Isa. 6:9 and Gen. 24:4. However, there is logical sequence evident
in all, thus the consecutive idea must be maintained.
Some grammarians have gone to great detail to catalogue many varieties of Waw-consecutive sentences. However, it is only important at this point to observe that most types of sentences
may be interrelated in this fashion, and that the common idea thus expressed is simple coordination
with consecutive action. The distinctions they observe are due to the type of sentences and the
semantic nuances involved, not due to anything inherent in the Waw consecutive itself.
19.1.3.4 The infinitive absolute may be used to continue a sequence of finite verbs, even
with the nuance of consecution.16 But in this case, simple Waw conjunctive is used.
>>>El#M#h^ yr}p=s) War+Q*Y]w~
<yr]p*s= j^olv=n]w+>>>bt@K*Y]w~!
And the king’s scribes were called...
And it was written...
And letters were sent...17 (Est. 3:12-13)

19.1.4. Disjunctive Coordination
Simple coordination with disjunctive action is expressed by the disjunctive conjunction oa
(or). The sentences retain their initial word order. In this case the transformation takes on the specific form:
(1d)

[Si, Sj] →

Si + Cc + Sj
or
Cc + Si + Cc + Sj

where Cc is oa. The first option is used when the sentences express mutually exclusive alternatives, alternate possibilities in an uncertain situation, or the sentences express the same thought in
alternate words. The second option is used when the sentences express mutually exclusive alternatives; or alternate possibilities in an uncertain situation: whether . . . or. The conjunctions function as a pair. Hebrew has no conjunctions expressing neither . . . nor; it uses aO <G~ > > > aO
<G~ instead.
Option one, mutually exclusive alternatives:

15

Watts, 97.

16

GKC § 113z, gg.

17

The infinitive absolute often substitutes for a finite verb in Esther.
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dj*a# vya! tyb@l= /h@k) ;t=oyh$ bofh&
.la@r`cy= ]B= hj*P*v=m!lW= fb#v@l= /h@k) ;t=oyh$ oa
Is it better that you be a priest to the household of one man,
or that you be a priest to a tribe and a family in Israel? (Judg.18:19)

<d`a*l* hP# <c* ym!
rW}u! oa j^Q}p! oa vr}j@ oa <L@a! <Wcy`-ym! oa
.hw`hy+ yk!n\a* aOh&
Who has made man’s mouth?
Or who makes the mute, the deaf, the seeing, or the blind?
Have not I, the LORD? (Exod. 4:11)

wyn`B*-lu^w+ /r)h&a^-lu^ Wyh*w+
du@om lh#a)-la# ma*b)B=
vd\Q)B^ tr}v*l= j^Bz@ +M!h-^ la# <T*vg= ]b= oa
They shall be on Aaron and his sons
when they come into the tabernacle of meeting,
or when they come near the altar to minister in the holy place 18 (Exod. 28:43)

>>> <y]m-@^ Wxj&ry+ ] du@om lh#a)-la# <a*b)B=
tr}v*l= j^Bz@ +M!h-^ la# <T*v=g]b= oa
When they go into the tabernacle of meeting . . .
or when they come near the altar to minister . . .(Exod. 30:20)

>>> hl*a* loq hu*mv
= *w+ af*j$t#-yK! vp#n\w+
>>> a´m@f* rb*D-` lk*B= uG~T! rv\a& vp#n\ oa
>>> <d`a* ta^mf
= %B= uG~y] yk! oa
>>> <y]t^p*cb
= ! aF@b^l= ub^V*t! yK! vp#n\ oa
If a person sins in the hearing of an oath . . .
Or if a person touches any unclean thing . . .
Or if he touches human uncleanness . . .
Or if a person swears, speaking thoughtlessly with his lips . . .(Lev. 5:1-4)

Option two, alternate possibilities:
.oL hc#u*y} hZ\h^ fP*vM
= !K^ jG`y] tb^-oa jG`y] /b@-oa
Whether it has gored a son,
or it has gored a daughter,
according to this judgment it shall be done to him. (Exod. 21:31)

WNb#Q(t! aO bq)-<G~
.WNk#r&bt
* = aO Er}B*-<G~
Neither curse them at all,
nor bless them at all! (Num. 23:25)

18

form.

In both this example and the next, the two disjunctive clauses have been transformed into their infinitive
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19.1.5 Adversative Coordination
Simple coordination with adversative action is expressed by one of the adversative conjunctions. The sentences are of equal hierarchy but opposing or contrary meaning. In this case the
transformation takes on the specific form:
(1e)

[Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj

where Cc is lb*a& (but) when Sj is a sentence in opposition to Si, or it expresses a contrary thought
or one contrary to expectation.
ha*r+M^h-^ ta# War` aO yM!u! Wyh* rv\a& <yv!n`a&h*
<h#yl@u& hl*pn= ` hl*d)g+ hd`r`j& lb*a&
The men that were with me did not see the vision;
but a great terror fell upon them. (Dan. 10:7)

.hw`hy+ yn}pL
= !m! [x#Q# ;yl#u* taz\b*W
EM*u! Wax=m=n] <yb!of <yr]b*D+ lb*a&
Therefore the wrath of the LORD is upon you.
Nevertheless good things are found in you . . .(2 Chr. 19:2-3)

/oub=g]B= rv#a& hm*Bl
* ^ oMu! lh*Q*h^-lk*w+ hm)Ov= Wkl=Y}w~
<yh!Oa$h* du@om lh#a) hy`h* <v*-yK!
.rB*dM
+ !B^ hw`hy+-db#u# hv#m) hc*u* rv\a&
<yr]u*y+ ty~rQ
+ !m! dyw]d` hl*u$h# <yh!Oa$h* /ora& lb*a&
.<l*v*WryB! lh#a) ol-hf*n` yK! dyw]D` ol /yk!h@B^
Then Solomon, and all the congregation with him,
went to the high place that was at Gibeon;
for the tabernacle of meeting with God was there,
which Moses the servant of the LORD had made in the wilderness.
But David had brought up the ark of God from Kirjath Jearim
to the place David had prepared for it,
for he had pitched a tent for it in Jerusalem. (2 Chr. 1:3-4)

hw`hy+ jB^zm
+ -! ta# /b#Y]w~
hd`otw+ <ym!lv
* = yj@bz= ] wyl*u* jB^z+Y]w~
.la@r`cy= ] yh@Oa$ hw`hy+-ta# dobu&l^ hd`Whyl! rm#aYÄw~
tomB*B^ <yj!b=z\ <u*h* dou lb*a&
.<h\yh@Oa$ hw`hyl^ qr~
He also repaired the altar of the LORD,
sacrificed peace offerings and thank offerings on it,
and commanded Judah to serve the LORD God of Israel.
Nevertheless the people still sacrificed on the high places,
but only to the LORD. (2 Chr. 33:16-17)

Sometimes Cc is <l*Wa (but) when more emphasis is required.
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lD`gy+ ] aWh-<g~w+
WNM#m! lD~gy+ ] /f)Q*h^ wyj!a* <l*Waw+
And he also shall be great;
but truly his younger brother shall be greater than he.
(Gen. 48:19)

yd]y-` ta# yT!j=l^v* hT*u^ yK!
rb#D`B^ ;M=u^ -ta#w+ ;t=oa Ea^w`
.Jr\a*h*-/m! dj@K
@ *T!w~
;yT!dm
+ ^u$h# taz\ rWbu&B^ <l*Waw+
yj!K-) ta# ;t=a)r+h^ rWbu&B^
.Jr\a*h*-lk*B= ym!v= rP@s^ /u^m^l=W
Now if I had stretched out My hand
and struck you and your people with pestilence,
then you would have been cut off from the earth.
But indeed for this purpose I have raised you up,
that I may show my power in you,
and that My name may be declared in all the earth. (Exod. 9:15-16)

.Jr\a*B* Jr~P* Whn}qm
= !W T*kr
= ~B@ wyd`y` hc@u&m^
ol-rv#a&-lk*B= ug~w+ ;d=y` an`-jl^v= <l*Waw+
.I*k\rb*y+ ;yn\P-* lu^ aO-<a!
You have blessed the works of his hands,
and his possessions have increased in the land.
But now, stretch out Your hand
and touch all that he has,
and he will surely curse You to Your face. (Job 1:10-11)

Cc is <a! yK! (but) when Sj is in antithesis to a negated Si.
hz\ ;v=r`yy] aO
.;v#ry` y] aWh ;yu#M@m! ax@y} rv#a& <a!-yK!
This one shall not be your heir,
but one who will come from your own body shall be your heir.
(Gen. 15:4)

19.1.6 Comparative Coordination
Simple coordination with comparative action is expressed by comparative conjunctions (§
9.2.4). Comparative conjunctions compare the thought of one word, phrase, or sentence with that
of another word, phrase, or sentence. In this case the transformation takes on the specific form:
(1f)
[Sd, Si] →
S i + Cs + S d
or
Csb + Si + Cs + Sda
The following are the principal comparative conjunctions in Hebrew:
(a) /K@>>>rv#a&K^—just as...(so)—this pair of conjunctions compares two sentences on an
equal basis. The second conjunction may be omitted.
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(b) /K@>>>K=—as...so—this pair of conjunctions compares one word, phrase, or sentence with
another on a similar but not necessarily equal basis.
(c) /m!—more than—compares one word, phrase, or sentence as superior to another; if the
thing compared is a universal statement, the conjunction expresses the superlative
degree of comparison.
Sentences may be compared on the basis of any common element or feature, and they may
have six degrees of comparison: (1) the superlative degree, (2) the superior degree, (3) the similar
degree, (4) the same degree, (5) the inferior degree, and (6) the most inferior degree.
Typical common elements that are compared are participants, predicates, attributes, and
adverbial modifiers such as manner, means, cause, reason, purpose, time, place, and so forth. Typical common features that are compared are truth, certainty, and figurative representation. The
following is a list of various types of comparisons that can be made between sentences:
(1) Two subjects compared with respect to a common predicate.
(2) Two objects compared with respect to a common subject and verb.
(3) A statement compared with itself under different circumstances.
(4) Two subjects and objects compared with respect to a common verb.
(5) A statement compared with another of the same kind.
(6) A statement compared with its counter-statement, contradiction, alternative, or adversative.
(7) A figure of speech compared with its counterpart.
Frequently comparative sentence pairs of types (1) through (3) are condensed to a single
sentence with a comparative phrase; but the condensing may not be possible in some cases, or may
purposely be left undone for the sake of emphasis. The condensing of types (4) through (7) is more
difficult and found less often. The following are examples of condensed sentence pairs:
Type 1: Comparison of two subjects with a common predicate:
.<yl!M)n] <h@ rv@\a&K^ rk*z-` lK* Wnl* loMh!B=
Every male among us is circumcised
as [comparison of equality]
they are circumcised. (Gen. 34:22)

<t*oba&m@ Wtyj!vh
= !w+ Wbv%y`
They reverted and behaved more corruptly than their fathers. (Judg. 2:19)
[Condensed from “They reverted and behaved corruptly
more than their fathers reverted and behaved corruptly.”]
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hv*dj
` &h^ Jr\a*h*w+ <yv!dj
` (h^ <y!mV
^ *h^ rv\a&K^
hw`hy+ <a%n+ yn~p*l= <yd]m=u) hc#u) yn]a& rv#a&
.<k#mv
= !w+ <k#u&rz+ ~ dm)u&y~ /K@
“As the new heavens and the new earth
Which I have made shall remain before Me,” says the LORD,
“So shall your descendants and your name remain.” (Isa. 66:22)

lWav* yd}bu
= ^ lK)m! dw]D` lk^c*
David behaved more wisely than all the servants of Saul. (1 Sam. 18:30)
[Condensed from “David behaved wisely more than all the servants of Saul behaved wisely.”]

Jm*a$y\ <a)l=m! <a)l=
one people shall be stronger than the other. (Gen. 25:23)
[Condensed from “One people shall be strong more than the other people shall be strong.”]

.Wrb@G` toyr`a&m@ WLq^ <yr]v*Nm
+ !
They were swifter than eagles,
They were stronger than lions. (2 Sam. 1:23)
[Condensed from “They were swift more than eagles are swift,”
and “They were strong more than lions are strong.”]

Type 2: Comparison of predicate objects:
<yv!Nh
` ^-lK*m! rT@sa
= #-ta# El#Mh
# ^ bh^a$Y\w~
The king loved Esther more than all the other women. (Est. 2:17)
[Condensed from “The king loved Esther more than the king loved all the other women.]

ha*L@m! lj@r
@ -` ta#-<G~ bh^a$Y\w~
He also loved Rachel more than Leah. (Gen. 29:30)
[Condensed from “He loved Rachel more than he loved Leah.”]

Type 3: A statement compared with itself under different circumstances:
omoyB= <oy-rb^D+ <k#yc@u&m^ WLK^
./b#T#h^ toyh=B! rv#a&K^
Fulfill your work, your daily quota,
as [comparison of equality]
when there was straw. (Exod. 5:13)
[Condensed from “Fulfill your work, your daily quota,
as you fulfilled your daily work quota when there was straw.”]

Type 4: A statement is compared with its complement.
Commandment-execution:
hb*q@nW+ rk*z` hb*T@h^-la# j^nÄ-la# WaB* <y]nv
~ = <y]n~v=
.j^n\-ta# <yh!Oa$ hW`x! rv#a&K^
Two by two they went into the ark to Noah, male and female,
as God had commanded Noah. (Gen. 7:9)
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rB*dM
+ !B^ El@@n} <ym!y` tv#Ov= Er\D\
Wnyh@Oa$ hw`hyl^ Wnj=bz^ `w+
.Wnyl@a@ rm^ay\ rv#a&K^
We will go three days journey into the wilderness
and sacrifice to the LORD our God
as He will command us. (Exod. 8:23)

Messenger-message:
rb*D` <k#t=a# yt!b)v!h&w~
yl*a@ hw`hy+ rB@dy~ + rv#a&K^
I will bring back word to you
as the LORD speaks to me. (Num. 22:8)

Crime-punishment:
<yh!Oa$ yl!-<L^v! /K@ yt!yc!u* rv#a&K^
As I have done,
so God has repaid me. (Judg. 1:7)

Type 5: A statement is compared with another of the same kind.
vp#n\ ojx*rW+ Whu@r}-lu^ vya! <Wqy` rv#a&K^
.hZ\h^ rb*Dh
` ^ /K@@
Just as when a man rises against his neighbor and kills him,
even so is this matter. (Deut. 22:26)

Type6: A statement is compared with its contradiction. The significant thought involved in
the contradiction must be stated.
yj^-lK*-ta# toKh^l= dou [s!a)-aOw+
.yt!yc!u* rv#a&K^
Nor will I again destroy every living thing
as I have done. (Gen. 8:21)

Type 7: A figure of speech is compared with its counterpart.
Metaphor:
aWh-/K# omv=K!
As his name is, so is he. (1 Sam. 25:25)

Simile:
rx@oYh^ dy~B= rm#j)K^
.la@r`cy= ] tyB@ yd]y`B= <T#a^-/K@
As the clay is in the potter’s hand,
so are you in My hand, O house of Israel. (Jer. 18:6)
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Jr\a*m@ <y]m^v* Whb=g`-yK!
<k#yk@rD
+ ~m! yk^rd
` + Whb=G` /K@@
.<k#yt@b)vj
= =M^m! yt^bv
) =j=m^W
For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
So are My ways higher than your ways,
And My thoughts than your thoughts. (Isa. 55:9)

<h#yn}oda& dy~-la# <yd]b*u& yn}yu@k= hNh!
HT*rb
+ !G+ dy~-la# hj*p=v! yn}yu@K=
Wnyh@Oa$ hw`hy+-la# Wnyn}yu@ /K@
Behold as the eyes of servants look to the hand of their masters,
As the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress,
So our eyes look to the LORD our God. (Psa. 123:2)

19.1.7 Juxtaposition
Sometimes Hebrew, like English, does not use a conjunction to connect sentences, instead,
they stand in juxtaposition (side-by-side).19 Sentences in juxtaposition may be regarded as having
a zero conjunction, that is, Cc = . Coordinate sentences may stand in juxtaposition whenever the
coordinate relationship of the sentences is clearly understood from the sense of the sentences themselves. This is true whether the coordination is conjunctive, disjunctive, or adversative. In this
case, the transformation takes the specific form:
(1g)

[Si, Sj] → Si +  + Sj

Juxtaposition of phrases and sentences:
af@j) yoG yoh
/w\u* db#K# <u^
<yu!r}m= ur^z\
<yt!yj!vm
= ^ <yn]B*
hw`hy+-ta# Wbz+u*
la@@r`cy= ] vodq=-ta# Wxa&n]
.roja* Wrz\n`
Alas, sinful nation,
A people laden with iniquity,
A brood of evil doers,
Children who are corrupters!
They have forsaken the LORD,
They have provoked to anger
The Holy One of Israel,
They have turned away backwards. (Isa. 1:4)

19

The omission of a conjunction is called asyndeton. The omission may be regarded as the result of a deletion
transformation (§ 19.4).
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Coordinating conjunctions may join more than two sentences, or sentence clusters; if so,
and the type of coordination is the same for all, then all the conjunctions but the last may be omitted. Hebrew repeats the coordinating conjunctions more often than English does in this circumstance.

19.2 The Subordination Transformation
The subordination of sentences originates from the relationship Si|Sd which is interpreted
as “sentence Si such that sentence Sd is true.” Si is an independent sentence, and Sd is a dependent
sentence that defines some adverbial restraint on Si. The subordinate transformation joins an independent sentence (or cluster) to its dependent subordinate sentence (or cluster) by means of appropriate subordinating conjunction(s), and identifies the sequence as a cluster. The subordinate transformation has the following form:
(2)

[Sd, Si] →

S i + Cs + S d
or
Csb + Si + Cs + Sda

where Sd is the dependent sentence (sometimes called the apodosis) and Si the independent sentence (sometimes called the protasis), Cs is the appropriate subordinating conjunction.20 The first
option is used when Si has first position prominence and only one conjunction is required for expressing the subordinate relationship. The second is used when Sd has first position and the conjunctions function in pairs. The student should consult Chapter 9 for a description of subordinating
conjunctions. As in the case of coordinate sentences, Cs may be justaposition () when the semantic sense of the context implies subordination.
Whenever one sentence is dependent upon another, a subordinating conjunction introduces
the dependent sentence in order to express the kind of dependency involved. There are at least
seven principal dependencies employed in Hebrew: (1) temporal, (2) result-consequence, (3) reason-result/cause-consequence, (4) purpose-result, (5) manner-means, (6) conditional, and (7) subordinate infinitive sentence. Dependent sentences function adverbially; they answer the standard
adverbial questions.
19.2.1 Temporal
Temporal conjunctions (§ 9.3.1) specify some time dependency between the two sentences.
The following are the most common temporal conjunctions:

20

The conjunctions Csa and Csb operate as pairs, Csa introduces the dependent clause and Csb introduces the
independent clause. Sometimes Csb is first.
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rv#a&-du^ —until
<r\F#m! —before
la@ Wmv= yn}yu@B= rb*Dh
` ^ ur~Y}w~
Wnf@pv
= *l= El#m# WnL*-hn`T= Wrm=a* rv\a&K^
But the thing displeased Samuel
when they said, “Give us a king to judge us.”
(1 Sam. 8:6)

19.2.2 Result-Consequence
Result-consequence conjunctions (§ 9.3.2) specify that one sentence is the result or consequence of the other which in turn is the cause for the companion sentence. These conjunctions
appear only between an independent sentence and its dependent sentence. The following are the
more common result-reason conjunctions:
/k@l—
* therefore

/P#—lest

(1) Cause-result conjunctions answer the question “with what result?” The relationship is
more one of direct cause and effect than of remote cause and effect. The latter may be regarded
more as a consequence than as an effect.
>>> .rB*dM
+ !B^ /j*l=v% Er)u&l^ la@ lk^Wyh& Wrm=a*
rB*ut
^ =Y]w~ ho`hy+ um^v* /k@l*
They said, “Can God prepare a table in the wilderness...?” [cause]
Therefore
the LORD heard this and was furious. [result]
(Psa. 78:19-21)

(2) Cause-consequence conjunctions answer the question “with what consequence?” The
relationship is more one of indirect or remote cause and effect than of direct cause and effect. The
latter may be regarded more as a result than as a consequence.
<yr]j@a& <yh!Oa$ Wdb=u^T^w~ yt!oa <T\b=z~u& <T#a^
.<k#ta
= # u^yv!ohl= [ys!oa-aO /k@l*
You have forsaken Me and served other gods. [cause]
Therefore
I will deliver you no more. [consequence]
(Judg. 10:13)

(3) The conjunction LEST expresses the undesirable result, alternative, or consequence,
answering the question “why not?”
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oB WuG+t! aOw+ WNM#m! Wlk=at) aO
./Wtm%T-= /P#
You shall not eat it,
nor shall you touch it, [prohibited cause]
lest
you die. [undesirable consequence] (Gen. 3:3)

19.2.3 Reason-Result/Cause-Consequence
Reason-result conjunctions (§ 9.3.3) specify that one clause is the reason for another clause
which is the result of the companion clause. Cause-consequence conjunctions specify that one
clause is the cause of another clause which is the consequence of the companion clause. These
conjunctions introduce the dependent clause, although the independent clause may appear before
the dependent clause for the sake of prominence. Note that reason-result conjunctions and causeconsequence conjunctions are interrelated; it is not unusual to find them mixed in a statement like
“Because . . . therefore . . . .” For example: “Because you did not obey the voice of the LORD nor
execute His fierce wrath upon Amalek, therefore the LORD has done this thing to you this day”
(1 Sam. 28:18). The following is a list of the more prominent cause-reason conjunctions:
/k@l* —therefore
yK! —because
rv#a& yn}Pm
= ! —because

/K@-lu^ —therefore
rv#a&K^ —because

(1) Reason-result conjunctions answer the question “why, for what reason?” as distinguished from a cause.
gl*qx
= -! ta# aWhh^ <oYB^ vyk!a* ol-/T#Y]w~
.hZ\h^ <oYh^ du^ hd`Why+ yk@lm
= ^l= gl^qx
= ! ht*yh
+ * /k@l*
Achish gave him Ziklag that day. [reason]
Therefore
Ziklag has belonged to the kings of Judah
to this day. [result] (1 Sam. 27:6)

tB*Vh
^ ^ <k#l* /t^n` hw`hy+
<y!m*oy <j#l# yV!V!h^ <oYB^ <k#l* /t@nÄ aWh /K@-lu^
The LORD has given you the Sabbath; [reason]
therefore
He gives you on the sixth day bread for two days. [result] (Exod. 16:29)

ub^v* ra@B= aWhh^ <oqM*l^ ar`q* /K@-lu^
.<h#yn}v= WuB=v=n] <v* yK!
Therefore
he called that place Beersheba, [result]
because
the two of them swore an oath there. [reason]
(Gen. 21:31)
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ho`hy+ loqB= T*um
= ^v-* aO rv\a&K^
ql@mu
* &B^ oPa^-/orj& t*yc!u*-aOw+
.hZ\h^ <oYh^ hw`hy+ ;l=-hc*u* hZ\h^ rb*Dh
` ^ /K@-lu^
Because
you did not obey the voice of the LORD
nor execute His fierce wrath upon Amalek, [reason]
therefore
the LORD has done this thing to you this day. [result]
(1 Sam. 28:18)

(2) Result-cause conjunctions answer the question “how, by what cause?” as distinguished
from grounds or a logical reason.
oLK% /v^u* yn~ys! rh^
va@B* hw`hy+ wyl*u* dr~y` rv#a& yn}Pm
= !
Mount Sinai was completely in smoke, [result]
because
the LORD descended upon it in fire. [cause] (Exod. 19:18)

19.2.4 Purpose-Result
Purpose-result conjunctions (§ 9.3.4) specify that one sentence is the purpose or intended
result of the other sentence. Purpose conjunctions answer the question “why, for what purpose?”
The following are the most common purpose-result conjunctions:
/u^ml
^ =—that, in order that

rWbu&B—
^ that, in order that
T=a* yt!j)a& an`-yr]ma
= !
Er}Wbu&b^ yl!-bf^yy] /u^m^l=

Please say you are my sister,
that [purpose]
it may be well with me for your sake. [result] (Gen. 12:13)

yd]Y`m! jQ~T! tc)b*K= ub^v#-ta#
hd`ul
@ = yL!-hy\h=T! rWbu&B^
You will take these seven ewe lambs from my hand,
that [purpose]
they may be my witness... (Gen. 21:30)

19.2.5 Manner-Means
Manner-means conjunctions (§ 9.3.5) specify that one sentence defines the manner or
means whereby the other sentence is accomplished. Manner conjunctions answer the question
“how, in what manner?” The following is the common manner-means conjunction:
/K@ —thus; so
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tj*a#-la# tj^a^ tb)L*v%m= dj*a#h* vr\Q#l^ td)y` yT@v=
./K*vM
= !h^ yv@rq
+ ^ lk)l= hc*u* /K@
Each board had two tenons for binding one to another.
Thus [in this manner]
he made for all the boards of the Tabernacle. (Exod. 36:22)

19.2.6 Conditional Conjunctions
Conditional conjunctions (§ 9.3.6) specify some logical dependency between two sentences, which dependency usually can be expressed by the conjunctions if and then—that is, if
Sentence-A, then Sentence-B. The “if sentence” (Sentence-A) is called the protasis, and the “then
sentence” (Sentence-B) is called the apodosis. The “if sentence” (protasis) declares some condition
under which the “then sentence” (apodosis) may be regarded as true. Such a pair of sentences is
called a “conditional” sentence.21 Conditional sentences are part of the language of logical reasoning. The verbal aspect is governed by the expectation of the semantics of the local context.
;r\k*c= hy\h=y] <yD]q%n+ rm^ayÄ hK)-<a!
<yD]q%n+ /aX)h-^ lk* Wdl=y`w+
If he said thus: “The speckled shall be your wages,”
then
all the flock bore speckled. (Gen. 31:8)

The truth or falsity of the apodosis is dependent on the truth or falsity of the protasis. The
condition (protasis) may be true-to-fact or contrary-to-fact. A true-to-fact condition is one that
corresponds to reality, referring to what has actually happened or to what could actually happen.
Whereas, a contrary-to-fact condition is one that does not correspond to reality, referring to what
has not actually happened or to what could not happen. For example, the condition if the moon
turns to cheese is a contrary-to-fact condition, because it states a condition that cannot happen.
Whereas the condition if a man sins is a true-to-fact condition, because it states a condition that
can and has happened.
The truth of the condition (protasis) may have one of several degrees of certainty (probability). The condition may be regarded by the writer or speaker as certainly true (or false); in this
case the author or speaker implies that the consequence (apodosis) is certainly true (or false). The
condition may be regarded as only potentially true (or false), depending on extenuating circumstances; in this case the writer or speaker implies that the consequence is potentially true (or false),
depending on the circumstances. The condition may be regarded as only hypothetically true (or
false), that is, it could possibly be true (or false), but not likely so; in this case the writer or speaker

21

GKC § 159.
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implies that the consequence is regarded as not likely true (or false). The degree of certainty is
determined primarily by the aspect and mood of the sentences, not exclusively by the conjunctions.
The protasis may express the exclusive condition under which the consequence (apodosis)
can be true. Likewise, the protasis may express a non-exclusive condition under which the consequence may be true; in this case, the apodosis could be true under other conditions than that expressed by the protasis.
The kind of affirmation, that is, whether the condition is regarded as true or false, is indicated by the conjunction used and by the sense of the sentences and their context. The following
are the prominent conditional conjunctions:22

<a!—if—introduces the simple condition, whether exclusive or non-exclusive, under
which the apodosis could be true.

<a! qr~—only if—introduces the exclusive condition under which the apodosis could be
true.

<a!-yK!—unless—introduces the exclusive negative condition, being the equivalent of if
not. It specifies the exclusive condition that would negate the consequence (apodosis).

Wl—if—introduces a positive contrary-to-fact condition under which the apodosis could
be true; but because the condition is contrary-to-fact, the apodosis is regarded as
false.

al@Wl—if not—introduces a negative contrary-to-fact protasis. It specifies the exclusive
condition that will negate the independent sentence.
Conditional conjunctions declare some logical relationship between the protasis and apodosis. The relationship may be one of cause-effect, reason-result, or means-result; or it may declare
that the truth or certainty of the protasis somehow determines the truth or certainty of the apodosis.
Used rhetorically, the conditional sentence may be almost the equivalent of a comparative.
There are four types of conditional sentences, not taking into account the degrees of certainty, or the fact that they may be true-to-fact or contrary-to-fact: (a) non-exclusives, (b) exclusives, (c) exceptions, and (d) concessions.

22

These conjunctions introduce the conditional protasis; the apodosis may be introduced by Waw conjunctive, by Waw consecutive, by <G~, or by juxtaposition.
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(1) For the non-exclusive conditional, the protasis is a condition the truth of which determines the affirmation or denial of the apodosis, but it is not necessarily the exclusive condition.
However, used rhetorically, a non-exclusive conditional sentence does not imply the possibility of
alternative conditions that could cause the consequence to be true (as would be the case in a purely
logical conditional).
;r\k*c= hy\h=y] <yD]q%n+ rm^ayÄ hK)-<a!
<yD]q%n+ /aX)h-^ lk* Wdl=y`w+
If he said thus: “The speckled shall be your wages,”
then
all the flock bore speckled. (Gen. 31:8)

ryu!h* EotB= <q]yD]x^ <yV!m!j& <d)sb
= ! ax*ma
= #-<a!
.<r`Wbu&B^ <oq@Mh
* ^-lk*l= yt!ac*n`w+
If I find in Sodom fifty righteous within the city,
then
I will spare all the place for their sakes. (Gen. 18:26)

The LORD said that fifty righteous would be sufficient for sparing the city, but actually
ten was the final number. Any number over ten would have been sufficient.
tym!T* yn~b* yn}v-= ta#
;yl#a@ WNa#yb!a& aO-<a!
You may kill my two sons
if
I do not bring him back to you. (Gen. 42:37)

Reuben expressed his confidence that he would bring Benjamin back to Jacob by stating it
in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-expectation conditional sentence. Thus Reuben did not imply that under some other condition Jacob could kill his sons. His rhetorical sentence expressed
confidence, not doubt.
hw`hy+-<a%n+ yn~p*Lm
= ! hL#a@h* <yQ]j%h^ Wvm%y-` <a!
.<ym!Yh
` ^-lK* yn~pl
* = yoG toyh=m! WtB=v=y] la@r`c=y] ur~z\ <G~
“If these ordinances depart from before Me,” says the LORD,
“then
the seed of Israel shall also cease from being a nation
before Me forever.” (Jer. 31:36)

The LORD compared the certainty of Israel’s future as a nation with the certainty of the
laws of nature (vs. 35). He stated it in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-fact conditional sentence.
His rhetorical conditional sentence expressed certainty, not the possibility that some other condition might cause Israel to cease as a nation.
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>>> hl*yL
= *h^ yt!yr]B=-ta#w+ <oY*h^ yt!yr]B=-ta# Wrp@T-* <a!
>>> yD]bu
= ^ dw]D-` ta# rp^t% yt!yr]B=-<G~
If you can break My covenant with the day and My covenant with the night...
then
My covenant may also be broken with David My servant... (Jer. 33:20-21)

The LORD compared the reliability of His covenant with David with the reliability of the
laws of nature (viewed here as a covenant with day and night). He stated it in the form of a rhetorical contrary-to-fact conditional sentence. His rhetorical conditional sentence expressed reliability,
not the possibility that some other condition might cause Him to break His covenant with David.
(2) For the exclusive conditional the protasis is the only condition whereby the apodosis
may be true.
>>> Jr\a*B* hw`hy+ ;k=r\b*y+ Er}B*
>>> ;yh#Oa$ hw`hy+ loqB= um^vT
= ! u^omv*-<a! qr~
The LORD will greatly bless you in the land...
only if
you carefully obey the voice of the LORD your God.
(Deut. 15:4-5)

la@r`cy= ] aS@K!-lu^ bv@y@ Ä yn~p*Lm
= ! vya! ;l= tr}K*y]-aO
<K*rD
+ ~-ta# ;yn\b* Wrm=v=y]-<a! qr~
You shall not fail to have a man sit before me on the
throne of Israel,
only if
your sons take heed to their way... (1 Kgs. 8:25)

The exclusive condition whereby David would have a descendant sitting on the throne of
Israel was that his descendants would carefully obey God’s commandments. This does not contradict the covenant with David discussed in Jer. 33:20-21 above, because Jeremiah indicated that
Israel’s captives would return and be the recipients of God’s everlasting mercy (vs. 26).
la@r`cy= ] lg\r\ dyn]h*l= [ys!a) aO
<t*oba&l^ yT!t^n` rv\a& hm*d`a&h*-/m!
<yt!yW]x! rv#a& lk)K= tocu&l^ Wrm=vy= ]-<a! qr~
I will not make the feet of Israel wander anymore
from the land which I gave their fathers—
only if
they are careful to do according to all I command them. (2 Kgs. 21:8)

(3) For the excepted conditional the protasis is the exclusive condition whereby the apodosis may be denied.
.yn]T*kr
= ~B-@ <a! yK! ;j&Lv
@ ^a& aO
I will not let You go
unless
You bless me. (Gen. 32:27)
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<yv!dQ
` (h-^ /m! lk^ayÄ aO >>> vp#n\
.<y]M*B^ orc*B= Jj^r-` <a! yK!
The person...shall not eat the holy offerings
unless
he washes his body with water. (Lev. 22:6)

yL! ht*rz` +u# hw`hy+ yl@Wl
.yv!pn= ~ hm*Wd hn`kv
= * fu^m=K!
Unless
the LORD had been my help,
My soul would soon have settled in silence.
(Psa. 94:17)

y]b^ hn\b=y]-aO hw`hy+-<a!
oB wyn`ob Wlm=u* aw+v*
Unless
the LORD builds the house,
they labor in vain who build it. (Psa. 127:1)

(4) For the concessive conditional the protasis is a condition expected to be contrary to the
truth of the apodosis, but declared to be otherwise.

ם־אל
ָ֑ ֵ יתי ִע
ֶ֖ ִ א־כן ֵב
ֵ֥ ֵ ֹ ִ ָּֽכי־ל
עֹולם ָ ִ֣שם ָ֗ ִלי
ָ ֜ ִכי ְׁב ִ ֹ֙רית
Although
my house is not so with God,
yet
He has made with me an everlasting covenant. (2 Sam. 23:5)

19.2.7 Subordinate Infinitive Sentence
Finally, Hebrew permits a subordinate sentence to be transformed into an adverbial prepositional sentence. In such cases, the subordinate sentence undergoes an infinitive transformation
and the conjunction is changed into its corresponding proposition. This is expressed formally as:
(2a)

[Sd, Si] → Si + Ps + [Sd(V-inf)]

where Sd is the dependent sentence, and Si is the independent sentence; Cs is a subordinating conjunction, and Ps is its corresponding preposition. The transformation fronts the verb of Sd and
transforms it into its infinitive construct form.23 The following examples illustrate the dependent
sentences before (1) and after (2) the transformation.

23

tutions.

The deletion-substitution transformation removes unnecessary redundancy and makes the required substi-
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(1) <yn]v* vv@w+ hn`v* <yn]m)v=-/B# <r`b=a^w+
.<r`ba
= ^l= lau@m*vy= -] ta# hd`ly= ` rg`h* rv#a&B^
(2) <yn]v* vv@w+ hn`v* <yn]m)v=-/B# <r`b=a^w+
.<r`ba
= ^l= lau@m*vy= -] ta# rg`h*-td\lB
# =
Abram was eighty-six years old
when Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram. (Gen. 16:16)

In the first example, the dependent sentence has the finite verb hd`ly= ` she bore in its normal slot,
and the sentences are linked by the conjunction rv#a&B^ when. In the transformed form, the conjunction is replaced by its corresponding preposition B=, and the verb is placed first in its infinitive
construct form td\l.# Note that English must translate the passage as though it were not transformed,
because English has no corresponding idiom. Some further examples follow.
(1) hL#a@h* <ym!yh
` ^ Wal=m* rv#a&bw^ +
>>>hT#vm
= !>>><u*h*-lk*l= El#M#h^ hc*u* →
(2) hL#a@h* <ym!Yh
` ^ taolm=bW!
>>>hT#vm
= !>>><u*h-* lk*l= El#M#h^ hc*u*
And when these days were completed,
the king made a feast for all the people . . .(Est. 1:5)

(1) tyn]v@ tolWtB= WxB=q=n] rv#a&b^w+
.El#M#h-^ ru^v^B= bv@yÄ yk^D(r+m*W →
(2) tyn]v@ tolWtB= Jb@Q*hb
! =W
.El#M#h-^ ru^v^B= bv@yÄ yk^D(r+m*W
When virgins were gathered the second time,
Mordecai sat within the king’s gate. (Est. 2:19)

(1) T*lp
= *n` hl*w+u^-yn}b= yn}p=l! lp^n` rv#a&K^ →
(2) T*lp
= *n` hl*w+u^-yn}b= yn}pl
= ! lopn+K!
As one falls before wicked men, you have fallen. (2 Sam. 3:34)

(1) yn]Wnf=c=y] hb*of tj^T^ hu*r` ym@Lv
= ^mW=
.bof yT!pd
= ~r` rv#a& tj^T^ →
(2) yn]Wnf=c=y] hb*of tj^T^ hu*r` ym@Lv
= ^mW=
.bof yp!dr
+ ` tj^T^

And those who render evil for good,
They are my adversaries,
Because I follow what is good. (Psa. 38:21, Eng vs. 20)

ִב ְׁמש ְֹֹ֙ך ַהי ֵֵֹּ֔בל ֵ ֶ֖ה ָמה יַ ֲעלֵ֥ ּו ָב ָ ָּֽהר׃
When the trumpet sounds long,
they shall come near the mountain. (Exod. 19:13)
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הוֵ֥ה א ִ ָֹ֛תי
ָ ְֹׁלח מ ֶֹֹ֙שה ֶ ָּֽע ֶבד־י
ַ ן־א ְׁר ָב ֹ֙ ִעים ָש ָ֜נה ָאנ ִָֹ֗כי ֶ֠ ִב ְׁש
ַ ֶב
ת־ה ָ ָ֑א ֶרץ
ָ ִמ ָק ֵ ֵ֥דש ַב ְׁר ֵנ ֶַ֖ע ְׁל ַר ֵּגִ֣ל ֶא
I was forty years old when Moses the servant of the LORD sent me
from Kadesh Barnea to spy out the land (Josh. 14:7)

This adverbial dependency is often accomplished at the early phases of the development
of the text, before the more advanced text level is reached. See Chapter 6 in the section on the
infinitive construct (§ 6.2), and also Chapter 14 on the verbal noun phrase (§ 14.4).

19.3 The Sentence Emphasis Transformation
The sentence emphasis transformation takes place in that phase of composition where the
author arranges the order of the sentences of the overall discourse; he grants positional prominence
to the appropriate sentences and clusters of sentences. The transformation iterates through the set
of sentences composed for a given discourse and arranges them in sequence according to their
interrelationship, logical order, and prominence.
(4) [Si,Sj] → [Sj,Si]
where S represents a sentence or cluster of sentences. This transformation grants Sj position prominence over Si, and marks Sj as prominent with respect to Si. The selection of which option should
operate is based on the semantic, temporal, logical, literary, or stylistic demands of the situation.
The sentences should be arranged according to common episodes or genre. Within each
episode group the sentences are arranged according to common theme or topic, and according to
temporal or logical order. Dependent sentences are placed adjacent to the independent sentences
they modify, according to the required need of position prominence. The episodes are arranged
according to common theme or topic, and according to temporal or logical order, and in conformity
to pertinent literary form. In this way the initial sequential structure of the text is arranged to provide it with basic coherence.
The transformation iterates over the current list of sentences or clusters until there is no
occasion for transposition to take place. The resultant sequence is as correct as can be determined
at the current state of the composition. After the other sequence transformations are complete, a
new iteration of this transformation will adjust the sequences to a new level of correctness. When
no further sequence transformations can be performed, the final sequence of the sentences and
clusters is determined.
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19.4 The Deletion Transformation
When a text contains redundant information,24 the law of the economy of information usually requires the minimization of such redundancy. This is often accomplished by deleting the
redundant information, or at least by providing a less redundant substitution. The deletion transformation accomplishes the first task; the substitution transformation accomplishes the seecond.
The deletion transformation accounts for compound constituents, adjuncts, and determination.
Deletion usually takes place unless such deletion would result in ambiguity, or the redundant constituent is marked for some type of emphasis or highlighting. The deletion transformed is
expressed in formal terms as:
(5) S(Xr) → S(-Xr)
where S is a sentence with redundant constituent Xr, and where Xr = {N, A, D, or V} and may be
a phrase. The transformation deletes constituent Xr in the sentence,25 but leaves the non-redundant
constituents of the sentence in place. A constituent is redundant when it reoccurs in the discourse
with the same referent. The transformation deletes such redundant constituents after its first instance under the following conditions: (1) no constituent of the same kind (but with a different
referent) intervenes between the current instance and the preceding instance(s) of the constituent;
(2) the constituent is not marked for some form of emphasis or highlighting. Those are the conditions in which deletion would result in some form of ambiguity, or the loss of information.
The transformation as a whole explains the surface structure of nearly all phrases, including
compound phrases. So for example, the general form of all phrases is
X + S(X) → X + Modifier
that is, constituent X with a dependent sentence S about X; where X = {N, A, D, V}. When such
a phrase is transformed by the deletion transformation, the surface structure of the phrase is produced, apart from some possible subsequent substitutions. The modifier of X = S(-X); that is, X is
deleted from S together with any other redundant constituents. This remnant of S(X) is the surface
modifier of X. The reader is referred to chapters 14 through 17 for a discussion and examples of
the structures of phrases. There, the function of the deletion transformation is not indicated in the

24

Redundant in the sense that the information is old, having been stated in the previous context of the story,
or is common knowledge related to the story, or may be rightly inferred from such sources.
25

A given sentence may have more than one redundant constituent, in which case the transformation deletes
each redundant constituent on the basis of the conditions that apply to each redundant constituent individually.
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formal expressions, but is understood to have taken place; it is the linguistic operation that produces the surface modifier.
In all the illustrations in this section, two forms of a sentence are presented: (1) the first is
the sentence before deletion has taken place, with the redundant information enclosed in brackets
“[]”; (2) the second is the sentence after the deletion.
19.4.1 Simple Deletion
Often the redundant information is deleted without any necessary accompanying action.
[[hu)rP
+ ^]] rm#aYÄw~ /r)ha
& ^l=W hv#ml
) = hu)rp
+ ^ ar`q=Y]w~ →
Then Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron, and [Pharaoh] said . . .

rm#aYÄw~ /r)ha
& ^l=W hv#m)l= hu)rp
+ ^ ar`qY= ]w~
Then Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron, and said . . . (Exod. 8:4, English vs. 8)

19.4.2 Compound Phrases
This transformation also creates and explains nearly all compound phrases in Hebrew.
Compound phrases are created when the deletion transformation operates on two contiguous sentences, linked by a coordinating conjunction, and having one or more redundant constituents that
serve the same role in both sentences. The following examples illustrate how this happens. First,
a sentence is presented before
Example where X is the elements of a common predicate: the result is a compound subject.
[hL#a#h* <yt!pM
= )h-^ lK*-ta# hc*u*] hv#m)
hL#a#h* <yt!pM
= )h-^ lK*-ta# hc*u* /r)h&a^w+ →
Moses [did all these wonders] and Aaron did all these wonders

hL#a#h* <yt!pM
= )h-^ lK*-ta# Wcu*26 /r)h&a^w+ hv#m)
Moses and Aaron did all these wonders (Exod. 11:10)*

Example where X is the common subject and verb: the result is a compound predicate complement—in this case a compound prepositional phrase.
hv#m-) la# rB@D] hw`hy+
/r)h&a-^ la# [rB@D] hw`hy+]w] →
Then the LORD spoke to Moses and [the LORD spoke to] Aaron

/r)h&a-^ la#27w+ hv#m-) la# hw`hy+ rB@dy~ +w~
Then the LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron (Exod. 6:13)

26

When the transformation produces a compound subject, the verb is made plural, and the gender and person
are made to exhibit concord with the new subject.
27

Note that prepositions are often retained redundantly in Hebrew, much more so than in English.
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Example where X includes the common adverb, subject, and verb in sequential sentences: the result is a compound predicate complement.
<y]m^Vh
* ^ ta@ <yh!Oa$ ar`B* tyv!ar}B=
.Jr\a*h* ta@ [<yh!Oa$ ar`B* tyv!ar}B=]w+ →
In the beginning God created the heavens and [in the beginning God created] the earth.

.Jr\a*h* ta@w+ <y]mV
^ *h^ ta@ <yh!Oa$ ar`B* tyv!ar}B=
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. (Gen. 1:1)

Example where all elements are redundant except for attributive adjectives: the result is a compound adjective phrase.
[hZ\h^ lodG`h^ yoGh^] <k*j*-<u^ qr~
.hZ\h^ lodG`h^ yoGh^ /obn`w+[-<u^]w+ →
This great nation is a wise [people,] and [this great nation is an] understanding people.

.hZ\h^ lodG`h^ yoGh^ /obn`w+ <k*j*-<u^ qr~
This great nation is a wise and understanding people. (Deut. 4:6)

19.4.3 Adjuncts
Deletion of redundant information in sequential sentences can result in an adjunct modifier
of one or more of the sentences.

ים] ְׁב ִ֣תֹוְך ַה ָש ֶ ֵּ֔דה
ֹ֙ [ה ֲא ֻל ִמ
ָ →ו ִֶ֠הנֵ ה ֲא ַ֜נ ְׁחנּו ְׁמ ַא ְׁל ִ ָּ֤מים ֲא ֻל ִ ָ֑מים
ְׁ
And behold we were binding sheaves; [the sheaves were] in the midst of the field.

ים ְׁב ִ֣תֹוְך ַה ָש ֶ ֵּ֔דה
ֹ֙ ְׁו ִֶ֠הנֵ ה ֲא ַ֜נ ְׁחנּו ְׁמ ַא ְׁל ִ ָּ֤מים ֲא ֻל ִמ
And behold we were binding sheaves in the midst of the field. (Gen. 37:7)

In this example, the adjunct is an adverbial prepositional phrase of place.

ם־ה ַהגְׁ ִר ִֵּ֔אים
ָּֽ ַ ימי ָשאּוָ֑ ל ָע ָּ֤שּו ִמ ְׁל ָח ָמ ֹ֙ה ִע
ִ֣ ֵ [הם] ִב
ֵ →
[They were] in the days of Saul; they made war with the Hagrites

ם־ה ַהגְׁ ִר ִֵּ֔אים
ָּֽ ַ ימי ָש ָ֗אּול ָע ָּ֤שּו ִמ ְׁל ָח ָמ ֹ֙ה ִע
ִ֣ ֵ ִב
In the days of Saul they made war with the Hagrites (1 Chr. 5:10)

In this example, the adjunct is an adverbial prepositional phrase of time, granted first place prominence.

יתֹו [ ָה ָמן] ָא ֵ ֶ֖בל וְׁ [ ָה ָמן] ֲח ֵ֥פּוי ָּֽר ֹאש׃
ֵּ֔ ל־ב
ֵ מן נִ ְׁד ַ ִ֣חף ֶא
ֹ֙ ָ →וְׁ ָה
But Haman hurried to his house; [Haman was] mourning, and [Haman was] with his head covered.

יתֹו ָא ֵ ֶ֖בל וַ ֲח ֵ֥פּוי ָּֽר ֹאש׃
ֵּ֔ ל־ב
ֵ מן נִ ְׁד ַ ִ֣חף ֶא
ֹ֙ ָ וְׁ ָה
But Haman hurried to his house, mourning and with his head covered. (Est. 6:12)

In this example, the adjunct is a compound phrase of accompanying circumstances.
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אּולָ֛י יִ ָמ ְׁצ ֵ֥אּון ָ ֶ֖שם ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ָ֑עים
ַ אמר
ֵַּ֔ ֹ וַ י
אמ ֹ֙ר ִ֣ל ֹא ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֵֶּ֔שה
ֶ ֹ ֹ֙ ַוי
ל־ה ָמ ֶ֖קֹום] ַב ֲע ֶ֖בּור ָה ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ָּֽעים [ ַה ַצ ִדי ִ ֶָ֖קם]׃
ַ אתי ְׁל ָכ
ִ → [נָ ָ ֵ֥ש
And he said, “Suppose there should be forty found there?”
So He said, “I will not do it;
[I will spare all the place] for the sake of the forty [righteous].”

אּולָ֛י יִ ָמ ְׁצ ֵ֥אּון ָ ֶ֖שם ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ָ֑עים
ַ אמר
ֵַּ֔ ֹ וַ י
אמ ֹ֙ר ִ֣ל ֹא ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֵֶּ֔שה ַב ֲע ֶ֖בּור ָה ַא ְׁר ָב ִ ָּֽעים׃
ֶ ֹ ֹ֙ ַוי
And he said, “Suppose there should be forty found there?”
So He said, “I will not do it for the sake of forty.” (Gen. 18:29)

In this example, the adjunct is an adverbial phrase of reason. The content of the dependent sentence
is derived form the preceding context.
19.4.4 Determination
When the above conditions prevent the deletion of a redundant noun (phrase), then the
transformation retains the redundant noun (phrase) and marks it as determinate—that is, it attaches
the prepositive definite article to the head noun, and, if it is a phrase, to any of its modifying
substantives (nouns or adjectives).28 This is expressed formally as:
(4a) S(Nr) → S(Nr(determinate))
This latter option explains nearly all instances of the definite article in Hebrew discourse.

ֹלשה ֲאנָ ִֵּ֔שים נִ ָצ ִ ֶ֖בים ָע ָלָ֑יו
ִ֣ ָ וַ יִ ָ ָּ֤שא ֵעינָ ֹ֙יו וַ ֵַּ֔י ְׁרא וְׁ ִהנֵ ֹ֙ה ְׁש
So he lifted his eyes and looked, and behold, three men were standing by him (Gen. 18:2)

ל־פ ֵנִ֣י ְׁס ָ֑ד ֹם
ְׁ וַ יָ ֻ ָָּ֤קמּו ִמ ָש ֹ֙ם ָ ָּֽה ֲאנָ ִֵּ֔שים וַ יַ ְׁש ִ ֶָ֖קפּו ַע
Then the men rose from there and looked toward Sodom, a (Gen. 18:16)

Of the 3,618 common nouns that occur in the Hebrew Bible, with 105,688 instances, 2,118
never have a definite artcle. It is true that those nouns that occur very infrequently may never have
been in a context where they could have become determinate. But one would intuitively suppose
that those occurring relatively frequent are likely to be determinate by nature. To test that hypothesis, Table 19.1 lists the frequency distribution of common nouns that never have a definite article,
and Table 19.2 lists such nouns that occur more than 100 times. It is evident that those words have
no obvious reason to be regarded as naturally determinate, so the conclusion is that such words
had no occasion to be determinate in the literature of the Hebrew Bible.

28

Of course, proper nouns do not need the definite article; they are determinate by nature.
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Table 19.1
Frequency of Nouns Never with a Definite Article
Frequency

Num. of Nouns

1 to 10

1,913

11 to 50

183

51 to 100

15

101 to 200

6

201 to 300

0

301 to 400

1

Total

2,118

In addition, 1,499 common nouns have instances both with the definite article and instances
without, as expected; but 283 always have the definite article. Regarding this latter group, they
occur rather infrequently and appear to be technical terms. Table 19.3 lists the frequency distribution of these nouns, and Table 19.4 lists the words that occur more than four times.
Table 19.2
Most Frequent Nouns Never with Definite Article
nouN

Meaning

Frequency

ָאחֹות

sister

113

ִמגְׁ ָרש

common-land

114

ְׁפ ִרי

fruit

116

ַבד

part

160

ָש ָפה

lip

169

אֹזֶ ן

ear

183

נְׁ ֻאם

utterance

372

ָאח

brother

622
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Table 19.3
Frequency of Nouns Always with Definite Article
Frequency

Num. of words

1

185

2

62

3

23

4

4

>4

4

Table 19.4
Words Occurring More Than Four Times
Noun

Meaning

Frequency

ַא ְׁליָ ה

fat tail of sheep

5

ס ַֹהר

prison

9

ֲעזָ ָרה

temple court

9

ר ֶֹאה

seer

12

Of the 2,617 proper nouns that occur in the Hebrew Bible, with 33,146 instances, 2,471
never have a definite article, as expected. However, 75 proper noun always have a definite article,
and 71 sometimes have the definite article and sometimes not. Table 19.5 lists the frequency distribution of the proper nouns always with a definite article; they occur quite infrequently. Table
19.6 lists those occurring more than 3 times.
Table 19.5
Frequency of Proper Nouns Always with Definite Article
Frequency

Num. of Words

1

55

2

10

3

4

>3

6
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Table 19.6
Most Frequent Proper Nouns Always with Definite Article
Noun

Meaning

Frequency

ָר ָפה

Rapha

4

ֲאגָ גִ י

Agagite

5

ִש ִטים

Shittim

5

ּגָ ִדי

Gadite

6

ַמ ְׁכ ֵפ ָלה

Machpelah

6

ִפ ְׁסּגָ ה

Pisgah

8

Regarding the 71 proper nouns that sometimes have a definite article, Table 19.7
lists the frequency distribution of these proper nouns, some of which occur quite frequently. Table
19.8 lists occurring more than 50 times. Of the 233 Gentilic nouns, with 1,825 instances, 40 never
have a definite article, 41 sometimes have a definite article and sometimes not, as expected; and
152 always have a definite article.

Table 19.7
Frequency of Proper Nouns Sometimes with Definite Article
Frequency

Num. of Words

1 to 10

48

11 to 50

13

51 to 100

6

101 to 200

3
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Table 19.8
Most Frequent Proper Nouns Sometimes with Definite Article
Noun

Meaning

Frequency

Num. with Article

יַ ְׁר ֵדן

Jordan

182

167

ְׁמנַ ֶשה

Manasseh

146

12

ּגִ ְׁל ָעד

Gilead

102

52

נֶ גֶ ב

Negev

81

38

ַב ַעל

Baal

77

76

ּגָ ד

Gad

72

129

ְׁל ָבנֹון

Lebanon

71

48

ָב ָשן

Bashan

60

48

ֵלוִ י

Levi

53

10

19.5 The Substitution Transformation
When a text contains redundant information for which deletion would result in ambiguity
or loss of information, then the redundancy may still be reduced by providing a less redundant
substitute. The most common substitutes are the pronouns. However, languages provide various
other substitutes as well. This was discussed in Chapter 10 on pronouns. The substitution transformation provides this function for Hebrew. It is expressed formally as:
(6) S(Xr) → S(Xs)
where Xr is the redundant constituent(s) in a sentence S, and Xs is the appropriate substitute(s) for
Xr, that is, Xs replaces Xr in S.
19.5.1 Pronoun Substitution
Pronoun substitution may take place when a noun or noun phrase is repeated in a text, if
the referent of the noun or phrase is the same as that of the previous occurrence, and if deletion
would not cause ambiguity or incompleteness. It should not take place if an intervening occurrence
of the noun or phrase has a different referent. The pronoun substitution transformation functions
in the following context:
. . . + N1 + . . . + N1 + . . . → . . . + N1 + . . . + R1 + . . .

29

Gen. 30:11.
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where R1 is a pronoun that agrees with N1 in number, gender, and person, and that has the case of
N1 at the place of substitution. Substitution does not take place in those places where N1 is marked
“emphatic.” The following example illustrates pronoun substitution. The first passage has the redundant constituents in place, but the ones that experience substitution are enclosed with braces
“{}” and the ones that experience deletion are enclosed with brackets “[].” The passage then is
repeated as it appears in the text with deletion and substitution completed.
Example where X is the common subject: the result is a compound predicate.


{}[]
{}
{}
{}

[]
[]{}→








Thus the young woman went to the king,
and whatever [the young woman] desired was given to {the young woman}
to go with {the young woman}
from the women’s quarters to the king’s palace.
In the evening {the young woman} went,
and in the morning {the young woman} returned
to the second house of the women,
to the custody of Shaashgaz, the king’s eunuch who kept the concubines.
[The young woman] would not go in to the king again
unless the king delighted in {the young woman}
and [the young woman] was called by name. →
Thus the young woman went to the king,
and whatever she30 desired was given to go with her
from the women’s quarters to the king’s palace.

30

Note, the blue pronouns were restorations of elided nouns in Hebrew.
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In the evening she went,
and in the morning she returned to the second house of the women,
to the custody of Shaashgaz, the king’s eunuch who kept the concubines.
She would not go in to the king again
unless the king delighted in her and she was called by name. (Est. 2:13-14)

In this example, the phrase “young woman” is redundant. At times it is deleted in Hebrew,
and at times a pronoun is substituted in its place. Note that when the phrase is the subject of the
sentence, the pronoun is in its nominative form; and when it is the object of a preposition, it is in
its genitive form, that is, it is suffixed to the preposition.
Note also that the words king and women are redundant but are not deleted or replaced by
pronouns. In the case of the word king, pronoun substitution could have taken place; but the phrase
his palace would be somewhat more ambiguous than the phrase the king’s palace. In the second
instance of the redundant word king, the word is probably retained for clarity or emphasis. In the
case of the word women, the word is part of a technical expression “house of the women” which
refers to a harem, and so should not undergo substitution. Also the word refers to different woman,
and so has a different referent.
When the substitute pronoun is a genitive, the object of a preposition, it is attached to the
preposition as a suffix; and when the prepositional pronoun phrase is a complement of a verb, it is
usually moved immediately after its associate verb with a linking conjunctive accent on the verb.31
When the genitive pronoun is governed by a construct noun, it is attached to the noun as a suffix.
When the pronoun is accusative, governed by the direct object marker (ta@) it is attached
to the marker as a suffix, forming an accusative pronoun;32 in which case the pronoun is usually
moved immediately after its associated verb with a linking conjunctive accent.33 On the other hand,
for emphasis, the accusative pronoun is sometimes placed before its corresponding verb with a
linking conjunctive accent.34 When the accusative pronoun stands in place of an unmarked direct
object of a verb it is attached to the verb as a suffix.35

31

This occurs 6,761 times with a conjunctive accent and 707 times with a near disjunctive accent; of the 37
times a prepositional pronoun follows a verb with a remote disjunctive accent it is not grammatically related to the
verb or it is a part of a compound prepositional phrase (see Chapter 22).
32

This occurs 1,712 times.

33
This occurs 1,352 times with a conjunctive accent and 115 times with a near disjunctive accent (see Chapter
22); exceptions occur when the subject is granted position emphasis.
34
35

This occurs 55 times with a conjunctive accent and 29 times with a near disjunctive accent.

This occurs 7,214 times: 4,791 times to a finite verb, 940 times to a participle, and 1,483 times to an
infinitive construct; although, some suffixes on an infinitive may be its subject.
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When the substitute pronoun is the nominative subject of a verb, it usually is elided with
its identity retained only in the inflection of the verb.36 The pronoun is retained only where emphasis is marked. In such cases, the pronoun occurs in its default slot immediately before the verb37
unless the verb has been granted first position prominence, in which case the pronoun usually
follows immediately after the verb.38
When the pronoun would follow יֵ ש, it is always attached as a suffix.39 The same is true
when it follows the negative particle  ַאיִ ן,40

ֵאינֶֹ֙ נּו גָ ֜דֹול ַב ַבִ֣יִ ת ַהזֶ ה ִמ ֶמנִ י
There is no one greater in this house than I (Gen. 39:9)

with one exception:

ין־א ַנ ְֵׁ֥חנּו פ ְֹׁש ִ ֶ֖טים ְׁבגָ ֵ ָ֑דינּו
ֲ ֵא
None of us removed our clothing (Neh. 4:17)

The same is true when it follows the interjection  ִהנֵ ה,41

מֹו יִ ְׁש ָמ ֵּ֔ ֵעאל
ֹ֙ ִה ָ ֵ֥נְֶּֽך ָה ָ ֶ֖רה וְׁ י ַֹל ְִׁ֣ד ְׁת ֵבָ֑ן וְׁ ָק ָ ָּ֤ראת ְׁש
"Behold, you are with child,
And you shall bear a son.
You shall call his name Ishmael, (Gen. 16:11)

with three exceptions:

יכם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ֹות
ֵ יכ ֹ֙ם ֵֶּ֔ח ֶרב וְׁ ִא ַב ְׁד ִ ֶ֖תי ָב ָּֽמ
ֶ ִהנְׁ נִֹ֙ י ֲא ִ֜ני ֵמ ִ ָּ֤ביא ֲע ֵל
Indeed I, even I, will bring a sword against you,
and I will destroy your high places. (Ezek. 6:3)

The same is true when it follows the interjection עֹוד,42

36

Of the 56,809 instances of a finite verb, only 4,939 have a corresponding subject pronoun, approximately
500 of which are demonstratives, and a good number of them function as a substitute for the copulative.
37
This occurs 1,614 times; 865 times before a finite verb, 709 times before a participle, and 40 times before
an imperative.
38

This occurs 256 times; 113 times after a finite verb, 121 times after a participle, and 22 times after an

imperative.
39

Gen. 24:42; 24:49; 43:4; Deut. 13:4; 29:14; Judg. 6:36; 1 Sam. 14:39; 23:23; Est. 3:8.

40

This occurs 101 times with one exception (Neh. 4:17) where negation applies to the pronoun instead of the

participle.
41

This occurs 151 times, with 3 exceptions (Ezek. 6:3; 34:11, 20) where the pronoun is emphatic.

42

This occurs 39 times. With four exceptions (2 Sam. 14:32; Isa. 65:24; Dan. 9:20, 21)
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הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁעֹודנּו ע ֵ ֶֹ֖מד ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י י
ֵ֥ ֶ וְׁ ַֹ֙א ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם
but Abraham was still standing before the LORD (Gen. 18:22)

with four exceptions:

וְׁ ָה ָיֵ֥ה ֶ ָּֽט ֶרם־יִ ְׁק ָ ֶ֖ראּו וַ ֲא ִנִ֣י ֶא ֱע ֶנָ֑ה
ָ֛עֹוד ֵ ֵ֥הם ְׁמ ַד ְׁב ִ ֶ֖רים וַ ֲא ִ ֵ֥ני ֶא ְׁש ָ ָּֽמע׃
It shall come to pass That before they call, I will answer;
And while they are still speaking, I will hear. (Isa. 65:24)

19.5.2 General Substitution
In situations where pronoun substitution is not appropriate, other substitutions may take
place. The general substitution transformation has the following form:
. . . + X1 + . . . + X1 + . . . → . . . + X1 + . . . + Xs + . . .
where X = {N, A, D, V}, X1 represents redundant occurrences of the same word or phrase, and Xs
represents a suitable substitute for X1. The substitute may be a shortened form of X, or a synonym
of X, or some other accepted substitute. Wherever substitution takes place, the substitute must
exhibit grammatical concord with the word or phrase it replaces.43 Substitution does not take place
when the given instance of X is marked “emphatic.”
Examples where X = N:
Substitute a noun for a noun phrase:



[]

{}
 →






43

This includes number, gender, person, case, and determination for nouns; number, gender, and determination for adjectives; spatial or temporal perspective for adverbs; and all the verbal attributes for verbs and predicates.
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Now when the turn came for Esther the daughter of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai, who had taken her as his daughter, to go in to the king, [Esther the daughter of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai, who had taken her as his daughter]
requested nothing but what Hegai the king’s eunuch, the custodian of the women, advised. And {Esther the daughter
of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai, who had taken her as his daughter} obtained favor in the sight of all who saw her.
→
Now when the turn came for Esther the daughter of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai, who had taken her as his daughter, to go in to the king, she requested nothing but what Hegai the king’s eunuch, the custodian of the women, advised. And Esther obtained favor in the sight of all who saw her. (Est 2:15)

In this example, the noun phrase “Esther the daughter of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai,
who had taken her as his daughter” is deleted once, and is replaced by its condensed form “Esther”
in the second instance. The shorter substitute usually consists of the significant principal words of
the longer phrase.
Examples where Xi = N and Xs = A:
An adjective substitutes for the noun phrase of which it is a part:

{}→

Call out now; Is there anyone who will answer you?
And to which of the holy{ angels} will you turn? →
Call out now; Is there anyone who will answer you?
And to which of the holy ones will you turn? (Job 5:1)

{}
{}→

He does great {deeds}, and unsearchable,
Marvelous {deeds} without number. →
He does great things, and unsearchable,
Marvelous things without number. (Job 5:9)

In these examples, the Hebrew text permits an adjective to stand as a substitute in cases
like this; but English requires a noun of some sort to be supplied. The word “one” or “thing” is
often used, but a better choice frequently could be made in light of the context.
Examples where X = D:
An adverb substitutes for an adverb phrase:
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{}

{}→




Now I gathered them by the river that flows to Ahava,
and we camped {by the river that flows to Ahava} three days.
And I looked among the people and the priests,
and found none of the sons of Levi { by the river that flows to Ahava }. →
Now I gathered them by the river that flows to Ahava,
and we camped there three days.
And I looked among the people and the priests,
and found none of the sons of Levi there. (Ezr. 8:15)

In this example, the adverb  substitutes for two different adverb phrases. The adverb
agrees with the remote perspective of the place of reference with respect to the narrator.


{}
→



For indeed I was stolen away from the land of the Hebrews;
and also I have done nothing {in the land of Egypt}
that they should put me into the dungeon. →
For indeed I was stolen away from the land of the Hebrews;
and also I have done nothing here
that they should put me into the dungeon. (Gen. 40:15)

In this example the adverb  substitutes for the adverb phrase . The adverb
agrees with the near perspective of the place reference with respect to the speaker (Joseph).
This completes the description of the text level transformations. These transformations put
the text in its final form—the form that is found in the actual document the author produced. The
order in which transformations are performed is critical for a mechanical approach to the generation of discourse. However, a human author has the overall picture of his composition in mind as
he creates his work. Many of the tasks defined by transformations are done automatically and
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intuitively in the mind of the author as he produces his literature. Still, an understanding of how
transformations work, and what their function is in language, provides an author or an expositor
with helpful insight for his task.

19.6 Summary
Coordination Transformations
(1)
[Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj
Timeless Coordination
(1a) [Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj
Simultaneous Coordination
(1b) [Si, Sj] → Si + W + [Sj(V-emph)]
Sequential Coordination
(1c) [Si, Sj] → Si + Wc + [Sj(V-consec)]
Disjunctive Coordination
(1d) [Si, Sj] →
Si + Cc + Sj
or
Cc + Si + Cc + Sj
Adversative Coordination
(1e) [Si, Sj] → Si + Cc + Sj
Comparative Coordination
(1f)
[Sd, Si] →

S i + Cs + S d
or
Csb + Si + Cs + Sda

Juxtaposition
(1g) [Si, Sj] → Si +  + Sj
The Subordination Transformations
(2)

[Sd, Si] →

S i + Cs + S d
or
Csb + Si + Cs + Sda

Temporal
Result-Consequence
Reason-Result/Cause-Consequence
Purpose-Result
Manner-Means
Conditionals
Subordinate Infinitive Sentence
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[Sd, Si] → Si + Ps + [Sd(V-inf)]

The Sentence Emphasis Transformation
(4) [Si,Sj] → [Sj,Si]
The Deletion Transformation
(5) S(Xr) → S(-Xr)
The Substitution Transformation
(6) S(Xr) → S(Xs)
Pronoun Substitution
General Substitution
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CHAPTER 20
The Syntax of Hebrew Discourse
The surface structure of Hebrew discourse is mapped as a sequence of sentences linked
together by conjunctions. But the order of the sentences and the type of conjunctive links are determined by the principles of semantic affinities as they relate to the subject matter of the context
and what is said about it. These principles bring meaning and coherence to a text and are the subject
matter of Chapter 21.
This chapter discusses the different types of sentences as they occur in various categories
of discourse in the Hebrew Bible.1 The term discourse here refers to a complete literary unit such
as a story or pericope. A discourse consists of a sequence of one or more paragraphs each of which
serves a particular role in the overall structure of the literary unit under discussion, depending on
the type and function of the given discourse. A discourse may be primarily (1) historical narrative,
declaring what happened; (2) description of details, declaring the way things were or are; (3) descriptive lists, (4) procedural, declaring how to do something; (5) instructional, declaring how
things are expected to be; (6) juridical, declaring how things must be; (7) predictive prose, declaring how things will be; (8) expository prose, explaining the meaning or intent of something, (9)
expository poetry, and (10) predictive poetry. In this chapter, these ten categories are refered as
literary types.
Although a discourse may be primarily of one particular literary type, it usually has segments of other types dispersed throughout its structure. For example, the narration of a historical
account usually has an initial descriptive segment that sets the time frame of reference, introduces
the participants, and otherwise sets the stage; interspersed throughout the narrative may be segments that provide background information of various literary types; and at the end there is usually
a segment that provides closure. Thus a discourse usually is composed of segments of various
literary types.

1

This chapter is a revision of Appendix E of my book A Theory for Bible Translation: An Optimal Equivalence Model (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2007).
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With respect to literary structure, the term narrative refers to a complete story that is relatively independent of what precedes or follows in the broader context. The term event refers to the
largest constituent part of a narrative, and the term episode to refers to the largest constituent part
of an event. Thus a narrative consists of one or more events consisting of one or more episodes.

20.1 The Syntactic Structure of Hebrew Discourse
On the surface of the page, by necessity, the structure of a written text appears as a onedimensional string of sentences linked together by conjunctions2 such as
S1 +C+ S2 +C+ S3 +C+ S4 +C+ S5 +C+ S6 +C+ S7 +C+ S8 + . . . Sn
But that diagram is misleading because some of the sentences will likely be independent and some
dependent. So a better diagram would be a two-dimensional one such as
S1 +
|
Cs
|
S2

Cc + S 3 +
|
Cs
|
S4

Cc + S 5 +
|
Cs
|
S6

Cc + S 7 +
|
Cs
|
S8

Cc + S9 + . . . Sn
|
Cs
|
S10

where the horizontal dimension displays the independent sentences3 linked by coordinating conjunctions (Cc) and the vertical dimension displays the dependent sentences linked to their associated independent sentences by the appropriate subordinating conjunction (Cs). In this diagram the
top horizontal row represents the backbone (or story line) of the discourse and the vertical represents the ribs (or supporting information).
Obviously, not every independent sentence will have a dependent one. But on the other
hand, a subordinating conjunction may link to a cluster of sentences rather than to just one. So an
even better diagram would be
S1 +
|
Cs
|
S2

2
3

Cc + S 3 + Cc + S 6 +
|
Cs
|
S4 + C c + S5

Cc + S7 + Cc + S10 + . . . Sn
|
Cs
|
S 8 + Cc + S 9

In this discussion, it is understood that elided conjunctions, asyndeton, have been restored.

Independent sentences contribute to the main flow of thought in a narrative whereas dependent sentences
provide auxiliary information of some sort, being attached to an independent sentence by means of a conjunction.
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where sentences S4 and S5 form a coordinate cluster that is dependent on S3, and S8 and S9 form a
coordinate cluster that is dependent on S7.
But the picture is even more complicated, because an independent sentence in a dependent
cluster may itself have a dependent sentence as in the following diagram:
S1 +
|
Cs
|
S2

Cc + S 3 +
|
Cs
|
S4 +

Cc + S 6 +

Cc +

S5

Cc + S 7 + Cc + . . . S n
|
Cs
|
S 8 + Cc + S 9
|
Cs
|
S10

So it is possible for a discourse to have multiple depths of dependency. This is a detail that an
expositor must take into consideration.
Unfortunately, a horizontal diagram is not conducive for mapping the hierarchic levels of
sentence dependency for Hebrew discourse. A vertical map works much better. Let each sentence
appear on a separate line with the conjunctions on separate lines between them. Let the extreme
right margin mark the hierarchy level of the story line, and let successive indentations mark the
succeeding levels of dependency as in the following illustration:
(1) Then ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(2) the LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron,

........... ................................

ל־א ֲה ֶ֖ר ֹן
ַ הוה ֶאל־מ ֶ ֵֹ֥שה וְׁ ֶ ָּֽא
ֵּ֔ ָ ְׁאמר י
ֶ ֹ ִ֣י

(3) saying, ............... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(4)

ַו8

מר׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֵלא

“When ........................................... ................................ ................................ ................................  ִכי9

(5) Pharaoh speaks to you, .................... ................................ ................................

יְׁ ַד ֵֹ֙בר ֲא ֵל ֶכָּ֤ם ַפ ְׁרע ֹֹ֙ה

(6) saying, ..................................... ................................ ................................ ................................
(7) ‘Show a miracle for yourselves,’ ..................................... ................................

מר
ֹ ֵּ֔ ֵלא

מֹופת
ָ֑ ֵ ְׁתנֵ֥ ּו ָל ֶכֶ֖ם

(8) then ...................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(9) you shall say to Aaron, ........................ ................................ ................................

ל־א ֲה ָ֗ר ֹן
ַ ָא ַמ ְׁר ָ ִ֣ת ֶ ָּֽא

(10) [saying] ............................... ................................ ................................ ................................
(11) ‘Take your rod ...........................................................................................

ְׁו

]מר
ֹ ֵּ֔ [ ֵלא

ָ֛ת־מ ְׁטך
ַ ַ ֵ֧קח ֶ ָּֽא
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(12) and ............... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(13) cast it before Pharaoh, ................ ................................ ................................ ָּֽי־פ ְׁר ֶ֖עֹה
ַ ִל ְׁפ ֵנ

ַה ְׁש ֵלְֵ֥ך

(14) [and] ......................................... ................................ ................................ ................................
(15) let it become a serpent.’” ............................ ................................ ................................

ְׁו

] ְׁ[ו

יְׁ ִ ֵ֥הי ְׁל ַת ִ ָּֽנין׃

(Exod. 7:8-9)

This passage is the first cluster of sentences of the pericope of Moses’ miraculous rod
(Exod. 7:8-13). The pericope is initiated by Waw consecutive ַ( ו1). It contains a quotation (lines
4-15), introduced by speech introducing conjunction מר
ֹ ָּֽ ( ֵלא3), consisting of a compound conditional expression. The protasis (lines 5-7) is introduced by conditional conjunction ( ִכי4), and the
apodosis (lines 9-15) is introduced by Waw conjunctive ְׁ( ו8). The apodosis also contains a quotation (lines 11-15) which is juxtaposed without a conjunction.4 The quotation in the apodosis consists of three coordinate commands (lines 11-15). The following lines complete the pericope.
(16) So .................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(17) Moses and Aaron went in to Pharaoh, ............................. ................................ ל־פ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה
ַ ֶא

ַו10

ֹשה וְׁ ַא ֲה ֹ֙ר ֹן
ָּ֤ ֶ יָ ֹ֙ב ֹא מ

(18) and .................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(19) they did so, ......................................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ֵֵּ֔כן
(20) just as .................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(21) the LORD commanded. ................... ................................ ................................ ................................

יַ ִַ֣עשּו

ַכ ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר

הוָ֑ה
ָ ְִׁצָּוִ֣ה י

(22) And ................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(23) Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh ...................... ֲע ָב ָ ֶ֖דיו

ַו

ַו

ת־מ ֵָ֗טהּו ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י ַפ ְׁר ָ֛עֹה וְׁ ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י
ַ יַ ְׁש ֵ ֹ֙לְך ַא ֲה ֜ר ֹן ֶא

and before his servants,
(24) and ................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(25) it became a serpent. ......................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ְׁל ַת ִ ָּֽנין׃

יְׁ ִ ֵ֥הי

(26) 11But .............................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(27) Pharaoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers; ................... וְׁ ַ ָּֽל ְׁמ ַכ ְׁש ִ ָ֑פים

ַו11

ם־פ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה ַ ָּֽל ֲח ָכ ִ ֶ֖מים
ַ ַיִ ְׁק ָר ֹ֙א ּג

(28) so..................................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(29) the magicians of Egypt, they also did in like manner ........... ֵ ָּֽכן׃

ַו

ַו

יהם
ֶ֖ ֶ ם־הם ַח ְׁר ֻט ֵ ֵ֥מי ִמ ְׁצ ַ ָ֛ריִ ם ְׁב ַל ֲה ֵט
ֵ֜ ַיַ ֲָּֽע ֹ֙שּו ג

with their enchantments.
(30) 12 For ............................ ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................

4

The elided but understood conjunctions (10) and (14) are restored in brackets.

ַו12
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(31) every man threw down his rod, ........................ ................................ ................................ ַמ ֵֵּ֔טהּו

יכּו ִ ִ֣איש
ֹ֙ יַ ְׁש ִ ֹ֙ל

(32) and .................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(33) they became serpents. .................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ְׁל ַתנִ ִינָ֑ם

יִ ְׁהיֶ֖ ּו

(34) But .................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(35) Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods. ........................... ................................ ת־מט ָ ָֹּֽתם׃
ַ ֶא

ַו
ַו

ה־א ֲה ֶ֖ר ֹן
ַ יִ ְׁב ַ ֵ֥לע ַמ ֵ ָּֽט

(36) And ............................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(37) Pharaoh's heart grew hard, ..................................... ................................ ................................ ַפ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה

ַו13

יֶ ֱחזַ ֹ֙ק ֵלִ֣ב

(38) and .................................. ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................
(39) he did not heed them, ............ ................................ ................................ ................................ הם
ָ֑ ֶ ֲא ֵל

ְׁו

ֵ֥ל ֹא ָש ַ ֶ֖מע

(40) just as .................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................

ַכ ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר

(41) the LORD had said. ....................... ................................ ................................ ................................ הוה׃
ָּֽ ָ ְׁי

ִד ֶ ֵ֥בר

(Exod. 7:10-13)

This passage is the rest of the pericope of Moses’ miraculous rod. The story line is resumed
by Waw consecutive ַ( ו16) from its initiation at line 1, and carried on by successive Waw consecutives (lines 18, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 385), except for two interruptions (20, 40) for dependent sentences (21, 41). This passage has two levels of dependency.

20.2 Distribution of Verbal Forms
The distribution of the various verb forms throughout the Biblical text provides
some broad indicators of their use in different literary types. Table 20.1 provides the distribution
of all verbals in the Hebrew Bible. Of interest is the fact that verbal density6 is significantly higher
in the books of poetry than it is in the prose books. This is probably explained by the short, terse
verses in the books of poetry, as indicated by the average number of verbals per verse and the
average number of words per verse. Table 20.2 provides the distribution of verbals based on aspectual type.

5

A negated verb does not convert to the imperfect form in the Waw-consecutive environment, and the Waw
is not vocalized with pathach followed by doubling.
6

Verbal density is the ratio of total verbals to the total number of words.
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Table 20.1
Distribution of Verbals

Prose section
Poetry section
Entire OT

Words
369,193
39,941
409,134

Verses
18,749
4,465
23,214

Verbals
60,946
8,868
69,814

Words
per Verse
19.69
8.95
17.62

Pentateuch
Historical Books7
Prophetical Books8
The Writings9

113,684
100,301
99,904
136,073

5,853
4,318
4,978
7,706

18,026
17,013
18,695
18,824

19.42
23.23
20.07
17.66

Verbals
per
Verse
3.25
1.97
3.00

Verbal
Density
0.165
0.222
0.171

3.08
3.94
3.76
2.44

0.158
0.170
0.187
0.138

While the entire Hebrew Bible has an average of 3.0 verbals per verse, the books of poetry have
an average of less than two verbals per verse. On the other hand, the Writings (Kethubim) have the
lowest verbal density.
Of interest is the fact that in the prose books the verbs with Waw consecutive are 41.9
percent of the total finite verbs, whereas in the books of poetry those with Waw consecutive are
only 8.6 percent.11 Table 20.2 continues with the distribution of verbals in the individual books.
10

7

Joshua through Kings, but not Ruth.

8

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea through Malachi.

9

Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ruth, Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah,
Chronicles.
10

The finite verbs include the perfect, imperfect, and imperative forms, together with those with Waw consecutive. In the prose books, the total number of finite verbs is 48,902 and the number of those with Waw consecutive
is 20,489.
11

In the books of poetry, the total number of finite verbs is 7,890, and the number of those with Waw consecutive is 682.
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Table 20.212
Perfect

Imperfect

Imperative

Inf.
Const.

Prose

12,966

12,079

3,368

6,171

Poetry

2,118

4,136

954

507

Pentateuch

2,586

4,105

786

Historical

3,402

1,952

941

Prophetical

4,240

4,612

Writings

4,856

5,546

15,084

16,215

Entire OT

Inf.
Abs.

Participle

Pass.
Part.

Imperf.
WC

Perfect
WC13

822

7,068

937

14,494

5,995

51

1,599

108

539

143

1,752

242

1,507

310

4,191

2,547

1,646

181

1,451

189

6,398

853

1,239

1,528

315

2,605

244

1,578

2,334

1,356

1,752

135

3,104

302

2,866

404

4,322

6,678

873

8,667

1,045

15,033

6,138

Table 20.2 (continued)
Perfect

Imperfect

Imperative

Inf.
Const.

Inf.
Abs.

Participle

Pass.
Part.

Imperf.
WC

Perfect
WC

Genesis

898

685

299

437

55

334

38

2,107

208

Exodus

517

820

197

350

57

309

33

889

565

Leviticus

196

895

41

196

38

210

31

189

719

Numbers

430

682

137

316

39

262

132

752

424

545

1,023

112

453

53

392

76

254

631

2,586

4,105

786

1,752

242

1,507

310

4,191

2,547

Deuteronomy
Pentateuch

Perfect

Imperfect

Imperative

Inf.
Const.

Inf.
Abs.

Participle

Pass.
Part.

Imperf.
WC

Perfect
WC

Joshua

445

198

110

214

22

180

21

597

180

Judges

459

261

136

226

25

226

16

1,142

95

1 Samuel

639

463

209

331

51

310

29

1,327

202

2 Samuel

516

375

136

281

36

240

26

1,065

104

1 Kings

669

360

166

328

23

241

54

1,047

177

2 Kings
Historical

Isaiah

674

295

184

266

24

254

43

1,220

95

3,402

1,952

941

Imperfect

Imperative

181
Inf.
Abs.

1,451

Perfect

1,646
Inf.
Const.

Participle

189
Pass.
Part.

6,398
Imperf.
WC

853
Perfect
WC

1,069

1,541

357

321

802

90

244

482

81

The number in the “Perfect” column includes 1,555 instances where the verb is sentence-initial after a
conjunction, and 751 instances where the negated verb is initial after a conjunction. The number in the “Imperfect”
column includes 2,536 instances where the verb is sentence-initial after a conjunction, and 1,132 instances where the
negated verb is initial after a conjunction. This amounts to 5,974 instances out of 31,299, or 19.1 percent. Some of
these sentence-initial verbs are initial because the subject of the sentence has been elided, and others because the verb
was granted rhetorical prominence. This evidence supports the assumption of this work that the natural, unmodified
order of Hebrew sentences is subject-verb-object. The evidence from the sentence-initial Waw consecutive verbs must
be excluded from the argument because they are sentence-initial by necessity, being rule driven.
12

13
The data for perfect with Waw consecutive come from the WTS Morf-3.5 file. In the Morf-4.4 file, the
codes for perfect with Waw consecutive have been removed. Evidently, the editors have concluded that identifying
perfect with Waw consecutive is too subjective and have left that decision to the users. For the purposes of this statistical study, the decisions of the Morf-3.5 editors are accepted as sufficiently reliable. The numbers in the “Perfect”
column have been modified to accommodate the numbers in “Perfect WC” column.
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1,444

1,139

404

501

137

759

57

486

541

Ezekiel

931

877

222

450

40

471

61

516

801

Hosea

167

262

33

32

11

64

10

44

69

Joel

71

62

45

6

3

24

3

7

28

Amos

93

134

41

41

6

81

3

29

98

Obadiah

19

23

1

5

0

5

2

0

15

Jonah

36

27

13

21

4

13

1

84

2

Micah

60

146

26

16

6

66

4

7

57

Nahum

43

37

16

3

3

47

2

4

13

Habakkuk

44

81

12

17

4

29

1

15

2

Zephaniah

39

57

11

11

1

38

4

2

25

26

15

14

19

7

10

2

16

12

125

169

38

70

12

139

2

116

146

Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi
Prophetical

75

42

6

15

0

57

2

8

43

4,242

4,612

1,239

1,528

315

2,605

244

1,578

2,334

Participle

Pass.
Part.

Imperf.
WC

Perfect
WC

Table 20.2 (continued)
Perfect

Imperfect

Imperative

Inf.
Const.

1,409

2,088

706

288

16

886

66

332

51

Job

550

1,242

118

106

16

195

24

261

42

Proverbs

209

820

139

134

19

538

18

32

50

Ruth

73

78

25

39

2

36

4

138

24

Song

104

70

35

7

1

55

12

2

2

Ecclesiastes

189

222

29

110

19

118

10

3

18

Lamentations

262

83

30

20

5

61

2

29

1

Esther

158

71

12

112

17

101

13

160

8

Daniel

445

329

52

124

6

329

36

98

78

Ezra

164

79

17

99

1

97

17

89

2

Nehemiah

240

115

29

100

8

186

27

267

18

1 Chronicles

395

110

71

185

9

178

23

470

34

Psalms

2 Chronicles
Writings

Inf.
Abs.

658

239

93

428

16

324

50

985

76

4,856

5,546

1,356

1,752

135

3,104

302

2,866

404

Table 20.3 and Graph 20.1 display the distribution of finite verbs14 by verse for the entire
Hebrew Bible, and Table 20.4 and Graph 20.2 display the distribution of finite verbs by verse for
the books of poetry.

14

Finite verbs consist of perfects, imperfects, and imperatives here.
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Table 20.3
Distribution of the Number of Finite Verbs per Verse
For the Entire Hebrew Bible

Number of Finite Verbs per
Verse
Number of
Verses

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

915

>916

2,777

4,240

6,250

4,428

2,825

1,450

759

305

124

34

22

Table 20.4
Distribution of the Number of Finite Verbs per Verse
For the Books of Poetry
Number of Finite
Verbs per Verse
Number of Verses

0

1

2

3

4

5

617

718

613

1095

1815

659

239

34

8

2

Table 20.5 expands on the details of the verses in the entire Hebrew Bible with no finite
verbs. About 64 % of the verses contain no verbals of any kind, and 36 % contain only infinitives
or participles or both.
Graph 20.1
For Entire Hebrew Bible
Distribution of Finite Verbs per Verse
7000

Number of Verses

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

>9

Number of Finite Verbs per Verse

15

Deut. 31:20; Judg. 14:16; Ruth 2:14; 3:4; 1 Sam. 3:5; 3:6; 3:9; 14:34; 17:51; 28:8; 2 Sam. 2:23; 3:21;
13:28; 15:14; 17:23; 1 Kgs. 2:30; 18:34; 19:20; 19:21; 20:33; 2 Kgs. 4:29; 5:11; 7:12; 1 Chr. 10:4; 2 Chr. 20:20; Neh.
9:29; Est. 4:16; Isa. 44:15; 65:12; Jer. 8:2, 27; 38:25; Lam. 4:15; Ezek. 18:24; Mal. 1:4.
16
Gen. 24:14; Exod. 32:1; Judg. 7:4; 9:48; Ruth 4:4; 1 Sam. 31:4; 2 Sam. 12:18, 20; 13:5; 1 Kgs. 2:42; 11:38;
20:39; 2 Kgs. 1:6; 7:4; 7:8; 2 Chr. 25:16; 28:15; Job 1:5; Jer. 4:5; 50:2; 51:34; Dan. 5:19.
17

Psa. 17:3; 35:15; 50:21; 93:1; 102:3; Prov. 6:3; 30:4, 9.

18

Psa. 71:20 (includes 2 Qeres); Prov. 23:35.
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Graph 20.2
For Books of Poetry
Distribution of Finite Verbs per Verse
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Table 20.5
For the Entire Hebrew Bible
No Verbals
Infinitives Only
Participles Only
Both Infinitives and Participles

1,773
196
683
125

Table 20.6 expands on the details of the verses with no finite verbs in the books of poetry.
About 21 percent of the verses contain no verbals of any kind, and 79 percent contain only infinitives or participles or both.
Table 20.6
For the Books of Poetry
No Verbals
Infinitives Only
Participles Only
Both Infinitives and Participles

127
41
377
68

20.3 Types of Sentence Structure
Hebrew scholars generally agree that a given literary type is characterized by sentences of
a particular syntactic structure, such structure being primarily dependent on the verb and its position within the sentence. These syntactic structures do not uniquely characterize a literary type,
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but literary types tend to have more sentences of one syntactic structure than they do of the others.19
For example, historical narrative tends to have an abundance of sentences with Waw consecutive
with imperfect—type (17) below. In this work, sentences are categorized hierarchically first according to the two basic types of sentences: (1) copulative sentences or (2) verbal sentences as
defined in Chapter 12. Second, they are categorized according to the three aspect forms of the
verbs (§ 5.6.5): (1) perfect, (2) imperfect, or durative (§ 5.6.5.3). Third, they are categorized according to position of the verb in the sentence: (1) initial, or (2) non-initial.20 Accordingly, the
sentence types are as follows:
(1) Cp0—hyh
= copulative, perfect, initial
(2) Cp1—X hyh

= copulative, perfect, non-initial21

(3) Cpw—wehyh
(4) Ci0—yhyh
(5) Ci1—X yhyh
(6) Ciw—wayyhyh
(7) Cy0—יֵ ש

= copulative, perfect, Waw consecutive
= copulative, imperfect, initial
= copulative, imperfect, non-initial
= copulative, imperfect, Waw consecutive
= copulative, durative, initial (§ 4.3.7; 11.5.2)

(8) Cy1—X יֵ ש

= copulative, durative, non-initial

(9) Cn0—ֵאין

= negative copulative, durative, initial (§ 11.5.2)

(10) Cn1—X ֵאין

= negative copulative, durative, non-initial

(11) Ve—X
= verbless sentence
(12) Vp0—qtl (X)
= verbal, perfect, initial
(13) Vp1—X qtl
= verbal, perfect, non-initial
e
(14) Vpw—w qtl
= verbal, perfect, Waw consecutive
(15) Vi0—yqtl (X) = verbal, imperfect, initial
(16) Vi1—X yqtl
= verbal, imperfect, non-initial
(17) Viw—wayyqtl = verbal, imperfect, Waw consecutive
(18) Vdp0—hyh (X) qotel
= verbal, durative, initial

19

While sentence syntactic structures tend to characterize literary types, conjunctions determine the syntactic
structure of a discourse; see Chapter 21 for a discussion of the syntactic structure of discourse.
20

According to the assumptions discussed in § 12.2.1, the default order of sentence constituents is subjectverb-object (SVO). Thus, when the verb of a sentence is initial, it must have been granted first position prominence,
or its subject has been elided.
21

In this sentence structure and the others, the X stands for one or more non-verbal words or phrases. When
enclosed in parentheses, X is optional. X does not include negatives and infinitives absolute, which are regarded as
part of the verb phrase.
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(19) Vdp1—X hyh (X) qotel
(20) Vdpw—wehyh (X) qotel
(21) Vdi0—yhyh (X) qotel
(22) Vdi1—X yhyh (X) qotel
(23) Vdiw—wayyhyh (X) qotel
(24) Vdy0—( יֵ שX) qotel

= verbal, durative, non-initial
= verbal, durative, Waw consecutive
= verbal, durative, initial
= verbal, durative, non-initial
= verbal, durative, Waw consecutive
= verbal, durative, initial

(25) Vdy1—X ( יֵ שX) qotel

= verbal, durative, non-initial

(26) Vdn0—( ֵאיןX) qotel

= negative verbal, durative, initial

(27) Vdn1—X ( ֵאיןX) qotel

= negative verbal, durative, non-initial

(28) Vde0—qotel
(29) Vde1—X qotel
(30) Vdqc0—qotel (X) Cop
(31) Vdqc1—X qotel (X) Cop

= verbal, durative, initial, no auxiliary
= verbal, durative, non-initial, no auxiliary
= verbal, durative, initial, post-auxiliary
= verbal, durative, non-initial, post-auxiliary

513

Table 20.7 lists the frequency of each of these sentence types. In the statistics provided in
this work, the beginning of a sentence is understood to be marked by a conjunction (excluding
Waw consecutive except as specified above), a relative pronoun, an interjection, an interrogative
particle, or the speech introducing conjunction . When the starting point of a sentence is
unmarked, it is assumed to be immediately following the highest ranking disjunctive accent between the verb of the unmarked sentence and the verb of the preceding sentence.22
Sentence types (1) through (10) are of the copulative type involving the verb  or its
substitutes  יֵ שand  ֵאין. Types (12) through (17) are verbal sentences involving verbs other than the
copula. Types (18) through (31) are verbal sentences involving the durative aspect. Type (11) may
be regarded as a verbless sentence in which the verb (of whatever type) has been elided and is
expected to be understood by implication.

22

Obviously, if the first word of a verse is not a conjunction or one of the above markers, it is regarded as
the start of a sentence.
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Table 20.7
Frequency of Sentence Types
Type

Frequency

Type

Frequency

Type

Frequency

Cp0

228

Cp1

404

Cpw

663

260

Ci1

519

Ciw

1,015

80

Cy1

14

386

Cn1

132

7,993

Vp1

6,238

Vpw

4,898

10,440

Vi1

7,720

Viw

13,960

Ci0
Cy0
Cn0
Vp0
Vi0
Vdp0

8

Vdp1

36

Vdpw

14

Vdi0

17

Vdi1

15

Vdiw

59

Vdy0

17

Vdy1

0

Vdn0

156

Vdn1

26

Vde0

1,550

Vde1

1,314

Vdqc0

18

Vdqc1

10

Count =

31

Total =

Ve

23

22,054

80,244

20.3.1 Sentence Type Cp0—hyh
Hyh—this sentence type has the perfect form of the copulative verb in the first position,
either because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence.
This type of a copulative sentence occurs relatively rarely in any of the literary types, functioning
in the background to provide secondary information. It declares existence, class relationships,
identity, and characteristics. It usually indicates relative past or present tense, but the contextual
time frame of reference may be past, present, or future, depending on the time frame that has been
established in the context. In the following examples and elsewhere the green color marks sentence
division.

כּוש ֹ֙ם ָ ֵּ֔רב וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ָי ְָּֽׁכלֶ֖ ּו ָל ֶ ֵ֥ש ֶבת יַ ְׁח ָ ָּֽדו׃
ָ ש ֶבת יַ ְׁח ָ ָ֑דו ִ ָּֽכי־ ָה ָיָּ֤ה ְׁר
ִ֣ ֶ וְׁ לֹא־נָ ָ ֵ֥שא א ָ ָֹ֛תם ָה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ָל
Now the land was not able to support them, that they might dwell together,
for their possessions were so great that they could not dwell together. (Gen. 13:6)

23
The frequency count for this sentence type is higher than actuality because it includes all instances where
no verb occurs between sentence starts. This includes the intervals between coordinating conjunctions which may
contain only a phrase and not a verbless clause. Unfortunately, the computer algorithm cannot distinguish between
the two possibilities.
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ל־כ ֶ ָ֑נֶּֽך
ַ יבךֶ֖ ַע
ְׁ אשך וַ ֲה ִ ָּֽש
ֵֶּ֔ ֹ ְׁב ִ֣עֹוד׀ ְׁשֹלִ֣ ֶשת יָ ִָ֗מים יִ ָ ָּ֤שא ַפ ְׁרע ֹֹ֙ה ֶאת־ר
ֶ֖ית ַמ ְׁש ֵ ָָּֽקהּו׃
ָ ִכֹוס־פ ְׁרע ֹֹ֙ה ְׁביָ ֵּ֔דֹו ַכ ִמ ְׁש ָפ ֹ֙ט ָ ָּֽה ִרא ֵּ֔שֹון ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָהי
ַ
וְׁ נָ ַת ָ ָּ֤ת
Now within three days Pharaoh will lift up your head and restore you to your place,
and you will put Pharaoh's cup in his hand according to the former manner,
when you were his butler. (Gen. 40:13)

ש־לי ִת ְׁק ָ ֵּ֔וה
ִ֣ ִ ֶתי י
ֹ֙ ִ ֹתי ֵּ֔ ֵל ְׁכן ָ ִ ֵ֥כי זָ ַ ֶָ֖קנְׁ ִתי ִמ ְׁהיִ֣ ֹות ְׁל ִ ָ֑איש ִ ָּ֤כי ָא ַֹ֙מ ְׁר
ֹ֙ ַ ָּ֤ש ֹ ְׁבנָ ה ְׁבנ
ָּ֤יתי ַה ַ ֹ֙ליְׁ ָל ֹ֙ה ְׁל ִֵּ֔איש וְׁ ַגֶ֖ם יָ ַ ֵ֥ל ְׁד ִתי ָב ִ ָּֽנים׃
ִ ִַּגִ֣ם ָהי
"Turn back, my daughters, go-- for I am too old to have a husband. If I should say I have hope,
if I should have a husband tonight and should also bear sons, (Ruth 1:12)

ב־איש יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ַא ֲח ֵ ֵ֥רי ַא ְׁב ָש ָּֽלֹום׃
ֵ֥ ִ מר ָה ָיָ֛ה ֶל
ֹ ָ֑ ל־דִוֶ֖ד ֵלא
ָ וַ יָ ב ֹ ֹ֙א ַה ַמ ֵּ֔ ִּגיד ֶא
Now a messenger came to David, saying,
"The hearts of the men of Israel are with Absalom." (2 Sam. 15:13)

20.3.2 Sentence Type Cp1—X hyh
X hyh— this sentence type has the perfect form of the copulative verb in the non-initial
position. This type of a copulative sentence occurs relatively rarely in any of the literary types,
functioning in the background to provide secondary information. It declares existence, class relationships, identity, and characteristics. It usually indicates relative past or present tense, but the
contextual time frame of reference may be past [i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the
time frame that has been established in the context.24 The copulative () is usually elided when
the time frame of reference is already established.25



(i) Past Time:
And the earth was formless and empty,
and darkness was on the surface of the deep. (Gen. 1:2)






And Adam called his wife's name Eve,



because she was the mother of all living. (Gen. 3:20)

(ii) Present Time:26
And now, my daughter, do not fear.
All that you say I will do for you;
For all the gate of my people know



24

















JM § 111i.

25

In the vertical displays that follow, indention indicates the depth of subordination; the deeper the indention,
the deeper the level of subordination.
The verb  is nearly always elided in present (current) tense contexts, so these sentences are actually of
type (11) verbless.
26
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That you are a virtuous woman (Ruth 3:11)
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[]



[]

And it happened as he drew near to enter Egypt,
that he said to Sarai his wife,



“Please take note: I know
that you are a good-looking woman.” (Gen. 12:11)






And Abram said to Lot:



“Please don’t let strife be between me and you,
and between my herdsmen and your herdsmen,
for we are brothers.” (Gen.13:8)






[] 

(iii) Future Time:



]ֵ֧יתי
ִ ִ] ָהי

Thus says the LORD:
“By this you shall know



that I am the LORD.” (Exod. 7:17)



[] ָהיִ֣ ּו

And bring your youngest brother to me,
And I will know that you are not spies,



but you are honest. (Gen. 42:34)
It will be that the Egyptians will see you,







and they will say, “This is his wife.”
[]
Then they will kill me and keep you alive. (Gen. 12:12) 

20.3.3 Sentence Type Cpw—wehyh
wehyh— this sentence type has the perfect form of the copulative verb in the first position
with Waw consecutive. It occurs in all ten literary types, but relatively infrequently. It is used to
set the time frame of reference for a sequence of impending events in the future. The time frame
may be established by an adverbial complement of the copulative itself [i], or by a dependent
sentence governed by a subordinating conjunction [ii], or by an infinitive construct sentence usually introduced by a preposition [iii].27



(i) By an adverbial complement:



Now it shall come to pass in the latter days28
That the mountain of the LORD's house shall be established








27

Option (iii) is really a transformation of (ii).

28

This example is taken from poetic prophecy, not prose; but it illustrates the principles under discussion.
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on the top of the mountains,29
And it shall be exalted above the hills;
And all nations shall flow to it.
Many people shall come
and they shall say,
“Come,30
and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD,
To the house of the God of Jacob;
He will teach us His ways,
And we shall walk in His paths.”
For out of Zion shall go forth the law,
And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.31
He shall judge between the nations,
And He shall rebuke many people;
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares,






























And their spears into pruning hooks;
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,32
Neither shall they learn war anymore. (Isa. 2:2-4)
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(ii) By a dependent sentence:






to do you good and to multiply you, 

so the LORD will rejoice over you 

to destroy you and to bring you to nothing;  
and you shall be plucked from off the land 

which you go to possess. 

Then the LORD will scatter you among all peoples,

from one end of the earth to the other, 

and you shall serve other gods there, 

that neither you nor your fathers have known— 
wood and stone. 

And among those nations you shall find no rest, 

And it shall be,
that just as the LORD rejoiced over you














29

This future discourse begins with a simple imperfect sentence (with participle) instead of the expected
Waw consecutive with perfect.
30

The quotation employs simple Waw conjunctive, marking parallel thoughts without implication of se-

31

The subordinate sentence provides auxiliary information about the reason people will make pilgrimages to

quence.
Jerusalem.
32

The last two sentences provide closure without implication of sequence.
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nor shall the sole of your foot have a resting place;
but there the LORD will give you a trembling heart,
failing eyes, and anguish of soul. 
Your life shall hang in doubt before you; 
you shall fear day and night, 
and have no assurance of life. 







In the morning you shall say, “Oh, that it were evening!”  
And at evening you shall say, “Oh, that it were morning!” 
because of the fear which terrifies your heart,

and because of the sight which your eyes see.

And the LORD will take you back to Egypt in ships, 

by the way of which I said to you, 

“You shall never see it again.” 

And there you shall be offered for sale to your enemies 

as male and female slaves,

but no one will buy you. 

(Deut. 28:63-68)

(iii) By an infinitive construct sentence:










 which is between Me and you 
And it shall be,
when I bring a cloud over the earth,
that the rainbow shall be seen in the cloud;
and I will remember My covenant







and every living creature of all flesh;
and the waters shall never again become a flood




to destroy all flesh. 

And the rainbow shall be in the cloud,

and I will look on it to remember the everlasting covenant

between God and every living creature

of all flesh that is on the earth.




33





(Gen. 9:14-16)

20.3.4 Sentence Type Ci0—yhyh
yhyh— this sentence type has the imperfect form of the copulative verb in the first position,
either because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence.
It occurs in all ten literary types, but relatively infrequently, probably because the verb has been
elided. It declares existence, class relationships, identity, and characteristics. This structure usually

33

This sentence functions as a perfect with Waw consecutive; negative sentences do not undergo the Waw
consecutive transformation.
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indicates relative future or present tense, but the contextual time frame of reference may be past
[i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time

א־שב יָ ָר ְׁב ָ ֶ֖עם ִמ ַד ְׁר ִ֣כֹו ָה ָר ָ ָ֑עה
ֵ֥ ָ ֹ ַא ַח ֹ֙ר ַה ָד ָ ִ֣בר ַה ֵֶּ֔זה ָּֽל
ַוֶ֠יָ ָשב וַ ַ֜י ַעש ִמ ְׁק ָּ֤צֹות ָה ָע ֹ֙ם כ ֲֹה ֵנִ֣י ָב ֵּ֔מֹות
יהי כ ֲֹה ֵנֵ֥י ָב ָּֽמֹות׃
ֶ֖ ִ ִֶ ָּֽה ָח ֵפ ֹ֙ץ יְׁ ַמ ֵלִ֣א ֶאת־יָ ֵּ֔דֹו ו
After this event Jeroboam did not turn from his evil way,
but again he made priests from every class of people for the high places;
whoever wished, he consecrated him, and he became one of the priests of the high places. (1 Kgs. 13:33)

(ii) Present Time

שר ֶ ָּֽא ְׁה ֶיָ֑ה
ִ֣ ֶ מ ֵֶּ֔שה ֶ ָּֽא ְׁה ֶיֶ֖ה ֲא
ֹ ים ֶאל־
ֹ֙ ֹלה
ִ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
יכם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ֹאמ ֹ֙ר ִל ְׁב ֵנִ֣י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ֶ ָּֽא ְׁה ֶיֶ֖ה ְׁש ָל ַ ֵ֥חנִ י ֲא ֵל
ַ אמר ָּ֤כֹה ת
ֶ ֹ וַ ָ֗י
And God said to Moses, "I AM WHO I AM." And He said,
"Thus you shall say to the children of Israel,` I AM has sent me to you.'" (Exod. 3:14)
[The green accent Zaqeph marks sentence division.]

(iii) Future Time

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁן־אד ֵֶֹּ֔ניך ַכ ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ִד ֶ ֵ֥בר י
ֲ ָּֽה־ר ְׁב ָ ֵָ֥קה ְׁל ָפ ֶנֶ֖יך ַ ִ֣קח וָ ֵלְָ֑ך ּו ְׁת ִ ָּ֤הי ִא ָש ֹ֙ה ְׁל ֶב
ִ ִה ֵנ
"Here is Rebekah before you; take her and go,
and let her be your master's son's wife, as the LORD has spoken." (Gen. 24:51)

ן־ה ָע ָ֗ ָפר
ָּֽ ֶ ּומ
ִ י־ח ֶרש
ָ֑ ָ וְׁ ָל ַ ֵָ֧קח ַהכ ֵ ָֹ֛הן ַ ֵ֥מיִ ם ְׁקד ִ ֶֹ֖שים ִב ְׁכ ִל
ל־ה ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ַ ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר יִ ְׁהיֶ ֹ֙ה ְׁב ַק ְׁר ַ ִָ֣קע ַה ִמ ְׁש ֵָּ֔כן יִ ַ ֵ֥קח ַהכ ֵ ֶֹ֖הן וְׁ נָ ַ ֵ֥תן ֶא
The priest shall take holy water in an earthen vessel, and take some of the dust
that is on the floor of the tabernacle and put it into the water. (Num. 5:17)

20.3.5 Sentence Type Ci1—X yhyh
X yhyh—this sentence type has the copulative verb in the non-initial position. It occurs in
nine of the ten literary types but relatively infrequently, not being found in expository prose. In
procedural, instructional, and juridical literature it occurs about three percent of the time, more or
less, otherwise, less than one percent. It declares existence, class relationships, identity, and characteristics. This structure usually indicates relative future or present tense, but the contextual time
frame of reference may be past [i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has
been established in the context.




(i) Past Time:



So it was always:
the cloud covered it by day,
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and the appearance of fire by night. (Num. 9:16)







(ii) Present Time:

 

And the seven thin and ugly cows which came up after them are seven years,
and the seven empty heads blighted by the east wind are seven years of famine. (Gen. 41:27)

(iii) Future Time:











When you till the ground,
it shall no longer yield its strength to you.
A fugitive and a vagabond you shall be on the earth.
(Gen. 4:12)



20.3.6 Sentence Type Ciw—wayyhyh
wayyhyh—this sentence type has the imperfect form of the copulative verb in the first
position with Waw consecutive. It occurs in eight of the ten literary types but relatively infrequently, not being found in instructional literature or expository prose. This structure is used to set
the time frame of reference for a sequence of historical events in the past. The time frame may be
established by an adverbial complement of the copulative itself (i), or by a dependent sentence
governed by a subordinating conjunction (ii), or by an infinitive construct sentence usually introduced by a preposition (iii).35
(i) by an adverbial complement:



And it came to pass, at the end of forty days,
that Noah opened the window of the ark
which he had made.
Then he sent out a raven,
And it kept going to and fro
until the waters had dried up from the earth.36
Then he sent out from himself a dove,
in order to see
If the waters had receded
from the face of the ground.37



























34

The third-person plural pronoun  functions as a substitute for

35

Option (iii) is really a transformation of (ii).

 here.

36

This sentence has undergone the infinitive construct transformation to imbed it as an adverbial modifier
into the sentence it modifies.
37

This sentence has undergone the infinitive construct transformation and the interrogative transformation;
it functions as the complement of the verb for seeing.
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But the dove found no resting place







for the sole of her foot, 
and she returned into the ark to him,
for the waters were on the face of the whole earth.
Then he put out his hand
and took her,
and drew her into the ark to himself.
And he waited yet another seven days,
and again he sent the dove out from the ark.
Then the dove came to him in the evening,




 












and behold, a freshly plucked olive leaf was in her mouth; 
then Noah knew 

that the waters had receded from the earth.

(Gen. 8:6-11)




(ii) Dependent sentence governed by a subordinating conjunction:



So it was,
when the camels had finished drinking,
that the man took a golden half-shekel nose ring,










and two bracelets for her wrists
weighing ten shekels of gold,
and he said, 
“Whose daughter are you?
Tell me, please,
is there room in your father's house
























for us to lodge?”
So she said to him,
“I am the daughter of Bethuel, Milcah's son,

whom she bore to Nahor.”
Moreover she said to him, (
“We have both straw and feed enough,
and room to lodge.”



Then the man bowed down his head
and worshiped the LORD
(Gen. 24:22-26)












(iii) An infinitive construct sentence:





And it came to pass,
when Laban heard the report
about Jacob his sister's son,
that he ran to meet him,
and embraced him
and kissed him,
and brought him to his house.
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Then he told Laban all these things.
And Laban said to him,





“Surely you are my bone and my flesh.”
And he stayed with him for a month.
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(Gen. 29:13-14)

20.3.7 Sentence Type Cy0—יֵ ש

—יֵ שthis sentence type has the copulative verb substitute  §( יֵ ש4.3.7) in the first position,
either because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence.
This sentence type occurs in five of the literary types: historical, descriptive lists, predictive prose,
expository poetry, and predictive poetry. It usually declares existence, and usually indicates relative past or present tense, but the contextual time frame of reference may be past [i], present [ii],
or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time

ֹאכ ָ ֵ֥לה וְׁ נִ ְׁח ֶיָּֽה׃
ְׁ ּובנ ֵ ֶֹ֖תינּו ֲא ַנ ְִׁ֣חנּו ַר ִ ָ֑בים וְׁ נִ ְׁק ָ ֵ֥חה ָד ָ ֶ֖גֶּֽן וְׁ נ
ְׁ שר א ְֹׁמ ִ ֵּ֔רים ָב ֵנֵ֥ינּו
ִ֣ ֶ וְׁ יֵ ֹ֙ש ֲא
For there were those who said, "We, our sons, and our daughters are many;
therefore let us get grain, that we may eat and live." (Neh. 5:2)

(ii) Present Time

מר
ֹ ָ֗ יכם ֶ ִ֣א ֶמש׀ ָא ַ ֵ֧מר ֵא ַלִ֣י ֵלא
ֶ֜ ָּֽאֹלהי ֲא ִב
ֵֹ֙ ־ל ֵ ִ֣אל יָ ִ ֵּ֔די ַל ֲע ֵ֥שֹות ִע ָמ ֶכֶ֖ם ָ ָ֑רע ֵו
ְׁ יֶ ש
ד־רע׃
ָּֽ ָ ִה ָ ֵ֧ש ֶמר ְׁלךָ֛ ִמ ַד ֵ ֵ֥בר ִ ָּֽעם־יַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב ִמ ֵ֥טֹוב ַע
"It is in my power to do you harm, but the God of your father spoke to me last night, saying,
`Be careful that you speak to Jacob neither good nor bad.' (Gen. 31:29)

(iii) Future Time

אֹו־ש ֶבט
ֵָ֗
אֹו־א ַָּ֞שה ֵ֧אֹו ִמ ְׁש ָפ ָ ִ֣חה
ִ
ֶפן־ ֵיִ֣ש ֶ֠ ָב ֶכם ִ ִ֣איש
ֹלהי ַהּגֹויִ ִ֣ם ָה ֵ ָ֑הם
ֶ֖ ֵ ת־א
ֱ ֹלהינּו ָל ֶל ִֶ֣כת ַל ֲע ֵּ֔בֹד ֶא
ֵֵּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְׁיֹום ֵמ ִע ֹ֙ם י
ֹ֙ ֲא ֶשר ְׁל ָב ֹ֙בֹו פ ֶֹנָּ֤ה ַה
ֶפן־ ֵיִ֣ש ָב ֶָ֗כם ָ֛ש ֹ ֶרש פ ֶ ֵֹ֥רה ֶ֖ר ֹאש וְׁ ַל ֲע ָנָּֽה׃
lest there may be among you man or woman or family or tribe,
whose heart turns away today from the LORD our God, to go and serve the gods of these nations,
and lest there may be among you a root bearing bitterness or wormwood; (Deut. 29:18)

20.3.8 Sentence Type Cy1—X יֵ ש
X  —יֵ שthis sentence type has the copulative verb substitute  §( יֵ ש4.3.7) in the non-initial
position. It occurs only in three of the ten literary types: historical, expository poetry, and prophetic
poetry. It usually declares existence in some sense, in which the contextual time frame of reference
may be past [i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established
in the context.
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(i) Past Time

יתֹו וְׁ ָכל־יֶ ש־לֶ֖ ֹו נָ ַ ֵ֥תן ְׁביָ ָּֽדֹו׃
ֵּ֔ ל־ב
ֵ הּו ַע
ֹ֙ יֹוסף ֵ ָ֛חן ְׁב ֵע ָינֶ֖יו וַ יְׁ ָ ִ֣ש ֶרת א ָֹ֑תֹו וַ יַ ְׁפ ִק ֵ ֹ֙ד
ֵ֥ ֵ וַ יִ ְׁמ ֹ֙ ָצא
So Joseph found favor in his sight, and served him. Then he made him overseer of his house,
and all that he had he put under his authority. (Gen. 39:4)

(ii) Present Time

מֹורינּו
ֵּ֔ ֵ פֹוא ֵיִ֣ש ַל ֲח
ֹ֙ ם־מ ְׁס
ִ ַם־ת ֶבן ּג
ָּ֤ ֶ ַוְׁ ג
ם־ע ָב ֶ ָ֑דיך
ֲ ־לי וְׁ ַ ָּֽל ֲא ָמ ֵֶּ֔תך וְׁ ַל ַנ ֶַ֖ער ִע
ֹ֙ ִ ְׁוֶ֠גַ ם ֶל ִֶ֣חם וָ ַ ָּ֤יֶּֽיִ ן יֶ ש
ל־ד ָ ָּֽבר׃
ָ ֵ ֵ֥אין ַמ ְׁח ֶ֖סֹור ָכ
"although we have both straw and fodder for our donkeys,
And have bread and wine for myself, for your female servant, and for the young man who is with your servant;
there is no lack of anything." (Judg. 19:19)

(iii) Future Time

ל־ה ָֹ֙א ֶר ֹ֙ץ
ָ הוה ֵע ַָּ֞יניו ְׁמש ְֹׁט ָּ֤טֹות ְׁב ָכ
ָ֗ ָ ְִׁ ִ֣כי י
ל־ז ֹאת
ָ֑ ם־ל ָב ָ ֵ֥בם ָש ֵלָ֛ם ֵא ָלֶ֖יו נִ ְׁס ַכ ְִׁ֣ל ָת ַע
ְׁ ֶ֠ ְׁל ִה ְׁת ַחזֵ ק ִע
ִ ִ֣כי ֵמ ֵּ֔ ַע ָתה ֵיֵ֥ש ִע ְׁמךֶ֖ ִמ ְׁל ָח ָּֽמֹות׃
"For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth,
to show Himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to Him. In this you have done foolishly;
therefore from now on you shall have wars." (2 Chr. 16:9)

20.3.9 Sentence Type Cn0—ֵאין

— ֵאיןthis sentence type has the negated copulative verb substitute in the first position, either because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence. It
occurs relatively infrequently in nine of the ten literary types, not being found in instructional
literature. It denies existence in some sense; the contextual time frame of reference may be past
[i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time

ֹלהים׃
ָּֽ ִ י־ל ַ ֵָ֥קח א ֶֹ֖תֹו ֱא
ָ ֹלהים וְׁ ֵא ֶַּ֕יננּו ִ ָּֽכ
ָ֑ ִ ת־ה ֱא
ָּֽ ָ וַ יִ ְׁת ַה ֵ ֵ֥לְך ֲחנֶ֖ ֹוְך ֶא
And Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for God took him. (Gen. 5:24)

וַ ְׁת ִ ֵ֥הי ָש ַ ֶ֖רי ֲע ָק ָ ָ֑רה ֵ ֵ֥אין ָלֶּ֖ה וָ ָ ָּֽלד׃
But Sarai was barren; she had no child. (Gen. 11:30)
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(ii) Present Time

ּומה
ָ א־ח ַ ָּ֤שְך ִמ ֶֹ֙מנִ ֹ֙י ְׁמ ֵּ֔א
ָ ֹ ֵאינֶֹ֙ נּו גָ ֜דֹול ַב ַבִ֣יִ ת ַהזֶ ה ִמ ֶמנִ י וְׁ ָּֽל
־א ְׁש ָ֑תֹו
ִ שר ַא ְׁת
ִ֣ ֶ ם־אֹותְך ַב ֲא
ֶ֖ ָ
ִ ֵ֥כי ִא
אֹלהים׃
ָּֽ ִ אתי ֵ ָּֽל
ִ וְׁ ֵֹ֙איְך ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֶ֜שה ָה ָר ָ ָּ֤עה ַהּגְׁ ד ָֹל ֹ֙ה ַה ֵּ֔ז ֹאת וְׁ ָח ָ ֶ֖ט
"There is no one greater in this house than I, nor has he kept back anything from me but you,
because you are his wife. How then can I do this great wickedness, and sin against God?" (Gen. 39:9)

(iii) Future Time

ל־ב ֹנ ֵַּ֔תי ֵ ֵ֥אין ִ ֶ֖איש ִע ָ ָ֑מנּו
ְׁ ים ַע
ֹ֙ ם־ת ַ ָּ֤קח נָ ִש
ִ ת־בנ ַָֹ֗תי וְׁ ִא
ְׁ ם־ת ַע ֶנִ֣ה ֶא
ְׁ ִא
ינֶּֽך׃
ָּֽ ֶ ּוב
ֵ ֹלהים ֵ ֶ֖עד ֵב ִ ֵ֥יני
ֵ֥ ִ ְׁר ֵַּ֕אה ֱא
"If you afflict my daughters, or if you take other wives besides my daughters, although no man is with us— see,
God is witness between you and me!" (Gen 31:50)

20.3.10 Sentence Type Cn1—X ֵאין
X — ֵאיןthis sentence type has the negated copulative verb substitute in the non-initial position. It occurs relatively infrequently in nine of the ten literary types, not being found in expository prose. It denies existence in some sense; the contextual time frame of reference may be past
[i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time

ל־ע ֶשב ַה ָש ֶ ֶ֖דה ֶ ִ֣ט ֶרם יִ ְׁצ ָ ָ֑מח
ֵ֥ ֵ וְׁ ִ֣כֹל׀ ִ ִ֣ש ַיח ַה ָש ֶ ָ֗דה ֶ ַ֚ט ֶרם יִ ְָּֽׁה ֶיִ֣ה ָב ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ וְׁ ָכ
ל־ה ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ
ָ ים ַע
ֹ֙ ֹלה
ִ הוָּ֤ה ֱא
ָ ְִׁכי ֹ֙ל ֹא ִה ְׁמ ִ֜טיר י
ת־ה ֲא ָד ָ ָּֽמה׃
ָּֽ ָ וְׁ ָא ָ ִ֣דם ֵַּ֔איִ ן ַ ָּֽל ֲע ֶ֖בֹד ֶא
before any plant of the field was in the earth and before any herb of the field had grown.
For the LORD God had not caused it to rain on the earth,
and there was no man to till the ground; (Gen. 2:5)

(ii) Present Time

ירה ָא ִ ִ֣בינּו זָ ֵ ָָ֑קן
ֶ֖ ָ ל־ה ְׁצ ִע
ַ ירה ֶא
ָ֛ ָ אמר ַה ְׁב ִכ
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֧ת
ל־ה ָ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
ָ וְׁ ִֹ֙איש ֵ ָּ֤אין ָב ָֹ֙א ֶר ֹ֙ץ ָל ִ֣בֹוא ָע ֵּ֔ ֵלינּו ְׁכ ֶ ֶ֖ד ֶרְך ָכ
Now the firstborn said to the younger, "Our father is old,
and there is no man on the earth to come in to us as is the custom of all the earth. (Gen. 19:31)

(iii) Future Time

נּוכל ָל ֶ ָ֑ר ֶדת ִאם־יֵ ש ָא ִֹ֙חינּו ַה ָק ָּ֤טֹן ִא ָֹ֙ת ֹ֙נּו וְׁ יָ ַ ֵּ֔ר ְׁדנּו
ֶ֖ ַ אמר ֵ֥ל ֹא
ֶ ֹ וַ ַּ֕נ
אֹות ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י ָה ִֵּ֔איש וְׁ ָא ִ ֵ֥חינּו ַה ָק ֶ֖טֹן ֵא ֶינֵ֥נּו ִא ָ ָּֽתנּו׃
ֹ֙ נּוכל ִל ְׁר
ַָ֗ י־ל ֹא
ִ֣ ִכ
"But we said, `We cannot go down; if our youngest brother is with us, then we will go down;
for we may not see the man's face if our youngest brother is not with us.' (Gen. 44:26)
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20.3.11 Sentence Type Ve—X
X—this sentence type is that of the so-called verbless sentence.38 It may be assumed that
the verb of the sentence was elided because it was redundant or understood from the semantic
context. It occurs in all ten literary types about 20 to 30 percent of the time with little significance,
but for the detailed descriptive type (56%) and the descriptive list type (69.9%) the proportion is
significant and characteristic of those types.

ל־פ ֵנִ֣י ְׁת ָ֑הֹום
ְׁ הּו וָ ֵּ֔בֹהּו וְׁ ֶ֖חֹ ֶשְך ַע
ֹ֙ ֹ וְׁ ָה ָָ֗א ֶרץ ָהיְׁ ָ ֵ֥תה ֹ֙ת
ל־פ ֵנֵ֥י ַה ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ְׁ ֹלהים ְׁמ ַר ֶ ֶ֖ח ֶפת ַע
ִֵּ֔ וְׁ ִ֣ר ַּוח ֱא
The earth was without form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep.
And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters. (Gen. 1:2)

אד
ֹ ָ֑ ה־טֹוב ְׁמ
ֶ֖ ֵשר ָע ֵָּ֔שה וְׁ ִהנ
ִ֣ ֶ ל־א
ֲ ת־כ
ָ ים ֶא
ֹ֙ ֹלה
ִ וַ יַ ָּ֤ ְֶּֽׁרא ֱא
י־ע ֶרב ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִהי־ ֶ֖בֹ ֶקר יֵ֥ ֹום ַה ִש ִ ָּֽשי׃
ֵ֥ ֶ ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִה
Then God saw everything that He had made, and indeed it was very good.
So the evening and the morning were the sixth day. (Gen. 1:31)

תֹול ֵ֧דֹות ַה ָש ַ ָ֛מיִ ם וְׁ ָה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ְׁב ִה ָ ָּֽב ְׁר ָ ָ֑אם
ְׁ ֵ ִ֣א ֶלה
ֹלהים ֶ ֵ֥א ֶרץ וְׁ ָש ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ֶ֖ ִ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְְׁׁביָ֗ ֹום ֲע ָ֛שֹות י
This is the history of the heavens and the earth when they were created,
in the day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens, (Gen. 2:4)

בֹותם
ָ֑ ָ ל־א
ֲ ל־ב ִֵּ֔נים וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥לב ָב ִנֶ֖ים ַע
ָ בֹות ַע
ֹ֙ ב־א
ָ וְׁ ֵה ִ ָּ֤שיב ֵל
ת־ה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ֵ ָּֽח ֶרם׃
ָ יתי ֶא
ֵ֥ ִ ן־א ַּ֕בֹוא וְׁ ִה ֵכ
ָ ֶפ
And he will turn The hearts of the fathers to the children,
And the hearts of the children to their fathers,
Lest I come and strike the earth with a curse." (Mal. 4:6)

ל־עִ֣ין יְׁ ִמינָ֑ ֹו
ֵ רֹועֹו וְׁ ַע
ֶ֖ ְִׁ֣הֹוי ר ִ ָֹּ֤עי ָ ָּֽה ֱא ִלילֹ֙ עֹזְׁ ִ ִ֣בי ַה ֵּ֔צ ֹאן ֶ ֵ֥ח ֶרב ַעל־ז
יבש וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥עין יְׁ ִמינֶ֖ ֹו ָכ ֵ֥הֹה ִת ְׁכ ֶ ָּֽהה׃
ֵָּ֔ זְׁ ר ֹֹ֙עֹו יָ ִ֣בֹוש ִת
Woe to the worthless shepherd, Who leaves the flock!
A sword shall be against his arm And against his right eye;
His arm shall completely wither, And his right eye shall be totally blinded." (Zech. 11:17)

20.3.12 Sentence Type Vp0—qtl (X)
qtl (X)—this sentence type has the perfect form of the verb in the first position, either
because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence. It occurs

38

The statistical percentage for this sentence type is higher than that of reality (see f. n. 20 under § 20.3, p.
523). But their relative value is still significant in the case of some literary types.
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in all ten literary types about ten percent of the time, more or less, with little significance, providing
supplementary information. But for the expository prose type its proportion (20%) may be regarded as significant and characteristic of that type. It usually indicates relative past tense, but the
contextual time frame of reference may be past [i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the
time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time

כּוש ֹ֙ם ָ ֵּ֔רב וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ָי ְָּֽׁכלֶ֖ ּו ָל ֶ ֵ֥ש ֶבת יַ ְׁח ָ ָּֽדו׃
ָ י־ה ָיָּ֤ה ְׁר
ָ ש ֶבת יַ ְׁח ָ ָ֑דו ִ ָּֽכ
ִ֣ ֶ וְׁ לֹא־נָ ָ ֵ֥שא א ָ ָֹ֛תם ָה ָ ֶ֖א ֶרץ ָל
Now the land was not able to support them, that they might dwell together,
for their possessions were so great that they could not dwell together. (Gen. 13:6)

ֹול ְׁד ִתי
ַ ּומ ֶ ִ֣א ֶרץ ָּֽמ
ֵ ֹלהי ַה ָש ַָ֗מיִ ם ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ְׁל ָק ַ֜חנִ י ִמ ֵבִ֣ית ָא ִבי
ִ֣ ֵ הוִ֣ה׀ ֱא
ָ ְׁי
מר
ֹ ֵּ֔ ־לי ֵלא
ֹ֙ ִ ־לי וַ ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ִ ָּֽנ ְׁש ַ ָּֽבע
ִ ֜ וַ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ִד ֶבר
כֹו ְׁל ָפ ֵֶּ֔ניך
ֹ֙ ת־ה ָ ִ֣א ֶרץ ַה ָ֑ז ֹאת ָ֗הּוא יִ ְׁש ַלָּ֤ח ַמ ְׁל ָא
ָ ְׁל ֹ֙ ַז ְׁר ֲע ֵּ֔ך ֶא ֵ ֶ֖תן ֶא
וְׁ ָל ַק ְׁח ָ ֵ֥ת ִא ָ ָ֛שה ִל ְׁב ִנֶ֖י ִמ ָ ָּֽשם׃
“The LORD God of heaven, who took me from my father's house and from the land of my family,
and who spoke to me and who swore to me, saying,
‘To your descendants I give this land, ' He will send His angel before you,
and you shall take a wife for my son from there.(Gen. 24:7)

(ii) Present Time

ל־ש ַ ִ֣רי ִא ְׁש ֵּ֔תֹו
ָ אמ ֹ֙ר ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ יְׁ ִַּ֕הי ַכ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִה ְׁק ִ ֶ֖ריב ָל ִ֣בֹוא ִמ ְׁצ ָ ָ֑ריְׁ ָמה ֹ֙ ַוי
ת־מ ְׁר ֶ ֶ֖אה ָ ָּֽא ְׁת׃
ַ ה־נִ֣א יָ ַ ֵּ֔ד ְׁע ִתי ִ ָ֛כי ִא ָ ֵ֥שה יְׁ ַפ
ָ ִֵהנ
And it came to pass, when he was close to entering Egypt, that he said to Sarai his wife,
"Indeed I know that you are a woman of beautiful countenance. (Gen. 12:11)

ל־נֵ֥א ַת ֲע ֶ֖בֹר ֵמ ַ ֵ֥על ַע ְׁב ֶ ָּֽדך׃
ָ חן ְׁב ֵע ֵֶּ֔יניך ַא
ֹ֙ ֵ ָּ֤אתי
ִ אמר ֲאד ָָֹ֗ני ִאם־נָֹ֙ א ָמ ָצ
ָ֑ ַ ֹ וַ י
And he said, "My Lord, please if I have found favor in Your sight, do not pass on by Your servant. (Gen. 18:3)

(iii) Future Time

עֹולם
ָ ֵּ֔ יה ִלזְׁ כ ֹֹ֙ר ְׁב ִ ִ֣רית
ָ ית
ִָ֗ וְׁ ָהיְׁ ָ ֵ֥תה ַה ֶ ֶ֖ק ֶשת ֶ ָּֽב ָע ָ ָ֑נֶּֽן ּו ְׁר ִא
ל־ה ָ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
ָ ל־ב ָ ֶ֖שר ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ַע
ָ ל־נ ִֶ֣פש ַח ֵָּ֔יה ְׁב ָכ
ֶ ּוב ֹ֙ין ָכ
ֵ ֹלהים
ִֵּ֔ ֵבִ֣ין ֱא
"The rainbow shall be in the cloud, and I will look on it to remember the everlasting covenant
between God and every living creature of all flesh that is on the earth." (Gen. 9:16)

י־גִ֣ר׀ יִ ְׁה ֶיִ֣ה זַ ְׁר ֲע ָ֗ך ְׁב ֶֹ֙א ֶר ֹ֙ץ ִ֣ל ֹא ָל ֵֶּ֔הם
ֵ אמר ְׁל ַא ְׁב ָ ָ֗רם יָ ֹ֙ד ַֹע ֵת ַ ֜דע ִכ
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
וַ ֲע ָב ֶ֖דּום וְׁ ִענִ֣ ּו א ָ ָֹ֑תם ַא ְׁר ַ ֵ֥בע ֵמ ֶ֖אֹות ָש ָנָּֽה׃
Then He said to Abram: "Know certainly that your descendants will be strangers in a land that is not theirs,
and will serve them, and they will afflict them four hundred years. (Gen. 15:13)
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20.3.13 Sentence Type Vp1—X qtl
X qtl—this sentence type has the perfect form of the verb in the non-initial position. It
occurs in all ten literary types but relatively infrequently: maximum (11%) in predictive poetry,
and minimum (1.4%) in instructional literature. It is distinguishingly characteristic of no literary
type, but provides subsidiary information in which the verbal action, state, or relationship is viewed
as completed in some sense. The time may be past [i], present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the
time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Past Time:


In the image of God He created him; male and female He created them. (Gen. 1:27)



And Irad fathered Mehujael, and Mehujael fathered Methushael,
and Methushael fathered Lamech. (Gen. 4:18)


And your father has deceived me and changed my wages ten times. (Gen. 31:7)

(ii) Present Time:


Now you are commanded: do this . . . (Gen. 45:19)

ה־ב ָ ָ֑ביִ ת
ַ ֵהן ֲאד ִֵֹּ֔ני לֹא־יָ ַ ֵ֥דע ִא ִ ֶ֖תי ַמ
Look, my master does not know what is with me in the house. (Gen. 39:8)


And now, behold it is dry, and it is moldy. (Josh. 9:12)

(iii) Future Time:




You shall keep the Feast of Unleavened Bread,
for on this very day I will have brought your armies out of the land of Egypt.
Therefore, you shall observe this day throughout your generations
as an everlasting ordinance. (Exod. 12:17)




And you, if you warn the righteous that the righteous not sin,
And he does not sin, he shall surely live, for he was warned,
And you will have delivered your soul (Ezek. 3:21)
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(iv) Introducing historical discourse:

















in the day they were created.

And Adam lived one hundred and thirty years, 

and He begot a son in his own likeness, after his image, 

and He called his name Seth. 

The days of Adam, after he begot Seth,

were eight hundred years; 

and he had sons and daughters. (Gen. 5:2-4)

He created them male and female,
and He blessed them
and He called them Mankind



20.3.14 Sentence Type Vpw—Weqtl
Weqtl—this sentence type has the verb in the first position with Waw consecutive. It occurs
in all ten literary types, but is distinguishingly characteristic of only the procedural type (23.6%),
the instructional type (27%), the juridical type (18%), and the predictive prose type (10%), being
a secondary characteristic in those literary types. It is used to declare the next in a sequence of
impending events, so the time frame is mostly future [i], but it may also express aspectually perfect
events in the present [ii], or past [iii], depending on the time frame that has been established in the
context.
(i) Future Time:






And now, lest he put out his hand,
and he take also from the tree of life,
and he eat,
and he live forever. (Gen. 3:22)


Then God said:
“But Sarah your wife will bear you a son,





and you shall call his name Isaac.
And I will establish My covenant with him.” (Gen. 17:19)
Behold, I am gathering two sticks,
that I may go,





and I may prepare it for me and my son,
and we may eat it,



and we may die. (1 Kgs. 17:12)















(ii) Present Time:
Behold, the LORD empties the earth,
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and He demolishes it.



And He warps its surface,







and scatters its inhabitants. (Isa. 24:1)



(iii) Past Time:













until time for his going to speak with Him. (Exod. 34:34-35) 

And in Moses’ going before the LORD
to speak with Him,
he would remove the veil until time for him to come out,
then he would go out
and he would speak to the sons of Israel
that which he was commanded.
Then the sons of Israel would see the face of Moses,
that the skin of Moses’ face shone,
And Moses would put the veil back over his face



Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz
were staying in En Rogel,



And the maid servant would come,
And she would tell them,
And they would go,







And they would tell King David. (2 Sam. 17:17)








20.3.15 Sentence Type Vi0—yqtl (X)
Yqtl (X)—this sentence type has the imperfect form of the verb in the first position, either
because the subject has been elided or the verb has been granted first position prominence. It occurs
in all ten literary types, but significantly so only in the juridical type (17%), the expository poetry
type (23%), and the predictive poetry (17%). In all the literary types, it has approximately the same
percentage of distribution as that of type Vi1, suggesting that no significant difference exists between their characteristic role in literary types. The verbal action, state, or relationship is viewed
as incomplete in some sense, whether hypothetical, potential, impending, repetitive, or habitual.
Most non-indicative statements are expressed in this structure, including imperatives. The time
may be timeless [i], past [ii], present [iii], or future [iv], depending on the time frame that has been
established in the context.
(i) Timeless:

ְך־דם׃
ָּֽ ָ ימ ֲה ָ֗רּו ִל ְׁש ָפ
ַ יהם ָל ַ ִ֣רע יָ ָ֑רּוצּו ִ ָּֽ֜ו
ֶ ִ ִ֣כי ַ ֶּ֭רגְׁ ֵל
For their feet run to evil, And they make haste to shed blood. (Prov. 1:16)
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ְׁו ֵֶּ֭הם ְׁל ָד ָ ִ֣מם יֶ ֱא ָ֑ר ֹבּו ִ֜י ְׁצ ְׁפנָ֗ ּו ְׁלנַ ְׁפש ָ ָֹּֽתם׃
But they lie in wait for their own blood, They lurk secretly for their own lives. (Prov. 1:18)

ֵעִ֣ד ֶּ֭ ֱאמּונִ ים ִ֣ל ֹא יְׁ ַכ ֵזָ֑ב וְׁ יָ ִ ֵ֥פ ַיח ְׁ֜כזָ ִָ֗בים ֵעִ֣ד ָ ָּֽש ֶקר׃
A faithful witness does not lie, But a false witness utters lies. (Prov. 14:5)

ַמ ִ ִ֣ציל ְׁנ ֶָּ֭פשֹות ֵעִ֣ד ֱא ֶ ָ֑מת וְׁ יָ ִ ֶ֖פ ַח ְׁכזָ ִ ִ֣בים ִמ ְׁר ָ ָּֽמה׃
A true witness delivers souls, But a deceitful witness speaks lies. (Prov. 14:25)

(ii) Past Time:

וַ יָ ִ ֵ֥שימּו לָ֛ ֹו ְׁל ַב ֶ֖דֹו וְׁ ָל ֶ ִ֣הם ְׁל ַב ָ ָ֑דם
תֹו ְׁל ַב ָ ֵּ֔דם
ֹ֙ וְׁ ַל ִמ ְׁצ ִ ַּ֞רים ָהא ְֹׁכ ִ ָּ֤לים ִא
ים ֵּ֔ ֶל ֶחם
ֹ֙ ת־ה ִע ְׁב ִר
ָּֽ ָ יּוכ ֜לּון ַה ִמ ְׁצ ִ ָ֗רים ֶל ֱא ָּ֤כֹל ֶא
ְׁ ִכי ֹ֙ל ֹא
י־תֹוע ָ ֵ֥בה ִ ֶ֖הוא ְׁל ִמ ְׁצ ָ ָּֽריִ ם׃
ֵ
ִכ
So they set him a place by himself, and them by themselves,
and the Egyptians who ate with him by themselves;
because the Egyptians could not eat food with the Hebrews,
for that is an abomination to the Egyptians. (Gen. 43:32)

ּוב ֹ֙ב ֹא מ ֶֹ֜שה ִל ְׁפ ֵנָּ֤י יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ְׁל ַד ֵבִ֣ר ִא ֵּ֔תֹו
ְׁ
אתֹו
ָ֑ ד־צ
ֵ ת־ה ַמ ְׁסֶוֶ֖ה ַע
ַ יָ ִ ֵ֥סיר ֶא
ל־ב ֵנִ֣י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ֵ ֶ֖את ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר יְׁ ֻצֶּוָּֽה׃
ְׁ וְׁ יָ ָָ֗צא וְׁ ִד ֶב ֹ֙ר ֶא
But whenever Moses went in before the LORD to speak with Him,
he would take off the veil until he came out;
and he would come out and speak to the children of Israel whatever he had been commanded. (Exod. 34:34)
(habitual past)39

(iii) Present Time:

אּוכלֹ֙ ָל ִ֣קּום ִמ ָפ ֵֶּ֔ניך
ַ יה ַאל־יִֹ֙ ַח ֹ֙ר ְׁב ֵע ֵינִ֣י ֲאד ִֵֹּ֔ני ִ ִ֣כי לָּ֤ ֹוא
ָ ל־א ִָ֗ב
ָ אמר ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣ת
ת־ה ְׁת ָר ִ ָּֽפים׃
ַ י־ד ֶרְך נָ ִ ֶ֖שים ִ ָ֑לי וַ יְׁ ַח ַּ֕ ֵפש וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ָמ ָ ֶ֖צא ֶא
ֵ֥ ֶ ִכ
And she said to her father, "Let it not displease my lord for I cannot rise before you,
for the manner of women is with me." And he searched but did not find the household idols. (Gen. 31:35)

אמר יַ ֲעק ֹֹ֙ב ְׁל ָב ֵָּ֔ניו ָל ֶָ֖מה ִת ְׁת ָר ָּֽאּו׃
ֶ ֹ ש־ש ֶבר ְׁב ִמ ְׁצ ָ ָ֑ריִ ם וַ ָּ֤י
ֶ֖ ֶ ֶוַ יַ ִ֣ ְֶּֽׁרא יַ ֲע ֵּ֔קֹב ִ ֵ֥כי י
When Jacob saw that there was grain in Egypt, Jacob said to his sons,
"Why do you look at one another?" (Gen. 42:1)

39

verse.

Note that the Waw Consecutive with perfect continues the habitual imperfect aspect of rys¡!y` twice in this
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(iv) Future Time:

י־כן׃
ָּֽ ֵ ל־מ ִ֣קֹום ֶא ֵָּ֔חד וְׁ ֵת ָר ֶ ֶ֖אה ַהיַ ָב ָ ָ֑שה ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ִה
ָ אמר ֱאֹל ִָ֗הים יִ ָקֹ֙וּו ַה ַ֜מיִ ם ִמ ַ ָּ֤ת ַחת ַה ָש ַֹ֙מיִ ֹ֙ם ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
Then God said, "Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one place,
and let the dry land appear"; and it was so. (Gen. 1:9)

א־טֹוב ֱהיֵ֥ ֹות ָ ָּֽה ָא ָ ֶ֖דם ְׁל ַב ָ֑דֹו ֶ ָּֽא ֱע ֶשּה־לֵ֥ ֹו ֵ ֶ֖עזֶ ר ְׁכנֶ גְׁ ָּֽדֹו׃
ָ֛ ֹ ֹלהים ל
ִֵּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְׁאמ ֹ֙ר י
ֶ ֹ ֹ֙ ַוי
And the LORD God said, "It is not good that man should be alone;
I will make him a helper comparable to him." (Gen. 2:18)

תֹוְך־הּגָ ן ָא ַ ִ֣מר ֱאֹל ִָ֗הים
ַ
שר ְׁב
ִ֣ ֶ ּומ ְׁפ ִ ִ֣רי ָה ֵעץ ֲא
ִ
אכ ֹ֙לּו ִמ ֵֶּ֔מנּו וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ִתּגְׁ ֶ֖עּו ָ֑בֹו ֶפן־ ְׁת ֻמ ָּֽתּון׃
ְׁ ֹ ָּ֤ל ֹא ָּֽת
"but of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God has said,
`You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.'" (Gen. 3:3)

א־מֹות ְׁת ֻמ ָּֽתּון׃
ֶ֖ ֹ ל־ה ִא ָ ָ֑שה ָּֽל
ָּֽ ָ אמר ַהנָ ָ ֶ֖חש ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
Then the serpent said to the woman, "You will not surely die. (Gen. 3:4)

הן ָּֽל ֹא־יַ ֲא ִ ִ֣מינּו ֵּ֔ ִלי וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא יִ ְׁש ְׁמ ֶ֖עּו ְׁבק ִ ָֹ֑לי
ֹ֙ ֵ ְׁאמר ו
ֶ ֹ וַ יַ ַָּ֤ען מ ֶֹש ֹ֙ה וַ ֵּ֔י
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁאמ ֵּ֔רּו ָּֽל ֹא־נִ ְׁר ָ ֵ֥אה ֵא ֶלֶ֖יך י
ְׁ ֹ ִ ִ֣כי ָּֽי
Then Moses answered and said, "But if they will not believe me or listen to my voice;
for they may say, `The LORD has not appeared to you.'" (Exod. 4:1)

20.3.16 Sentence Type Vi1—X yqtl
X yqtl—this sentence type has the imperfect form of the verb in the non-initial position. It
occurs in all ten literary types but significantly so only in the procedural type (13.5%), the juridical
type (13.2%), the expository poetry type (19%), and the predictive poetry type (15.5%). In all the
literary types, it has approximately the same percentage of distribution as that of type Vi0, suggesting that no significant difference exists between their characteristic role in literary types. Like
sentence type Vi0, the verbal action, state, or relationship is viewed as incomplete in some sense,
whether hypothetical, potential, impending, repetitive, or habitual. Most non-indicative statements
are expressed in this structure, including imperatives. The time may be timeless [i], past [ii], present [iii], or future [iv], depending on the time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Timeless
ba*-jM^c^y+ <k*j* /B@
A wise son makes a father glad. (Prov. 15:20)

yn!xy@ B!ry+ ~ av#D\ toan+B!
.yn]l@hn& ~y+ tojn|m= ym@@-lu^
He makes me to lie down in green pastures;
He leads me beside the still waters. (Psa. 23:2)
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fP*vm
= ! Wnyb!y`-aO ur`-v@n+a^
.lk) Wnyb!y` hw`hy+ yv@qb
= ^mW=
Evil men do not understand justice,
But those who seek the LORD understand all. (Prov. 28:5)

(ii) Past Time

יתֹו
ֵּ֔ ים ַמ ִ֣כֹ ֶלת ְׁל ֵב
ֹ֙ ירם ֶע ְׁש ִרים ֶֹ֙א ֶלף ָּ֤כֹר ִח ִט
֜ ָ ּושֹלמֹה נָ ַֹ֙תן ְׁל ִח
ְׁ
ירם ָש ָנֵ֥ה ְׁב ָש ָנָּֽה׃
ֶ֖ ָ מה ְׁל ִח
ֹ ָ֛ ש ֶמן ָכ ִ ָ֑תית ָּֽכֹה־יִ ֵ ֵ֧תן ְׁשֹל
ִ֣ ֶ וְׁ ֶע ְׁש ִ ֵ֥רים ֶ֖כֹר
And Solomon gave Hiram twenty thousand kors of wheat as food for his household,
and twenty kors of pressed oil. Thus Solomon gave to Hiram year by year. (1 Kgs. 5:25, vs. 11 Eng.)

יפּו יְׁ ֵֹ֙מי ַה ִמ ְׁש ֶ֜תה וַ יִ ְׁש ַלֵ֧ח ִאיִ֣ ֹוב ַוֶָּּֽֽיְׁ ַק ְׁד ֵָ֗שם
ָּֽ וַ יְׁ ִֶּ֡הי ִ ִ֣כי ִה ִק
וְׁ ִה ְׁש ִ ִ֣כים ַבב ֶֹקר וְׁ ֶה ֱע ָלִ֣ה עֹלֹות ִמ ְׁס ַ ִ֣פר ֻכ ָלם
ֹלהים ִב ְׁל ָב ָ ָ֑בם
ֶ֖ ִ ּוב ֲר ֵ֥כּו ֱא
ֵ אּולי ָח ְׁט ִ֣אּו ָב ֵַּ֔ני
ֹ֙ ַ ִ ַ֚כי ָא ַ ִ֣מר ִאיֵּ֔ ֹוב
ל־היָ ִ ָּֽמים׃
ַ ָ ָ֛כ ָכה יַ ֲע ֶ ֵ֥שה ִאיֶ֖ ֹוב ָכ
So it was, when the days of feasting had run their course, that Job would send and sanctify them,
and he would rise early in the morning and offer burnt offerings according to the number of them all.
For Job said, "It may be that my sons have sinned and cursed God in their hearts."
Thus Job did regularly. (Job 1:5)

ים ְׁל ָה ֵָּ֔מן
ֹ֙ ִּומ ְׁש ַת ֲחו
ָּֽ ִ ר־ב ַ ִ֣ש ַער ַה ֶָ֗מ ֶלְך כ ְֹׁר ִ ָּ֤עים
ְׁ ל־ע ְׁב ֵ ֹ֙די ַה ֶ֜מ ֶלְך ֲא ֶש
ַ וְׁ ָכ
י־כֶ֖ן ִצּוָ ה־לִ֣ ֹו ַה ֶ ָ֑מ ֶלְך
ֵ ִכ
ּומ ְׁר ֳּד ֵַּ֔כי ֵ֥ל ֹא יִ ְׁכ ַ ֶ֖רע וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא יִ ְָּֽׁש ַת ֲחֶוָּֽה
ָֹ֙
And all the king's servants who were within the king's gate bowed and paid homage to Haman,
for so the king had commanded concerning him.
But Mordecai would not bow or pay homage. (Est. 3:2)
(habitual past)

(iii) Present Time

ישּה
ָָ֗ אמר ֜ ָלּה ֶא ְׁל ָק ָנִ֣ה ִא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֹ֙י
אכ ֵּ֔ ִלי וְׁ ָל ֶֶ֖מה יֵ ַ ִ֣רע ְׁל ָב ֵ ָ֑בְך
ְׁ ֹ ַחנָ ֹ֙ה ָל ִֶ֣מה ִת ְׁב ִָ֗כי וְׁ ָ ֹ֙ל ֶמ ֹ֙ה ִ֣ל ֹא ָּֽת
ֹכי ִ֣טֹוב ֵּ֔ ָלְך ֵמ ֲע ָש ָ ֶ֖רה ָב ִ ָּֽנים׃
ֹ֙ ִ ֲהלָּ֤ ֹוא ָ ָּֽאנ
Then Elkanah her husband said to her,
"Hannah, why do you weep? Why do you not eat? And why is your heart grieved?
Am I not better to you than ten sons?" (1 Sam. 1:8)

מר ַמה־ ְׁת ַב ֵ ָּֽקש׃
ֹ ֶ֖ וַ יִ ְׁמ ָצ ֵ ִ֣אהּו ִֵּ֔איש וְׁ ִה ֵנֵ֥ה ת ֶ ֶֹ֖עה ַב ָש ֶ ָ֑דה וַ יִ ְׁש ָא ֵלֵ֧הּו ָה ִ ָ֛איש ֵלא
Now a certain man found him, and there he was, wandering in the field.
And the man asked him, saying, "What are you seeking?" (Gen. 37:15)
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(iv) Future Time

ל־הנ ֵֹג ֵַ֥ע ָב ֶ ֶ֖הם יִ ְׁק ָ ָּֽדש׃
ַ וְׁ ִק ַד ְׁש ָ ִ֣ת א ֵָֹּ֔תם וְׁ ָהיֶ֖ ּו ִ֣קֹ ֶדש ָ ָּֽק ָד ִ ָ֑שים ָכ
"You shall consecrate them, that they may be most holy;
whatever touches them must be holy. (Exod. 30:29)

הוה ֵ ִ֣הן ַ ָּ֤עם ֶא ָח ֹ֙ד וְׁ ָש ָ ָּ֤פה ַא ַח ֹ֙ת ְׁל ֻכ ֵּ֔ ָלם וְׁ ֶזֶ֖ה ַה ִח ָלִ֣ם ַל ֲע ָ֑שֹות
ָ֗ ָ ְׁאמר י
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
וְׁ ַע ָת ֹ֙ה ָּֽל ֹא־יִ ָב ֵצִ֣ר ֵמ ֵֶּ֔הם ָ֛כֹל ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר יָ זְׁ ֶ֖מּו ַ ָּֽל ֲע ָּֽשֹות׃
And the LORD said, "Indeed the people are one and they all have one language,
and this is what they begin to do;
now anything that they propose to do will not be withheld from them. (Gen. 11:6)

20.3.17 Sentence Type Viw—Wyyqtl
Wyyqtl—this sentence type has the imperfect form of the verb in the first position with
Waw consecutive. It occurs in all ten literary types, but only significantly so in the historical type
(31%), the detail descriptive type (19.5%), and the descriptive list type (10.5%). It is used to declare the next event in a sequence of aspectually perfect events and thus forms the story line of
historical narrative. The time frame is mostly past [i], but this type of sentence may also express
aspectually perfect events in the present [ii], or future [iii], depending on the time frame that has
been established in the context.
(i) Past Time:
And Adam knew Eve his wife,
and she conceived,
and she bore Cain.
And she said:












“I have acquired a man with the LORD.”40
And she added to bear his brother Abel.
(Gen. 4:1-2)
And Abraham ran to the herd, 
and he took a tender and good calf,
and he gave it to the young man,
and he hastened to prepare it.
Then he took butter and milk and the calf























40
The subject has been elided in this sentence. Quotations, whether direct or indirect, are actually the complement of a verb of speaking, thinking, wishing, desiring, etc. They may be a short utterance, or a long discourse.
Quotations have their own literary structure depending on what is said. Technically, they may be regarded as imbedded
in the sentence that introduces them, or, for practical reasons, they may be treated as a side track to the flow of thought.
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that he had prepared,41
and he placed it before them. (Gen. 18:7-8)



Before I finished talking to my heart,
behold, Rebekah was coming out,42
and her pitcher was on her shoulder.43
And she went down to the well,
and she drew some water.
Then I said to her: “Please give me a drink.”
So she made haste,
and she let down her pitcher from off her shoulder,
and she said:
“Drink, and I will water the camels also.”
So I took a drink,
and she watered the camels also.44



(Gen. 24:45-46)

















that Cain rose up against Abel his brother, 
and he killed him. 
And it happened while they were in the field

Then the LORD said to Cain:
“Where is Abel your brother?”45





And he said:
“I don’t know.
Am I my brother’s keeper?”



Then He said:
“What have you done?
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The voice of your brother’s blood
cries out to me from the ground.” (Gen. 4:8-10)

And thus he would do year after year,



whenever he took her up to the house of the LORD.
Thus also she would provoke her



46



















41

This relative pronoun sentence is imbedded in the previous sentence as a modifier of the predicate complement. Relative pronoun sentences do not count as separate sentences because they are imbedded.
42

This participle sentence (X + qotel) provides the initial event of the sequence.

43

This copulative sentence provides background and does not interrupt the sequence of events.

44

This aspectually perfect sentence provides closure to the sequence.

45

The sentence has been transformed into a question.

46

This dependent sentence provides background information.
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Then Elkanah her husband would say to her, Hannah: 

“Why do you keep weeping?

And why don’t you ever eat?

And why is your heart grieved?

Am I not better to you than ten sons?” (1 Sam. 1:7-8) 
And she would cry
And she would not eat










And it happened at the end of forty days,
that Noah opened the window of the ark
that he had made.
And he sent out the raven.
And it went out, going out and coming back,
until the waters dried up from the earth. (Gen. 8:6-7)







(ii) Present Time:47





The LORD kills and He makes alive.


(1 Sam. 2:6)

He brings down to the grave,
and He raises up






He makes nations great,
and He destroys them;
He enlarges nations,





and He guides them. (Job 12:23)






The voice of the LORD breaks the cedars,
then the LORD shatters the cedars of Lebanon.
(Psa. 29:5)







(iii) Future Time:48



For unto us a Child is born,
Unto us a Son is given;
And the government will be upon His shoulder.
And His name will be called Wonderful, Counselor,
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.
(Isa. 9:5)













You children of Zion be glad then,
And rejoice in the LORD your God;
For He has given you the former rain faithfully,

47
















This example is from poetry; but it demonstrates that the use of Waw consecutive in poetry is much like
that in prose.
48

JM § 118s.
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And He will cause the rain to come down for you—
The former rain, And the latter rain in the first month.
(Joel 2:23)
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20.3.18 Sentence Type Vdp0—hyh (X) qotel
Hyh (X) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb in first position serving as an
auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3). This is a rare
sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only eight times, probably because the auxiliary has
usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state of the semantic context.
The temporal context is past time.

ל־ה ֲח ָ֗מֹור וְׁ י ֶ ֹֹ֙ר ֶד ֹ֙ת ְׁב ֵ ִ֣ס ֶתר ָה ֵָּ֔הר
ַ וְׁ ָה ַָּ֞יה ִ ִ֣היא׀ ר ֶֹכ ִֶ֣בת ַ ָּֽע
אתּה וַ ִת ְׁפ ֶֹּ֖גש א ָ ָֹּֽתם׃
ָ֑ ָ וְׁ ִה ֵנָּ֤ה ָדוִ ֹ֙ד וַ ֲאנָ ֵָּ֔שיו י ְֹׁר ִ ֶ֖דים ִל ְׁק ָר
And she was riding on the donkey, and she was going down under cover of the hill;
and there were David and his men, coming down toward her, and she met them. (1 Sam. 25:20)
[The auxilliary for the subsequent participles was elided as redundant]

ים
ֹ֙ ִת־הזְׁ ֵקנ
ַ וַ יִ ּוָ ַּ֞ ַעץ ַה ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ְׁר ַח ְׁב ָ֗ ָעם ֶא
מר
ֹ ָ֑ מה ָא ִֵּ֔ביו ִ ָּֽב ְׁהי ֵֹ֥תֹו ַ ֶ֖חי ֵלא
ֹ ִ֣ ת־פנֵ ֹ֙י ְׁשֹל
ְׁ ֲא ֶשר־ ָהיִ֣ ּו ע ְֹׁמ ִ ָ֗דים ֶא
ם־ה ֶזֶ֖ה ָד ָ ָּֽבר׃
ַ ת־ה ָע
ָּֽ ָ ֹוע ִֵּ֔צים ְׁל ָה ִ ֵ֥שיב ֶא
ָ ֵָּֽ ַ֚איְך ַא ֶ ִ֣תם נ
Then King Rehoboam consulted the elders
who were standing before his father Solomon while he still lived, and he said,
"How do you advise me to answer these people?" (1 Kgs. 12:6)

ים ְׁמ ַב ְׁק ִ ִ֣שים ֵּ֔ ֶל ֶחם
ֹ֙ ל־ע ָ ָּ֤מּה נֶ ֱאנָ ִח
ַ ָכ
א ֶכל ְׁל ָה ִ ִ֣שיב ָנ ֶָ֑פש
ֹ ֶ֖ יהם ְׁב
ָ֛ ֶ נָ ְׁתנֵ֧ ּו ַמ ֲח ַמ ֵד
זֹול ָ ָּֽלה׃
ֵ ֶ֖יתי
ִ ִיטה ִ ֵ֥כי ָהי
ָ ְׁר ֵ ָּ֤אה יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ְׁ ָּֽו ַה ִֵּ֔ב
All her people sigh, They seek bread;
They have given their valuables for food to restore life.
"See, O LORD, and consider, For I am being scorned." (Lam. 1:11)

20.3.19 Sentence Type Vdp1—X hyh (X) qotel
X hyh (X) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb in the non-initial position
serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3).
This too is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only 36 times, probably because the
auxiliary has usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state of the semantic context. The temporal context is past time.
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ירם ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ְׁב ֵבִ֣ית ַה ָ֑סֹ ַהר
ֵּ֔ ִ ל־ה ֲא ִס
ִ֣ ָ ד־יֹוסף ֵ ַ֚את ָכ
ֵֵּ֔
ַית־ה ֹ֙ס ֹ ַה ֹ֙ר ְׁבי
ַ וַ יִ ֵַּ֞תן ַ ָּ֤שר ֵב
ים ֵָּ֔שם ֶ֖הּוא ָה ָיֵ֥ה ע ֶ ָֹּֽשה׃
ֹ֙ ל־א ֶ ָּ֤שר ע ִֹש
ֲ וְׁ ֵֹ֙את ָכ
And the keeper of the prison committed to Joseph's hand all the prisoners who were in the prison;
whatever they did there, it was his doing. (Gen. 39:22)

ת־צ ֹאן יִ ְׁת ֵ֥רֹו ח ְֹׁתנֶ֖ ֹו כ ֵ ִֹ֣הן ִמ ְׁד ָ ָ֑יֶּֽן
ָ֛ ּומ ֶָֹ֗שה ָה ָיֵ֥ה ר ֶֹעָ֛ה ֶא
ֹלהים ח ֵ ָֹּֽר ָבה׃
ֶ֖ ִ ל־הר ָה ֱא
ֵ֥ ַ אן ַא ַ ִ֣חר ַה ִמ ְׁד ֵָּ֔בר וַ יָ ָ֛ב ֹא ֶא
ֹ֙ ֹ ת־הצ
ַ וַ יִ נְׁ ַ ָּ֤הג ֶא
Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian.
And he led the flock to the back of the desert, and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. (Exod. 3:1)

מר
ֹ ָ֑ ר־א ְׁב ֵנִ֣ר ָה ֵָּ֔יה ִעם־זִ ְׁק ֵנֵ֥י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ֵלא
ַ ְּׁוד ַב
יכם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ת־דִוָ֛ד ְׁל ֶ ֶ֖מ ֶלְך ֲע ֵל
ָ יתם ְׁמ ַב ְׁק ִ ֵ֧שים ֶא
ֶַּ֞ ִם־ש ְׁל ֵּ֔ש ֹם ֱהי
ִ ַם־תמֹולֹ֙ ּג
ְׁ ַּג
Now Abner had communicated with the elders of Israel, saying,
"In time past you were seeking for David to be king over you. (2 Sam. 3:17)

20.3.20 Sentence Type Vdpw—wehyh (X) qotel
Wehyh (X) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb in the first position with Waw
consecutive serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect
(§ 5.6.5.3). This too is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only 14 times, probably
because the auxiliary has usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state
of the semantic context. The temporal context is future time.

וְׁ ָהיִ֣ ּו ַה ְׁכ ֻר ִבים פ ְֹׁר ֵ ֹ֙שי ְׁכנָ ֜ ַפיִ ם ְׁל ַָ֗מ ְׁע ָלה
ל־ה ַכ ֵּ֔ ֹפ ֶרת
ַ יה ֹ֙ם ַע
ֶ ס ְֹׁכ ִ ָּ֤כים ְׁב ַכנְׁ ֵפ
ל־א ִ ָ֑חיו
ָ יהם ִ ִ֣איש ֶא
ֶ֖ ֶ ֵּופנ
ְׁ
ל־ה ַכ ֵּ֔ ֹפ ֶרת יִ ְׁהיֶ֖ ּו ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י ַה ְׁכ ֻר ִ ָּֽבים׃
ַ ֶא
"And the cherubim shall be stretching out their wings above,
covering the mercy seat with their wings,
and they shall face one another;
the faces of the cherubim shall be toward the mercy seat. (Exod. 25:20)

שש ַ ָּֽב ָצ ֳּה ַ ָ֗ריִ ם ַכ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר יְׁ ַמ ֵ ָּ֤שש ָה ִעּוֵ ֹ֙ר ָב ֲא ֵפ ֵּ֔ ָלה
ִ֣ ֵ ית ְׁמ ַמ
ָ וְׁ ָה ִ֜י
ת־ד ָר ֶכָ֑יך
ְׁ וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ַת ְׁצ ִ ֶ֖ל ַיח ֶא
מֹוש ַיע׃
ָּֽ ִ ל־היָ ִ ֶ֖מים וְׁ ֵ ֵ֥אין
ַ ית ַ ִ֣אְך ָע ֵ֧שּוק וְׁ גָ זָ֛ ּול ָכ
ָ וְׁ ָה ִ֜י
"And you shall be groping at noonday, as a blind man gropes in darkness;
you shall not prosper in your ways;
you shall be only oppressed and plundered continually,
and no one shall save you. (Deut. 28:29)
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20.3.21 Sentence Type Vdi0—yhyh (X) qotel
Yhyh (X) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb in the first position serving as
an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3). This is a
rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only 17 times, probably because the auxiliary
has usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state of the semantic context.
The temporal context is future time.

ד־עֹולם׃
ָּֽ ָ
הוִ֣ה ְׁמב ָ ָֹ֑רְך ֵ ָּֽ֜מ ַע ָָ֗תה וְׁ ַע
ָ ְׁשם י
ִ֣ ֵ יְׁ ִ ָּ֤הי
Let the name of the LORD be continually blessed from now and forever (Psa. 113:2)

ּומ ָ ֶ֖שם יִ ָק ֶ ָּֽחך׃
ִ ֹלהיך
ֵֶּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְִׁאם־יִ ְׁה ֶיֵ֥ה ִ ָּֽנ ֶַּֽד ֲחךֶ֖ ִב ְׁק ֵצִ֣ה ַה ָש ָ ָ֑מיִ ם ִמ ָָ֗שם יְׁ ַק ֶב ְׁצ ֹ֙ך י
"If any of you shall be driven out to the farthest parts under heaven,
from there the LORD your God will gather you,
and from there He will bring you. (Deut. 30:4)

ים ש ְֹׁמ ִ ִ֣רים ַה ְׁש ָע ִ ֵּ֔רים ְׁל ַק ֵ ֶ֖דש ֶאת־יִ֣ ֹום ַה ַש ָ ָ֑בת
ֹ֙ ּוב ִא
ָ ים
ֹ֙ וָ א ְֹׁמ ָ ִ֣רה ַל ְׁלוִ ִָ֗ים ֲא ֶֹ֙שר יִ ְָּֽׁהיָּ֤ ּו ִ ָּֽמ ַט ֲה ִר
ּוסה ָע ַלֶ֖י ְׁכ ֵ֥ר ֹב ַח ְׁס ֶ ָּֽדך׃
ָ ֹלהי וְׁ ֵ֥ח
ֵַּ֔ ה־לי ֱא
ִ֣ ִ את זָ ְׁכ ָר
ֹ֙ ֹ ּגַ ם־ז
And I commanded the Levites that they should be cleansing themselves,
and going and guarding the gates, to sanctify the Sabbath day.
Remember me, O my God, concerning this also,
and spare me according to the greatness of Your mercy! (Neh. 13:22)
[The copulative auxilliary verb was elided with the second and third participle
because of redundancy, creating a compound verb phrase.]

20.3.22 Sentence Type Vdi1—X yhyh (X) qotel
X yhyh (X) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb in the non-initial position
serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3).
This is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only two times, probably because the
auxiliary has usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state of the semantic context. The temporal context is future time.

יהם ַאל־יְׁ ִ ֵ֥הי י ֵ ָֹּֽשב׃
ֶָ֗ י־ט ָיר ָ ֵ֥תם נְׁ ַש ָ ָ֑מה ְׁ֜ב ָא ֳּה ֵל
ָּֽ ִ ְׁת ִה
Let their dwelling place be desolate; Let no one be dwelling in their tents. (Psa. 69:25)
[The first sentence is type Vdi0]

אמ ֵ֥רּו זִ ְׁק ֵנָּֽי־גִ ְׁל ָ ֶ֖עד ֶאל־יִ ְׁפ ָ ָ֑תח
ְׁ ֹ וַ י
ינֹותינּו
ֵֵּ֔ הוה יִ ְׁה ֶיָּ֤ה ש ֵֹֹ֙מ ַ ֹ֙ע ֵ ָּֽב
ָ֗ ָ ְׁי
ם־ל ֹא ִכ ְׁד ָב ְׁרךֶ֖ ֵ ֵ֥כן נַ ֲע ֶ ָּֽשה׃
ֵ֥ ִא
And the elders of Gilead said to Jephthah,
"The LORD will be listening between us,
if we do not do according to your words." (Judg. 11:10)
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20.3.23 Sentence Type Vdiw—wayyhyh (X) qotel
Wayyhyh (X) qotel— this sentence type has the copulative verb in the first position with
Waw consecutive, serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative
aspect (§ 5.6.5.3). This also is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only 58 times,
probably because the auxiliary has usually been elided, being redundant or anticipated by the current state of the semantic context. The temporal context is future time.

ת־חנָ֑ ֹוְך
ֲ ת־א ְׁש ֵּ֔תֹו וַ ַ ֶ֖ת ַהר וַ ֵ ִ֣ת ֶלד ֶא
ִ וַ יֵ ָּ֤ ֶַּֽדע ַ ֹ֙קיִ ֹ֙ן ֶא
שם ָה ֵּ֔ ִעיר ְׁכ ֵ ֶ֖שם ְׁבנֵ֥ ֹו ֲחנָּֽ ֹוְך׃
ִ֣ ֵ הי ִ֣בֹנֶ ה ֵּ֔ ִעיר וַ יִ ְׁק ָר ֹ֙א
ֹ֙ ִ ְַׁוֶָּּֽֽי
And Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch.
And he was building a city, and called the name of the city after the name of his son--Enoch. (Gen. 4:17)

עֹולה
ָ ֵּ֔ מּואלֹ֙ ַמ ֲע ֶלִ֣ה ָה
ֵ וַ יְׁ ִ ָּ֤הי ְׁש
ּופ ִל ְׁש ִ ִ֣תים נִ ּגְׁ ֵּ֔שּו ַל ִמ ְׁל ָח ָ ֶ֖מה ְׁביִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָ֑אל
ְׁ
ים
ֹ֙ ל־פ ִל ְׁש ִת
ְׁ ביֹום ַה ָּ֤הּוא ַע
ֹ֙ ַ קֹול־ּגדֹול
ֶָ֠
הוִ֣ה׀ ְׁב
ָ ְׁוַ יַ ְׁר ֵעִ֣ם י
וַ יְׁ ֻה ֵֵּ֔מם וַ יִ נָ גְׁ ֶ֖פּו ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ָּֽאל׃
Now as Samuel was offering up the burnt offering,
the Philistines drew near to battle against Israel.
But the LORD thundered with a loud thunder upon the Philistines that day,
and so confused them that they were overcome before Israel. (1 Sam. 7:10)

יתם וַ יִ ְׁת ַּ֕ ֵלם ַ ֶ֖על ֲח ִמ ָ ִ֣שה ֵע ִ ָ֑צים
ֵֵּ֔ י־כן וַ יְׁ ִמ
ֹ֙ ֵ הֹוש ַע ַ ָּֽא ֲח ֵר
ָּ֤ ֻ ְׁוַ יַ ֹ֙ ֵכם י
ד־ה ָ ָּֽע ֶרב׃
ָ ל־ה ֵע ִ ֶ֖צים ַע
ָ וַ יִ ְָּֽׁהיָ֛ ּו ְׁתלּויִ ֵ֥ם ַע
And afterward Joshua struck them and killed them, and hanged them on five trees;
and they were hanging on the trees until evening. (Josh. 10:26)

20.3.24 Sentence Type Vdy0—( יֵ שX) qotel

( יֵ שX) qotel—this sentence type has the copulative verb substitute  §( יֵ ש4.3.7) in the first
position—evidently by necessity—serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§ 5.6.5.3). This is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only
17 times. The temporal context is present time.

ֹלהי ֲאד ִֹנִ֣י ַא ְׁב ָר ֵָּ֔הם
ֹ֙ ֵ ל־ה ָ ָ֑עיִ ן וָ א ַָֹ֗מר יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ֱא
ָ וָ ָא ֵ֥ב ֹא ַהיֶ֖ ֹום ֶא
יה׃
ָ ִאם־יֶ ְׁשך־נָ ֹ֙א ַמ ְׁצ ִ ִ֣ל ַיח ַד ְׁר ִֵּ֔כי ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָאנ ִ ֶֹ֖כי ה ֵֹלְֵ֥ך ָע ֶ ָּֽל
"And this day I came to the well and said, `O LORD God of my master Abraham,
please if You are prospering the way in which I go, (Gen. 24:42)
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א ֶכל׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֶ֖ת־א ִ ֶ֖חינּו ִא ָ ָ֑תנּו נֵ ְׁר ָ ַּ֕דה וְׁ נִ ְׁש ְׁב ָ ֵ֥רה ְׁלך
ָ ִאם־יֶ ְׁשךָ֛ ְׁמ ַש ֵל ֵַ֥ח ֶא
"If you are sending our brother with us, we will go down and buy you food. (Gen. 43:4)

מֹוש ַיע ְׁביָ ִ ָ֛די ֶאת־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ַכ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִד ַ ָּֽב ְׁר ָת׃
ֵ֧ ִ ֹלהים ִאם־יֶ ְׁש ַּ֞ך
ָ֑ ִ ל־ה ֱא
ָ אמר ּגִ ְׁד ֶ֖עֹון ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י
So Gideon said to God, "If You are saving Israel by my hand as You have said-- (Judg. 6:36)

ִ ָ֛כי יֵ ש ְׁ־ד ָב ִ ֵ֥רים ַה ְׁר ֵ ֶ֖בה ַמ ְׁר ִ ִ֣בים ָ ָ֑ה ֶבל ַמה־י ֵ ֶֹ֖תר ָל ָא ָ ָּֽדם׃
Since many things are increasing vanity, How is man the better? (Eccl. 6:11)

20.3.25 Sentence Type Vdy1—X ( יֵ שX) qotel
X ( יֵ שX) qotel—although theoretically possible, this sentence type does not occur.
20.3.26 Sentence Type Vdn0—( ֵאיןX) qotel

( ֵאיןX) qotel—this sentence type has the negative copulative verb substitute  ֵאיןin the first
position. It serves as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative aspect (§
5.6.5.3, 11.5.2, 13.1.2). This is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only 156 times.
The temporal context is present time.

ֶ֖יה ָמ ְׁר ֳּד ָכָ֑י
ָ ת־ע ֵָּ֔מּה ַכ ֲא ֶ ָ֛שר ִצָּוֵ֥ה ָע ֶל
ַ ֹול ְׁד ָת ֹּ֙ה וְׁ ֶא
ַ ֵ ִ֣אין ֶא ְׁס ֵָ֗תר ַמ ֶ ָּּ֤ג ֶֶּֽדת ָּֽמ
ת־מ ֲא ַ ָּ֤מר ָמ ְׁר ֳּד ַ ֹ֙כי ֶא ְׁס ֵ ִ֣תר ע ֵָֹּ֔שה ַכ ֲא ֶ ָ֛שר ָהיְׁ ָ ֵ֥תה ְׁב ָא ְׁמ ָנֶ֖ה ִא ָּֽתֹו׃
ַ וְׁ ֶא
Now Esther was not revealing her family and her people, just as Mordecai had charged her,
for Esther obeyed the command of Mordecai as when she was brought up by him. (Est. 2:20)

יש ִ ָּֽכי־נָ ִ ִ֣ביא ֵּ֔הּוא וְׁ יִ ְׁת ַפ ֵלֵ֥ל ַ ָּֽב ַע ְׁדךֶ֖ ֶו ְָּֽׁח ֵיָ֑ה
ֹ֙ ת־ה ִא
ָ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ָה ֵ ָּ֤שב ֵ ָּֽא ֶש
ר־לְך׃
ָּֽ ָ ל־א ֶש
ֲ י־מֹות ָת ֵּ֔מּות ַא ָ ֶ֖תה וְׁ ָכ
ִ֣ וְׁ ִאם־ ֵ ָּֽאינְׁ ךִ֣ ֵמ ִָ֗שיב ַ ַ֚דע ִכ
"Now therefore, restore the man's wife;
for he is a prophet, and he will pray for you and you shall live.
But if you are not restoring her, know that you shall surely die, you and all who are yours." (Gen. 20:7)

מר ַֹ֚כה ָא ַ ִ֣מר ַפ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה ֵא ֶינָ֛נִ י נ ֵ ֵֹ֥תן ָל ֶכֶ֖ם ֶ ָּֽת ֶבן׃
ֹ ָ֑ ל־ה ָ ֶ֖עם ֵלא
ָ אמ ֵ֥רּו ֶא
ְׁ ֹ וַ יֵֹ֙ ְׁצ ֜אּו נֹגְׁ ֵ ָּ֤שי ָה ָע ֹ֙ם וְׁ ִ֣ש ֹ ְׁט ָ ֵּ֔ריו וַ י
And the taskmasters of the people and their officers went out and spoke to the people, saying,
"Thus says Pharaoh: `I am not giving you straw. (Exod. 5:10)

ַא ֶָ֗תם ְׁל ֹ֙כּו ְׁק ָּ֤חּו ָל ֶכ ֹ֙ם ֵֶּ֔ת ֶבן ֵמ ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ִת ְׁמ ָצָ֑אּו ִ ִ֣כי ֵ ֵ֥אין נִ גְׁ ָ ָ֛רע ֵמ ֲעב ַֹד ְׁת ֶכֶ֖ם ָד ָ ָּֽבר׃
`Go, get yourselves straw where you can find it; yet none of your work is being reduced.'" (Exod. 5:11)

ד־בֹוש וְׁ ִה ֵנָ֛ה ֵא ֶינֵ֥נּו ֹפ ֵ ֶ֖ת ַח ַד ְׁל ִ֣תֹות ָ ָּֽה ֲע ִליָ ָ֑ה
ֵּ֔ וַ יָ ִ ִ֣חילּו ַע
יהם נ ֵ ֵֹ֥פל ַ ֶ֖א ְׁר ָצה ֵ ָּֽמת׃
ֵֶּ֔ ֵת־ה ַמ ְׁפ ֵֹ֙ת ַ ֹ֙ח וַ יִ ְׁפ ֵָּ֔תחּו וְׁ ִהנֵ ֹ֙ה ֲא ִ֣ד ֹנ
ַ וַ יִ ְׁק ָּ֤חּו ֶא
So they waited till they were embarrassed, and still he was not opening the doors of the upper room.
Therefore they took the key and opened them. And there was their master, fallen dead on the floor. (Judg. 3:25)
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20.3.27 Sentence Type Vdn1—X ( ֵאיןX) qotel
X ( ֵאיןX) qotel—this sentence type has the negative copulative verb substitute  ֵאיןin the
non-initial position, serving as an auxiliary to a following verbal participle expressing the durative
aspect (§ 5.6.5.3, 11.5.2, 13.1.2). This is a rare sentence type occurring in the Hebrew Bible only
26 times. The temporal context is current time.

מן ַל ֶ ִ֣מ ֶלְך ֲא ַח ְׁשוֵ ֵּ֔רֹוש
ֹ֙ ָ אמר ָה
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
כּותך
ָ֑ ֶ ּומפ ָֹר ֹ֙ד ֵבִ֣ין ָ ָּֽה ַע ִֵּ֔מים ְׁב ֶ֖כֹל ְׁמ ִדינִ֣ ֹות ַמ ְׁל
ְׁ ם־א ָָ֗חד ְׁמ ֻפ ָזָּ֤ר
ֶ יֶ ְׁשנִ֣ ֹו ַע
ת־ד ֵ ָּ֤תי ַה ֶֹ֙מ ֶל ְֹ֙ך ֵא ָינִ֣ם ע ִֵֹּ֔שים
ָ ל־עם וְׁ ֶא
ָ ָ֗ יהם ש ֹנִ֣ ֹות ִמ ָכ
ֶַּ֞ וְׁ ָד ֵת
יחם׃
ָּֽ ָ ִוְׁ ַל ֶ ֵ֥מ ֶלְך ֵאין־שֶֹוֶ֖ה ְׁל ַהנ
Then Haman said to King Ahasuerus,
"There is a certain people scattered and dispersed among the people in all the provinces of your kingdom;
their laws are differing from all other people's,
and they are not keeping the king's laws.
Therefore it is not fitting for the king to let them remain. (Est. 3:8)

הוָ֛ה ֲא ֵל ֶיכֶ֖ם ִמ ִ֣תֹוְך ָה ֵ ָ֑אש
ָ ְׁוַ יְׁ ַד ֵ ֵ֧בר י
ים ַא ֶ ִ֣תם ש ְֹׁמ ֵּ֔ ִעים
ֹ֙ ָּ֤קֹול ְׁד ָב ִר
זּול ִ ֵ֥תי ָּֽקֹול׃
ָ מּונָ֛ה ֵאינְׁ ֶ ֵ֥כם ר ִ ֶֹ֖אים
ָ ּו ְׁת
"And the LORD spoke to you out of the midst of the fire.
You were hearing the sound of the words,
But you were not seeing a form; you only heard a voice. (Deut. 4:12)

ֹהן וְׁ ַל ִ֣כֹ ֲה ִֵּ֔נים
ֹ֙ ֵ הֹואש ִליהֹויָ ָ ָּ֤דע ַהכ
ָ֜ ְׁוַ יִ ְׁק ָרא ַה ֶֹ֙מ ֶלְך י
ת־ב ִֶ֣דק ַה ָ ָ֑ביִ ת
ֶ אמר ֲא ֵל ֵֶּ֔הם ַמ ָ֛ד ַּוע ֵאינְׁ ֶ ֵ֥כם ְׁמ ַחזְׁ ִ ֶָ֖קים ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
י־ל ֶ ֵ֥ב ֶדק ַה ַ ֶ֖ביִ ת ִת ְׁת ֻנָּֽהּו׃
ְׁ יכם ִ ָּֽכ
ֵֶּ֔ חּו־כ ֶס ֹ֙ף ֵמ ֵ ִ֣את ַמ ָ ָּֽכ ֵר
ֶ ֹ֙ ל־ת ְׁק
ִ וְׁ ַע ָָ֗תה ַא
So King Jehoash called Jehoiada the priest and the other priests,
and said to them, "Why are you not repairing the damages of the temple?
Now therefore, do not take more money from your constituency,
but deliver it for repairing the damages of the temple." (2 Kgs. 12:8)

ת־אש ִמ ִ֣תֹוְך ַה ְׁס ֶנָ֑ה
ֶ֖ ֵ הֹוֵ֥ה ֵא ָלָ֛יו ְׁב ַל ַב
ָ ְַׁוֶ֠יֵ ָרא ַמ ְׁל ַֹ֙אְך י
וַ ַָ֗י ְׁרא וְׁ ִה ֵנָּ֤ה ַה ְׁסנֶ ֹ֙ה ב ֵֹעִ֣ר ָב ֵֵּ֔אש וְׁ ַה ְׁס ֶנֶ֖ה ֵא ֶינֵ֥נּו ֻא ָ ָּֽכל׃
And the Angel of the LORD appeared to him in a flame of fire from the midst of a bush. So he looked, and behold,
the bush was burning with fire, but the bush was not being consumed. (Exod. 3:2)

20.3.28 Sentence Type Vde0—qotel
Qotel—this sentence type has a verbal participle in first position because the subject was
elided or the verb was granted first position prominence. It expresses the durative aspect. It may
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be assumed that the associated copulative auxiliary verb has been elided because of redundancy.
This sentence type occurs in all ten literary types although never as a significant characteristic of
any. It provides supplementary information about some ongoing background events. The time may
be timeless [i], past [ii], present [iii], or future [iv], depending on the time frame that has been
established in the context.
(i) Timeless

ע ֶ ָֹ֛שה ִמ ְׁש ַ ֵ֥פט יָ ֶ֖תֹום וְׁ ַא ְׁל ָמ ָנָ֑ה וְׁ א ֵ ִֹ֣הב ֵּ֔ ֵּגר ָ ֵ֥ל ֶתת לֶ֖ ֹו ֶל ֵֶ֥חם וְׁ ִש ְׁמ ָ ָּֽלה׃
"He administers justice for the fatherless and the widow,
and loves the stranger, giving him food and clothing. (Deut. 10:18)

(ii) Past Time

ל־ב ָש ֹ֙ר ָ ִ֣בא ְׁל ָפ ֵַּ֔ני
ָ ֹלהים ְׁלֶּֽ ָ֗נ ֹ ַח ֵ ָּ֤קץ ָכ
ִ֜ אמר ֱא
ֶ ֹ וַ ֹ֙י
יהם
ָ֑ ֶ ֵי־מ ְׁל ָ ֵ֥אה ָה ָ ָ֛א ֶרץ ָח ָ ֶ֖מס ִמ ְׁפנ
ָ ִ ָּֽכ
ת־ה ָ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃
ָ יתם ֶא
ֶ֖ ָ וְׁ ִהנְׁ ִ ֵ֥ני ַמ ְׁש ִח
And God said to Noah, "The end of all flesh has come before Me,
for the earth is filled with violence through them;
and behold, I am destroying them with the earth. (Gen. 6:13)

(iii) Present Time

יֹום ֲא ָכ ְׁל ֶכִ֣ם ִמ ֵֶּ֔מנּו וְׁ נִ ְׁפ ְׁק ֶ֖חּו ֵ ָּֽעינֵ ֶיכָ֑ם
ֹ֙ ֹלהים ִָ֗כי ְׁב
ִֵּ֔ ִ ַ֚כי י ֵ ִֹ֣ד ַע ֱא
אֹלהים י ְֹׁד ֵ ֶ֖עי ֵ֥טֹוב וָ ָ ָּֽרע׃
ִֵּ֔ ית ֹ֙ם ֵ ָּֽכ
ֶ ִוִ ְׁהי
"For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened,
and you will be like God, knowing good and evil." (Gen. 3:5)

(iv) Future Time

אד
ֹ ָ֑ יר ָכ ֵעִ֣ת ָמ ֵָּ֔חר ָב ָ ֶ֖רד ָכ ֵבִ֣ד ְׁמ
ֹ֙ ִהנְׁ ִנָּ֤י ַמ ְׁמ ִט
ד־ע ָתה׃
ָּֽ ָ ן־היֵ֥ ֹום ִהּוָ ְׁס ָ ֶ֖דה וְׁ ַע
ַ הּו ְׁב ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֵּ֔ריִ ם ְׁל ִמ
ֹ֙ ֹ א־ה ָיָּ֤ה ָכ ֹ֙מ
ָ ֹ ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ל
"Behold, tomorrow about this time I am causing very heavy hail to rain down,
such as has not been in Egypt since its founding until now. (Exod. 9:18)

(iv) Introducing a sequence of predictive future events:











“Behold, I will make you fruitful 

and I will multiply you, 

and I will make of you a multitude of people, 

and I will give this land to your descendants 

after you as an everlasting possession.” (Gen. 48:4) 
And He said to me,
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20.3.29 Sentence Type Vde1—X qotel
X qotel—this sentence type has a verbal participle in the non-initial position expressing
the durative aspect. It may be assumed that the associated copulative auxiliary verb has been elided
because of redundancy. This sentence type occurs in all ten literary type although never as a significant characteristic of any. It provides supplementary information about some ongoing background events. The time may be timeless [i], past [ii], present [iii], or future [iv], depending on the
time frame that has been established in the context.
(i) Timeless:

אב ָ ָּֽמיִ ם׃
ֹ ֵ֥ את ִל ְׁש
ֹ ֶ֖ שי ָה ֵּ֔ ִעיר י ְֹׁצ
ִ֣ ֵ ְׁנֹות ַאנ
ֹ֙ ּוב
ְׁ ל־עִ֣ין ַה ָ ָ֑מיִ ם
ֵ ִה ֵנָ֛ה ָאנ ִ ֵֹ֥כי נִ ָ ֶ֖צב ַע
"Behold, I am standing by the well of water,
and the daughters of the men of the city are coming out to draw water. (Gen. 24:13)

(ii) Past Time:



And the earth was formless and empty, and darkness was on the surface of the deep;
and the Spirit of God was hovering over the surface of the waters. (Gen. 1:2)



Then the LORD appeared to him by the terebinth trees of Mamre,
and he was sitting in the door of the tent about the heat of the day. (Gen. 18:1)


And Rebekah was listening while Isaac spoke to his son Esau. (Gen. 27:5)

(iii) Present Time:



Then he said to them, “Is he well?” And they said, “He is well,
and look, his daughter Rachel is coming with the sheep.” (Gen. 29:6)



And it was told to Tamar, saying,
“Look, your father-in-law is going up to Timnah to shear his sheep.” (Gen. 38:13)


For the LORD your God is bringing you to a good land. (Deut. 8:7)

(iv) Future Time:


And Mepibosheth shall eat [lit. be eating] at my table
like one of the king’s sons (2 Sam. 9:11)
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After that you shall come to the hill of God where the Philistine garrison is.
And it will happen, when you have come there to the city,
that you will meet a group of prophets coming down from the high place
with a stringed instrument, a tambourine, a flute, and a harp before them;
and they will be prophesying. (1 Sam. 10:5)




Thus says the LORD:
“By this you shall know that I am the LORD:
Behold, I will strike [lit. am striking] with the staff that is in My hand
the water that is in the Nile.” (Exod. 7:17)

20.3.30 Sentence Type Vdqc0—qotel (X) Cop
Qotel (X) Cop—this sentence type is like type Vdp0 except that the participle has been
granted first position prominence; the copulative auxiliary follows later in the sentence. It occurs
in eight of the ten literary types, not being found in the descriptive list type and the expository
prose type—although never as a significant characteristic of any. It provides supplementary information about some ongoing background events.

רּוש ָ ָּֽלם׃
ָ ְֶֹּׁ֭ע ְׁמדֹות ָהיִ֣ ּו ַרגְׁ ֵלָ֑ינּו ִ֜ב ְׁש ָע ַ ָ֗ריִ ְך י
Our feet have been standing Within your gates, O Jerusalem! (Psa. 122:2)

ֹלהיך ַב ִמ ְׁד ָ ָ֑בר
ֶ֖ ֶ הוה ֱא
ֵ֥ ָ ְׁר־ה ְׁק ַצ ְָׁ֛פ ָת ֶאת־י
ִ ל־ת ְׁש ֵַּ֔כח ֵ ֵ֧את ֲא ֶש
ִ זְׁ כ ֹֹ֙ר ַא
ד־ה ָמ ִ֣קֹום ַה ֵֶּ֔זה
ַ ִ֣את׀ ֵמ ֶ ִ֣א ֶרץ ִמ ְׁצ ַ ָ֗ריִ ם ַעד־ ָּֽבֹ ֲא ֶכ ֹ֙ם ַע
ָ ן־היַּ֞ ֹום ֲא ֶשר־יָ ָצ
ַ ְׁל ִמ
הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁיתם ִעם־י
ֶ֖ ֶ ִַמ ְׁמ ִ ֵ֥רים ֱהי
"Remember! Do not forget how you provoked the LORD your God to wrath in the wilderness.
From the day that you departed from the land of Egypt until you came to this place,
you have been rebelling against the LORD. (Deut. 9:7)

ל־ש ֵּ֔אּול ר ֹ֙ ֶֹעה ָה ָיֵ֧ה ַע ְׁב ְׁדךָ֛ ְׁל ָא ִ ֶ֖ביו ַב ָ֑צ ֹאן
ָ אמר ָדוִ ֹ֙ד ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
ת־ה ֵּ֔דֹוב וְׁ נָ ָ ֵ֥שא ֶ ֶ֖שה ֵמ ָה ֵ ָּֽע ֶדר׃
ַ ּובא ָ ָּֽה ֲא ִ ֹ֙רי וְׁ ֶא
ָּ֤ ָ
But David said to Saul, "Your servant was keeping his father's sheep,
and when a lion or a bear came and took a lamb out of the flock, (1 Sam. 17:34)
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20.3.31 Sentence Type Vdqc1—X qotel (X) Cop
X qotel (X) Cop—this sentence type is like type Vdqc0 except that some other constituent
has been granted first position prominence; the copulative auxiliary follows later in the sentence.
It occurs in only five of the ten literary types, never as a significant characteristic of any. It provides
supplementary information about some ongoing background events.

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁיתם ֶאת־י
ֶ֖ ֶ ִּוב ִק ְׁב ֶ֖ר ֹת ַ ָּֽה ַת ֲאָוָ֑ה ַמ ְׁק ִצ ִ ֵ֥פים ֱהי
ְׁ ּוב ַמ ֵָּ֔סה
ְׁ ּו ְׁב ַת ְׁב ֵע ָר ֹ֙ה
"Also at Taberah and Massah and Kibroth Hattaavah you were provoking the LORD to wrath. (Deut. 9:22)

ל־א ֶשת ֵר ֵ ֶ֖עהּו יִ ְׁצ ָ ָּֽהלּו׃
ֵ֥ ֵ סּוסים ְׁמיֻ זָ ִנֶ֖ים ַמ ְׁש ִ ִ֣כים ָהיָ֑ ּו ִ ָ֛איש ֶא
ֵ֥ ִ
They were like well-fed lusty stallions; Every one was neighing after his neighbor's wife. (Jer. 5:8)

אמר ֵא ֜ ַלי יְׁ ה ָ ָ֗וה ַה ַ ִ֣ש ַער ַהזֶ ה ָס ֹ֙גּור יִ ְׁה ֶ֜יה ִ֣ל ֹא יִ ָפ ֵָ֗ת ַח
ֶ ֹ וַ ֹ֙י
ֹלהי־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל ָבִ֣א ָ֑בֹו וְׁ ָה ָיֶ֖ה ָסגָּֽ ּור׃
ָּֽ ֵ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְׁא־יִ֣בֹא ֵּ֔בֹו ִ ָ֛כי י
ָ ֹ יש ל
ֹ֙ וְׁ ִא
And the LORD said to me, "This gate shall be shut; it shall not be opened,
and no man shall enter by it, because the LORD God of Israel has entered by it;
therefore it shall be shut. (Ezek. 44:2)

זּובה ִ ָּֽת ְׁה ֵֶּ֔יה וְׁ ַא ְׁש ְׁקלֶ֖ ֹון ִל ְׁש ָמ ָ ָ֑מה
ִ֣ ָ ִ ָּ֤כי ַעזָ ֹ֙ה ֲע
ּוה וְׁ ֶע ְׁק ֶ֖רֹון ֵת ָע ֵ ָָּֽקר׃
ָ ַא ְׁש ָ֗דֹוד ַ ָּֽב ָצ ֳּה ַ ֹ֙ריִ ֹ֙ם יְׁ ָ ִ֣ג ְֶּֽׁר ֵּ֔ש
For Gaza shall be forsaken, And Ashkelon desolate;
They shall drive out Ashdod at noonday, And Ekron shall be uprooted. (Zeph. 2:4)

20.4 Types of Literary Structure
As previously stated, a discourse may be primarily (1) historical, declaring what happened; (2)
descriptive details, declaring the way things were or are; (3) descriptive lists, (4) procedural, declaring how to do something; (5) instructional, declaring how things are expected to be; (6) juridical, declaring how things must be; (7) predictive prose, declaring how things will be; (8) expository prose, explaining the meaning or intent of something, (9) expository poetry, and (10) predictive poetry. The text of the Hebrew Bible was divided into segments corresponding to the above
ten literary types. The content of these segments is recorded in Appendix Two. The frequency
distribution of the 31 different sentence types was derived for each of the ten literary types, and
those sentence types that are characteristic of each literary type were identified.
20.4.1 The Historical Narrative Type
Historical narrative presents the events and episodes of the past in an orderly fashion, usually in sequential order according to time. Table 20.8 lists the frequency distribution of the various
sentence types found in the historical narrative sections of the Hebrew Bible. As expected, the
Wayyqtl sentences (type Viw) dominate the distribution, occurring 31.5 % of the time. This is
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followed by verbless sentences (type Ve) occurring 24.3 % of the time, then followed by sentences
with perfect form of the verb (types Vp0 and Vp1) occurring 17.4 % of the time. These four sentence types account for 73.2 % of the text, and along with a high speech sentence density (8.1%),
a moderate imperative density (5.2%) and a moderate juxtaposition density (8.2%), may be regarded as constituting the distinguishing characteristic of historical narrative. Interestingly, sentences with the imperfect aspect (types Vi0, Vi1, and Vpw) occur 18.5 % of the time, leaving only
8.3 % for the remaining sentence types.
Total number of words = 196,335
Total number of speech words = 2,923
Total number of imperatives = 1,874
Total number of verses = 8,595
Total number of juxtaposition = 2,948
Average words per verse = 22.84
Average sentences per verse = 4.17
Average words per sentence = 5.49
Speech sentence density49 = 8.1%
Imperative density50 = 5.2%
Juxtaposition density51 = 8.15%

49

A speech sentence is one that contains the finite verb  ָא ַמרor ד ֶבר.ִ The density is the ratio of speech sentences to total sentences expressed in percentage. It is a rough measure of how much direct speech a literature type
contains.
50

The imperative density is the ratio of imperative sentences to total sentences expressed in percentage. In
this context, the verb of an imperative sentence is in its imperative form. In the statistics of this chapter, imperative
sentences are included among the sentences having the imperfect aspect.
51

The juxtaposition density is the ratio of asyndeton sentences to total sentences expressed in percentage.
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Table 20.8
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
For Historical Narrative
%

Type

Number

Type

Number

%

Viw

11,272

31.478

Cp0

97

0.271

Ve

8,718

24.346

Vdn0

53

0.148

Vp0

3,717

10.380

Cn1

51

0.142

Vi0

3,718

10.388

Vdiw

42

0.117

Vp1

2,498

6.976

Cy0

42

0.117

Vi1

1,729

4.828

Vdp1

26

0.073

Vpw

1,197

3.343

Vdn1

14

0.039

Ciw

741

2.069

Cy1

11

0.031

Vde1

663

1.851

Vdqc0

9

0.025

Vde0

396

1.106

Vdi1

9

0.025

Cp1

220

0.614

Vdi0

6

0.017

Cpw

207

0.578

Vdy0

6

0.017

Ci1

137

0.383

Vdp0

6

0.017

Cn0

114

0.318

Vdpw

3

0.008

Ci0

102

0.285

Vdqc1

3

0.008

Count =

30

Total =

35,807

In regard to the literary structure of a historical narrative, the narrative is initiated by an
event declared by a perfect aspect verbal sentence (type Vp0 or Vp1) set in past time by semantic
markers (as in Gen. 16:1), or by a perfect aspect copulative sentence (type Cp0 or Cp1 as in Gen.
15:1). Or it is initiated by a Wayyhyh sentence (type Ciw), usually with past time semantic markers
(cf. § 20.3.6). Where the time frame of the broader context is clearly past tense, the narrative may
begin with an initial Wayyqtl sentence (type Viw) as in the following example. The story line is
then carried on by Wayyqtl sentences (type Viw), placing each new event in its proper sequential
order. Each Wayyqtl sentence may be followed by any related background episodes or details. The
narrative ends with a closing event or other statement of closure.
In the examples of this section, the various sentence types are highlighted by the following
colors; those without color have special notation:
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wayyqtl Waw consecutive with imperfect (Viw)
Verbless sentence (Ve)
qtl perfect form of verb (Vp0 or Vp1)
yqtl imperfect form of verb (Vi0 or Vi1)
weqtl Waw consecutive with perfect (Vpw)
qotel durative aspect (Vde0 or Vde1)
(1) Then Jacob lifted his feet .................................................................................................

וַ יִ ָ ֵ֥שא יַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב ַרגְׁ ָלָ֑יו

(2) and he went to the land of the people of the East. ................................................... י־ק ֶדם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ְֵׁבנ
(3) 2And he looked

וַ יֵ ֶֶ֖לְך ַ ֵ֥א ְׁר ָצה

............................................................................................................................................................................................................

(4) and behold there was a well in the field; ..................................................................... ש ֶ ָ֗דה
ָ ַב
(5) and behold, there were three flocks of sheep lying by it;יה
ָ ָע ֵּ֔ ֶל
(6) for out of that well they watered the flocks. ...........................

וַ ַַּ֞י ְׁרא2

וְׁ ִה ֵנֵ֧ה ְׁב ֵ ִ֣אר

אן ר ְֹׁב ִ ִ֣צים
ֹ֙ ֹ ֹלשה ֶע ְׁד ֵרי־צ
ָּ֤ ָ ה־שם ְׁש
ַָּ֞ ֵוְׁ ִהנ

ן־ה ְׁב ֵ ִ֣אר ַה ִֵּ֔הוא יַ ְׁש ֶ֖קּו ָה ֲע ָד ִ ָ֑רים
ַ ִ ַ֚כי ִמ

(7) And a large stone was on the well's mouth. ....................................

ל־פי ַה ְׁב ֵ ָּֽאר׃
ֵ֥ ִ וְׁ ָה ֶ ֵ֥א ֶבן ּגְׁ ד ָֹלֶ֖ה ַע

(8) 3And all the flocks would be gathered there;............................................................
(9) and they would roll the stone from the well's mouth, ..................

ל־ה ֲע ָד ִ ָ֗רים
ָ פּו־ש ָמה ָכ
ִ֣ ָ  וְׁ נֶ ֶא ְׁס3

ת־ה ֶֹ֙א ֶ ֹ֙בן ֵמ ַעלֹ֙ ִ ִ֣פי ַה ְׁב ֵֵּ֔אר
ָ וְׁ גָ לֲ לָּ֤ ּו ֶא

(10) and they would water the sheep, ..........................................................................

ת־ה ָ֑צ ֹאן
ַ וְׁ ִה ְׁש ֶ֖קּו ֶא

ל־פי ַה ְׁב ֵ ֶ֖אר ִל ְׁמק ָ ָֹּֽמּה׃
ֵ֥ ִ ת־ה ֶ ָ֛א ֶבן ַע
ָ וְׁ ֵה ִ ֵ֧שיבּו ֶא
(11) and put the stone back in its place on the well's mouth....................................................................................
(12) 4And Jacob said to them, ............................................................................................................................................ יַ ֲע ֵּ֔קֹב
(13) "My brethren, where are you from?" ...........................................................................

אמר ָל ֶה ֹ֙ם
ֶ ֹ  וַ ָּ֤י4

ַא ַ ֶ֖חי ֵמ ַ ִ֣איִ ן ַא ֶ ָ֑תם

(14) And they said, ...................................................................................................................................
(15) "We are from Haran." ...................................................................................................... ָּֽחנּו׃
ְׁ ֲא ָנ

ֵמ ָח ָ ֶ֖רן

(16) 5Then he said to them, ..................................................................................................................................................................... ָל ֵֶּ֔הם
(17) "Do you know Laban the son of Nahor?" ................................................

אמ ֵּ֔רּו
ְׁ ֹ וַ ִ֣י
אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ ִ֣י5

ת־ל ָ ִ֣בן ֶבן־נָ ָ֑חֹור
ָ ַהיְׁ ַד ְׁע ֶ ֶ֖תם ֶא

(18) And they said, ................................................................................................................................... אמ ֶ֖רו
ְׁ ֹ וַ י
(19) "We know him." ............................................................................................................................

יָ ָ ָּֽד ְׁענּו׃

(20) 6So he said to them, .......................................................................................................................................................................... הם
ֶ֖ ֶ ָל
(21) "Is he well?" ............................................................................................................................ לָ֑ ֹו

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ ֵ֥י6

ֲה ָשלִ֣ ֹום

(22) And they said, ...................................................................................................................................

אמ ִ֣רּו
ְׁ ֹ וַ י
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(23) "He is well.......................................................................................................................................
(24) And look, his daughter Rachel is coming with the sheep." ........... ם־ה ָּֽצ ֹאן׃
ַ ִע

ָש ֵּ֔לֹום

וְׁ ִהנֵ ֹ֙ה ָר ֵ ִ֣חל ִב ֵּ֔תֹו ָב ָ ֶ֖אה

25) 7Then he said,.......................................................................................................................................................................................................... אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ ָ֗י7
(26) "Look, it is still high day;.........................................................................................
(27) it is not time for the cattle to be gathered together. .........................................

עֹוד ַהיִ֣ ֹום ּגָ ֵּ֔דֹול
ֹ֙ ֵ ֵ֥הן

א־עת ֵה ָא ֵ ִ֣סף ַה ִמ ְׁק ֶנָ֑ה
ֶ֖ ֵ ֹ ל

(28) Water the sheep,.................................................................................................................. ַה ֶ֖צ ֹאן

ַה ְׁש ֵ֥קּו

(29) and go feed them." .................................................................................................................................................................. ְׁר ָּֽעּו׃

ּול ֵ֥כּו
ְׁ

(30) 8But they said,.....................................................................................................................................................................................................

ִׁ֘אמרּו
ְׁ ֹ וַ י8

(31) "We cannot.................................................................................................................................
(32) until all the flocks are gathered together, ............................................
(33) and they have rolled the stone from the well's mouth; ...................

ל־ה ֲע ָד ִ ֵּ֔רים
ִ֣ ָ פּו ָכ
ֹ֙ ַעִ֣ד ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר יֵ ָ ָּֽא ְׁס

ת־ה ֵֶּ֔א ֶבן ֵמ ַ ֶ֖על ִ ִ֣פי ַה ְׁב ֵ ָ֑אר
ָ וְׁ ָ ָּֽגלֲ ֹ֙לּו ֶא

(34) then we may water the sheep.".....................................................................................

וְׁ ִה ְׁש ִ ֶָ֖קינּו ַה ָּֽצ ֹאן׃

(35) 9Now while he was still speaking with them, .............................................................................................. מם
ָ֑ ָ ִע
(36) Rachel came with her father's sheep, ..................................

נּוכל
ַ ִ֣ל ֹא

עֹודנּו ְׁמ ַד ֵבִ֣ר
ֶ֖ ֶ 9

יה
ָ שר ְׁל ָא ִֵּ֔ב
ִ֣ ֶ אן ֲא
ֹ֙ ֹ ם־הצ
ַ וְׁ ָר ֵ ִ֣חל׀ ָָ֗ב ָאה ִע

(37) for she was a shepherdess. ...........................................................................................

ִ ֵ֥כי ר ָ ֶֹ֖עה ִ ָּֽהוא׃

(38) 10And it came to pass, .......................................................................................................................................................................................... וַ יְׁ ִֶּ֡הי10
..................................... ִא ָ֑מֹו

ת־צ ֹאן ָל ָ ֶ֖בן ֲא ִ ִ֣חי
ֵ֥ ת־ל ָ ֹ֙בן ֲא ִ ִ֣חי ִא ֵּ֔מֹו וְׁ ֶא
ָ ת־ר ֵָ֗חל ַב
ָ ַכ ֲא ֶשר ָר ָֹ֙אה יַ ֲע ֜קֹב ֶא

(39) when Jacob saw Rachel, the daughter of Laban his mother's brother,
and the sheep of Laban his mother's brother, .................................................................................................
(40) that Jacob went near ...................................................................................................................
(41) and he rolled the stone from the well's mouth,......................................

וַ יִ ַּגִ֣ש יַ ֲע ָ֗קֹב

ת־ה ֶֹ֙א ֶ ֹ֙בן ֵמ ַעלֹ֙ ִ ִ֣פי ַה ְׁב ֵֵּ֔אר
ָ וַ יָ ֶָּּֽ֤גֶ ל ֶא

(42) and he watered the flock of Laban his mother's brother. ........................

ת־צ ֹאן ָל ָ ֶ֖בן ֲא ִ ֵ֥חי ִא ָּֽמֹו׃
ֵ֥ וַ ַַּ֕י ְׁש ְׁק ֶא

(43) 11Then Jacob kissed Rachel,................................................................................................................................... חל
ָ֑ ֵ ְׁל ָר

 וַ יִ ַ ֵ֥שק יַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב11

(44) and he lifted up his voice ................................................................................................... ֶאת־קֹלֶ֖ ֹו

וַ יִ ָ ֵ֥שא

(45) and he wept. ........................................................................................................................................

וַ יֵ ְָּֽׁבךְׁ ׃

(46) 12And Jacob told Rachel................................................................................................................................................ ְׁל ָר ֵָ֗חל
(47) that he was her father's relative .............................................................................. ֵּ֔הּוא
(48) and that he was Rebekah's son. ..............................................................................

וַ יַ ּגֵֹ֙ ד יַ ֲע ֜קֹב12

יה
ָֹ֙ ִ ִ֣כי ֲא ִ ָּ֤חי ָא ִֹ֙ב

ן־ר ְׁב ָ ֶָ֖קה ָ֑הּוא
ִ וְׁ ִ ֵ֥כי ֶב

(49) So she ran .............................................................................................................................................

וַ ָ ֶ֖ת ָרץ
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(50) and she told her father. ...........................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................

יה׃
ָ וַ ַת ֵּגֵ֥ד ְׁל ָא ִ ָּֽב

ן־אח ָֹ֗תֹו
ֲ ת־ש ַמע׀ יַ ֲע ִ֣קֹב ֶב
ִ֣ ֵ וַ יְׁ ִהי ִכ ְׁש ֹ֙מ ֹ ַע ָל ָ֜בן ֶא13

(51) 13Then it came to pass, when Laban heard the report about Jacob his sister's son, ......................................
(52) that he ran to meet him,........................................................................................................

אתֹו
ֹ֙ וַ יָ ָּ֤ ֶָּֽרץ ִל ְׁק ָר

(53) and he embraced him .................................................................................................................... ק־לֹו
ֹ֙ וַ יְׁ ַח ֶב
(54) and he kissed him,.........................................................................................................................
(55) and he brought him to his house. ..................................................................................
(56) So he told Laban all these things. ............................................

ק־לֹו
ֵּ֔ וַ יְׁ נַ ֶש

יתֹו
ָ֑ ל־ב
ֵ יאהּו ֶא
ֶ֖ ֵ וַ יְׁ ִב

ל־ה ְׁד ָב ִ ֶ֖רים ָה ֵ ָּֽא ֶלה׃
ַ וַ יְׁ ַס ֵפִ֣ר ְׁל ָל ֵָּ֔בן ֵ ֵ֥את ָכ

(57) 14And Laban said to him,....................................................................................................................................................... ָל ֵָּ֔בן
(58) "Surely you are my bone and my flesh." .......................................................

אמר ֹ֙לֹו
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י14

ּוב ָש ִ ֶ֖רי ָ ָ֑א ָתה
ְׁ ַ ָ֛אְך ַע ְׁצ ִ ֵ֥מי

(59) And he stayed with him for a month. .................................................................... יָ ִ ָּֽמים׃

וַ יֵ ֵֶ֥שב ִע ֶ֖מֹו ֵ֥חֹ ֶדש
(Gen. 29:1-14)

20.4.2 Description of Details
Descriptive literature provides informative details about how things were done or what
things were like, such as the building of the tabernacle or the temple, of furniture or utensils, and
of animals and images. Table 20.9 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types
in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (Ve) account for 56.1%, and Waw
consecutive with imperfect (type Viw) accounts for another 19.3%. These two sentence types,
along with a very low speech word density (0.15%), may be regarded as characteristic of this
literature type. Perfect aspect sentences (Vp0 and Vp1) accounting for another 10.1%. leaving only
14.5% for all the other types. In regard to the literary structure of detailed descriptions, the structure
is much like that of historical narrative.
Total number of words = 9,396
Total number of verses = 446
Total number of imperatives = 4
Total number of speech words = 2
Total number of juxtaposition = 39
Average words per verse = 21.07
Average words per sentence = 6.96
Average sentences per verse = 3.02
Speech word density = 0.15%
Imperative density = 0.30%
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Juxtaposition density = 2.91%
Table 20.9
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Description of Details
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

758

56.148

Cp1

10

0.741

Viw

261

19.333

Cpw

7

0.519

Vp1

73

5.407

Ci0

6

0.444

Vp0

64

4.741

Ci1

5

0.370

Vi1

41

3.037

Vdiw

1

0.074

Vde1

37

2.741

Vdqc0

1

0.074

Vpw

35

2.593

Cn1

1

0.074

Vi0

23

1.704

Cn0

1

0.074

Vde0

15

1.111

Vdi0

1

0.074

Ciw

10

0.741

Count =

19

Total =

1,350

(1) Then Bezalel made the ark of acacia wood;....................................

ת־ה ָא ֶ֖ר ֹן ֲע ֵצִ֣י ִש ִ ָ֑טים
ָ וַ יַ ֵַ֧עש ְׁב ַצ ְׁל ֵ ָ֛אל ֶא

(2) two and a half cubits was its length, ........................................ ................................ ָא ְׁר ָ֗כֹו

ַא ָמ ַֹ֙תיִ ם וָ ֵ֜ח ִצי

(3) a cubit and a half was its width, ................... ................................ ................................ ָר ְׁח ֵּ֔בֹו

וְׁ ַא ָ ָּ֤מה וָ ֵֹ֙ח ִ ֹ֙צי

(4) and a cubit and a half was its height. ......................................... ................................ ק ָֹמ ָּֽתֹו׃

וְׁ ַא ָ ֵ֥מה וָ ֵ ֶ֖ח ִצי

(5) 2He overlaid it with pure gold inside and outside, ............................... ּומ ָ֑חּוץ
ִ

 וַ יְׁ ַצ ֵ ָ֛פהּו זָ ָ ֵ֥הב ָט ֶ֖הֹור ִמ ַבִ֣יִ ת2

(6) and he made a molding of gold all around it. ......................... ................................ ָס ִ ָּֽביב׃
......................... ................................ ................................ ֹתיו
ָ֑ ָ ַפ ֲעמ

וַ יַ ֵַ֥עש לָ֛ ֹו ֵזֵ֥ר זָ ָ ֶ֖הב

 וַ יִ ִ֣צֹק ָ֗לֹו ַא ְׁר ַב ֹ֙ע ַט ְׁב ִ֣עֹת זָ ֵָּ֔הב ַ ֶ֖על ַא ְׁר ַ ִ֣בע3

(7) 3And he cast for it four rings of gold to be set in its four corners: .....................................................................
(8) two rings were on one side,................................... ................................ ָ ָּֽה ֶא ֵָּ֔חת

עֹו
ֹ֙ ל־צ ְׁל
ַ ּוש ֵ ִ֣תי ַט ָב ָ֗עֹת ַע
ְׁ

(9) and two rings were on the other side of it. ........................................ ש ִ ָּֽנית׃
ֵ ַה

ל־צ ְׁל ֶ֖עֹו
ַ תי ַט ָב ֵּ֔עֹות ַע
ֹ֙ ֵ ּוש
ְׁ

(10) 4He made poles of acacia wood, ............. ................................ ................................ טים
ָ֑ ִ ִש

 וַ יַ ֵַ֥עש ַב ֵ ֶ֖די ֲע ֵצִ֣י4

(11) and he overlaid them with gold. ......................... ................................ ................................ זָ ָ ָּֽהב׃
............................... ................................ ................................ ָה ָא ָ֑ר ֹן

וַ יְׁ ַ ֵ֥צף א ָ ֶֹ֖תם

ים ַב ַט ָב ֵּ֔עֹת ַ ֶ֖על ַצ ְׁל ִ֣עֹת
ֹ֙ ת־ה ַב ִד
ַ  וַ יָ ֵ ָּ֤בא ֶא5

(12) 5And he put the poles into the rings at the sides of the ark, .............. ................................ ................................
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(13) to bear the ark52. ............ ................................ ................................ ................................ ת־ה ָא ָּֽר ֹן׃
ָ ֶא
(14) 6He also made the mercy seat of pure gold; ....................... ................................

 וַ יַ ֵַ֥עש ַכ ֶֹ֖פ ֶרת זָ ָ ִ֣הב ָט ָ֑הֹור6

(15) two and a half cubits was its length ..................................... ................................ ָא ְׁר ֵָּ֔כּה

ַא ָמ ַ ָּ֤תיִ ם וָ ֵֹ֙ח ִ ֹ֙צי

(16) and a cubit and a half was its width. ..................................... ................................ ָר ְׁח ָ ָּֽבּה׃
(17) 7He made two cherubim of beaten gold; ............................... ................................ הב
ָ֑ ָ ָז
.............................. ................................ ................................ פ ֶרת׃
ֹ ָּֽ ַה ַכ

ָל ֵ ֶ֖שאת

וְׁ ַא ָ ֵ֥מה וָ ֵ ֶ֖ח ִצי

 וַ יַ ַָ֛עש ְׁש ֵנֵ֥י ְׁכ ֻר ִ ֶ֖בים7

ִמ ְׁק ָש ֹ֙ה ָע ָ ִ֣שה א ֵָֹּ֔תם ִמ ְׁש ֵנֶ֖י ְׁק ֵ֥צֹות

(18) he made them of one piece at the two ends of the mercy seat: ......................................... ................................
(19) 8one cherub was at one end on this side, ...................... ................................ ִמ ֵֶּ֔זה

רּוב־א ָ ָּ֤חד ִמ ָק ָצ ֹ֙ה
ֶ
 ְׁכ8

(20) and the other cherub was at the other end on that side. ............................... ִמ ֶזָ֑ה

רּוב־א ָ ֵ֥חד ִמ ָק ָ ֶ֖צה
ֶ
ּוכ
ְׁ

.................... ................................ ................................

צֹותיו׃
ָּֽ ָ ת־ה ְׁכ ֻר ִ ֶ֖בים ִמ ְׁש ֵנֵ֥י ְׁק
ַ ן־ה ַכ ָֹ֛פ ֶרת ָע ָ ֵ֥שה ֶא
ַ ִמ

(21) He made the cherubim at the two ends of one piece with the mercy seat. ........................ ................................
(22) 9The cherubim spread out their wings above, ........................... ְׁל ַָ֗מ ְׁע ָלה

 וַ יִ ְׁהיִ֣ ּו ַה ְׁכ ֻר ִבים פ ְֹׁר ֵ ֹ֙שי ְׁכנָ ֜ ַפיִ ם9

(23) and they covered the mercy seat with their wings. .......................... פ ֶרת
ֹ ֵּ֔ ל־ה ַכ
ַ ַע

יה ֹ֙ם
ֶ ָּֽסֹ ְׁכ ִ ָּ֤כים ְׁב ַכנְׁ ֵפ

(24) They faced one another; ................. ................................ ................................ חיו
ָ֑ ִ ל־א
ָ ֶא
(25) the faces of the cherubim were toward the mercy seat. ................... ַה ְׁכ ֻר ִ ָּֽבים׃

יהם ִ ִ֣איש
ֶ֖ ֶ ֵּופנ
ְׁ

ל־ה ַכ ֵּ֔ ֹפ ֶרת ָהיֶ֖ ּו ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י
ַ ֶא
(Exod. 37:1-9)

20.4.3 Descriptive Lists
Descriptive list literature provides informative lists of persons, places, things, or institutions that belong to a class or category, such as genealogies, travel itineraries, king lists, lists of
administrators, war heroes, etc. Table 20.10 provides the frequency distribution of the various
sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (Ve) account for
69.8%, and Waw consecutive with imperfect (Viw) accounts for another 10.4%. These two sentence types, along with a very low speech word density (0.39%) and a minimal juxtaposition density (0.93%), may be regarded as characteristic of this type of literature. Perfect aspect sentences
(Vp0 and Vp1) account for another 9.8%. leaving only 10% for all the other types. Apart from
their proportion, these sentence types are also characteristic of detailed descriptions, the difference

52

Line (13) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (12), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows.
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being subject matter. With regard to literary structure, however, descriptive lists are distinctively
different from other types, lacking any apparent story line, and lacking many conjunctions.53
Total number of words = 24,803
Total number of verses = 1,680
Total number of speech words = 17
Total number of imperatives = 13
Total number of juxtapositions = 40
Average words per verse = 14.76
Average words per sentence = 5.65
Average sentences per verse = 2.61
Speech word density = 0.39%
Imperative density = 0.30%
Juxtaposition density = 0.93%
Table 20.10
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Descriptive Lists
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

3,069

69.861

Cp1

25

0.569

Viw

459

10.448

Vde1

24

0.546

Vp1

297

6.761

Vdiw

11

0.250

Vp0

134

3.050

Ci1

10

0.228

Ciw

94

2.140

Cp0

5

0.114

Vpw

87

1.980

Cn0

4

0.091

Vi1

63

1.434

Ci0

2

0.046

Vde0

40

0.911

Cn1

1

0.023

Vi0

38

0.865

Cy0

1

0.023

Cpw

28

0.637

Vdp1

1

0.023

Count =

20

Total =

4,393

(1) "These are the names of the men .............. ................................ ................................ שים
ִֵּ֔ ָָ ָּֽה ֲאנ
(2) who shall stand with you: ....................... ................................ ................................ ִא ְׁת ֶכָ֑ם
(3) from Reuben, Elizur the son of Shedeur; .................... ................................

53

וְׁ ֵֹ֙א ֶל ֹ֙ה ְׁש ִ֣מֹות

ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ַי ַָּֽע ְׁמ ֶ֖דּו

יאּור׃
ָּֽ ן־ש ֵד
ְׁ יצּור ֶב
ֶ֖ אּובן ֱא ִל
ֵַּ֕ ִל ְׁר

For this type of literature, the measure of juxtaposition density is faulty because its detection depends on
the presence of verbals. In a long sequence of verbless sentences its presence goes undetected.
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(4) 6"from Simeon, Shelumiel the son of Zurishaddai; ................................ יש ָ ָּֽדי׃
ַ ן־צּור
ָּֽ ִ ֶב

יאל
ֶ֖ ֵ  ְׁל ִש ְׁמ ַּ֕עֹון ְׁש ֻל ִמ6

(5) 7"from Judah, Nahshon the son of Amminadab; ........... ................................ ן־ע ִמינָ ָ ָּֽדב׃
ַ ֶב
(6) 8"from Issachar, Nethanel the son of Zuar; .................... ................................ ן־צּוער׃
ָּֽ ָ
ֶב

יהּודה נַ ְׁח ֶ֖שֹון
ַּ֕ ָ  ִ ָּֽל7

שכר נְׁ ַתנְׁ ֵ ֶ֖אל
ֵָּ֔  ְׁ יִֹ֙ל ָש8

(7) 9"from Zebulun, Eliab the son of Helon;............................... ................................ ן־ח ָֹּֽלן׃
ֵ ֶב

יאב
ֶ֖ ָ בּולן ֱא ִל
ֻ ַּ֕ ְׁ ִלז9

(8) 10"from the sons of Joseph: .......... ................................ ................................ ................................ יֹוסף
ֵֵּ֔
(9) from Ephraim, Elishama the son of Ammihud; .........................................

יהּוד
ָ֑ ן־ע ִמ
ַ יש ָ ֶ֖מע ֶב
ָ ְׁל ֶא ְׁפ ַ ַּ֕ריִ ם ֱא ִל

(10) from Manasseh, Gamaliel the son of Pedahzur;....................................... הצּור׃
ָּֽ ן־פ ָד
ְׁ ֶב

יאל
ֶ֖ ֵ ִל ְׁמנַ ֶַּ֕שה ּגַ ְׁמ ִל

(11) 11"from Benjamin, Abidan the son of Gideoni; ............... ................................ ֶבן־ּגִ ְׁדע ִ ָֹּֽני׃

ידן
ֶ֖ ָ  ְׁל ִֹ֙בנְׁ יָ ִֵּ֔מן ֲא ִב11

(12) 12"from Dan, Ahiezer the son of Ammishaddai; ........... ................................ יש ָ ָּֽדי׃
ַ ן־ע ִ ָּֽמ
ַ ֶב
(13) 13"from Asher, Pagiel the son of Ocran; ....................... ................................

יעזֶ ר
ֶ֖ ֶ  ְׁל ָ ַּ֕דן ֲא ִח12

ן־ע ְׁכ ָ ָּֽרן׃
ָ יאל ֶב
ֶ֖ ֵ  ְׁל ָא ֵַּ֕שר ַפגְׁ ִע13

(14) 14"from Gad, Eliasaph the son of Deuel; ........................... ................................ עּואל׃
ָּֽ ֵ ן־ד
ְׁ ֶב
(15) 15"from Naphtali, Ahira the son of Enan." ..................... ................................ ן־ע ָינֶָּּֽֽן׃
ֵ ֶב
................. ................................ הם׃
ָּֽ ֵ

 ִל ְׁב ֵנִ֣י10

 ְׁל ַּ֕ ָגד ֶא ְׁליָ ָ ֶ֖סף14

ירע
ֶ֖ ַ  ְׁלנַֹ֙ ְׁפ ָת ֵּ֔ ִלי ֲא ִח15

אשי ַא ְׁל ֵ ֵ֥פי יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל
ָ֛ ֵ בֹותם ָר
ָ֑ ָ יאי ַמ ִ֣טֹות ֲא
ֶ֖ ֵ רּואי ָה ֵע ָ ֵּ֔דה נְׁ ִש
ִ֣ ֵ  ֵ ַ֚א ֶלה ְׁק16

(16) 16These were chosen from the congregation, leaders of their fathers' tribes, heads of the divisions in Israel. .
(Num. 1:5-116)

20.4.4 Procedural Type
Procedural literature provides step-by-step instruction on how to do things such as build
the tabernacle, offer sacrifices, conduct ceremonies and rituals, etc. Table 20.11 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible.
Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 35.8%, and Waw consecutive with perfect (type Vpw)
carries the story line, accounting for another 23.4%. This is followed by imperfect aspect sentences
(types Vi0 and Vi1) accounting for another 23.8%. These four sentence types, along with a low
speech word density (1.60%) and moderate juxtaposition density (7.0%), may be regarded as characteristic of this type of literature, leaving only 17% for all the other types.
The literary structure of procedural narrative is much like that of predictive prose. The
narrative is initiated by an event declared by an imperfect aspect verbal sentence (type Vi0 or Vi1)
set in future time by semantic markers (as in Exod. 26:1), or by an imperfect aspect copulative
sentence (type Ci0 or Ci1 as in Lev. 2:1). Or it is initiated by a Wehyh sentence (type Cpw), usually
with future time semantic markers (cf. § 20.3.3). Or where the time frame of the broader context
is clearly future tense, the narrative may begin with an initial Weqtl sentence (type Vpw) as in the
following example. The story line is then carried on by Weqtl sentences (type Vpw), placing each
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new event in its proper sequential order. Each Weqtl sentence may be followed by any related
background episodes or details. The narrative ends with a closing event or other statement of closure.
Total number of words = 13,214
Total number of verses = 674
Total number of speech words = 33
Total number of imperatives = 41
Total number of juxtapositions = 135
Average words per verse = 19.60
Average words per sentence = 6.64
Average sentences per verse = 2.93
Speech word density = 1.66%
Imperative density = 2.0%
Juxtaposition density = 6.78%
Table 20.11
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Procedural Literature
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

713

35.829

Vde0

6

0.302

Vpw

466

23.417

Ci0

3

0.151

Vi1

268

13.467

Cn0

3

0.151

Vi0

206

10.352

Vdpw

2

0.101

Vp0

86

4.322

Vdi1

2

0.101

Viw

77

3.729

Ciw

2

0.101

Ci1

66

3.317

Vdqc0

1

0.050

Vp1

40

2.010

Cn1

1

0.050

Cpw

35

1.759

Cp0

1

0.050

Vde1

23

1.156

Vdqc1

1

0.050

Count =

20

Total =

2,002

(1) "You shall also make a table of acacia wood;..................... ................................ טים
ָ֑ ִ ִש
(2) Two cubits shall be its length, ......................... ................................ ................................

ית ֻש ְׁל ָ ֶ֖חן ֲע ֵצִ֣י
ָ וְׁ ָע ִ ֵ֥ש
כֹו
ֹ֙ ַא ָמ ַ ָּ֤תיִ ם ָא ְׁר

(3) a cubit its width,ֹ .................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ָר ְׁח ֵּ֔בו
(4) and a cubit and a half its height. ........... ................................ ................................ ק ָֹמ ָּֽתֹו׃
(5) 24"And you shall overlay it with pure gold, ......................... ................................

וְׁ ַא ָ ִ֣מה

וְׁ ַא ָ ֵ֥מה וָ ֵ ֶ֖ח ִצי

ית א ֶֹ֖תֹו זָ ָ ִ֣הב ָט ָ֑הֹור
ֵ֥ ָ  וְׁ ִצ ִפ24
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(6) and make a molding of gold all around............................... ................................ ָס ִ ָּֽביב׃

ית לָ֛ ֹו ֵזֵ֥ר זָ ָ ֶ֖הב
ָ וְׁ ָע ִ ֵ֥ש

(7) 25"You shall make for it a frame of a handbreadth all around, ............... ביב
ָ֑ ִ ָס

ית לֵ֥ ֹו ִמ ְׁס ֶ ָּ֛ג ֶֶּֽרת ֶ֖טֹ ַפח
ָ  וְׁ ָע ִ ֹ֙ש25

(8) and you shall make a gold molding for the frame all around. .............. ָס ִ ָּֽביב׃

ית זֵ ר־זָ ָ ָ֛הב ְׁל ִמ ְׁסּגַ ְׁר ֶ֖תֹו
ָ וְׁ ָע ִ ֵ֧ש

(9) 26"And you shall make for it four rings of gold, ....................................... הב
ָ֑ ָ ָז

ית ֵּ֔לֹו ַא ְׁר ַ ֶ֖בע ַט ְׁב ִ֣עֹת
ָ  וְׁ ָע ִ ִ֣ש26

(10) and put the rings on the four corners........... ................................ את
ֹ ֵּ֔ ַה ֵפ

ת־ה ַט ָב ֵּ֔עֹת ַ ַ֚על ַא ְׁר ַ ִ֣בע
ַ וְׁ נָ ַת ָֹ֙ת ֶא

(11) that are at its four legs. ...................... ................................ ................................ ַרגְׁ ָ ָּֽליו׃
(12) 27"The rings shall be close to the frame, (Ci1) ............................ ַה ַט ָב ָ֑עֹת

ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר ְׁל ַא ְׁר ַ ֵ֥בע

ָ  ְׁל ֻע ַמ ֹ֙ת ַה ִמ ְׁס ֵּ֔ ֶּג ֶרת ִת ְׁה ֶיֶ֖ין27

(13) as holders for the poles to bear the table54. ........................... ש ְׁל ָ ָּֽחן׃
ֻ ת־ה
ַ ֶא

ְׁל ָב ִ ִ֣תים ְׁל ַב ִ ֵּ֔דים ָל ֵ ֶ֖שאת

(14) 28"And you shall make the poles of acacia wood, ................................. ש ִֵּ֔טים
ִ

ים ֲע ֵצִ֣י
ֹ֙ ת־ה ַב ִד
ַ ית ֶא
ָ וְׁ ָע ִ ָּ֤ש28

(15) and overlay them with gold,............................. ................................ ................................ הב
ָ֑ ָ ָז

ית א ָ ֶֹ֖תם
ֵ֥ ָ וְׁ ִצ ִפ

(16) that the table may be carried with them. .............................. ................................ ש ְׁל ָ ָּֽחן׃
ֻ ת־ה
ַ ֶא
.............................. ................................ ................................ ּומנַ ִקי ֵָֹּ֔תיו
ְׁ

א־בם
ֶ֖ ָ וְׁ נִ ָש

שֹות ֹ֙יו
ָ ּוק
ְׁ ית ְׁק ָער ָֹ֜תיו וְׁ ַכפ ָָֹ֗תיו
ָ  וְׁ ָע ִ ֹ֙ש29

(17) "You shall make its dishes, its pans, its pitchers, and its bowls. .................................... ................................
29

(18) which shall be for pouring ............................ ................................ ................................ הן
ָ֑ ֵ ָב
(19) You shall make them of pure gold. ........................... ................................
.............................. ................................ ................................

ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר יֻ ַ ֶ֖סְך

זָ ָ ֵ֥הב ָט ֶ֖הֹור ַת ֲע ֶ ֵ֥שה א ָ ָֹּֽתם׃

ל־ה ֻש ְׁל ָ ָ֛חן ֶ ֵ֥ל ֶחם ָפ ִנֶ֖ים ְׁל ָפ ַנֵ֥י ָת ִ ָּֽמיד׃
ַ  וְׁ נָ ַת ָ ֵ֧ת ַ ָּֽע30

(20) 30"And you shall set the showbread on the table before Me always. ................................ ................................
(Exod. 25:23-30)

20.4.5 Instructional Type
Instructional literature provides step-by-step instruction on how to carry out Levitical duties, conquer a city, establish geographical boundaries, and conduct worship, etc. Table 20.12 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 35.6%, and Waw consecutive with perfect
(type Vpw) accounts for another 25.3%. This is followed by imperfect aspect sentences (types Vi0
and Vi1) accounting for another 18.4%. These four sentence types, along with a low speech word
density (0.51%) and a moderate juxtaposition density (3.5%), may be regarded as characteristic of

54

Line (13) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (12), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows.
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this type of literature, leaving 20.7% for all the other types. These characteristics are very much
like those of the procedural literature.
The literary structure of instructional narrative is also much like that of procedural narrative. The narrative is initiated by an event declared by an imperfect aspect verbal sentence (type
Vi0 or Vi1) set in future time by semantic markers. Or it is initiated by a Wehyh sentence (type
Cpw), usually with future time semantic markers (cf. § 20.3.3). Or where the time frame of the
broader context is clearly future tense, the narrative may begin with an initial Weqtl sentence (type
Vpw), or with a verbless sentence as in the following example. The story line is then carried on by
Weqtl sentences (type Vpw), placing each new event in its proper sequential order. Each Weqtl
sentence may be followed by any related background episodes or details. The narrative ends with
a closing event or other statement of closure.
Table 20.12
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Instructional Literature
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

211

35.642

Vp1

14

2.365

Vpw

150

25.338

Ci1

9

1.520

Vi1

51

8.615

Vde0

1

0.169

Vi0

58

9.797

Vdn1

1

0.169

Vp0

36

6.081

Vdn0

1

0.169

Cpw

17

2.872

Cp0

1

0.169

Vde1

16

2.703

Cn1

1

0.169

Viw

24

4.054

Ciw

1

0.169

Count =

16

Total number of words = 3,618
Total number of verses = 169
Total number of speech words = 5
Total number of imperatives = 21
Total number of juxtapositions = 21
Average words per verse = 21.40
Average words per sentence = 6.40
Average sentences per verse = 3.50
Speech word density = 0.51%
Imperative density = 2.14%
Juxtaposition density = 3.55%

Total =

592
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(1) `If his offering is a burnt sacrifice of the herd, ................. ................................

ן־ה ָב ָ ֵּ֔קר
ַ ִאם־ע ָֹלָּ֤ה ָק ְׁר ָב ֹ֙נֹו ִמ

Chapter 20

(2) he shall offer a male without blemish; ........... ................................ ................................ יבנּו
ָ֑ ֶ יַ ְׁק ִר
................ ................................ ................................ הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁי

זָ ָ ֵ֥כר ָת ִ ֶ֖מים

מֹוע ֹ֙ד יַ ְׁק ִ ִ֣ריב א ֵֹּ֔תֹו ִל ְׁרצֹנֶ֖ ֹו ִל ְׁפ ֵנֵ֥י
ֵ א ֶהל
ֹ ָּ֤ ל־פ ַתח
ֶ ֜ ֶא

(3) he shall offer it of his own free will at the door of the tabernacle of meeting before the LORD. ......................
(4) 4`Then he shall put his hand on the head of the burnt offering, ....................... ָהע ָֹלָ֑ה

 וְׁ ָס ַ ִ֣מְך יָ ֵּ֔דֹו ַ ֶ֖על ִ֣ר ֹאש4

(5) and it will be accepted on his behalf to make atonement for him. ............................ ָע ָ ָּֽליו׃
(6) 5`He shall kill the bull before the LORD; ............. ................................ הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁי

וְׁ נִ ְׁר ָ ֵ֥צה לֶ֖ ֹו ְׁל ַכ ֵ ֵ֥פר

ת־בן ַה ָב ָ ֶָ֖קר ִל ְׁפ ֵנִ֣י
ֵ֥ ֶ  וְׁ ָש ַ ָ֛חט ֶא5

(7) and the priests, Aaron's sons, shall bring the blood .................... ת־ה ָ ֵּ֔דם
ַ ֶא

ים
ֹ֙ ְִׁו ִֶ֠ה ְׁק ִריבּו ְׁבנֵֹ֙ י ַא ֲה ָּ֤ר ֹן ַ ָּֽה ָּֽכֹ ֲהנ

(8) and they shall sprinkle the blood all around on the altar .................... ָס ִֵּ֔ביב

ל־ה ִמזְׁ ֵֹ֙ב ַ ֹ֙ח
ַ ת־ה ָ ָּ֤דם ַע
ַ וְׁ זָ ְׁר ֹ֙קּו ֶא

(9) that is by the door of the tabernacle of meeting. ........... ................................

מֹועד׃
ָּֽ ֵ א ֶהל
ֹ ֵ֥ ר־פ ַתח
ֶ֖ ֶ ֲא ֶש

(10) 6`And he shall skin the burnt offering ....................................... ................................ ת־הע ָֹלָ֑ה
ָ ֶא
(11) and he shall cut it into its pieces. ............. ................................ ................................ יה׃
ָ ִלנְׁ ָת ֶ ָּֽח
(12) 7`The sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire on the altar, ....... ל־ה ִמזְׁ ֵב ַָ֑ח
ַ ַע

וְׁ נִ ַ ֵ֥תח א ָ ֶֹ֖תּה

 ְׁוֶ֠נָ ְׁתנּו ְׁבנֵֹ֙ י ַא ֲה ֵ֧ר ֹן ַהכ ֵ ָֹ֛הן ֵ ֶ֖אש7

(13) and lay the wood in order on the fire. .................................. ................................
...................................

 וְׁ ִה ְׁפ ִ ֶ֖שיט6

ל־ה ֵ ָּֽאש׃
ָ וְׁ ָע ְׁר ֵ֥כּו ֵע ִ ֶ֖צים ַע

ים
ֹ֙ ת־ה ָ ָ֑פ ֶדר ַעל־ ָה ֵע ִצ
ַ ת־ה ֶ֖ר ֹאש וְׁ ֶא
ָ  וְׁ ָע ְׁר ָ֗כּו ְׁב ֵנָּ֤י ַא ֲה ֹ֙ר ֹן ַה ִ֣כֹ ֲה ִֵּ֔נים ֵ ַ֚את ַהנְׁ ָת ִֵּ֔חים ֶא8

(14) 8`Then the priests, Aaron's sons, shall lay the parts, the head, and the fat in order on the wood ......................
(15) that is on the fire ......... ................................ ................................ ................................

ל־ה ֵֵּ֔אש
ָ שר ַע
ִ֣ ֶ ֲא

(16) that is upon the altar; .............................. ................................ ................................ ב ַח׃
ָּֽ ֵ ְׁל־ה ִמז
ַ ַע
(17) 9`but he shall wash its entrails and its legs with water. ................................ מיִ ם
ָ֑ ָ ַב
...................... ................................

ֲא ֶ ֶ֖שר

ּוכ ָר ָ ֶ֖עיו יִ ְׁר ַ ִ֣חץ
ְׁ  וְׁ ִק ְׁר ֵ֥בֹו9

יהוָּֽה׃
ָ יח ַֹוח ַ ָּֽל
ֶ֖ ִת־הכֹלֹ֙ ַה ִמזְׁ ֵֵּ֔ב ָחה ע ָֹלָ֛ה ִא ֵ ֵ֥שה ֵ ָּֽר ַיח־נ
ַ וְׁ ִה ְׁק ִֹ֙טיר ַהכ ֵ ָֹּ֤הן ֶא

(18) And the priest shall burn all on the altar as a burnt sacrifice, an offering made by fire, ..................................
a sweet aroma to the LORD. (Lev. 1:3-9)

20.4.6 Juridical Type
Juridical literature provides law codes regulating various public and religious practices,
such as the Ten Commandments, Sabbath and festival laws, civil case laws, etc. Table 20.13 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 28.4%, and Waw consecutive with perfect
(type Vpw) accounts for another 18.7%, followed by imperfect aspect sentences (types Vi0 and
Vi1) accounting for another 30.7%. These four sentence types, along with a low speech word
density (1.60%) and a moderate juxtaposition density (8.5%), may be regarded as characteristic of
this type of literature, leaving 22.3% for all the other types. One would expect the imperative
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density (1.2%) to be much higher in this literature type, but evidently once the imperative mood is
introduced by an imperative sentence, the mood is carried on by succeeding Waw consecutive with
perfect sentences (type Vpw) or even succeeding imperfect sentences (types Vi0 and Vi1).
The literary structure of juridical narrative is similar to that of instructional narrative. The
narrative is initiated by a command expressed by an imperfect aspect verbal sentence
(type Vi0 or Vi1) in the imperative mood55 set in future time by semantic markers. Or where the
time frame of the broader context is clearly future tense, the narrative may begin with an initial
Weqtl sentence (type Vpw) as in Deut. 11:1. The story line is then carried on by Weqtl sentences
(type Vpw), placing each new command in its proper sequential order. Each Weqtl sentence may
be followed by any related background information or details. The narrative usually ends with a
statement of closure.
Total number of words = 27,967
Total number of verses = 1,407
Total number of speech words = 81
Total number of imperatives = 60
Total number of juxtapositions = 399
Average words per verse = 19.88
Average words per sentence = 5.93
Average sentences per verse = 3.35
Speech word density = 1.60%
Imperative density = 1.18%
Juxtaposition density = 8.53%

55

The imperative mood may be marked by an imperative verb form, as in line (2) of the example, or by
semantic markers, or it may be resident in the context.
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Table 20.13
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Juridical Literature
Type

%

Type

Number

1,327

28.367

Cn0

22

0.470

Vpw

874

18.683

Cp1

17

0.363

Vi0

867

17.162

Cn1

9

0.192

Vi1

632

13.510

Vdn0

4

0.086

Vp0

354

7.567

Ciw

5

0.107

Viw

150

3.206

Vdn1

3

0.064

Ci1

106

2.266

Vdi1

2

0.043

Vp1

105

2.245

Vdi0

2

0.043

Cpw

92

1.967

Vdqc1

2

0.043

Vde1

88

1.881

Cp0

1

0.021

Ci0

45

0.962

Vdqc0

1

0.021

Vde0

40

0.855

Vdp1

1

0.021

Count =

24

Ve

Number

Total =

%

4,749

(1) And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, ..................... ................................ מר׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֵלא
(2) 13"Speak also to the children of Israel, saying: ..............................

הוֶ֖ה ֶאל־מ ֶ ֵֹ֥שה
ָ ְׁאמר י
ֶ ֹ וַ ֵ֥י

מר
ֹ ֵּ֔ ל־ב ֵנָּ֤י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵאלֹ֙ ֵלא
ְׁ  וְׁ ַא ַָּ֞תה ַד ֵֹ֙בר ֶא13

(3) `Surely My Sabbaths you shall keep, .................................. ................................ מרּו
ֹ ָ֑ ִת ְׁש
..................................... ................................ ................................ יכם
ֵֶּ֔ ְׁלד ֹ ִ֣ר ֹ ֵת

ת־ש ְׁבת ַ ֶֹ֖תי
ַ ַ ֵ֥אְך ֶא

יכ ֹ֙ם
ֶ ֵּובינ
ָּֽ ֵ ִכי ֹ֙אֹות ִ֜הוא ֵב ִינָּ֤י

(4) for it is a sign between Me and you throughout your generations, ................................... ................................
(5) that you may know56 ....................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ָל ַ ַּ֕ד ַעת
)6( that I the LORD am sanctifying you. .............................. ................................ כם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ְׁמ ַק ִד ְׁש

הוֶ֖ה
ָ ְִׁ ָ֛כי ֲא ִ ֵ֥ני י

(7) 14`You shall keep the Sabbath, therefore,................................. ................................ ש ֵָּ֔בת
ַ ת־ה
ַ ֶא
(8) for it is holy to you................................... ................................ ................................ ָל ֶכָ֑ם

ִ ָ֛כי ֵ֥קֹ ֶדש ִ ֶ֖הוא

(9) Everyone who profanes it shall surely be put to death;................. ................................ יּומת
ֵָּ֔
(10) for whoever does any work on it,57, ........................ ................................ אכה
ֵָּ֔ ְׁמ ָל

56

ּוש ַמ ְׁר ֶת ֹ֙ם
ְׁ 14

יה ִ֣מֹות
ָֹ֙ ְׁמ ַ ָּֽח ְׁל ֶ ֹ֙ל

ל־הע ֶ ֵֹ֥שה ָב ֹּ֙ה
ָ ִָ֗כי ָכ

Line (5) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (4), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows.
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(11) that person shall be cut off from among his people. ............. יה׃
ָ ַע ֶ ָּֽמ

וְׁ נִ ְׁכ ְׁר ָ ָ֛תה ַה ֶנ ֵֶ֥פש ַה ִ ֶ֖הוא ִמ ֶ ֵ֥ק ֶרב

(12) 15`Work shall be done for six days, ............................ ................................
............................ ................................ ................................ יהוָ֑ה
ָ ַל

אכה
ָ שה ְׁמ ָל
ִ֣ ֶ ש ֶשת יָ ִמיםִׁ֘ יֵ ָע
ִ֣ ֵ 15

יעי ַש ַ ֵ֧בת ַש ָב ָ֛תֹון ֶ֖קֹ ֶדש
ִ ָ֗ ּוביִ֣ ֹום ַה ְׁש ִב
ַ

(13) but the seventh is the Sabbath of rest, holy to the LORD. ................ ................................ ................................
.............................. ................................ ................................ יּומת׃
ָּֽ ָ

אכה ְׁביֵ֥ ֹום ַה ַש ָ ֶ֖בת ֵ֥מֹות
ָ֛ ָ ל־הע ֶ ֵֹ֧שה ְׁמ ָל
ָ ָכ

(14) Whoever does any work on the Sabbath day, he shall surely be put to death. .................. ................................
(15) 16`Therefore the children of Israel shall keep the Sabba th, ................ בת
ָ֑ ָ ת־ה ַש
ַ ֶא
................................... ................................ ................................

 וְׁ ָש ְׁמ ֵ֥רּו ְׁב ֵנָּֽי־יִ ְׁש ָר ֵ ֶ֖אל16

עֹולם׃
ָּֽ ָ ת־ה ַש ָ ָ֛בת ְׁלדֹר ָ ֶֹ֖תם ְׁב ִ ֵ֥רית
ַ ַל ֲע ֵ֧שֹות ֶא

(16) to observe the Sabbath throughout their generations as a perpetual covenant58. ............. ................................
(17) 17It is a sign between Me and the children of Israel forever; ... ְׁלע ָֹלָ֑ם
......................................... ................................ ת־ה ֵָּ֔א ֶרץ
ָ וְׁ ֶא

ּוב ֹ֙ין ְׁב ֵנִ֣י יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ֵ֥אֹות ִ ֶ֖הוא
ֵ  ֵב ִָ֗יני17

ת־ה ָש ַ ִ֣מיִ ם
ַ י־ש ֶשת יָ ִָ֗מים ָע ָ ָּ֤שה יְׁ הוָ ֹ֙ה ֶא
ִ֣ ֵ ִכ

(18) for in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, .............. ................................ ................................
(19) and on the seventh day He rested ..................................... ................................ בת
ֶ֖ ַ ָש

יעי
ִ ֵּ֔ יֹום ַה ְׁש ִב
ֹ֙ ּוב
ַ

(20) and was refreshed.'" ................. ................................ ................................ ................................
.......................... ................................ ................................ יני
ֵַּ֔ ִס

וַ יִ נָ ַ ָּֽפש׃

תֹו ְׁב ַ ִ֣הר
ֹ֙ ֹּלתֹו ְׁל ַד ֵ ָּ֤בר ִא
ֹ֙  וַ יִ ֵ ִ֣תן ֶאל־מ ֶָֹ֗שה ְׁכ ַכ18

(21) 18 And He gave Moses, when He had made an end of speaking with him on Mount Sinai , .............................
................. ................................ ................................ ֹלהים
ָּֽ ִ ֱא

ְׁש ֵנֶ֖י ֻל ִ֣חֹת ָה ֵע ֻדָ֑ת ֻל ִ֣חֹת ֵֶּ֔א ֶבן ְׁכ ֻת ִ ֶ֖בים ְׁב ֶא ְׁצ ַ ֵ֥בע

(22) two tablets of the Testimony, tablets of stone, written with the finger of God.. ............... ................................
(Exod. 31:12-22)

20.4.7 Predictive Prose Type
Predictive prose provides prophecies of the future found mainly in the prose sections of the
prophets. Table 20.14 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types in this type
of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 25.1% of the text, and
Waw consecutive with perfect (type Vpw) accounts for another 14.8%, followed by imperfect
aspect sentences (types Vi0 and Vi1) accounting for another 21.4%. These four sentence types,
along with a high speech word density (7.4%), a moderate imperative density (4.6%) and a moderate juxtaposition density (8.1%), may be regarded as characteristic of this type of literature.

57

Lines (10) and (11) contain a casus pendens compound subject noun phrase standing apart from its associated sentence with which it is idiomatically joined by a conjunction. The phrase is resumed in the associated sentence
by the phrase “that person.” (See § 13.4.3).
58

Line (16) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (15), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows.
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Interestingly, perfect aspect sentences (types Vp0 and Vp1) also account for another 19.9%, leaving only 18.8% for the other sentence types.
The literary structure of predictive prose is much like that of procedural narrative. The
narrative is initiated by an event declared by an imperfect aspect verbal sentence (type Vi0 or Vi1)
set in future time by semantic markers (as in the example below), or by an imperative (as in Jer.
19:1; 22:1, etc.), or by an imperfect aspect copulative sentence (type Ci0 or Ci1 as in Zech. 13:1).
Or it may be initiated by a Wehyh sentence (type Cpw), usually with future time semantic markers
(cf. § 20.3.3), as in Deut. 28:1 and 30:1. The story line is then carried on by Weqtl sentences (type
Vpw), placing each new event in its proper sequential order. Each Weqtl sentence may be followed
by any related background episodes or details. The narrative ends with a closing event or other
statement of closure.
Table 20.14
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Predictive Prose
Type
Ve

Number

%

Type

Number

%

1,339

25.106

Cp0

23

0.431

Vpw

791

14.829

Cn0

20

0.375

Vp0

586

10.986

Vdn0

14

0.262

Vi0

583

10.930

Ci0

6

0.112

Vi1

558

10.461

Cn1

4

0.075

Vp1

477

8.934

Vdp1

3

0.056

Viw

446

8.361

Vdpw

3

0.056

Vde1

111

2.081

Vdn1

2

0.037

Vde0

114

2.137

Vdi0

2

0.037

Cpw

85

1.594

Vdqc1

2

0.037

Ciw

71

1.331

Vdp0

1

0.019

Ci1

58

1.087

Vdqc0

1

0.019

Cp1

33

0.619

Cy0

1

0.019

Count =

26

Total number of words = 29,716
Total number of verses = 1,342
Total number of speech words = 395
Total number of imperatives = 234
Total number of juxtapositions = 418
Average words per verse = 22.14

Total =

5,334
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Average words per sentence = 5.57
Average sentences per verse = 3.97
Speech word density = 7.40%
Imperative density = 4.38%
Juxtaposition density = 8.14%
..................... ................................ ................................ ֹלהיך
ָ֑ ֶ ֱא

הוִ֣ה
ָ ְׁמנִ י יָ ִ ֵָ֥קים ְׁלךֶ֖ י
ֹ ֵּ֔ נביא ִמ ִק ְׁר ְׁבךָּ֤ ֵמ ַא ֶֹ֙ח ֹ֙יך ָכ
ִֹ֙

(1) "The LORD your God will raise up for you a Prophet like me from your midst, from your brethren. ...............
(2) Him you shall hear, ................ ................................ ................................ ................................ ש ָמ ָּֽעּון׃
ְׁ ִת
.............. ................................ מר
ֹ ָ֑ ֵלא

ֵא ָלֶ֖יו

ֹלה ֹ֙יך ְׁבח ֵ ֵֹּ֔רב ְׁביֵ֥ ֹום ַה ָק ָ ֶ֖הל
ֶֹ֙ הוָּ֤ה ֱא
ָ ְׁ־ש ַ֜א ְׁל ָת ֵמ ֹ֙ ִעם י
ָ  ְׁכ ֹ֙כ ֹל ֲא ֶשר16

(3) 16"according to all you desired of the LORD your God in Horeb in the day of the assembly, saying, ...............
(4) `Let me not hear again the voice of the LORD my God, ...... ֹלהי
ֵָּ֔ ֱא
(5) nor let me see this great fire anymore, .......................... ֶ֖עֹוד

הוִ֣ה
ָ ְִׁ֣ל ֹא א ֵָֹ֗סף ִל ְׁש ֹ֙מ ֹ ַ ֹ֙ע ֶאת־קֹולֹ֙ י

א־א ְׁר ֶ ֵ֥אה
ֶ ֹ ת־ה ֵֹ֙אש ַהּגְׁ ד ָ ֵֹ֥לה ַה ָ֛ז ֹאת ָּֽל
ָ וְׁ ֶא

(6) lest I die.' ............................. ................................ ................................ ................................

וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ָא ָּֽמּות׃

(7) 17 "And the LORD said to me: .................... ................................ ................................ ֵא ָלָ֑י

הוֶ֖ה
ָ ְׁאמר י
ֶ ֹ  וַ ֵ֥י17

(8) `What they have spoken is good. ......................................... ................................
...................................... ................................ ................................ ָכ ָ֑מֹוך

יטיבּו ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ִד ֵ ָּֽברּו׃
ֶ֖ ִ ֵה

יהם
ֶ֖ ֶ  נָ ִֹ֙ביא ָא ִ ֵָ֥קים ָל ֶ ָ֛הם ִמ ֶ ֵ֥ק ֶרב ֲא ֵח18

(9) 18`I will raise up for them a Prophet like you from among their brethren, .......................... ................................
(10) and will put My words in His mouth, ............. ................................ ................................ ְׁב ֵּ֔ ִפיו
(11) and He shall speak to them all that I command Him. ..................... ֲא ַצֶּוָּֽנּו׃
(12) 19And it shall be that whoever will not hear My words, .......ל־ד ָב ַ ֵּ֔רי
ְׁ ֶא

ל־א ֶ ֵ֥שר
ֲ יהם ֵ ֶ֖את ָכ
ֵֶּ֔ וְׁ ִד ֶבִ֣ר ֲא ֵל

יש ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ָּֽל ֹא־יִ ְׁש ַמ ֹ֙ע
ֹ֙  וְׁ ָה ָָ֗יה ָה ִא19

(13) which He speaks in My name, .............. ................................ ................................ מי
ָ֑ ִ ִב ְׁש
(14) I will require it of him. ..................... ................................ ................................
............... ................................ ְׁל ַד ֵֵּ֔בר

וְׁ נָ ַת ִ ָּ֤תי ְׁד ָב ַ ֹ֙רי

ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר יְׁ ַד ֵ ֶ֖בר

ָאנ ִ ֶֹ֖כי ֶא ְׁד ֵ֥ר ֹש ֵמ ִע ָּֽמֹו׃

ית ֹ֙יו
ִ ִא־צּו
ִ ֹ שר יָ זִ יד ְׁל ַד ֵֹ֙בר ָד ָ֜בר ִב ְׁש ִָ֗מי ֵ ִ֣את ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שר ָּֽל
ִ֣ ֶ  ַ ִ֣אְך ַהנָ ִֶּ֡ביא ֲא20

(15) 20`But the prophet who presumes to speak a word in My name which I have not commanded him to speak, ..
(16) or who speaks in the name of other gods,59........................................ ֲא ֵח ִ ָ֑רים

ֹלהים
ִ֣ ִ שר יְׁ ַד ֵֵּ֔בר ְׁב ֵ ֶ֖שם ֱא
ִ֣ ֶ וַ ֲא

(17) that prophet shall die.' .................................. ................................ ................................ ַה ָּֽהּוא׃

ּומת ַהנָ ִ ֵ֥ביא
ֶ֖ ֵ

"And if you say in your heart, ............... ................................ ................................ בך
ָ֑ ֶ ִב ְׁל ָב

ֹאמר
ֶ֖ ַ  וְׁ ִ ֵ֥כי ת21

(18)

21

59

Lines (15) and (16) contain a casus pendens compound subject noun phrase standing apart from its associated sentence with which it is idiomatically joined by a conjunction. The phrase is resumed in the associated sentence
by the phrase “that prophet.” (See § 13.4.3).
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................... ................................ ................................

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְׁא־ד ְׁב ֶ֖רֹו י
ִ ֹ ת־ה ָד ֵָּ֔בר ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ל
ַ יכ ֹ֙ה נֵ ַ ִ֣דע ֶא
ָ ֵא

(19) `How shall we know the word which the LORD has not spoken?' ................................... ................................
(20) 22"when a prophet speaks in the name of the LORD,........................... הוה
ָ֗ ָ ְׁי

שם
ִ֣ ֵ  ֲא ֶשר יְׁ ַד ֵֹ֙בר ַהנָ ִ֜ביא ְׁב22

(21) if the thing does not happen (Ci0) ..................... ................................ ................................ ַה ָד ָב ֹ֙ר
(22) or come to pass, ....................................... ................................ ................................ ַה ָד ֵָּ֔בר
(23) that is the thing which the LORD has not spoken;............ ................................ הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁי

וְׁ ָּֽל ֹא־יִ ְׁה ֶיָּ֤ה

וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא יָ ֵּ֔בֹוא ִ֣הּוא

א־ד ְׁב ֶ֖רֹו
ִ ֹ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ל

(24) the prophet has spoken it presumptuously; .................................. ................................ ַהנָ ִֵּ֔ביא
(25) you shall not be afraid of him (Deut. 18:15-22)............................... ................................

דֹון ִד ְׁב ִ֣רֹו
ֹ֙ ְָׁבז

ֵ֥ל ֹא ָתגֶ֖ ּור ִמ ֶ ָּֽמנּו׃

20.4.8 Expository Prose Type
Expository prose contains such things as prayers and expressions of praise and honor for
God and man. This literature type has the smallest corpus of any other type, having only fourteen
of the possible thirty sentence types. Table 20.15 provides the frequency distribution of the various
sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (type Ve) account
for 37.6% of the text, followed by perfect aspect sentences (types Vp0 and Vp1) accounting for
another 21.2%. These three sentence types may be regarded as characteristic of this literature type.
Interestingly, Waw consecutive with imperfect (Viw, 9.9%) and Waw consecutive with perfect
(type Vpw, 9.3%) have approximately the same distribution, while imperfect aspect sentences
(types Vi0 and Vi1) account for another 12%, leaving only 10% for the other sentence types. The
literary structure of expository prose seems to have no definable syntactic structure, but the structure of each narrative differs according the semantic affinities of the content.
Total number of words = 1,854
Total number of verses = 83
Total number of speech words = 3
Total number of imperatives = 6
Total number of juxtapositions = 19
Average words per verse = 22.34
Average words per sentence = 5.72
Average sentences per verse = 3.90
Speech word density = 0.92%
Imperative density = 1.85%
Juxtaposition density = 4.63%
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Table 20.15
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Expository Prose
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

122

37.654

Vi1

11

3.395

Vp0

51

15.741

Vde1

7

2.160

Viw

32

9.877

Cy0

3

0.926

Vpw

30

9.259

Ci1

2

0.617

Vi0

28

8.642

Cp0

2

0.617

Vp1

17

5.427

Cpw

1

0.309

Vde0

17

5.247

Cn0

1

0.309

Count =

14

........................... ................................

Total =

324

וא ִמ ְׁמ ֵּ֔ך
ֹ֙ ִ ַ֚כי ַה ִמ ְׁצָוִ֣ה ַה ֵּ֔ז ֹאת ֲא ֶ ָ֛שר ָאנ ִ ֵֹ֥כי ְׁמ ַצּוְׁ ךֶ֖ ַהיָ֑ ֹום ָּֽל ֹא־נִ ְׁפ ֵלֵ֥את ִה

(1) "For this commandment which I command you today is not too mysterious for you,........................................
(2) nor is it far off. ................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ִ ָּֽהוא׃
(3) 12"It is not in heaven,........................................ ................................ ................................ הוא
ָ֑ ִ

וְׁ ֵ֥ל ֹא ְׁרח ָ ֶֹ֖קה

 ֵ֥ל ֹא ַב ָש ַ ֶ֖מיִ ם12

(4) that you should say,60 ............................. ................................ ................................ ................................ מר
ֹ ָ֗ ֵלא
(5) `Who will ascend into heaven for us ............................... ................................

ה־לָּ֤נּו ַה ָש ַֹ֙מיְׁ ָמ ֹ֙ה
ָ ִ ִ֣מי יַ ֲע ֶל

(6) and bring it to us, ................... ................................ ................................ ................................

וְׁ יִ ָק ֶ ִ֣ח ָה ֵּ֔ ָלנּו

(7) that we may hear it .......... ................................ ................................ ................................ ֹתּה
ֶ֖ ָ א

וְׁ יַ ְׁש ִמ ֵ ֵ֥ענּו

(8) and do it?' .................................... ................................ ................................ ................................ שנָ ה׃
ָּֽ ֶ וְׁ נַ ֲע
(9) 13 "Nor is it beyond the sea, ..................... ................................ ................................ הוא
ָ֑ ִ

א־מ ֵ ֵ֥ע ֶבר ַליָ ֶ֖ם
ֵ ֹ  וְׁ ָּֽל13

(10) that you should say, .......................... ................................ ................................ ................................ מר
ֹ ָ֗ ֵלא
(11) `Who will go over the sea for us ............................ ................................

ל־ע ֶָּ֤בר ַהיָ ֹ֙ם
ֵ ר־לנּו ֶא
ָ ֜ ִ ִ֣מי יַ ֲע ָב

(12) and bring it to us, ................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ֵּ֔ ָלנּו
(13) that we may hear it ......... ................................ ................................ ................................ ֹתּה
ֶ֖ ָ א

וְׁ יִ ָק ֶ ִ֣ח ָה

וְׁ יַ ְׁש ִמ ֵ ֵ֥ענּו

(14 and do it?' ................................... ................................ ................................ ................................ שנָ ה׃
ָּֽ ֶ וְׁ נַ ֲע
............................... ................................ ................................

ֶּ֖וב ְׁל ָב ְׁבך
ָּֽ ִ אד ְׁב ִ ֵ֥פיך
ֹ ָ֑ י־ק ֵ֥רֹוב ֵא ֶלָ֛יך ַה ָד ָ ֶ֖בר ְׁמ
ָ  ִ ָּֽכ14

(15) 14"But the word is very near you, in your mouth and in your heart, ................................. ................................

60

Line (4) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (3), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows. Similar comments apply to lines (16), (19), (20), (21), (35), (40), (41), (42), (44), and (46).
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(16) that you may do it. ............................ ................................ ................................ ................................
..........................................

ַל ֲעש ָֹּֽתֹו׃

ת־ה ָ ָּֽרע׃
ָ ת־ה ָ ֶ֖מוֶ ת וְׁ ֶא
ַ ת־ה ָ֑טֹוב וְׁ ֶא
ַ ת־ה ַחיִ ֶ֖ים וְׁ ֶא
ָּֽ ַ  ְׁר ֵֹ֙אה נָ ַ ָּ֤ת ִתי ְׁל ָפנֶֹ֙ ֹ֙יך ַהיֵּ֔ ֹום ֶא15

(17) 15 "See, I have set before you today life and good, death and evil, ................................... ................................
(18) 16 "in that I command you today ..................................... ................................ ַהיֹום

 ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ָאנ ִ ִֹ֣כי ְׁמ ַצּוְׁ ִׁ֘ך16

(19) to love the LORD your God,...................................... ................................ ֹלהיך
ֶֹ֙ ֱא

הוָּ֤ה
ָ ְְׁׁל ַא ֲה ַָּ֞בה ֶאת־י

(20) to walk in His ways, ......... ................................ ................................ ................................
(21) and to keep His commandments, His statutes, and His judgments,טיו
ָ֑ ָ ּומ ְׁש ָפ
ִ

ָל ֶל ִֶ֣כת ִב ְׁד ָר ֵָּ֔כיו

ֹותיו וְׁ ֻחק ָ ֶֹ֖תיו
ֵ֥ ָ מר ִמ ְׁצ
ֹ ָ֛ וְׁ ִל ְׁש

(22) that you may live................................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ִ֣ית
ָ ִוְׁ ָחי
(23) and you may multiply; ......................... ................................ ................................ ................................ ית
ָ וְׁ ָר ִֵּ֔ב
(24) and the LORD your God may bless you in the land ..................................... ָב ַָּ֕א ֶרץ
(25) which you go to possess. ................................ ................................

ֹלהיך
ֵֶּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְּׁוב ַר ְׁכ ֹ֙ך י
ָּֽ ֵ

א־ש ָמה ְׁל ִר ְׁש ָ ָּֽתּה׃
ֶ֖ ָ ר־א ָ ֵ֥תה ָב
ַ ֲא ֶש

(26) 17"But if your heart turns away ..................... ................................ ................................

ֶ֖ וְׁ ִאם־יִ ְׁפ ֶנֵ֥ה ְׁל ָב ְׁבך17

(27) so that you do not hear, .............. ................................ ................................ ................................ מע
ָ֑ ָ ִת ְׁש

וְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא

(28) and are drawn away, ........................... ................................ ................................ ................................ וְׁ נִ ַד ְׁח ָ֗ ָת
(29) and worship other gods .............. ................................ ................................ ֲא ֵח ִ ֶ֖רים

אֹלהים
ֵ֥ ִ ָ֛ית ֵל
ָ וְׁ ִ ָּֽה ְׁש ַת ֲחִו

(30) and serve them, .............................. ................................ ................................ ................................ וַ ֲע ַב ְׁד ָ ָּֽתם׃
(31) 18"I announce to you today .......................... ................................ ................................ ַהיֵּ֔ ֹום
(32) that you shall surely perish; ............................. ................................ ................................
(33) you shall not prolong your days in the land ............ ................................ ל־ה ֲא ָד ֵָּ֔מה
ִ֣ ָ ַע
(34) which you cross over the Jordan. ......................... ................................ ת־היַ ְׁר ֵ ֵּ֔דן
ַ ֶא

אב ָ֑דּון
ֵ ֹ ִ ֵ֥כי ָא ֶ֖בֹד ת

ים
ֹ֙ א־ת ֲא ִר ֻיכָּ֤ן יָ ִמ
ַ ֹל

ֲא ֶֹ֙שר ַא ָ ָּ֤תה ע ֵֹב ֹ֙ר

(35) to go in and possess61 ........................ ................................ ................................ ש ָ ָּֽתּה׃
ְׁ ְׁל ִר
........................... ................................ ................................ ת־ה ָא ֶרץ
ָ וְׁ ֶא

 ִה ַ ָּּ֤ג ְֶּֽׁד ִתי ָל ֶכ ֹ֙ם18

ָל ֵ֥ב ֹא ָ ֶ֖ש ָמה

ת־ה ָש ַ ִ֣מיִ ם
ַ  ַה ִע ֹ֙יד ֹ ִתי ָב ֶכִ֣ם ַהיֹוםִׁ֘ ֶא19

(36) 19"I call heaven and earth as witnesses today against you, ................ ................................ ................................
....................... ................................ ................................ וְׁ ַה ְׁק ָל ָלָ֑ה

ַה ַחיִ ָּ֤ים וְׁ ַה ָֹ֙מוֶ ֹ֙ת נָ ַ ִ֣ת ִתי ְׁל ָפ ֵֶּ֔ניך ַה ְׁב ָר ָ ֶ֖כה

(37) that I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing; ........................................ ................................
(38) therefore choose life,............ ................................ ................................ ................................

61

ּוב ַח ְׁר ָֹ֙ת ַ ָּֽב ַח ִֵּ֔יים
ָּֽ ָ

Line (35) contains a subordinate sentence that is dependent on the sentence of line (34), expressing purpose.
It has been transformed into its infinitive construct equivalent, creating an adverbial phrase of purpose modifying the
sentence it follows. This applies also to lines 41, 42, 43, and 46.
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(39) that both you and your descendants may live; ........... ................................ עך׃
ָּֽ ֶ וְׁ זַ ְׁר
(40) 20"that you may love the LORD your God, ................ ................................

ְׁל ַ ֵ֥מ ַען ִת ְׁח ֶיֶ֖ה ַא ָ ֵ֥תה

ֹלהיך
ֵֶּ֔ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְׁ ְׁל ַ ָּֽא ֲה ָב ֹ֙ה ֶאת־י20

(41) that you may obey His voice, ............................. ................................ ................................ ְׁבקֹלֶ֖ ֹו

מ ַע
ֹ ֵ֥ ִל ְׁש

(42) and that you may cling to Him, .......................... ................................ ................................ ה־בֹו
ָ֑ ּול ָד ְׁב ָק
ְׁ
(43) for He is your life and the length of your days; ................. ................................ יָ ֵֶּ֔מיך
(44) and that you may dwell in the land .................................. ................................
................................... ................................ ּוָּֽ ְׁליַ ֲע ֶ֖קֹב

א ֶרְך
ֹ ִ֣ ְׁח ֹ֙יך ו
ִֶֹ֙ ִ֣כי ָּ֤הּוא ַ י

ל־ה ֲא ָד ָָ֗מה
ָ ש ֶבת ַע
ִ֣ ֶ ָל

הוֵ֧ה ַל ֲאב ֶ ָֹ֛תיך ְׁל ַא ְׁב ָר ָ ָ֛הם ְׁליִ ְׁצ ָ ֵ֥חק
ָ ְֲׁא ֶשר נִ ְׁש ַֹ֙בע י

(45) which the LORD swore to your fathers, to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,.......................... ................................
(46) to give them.” (Deut. 30:11-20) ......................... ................................ ................................ הם׃
ָּֽ ֶ ָל

ָל ֵ ֵ֥תת

20.4.9 Expository Poetry Type
Expository poetry contains such things as prayers and expressions of praise and honor for
God and man, in poetry as distinguished from prose. This literature type occurs in the poetical
books and in other poems scattered throughout the prose books. Table 20.16 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible.
Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 21.1% of the text, followed by imperfect aspect sentences
(types Vi0 and Vi1) accounting for another 42.1%, while perfect aspect sentences (types Vp0 and
Vp1) account for another 20.6%. These five sentence types, along with minimal word density
(4.5), and a maximum imperative density (8.8%) and maximum juxtaposition density (18.2%),
may be regarded as characteristic of this literature type. Interestingly, Waw consecutive with imperfect (Viw, 5.3%) and Waw consecutive with perfect (type Vpw, 1.9%) contribute little, leaving
only 9% for the other sentence types. Like that of expository prose, the literary structure of expository poetry seems to have no definable syntactic structure, but the structure of each narrative differs according the semantic affinities of its content.
Total number of words = 58,600
Total number of verses = 5,393
Total number of speech words = 271
Total number of imperatives = 1,128
Total number of juxtapositions = 2,346
Average words per verse = 10.87
Average words per sentence = 4.56
Average sentences per verse = 2.38
Speech word density = 2.11%
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Imperative density = 8.78%
Juxtaposition density = 18.28%
Table 20.16
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Expository Poetry
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

Vi0
Ve

2,949

22.974

Cn1

31

0.242

2,713

21.136

Cy0

28

0.218

Vi1

2,458

19.149

Ciw

27

0.210

Vp0

1,419

11.055

Cpw

15

0.117

Vp1

1,227

9.559

Vdy0

10

0.078

Viw

683

5.321

Vdn1

5

0.039

Vde0

516

4.020

Vdp1

4

0.031

Vpw

241

1.878

Vdpw

2

0.016

Vde1

147

1.145

Vdi1

2

0.016

Cn0

127

0.989

Vdi0

2

0.016

Ci0

60

0.467

Vdqc0

2

0.016

Cp0

47

0.366

Cy1

2

0.016

Cp1

44

0.343

Vdiw

1

0.008

Ci1

39

0.304

Vdp0

1

0.008

Vdn0

34

0.265

Count =

29

......................................... ................................

Total =

%

12,836

ל־ש ֶ֖אּול וְׁ ַעל־יְׁ הֹונָ ָ ֵ֥תן ְׁבנָּֽ ֹו׃
ָ ת־ה ִק ָינֶ֖ה ַהזָֹ֑את ַע
ַ וַ יְׁ ק ֵ ִֹ֣נֶּֽן ָד ִ ֵּ֔וד ֶא

(1) Then David lamented with this lamentation over Saul and over Jonathan his son, ...........................................
(2) 18and he said ........................................ ................................ ................................ ................................ אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ ַּ֕י18
(3) to teach the children of Judah the Song of the Bow;62................................... שת
ֶ ָ ָ֑ק
(4) indeed it is written in the Book of Jasher: ........... ................................

הּודה
ֶ֖ ָ ְְׁׁל ַל ֵ ֵ֥מד ְׁב ֵנָּֽי־י

ל־ס ֶפר ַהיָ ָ ָּֽשר׃
ֵ֥ ֵ תּובה ַע
ֶ֖ ָ ִה ֵנֵ֥ה ְׁכ

(5) 19"The beauty of Israel is slain on your high places! ........................... ָח ָלָ֑ל

מֹותיך
ֶ֖ ֶ ל־ב
ָ בי יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ַע
ֹ֙ ִ  ַה ְׁצ19

(6) How the mighty have fallen!........................... ................................ ................................

בֹורים׃
ָּֽ ִ ִֵ ֶ֖איְך נָ ְׁפלֵ֥ ּו ג

(7) 20Tell it not in Gath, ........... ................................ ................................ ................................
(8) Proclaim it not in the streets of Ashkelon— ................ ................................ ש ְׁקלָ֑ ֹון
ְׁ ַא

62

See f. n. 53 above.

ל־ת ִּגִ֣ידּו ְׁב ֵּ֔ ַגת
ַ  ַא20

ל־ת ַב ְׁש ֶ֖רּו ְׁבחּו ִ֣צֹת
ְׁ ַ ָּֽא
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(9) Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, ................ ................................ ש ֵּ֔ ִתים
ְׁ ְׁפ ִל

ן־ת ְׁש ַֹ֙מ ְׁחנָ ֹ֙ה ְׁבנִ֣ ֹות
ִ ֶפ

(10) Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph. ........................................ ָה ֲע ֵר ִ ָּֽלים׃

ן־ת ֲעֹלֶ֖ זְׁ נָ ה ְׁבנֵ֥ ֹות
ַ ֶ ָּֽפ

(11) 21"O mountains of Gilboa, Let there be no dew ....................... ................................ ל־טל
ֵ֧ ַ ַא

 ָה ֵ ִ֣רי ַבּגִ ְׁל ָ֗בֹ ַע21

(12) nor let there be rain upon you, ........................ ................................ ................................ יכֶ֖ם
ֶ ֲע ֵל
(13) Nor let there be fields of offerings. ........................ ................................ ................................
(14) For the shield of the mighty is cast away there!................ ................................ בֹורים
ֵּ֔ ִ ִּג
(15) The shield of Saul, not anointed with oil. ................ ................................
................................... ................................ ָא ָ֑חֹור

ל־מ ָ ָ֛טר
ָ וְׁ ַא

מת
ֹ ָ֑ ּוש ֵ ִ֣די ְׁתרּו
ְׁ

ִ ִ֣כי ָ ָּ֤שם נִ גְׁ ַעלֹ֙ ָמ ֵ ִ֣גֶּֽן

ָמ ֵ ִ֣גֶּֽן ָש ֵּ֔אּול ְׁב ִ ֶ֖לי ָמ ִ ֵ֥ש ַיח ַב ָ ָּֽש ֶמן׃

בֹורים ֶ ַ֚ק ֶשת יְׁ ִ֣הֹונָ ֵָּ֔תן ֵ֥ל ֹא נָ ֶ֖שֹוג
ֵּ֔ ִ ִ ִמ ַ ִ֣דם ֲח ָל ָ֗ ִלים ֵמ ֵֹ֙ח ֶל ֹ֙ב ּג22

(16) 22From the blood of the slain, From the fat of the mighty, The bow of Jonathan did not turn back, ................
(17) And the sword of Saul did not return empty. .......... ................................ ֵרי ָ ָָּֽקם׃
........................... ................................ ................................
(18)

23

וְׁ ֶ ִ֣ח ֶרב ָש ֵּ֔אּול ֵ֥ל ֹא ָת ֶ֖שּוב

יהם
ֵֶּ֔ ֵימ ֹ֙ם ְׁב ַחי
ִ  ָש ִ֣אּול וִ יהֹונָ ָָ֗תן ַהנֶ ֱא ָה ִ ָּ֤בים וְׁ ַהנְׁ ִע23

"Saul and Jonathan were beloved and pleasant in their lives, ....................................... ................................

(19) And in their death they were not divided; ..................................... ................................ נִ ְׁפ ָ ָ֑רדּו

מֹותם ִ֣ל ֹא
ֶ֖ ָ ּוב
ְׁ

(20) They were swifter than eagles, ................................ ................................ ................................ ַ ֵּ֔קלּו

ִמנְׁ ָש ִ ִ֣רים

(21) They were stronger than lions. ............................. ................................ ................................ ברּו׃
ָּֽ ֵ ָּג

ֵמ ֲא ָריֶ֖ ֹות

(22) 24 "O daughters of Israel, weep over Saul, .......... ................................ ְׁב ֶכָ֑ינָ ה

ל־ש ֶ֖אּול
ָ נֹות יִ ְׁש ָר ֵֵּ֔אל ֶא
ֹ֙  ְׁב24

(23) Who clothed you in scarlet, with luxury;63 ........... ................................ ם־ע ָד ֵּ֔ ִנים
ֲ ִע

ַה ַמ ְׁל ִ ָּֽב ְׁש ֶכָּ֤ם ָשנִ ֹ֙י

(24) Who put ornaments of gold on your apparel. .................................. כן׃
ָּֽ ֶ בּוש
ְׁ ְׁל

ַ ָּֽה ַמ ֲע ֶל ֹ֙ה ֲע ִ ִ֣די זָ ֵָּ֔הב ַ ֶ֖על

(25) 25"How the mighty have fallen in the midst of the battle! .............. מה
ָ֑ ָ ַה ִמ ְׁל ָח

 ֵ ַ֚איְך נָ ְׁפלִ֣ ּו גִ ב ִ ֵֹּ֔רים ְׁב ֶ֖תֹוְך25

(26) Jonathan was slain in your high places. ........................... ................................ ָח ָ ָּֽלל׃
(27) 26I am distressed for you, my brother Jonathan;.............. ................................

מֹותיך
ֶ֖ ֶ ל־ב
ָ יְׁ ִ֣הֹונָ ֵָּ֔תן ַע

חי יְׁ ִ֣הֹונָ ֵָּ֔תן
ֹ֙ ִ ר־לי ָע ָ֗ ֶליך ָא
ִ֣ ִ  ַצ26

(28) You have been very pleasant to me; .................... ................................ ................................ אד
ֹ ָ֑ ְׁמ
(29) Your love to me was wonderful, ............... ................................ ................................ ֵּ֔ ִלי

נָ ַ ֵ֥ע ְׁמ ָת ִ ֶ֖לי

נִ ְׁפ ְׁל ַ ָּ֤א ָתה ַא ֲה ָ ָּֽב ְׁת ֹ֙ך

(30) Surpassing the love of women. ........................... ................................ ................................ שים׃
ָּֽ ִ ָנ

ֵמ ַא ֲה ַ ֶ֖בת

(31) 27"How the mighty have fallen, .................... ................................ ................................ בֹורים
ֵּ֔ ִ ִג

 ֵ ַ֚איְך נָ ְׁפלִ֣ ּו27

(32) And the weapons of war perished!" ......................................... ................................ מה׃
ָּֽ ָ ִמ ְׁל ָח

אב ֶ֖דּו ְׁכ ֵ ֵ֥לי
ְׁ ֹ וַ י

(2 Sam. 1:17-27)

63

Lines (23) and (24) are participle phrases that remotely modify the word Saul in the sentence of line (22),
and so are not sentences here.
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20.4.10 Predictive Poetry Type
Predictive poetry contains prophetic literature written in poetry as distinguished from
prose. This literature type occurs primarily in the prophetical books and in other poems scattered
throughout the other books. Table 20.17 provides the frequency distribution of the various sentence
types in this type of literature in the Hebrew Bible. Verbless sentences (type Ve) account for 21.2%
of the text, followed by imperfect aspect sentences (types Vi0 and Vi1) accounting for another
33.0%, while perfect aspect sentences (types Vp0 and Vp1) account for another 22.9%. These five
sentence types, along with high imperative density (7.8%) and a high juxtaposition density
(18.6%), may be regarded as characteristic of this literature type. Interestingly, Waw consecutive
with imperfect (type Viw, 4.1%) and Waw consecutive with perfect (type Vpw, 8.8%) contribute
little, leaving only 10% for the other sentence types. Like that of expository prose, the literary
structure of predictive poetry seems to have no definable syntactic structure, but the structure of
each narrative differs according the semantic affinities of its content.
Table 20.17
Frequency Distribution of Sentence Types
for Predictive Poetry
Type

Number

%

Type

Number

%

Ve

2,297

21.215

Vdn0

50

0.462

Vi0

1,880

17.364

Cp0

47

0.434

Vi1

1,693

15.637

Cn1

32

0.296

Vp0

1,271

11.739

Ci0

29

0.268

Vp1

1,214

11.213

Cy0

5

0.046

Vpw

961

8.876

Vdpw

4

0.037

Viw

443

4.092

Vdi0

4

0.037

Vde0

295

2.725

Vdqc0

3

0.028

Cpw

172

1.589

Vdiw

2

0.018

Vde1

138

1.275

Vdqc1

2

0.018

Cn0

91

0.840

Vdn1

1

0.009

Ci1

82

0.757

Cy1

1

0.009

Ciw

54

0.499

Vdp1

1

0.009

Cp1

54

0.499

Vdy0

1

0.009

Count =

28

Total Number of Words = 53,109
Total number of Verses = 2,932
Total number of speech words = 482
Total number of imperatives = 845

Total =

10,827
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Total number of juxtapositions = 2,015
Average words per verse = 18.1
Average words per sentence = 4.90
Average sentences per verse = 3.82
Speech word density = 4.45%
Imperative density = 7.79%
Juxtaposition density = 18.61%
(1) There shall come forth a Rod from the stem of Jesse, ................. ................................ שי
ָ֑ ָ ִי

וְׁ יָ ָ ֵ֥צא ֶ֖חֹ ֶטר ִמ ֵ ִּ֣גֶּֽזַ ע

(2) And a Branch shall grow out of his roots................................... ................................ יִ ְׁפ ֶ ָּֽרה׃
(3) 2The Spirit of the LORD shall rest upon Him, .......................... ................................ הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁי
(4) The Spirit of wisdom and understanding,64.............................. ................................

וְׁ ֵנ ֶֶ֖צר ִמ ָש ָר ָ ֵ֥שיו

 וְׁ נָ ָ ֵ֥חה ָע ָלֶ֖יו ִ֣ר ַּוח2

ּוב ָָ֗ינה
ִ ֵ֧ר ַּוח ָח ְׁכ ָ ִ֣מה

(5) The Spirit of counsel and might, ............... ................................ ................................ בּורה
ֵּ֔ ָ ְּׁוג
(6) The Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the LORD...................................

ָּ֤ר ַּוח ֵע ָצ ֹ֙ה

הוָּֽה׃
ָ ְֵׁ֥ר ַּוח ַ ֶ֖ד ַעת וְׁ יִ ְׁר ַ ֵ֥את י

(7) 3His delight is in the fear of the LORD, .................................... ................................ הוָ֑ה
ָ ְׁי

יחֹו ְׁביִ ְׁר ַ ִ֣את
ֶ֖  וַ ֲה ִר3

(8) And He shall not judge by the sight of His eyes, .............. ................................ ש ֵּ֔פֹוט
ְׁ ִי

א־ל ַמ ְׁר ֵ ָּ֤אה ֵעינָ ֹ֙יו
ְׁ ֹ וְׁ ָּֽל

(9) Nor decide by the hearing of His ears; .............................. ................................ יֹוכ ַיח׃
ָּֽ ִ

א־ל ִמ ְׁש ַ ֵ֥מע ָאזְׁ ָנֶ֖יו
ְׁ ֹ וְׁ ָּֽל

(10) 4But with righteousness He shall judge the poor,........................ ................................ ַד ֵּ֔ ִלים
(11) And decide with equity for the meek of the earth; ...................................... י־א ֶרץ
ָ֑ ָ ְֵׁל ַענְׁ ו
(12) He shall strike the earth with the rod of His mouth, ............. ................................ ֵּ֔ ִפיו
(13) And with the breath of His lips He shall slay the wicked. ............................. שע׃
ָּֽ ָ ָר

 וְׁ ָש ַ ָּ֤פט ְׁב ֹ֙ ֶצ ֶד ֹ֙ק4

ישֹור
ֶ֖ הֹוכ ַיח ְׁב ִמ
ֵ֥ ִ ְׁו

ש ֶבט
ִ֣ ֵ ה־א ֶר ֹ֙ץ ְׁב
ֶֹ֙ וְׁ ִ ָּֽה ָכ

ּוב ֵ֥ר ַּוח ְׁש ָפ ָ ֶ֖תיו יָ ִ ֵ֥מית
ְׁ

(14) 5Righteousness shall be the belt of His loins, ...................... ................................ ָמ ְׁת ָנָ֑יו

 וְׁ ָ ֵ֥היָ ה ֶצ ֶֶ֖דק ֵאזִ֣ ֹור5

(15) And faithfulness the belt of His waist. .................................. ................................ ֲח ָל ָ ָּֽציו׃

מּונֶ֖ה ֵאזֵ֥ ֹור
ָ וְׁ ָה ֱא

(16) 6"The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, .................................. ................................ ם־כ ֶבש
ֵֶּ֔ ִע
(17) The leopard shall lie down with the young goat, ......................... ................................ בץ
ָ֑ ָ יִ ְׁר
(18) The calf and the young lion and the fatling together; ........................................ יַ ְׁח ָ ֵּ֔דו

 וְׁ ָגָּ֤ר זְׁ ֵא ֹ֙ב6

וְׁ נָ ֵ ֶ֖מר ִעם־ּגְׁ ִ ִ֣די

יא
ֹ֙ ּומ ִר
ְׁ ּוכ ִ ָּ֤פיר
ְׁ וְׁ ֹ֙ ֵעגֶ ל

(19) And a little child shall lead them. ................ ................................ ................................ ָ ָּֽבם׃

וְׁ ַנ ֵַ֥ער ָק ֶ֖טֹן נ ֵ ֵֹ֥הג

Lines (4), (5), and (6) are noun phrases modifying the phrase “the Spirit of the LORD” of line (3) and so
are not sentences here.
64
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(20) 7The cow and the bear shall graze;.............. ................................ ................................ ִת ְׁר ֵּ֔ ֶעינָ ה

ּופ ָ ָּ֤רה וָ ד ֹֹ֙ב
ָ 7

(21) Their young ones shall lie down together; ................................... ................................ יהן
ָ֑ ֶ יַ ְׁל ֵד

יַ ְׁח ָ ֶ֖דו יִ ְׁר ְׁב ִ֣צּו

(22) And the lion shall eat straw like the ox. ........................... ................................
(23) 8The nursing child shall play by the cobra's hole, .......... ................................
(24) And the weaned child shall put his hand in the viper's den........... ָה ָ ָּֽדה׃

ל־ת ֶבן׃
ָּֽ ֶ אכ
ַ ֹ וְׁ ַא ְׁר ֵיֶ֖ה ַכ ָב ָ ֵָ֥קר ָּֽי

ל־חר ָ ָ֑פ ֶתן
ִ֣ ֻ יֹונֶ֖ק ַע
ֵ  וְׁ ִ ָּֽש ֲע ַ ֵ֥שע8

עֹוני ּגָ ֶ֖מּול יָ ֵ֥דֹו
ִֵּ֔ אּורת ִצ ְׁפ
ִ֣ ַ וְׁ ַעלֹ֙ ְׁמ

(25) 9They shall not hurt ........................ ................................ ................................ ................................  ָּֽל ֹא־יָ ֵ ֵ֥רעּו9
(26) nor destroy in all My holy mountain, ......................... ................................ שי
ָ֑ ִ ָק ְׁד

ל־הר
ִ֣ ַ וְׁ ָּֽל ֹא־יַ ְׁש ִ ֶ֖חיתּו ְׁב ָכ

(27) For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD .................. הוה
ֵּ֔ ָ ְֶׁאת־י

י־מ ְׁל ָ ִ֣אה ָה ָָ֗א ֶרץ ֵד ָע ֹ֙ה
ָ ִ ָּֽכ

(28) As the waters cover the sea. ........................ ................................ ................................ ְׁמ ַכ ִ ָּֽסים׃

ַכ ַ ֶ֖מיִ ם ַליָ ֵ֥ם
(Isa. 11:1-9)

20.5 Summary
20.5.1.The Ten Principal Literary Types of Discourse:
(1) historical
(2) descriptive details
(3) descriptive lists
(4) procedural
(5) instructional
(6) juridical
(7) predictive prose
(8) expository prose
(9) expository poetry
(10) predictive poetry
20.5 2 The 31 Principal Types of Sentence Structure:
(1) Cp0—hyh
= copulative, perfect, initial
(2) Cp1—X hyh
= copulative, perfect, non-initial65
(3) Cpw—wehyh
(4) Ci0—yhyh

65

= copulative, perfect, Waw consecutive
= copulative, imperfect, initial

In this sentence structure and the others, the X stands for one or more non-verbal words or phrases. When
enclosed in parentheses, X is optional. X does not include negatives and infinitives absolute, which are regarded as
part of the verb phrase.
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(5) Ci1—X yhyh
(6) Ciw—wayyhyh
(7) Cy0—יֵ ש

= copulative, imperfect, non-initial
= copulative, imperfect, Waw consecutive
= copulative, durative, initial (§ 4.3.7; 11.5.2)

(8) Cy1—X יֵ ש

= copulative, durative, non-initial

(9) Cn0—ֵאין

= negative copulative, durative, initial (§ 11.5.2)

(10) Cn1—X ֵאין

= negative copulative, durative, non-initial

(11) Ve—X
(12) Vp0—qtl (X)

= verbless sentence
= verbal, perfect, initial

573

(13) Vp1—X qtl
= verbal, perfect, non-initial
e
(14) Vpw—w qtl
= verbal, perfect, Waw consecutive
(15) Vi0—yqtl (X) = verbal, imperfect, initial
(16) Vi1—X yqtl
= verbal, imperfect, non-initial
(17) Viw—wayyqtl = verbal, imperfect, Waw consecutive
(18) Vdp0—hyh (X) qotel
= verbal, durative, initial
(19) Vdp1—X hyh (X) qotel
= verbal, durative, non-initial
e
(20) Vdpw—w hyh (X) qotel
= verbal, durative, Waw consecutive
(21) Vdi0—yhyh (X) qotel
= verbal, durative, initial
(22) Vdi1—X yhyh (X) qotel
(23) Vdiw—wayyhyh (X) qotel
(24) Vdy0—( יֵ שX) qotel

= verbal, durative, non-initial
= verbal, durative, Waw consecutive
= verbal, durative, initial

(25) Vdy1—X ( יֵ שX) qotel

= verbal, durative, non-initial

(26) Vdn0—( ֵאיןX) qotel

= negative verbal, durative, initial

(27) Vdn1—X ( ֵאיןX) qotel

= negative verbal, durative, non-initial

(28) Vde0—qotel
(29) Vde1—X qotel
(30) Vdqc0—qotel (X) Cop

= verbal, durative, initial, no auxiliary
= verbal, durative, non-initial, no auxiliary
= verbal, durative, initial, post-auxiliary

(31) Vdqc1—X qotel (X) Cop

= verbal, durative, non-initial, post-auxiliary

20.5.3 Distribution of Significant Sentence Types
Table 20.18 lists the distribution of the significant sentence types according to their associated literature types. For each literature type the significant sentence types are highlighted in
yellow. The statistics indicates that there is no significant difference between the use of initial and
non-initial verbs with perfect and imperfect forms, that is, between types Vp0 and Vp1, and
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between types Vi0 and Vi1. The difference has to do with the presence or absence of marked
prominence within the sentences themselves and has nothing to do with distinguishing literary
types. In addition, the procedural and instructive types are essentially the same, as well as the case
of the juridical and predictive prose types.
In addition to sentence types, a few other features contribute to the distinction of literary
types. These characteristics include sentence length, speech sentence density, imperative density,
and juxtaposition density. These qualities tend to be in the domain of semantic features. Other
semantic traits may also contribute to the identity of literary types, such as subordinate conjunction
density, conditional conjunction density, and the density of apocopated verbal forms, but these
features have yet to be studied.
Table 20.18
Distribution of Significant Sentence Types
by Literature Type
Type

Hist.

Disc.
Detail

Disc.
List

Proced.

Instru.

Juridical

Pred.
Prose

Exp.
Prose

Exp.
Poetry

Pred.
Poetry

Ve

24.6

56.1

70.0

35.1

37.3

28.3

24.9

30.8

21.1

21.3

Vp0

10.6

4.8

3.0

4.3

3.8

7.8

10.9

20.2

11.0

11.9

Vp1

10.3

5.4

6.6

2.3

1.4

2.2

9.4

7.8

9.6

11.0

Vpw

3.5

2.6

2

23.6

27.1

18.1

15.1

10.6

1.8

8.9

Vi0

10.3

1.6

0.82

10.2

8.1

17.1

10.5

9.8

22.9

17.3

Vi1

4.8

2.9

1.4

13.5

10.0

13.2

10.3

4.9

19.1

15.5

Viw

31.2

19.5

10.5

3.7

2.1

3.2

9.0

11.2

5.3

4.0

Av. Wds

5.5

6.9

5.6

6.7

6.4

5.9

5.6

5.4

4.5

4.9

Sp. Den.

8.1

0.15

0.39

1.6

0.51

1.6

7.8

1.2

2.1

4.3

Imp. Den.

5.2

0.3

0.3

2.0

2.1

1.2

4.6

2.4

8.8

7.6

Jux. Den.

8.2

2.8

0.92

7.0

4.4

8.2

8.3

3.9

18.2

18.3

This chapter discusses the principal literary types of discourse, the frequency distribution
of the various verbal forms, mapping of the levels of sentence dependency, and how the different
types of sentence structure interrelate in discourse. Expositors should be aware of the information
these structures convey. Chapter 21 discusses the principles of discourse analysis.

CHAPTER 21
The Analysis of Hebrew Discourse
Chapters 14 through 17 discuss the syntactic analysis of the various kinds of Hebrew
phrases. Chapter 18 discusses the syntactic-semantic analysis of Hebrew sentences. Chapter 20
discusses various types of discourse, the different kinds of sentence structures, how they relate to
conjunctions and the story line, and how to map the depth of dependency. This chapter moves into
the domain of discourse analysis, tracing the flow of thought with all its intricacies. At this stage
of the analysis of a discourse, all its words, phrases, and sentences have been previously analyzed,
with all its derived information at hand for the expositor.
Discourse analysis consists of identifying the entities of a discourse, and what the text says
about how the interrelationships of their categories, characteristics, capabilities, and actions vary
within some space-time environment. The expositor identifies the persons, places, and things of
the discourse. He maps the changing prominence of these participants and props as the text moves
forward. He maps the flow of thought along the story line, charting the supporting information in
the subsidiary sidetracks, and taking note of the mutual discourse affinities among sentences and
clusters of sentences. He plots the development of the argument from premise to conclusion.
Discourse analysis involves unearthing the structure of the semantic and logical organization of the information of the text at the discourse level—the natural outline of the passage. This
is accomplished by executing a few ordered analysis rules based on grouping according to discourse affinity. That analysis procedure is the subject of this chapter.

21.1 The Role of Prominence in Discourse
Every constituent in a sentence has one of three possible levels of prominence: (1) primary,
(2) secondary, or (3) background. By default, the subject of a sentence has primary prominence, 1
with secondary prominence going to the complement of the verb. The other constituents are in the
background. But primary prominence may have been granted to another constituent for rhetorical

1

Primary prominence belongs to the first slot of the sentence which the subject normally occupies unless
displaced by some prominence transformation. One significant exception is the use of Waw consecutive where the
syntactic idiom demands the verb in first position.
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purposes or syntactical reasons. At the discourse level, a sentence or cluster of sentences may be
granted position prominence for rhetorical reasons, that is, the sentence preempts or else follows
what would be its normally expected place in the sequence. Prominence contributes to the information contained in the discourse.

21.2 Discourse Affinity
As in the case of the constituents of sentences, the sentences of a discourse have mutual
affinity. Discourse affinity may be regarded as a linguistic force that holds the elements of a discourse together logically and semantically. It is like gravity that holds the planets in orbit around
the sun, the moon around the earth, and solar systems together in a galaxy. It is like the forces of
chemistry that hold the particles of an atom together, and hold atoms together in molecules. But
unlike the forces of nature which can be measured, discourse affinity can only be estimated. A
number of discourse characteristics contribute to the mutual affinities of its sentences: (1) position
affinity, (2) semantic affinity, and (3) conjunctive affinity. These three forces each contribute to
the mutual discourse affinity among sentences.
21.2.1 Position Affinity
Obviously, the closer sentences are in a sequence the greater the position affinity, and adjacent sentences have the greatest, apart from some vetoing influences. But it is not so self-evident
that clusters of sentences also have similar affinity, which also contributes to the analysis. contiguous sentences and clusters of sentences have discourse affinity, apart from some veto factor.
21.2.2 Semantic Affinity
The greater the number of linguistic features two sentences share, the greater their mutual
semantic affinity. The following is a list of common features that contribute to the mutual semantic
affinity of sentences:
(1) common participants and props;
(2) common time frame;
(3) common place;
(4) common tense, mood, mode, and negation;
(5) common theme.
21.2.3 Conjunctive Affinity
Obviously adjacent sentences linked by a conjunction have conjunctive affinity, apart from
some vetoing factor. But not only are adjacent sentences linked by conjunctions, contiguous clusters of clauses are likewise linked, and so also clusters of clusters. So it is important to know
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whether a conjunction links sentences or clusters. Weak semantic affinity between adjacent sentences marks a break between clusters; the intervening conjunction links clusters not sentences.
Adjacent sentences and clusters of sentences must be in semantic agreement with the relationship
expressed by their linking conjunction or else discourse affinity is vetoed.

21.3 Conjunctions as Discourse Markers
Conjunctions are one of the keys to the structure of discourse (§ 9.0). They link sentences
and clusters of sentences, identifying the logical and sequential relationships among sentences and
clusters. One may assume that a conjunction exists before every sentence and every cluster of
sentences, linking the sentence or cluster to the preceding elements of the discourse. In the case of
asyndeton, a conjunction was omitted because its conjunctive sense is inferred and anticipated by
semantic context; it is safe and proper to restore omitted conjunctions in the analysis of discourse
structure.
In addition to sentence types (discussed in § 20.3) and the conjunctions that join them, the
semantic content of the sentences also influences how sentences are arranged hierarchically in
sequential clusters and sequences of clusters. Four prominent semantic factors tend to optimize in
the flow of thought: time, place, participant-prop, and theme. Other factors that also contribute to
marking discourse hierarchy are: tense, mood, mode, negation, and sentence role. Sentences are
usually clustered so that they have more of these factors in common with one another than they
have with distant sentences (or clusters). The clustering of clusters follows the same tendency
except that the ranges of the factors become broader. The result is that the clusters at the lowest
hierarchical level have the strongest affinity on these factors. Consequently, the analysis of discourse should begin at the lowest hierarchic level and work through successively higher levels.

21.4 Grouping Principles
Seven ordered principles govern the grouping of the sentences and clusters of sentences
into semantic clusters: (1) the unpacking principle, (2) the principle of greatest discourse affinity,
(3) the principle of conjunctive compatibility, (4) the principle of completeness, (5) the principle
of conjunctive priority, (6) the principle of acquired semantic affinity, and (7) the principle of
iteration.
21.4.1 Unpacking
A noun phrase may be modified by a dependent relative pronoun clause (or equivalent) in
which case the clause has become embedded in the sentence in which the phrase is a constituent.
At the discourse level of analysis it may be helpful to unpack the embedded dependent clauses,
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making them dependent instead on the sentence in which the phrase it modifies is a constituent.
This is particularly helpful when the relative pronoun clause is compound, that is, it consists of
multiple coordinate clauses or even a more complex cluster. When unpacking is appropriate, the
following steps should be followed:
(1) Replace the relative pronoun (or equivalent) with a subordinating conjunction that expresses the dependent relationship the clauses have with the associated phrase.
(2) In the modifier slot occupied by the dependent clauses, without altering the meaning of
the text, insert a terse substitute that encapsules the equivalent meaning of the dependent clauses.
The following example taken from Psalm 1:1-2 illustrates unpacking. Here sentences 2 through 6
are dependent on the word man in sentence 1 by means of the relative pronoun . They list five
characteristics of the man who is blessed, which characteristics may be encapsulated in the term
godliness. So the blessed man may be referred to as a godly man because of the description given
in the five dependent clauses.



(1)





(2)





(3)





(4)





(5)



(6)













Blessed is the man
who
does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly,
and
does not stand in the path of sinners,
and 
does not sit in the seat of the scornful;
but
his delight is in the law of the LORD,
and
in His law he meditates day and night.

Consequently, the relative pronoun may be replaced by the cause-reason subordinating
conjunction because (step 1) and the term godly may be substituted in the modifier slot (step 2),
thus unpacking the dependent clauses without altering the meaning. Being mindful that at the sentence level of analysis elided information has already been restored, the unpacked structure is as
follows:
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The godly man is blessed












because
the man does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly,
and
the man does not stand in the path of sinners,
and 
the man does not sit in the seat of the scornful;
but
the man’s delight is in the law of the LORD,
and
the man meditates in the law of the LORD day and night.

21.4.2 Greatest Discourse Affinity
Sentences and clusters of sentences having the greatest mutual discourse affinity should be
grouped first. This assures that clusters at the deepest discourse dependency are assembled first.
In the above list of clauses it is noted that clauses 2, 3, and 4 share common participants (the godly
and the ungodly), and common theme (contrasting moral character and negative contrasting of
behavior). These common features indicate a strong semantic affinity between the clauses. On the
other hand, clauses 5 and 6 have their own affinity differing from that of clauses 1 to 3: common
participants and props (the godly person, the LORD, and His Law), and a common theme (delightful meditation). On the basis of mutual affinity the clauses may be clustered into the following two
groups:



(1)





(2)





(3)





(4)





(5)


(6)













The godly man is blessed
because
the man does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly,
and
the man does not stand in the path of sinners,
and 
the man does not sit in the seat of the scornful;
but
the man’s delight is in the law of the LORD,
and
the man meditates in the law of the LORD day and night.

21.4.3 Conjunctive Compatibility
Sentences and clusters of sentences in a potential cluster must be semantically compatible
with their linking conjunction. The conjunctions within a potential cluster must be the same kind;
that is, a cluster cannot have both coordinating and subordinating conjunctions between its sentences or clusters, nor can it have both conjunctive and disjunctives, etc.
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21.4.4 Completeness
All the members of a potential cluster must be in a contiguous sequence before marking
them as an actual cluster. The presence of an intervening alien sentence or cluster is evidence of
premature clustering. The intervening alien should first be grouped into its own cluster.
21.4.5 Conjunctive Priority
Ordinarily, under equally probable clustering options, a potential cluster with a subordinating conjunction should be grouped before an equally potential cluster with coordinating conjunctions. But the protasis and apodosis of the potential cluster must both be complete before marking
them as an actual cluster.
21.4.6 Acquired Semantic Affinity
A newly grouped cluster acquires the accumulated semantic affinity of its members as determined by its interrelation with its immediate neighboring discourse environment.
21.4.7 Iteration
When a cluster is correctly identified and marked, the procedure repeats through the above
steps marking new clusters until the entire discourse is identified as a single cluster.

21.5 Natural Outline
The natural outline of a discourse is theoretically the outline in the mind of the original
author when he wrote it. It is unearthed as part of the analysis procedure by creating a summarizing
heading for each analytical cluster together with noting its dependency depth. The outline is assembled at the end of the analysis procedure.
21.5.1 Outline Headings
The headings of the natural outline of the discourse are created for each cluster in the analysis. It is written in the language of the expositor as a summary of the semantic and logical content
of the cluster it heads. The following are some characteristics of a good heading:
(1) A heading should be a complete sentence.
(2) A heading should be terse, free of all non-contributing expressions.
(3) A heading should contain the prominent participants and props of the associated cluster,
particularly, those of the next lower headings of the cluster.
(4) A heading should summarize what is stated about the prominent participants of the
cluster in explicit terms, avoiding being overly general.
(5) A heading should not be a theological or homiletical statement unless such terms come
from the text of the cluster it heads.
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(6) Sometimes a sentence in the text may qualify as a heading; in that case it merely needs
to be condensed.
21.5.2 Assembling the Outline
After the analysis procedure is completed, the headings of the outline are assembled in
hierarchical order according to their dependencies in the analytical diagram.

21.6 Analysis Illustrated
A discourse may be primarily (1) historical, declaring what happened or how things were done;
(2) descriptive, declaring who, what, how, or why things are the way they are; (3) procedural,
declaring how to do something; (4) instructional, declaring how things are expected to be; (5)
juridical, declaring how things must be; (6) predictive, declaring how things will be; (7) expository,
explaining the meaning or intent of something.2 The following examples illustrate the analysis of
the various types of discourse, each accompanied by a commentary on the analysis together with
the associated natural outline. The Hebrew sentences are listed on individual numbered lines in the
left column with their corresponding English translation in the right column, and with the conjunctions in intervening lines. Clusters are bracketed together with a right-hand bracket }. Dependency
depth is indicated by indention to the left, the greater the number of indentions, the greater the
dependency depth. For the first illustration, a separate analysis diagram is presented for each iteration cycle; but for subsequent illustrations, only the final diagram is provided.

21.7 Historical Narrative (Job 42:7-9)
This passage is an episode of the final narrative portion of Job. It contains the LORD’s
rebuke of Job’s three friends for misrepresenting Him, and the command for them to go to Job
with sacrifices so that he may pray and make atonement for them.
21.7.1 First Clustering Cycle
(1) Sentences 1 and 2 form a new cluster (1-2), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct
from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (The LORD and Job), expressing a common theme (Divine communication), and having complementary syntactic roles.
Sentence 1 introduces the pericope, being the protasis (subsequent event) and sentence 2 the apodosis (previous event), being in semantic concord with the temporal conjunction  joining them:
expressing the timeframe of reference for the story.

2

Only seven of the ten literary types of chapter 20 are included here, because descriptive lists are uninteresting from the perspective of discourse analysis. In addition, the juridical and predictive prose types are essentially the
same, as is the case for expository and predictive poetry.
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(2) Sentences 4 and 5 form a new cluster (4-5), having strong mutual discourse affinity
distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the LORD and the
Job’s friends), expressing a common theme (wrath-misrepresentation), and having complementary
syntactic roles. Sentence 5 is the protasis (result) and sentence 4 the apodosis (reason) of a resultreason argument, being in semantic concord with the result-reason conjunction  joining them:
their misrepresentation of the LORD resulted in His wrath against them. Heading: The LORD was
angry that Job’s friends misrepresented Him.
(3) Sentences 6, 7, and 8 form a new cluster (6-8), having strong mutual discourse affinity
distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of three parallel commands having common
participants (Job, his friends, and sacrifices), common mood (imperative), common theme (expiatory sacrifices), a priest to mediate the sacrifices (Job), and coordinating conjunctions joining
them. Heading: Job’s friends must have Job offer sacrifices for them.
(4) Sentences 9 and 10 form a new cluster (9-10), having strong mutual discourse affinity
distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the LORD, Job, and
his friends), common tense (future), common theme (acceptance of prayer), and having complementary syntactic roles. Sentence 9 is the protasis (result) and sentence 10 the apodosis (reason)
of a result-reason argument, being in semantic concord with the result-reason conjunction 
joining them: the LORD will accept Job’s prayer. Heading: Job, the LORD’s accepted priest, will
pray for his friends.
(5) Sentences 11 and 12 form a new cluster (11-12), having strong mutual discourse affinity
distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the LORD, Job, and
his friends), common tense (future), common theme (judgment for sin), and having complementary syntactic roles. Sentence 11 is the protasis (result) and sentence 12 the apodosis (reason) of a
result-reason argument, being in semantic concord with the result-reason conjunction  joining
them: the LORD will judge Job’s friends. Heading: The LORD will judge Job’s friends for misrepresenting Him.
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First Clustering Cycle





(2)



(3)

[]
(4)



(5)





(6)





(7)



(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)



(12)





(13)





(14)



(15)



(16)

(1)

And it happened,





after

the LORD had spoken . . .to Job,

that
the LORD said to Eliphaz
[quote]
“My wrath is aroused against you . .



for [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me



as My servant Job has.





Therefore, [reason-result]

now take for yourselves seven bulls
and seven rams,



and

go to My servant Job,





and

offer up for yourselves a burnt offering;



and

My servant Job will pray for you.



For [result-reason]

I will accept him,



lest [undesirable consequence]

I deal with your folly;



because [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me,



as My servant Job has.”
Then

Eliphaz the Temanite and . . .




and Zophar the Naamathite went
and

they did



just as [comparison]

the LORD commanded them;




for [result-reason]

the LORD had accepted Job.

(6) Sentences 14 and 15 form a new cluster (14-15), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the LORD and
Job’s friends), common tense (past), common theme (judgment of sin), and having complementary
syntactic roles. Sentence 14 is the protasis (object of comparison) and sentence 15 the apodosis
(standard of comparison) of a comparative argument, being in semantic concord with the
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comparative conjunction  joining them: the LORD will judge Job’s friends. Heading: Job’s
friends obeyed the LORD’s commands.
Second Clustering Cycle






(2)



(3)

[]
(4)



(5)





(6)





(7)



(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)



(12)





(13)





(14)



(15)



(16)

(1)



And it happened,



after

the LORD had spoken . . .to Job,

that
the LORD said to Eliphaz
[quote]
“My wrath is aroused against you . .

for [result-reason]
you have not spoken right of Me



as My servant Job has.

Therefore, [reason-result]
now take for yourselves seven bulls
and seven rams,

and
go to My servant Job,

and
offer up for yourselves a burnt offering;
and
My servant Job will pray for you.
For [result-reason]
I will accept him,
lest [undesirable consequence]
I deal with your folly;



because [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me,
as My servant Job has.”
Then
Eliphaz the Temanite and . . .




and Zophar the Naamathite went
and

they did
just as [comparison]
the LORD commanded them;


for [result-reason]

the LORD had accepted Job.
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21.7.2 Second Clustering Cycle
(7) Cluster (9-10) and cluster (11-12) form a new cluster (9-12), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD, Job, and his friends), common tense (future), common theme (avoiding judgment of sin),
and having complementary syntactic roles. Cluster (9-10) is the protasis (necessary condition) and
cluster (11-12) the apodosis (consequence) of a conditional argument, being in semantic concord
with the comparative conjunction  joining them: Job should pray for his friends to avoid
their impending judgment. Heading: Job will pray that the LORD not judge his friends’ sins.
(8) Sentence 13 and cluster (14-15) form a new cluster (13-15), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD and Job’s friends), common tense (past), common theme (obedience of the LORD’s commands), and having complementary syntactic roles. Sentence 13 and cluster (14-15) are in semantic concord with sequential coordinating conjunction  joining them: Job’s friends did what the
LORD commanded. Heading: Job’s friends went to obey the LORD’s commands.
21.7.3 Third Clustering Cycle
(9) Cluster (6-8) and cluster (9-12) form a new cluster (6-12), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD, Job, and his friends), common tense (future), common theme (sacrifice and prayer to avoid
judgment), and having complementary syntactic roles. Cluster (6-8) and cluster (9-12) are in semantic concord with sequential coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: Job’s friends
must have him make atonement for them.
(10) Cluster (13-15) and sentence 16 form a new cluster (13-16), having strong mutual
discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD, Job, and his friends), common tense (past), common theme (obedience to the LORD’s
command), and having complementary syntactic roles. Cluster (13-15) and sentence 16 are in semantic concord with sequential coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The friends
obediently went to Job to get atonement.
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Third Clustering Cycle





(2)



(3)

[]
(4)



(5)





(6)





(7)



(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)



(12)





(13)





(14)



(15)



(16)

(1)

And it happened,





after

the LORD had spoken . . .to Job,

that
the LORD said to Eliphaz
[quote]
“My wrath is aroused against you . .

for [result-reason]
you have not spoken right of Me



as My servant Job has.

Therefore, [reason-result]
now take for yourselves seven bulls
and seven rams,

and
go to My servant Job,

and
offer up for yourselves a burnt offering;
and
My servant Job will pray for you.
For [result-reason]
I will accept him,
lest [undesirable consequence]
I deal with your folly;



because [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me,
as My servant Job has.”
Then
Eliphaz the Temanite and . . .




and Zophar the Naamathite went
and

they did
just as [comparison]
the LORD commanded them;




for [result-reason]

the LORD had accepted Job.

21.7.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
(11) Cluster (4-5) and cluster (6-12) form a new cluster (4-12), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD, Job, and his friends), common tense (past), common theme (the content of the LORD’s
speech to Job’s friends), and having complementary syntactic roles. Cluster (4-5) is the protasis
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(reason) of a reason-result argument and cluster (6-12) is the apodosis (result), in semantic concord
with subordinating conjunction  joining them.
Fourth Clustering Cycle






(2)



(3)

[]
(4)



(5)





(6)





(7)



(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)



(12)





(13)





(14)



(15)



(16)

(1)




And it happened,



after

the LORD had spoken . . .to Job,

that
the LORD said to Eliphaz
[quote]
“My wrath is aroused against you . .



for [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me



as My servant Job has.





Therefore, [reason-result]

now take for yourselves seven bulls
and seven rams,

and
go to My servant Job,

and
offer up for yourselves a burnt offering;
and
My servant Job will pray for you.
For [result-reason]
I will accept him,
lest [undesirable consequence]
I deal with your folly;



because [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me,
as My servant Job has.”
Then
Eliphaz the Temanite and . . .




and Zophar the Naamathite went
and

they did



just as [comparison]

the LORD commanded them;


for [result-reason]

the LORD had accepted Job.
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In this case, Waw conjunctive serves as a reason-result subordinating conjunction because the
dependent relationship of the clusters is self-evident from their semantic content. Heading: Job’s
friends must offer sacrifices to appease the LORD’s wrath.
Fifth Clustering Cycle





(2)



(3)

[]
(4)



(5)





(6)





(7)



(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)



(12)





(13)





(14)



(15)



(16)

(1)

And it happened,





after

the LORD had spoken . . .to Job,

that
the LORD said to Eliphaz
[quote]
“My wrath is aroused against you . .

for [result-reason]
you have not spoken right of Me



as My servant Job has.

Therefore, [reason-result]
now take for yourselves seven bulls
and seven rams,



and

go to My servant Job,

and
offer up for yourselves a burnt offering;
and
My servant Job will pray for you.
For [result-reason]
I will accept him,
lest [undesirable consequence]
I deal with your folly;



because [result-reason]

you have not spoken right of Me,
as My servant Job has.”
Then
Eliphaz the Temanite and . . .




and Zophar the Naamathite went
and

they did



just as [comparison]

the LORD commanded them;


for [result-reason]

the LORD had accepted Job.
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21.7.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
(12) Sentence 3 and cluster (4-12) form a new cluster (3-12), having strong mutual discourse affinity distinct from what precedes and follows, consisting of common participants (the
LORD, Job, and his friends), common tense (past), common theme (the content of the LORD’s
speech to Job’s friends), and having complementary syntactic roles. Cluster (4-5) is the protasis
(reason) of a reason-result argument and cluster (6-12) is the apodosis (result), in semantic concord
with subordinating conjunction  joining them. In this case, Waw conjunctive serves as a reasonresult subordinating conjunction because the dependent relationship of the clusters is self-evident
from their semantic content. Heading: The LORD commanded Job’s friends to offer sacrifices to
appease His wrath.
21.7.6 Commentary (Job 42:7-9)
This historical episode consists of a setting (cluster 1-2), a command (cluster 3-12), and
the execution of the command (cluster 13-16) linked by Waw consecutives marking the story line.
The cluster of sentences 1 and 2 sets the time frame of reference for this episode of the larger story,
the overall setting having been established earlier in the text. Sentence 3 introduces a quotation of
the LORD consisting of sentences 4 through 12; the quotation has its own literary form consisting
of a list of commands accompanied by explanatory reasons why the commands should be carried
out. Sentences 4 and 5 form a cluster, having common participants (the LORD and Job’s friends),
expressing a common theme (wrath-misrepresentation), and having complementary roles. Sentence 5 is the protasis [result] and sentence 4 the apodosis [reason] of a result-reason argument,
being in semantic concord with the result-reason conjunction  joining them: their misrepresentation of the LORD resulted in His wrath against them. Sentences 4 through 12 form a cluster,
having common participants (the LORD, Job, and Job’s friends), and a common theme (the appeasement of the LORD’s wrath). Cluster (4-5) forms the compound protasis [the reason], and
cluster (6-12) forms the compound apodosis [the result] of a reason-result argument, being in semantic concord with the reason-result conjunction  joining them:3 Job’s friends must offer sacrifices to appease the LORD’s wrath.
This large cluster (6-12) consists of two complementary sub-clusters that outline the behavior necessary to appease the LORD’s wrath. Cluster (6-8) consists of three parallel commands
having common participants (Job’s friends), common mood (imperative), common theme (expiatory sacrifices), a priest to mediate the sacrifices (Job), and coordinating conjunctions  joining

3

Waw conjunctive stands in place of the more explicit reason-result subordinating conjunction; this often
happens when the anticipated conjunctive sense is evident from the context.
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them. Cluster (9-12), consisting of two sub-clusters, provides the complementary closure to the
quotation, having common participants (the LORD, Job, Job’s friends), a common theme (resultant
appeasement). Sub-cluster (9-10) consists of the protasis [result], and sub-cluster (11-12) the apodosis [undesirable consequence] of a result-consequence argument, being in semantic concord with
the result-consequence conjunction  joining them: Job needs to pray for his friends in order
to avoid the LORD’s chastening them. Sub-cluster (9-10) consists of sentence (9) the protasis
[result] and sentence (10) the apodosis [reason] of a result-reason argument, being in semantic
concord with the result-reason conjunction  joining them: Job should pray for his friends
because the LORD will accept his prayer. Sub-cluster (11-12) consists of sentence (11) the protasis
[result], and sentence (12) the apodosis [reason] of a result-reason argument, being in semantic
concord with the result-reason conjunction  joining them: the LORD will otherwise chasten their
folly because they have misrepresented Him. Sentence (12) repeats sentence (5) in order to bring
closure to the quotation.
Cluster (13-16) forms the last event of the episode. It consists of two sub-clusters: (13-15)
and sentence (16). Sub-cluster (13-15) forms the protasis [result] and sentence (16) the apodosis
[reason] of a result-reason argument:4 Job’s friends offered the prescribed sacrifices because the
LORD had accepted Job’s prayer for them. Sub-cluster (13-15) itself consists of two sub-clusters:
sentence (13) and sub-cluster (14-15). The event of sentence (13) is followed by the event of subcluster (14-15), as marked by the Waw consecutive joining them. Sub-cluster (14-15) compares
the event of sentence (14) with the command of sentence (15), in semantic concord with the comparative conjunction  joining them: the sacrifices were made as commanded. Sentence (16)
repeats the thought of sentence (10), closing the episode with the importance of intercessory pray
by a person whose prayers the LORD accepts.
This example illustrates that Waw consecutive marks the story line in historical narrative,
but that supplementary material may intervene. In addition, Waw consecutive may occur within a
sub-cluster out of the main story line: see the Waw consecutive between sentences (13) and (14).
By now it is evident that these commentaries are quite redundant. The redundancy is intentional, being there to illustrate the thinking process of the analytical method. However, the commentary worked from the highest to the lowest hierarchies; the analysis procedure works from the
lowest to the highest.

4

quence.

The Waw consecutive joining these clusters is understood as expressing logical rather than temporal se-
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21.7.7 Natural Outline (Job 42:7-9)
After Speaking with Job, the LORD Required Job’s Friends
to Have Him Offer Sacrifices and Prayer for Them
I. The LORD Commanded Job’s Friends to Offer Sacrifices to Appease His Wrath
A. The LORD was angry that Job’s friends misrepresented Him
1. My wrath is aroused against you and your two friends
2. For you have not spoken of Me what is right, as My servant Job has
B. Therefore, Job’s friends must have him make atonement for them
1. Job’s friends must have Job offer sacrifices for them
a. Now take for yourselves seven bulls and seven rams,
b. And Job’s friends must go to Job to offer a sacrifice for themselves
(1) Go to My servant Job,
(2) And offer up for yourselves a burnt offering
2. And Job will pray that the LORD not judge his friends’ sins
a. Job, the LORD’s accepted priest, will pray for his friends
(1) My servant Job shall pray for you.
(2) For I will accept him,
b. Lest The LORD judge Job’s friends for misrepresenting Him
(1) I will deal with you according to your folly
(2) Because you have not spoken of Me what is right,
as My servant Job has
II. Then Job’s Friends Obediently Went to Job to Get Atonement
A. Job’s friends went to Job to obey the LORD’s commands
1. Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar the Naamathite went
2. And Job’s friends obeyed the LORD’s commands
a. They did
b. Just as the LORD commanded them;
B. For the LORD had accepted Job.
Notes:
(1) The first line initiated the pericope and was absorbed into the title.
(2) The second line set the new time frame of reference and was also absorbed into the title.
(3) The third line introduced the quotation and was absorbed into the first main heading.
(4) The linking conjunctions were moved into the line they precede.
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21.8 Descriptive Discourse (Psalm 1)
This psalm is descriptive narrative serving as an introduction to the Psalter. It describes the
estate of the godly and the ungodly, explaining why godliness is superior to ungodliness. It consists
of three progressively shorter strophes, each having its own set of participants and theme.
21.8.1 First Clustering Cycle
Initially it is noted that sentences 2 through 6 are relative pronoun clauses dependent on
the word man in sentence 1. These have been unpacked as previously described (§ 21.4.1). In
addition, sentences 8 through 10 are relative pronoun clauses5 dependent on the word tree in sentence 7. These clauses are also unpacked as three coordinate descriptions of the characteristics of
the tree to which a godly man is likened: they refer to that which makes the tree fruitful. Also it is
noted that this discourse has no temporal or spatial references: its message is universal. Sentences
2 through 4 form a cluster, having common participants (the godly man and the ungodly), common
negation, a common theme (avoidance of evil influences), and their semantic content also being
consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: the man avoids ungodly
influences.
Sentences 5 and 6 form a cluster, having common participants (the godly man and the Law
of the LORD), a common theme (love of God’s word), and their semantic content also being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: the man loves the Law of the
LORD.
Sentences 8 through 10 form a cluster, having a common participant (the tree), a common
theme (the characteristics of fruitfulness), and their semantic content also being consistent with
the coordinating conjunction  joining them.6 Heading: the tree is fruitful.
Sentences 12 and 13 form a cluster, having common participants (the ungodly) a common
theme (unfavorable comparison), and their semantic content also being consistent with the adversative coordinating conjunction  joining them.. Heading: The ungodly life is worthless.

5

Sentence 8 is a dependent passive participle clause, which is equivalent to a relative pronoun clause, and is
treated so in the unpacking procedure. Thus the three clauses are in parallel and may be regarded as coordinate, so
rendering as though it were and.
6

Because sentences 8, 9, and 19 are unpacked relative pronoun clauses, the conjunction
9 has been transformed to the equivalent of .

 between 8 and
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(Psalm 1)





(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



(6) 


(7)

[] 
(8)



(9)



(10)



(11)


[] 
(12)



(13)



(14)



(15)



(16)



(17)

(1)

The man is blessed





because [result-reason]

the man does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly,


and

the man does not stand in the path of sinners,


and 

the man does not sit in the seat of the scornful;


but

the man’s delight is in the law of the LORD,


and

the man meditates in law of the LORD day and night.


And

the godly man is like a tree
because [result-reason]
the tree is planted by the rivers of water,


and

the tree brings forth its fruit in its season,


and

the tree’s leaf does not wither;


and

whatever the man does prospers.
[However]
the ungodly are not so,


but

the ungodly are like the chaff which the wind drives away.
Therefore [reason-result]
the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment,


nor

sinners in the congregation of the righteous.


For [result-reason]

the LORD knows the way of the righteous,


but

the way of the ungodly shall perish.

Sentences 14 and 15 form a cluster, having common participants (the ungodly), a common
theme (detrimental destiny), and their semantic content also being consistent with the coordinating
conjunction  joining them. Heading: The destiny of the ungodly is disastrous.
Sentences 16 and 17 form a cluster, having a common topic (man’s way of life), a common
theme (the LORD’s part in the godly way and the ungodly way), and their semantic content also
being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The LORD sovereignly knows the ways of men.
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21.8.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Cluster (2-4) and cluster (5-6) form a new cluster (2-6), having a common participant (the
godly man), a common theme (the man’s godliness), and their individual themes also being consistent with the adversative coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The man’s
character is godly.
Sentence 7 and cluster (8-10) form a new cluster (7-10), having a common participant (the
tree), a common theme (characteristics that contribute to the tree’s fruitfulness), and their individual themes also being consistent with the subordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The
godly man is like a fruitful tree.
Cluster (12-13) and cluster (14-15) form a new cluster (12-15), having common participants (the ungodly), a common theme (the present and future status of the ungodly), and their
individual themes also being consistent with the reason-result subordinating conjunction 
joining them. The fruitless life of the ungodly will result in their disastrous destiny. Heading: Ungodliness is detrimental.
21.8.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Sentence 1 and cluster (2-6) form a new cluster (1-6), having a common participant (the
man who is blessed), a common theme (the reason for his blessedness), and their individual themes
also being consistent with the subordinating conjunction  (= because)7 joining them. The man
is blessed because of his godly character. Heading: The godly man is blessed.
21.8.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-6), cluster (7-10), and sentence 11 form a new cluster (1-11), having a common
participant (the godly man), a common theme (the benefits of godliness: blessing, fruitfulness,
prospering), and their individual themes also being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions
 joining them. Godliness has benefits. Heading: Godliness is beneficial.
21.8.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
What remains is three principal clusters which on the surface suggests that the final analysis
consists of three independent propositions. However the principle of discourse affinity must determine that issue. In the first cluster (1-11) the prominent participant is the godly man, in the second
(12-15) the prominent participants are the ungodly, and in the third (16-17) the prominent participants are the godly, the ungodly, and the LORD. So the third cluster has equal semantic affinity

7

The conjunction was transformed due to unpacking relative pronoun sentences 2 through 6.
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with both earlier clusters. So the first two clusters should be clustered together as a semantic antithesis the explanation of which is found in the third. Therefore cluster (1-11) and cluster (12-15)
form a new cluster (1-15), having a common theme (the contrasting benefits of godliness and ungodliness), their individual themes being consistent with the disjunctive coordinating conjunction
[] (= however) joining them.8 The benefits of godliness are superior to those of ungodliness.
Heading: Godliness is superior to ungodliness.
Cluster (1-15) and cluster (16-17) form the last cluster, having common participants (the
godly and the ungodly), a common theme (the reason for the contrasting benefits), and their individual themes being consistent with the result-reason subordinating conjunction  joining them.
The LORD’s sovereign knowledge of the ways of man is the reason godliness is superior to ungodliness. Heading: The LORD ordained the superiority of godliness.
21.8.6 Commentary (Psalm 1)
This psalm is descriptive narrative, being an explanation of why godliness is superior to
ungodliness. It consists of three progressively shorter strophes, each having its own set of participants and theme. The first strophe, sub-cluster (1-11), describes the advantages of godliness; the
second strophe, sub-cluster (12-15), in contrast to the first,9 describes the disadvantages of ungodliness; these two strophes form the first main cluster of the narrative. The third strophe, cluster
(16-17), explains why the first two strophes are true, in semantic concord with the result-reason
conjunction joining them. The psalm has common participants (the godly, ungodly, and the
LORD) and a common theme (the LORD’s predetermined purposes regarding godliness and ungodliness).
The first strophe, cluster (1-11), consists of three progressively shorter parallel sub-clusters: clusters (1-6), (7-10), and (11)—joined by coordinating conjunctions. Cluster (1-6) describes
the person God blesses; cluster (7-10), likens that person to a fruitful tree; and cluster (11), describes his prosperity. The three parallel sentences in sub-cluster (7-10) have a common participant
and prop (the godly person, a tree), and a common theme (fruitfulness), in semantic concord with
the coordinating conjunctions joining them. The third sub-cluster consists of only one sentence
(11) describing the prosperity of a godly person.

8

This is an instance of juxtaposition (asyndeton) where the conjunctive relationship is clearly understood
from the context, and so the conjunction is omitted. The analysis required such elided conjunctions to be restored.
9

An adversative conjunction has been restored based on the contrasting semantic content of the clusters.
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The structure of the second stanza, cluster (12-15), contrastingly parallels the first strophe
in diminished details: sentence (12) describes the behavior of the ungodly: they are not like the
godly; sentence (13) likens them to valueless chaff, and cluster (14-15) describes their ultimate
failure. Cluster (12-15) consists of two sub-clusters, (12-13) and (14-15). Sub-cluster (12-13) is
the compound protasis [reason] and sub-cluster (13-14) the compound apodosis [result] of a reason-result argument, in semantic concord with the reason-result conjunction joining them: their
ungodly life will result in eternal destruction.
In the third strophe, sentences (16) and (17) have common participants (the godly, ungodly,
and the LORD), and a common theme (predetermined success of godliness and failure of ungodliness). The sentences are parallel contrasting declarations joined by a disjunctive conjunction.
They constitute the apodosis [reason] of the main result-reason argument of the discourse, in semantic concord with the result-reason conjunction joining it with the protasis (cluster 1-14): The
LORD’s sovereign purposes predetermined the superiority of godliness over ungodliness.
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21.8.7 Natural Outline (Psalm 1)

The LORD Ordained the Superiority of Godliness (Psalm 1)
I. Godliness is Superior to Ungodliness (1:1-5)
A. Godliness is beneficial (1:1-3)
1. The godly man is blessed (1:1-2)
a. Blessed is the man (1:1)
b. Because the man’s character is godly
(1) The man avoids ungodly influences
(a) The man does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly (1:1a)
(b) The man does not stand in the path of sinners (1:1b)
(c) The man does not sit in the seat of the scornful (1:1c)
(2) But the man loves the Law of the LORD.
(a) The man’s delight is in the law of the LORD (1:2a)
(b) The man meditates in the law of the LORD day and night (1:2b)
2. The godly man is like a fruitful tree (1:3)
a. The godly man is like a tree
b. Because the tree is fruitful
(1) The tree is planted by the rivers of water (1:3a)
(2) The tree brings forth its fruit in its season (1:3b)
(3) The tree’s leaf does not wither; (1:3c)
3. And whatever the godly man does shall prosper (1:3d)
B. However ungodliness is detrimental
1. The ungodly life is worthless
a. The ungodly are not so (1:4a)
b. But the ungodly are like the chaff which the wind drives away (1:4b)
2. Therefore the destiny of the ungodly is disastrous
a. The ungodly shall not stand in the judgment (1:5a)
b. Sinners shall not stand in the congregation of the righteous (1:5b)
II. For the LORD Sovereignly Knows the Ways of Men (1:6)
A. The LORD knows the way of the righteous (1:6a)
B. But the way of the ungodly shall perish (1:6b)
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21.9 Procedural Discourse (Exodus 25:23-30)
This passage is procedural discourse, setting forth the procedure for constructing the Table
of Showbread. It consists of a sequence of instructions interspersed with appropriate details for
some of the table’s parts.
21.9.1 First Clustering Cycle
In the beginning it is noted that time frame of reference is future with no general spatial frame of
reference. Sentences 2, 3, and 4 form a cluster (2-4), having a common participant (the table of
showbread), a common theme (the dimensions of the table), and their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: The table has specifications.
Sentences 9, 10, and 11 form a cluster (9-11), having common participants (the golden
rings of the table), a common theme (the placement of the rings), and their semantic content being
consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. The table shall have rings.
Sentences 12 and 13 form a cluster (12-13), having common participants (the acacia poles),
a common theme (overlaying the poles with gold), and their semantic content being consistent
with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. One may be tempted to also include sentence 14
in the cluster because it too has Waw conjunctive, but the theme of the sentence (purpose of the
poles) differs from that of the others; thus the conjunction must be understood as a purpose-result
subordinating conjunction. Heading: The poles have construction specifications.
Sentences 15 and 16 form a cluster (15-16), having common participants (the utensils of
the table), a common theme (their golden composition), and their semantic content being consistent
with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. The table shall have serving utensils.
21.9.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Sentence 1 and cluster (2-4) and sentence 5 form a new cluster (1-5), having a common
participant (the table), a common theme (construction details), and their semantic content being
consistent with the elided but restored coordinating conjunction  joining them. The table shall be
made to specifications.
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(Exodus 25:23-30)
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[]

















And you shall also make a table . . . ;
[and]
two cubits shall be its length,


and

a cubit shall be its width,


and

a cubit and a half shall be its height.


And

you shall overlay it with pure gold,


and

you shall make a molding of gold all around.


And

you shall make a frame for it . . . 


and

you shall make a gold molding . . . 


And

you shall make for it four rings of gold,





and

you shall put the rings on the four corners 
that
are at its four legs.
[And]
the rings shall be close to the frame,
as holders for the poles to bear the table.


And

you shall make the poles of acacia wood,


and 

you shall overlay them with gold,


that

the table may be carried with them.


And

you shall make its dishes, its pans,
its pitchers, and its bowls for pouring.


And

you shall make them of pure gold.


And

you shall set the showbread on the table
before Me always.

Cluster (12-13) and sentence 14 form a new cluster (12-14), having a common participant
(the poles of the table), a common theme (the purpose of the poles), and their semantic content
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being consistent with the purpose-result subordinating conjunction joining them. The purpose of
poles will be for transporting the table. The table shall have transport poles.
21.9.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-5), sentences 6, 7, 8, cluster (9-11), cluster (12-14), cluster (15-16), and sentence
17 form the final cluster—the story line—all being semantically consistent with the coordinating
conjunctions  joining them.
21.9.4 Commentary (Exodus 25:23-30)
This passage is procedural discourse, setting forth the procedure for constructing the Table
of Showbread. It consists of twelve instructions linked by Waw consecutive, interspersed with
sentence types (2), (4), and (5) providing supplementary details. This passage has no stage-setting
introduction because it is one of a sequence of procedures for constructing items of furniture for
the Tabernacle; the stage was set earlier in the text. The initial cluster (1-5) consists of the command to build the table, linked by an understood coordinating conjunction10 to a supplementary
cluster (2-4) of three parallel sentences, having a common theme (the dimensions of the table) and
a common role, linked by coordinating Waw conjunctives . Four instructions follow that stipulate
the construction of the table’s molding (6), its frame (7), and the molding of the frame (8).
Next follows cluster (9-11), having a common theme (the rings of the table); it begins with
the command to make the rings (9) linked by Waw consecutive11 to a supplementary cluster (1012) specifying their location. The cluster begins with a directive (10) of type (7) for the placement
of the rings, followed by additional supplementary detail (12), joined with (10) by an understood
coordinating conjunction. Sentence (11) has an imbedded infinitive construct sentence that anticipates the poles of the next directive.
Next follows cluster (12-14), having a common theme (the poles of the table); it begins
with a sub-cluster of commands (12-13) linked by Waw consecutive, ordering the construction and
overlay of the poles; this cluster forms the protasis [result], and sentence (14) the apodosis [reason]
of a result-reason argument; the Waw consecutive joining them expresses logical, not temporal,
sequence in this case: the purpose of the poles is for carrying the table.

10
11

Waw conjunctive restores the elided conjunction.

Note that the Waw consecutive here is not part of the story line, but it introduces supplementary material,
the first of which mandates the placement of the rings.
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Next follows cluster (15-17), having a common theme (the utensils of the table) containing
two parallel instructions joined by a coordinating conjunction: the utensils are to be made of pure
gold. The final directive of the discourse, sentence (17) brings closure to the passage, commanding
the placement of the showbread on the table.
21.9.5 Natural Outline (Exodus 25:23-30)

Make the Table of Showbread
I. You Shall Make a Table (25:23)
A. You shall also make a table of acacia wood (23a)
B. The table has specified dimensions
1. Two cubits shall be its length (23b)
2. A cubit shall be its width (23c)
3. And a cubit and a half shall be its height (23d)
C. And you shall overlay it with pure gold (24a)
II. You Shall Make a Molding of Gold All Around (24b)
III. You Shall Make For It a Frame of a Handbreadth All Around (25a)
IV. You Shall Make a Gold Molding For the Frame All Around (25b)
V. The Table Shall Have Rings.
A. You shall make for it four rings of gold (26a)
B. You shall put the rings on the four corners that are at its four legs (26b)
C. The rings shall be close to the frame, as holders for the poles to bear the table (27)
VI. The Table Shall Have Transport Poles
A. The poles have construction specifications.
1. You shall make the poles of acacia wood (28a)
2. You shall overlay them with gold (28b)
B. That the table may be carried with them (28c)
VII. The Table Shall Have Serving Utensils.
A. You shall make its dishes, its pans, its pitchers, and its bowls for pouring (29a)
B. You shall make them of pure gold (29b)
VIII. You Shall Set the Showbread on the Table Before Me Always (30)
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21.10 Instructional Discourse (Exodus 13:11-13)
In this passage Moses gave the Israelites instructions regarding the redemption of the
firstborn. The first main cluster sets the time and space frames of reference for when the instructions are to be executed, and the next gives the necessary instructions.
(Exodus 13:11-13)




(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



(6) 




(7)





(8)



(9)



(10)




And

it shall be,


when

the LORD brings you into the land of the Canaanites,


just as

He swore to you and your fathers,


and

He has given it to you,


then

you shall set apart to the LORD all that open the womb,
and
every firstborn that comes from an animal of yours
the males shall be the LORD's.


But

every firstborn of a donkey you shall redeem with a lamb;


However



if

you will not redeem it,


then

you shall break its neck.


And

all the firstborn of man among your sons
you shall redeem.

21.10.1 First Clustering Cycle
Sentences 2 and 3 form a cluster (2-3), having common participants (the LORD and Israel),
a common theme (fulfilling an oath), and their semantic content being consistent with the comparative conjunction  that joins them. The future deed compares with its past sworn promise.
Heading: The LORD shall have kept His promise.
Sentences 5 and 6 form a cluster (5-6), having common participants (firstborn men and
animals), a common theme (being set apart to the LORD), and their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  that joins them. Firstborn men and domestic animals
must be set apart to the LORD. Heading: All firstborn must be set apart to the LORD.
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Sentences 8 and 9 form a cluster (8-9), having common participants (Israelites and firstborn
donkeys), a common theme (alternative to redemption), and their semantic content being consistent with the conditional subordinating conjunctions  and  that join them. The donkey’s neck
should be broken if it is not redeemed. Heading: Redemption of animals has an alternative.
21.10.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Cluster (2-3) and sentence 4 form a new cluster (2-4), having common participants (the
LORD, Israel, and the land), a common theme (actual possession of the land), and their semantic
content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  that joins them. Heading: Israel shall
have received the Promised Land.
Sentence 7 and cluster (8-9) form a new cluster (7-9), having common participants (Israelites and firstborn donkeys), a common theme (redemption and its alternative), and their semantic
content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  that joins them. Heading: Donkeys
must be redeemed or killed.
21.10.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Cluster (7-9) and sentence 10 form a new cluster (7-10), having common participants
(those set apart to the LORD), a common theme (redemption of the exceptions), and their semantic
content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  that joins them. Certain exceptions
should be redeemed. Heading: Male Israelites and unclean animals should be redeemed.
21.10.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (5-6) and cluster (7-10) form a new cluster (5-10), having common participants
(male Israelites and domestic animals), a common theme (being set apart to the LORD with some
exceptions), and their semantic content being consistent with the disjunctive coordinating conjunction  that joins them. The conjunction is understood to be disjunctive because of the adverse semantics of the clusters. Heading: All firstborn males except the redeemed shall be the LORD’s.
21.10.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (2-6) and cluster (7-10) form the story line. The first sets the time and place frames
of reference (the future in the Promised Land) and the second gives the instructions for setting
apart the firstborn males to the LORD. Heading: Firstborn males shall be the LORD’s in the Promised Land.
21.10.6 Commentary (Exodus 13:11-13)
This passage is instructional discourse, explaining how the firstborn should be dedicated
to the LORD when Israel inherits the Promised Land. Sentence (1) is of type (9), marking the
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beginning of a discourse set in the future. The first cluster (2-4) sets the perquisite conditions under
which the instructions should carried out; it forms the compound protasis [prerequisite], and cluster
(5-10) forms the compound apodosis [implementation] of conditional instruction, in semantic concord with the conditional subordinating conjunctions ( . . . ) that join them.12
Cluster (2-4) stipulates two parallel prerequisites, sub-cluster (2-3) and sentence (4), joined
by the coordination conjunction .13 Sub-cluster (2-3) consists of the first prerequisite (2) with a
dependent comparative sentence (3), in semantic concord with the comparative conjunction
() joining them, indicating the certainty of this prerequisite: it is based on an oath of God.
The second perquisite (4), an example of a perfect aspect verb in a future context; this construction
also expresses the certainty of the prerequisite.
Cluster (5-10) stipulates the instructions to be carried out when the prerequisites are fulfilled. It consists of cluster (5-6) modified by explanatory sub-cluster (7-10), in semantic concord
with the explanatory conjunction ()14 joining them. Cluster (5-6) specifies the basic action to be
taken: dedicate all firstborn males to the LORD, including the domestic animals. Sub-cluster (710) provides three parallel explanatory details joined by disjunctive coordinating conjunction Waw
conjunctive (). This cluster discusses the exception to (5-6): all unclean firstborn animals (represented by the donkey) should be redeemed with a lamb. Sentence (10) declares that all firstborn
male Israelites should be redeemed. Sub-cluster (7-9) consists of sentence (7), the main stipulation
for unclean animals—they should be redeemed—and sub-cluster (8-9), the undesirable alternative—their neck must be broken—joined by a coordinating conjunction (). The alternative, subcluster (8-9), is expressed as a conditional sentence: sentence (8) is the protasis [condition], and
sentence (9) the apodosis [consequence], in semantic concord with the conditional conjunctions (
. . . ) joining them.15

The Waw consecutive functions as the companion of the temporal conjunction ; in this case, it expresses
both temporal and logical sequence.
12

13

The conjunction is Waw conjunctive, not Waw consecutive; the sentences express coordinate, not sequential, actions. The verb is in first position because its subject is elided.
14

Semantic content anticipates an explanation, not coordination; Waw conjunctive is used here in place of a
more explicit conjunction because the author expected the reader to understand the relationship with minimal information.
The Waw consecutive functions as the companion of the conditional conjunction expressing both logical and temporal sequence.
15
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21.10.7 Natural Outline(Exodus 13:11-13)

All Male Firstborns Shall Be the LORD’s in the Promised Land
I. When Israel Shall Have Received the Promised Land
A. The LORD shall have kept His promise (11a)
1. The LORD brings you into the land of the Canaanites (11b)
2. As He swore to you and your fathers (11c)
B. And the LORD has given the land to you (11d)
II. Then All Firstborn Males Except the Redeemed Shall Be the LORD’s
A. All firstborn must be set apart to the LORD
1. You shall set apart to the LORD all that open the womb (12a)
2. And every firstborn male domestic animal shall be the LORD's (12b)
B. But male Israelites and unclean animals must be redeemed
1. Donkeys must be redeemed or killed
a. Every firstborn of a donkey you shall redeem with a lamb (13a)
b. However redemption of animals has an alternative.
(1) If you will not redeem it (13b)
(2) Then you shall break its neck (13c)
2. And all the firstborn of man among your sons you shall redeem (13d)
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21.11 Juridical Discourse (Exod. 20:2-17)
Juridical discourse is characterized by imperatives and prohibitions.16 A code of law is
introduced by a preamble identifying the authority that established it.



I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.
You shall have no other gods before Me. (Exod. 20:2-3)

The individual laws are separate entities not connected by conjunctions.








You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.





You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.







מד ֵ ִ֣בית ֵר ֶעָ֑ך
ֹ ֶ֖ לֹא ַת ְׁח

You shall not covet your neighbor's house . . .
(Exod. 20:13-17)

A law may have an explanatory supplement in descriptive form.















You shall not make for yourself a carved image,
or any likeness of anything
that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath,
or that is in the water under the earth;
you shall not bow down to them
nor serve them.
For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God,
visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children
to the third and fourth generations
of those who hate Me,
but showing mercy to thousands,
to those who love Me and keep My commandments.
(Exod. 20:4-6)





































You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain,
for the LORD will not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain. (Exod. 20:7)

16

Prohibitions are expressed by  plus the imperfect.
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ַו
) 1(

ל־ה ְׁד ָב ִ ֵ֥רים ָה ֵ ֶ֖א ֶלה
ַ ֹלהים ֵ ָ֛את ָכ
ִֵּ֔ יְׁ ַד ֵבִ֣ר ֱא
מר׃
ֹ ָּֽ ֵלא

)2(

And
God spoke all these words,
saying:

ֹלהיך
ֵָּ֑֔ ֶ הוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ ְֹׁכי י
ֹ֙ ֶ֖ ִ ָ ָּֽאנ

2

"I am the LORD your God,

אתיך ֵמ ֶ ֵ֥א ֶרץ ִמ ְׁצ ַ ֶ֖ריִ ם
ָ֛ ִ הֹוצ
ֵ ֲא ֶ ֵ֧שר

Who brought you out of the land of Egypt,

ִמ ֵ ִ֣בֵ֥ית ֲע ָב ִ ָ֑דָּֽים׃

out of the house of bondage.

] ְׁ[ו
)3(

ל־פ ָ ָָּֽ֗ניַ ׃
ָ ֹלהים ֲא ֵח ִ ֶ֖ ֜רים ַע
ֵ֥ ֹ֙ ִ ָּֽה־לךָ֛ ֱא
ְׁ ָּֽ ִ֣ל ֹא יִ ְׁה ֶי
] ְׁ[ו

)4(

ה־לךֵ֥ ִ֣ ֶֹ֙ ִ֣פ ֶסלֹ֙ ׀
ְׁ ָּֽ ִ֣ל ֹא ַ ָּֽת ֲע ֶ ֹ֙ש

]Therefore,[
3

"You shall have no other gods before Me.

]And[
4

"You shall not make for yourself a carved image,

ל־תמּונֶָּ֡ ֵּ֔ה ֲא ֶ ָּ֤שִ֣ר ַב ָֹ֙ש ַ ִ֣מיִ ֹ֙ם׀ ִמ ֶּ֡ ַ ֵּ֔מ ַעל
ְׁ וְׁ ָכ

or any likeness that is in heaven above,

ַ ָּֽו ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ָב ָ ֶֹ֖֙א ֶרץ ִמ ַָָ֑֜ת ַחת

or that is in the earth beneath,

וַ ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שִ֣ר ַב ַ ֶ֖מִ֣יִ ם׀ ִמ ַ ֵ֥ת ִַ֣חת ָל ָ ָ֗ ָּֽא ֶרץ׃

or that is in the water under the earth;

] ְׁ[ו
)5(

]And[

ם
ִׁ֘ ח ֵ֥ו ִ֣ה ָל ֶ ֶ֖ה
ֶ ְׁ א־ת ְׁש ַת
ִ ֹ ָּֽל

5

ְׁו
) 6(

and

ִ֣ל ֹא ָת ָע ְׁב ֵ ָ֑דם

you shall not serve them.

ִ ִ֣כי
) 7(

you shall not bow down to them

For

ֹלה ֹ֙יך ֵ ִ֣אל ַק ֵּ֔ ָנא
ֶֹ֙ הוָּ֤ה ֱא
ָ ְָׁ ָּֽאנ ִַֹּ֞כי י

I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God,

ל־ב ִנָ֛ים
ָ ֶ֠ ֹפ ֵקד ֲעֹֹ֙ון ָא ֵ֧בֹת ַע

visiting the iniquity of the fathers

ל־ר ֵב ִ ֶ֖עים
ִ ל־ש ֵל ִ ֵ֥שים וְׁ ַע
ִ ַע

on the children to the third and fourth generations

ְׁלש ֹנְׁ ָ ָּֽ ָ֑אי׃

of those who hate Me,

וְׁ ֵ֥ ָּ֤עֹ ֶשה ֶ ֶֹ֖֙ח ֶס ֹ֙ד ַל ֲא ָל ִ ֵָּ֑֔פים

6

ֹותי׃
ָּֽ ָ ּולש ְֹׁמ ֵ ֵ֥רי ִמ ְׁצ
ְׁ ְׁלא ֲֹה ַ ֶ֖בי

who love Me and keep My commandments.

] ְׁ[ו
)8( ֹלהיך
ֶ֖ ֶ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְׁת־שם־י
ָּֽ ֵ ֵ֥ל ֹא ִת ָ ָ֛שא ֶא

]And[
7

"You shall not take the name of the LORD your God

ַל ָ ָ֑שוְׁ א

in vain,

ִ ִ֣כי
) 9(

but showing mercy to thousands, to those

הוה
ֵּ֔ ָ ְָּׁ֤ל ֹא יְׁ נַ ֶק ֹ֙ה י

ת־ש ֶ֖מֹו ַל ָ ָּֽשוְׁ א׃
ְׁ ֵ ָ֛את ֲא ֶשר־יִ ָ ֵ֥שא ֶא

for
the LORD will not hold him guiltless
who takes His name in vain.
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] ְׁ[ו
)10(

זָ ָ֛כֹור ֶאת־יֵֹ֥֙ ֹום ַה ַש ָ ֶ֖֜בת ְׁל ַק ְׁד ָָּֽ֗שֹו׃
] ְׁ[ו

)11(

ים ַ ָּֽת ֲע ֵּ֔בֹ ִׁ֘ד
ֹ֙ ֵ ָּ֤ש ִֶ֣שת יָ ִ ִ֣מ

9

"Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.

Six days you shall labor

and

אכ ֶ ָּֽתך׃
ְׁ ל־מ ַל
ְׁ ית ָכ
ָ ָע ִ ֶ֖ ִ֣ש

you shall do all your work,

ְׁו

10

)13(ֹלהיך
ָָ֑֗ ֶ יהוִ֣ה ֱא
ָ יעי ַש ָ ֶ֖בִ֣ת׀ ַל
ִ֜ ֵּ֔ ֹום ַה ְׁש ִב
ֹ֙ ֹ֙י

but

the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God.

] ְׁ[ו
)14(

8

]And[

ְׁו
)12(

]And[

]And[

אכה
֜ ֶָּ֡ ל־מ ָל
ְׁ שה ָכ
ִ֣ ֹ֙ ֶ א־ת ֲע
ַ ֹ ָּֽ ִ֣ל

In it you shall do no work:

ּובנְׁ ָּֽךִ֣־ּוֶ֠ ִב ֶָ֗תך ַע ְׁב ְׁד ֹ֙ ָּ֤ך
ִ ַא ָ ִ֣תה׀

you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your
male servant,

ּוב ֶה ְׁמ ֵֶּ֔ ָ֗תך
ְׁ וַ ֲא ָ ָּֽמ ְׁת ֹ֙֜ך

nor your female servant, nor your cattle,

וְׁ גֵ ְׁר ֹ֙ ֶ֖ך ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שִ֣ר ִב ְׁש ָע ֶ ֵָּּֽ֔ריך׃

nor your stranger who is within your gates.

ִ ִ֣כי

11

)15(מיִ ם
ִ֣ ַ ת־ה ָש
ַ הוה ֶא
֜ ָ ְֵׁ ָּֽש ֶשת־יָ ִמים ָע ָ ֹ֙שה י

For

in six days the LORD made the heavens

ר־בם
ֵָּ֔ ל־א ֶש
ֲ ת־כ
ָ ת־היָ ֹ֙ם וְׁ ֶא
ַ ת־ה ָָ֗א ֶרץ ֶא
ָ וְׁ ֶא

and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them,

ַו
)16(

and

יעי
ָ֑ ִ יָ ֶ֖נַ ח ַביִ֣ ֹום ַה ְׁש ִב

He rested the seventh day.

ל־כן
ֵָ֗ ַע
)17(

Therefore

הוָ֛ה ֶאת־יֵ֥ ֹום ַה ַש ָ ֶ֖בת
ָ ְֵׁב ַ ֵ֧רְך י

the LORD blessed the Sabbath day

ַ ָּֽו
)18(

and

יְׁ ַק ְׁד ֵ ָּֽשהּו׃

He hallowed it.

] ְׁ[ו
)19(

ת־א ֶ ָ֑מך
ִ ת־א ִ ֶ֖ביך וְׁ ֶא
ָ ַכ ֵ ֵ֥בד ֶא
ְׁל ַֹ֙מ ַ ֹ֙ען

)20(

יַ ֲא ִר ִ֣כּון יָ ֵֶּ֔מיך ַ ַ֚על ָה ֲא ָד ֵָּ֔מה

ֹלהיך נ ֵ ֵֹ֥תן ָ ָּֽלְך׃
ֶ֖ ֶ הוֵ֥ה ֱא
ָ ְֲׁא ֶשר־י

]And[
12

"you shall honor your father and your mother,

that
your days may be long upon the land
which the LORD your God is giving you.
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] ְׁ[ו
)21(

ֵ֥ל ֶֹ֖א ִת ְׁר ָ ֶ֖צָּֽח׃
] ְׁ[ו

)22(

ִ֣ ֶ֖ל ֹא ִתנְׁ ָ ָ֑אָּֽף׃
] ְׁ[ו

)23(

ִ֣ ֶ֖ל ֹא ִתגְׁ ֵּ֔ ָּֽ ֹנב׃
] ְׁ[ו

)24(

א־ת ֲע ֶנֵ֥ה ְׁב ֵר ֲעךֶ֖ ֵ ֵ֥עד ָ ָּֽש ֶקר׃
ַ ֹ ָּֽל
] ְׁ[ו

)25(

מד ֵבִ֣ית ֵר ֶעָ֑ך
ֹ ֶ֖ ֵ֥ל ֹא ַת ְׁח
] ְׁ[ו

)26(

מד ֵ ִ֣א ֶשת ֵר ָ֗ ֶעך
ֹ ַּ֞ א־ת ְׁח
ַ ֹ ָּֽל
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]And[
13

"You shall not murder.

]And[
14

"You shall not commit adultery.

]And[
15

"You shall not steal.

]And[
16

"You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.

]And[
"You shall not covet your neighbor's house;
]And[
you shall not covet your neighbor's wife,

שֹורֹו
ִ֣ ְׁתֹו ו
ֹ֙ וְׁ ַע ְׁב ָּ֤דֹו וַ ֲא ָמ

nor his male servant, nor his female servant, nor his ox,

וַ ֲחמ ֵֹּ֔רֹו וְׁ ֶ֖כֹל ֲא ֶ ֵ֥שר ְׁל ֵר ֶ ָּֽעך׃

nor his donkey, nor anything that is your neighbor's."
(Exod. 20:1-17)

21.11.1 First Clustering Cycle
Sentence 1 introduces the discourse as a direct quotation from God, while sentence 2 establishes the divine authority upon which this juridical discourse derives its authority; these sentences form the preamble and are not bracketed in the analysis. Sentences 4, 5, and 6 form cluster
(4-6), having common participants (the Israelites and pagan idols), having a common theme (forbidden worship), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining them.
Heading: Do not make, worship, or serve carved images.
Sentences 8 and 9, form cluster (8-9), having common participants (the Israelites and God),
a common theme (God’s holy name, blasphemy, and guilt); the semantics of the sentences is compatible with the reason-result subordinating conjunction joining them: sentence 9 gives the reason
for the prohibition expressed by sentence 8—impending guilt and judgment. Heading: Avoid divine chastening for blasphemy.
Sentences 11 and 12 form cluster (11-12), having a common theme (the six required weekly
work days), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining them. Heading: Do occupational work on the first six days of the week.
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Sentences 13 and 14 form cluster (13-14), having a common theme (the seventh day and its prohibited work), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining them.
Heading: Do not work on the LORD’s Sabbath, the seventh day.
Sentences 15 and 16 form cluster (15-16), having a common theme (the work schedule of
God’s creation week), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining
them. Heading: God’s creation work week had one day of rest, the seventh.
Sentences 17 and 18 form cluster (17-18), having a common theme (the LORD’s blessing
and hallowing of the Sabbath day), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining them. Heading: God’s blessing hallowed the seventh day.
Sentences 19 and 20 form cluster (19-20), having common participants (the Israelites and
their parents), a common theme (honor and blessing), the semantics being consistent with the reason-result conjunction joining them. Sentence (19) is the reason that sentence (20) will result.
Heading: Honor your parents to get long life.
Sentences 25 and 26 form cluster (25-26), having common participants (the Israelites and
their neighbors), a common theme (prohibited coveting of the private property of others), the semantics being consistent with the coordinating conjunction joining them. Heading: Do not covet a
neighbor’s private property.
21.11.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Cluster (4-6) and sentence 7 form a new cluster (4-7), having common participants (the
Israelites, God), a common theme (idolatry and judgment), the semantics being consistent with the
reason-result conjunction joining them. Sentence (7) is the reason given for the prohibition expressed in cluster (4-6). Heading: God jealously punishes polytheists.
Clusters (15-16) and (17-18) form a new cluster (15-18), having a common participant (the
LORD), a common theme (hallowed rest), the semantics being consistent with the reason-result
subordinating conjunction joining them: cluster (15-16) is the reason for cluster (17-18). Heading:
God hallowed His creation work-week for Israel.
Sentences 21 through 24 and cluster (25-26) form a new cluster (21-26), having common
participants (the Israelites and their neighbors), a common theme (prohibition of harm: murder,
adultery, theft, false witness, and covetousness), the semantics being consistent with the common
coordinating conjunctions joining them. Heading: Respect the personal rights of others.
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21.11.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Clusters (13-14) and (15-18) form a new cluster (13-18), having common participants (the
Israelites and the LORD), a common theme (a divinely hallowed work-free Sabbath with six work
days), the semantics being consistent with the reason-result subordinating conjunction joining
them: cluster (15-18) provides the reason that cluster (14-15) is mandatory. Heading: Observe
God’s appointed seven-day week of work and rest.
21.11.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
Sentence 10 and cluster (11-12) together with cluster (13-18) form a new cluster (10-18),
having common participants (the Israelites and the LORD), a common theme (Sabbath keeping),
the semantics being consistent with the common coordinating conjunction joining them. Heading:
Observe God’s appointed seven-day week of work and rest.
21.11.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
Sentence 3, cluster (4-7), cluster (8-9), cluster (10-18), and cluster (19-20) form a new
cluster (3-20), having common participants (the Israelites and the LORD), a common theme (respect for the LORD’s personhood: His uniqueness, immaterialness, name, covenant sign, and appointed authority). The semantics is consistent with the common coordinating conjunctions joining
them. The enclosing bracket is not provided in the diagram because it would span the pages. Heading: Respect God’s personhood.
21.11.6 Sixth and Final Clustering Cycles
Clusters (3-20) and (21-26) form a new cluster (3-26), encompassing the entire ten commandments. Finally, sentence 2 and cluster (3-26) form a final cluster (2-26), having common
participants (the Israelites and the LORD), a common theme ( the LORD’s authoritative law), the
semantics being consistent with the reason-result subordinating conjunction joining them: sentence
2 is the reason that laws of cluster (3-26) are authoritative.
21.11.7 Commentary( Exodus 20:1-17)
Sentence (1) introduces the discourse as a quotation from God, and sentence (2) establishes the authority of the law code to be that of the LORD God of Israel. The discourse is divided
into two primary clusters: Cluster (3-20) recording five laws regarding the Israelites’ relationship
with God, and cluster (21-26) recording five laws regarding Israelites’ relationship with one another.
Cluster (3-20) consists of five sub-clusters stating the laws requiring Israel to revere God’s
personhood: Sentence (3) stands alone, declaring that Israel must not have any other God than the
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LORD—He alone is God. Cluster (4-7) prohibits Israel from making, worshipping, or serving any
carved images, with associated punishment or blessing depending on their obedience. Sentences
4, 5, and 6 compose sub-cluster (4-6) declaring the prohibition; and sentence 7 stands alone declaring the associated consequences.
Cluster (8-9) prohibits blasphemy of the LORD’s name—sentence 8, with associated consequences—sentence 9. Cluster (10-18) states the law of the Sabbath: Israel must revere the Sabbath—the week day the LORD hallowed. This cluster has three sub-clusters: sentence 10 stands
alone commanding Israel to keep the day holy; sub-cluster (11-12) commands a six-day work
week; and sub-cluster (13-18) explains the significance of the Sabbath. This cluster itself has two
sub-clusters: sub-cluster (13-14) explains that no occupational work should occur on the Sabbath;
and sub-cluster (15-18) provides the reason there should be no work. This cluster itself has two
sub-clusters: sub-cluster (15-16) states that God worked six days in creating the heavens and earth
and rested on the seventh; sub-cluster (17-18) declares that God blessed and hallowed the seventh
day. The result-reason conjunction joining cluster (13-14) with cluster (15-18) indicates that the
reason the Sabbath should be revered is that God hallowed the Sabbath of the creation week.
Cluster (19-20) is the fifth sub-cluster of cluster (3-20) above. It commands Israelites to
honor their parents—sentence 19, with an accompanying blessing of long life—sentence 20. This
law is in included the group of laws related to God because parents are God’s appointed authority
in the family.
The second main cluster (21-26) of sentences in this discourse provides laws relating to
Israel respecting the personal rights of individuals. It too has five sub-clusters stating the five remaining laws. Sentences 21 through 24 each stands alone declaring a prohibition against murder,
adultery, theft, and falsehoods respectively; and sentences 25 and 26 form a sub-cluster (25-26)
prohibiting coveting. While these laws are prohibitions, they may be regarded as equivalent to
positive commands to respect the individual rights of a person to life, a wife, private property,
truth, and freedom from another’s envy.
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21.11.8 Natural Outline (Exodus 20:1-17)

Revere God, Respect Other’s Rights
I. Revere God’s Personhood (20:3-12)
A. You shall have no other gods before Me. (20:3)
B. Avoid God’s jealous punishment of polytheists. (20:4-5)
1. Do not make, worship, or serve carved images. (20:4-5a)
2. For God jealously punishes polytheists. (20:5b-6)
C. Avoid divine chastening for blasphemy. (20:7)
D. Observe God’s appointed seven-day week of work and rest. (20:8-11)
1. Keep the Sabbath day holy (20:8)
2. Do occupational word on the first six days of the week. (20:9)
3. Observe God’s appointed seven-day week of work and rest. (20:10a)
4. Do not work on the LORD’s Sabbath, the seventh day. (20:10b)
5. For God hallowed His creation work-week for Israel. (20:11)
a. God’s creation work week had one day of rest. (20:11a)
b. God’s blessing hallowed the seventh day. (20:11b)
E. Honor your parents to get long life. (20:12)
II. Respect the Personal Rights of Others (20:13-17)
A. Do not commit murder (20:13)
B. Do not commit adultery (20:14)
C. Do not commit theft (20:15)
D. Do not bear false testimony (20:16)
E. Do not covet a neighbor’s private property. (20:17)

21.12 Case Laws (Exod. 22:15-16; Eng. 16-17)
Case laws, like juridical laws, stand alone, usually without connecting conjunctions. But
they take the form of conditional sentences; the case is introduced by  or , and the corresponding judgment is introduced by Waw conjunctive, Waw consecutive, or asyndeton.
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(Exod. 22:15-16; Eng. 16-17)





(1)





(2)



(3)







[]


If
a man entices a virgin who is not betrothed,


he has lain with her,
[then]
he shall surely pay the bride-price for her to
be his wife.

[]



[]
(5)



(4)

and

[but]


If
her father utterly refuses to give her to him,
[then]

he shall pay money according to the bride-price
of virgins. (Exod. 22:15-16)

21.12.1 First Clustering Cycle
Sentences 1 and 2 form a cluster (1-2), having common participants (a man and a virgin),
a common theme (consensual fornication), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: A man seduced a virgin.
Sentences 4 and 5 form a cluster (4-5), having common participants (the man and the virgin’s father), a common theme (consequences of the father’s refusal), their semantic content being
consistent with the conditional subordinating conjunctions  . . .  joining them. The man pays
the marriage dowry even if the father refuses to give the daughter in marriage. Heading: The dowry
must be paid regardless of the father’s approval.
21.12.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Sentence 3 and cluster (4-5) form a new cluster (3-5), having common participants (the
man and the virgin’s father), a common theme (payment of the marriage dowry), their semantic
content being consistent with the understood and restored disjunctive coordinating conjunction 
joining them. The conjunction is understood to be disjunctive because of the semantics of the
clusters. Heading: The man must pay the dowry to marry the virgin.
21.12.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-2) and cluster (3-5) form the final cluster—the story line, having common participants (the man, the virgin and her father), a common theme (marriage and dowry), their semantic content being consistent with the conditional subordinating conjunctions  . . .  joining them.
The second conjunction  is restored and understood to be the expected companion of . Heading:
A fornicating couple must marry.
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21.12.4 Commentary (Exodus 22:15-16)
This passage is the case law concerning the seduction of a virgin not engaged to be married.
Cluster (1-2) is the compound protasis [case], and cluster (3-5) is the compound apodosis [judgment], in semantic concord with the conditional conjunctions ([] . . . ) joining them. Cluster (12) contains two parallel sentences having common participants (a man and a virgin), a common
theme (seduction), and common role, in semantic concord with the coordinating conjunction ()
joining them;17 they stipulate the two conditions under which judgment should be executed: enticement (1) and coitus (2).18 Cluster (3-5) specifies two parallel alternative judgments, in semantic
concord with the understood disjunctive conjunction ([]) joining them: sentence (3) requires marriage and a dowry, and sub-cluster (4-5) requires monetary retribution equivalent to a dowry if the
father refuses to give the daughter in marriage; In sub-cluster (4-5), sentence (4) is the protasis
[condition] and sentence (5) the apodosis [consequence] of a conditional argument, being in semantic concord with the conditional conjunctions ([] . . . ) joining them: the father’s acceptance
or refusal of marriage determines the alternative.
21.12.5 Natural Outline (Exodus 22:15-16)
A Fornicating Couple Must Marry
I. If a Man Seduced a Virgin
A. The man entices a virgin who is not betrothed (16a)
B. And he lies with her (16b),
II. Then the Man Must Pay the Dowry to Marry the Virgin
A. The man shall surely pay the bride-price for her to be his wife (16c)
B. But the dowry must be paid regardless of the father’s approval
1. If her father utterly refuses to give her to him (17a)
2. Then he shall pay money according to the bride-price of virgins (17b)

21.13 Predictive Discourse (Isaiah 2:2-4)
Predictive discourse foretells the future in some sense, whether something actual and certain or potential and uncertain. Isaiah 2:2-4 foretells the establishment of universal peace in the

17

The conjunction is Waw conjunctive, not Waw consecutive; the sentences express coordinate, not sequential, conditions. The verb is in first position because its subject is elided.
18

The verb is in the perfect aspect in a future context, expressing certainty, that is, coitus is an established
fact, not merely an accusation.
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future Millennial Kingdom. The LORD will govern the nations of the world in Jerusalem where
people will come to learn His law.
(Isaiah 2:2-4)




(1)

[]
(2)





(3)
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(5)



(6)

[]
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(14)



(15)



(16)

[]
(17)



(18)




Now

it shall come to pass in the latter days
That
the mountain of the LORD's house Shall be


established on the top of the mountains,



and 

it shall be exalted above the hills;


and

all nations shall flow to it.


And

many people shall come


and

they shall say,
[saying]
“Come,


and

let us go up to the mountain of the LORD,



To the house of the God of Jacob;



and

He will teach us His ways,


And

we shall walk in His paths.”


For

out of Zion shall go forth the law,


and

the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.


And

He shall judge between the nations,


and

He shall rebuke many people;


and [as a result]

they shall beat their swords into plowshares,


and

they shall beat their spears into pruning hooks;
[and]
nation shall not lift up sword against nation,


and

they shall not learn war anymore. (Isa. 2:2-4)
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21.13.1 First Clustering Cycle
First it is noted that sentence 1 sets the time frame of reference in the prophetic last days
of the future. Sentences 2 and 3 form a cluster (2-3), having common participants (the mountain
of the LORD’s house and other mountains), a common theme (the exaltation of that mountain),
their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. The
mountain of the LORD’s house will be the highest place on earth. Heading: The mountain of the
LORD’s will be the highest.
Sentences 4 and 5 form a cluster (4-5), having common participants (earth’s people and
the mountain of the LORD’s house), a common theme (a pilgrimage to the mountain), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Everyone will
go up to the mountain of the LORD’s house. Heading: Everyone will pilgrimage to the LORD’s
house.
Sentences 7 and 8 form a cluster (7-8), having common participants (earth’s people and
the mountain of the LORD’s house), a common theme (an invitation to pilgrimage), their semantic
content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Many people will invite
others to the pilgrimage. Heading: The pilgrims will invite others to go study under the LORD.
Sentences 9 and 10 form a cluster (9-10), having common participants (the LORD and the
pilgrims), a common theme (teaching obedience to the LORD’s ways), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The LORD will teach
the pilgrims to walk in His ways.
Sentences 11 and 12 form a cluster (11-12), having common participants (the word of the
LORD and Jerusalem), a common theme (distributing the word of the LORD), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The word of the
LORD will be distributed from Jerusalem.
Sentences 13 and 14 form a cluster (13-14), having common participants (the LORD and
the nations), a common theme (international government), their semantic content being consistent
with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The LORD will govern the nations.
Sentences 15 and 16 form a cluster (15-16), having common participants (the nations), a
common theme (international disarmament), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The nations will disarm.
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Sentences 17 and 18 form a cluster (17-18), having common participants (the LORD and
the nations), a common theme (international peace), their semantic content being consistent with
the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The nations will have peace.
21.13.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Cluster (7-8) and cluster (9-10) form a new cluster (7-10), having common participants
(the pilgrims and the LORD), a common theme (a learning pilgrimage), their semantic content
being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The pilgrims will go
to study under the LORD.
Cluster (15-16) and cluster (17-18) form a new cluster (15-18), having common participants (the nations and armament), a common theme (international peace), their semantic content
being consistent with the understood and restored coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: There will be international peace.
21.13.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Sentence 6 and cluster (7-10) form a new cluster (6-10), having common participants (the
pilgrims), a common theme (their speech), their semantic content being consistent with the understood and restored speech-introducing conjunction [] joining them. The introduction of the
pilgrims speech is absorbed into the wording of the heading of cluster (7-9).
Cluster (13-14) and cluster (15-18) form a new cluster (13-18), having common participants (the nations), a common theme (international peaceful government), their semantic content
being consistent with the coordinating conjunction  joining them. Heading: The LORD will govern the nations in peace.
21.13.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (2-3), cluster (4-5), and cluster (6-10) form a new cluster (2-10), having common
participants (pilgrims and the mountain of the house of the LORD), a common theme (educational
pilgrimage), their semantic content being consistent with coordinating conjunctions  joining them.
Heading: The pilgrims will go to study under the LORD.
Cluster (11-12) and cluster (13-18) form a new cluster (11-18), having common participants (the nations and the LORD), a common theme (world government), their semantic content
being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: The LORD will govern the nations by His Law.
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21.13.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (2-10) and cluster (11-18) form the last cluster (2-18)—the story line, having common participants (the nations, the LORD, and Jerusalem), a common theme (peaceful world government), their semantic content being consistent with coordinating conjunction  joining them.
Heading: The LORD will govern the nations by His Law.
21.13.6 Commentary (Isaiah 2:2-4)
This passage is introduced by sentence (1) of type (9) setting the time frame in the future
latter days; its wording is made part of title of the natural outline; and sentence (2) of type (2)
begins a sequence of four type (7) sentences. The discourse consists of two major clusters: cluster
(2-10) forms the protasis [result], having common participants (the nations and the LORD), a common prop (the Messianic Temple), and a common theme (pilgrimage for divine instruction); and
cluster (11-18) forms the apodosis [reason], having the same participants, common props (Jerusalem and weapons), and a common theme (divinely established universal disarmament) in semantic
concord with the result-reason subordinating conjunction () joining them: regular instructional
pilgrimages will be the result of divinely established universal peace.
Cluster (2-11) consists of three sequential sub-clusters joined by Waw consecutive (). The
first sub-cluster (2-3) consists of two sentences having a common theme (the exaltation of the
temple mount) joined by Waw consecutive.19 The second sub-cluster (4-5) consists of two sentences having a common theme (pilgrimage to the temple) joined by Waw consecutive. The third
sub-cluster (6-10) contains the speech of the pilgrims. Sentence (6) introduces the direct quotation
of their conversation, and sub-cluster (7-10) is the quotation. Sub-cluster (7-10) has its own literary
structure consisting of four type (2) sentences joined by Waw conjunctive and arranged in two subclusters. The first sub-cluster (7-8) consists of two parallel sentences having common participants
(the Gentile nations) and a common theme (mutual exhortation20 to pilgrimage) in semantic concord with the conjunction joining them.
The second sub-cluster (9-10) consists of two parallel sentences having common participants (the LORD and the pilgrims) and a common theme (successful divine instruction) in semantic concord with the conjunction joining them.

19

In this sub-cluster and the next, the concept of sequence is not apparent in the sense of the sentences; the
use of Waw consecutive here may be just to maintain the future tense.
20

Exhortation is expressed by an imperative in the first sentence and by a cohortative in the second.
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The second major cluster (11-18) of the passage consists of two sub-clusters: sub-cluster
(11-12) and sub-cluster (13-18) joined by Waw consecutive. The first sub-cluster (11-12) consists
of two parallel type (2) sentences having common props (Jerusalem and the Law) and a common
theme (distribution of the Law); the type (2) sentence begins a new sequence of three type (7)
sentences set in the future. The second sub-cluster (13-18) consists of two sub-clusters (13-14) and
(15-18) joined by Waw consecutive.
Sub-cluster (13-14) forms the protasis [cause] consisting of two parallel sentences having
common participants (the LORD and the nations) and a common theme (rebuking judgment) in
semantic concord with the coordinating conjunction joining them; sub-cluster (15-18) forms the
apodosis [result] of a cause-result argument in semantic concord with the conjunction joining
them.21
Sub-cluster (15-18) itself consists of two sub-clusters: sub-cluster (15-16) forms the protasis [result] and sub-cluster (17-18) the apodosis [purpose] of a result-purpose argument: disarmament will be for the purpose of universal peace. Sub-cluster (15-16) consists of two parallel sentences having common participants (the nations), common props (weapons), and a common theme
(disarmament) in semantic concord with the coordinating Waw conjunctive joining them; subcluster (17-18) consists of two parallel sentences having common participants (the nations) and a
common theme (universal peace) in semantic concord with the coordinating Waw conjunctive
joining them.

21

In this case, Waw consecutive stands in place of a more explicit cause-result subordinating conjunction,
the cause-result relationship being anticipated by the semantic content of the sentences involved.
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21.13.7 Natural Outline (Isaiah 2:2-4)

In the Latter Days the LORD Will Govern the Nations by His Law
I. The Nations Will Make a Pilgrimage to Study Under the LORD
A. The mountain of the lord’s house will be the highest (2:2a-2c)
1. The mountain of the LORD's house shall be established on the top of the mountains (2b)
2. And it shall be exalted above the hills (2c)
B. Everyone will make a pilgrimage to the LORD’s house (2d-3a)
1. All nations shall flow to it (2d)
2. Many people shall come (3a)
C. And the pilgrims will go to study under the LORD
1. The pilgrims will invite others go to study under the LORD22
a. Come (3c)
b. And let us go up to the mountain of the LORD,
To the house of the God of Jacob (3d)
2.The LORD will teach the pilgrims to walk in His ways (3e-3f)
a. He will teach us His ways (3e)
b. And we shall walk in His paths (3f)
II. For The LORD Will Govern the Nations by His Law
A. The word of the LORD will be distributed from Jerusalem
1. Out of Zion shall go forth the law (3g)
2. And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem (3h)
B. The LORD will govern the nations in peace
1. The LORD will govern the nations
a. He shall judge between the nations (4a)
b. And He shall rebuke many people (4b)
2. There will be international peace
a. The nations will disarm
(1) They shall beat their swords into plowshares (4c)
(2) And they shall beat their spears into pruning hooks (4d)
b. The nations will have peace
(1) Nation shall not lift up sword against nation (4e)
(2) And they shall not learn war anymore (4f)

21.14 Expository Discourse (Isa. 8:19-22)
Expository discourse explains the meaning of something or the reason for it. Isaiah 8:1922 explains that the true authoritative source of inquiry is the Word of God, and the dire consequences of seeking guidance from pagan mediums instead of from the LORD.

22

The words they shall say are inferred in the word invited.
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(Isa. 8:19-22)
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(16)






And if



they say to you,
[saying]

“Seek those who are mediums . . .



who whisper and mutter,”
[then]

should not a people seek their God?
[and]
Should they seek the dead on behalf of
the living?
[But] 
seek to the law and to the testimony!
[For]


if

they do not speak according to this word,




then 

there is no light in them.


Therefore

they will pass through it hard pressed
and hungry;
Then
it shall happen,


when

they are hungry,


then

they will be enraged


and

they will curse their king and their God,


and 

they will look upward.


And

they will look to the earth,


and

behold there will be trouble and
darkness, gloom of anguish;

and 
they will be driven into darkness.

21.14.1 First Clustering Cycle
Sentences 1 and 2 form a cluster (1-2), having common participants (idolatrous Israelites),
a common theme (divine inquiry), their semantic content being consistent with the understood but
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restored speech introducing conjunction [] joining them. Heading: Idolatrous Israelites advised others to seek mediums.
Sentences 3 and 4 form a cluster (3-4), having common participants (Israelites and God),
a common theme (divine inquiry), a common mode (rhetorical question), their semantic content
being consistent with the understood but restored coordinating conjunction [] joining them. Heading: Israelites should inquire of God not the dead.
Sentences 6 and 7 form a cluster (6-7), having common participants (pagan mediums), a
common theme (divine inquiry), their semantic content being consistent with the conditional subordinating conjunctions  . . .  joining them. Sentence 6 is the protasis (condition) and sentence 7 is the apodosis (consequence). Heading: Pagan mediums have no light.
Sentences 11 and 12 form a cluster (11-12), having common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (raging curses), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: Idolatrous Israelites will curse the king and God in
rage.
Sentences 13 and 14 form a cluster (13-14), having common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (search for relief), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: Idolatrous Israelites will look high and low for
relief.
Sentences 15 and 16 form a cluster (15-16), having common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (dark distress), their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: Idolatrous Israelites will find only dark distress.
21.14.2 Second Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-2) and cluster (3-4) form a new cluster (1-4), having common participants (Israelites, godly and ungodly), a common theme (divine inquiry), their semantic content being consistent with the conditional subordinating conjunctions [] . . .  joining them. Cluster (1-2) is the
protasis (condition) and cluster (3-4) is the apodosis (consequence). Heading: Israelites should not
inquire from mediums.
Sentence 5 and cluster (6-7) form a new cluster (5-7), having common participants (Israelites), a common theme (divine inquiry), and their semantic content being consistent with the understood but restored result-reason subordinating conjunction [] joining them. The conjunction
is understood because of the semantic inferences of the clusters. Heading: Israelites should inquire
from God not mediums.
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Cluster (11-12), cluster (13-14), and cluster (15-16) form a new cluster (11-16), having
common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (chastening distress), and their semantic content being consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: The
enraged Israelites will experience distress.
21.14.3 Third Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-4) and cluster (5-7) form a new cluster (1-7), having common participants (Israelites), a common theme (divine inquiry), their semantic content being consistent with the understood but restored adversative coordinating conjunction [] joining them. The conjunction is
understood because of the antithetical distinction of the clusters. Heading: Idolatrous Israelites
inquire from mediums not God’s word.
Sentence 10 and cluster (11-16) form a new cluster (10-16), having common participants
(idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (angry reaction to famine), their semantic content being
consistent with the temporal subordinating conjunctions  . . .  joining them. Heading: The idolatrous Israelites will be enraged by the famine.
21.14.4 Fourth Clustering Cycle
Sentence 9 and cluster (10-16) form a new cluster (9-16), but the sentence sets the time
frame of reference for what follows and so it only adds the future tense to the heading of the cluster.
21.14.5 Fifth Clustering Cycle
Sentence 8 and cluster (9-16) form a new cluster (8-16), having common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (famine and its resultant distress), their semantic content being
consistent with the coordinating conjunctions  joining them. Heading: The idolatrous Israelites
will experience distressful famine.
21.14.6 Sixth Clustering Cycle
Cluster (1-7) and cluster (8-16) form the last cluster—the story line, having common participants (idolatrous Israelites), a common theme (judgment for consulting mediums), their semantic content being consistent with the cause-consequence subordinating conjunctions  joining them.
The conjunction is understood because of the semantic inferences of the clusters. Heading: Idolatrous Israel will be judged for abandoning the word of God.
21.14.7 Commentary (Isaiah 8:19-22)
Isaiah 8:19-22 is expository discourse, explaining that the true authoritative source of inquiry is the Word of God. It consists of two major sections: cluster (1-7), having common participants (unbelievers and believers) and a common theme (inquiry), forming the protasis [reason] of
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a reason-result argument, and cluster (8-16), having common participants (pagan-source inquirers)
and a common theme (judgment), forming the apodosis [result] of the reason-result argument: the
wrong source of inquiry results in judgment.23
The first main section, cluster (1-7) consists of two contrasting sub-clusters.24 The first subcluster (1-4) presents the false source of inquiry, and the second cluster (5-7) defends the true
source of inquiry. Because of the introductory conjunction (), the first sub-cluster (1-4) has the
initial appearance of a conditional argument; but the argument is elliptical because the anticipated
apodosis is regarded as self-evident and omitted; consequently, the broader argument continues
without it.
This cluster consists of two contrasting sub-clusters: Sub-cluster (1-2) contains a hypothetical quotation, introduced by sentence (1), of unbelievers urging the consultation of pagan sources,
sentence (2). Contrasting sub-cluster (3-4) contains two parallel rhetorical questions inferring that
inquiry should be made from the LORD.
The second sub-cluster (5-7) argues that God’s Word is the only reliable source of inquiry.
It consists of two sub-clusters: sentence (5) forms the protasis [result], and sub-cluster (6-7) forms
the apodosis [reason] of a result-reason argument:25 one should inquire from God’s Word because
contradictory advice lacks light. Sub cluster (6-7) forms a conditional argument: sentence (6) is
the protasis [condition] and sentence (7) is the apodosis [consequence] in semantic concord with
the conditional conjunctions ( . . . ) joining them: pagan sources that contradict God’s word
have no light.
The second main section of this passage, cluster (8-16), pronounces judgment on those who
inquire from pagan sources. It consists of two parallel sub-clusters joined by Waw consecutive.
The first sub-cluster, sentence (8), foretells the judgment of hardship and hunger. The second subcluster (9-16) foretells consequential future judgment; it consists of a temporal conditional argument, sub-cluster (10-16), introduced by sentence (9) of type (9) setting the events in the future.
Sentence (10) is the protasis [temporal condition: hunger] of sub-cluster (10-16). Sub-cluster (11-

23
The reason-result conjunction is expressed by Waw consecutive indicating logical consequence as well as
temporal sequence.
24

The disjunctive conjunction is omitted because the disjunctive relationship of the clusters is understood on
the basis of the contrasting semantic content of the clusters.
25

The result-reason conjunction is omitted because that subordinating relationship is understood on the basis
of the semantic content of the clusters.
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16) forms the apodosis [consequence: judgment] of a temporal-conditional argument, in semantic
concord with the temporal-conditional conjunctions ( . . . ) joining them.
Sub-cluster (11-16) consists of three parallel sub-clusters joined by coordinating conjunctions, each foretelling judgment. Sub-cluster (11-12) consists of two parallel sentences joined by
Waw consecutive, expressing resultant rage and cursing; sub-cluster (13-14) consists of two parallel sentences joined by Waw conjunctive, expressing fruitless search for guidance; and sub-cluster (15-16) consists of two parallel sentences joined by Waw conjunctive, expressing dark despair.
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Idolatrous Israel Will Be Judged for Abandoning the Word of God
I. Idolatrous Israelites Inquire from Mediums Not God’s Word
A. Israelites should not inquire from mediums
1. Idolatrous Israelites advise to seek mediums
a. When they say to you (19a)
b. Seek those who are mediums and wizards, who whisper and mutter (19b)
2. Israelites should inquire of God not the dead
a. Should not a people seek their God? (19c)
b. Should they seek the dead on behalf of the living? (19d)
B. But Israelites should inquire from God not mediums of darkness
1. Seek to the law and to the testimony (20a)
2. For pagan mediums have no light
a. If they do not speak according to this word (20b)
b. Then there is no light in them (20c)
II. Therefore the Idolatrous Israelites Will Experience Distressful Famine
A. They will pass through hard pressed and hungry (21a)
B. The idolatrous Israelites will be enraged by the famine
1. When they are hungry (21c)
2. Then the enraged Israelites will experience distress
a. Idolatrous Israelites will curse the king and God in rage
(1) They will be enraged (21d)
(2) And they will curse their king and their God (21e)
b. And idolatrous Israelites will look high and low for relief
(1) They will look upward (21f)
(2) And they will look to the earth (22a)
c. And idolatrous Israelites will find only dark distress
(1) They will see trouble and darkness, gloom of anguish (22b)
(2) And they will be driven into darkness (22c)
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21.15 Summary
Discourse analysis involves unearthing the structure of the semantic and logical organization of a text together with its natural outline. This is accomplished by executing a few ordered
analysis rules based on grouping according to discourse affinity.
Discourse Affinity
Discourse characteristics that contribute to the mutual discourse affinity of its sentences:
Position Affinity
Semantic Affinity
(1) common participants and props
(2) common time frame
(3) common place
(4) common tense, mood, mode, and negation
(5) common theme
Conjunctive Affinity
Grouping Principles
Seven ordered principles govern the grouping of the sentences and clusters of sentences
into semantic clusters:
Unpacking
Greatest Discourse Affinity
Conjunctive Compatibility
Completeness
Conjunctive Priority
Acquired Semantic Affinity
Iteration

CHAPTER 22
The Accents in the Hebrew Bible
Besides the familiar diacritical marks known as vowel points, the Masoretic text of the
Hebrew Old Testament also uses various other marks of significance. They consist of (1) marks
denoting possible textual problems, (2) marks referring to marginal notes, (3) marks signifying
that certain words should be pronounced together as though a single word (phonetic union), and
(4) marks of accentuation that indicate where pauses should or should not occur in reading the
text—a kind of punctuation—and that serve as a kind of musical notation.

22.1 Textual Problems
The marks that denote possible textual problems are known as niqqudoth (—dots)
or puncta extraordinaria. They consist of prominent dots placed above the characters of the word
or words in question. No explanation is given in the Masoretic notes as to why the words are so
marked. Ernst Wurthwein suggested that “these points register textual or doctrinal reservations on
the part of scribes (sopherim) who dared not alter the text because they held it to be sacrosanct.”1



But Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him,
and fell on his neck and kissed him, and they wept. (Gen. 33:4)

The word  (and he kissed him) is marked with extra dots to indicate some possible
textual problem. The editors of BHS speculate that the word has been added by a later hand.

22.2 Masoretic Notes
The printed editions of the Hebrew Old Testament commonly referred to as BHK and BHS
display a small circule ( ° ) above a word which refers to a marginal Masoretic note. Other printed

1

Ernst Wörthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, trans. by Erroll F. Rhodes (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1979), 17. They occur ten times in the Pentateuch and five times elsewhere: Gen. 16:5; 18:9; 19:33; 33:4;
37:12; Num. 3:39; 9:10; 21:30; 29:15; Deut. 29:28; 2 Sam. 19:20; Isa. 44:9; Ezek. 41:20; 46:22; Psa. 27:13.
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editions use a star or asterisk. A companion volume to BHS provides a catalog of all the Masoretic
notes.2

22.3 Phonetic Union
The Maqqeph (—hyphen) is frequently used to join words that are closely related
syntactically. Such word clusters are run together and pronounced as a single word having only
one primary stress; they are called “phonetic units” in this chapter. Secondary stress occurs in such
word clusters much like it would in a single long word with a corresponding number of syllables.
In the rules of accentuation, such phonetic units are treated as though they were one word.


And it was so. (Gen. 1:9)
The words are pronounced as one: wa-ye-hî-kën.

22.4 Accent Marks
The remaining non-vowel marks in the Hebrew Bible are marks of accentuation, otherwise
referred to as marks of cantillation, that is, the public liturgical reading of the Hebrew Scriptures
in the synagogue. The Hebrew Bible uses accent marks to denote secondary stress and primary
stress.
The term stress refers to the relative degree of loudness with which the syllables of a word
are spoken. Biblical Hebrew has four levels of stress (loudness) used in pronunciation. The syllable
with the strongest level of stress is marked by a primary accent in the Hebrew Bible. The syllable
with the medium level of stress is marked by a secondary accent. The two lowest levels of stress
are not marked in the Bible. Syllables with the lowest level of stress usually have vocal Shewa ( )
as the vowel. The following example illustrates the four levels of stress:


And it was so. (Gen. 1:9)

The words are pronounced as WA-ye-hî-KЁN where the last syllable KЁN receives the
primary (strongest) pronunciation stress, the first syllable WA receives secondary (moderate)
stress, and the syllable ye receives the weakest stress, and the syllable hî next weakest.
Secondary Accents. Some marks of accentuation are not involved with the syntactic and
musical aspects of cantillation. They are used to mark a syllable receiving secondary stress in

2

G. E. Weil, ed. Massorah Gedolah Iuxta Codicem Leningradensem B19a, Vol. I Catalogi (Rome: Pontifical
Biblical Institute, 1971); Volumes II, III, and IV of that publication offer further details. See Weil's forward to BHS
for a discussion of the Masoretic notes.
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pronunciation. The most common mark for this purpose is the Metheg (—bridle). It consists of
a small vertical bar () placed below the word and immediately to the left of the vowel in the
syllable receiving secondary stress.3
Primary stress usually occurs on the last syllable (ultima) of a word or phonetic unit, less
frequently on the next-to-last syllable (penultima), but never earlier in the word. Secondary stress
may occur on words with more than two syllables, and long words or phonetic units may have two
or more syllables with secondary stress. On rare occasions a word with primary stress on the penultima may have secondary stress on the ultima.4
In special cases one of the other accent marks (usually used to denote primary stress) may
replace the Metheg to mark secondary stress. When used to mark secondary stress, these accents
should be interpreted as a substitute for Metheg with no conjunctive or disjunctive function in
accentuation.
Primary Accents. The primary accents are the subject of the remaining part of this chapter.

22.5 The Importance of the Accents
The study of the Masoretic accents in the Hebrew Old Testament has been neglected by
most Hebrew grammarians of the twentieth century. Most contemporary grammarians give only a
brief description of the accents with a meager discussion of their function in the Hebrew Bible.
Even Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar5 devotes only five pages to them. Max L. Margolis6 wrote a
detailed article on the accents, but it is so terse and complex that it is of little value except to
scholars. William Wickes7 wrote the most comprehensive work on Hebrew accents in 1881-1887.
His work is still regarded as the classical treatment of the accentuation of the Hebrew Bible.

3
In BHK the editors added Metheg and Silluq when they were lacking in MS Leningrad B19a. These added
signs were placed to the right of the vowel. This practice was discontinued in BHS, although the signs were placed at
the right of the vowel when found in that position in B19a. See BHS, xii.

See  (Gen 3:18),  (22:7),  (31:28). Syllables with reduced vowels (vocal Shewa and
the hateph vowels) are ingored when determining the penultima.
4

5
E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 2nd ed., revised by A. E. Cowley (London: Oxford University Press, 1910): 59-63.
6
7

Max L. Margolis, “Accents in Hebrew,” The Jewish Encyclopedia.

William Wickes, Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament, rev. ed. (1881-87; reprint, New
York: KTAV, 1970); note that in this reprint, pp. 32, 33 of “Treatise I” belong in “Treatise II,” and pp. 32, 33 of
“Treatise II” belong in “Treatise I.”
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In more recent times, several other important works have been published on the Hebrew
accents.8 In spite of the information available about the accents, most expositors of the Hebrew
Old Testament regard them to be of little importance to a clear understanding of the text. On the
contrary, the accents may be quite important to the student of Scripture. Wickes correctly explained
their importance: “The accentuators thus did their best to assist both reader and hearers in apprehending what seemed to them the true meaning of the Sacred Text. And this is for us the recommendation of their system.”9
The accents complement the grammar and syntax of Hebrew, preserving the traditional
understanding of the text, an understanding with roots in the deep recesses of antiquity. No serious
expositor of Scripture should neglect such important keys to Biblical exposition. Bruce K. Waltke,
a modern authority on the Hebrew language, correctly evaluated the importance of the Hebrew
accents to Biblical exposition:
So important is the accentuation of Hebrew grammar for understanding that medieval Jewish sources paid
more attention to it than to establishing the correct pronunciation of words . At present it is best to consider
the accents as an early and relatively reliable witness to a correct interpretation of the text.10

22.6 Three Purposes of Primary Accents
The accents in Biblical Hebrew serve three purposes: (1) phonetically they mark the syllable that receives the principal stress in pronunciation; (2) syntactically they indicate the degree of
grammatical separation or connection between adjoining words and phrases much like punctuation
marks in English; (3) musically they indicate the relative intonation of a word in cantillation.
22.6.1 Marking Stress
Every Hebrew word or phonetic unit has a prominent syllable that receives stress in pronunciation. The prominent stressed syllable of a Hebrew word is marked by one of the accents.
Some accent marks are written above the first consonant of the stressed syllable, whereas others
are written below the first consonant of the stressed syllable and immediately to the left of any
vowel there.11 As stated previously, most Hebrew words receive the prominent stress on the last

8

See the bibliography for a selected list.

9

Wickes, I, 51.

Bruce K. Waltke, “The New International Version and Its Textual Principles in the Book of Psalms,”
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 32.1 (March 1989), 25-26.
10

11
A few accents are written on the first or last letter of the word regardless of where the stress occurs. Those
that appear on the first letter of the word are called prepositive, and those that appear on the last postpositive. For
words marked with these accents, the stressed syllable must be determined by the traditional place of stress associated
with the inflected form of the word.
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syllable (the ultima); a few are stressed on the next-to-last syllable (the penultima). The prominent
stress never occurs earlier than the penultima. In a few cases the stress distinguishes inflected
forms that otherwise would be spelled exactly the same.
22.6.2 Marking Syntactic Relationship
Syntactically the Hebrew accents indicate the degree of grammatical separation or connection between adjoining words and phrases much like punctuation marks in English. There are two
types of accents: (1) disjunctive accents that divide words or phrases, and (2) conjunctive accents
that join words or phrases. In the reading of Hebrew Scripture, the disjunctive accents call for a
pause following the words on which they occur. The duration of the pause depends on the type of
accent: the stronger disjunctive accents call for longer pauses. In addition, the two strongest disjunctive accents frequently alter the pronunciation of a word, causing the stress to shift to the
penultima with a corresponding lengthening of the vowel of the stressed syllable where possible.12
On the other hand, a conjunctive accent calls for the word on which it occurs to be read with no
pause between it and the word that follows.
The syntax of the accents and the syntax of Hebrew grammar, while similar in many respects, do not have a one-to-one correspondence. For example, the syntactic domain of the accents
is always a verse, regardless of its length; whereas, the syntactic domain of Hebrew grammar is a
sentence, where a verse may contain more than one sentence, or occasionally only a partial sentence. In exposition, where the accents contradict grammar, grammar dominates.
22.6.3 Marking Musical Cantillation
In addition to marking the stressed syllable and syntactic relationships, the marks of accentuation also indicate the relative intonation of a word in cantillation. Avigar Herzog described an
elaborate system of cantillation.13 Several different traditions have developed throughout the extended history of synagogue worship.14 Some modern scholars have doubted that the accent marks
were originally intended to provide notation for cantillation. The debate over this issue is beyond
the purpose of this chapter. However, there seems to be no convincing reason to doubt the originality of that intent.15

12

Word forms with such altered pronunciation are called pausal forms (see Chapter 23).

13

Avigor Herzog, “Masoretic Accents (Musical Rendition),” Encyclopedia Judaica (1971).

14

For a modern comprehensive treatment of cantillation see Joshua R. Jacobson, Chanting the Hebrew Bible:
The Art of Cantillation (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 2002).
See S. Haïk-Vantoura, The Music of the Bible Revealed. Trans. by Dennis Weber. Ed. by John Wheeler.
Berkeley: BIBAL Press, 1991. She claimed to have deciphered the notation of the music of the Hebrew Bible.
15
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22.7 The Accents Used in the Prose Books
Two sets of accent marks are used in the Hebrew Bible: (1) those used in the so-called
Books of Poetry (Psalms, Job, and Proverbs), also referred to as the Books of Truth, based on an
acronym  (truth) constructed from the first letters of their Hebrew names —Job, —
Proverbs, and —Psalms; and (2) those used in the twenty-one other so-called prose books
of the Hebrew canon.16 This section describes the function of the accents for each division of the
Hebrew Bible, beginning with those used in the prose books.
The following is a list of the accents used in the 21 so-called prose books. They are listed
and numbered according to the list provided as a companion to BHK and BHS.17
Disjunctive Accents
Name
Example
(0) Soph Pasuq () ..................................................................... 18

(1) Silluq () ........................................................................................... 
(2) Athnach () ........................................................................................ 
(3) Segolta () (postpositive).............................................................. 
(4) Shalsheleth () ............................................................................. |
(5) Little Zaqeph () ......................................................................... 
(6) Great Zaqeph () ....................................................................... 
(7) Rebia () ........................................................................................... 
(8) Tiphcha () ...................................................................................... 
(9) Zarqa () (postpositive) ................................................................... 
(10) Pashta () (postpositive) ............................................................. 

Although she has presented evidence supporting the musical nature of the accents and their antiquity, her decipherment
is unconvincing.
16

The prose books are counted as 21 according to the Hebrew canon, but as 36 according to the English
canon. The Hebrew canon counts 1 & 2 Samuel as one book. The same is true for the books of Kings and Chronicles.
Also the 12 minor prophets are counted as one book, also Ezra-Nehemiah as one book.
17
Erläuterung der Accente zu Kittels Biblia Hebraica, Privileg. Bibelanstalt, Stuttgart. Some authorities have
used different names for some of the accents. These are not regarded as important for this work. Consult Wickes for
more detail. The number in parentheses should not be considered an indication of the relative hierarchic rank of the
accents. Such rank is discussed in a later section.
18
Contrary to accepted authorities I treat Soph Pasuq as a member of the set of disjunctive accents, because
it fits into the syntax rules that govern their use. It is true that Soph Pasuq does not mark the stressed syllable of a
word, but it does mark the end a verse segment—that segment consisting of the entire verse. The consistency of the
rules of hierarchic governance demonstrate that Silluq closes the last major segment of a verse, and not the verse as a
whole.
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(11) Yethib () (prepositive) .................................................................... 
(12) Tebir () .......................................................................................... 
(13) Geresh () ......................................................................................... 
(14) Garshaim (). ................................................................................ 
(15) Pazer ()............................................................................................ 
(16) Great Pazer () ........................................................................ 
(17) Great Telisha () (prepositive) ........................................... 
(18) Legarmeh ()................................................................................ 
Conjunctive Accents
Name
Example
(19) Munach ()....................................................................................... 
(20) Mahpak () .................................................................................... 
(21) Mereka () ..................................................................................... 
(22) Double Mereka () ........................................................... 
(23) Darga () ........................................................................................ 
Name
Example
(24) Azla () ............................................................................................ 
(25) Little Telisha () (postpositive) .......................................... 
(26) Galgal () ......................................................................................... 
(27) Mayela () .............................................................................. 
(28) Paseq ()19 ...................................................................................... | 
22.7.1 The Laws of the Prose Accents
The use of the accents in the Hebrew Bible is governed by strict well-behaved rules.20 They
have their own laws of grammar and syntax, which are in turn in relative harmony with the grammar and syntax of Biblical Hebrew.21

19

Paseq is not on the standard list of accents, but it must be included in any discussion of them. It is not a
conjunctive accent as its position in the list implies; nor does it mark a stressed syllable as do most of the other accents.
But it does call for a slight pause in imitation of a disjunctive accent.
20

See my The Syntax of Masoretic Accents in the Hebrew Bible. Studies in the Bible and Early Christianity,
Vol. 27. Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1990.
21

When the syntactic grammar of the accents is in disharmony with the syntactic grammar of the Hebrew
language, then the grammar of the accents dominates.
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The Laws of Hierarchic Governance. The early authorities recognized a hierarchic order
among the disjunctive accents, referring to the various ranks in terms of European nobility, such
as
Emperors:
Silluq, Athnach
Kings:
Segolta, Zaqeph, Tiphcha
Princes:
Rebia, Zarqa, Pashta, Tebir
Officers:
Pazer, Great Telisha, Geresh
Servants:
All Conjunctives
The idea was that the accents of highest rank mark the major syntactic divisions of a verse,
and the lower ranking accents mark secondary and tertiary divisions within the domain of the
higher ranking accents. Other grammarians arranged them in different ranks, but most recognized
some hierarchic order. Wickes noted a hierarchic order among the accents, but he avoided specific
categories and terms of nobility, preferring rather to view their disjunctive strength as relative
rather than absolute. Evident differences in the classification of the accents demonstrate the lack
of agreement among the authorities. My own research supports the existence of hierarchic order
among the accents, but with the following hierarchic ranks:22
Rank
Disjunctive Accents
Emperor
Soph Pasuq ()
Kings
Princes
Dukes
Counts

Silluq (), Athnach ()
Tiphcha ( ), Zaqeph ( ), Segolta ( )
Tebir ( ), Pashta ( ), Zarqa ( ), Rebia ( )
Geresh (), Great Telisha ( ), Pazer (), Legarmeh ( | )

Servants

All Conjunctives

In addition, the disjunctive accents observe the following rules of governance:
(1) A disjunctive accent governs the domain of a segment of a verse. It stands at the end of
the segment it governs, marking the presence of a syntactic division. The domain of the segment

22

See my work cited in footnote 20. Wickes was correct in observing that the disjunctive strength of the
accents is relative, not absolute, with respect to the grammar of the Hebrew language; that is, a given disjunctive
accent does not designate the same level of syntactic division in every verse, nor does it mark the same kinds of
syntactic division in every case. However, within a verse the governance of a given disjunctive always follows the
same strict grammar rules of accentuation. Thus, in this sense, the hierarchy of the accents may be regarded as absolute,
not relative. Although the use of the terms of nobility may seem archaic, they are suitably accurate and serve well as
a tool for teaching.
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extends from the given accent forward toward the beginning of the verse until it reaches an accent
of equal or greater hierarchic rank, or until it reaches the beginning of the verse.
Example (Gen. 1:1)
SOP
SIL



ATH


In the beginning God created / the heavens and the earth.

The domain of Soph Pasuq () includes the whole verse. The domain of the Athnach ( ) includes
the first half of the verse, and that of Silluq ( ) includes the last half.
(2) The domain of a given disjunctive accent may include lesser segments (if any) governed
by one of two possible disjunctive accents immediately subordinate to the given accent. That is,
the domain may have additional syntactic divisions of lesser rank. For example: the domain of a
king includes the domains of its subordinate princes, and the domain of a prince includes the domains of its subordinate dukes, and so forth. In the above example, the domain of Soph Pasuq ()
includes the domains of the Silluq ( ) and the Athnach (). The domains of both the Silluq and
the Athnach include the domain of a Tiphcha ().
(3) The domain of a disjunctive accent may be empty, fractional, or full. Its domain may
consist of only the one word (or word-unit) on which the accent appears, in which case the domain
is regarded as empty—that is, it has no subordinate syntactic divisions. Its domain may include
only one lesser segment, in which case the lesser segment is governed by the immediately subordinate disjunctive accent defined as the “near” or “favorite” subordinate of the given accent; this
lesser segment is referred to as “the near subordinate segment,” and the domain of the superior
accent is regarded as fractional. Finally, its domain may include a near subordinate segment and
one or more lesser segments each governed by an immediately subordinate disjunctive accent defined as the “remote” or “less favorite” subordinate of the given accent;23 in this case the additional
lesser segments are referred to as “remote subordinate segments,” and the domain is regarded as
full. Thus the domain of a disjunctive accent may be:

23
The term “remote” is used with respect to the given disjunctive accent and in the direction toward the
beginning of the verse. Thus a “near” subordinate segment is adjacent to the word-unit of the given accent, and a
“remote” subordinate segment is at a distance from the word-unit of the given accent in the direction of the beginning
of the verse. There can be no remote subordinate segment without at least an empty near subordinate segment.
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(a) Empty, containing only the word-unit bearing the given accent, with no subordinate
segments (i.e., a king standing alone without his princes).
Example (Gen. 1:3)
SOP
SIL





ATH


Then God said, “Let there be light”; / and there was light.

The Silluq () segment is empty, having no subordinate disjunctives in its domain.
(b) Fractional, containing only a “near” subordinate segment (i.e., a king standing with
only his favorite prince in his domain, or a duke standing with only his favorite count in his domain).
(c) Full, containing a “near” and one or more “remote” subordinate segments (i.e., a prince
standing with the favorite duke and one or more of the less favorite dukes in his domain).
Example (Gen. 1:2)
SOP
SIL
TIP





ATH
ZAQ

 . . .

And the Spirit of God / was hovering over the face of the waters.

In this example, the Silluq segment is full, containing a near subordinate Tiphcha () segment and
a remote subordinate Zaqeph () segment. The Tiphcha segment includes the word-unit containing the Silluq () that governs it.
The defined order of subordination among the disjunctive accents is as follows:

Rank
Emperor
Near King
Remote King

tions.

Defined Subordinates
Disjunctive Near
Remote
Soph Pasuq () Silluq () Athnach ()24
Silluq ()
Tiphcha () Zaqeph ()
Athnach () Tiphcha () Zaqeph ()25

24

Only one Athnach segment is permitted.

25

In the domain of Athnach, a Segolta segment may replace an initial Zaqeph segment under certain condi-
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Near Prince
Remote Prince
Remote Prince
Near Duke
Near Duke
Near Duke
Remote Duke
Near Count
Remote Count
Remote Count

Tiphcha ()
Zaqeph ()
Segolta ()
Tebir ()
Pashta ( ) 
Zarqa ()
Rebia()26
Geresh ()
G.Telisha ()
Pazer ()

Tebir ()
Rebia ()
Pashta () Rebia ()
Zarqa ()
Rebia ()
Geresh () Pazer ()
Geresh () Pazer ()
Geresh () Pazer ()
Geresh () Pazer ()
Legarmeh ( |)
Empty
Empty

The domain of the hierarchy may be illustrated by the following diagram (in Hebrew order).

27

VERSE
Emperor
(Soph Pasuq)
Near King
(Silluq)
Near Prince
Remote Prince
(Tiphcha)
(Zaqeph)
N-Duke
(Teb)
N-Count
(Ger)

R-Duke
(Reb)

N-Duke
(Pash)

R-Count N-Count
(Paz)
(Ger)

Remote King
(Athnach)
Near Prince
Remote Prince
(Tiphcha)
(Zaqeph/Segolta)

R-Duke N-Duke
(Reb)
(Teb)
R-Count
(Paz)

R-Duke N-Duke R-Duke
(Reb)
(Zar)
(Reb)

N-Count R-Count
(Ger)
(Paz)

N-Count R-Count
(Ger)
(Paz)

(4) The chain of command is absolute; that is, a lower ranking disjunctive may only stand
in the domain of its immediate superior, and the succession of rank always extends to the highest
order in every verse. Thus a duke must be governed by a prince, a prince must be governed by a
king, and a king by the emperor. So, if a verse has a Zarqa ( ), the Zarqa must be governed by a
Segolta ( ) which is governed by an Athnach ( ) which is governed by Soph Pasuq ().
(5) The law of favoritism is absolute; that is, a near (favorite) subordinate must always
stand between a governing disjunctive and a remote (less favorite) subordinate, if any. That is,

26
27

Rebia may be preceded by a Legarmeh segment.

Space does not permit the mapping of the domain of every duke. Because the domain of each duke is the
same in every case, the domain of each is mapped only once.
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favorite prince Tiphcha () must stand between king Silluq () and less favorite prince Zaqqeph
(); favorite duke Tebir () must stand between prince Tiphcha () and less favorite duke Rebia
(), and so forth. Pashta ( ) must stand between a Rebia () and its governing Zaqeph (); a
Tiphcha () must stand between a Zaqeph () and its governing Athnach (), and Silluq ()
between Athnach () and Soph Pasuq (). The law extends to the conjunctives (servants): servants
(if any) must stand between a governing disjunctive and its near subordinate; and favoritism exists
among servants of different kinds.
The Law of Substitution. Some of the disjunctive accents do not appear in the laws of hierarchic governance, but serve the role of designated substitutes for some of the accents in those
laws. Except for Segolta, in most cases substitution takes place when the regular segment is empty
and the associated disjunctive accent has no preceding conjunctives. The following is a list of the
substitute segments and the segments which they replace:
Regular Segment
Little Zaqeph ()
Little Zaqeph ()
Segolta ()
Pashta ( )
Geresh ()

Substitute Segment
Great Zaqeph ()
Segolta ()
Shalsheleth ( |)
Yethib ()
Garshaim ()

Little Pazer ()

Great Pazer ()

The Law of Transformation. For musical reasons, Geresh () may not stand too close to
Tebir (), Pashta ( ), or Zarqa ( )—the dukes that govern Geresh as their favorite count. If
Geresh would occur too close to its governing duke, it is replaced by the servant conjunctive that
would normally serve these dukes (see below), leaving in place any of its own servant conjunctives
and subordinate segments that may be required. Such a transformed Geresh functions virtually as
though it were there as far as the laws of the accents are concerned, but it functions as a conjunctive
as far as cantillation is concerned. A similar musical restraint causes Rebia ( ) to transform into
Pashta ( ) under certain conditions.
The Law of Conjunctives. A sequence of words closely related grammatically and syntactically usually are joined together by conjunctive accents; that is, the first and intermediate words
in the sequence have conjunctive accents, and the last word has a disjunctive accent. The conjunctives behave as though they were personal servants to the disjunctive that immediately follows. As
far as the governance is concerned, the presence of conjunctive accents has little or no effect on
the way a disjunctive accent governs its subordinates. The kings ignore their servants
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(conjunctives) in the exercise of governance over the princes; the princes ignore their servants in
governing the dukes, and so forth.
On the other hand, a given disjunctive accent has a specific number and kind of conjunctive
accents (servants) that may appear on the words preceding it. The following is a list of the number
and kind of conjunctive accents that may precede each of the disjunctives:
Disjunctive
Accent
Soph Pasuq ()
Silluq ( )
Athnach ( )
Tiphcha ()
Little Zaqeph ()
Great Zaqeph ()
Segolta ()
Shalsheleth ( | )
Tebir ()
Pashta ( )
Yeth ib ()
Zarqa ( )
Rebia ()
Geresh ()
Garshaim ()
Great Telisha ()
Little Pazer ()
Great Pazer ()
Legarmeh ( | )

Number and Kind of
Permitted Conjunctive Accents28
None
0-1 Mereka ()
0-2 Munach ( )
0-1 Mereka ( )
0-2 Munach ( )
None
0-2 Munach ( )
None
0-4 Various
0-4 Various
None
0-4 Various
0-3 Various
0-5 Various
0-1 Munach ( )
0-5 Munach ( )
0-6 Munach ( )
2-6 Various
0-1 Mereka ()

For those disjunctive accents that admit various conjunctives before them, an ordered rank
exists among the admitted conjunctives. In Hebrew order, the ranks are as follows:29

28

The accents are listed in the order of their hierarchic rank, with substitute accents following the accent
which they may replace.
29

The roman numerals indicate the ordered rank, and stand in the position occupied by the conjunctive accent
of that rank, in Hebrew order. See Table 11 for further explanation.
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Order of the Conjunctive Ranks
Disjunctive + I
Disjunctive + I + II/III
Disjunctive + I + II
Disjunctive + I + II + III
Disjunctive + I + II + III + III
Disjunctive + I + II + III + III..+ (III)

A conjunctive in ordered rank I stands immediately before its governing disjunctive. A
conjunctive in ordered rank II stands immediately before its companion in rank I, and a conjunctive
in rank III stand immediately before its companion in ranks I or II. A conjunctive of rank III may
be repeated when there are more than three conjunctives. Except for Great Pazer (), the service
of disjunctive accents by their admissible conjunctives (servants) is optional. But if conjunctives
are used, they must appear in their ordered rank; those of lower ordered rank may not be used
without their following companions of higher rank (the law of favoritism). Thus, a conjunctive of
ordered rank II must be followed by its companion of rank I. For musical reasons, some conjunctives of ordered rank I may be replaced by an alternate.
Several additional observations are of interest. The disjunctive accents of highest hierarchic
rank admit the least number of preceding conjunctives. The emperor, Soph Pasuq (), admits none.
Kings and princes admit a sequence of no more than two of the same kind of conjunctive. Dukes
and Geresh () among the counts admit sequences of specific conjunctives in ordered ranks;
whereas the other counts admit longer sequences of only one kind of conjunctive.
Mereka () serves exclusively as a conjunctive for accents governing near subordinate
segments, never repeating. Munach ( ) serves exclusively as a conjunctive for accents governing
remote subordinate segments, or exclusively in ordered rank III, frequently repeating. Table 22.1
defines the ordered rank of the conjunctives with respect to their associated disjunctive.
22.7.2 Interpreting the Prose Accents
Although some accents are easy to interpret, the tension between the rules that govern the
placement of the accents and the syntax of the language itself causes the interpretation of the accents to be difficult at times. The interpretation of the conjunctive accents and disjunctive accents
is discussed separately.
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Tebir ()
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Table 22.1
Ordered Ranks of the Conjunctives (Servants)
Ordered Rank
I
II
III
Regular
Alternate
Munach ( ) ————
Darga ( ) Munach ( )
Darga ( ) Mereka () Azla ( )
————
Mahpak ( ) Mereka () Azla ( )
————Munach ( ) Mereka () Azla ( )
————Azla ( )
————L.Telisha( ) Munach( )

G.Pazer () Galgal ( )

————-

Munach(

) Munach( )

The Conjunctive Accents. Conjunctive accents join words that are closely related syntactically. The follow are examples of syntactic relationships that usually involve conjunctive accents:
(1) Two nouns in apposition;
(2) Two nouns joined by a conjunction and forming a compound part of speech;
(3) A substantive with its modifier, such as:
(a) a substantive with an adjectival modifier;
(b) a substantive with a relative pronoun;
(c) a substantive with an adverbial modifier;
(4) A construct noun with its following absolute noun;
(5) Two verbs in the same grammatical construction.
Conjunctive accents are usually used to join constructions like the above, but when the
constructions are too long for the allowable number of conjunctives, then disjunctives must be
used in spite of the grammatical syntax.
The Disjunctive Accents. The disjunctive accents usually mark places in a verse where syntactic division is expected. This is nearly always true in the case of the remote disjunctive accents,
but less often in the case of near disjunctives.
The emperor and kings mark the strongest divisions. Every verse in the Prose Books is
closed by Soph Pasuq (the emperor) which marks the end of the verse; it governs the domain of
the whole verse. The kings (Silluq and Athnach) govern the two main segments of a verse. The
division is usually determined by logical or syntactical relations. Thus, for example, in English
order, the two segments may consist of:
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Athnach Segment
Clause
Subject
Subject + Verb
Object
Adverbial Phrase
Vocative
Phrase
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Silluq Segment
Clause
Predicate
Object
Verb + Subject
Clause
Clause
Phrase

Example 1 (Gen. 1:1)
SOP
SIL








ATH


In the beginning God created / the heavens and the earth.

In this example the Athnach ( ) segment consists of the subject plus the verb phrase, and
the Silluq ( ) segment consists of a compound object.
Example 2 (Gen. 1:3)
SOP
SIL

ATH


Then God said, “Let there be light”; / and there was light.

In this example the Athnach (

) segment consists of an action clause, and the Silluq ()

segment consists of a result clause.
The princes—Zaqeph ( ), Segolta ( ), and Tiphcha ()—divide the major segments into
secondary segments. At times Segolta () may govern the first remote segment in the domain of
Athnach ( ), otherwise Zaqeph ( ) governs it. There may be more than one Zaqeph ( ) segment.
Tiphcha () always governs the last (near) secondary segment, but from the next-to-last wordunit. A Tiphcha () segment may stand alone. These secondary segments should be interpreted as
being on an equal par syntactically, logically, or rhetorically.
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Example 1 (Gen. 1:2)
SOP
SIL
Sil

TIP

ATH
ZAQ

. . . .
And the Spirit of God / was hovering over the face of the waters.

In this example the Silluq () segment consists of a clause. The subject is contained in a
Zaqeph ( ) segment, and the predicate is contained in the Tiphcha segment.30
Example 2 (Gen. 2:5)
SOP
SIL
Sil

TIP

ATH

ZAQ

ZAQ

. . . .
For the LORD God had not caused it to rain on the earth, /
and there was no man / to till the ground.

In this example the Silluq ( ) segment consists of three clauses: two independent clauses,
the second with a dependent infinitive clause of purpose. The first two are contained in Zaqeph (
) segments, and the last in the Tiphcha () segment. The first is longer than the others, but evidently on about the same par rhetorically.
Example 3 (Gen. 3:1)
SOP
SIL
Sil

TIP

ATH
ZAQ

ZAQ

ZAQ

. . .
And he said to the woman, / “Has God indeed said, /
‘You shall not eat / of every tree of the garden’?”

30
As stated above, Tiphcha governs its segment from the next-to-last word unit—that is, its segment includes
the word unit bearing the Silluq, but a near disjunctive accent cannot stand on the same word unit as the superior
accent that governs its domain. Therefore it must govern its own domain from the position adjacent to its superior
officer. This is true of all near disjunctive accents, as explained and illustrated in a later section.
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In this example the Silluq ( ) segment contains four secondary segments: three clauses
plus a dependent adverbial phrase of source. The first three are contained in Zaqeph ( ) segments,
and the last in the Tiphcha ( ) segment.
Example 4 (Gen. 1:5)
SOP
SIL

ATH
Ath



. . .

TIP

ZAQ



And God called the light Day, / and the darkness He called Night.

In this example the Athnach () segment consists of two independent clauses. The first is
contained in a Zaqeph ( ) segment, and the last is in the Tiphcha () segment.31
The dukes—Tebir (), Pashta ( ), Zarqa (), and Rebia ( )—divide the secondary
segments into tertiary segments. In the domain of a prince, Rebia ( ) governs the remote segments;
and a Tebir (), Pashta ( ), or Zarqa ( ) governs the near segment, depending on the prince
governing the domain. A Tebir (), Pashta ( ), or Zarqa ( ) segment may stand alone. These
segments should be regarded as on about equal par syntactically, logically, or rhetorically.
Example 1 (Gen. 1:14)
SOP
ATH
Ath

TIP

G-ZAQ

ZAQ
PASH

REB


Then God said, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens /
to divide / the day from the night .”

In this example the first Zaqeph ( ) segment consists of two clauses. The first is contained
in a Rebia () segment, and the second in a Pashta ( ) segment.32 The second Zaqeph segment is
marked with Great Zaqeph—a substitute for Zaqeph when the segment is short.

31

The Tiphcha segments includes the word unit bearing the Athnach for the same reason that it included the
word unit bearing Silluq. See footnote 30.
32

Pashta, being a near disjunctive, its segment includes the word unit bearing the Zaqeph.
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Example 2 (Gen. 1:28)
SOP
ATH
Ath

TIP

SEG
TEB

REB


Then God blessed them, /
and God said to them, / “Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth /
and subdue it; .”

In this example a Tiphcha () segment contains two clauses: the first introduces the second
which has a compound verb phrase. The first clause is contained in a Rebia () segment, and the
second in a Tebir () segment.33
The counts—Geresh (), Great Telisha (), and Pazer ()—divide the domain of the
dukes into subordinate segments. Telisha () or Pazer () govern the remote segments. More
than one Pazer () segment may occur. The near segment is governed by Geresh (). These
segments should be regarded as on about equal par syntactically, logically, or rhetorically.
Influences of Poetic Structure. On the other hand, the accentual division of a verse may be
determined by poetic meter rather than by purely syntactical considerations. Often poetic structure
is dominant (even in so-called prose), so that the primary disjunctives—Silluq ( ) and Athnach (

)—and

even the secondary disjunctives—Zaqeph ( ), Segolta (), and Tiphcha ()—may

mark the end of poetic lines. This may occur even when the logical or syntactical points of division
do not coincide with the ends of the poetic lines.
Example 1 (Exod. 15:2-5)







(2) The LORD is my strength and song, /
And He has become my salvation; //
He is my God, and I will praise Him; /
My father’s God, and I will exalt Him. //
(3) The LORD is a man of war; //

33

Tebir, being a near disjunctive, its segment includes the word unit bearing Tiphcha.
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the LORD is His name. //
(4) Pharaoh’s chariots and his army
He has cast into the sea; //
His chosen captains also
are drowned in the Red Sea. //
(5) The depths have covered them; //
They sank to the bottom like a stone.//

In example 1 above, verse two contains two poetic lines each half of which consists of one
or two short clauses; the ends of the poetic lines are marked by kings—Athnach () and Silluq (
)—and the end of the first half of each line is marked by a remote prince—Zaqeph (). Verse
three contains only one poetic line, so the ends of the half-lines are marked by kings. Verse four
contains two poetic lines, each consisting of a single clause; so the ends of the lines are marked by
kings.
Example 2 (Exod. 34:6-7)








(6) And the LORD passed before him / and proclaimed, //
“The LORD, the LORD, / the merciful and gracious God, //
Longsuffering, / and abounding in kindness and truth, //
(7) Keeping mercy for thousands, /
forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, //
By no means clearing (the guilty), /
Visiting the iniquity of the fathers /
upon the children and the children’s children /
To the third and the fourth generation.” //

The verses of example 2 above, although contained in a so-called prose passage, exhibit
poetic structure. Verse six contains three poetic lines. The first two lines consist of an Athnach ()
segment; the first line is its remote Segolta ( ) segment which introduces the declaration of the
divine name; and the second line consists of its near Tiphcha () segment. The third consists of
the Silluq ( ) segment. Each line has two half-lines. In the second line, the first half-line, a Zaqeph
( ) segment, contains a double declaration of the name  separated by Paseq ( | ) [in BHK but
not BHS]; and the second, a Tiphcha () segment, contains an appositive with a compound adjectival modifier. The third line contains two additional compound adjectival modifiers, one in each
half-line. Apart from the influence of the poetic structure [which requires an Athnach () to set
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off the poetic line], the Athnach () should be a Zaqeph ( ) [on purely syntactic grounds], because
it is unnatural to have such a strong disjunctive between adjectival phrases modifying the same
word.
Verse seven has four poetic lines, the first and third lines containing two half-lines. The
first two lines together with the first half of line three contain four participle clauses, parallel in
thought and grammatical form; and the last half of line three together with line four contain two
adverbial phrases, parallel in thought and form, modifying the fourth participle clause. The Athnach ( ) segment contains the first two participle clauses (which make positive statements), and
the Silluq ( ) segment contains the last two (which make negative statements) along with the two
adverbial phrases. Apart from the influence of the poetic structure the Silluq ( ) segment surely
would be divided differently.
The remote disjunctives—Athnach (), Zaqeph ( ), Segolta (), Rebia (), Great Telisha (), and Pazer ()—rest on the last word of the domain they govern. Thus they unambiguously mark a place of division in the verse. The same is not true for the near disjunctives—Silluq
(), Tiphcha (), Tebir (), Pashta ( ), Zarqa ( ), and Geresh (). Except for Silluq (),
these accents cannot rest on the last word of the domain they govern, because their immediate
superior is already there governing the domain of a larger segment that also ends with that word.
Therefore, they must of necessity stand one word-unit short of the end of their domain, and then
govern their own subordinate segments from that position. From an analytical and syntactical point
of view, these disjunctives pose several problems.
Replacing a Conjunctive. One problem is that a near disjunctive accent may occur where a
conjunctive accent is expected syntactically. For example, Silluq () and Tiphcha () may be
served, at the most, by only one conjunctive, Mereka (); and Athnach (), Zaqeph ( ), and
Segolta () may be served, at the most, by only one conjunctive, Munach ().34 Thus when a
segment ends with a compound phrase requiring more conjunctive accents than is permitted, the
near subordinate disjunctive must occur of necessity where syntax (or logic) expects a conjunctive.

34

Two Munachs may occur on rare occasions in places where two short words could (and probably should)
have been joined by Maqqeph.
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Example 1 (Gen. 47:9)

גּורי
ֵּ֔ ַ יְׁמי ְׁש ֵנִ֣י ְׁמ
ֹ֙ ֵ ל־פ ְׁר ֵּ֔עֹה
ַ אמר יַ ֲעק ֹֹ֙ב ֶא
ֶ ֹ וַ ָּ֤י
ּומ ַ ֶ֖את ָש ָנָ֑ה
ְׁ ֹלשים
ֵ֥ ִ ְׁש
מי ְׁש ֵנִ֣י ַח ֵַּ֔יי
ֹ֙ ֵ ְְׁׁמ ַעִ֣ט וְׁ ָר ָ֗ ִעים ָה ֹ֙יּו י
יהם׃
ָּֽ ֶ גּור
ֵ ימי ְׁמ
ֶ֖ ֵ מי ְׁשנֵ ֹ֙י ַחיֵ ִ֣י ֲאב ֵַֹּ֔תי ִב
ֹ֙ ֵ ְׁוְׁ ִ֣ל ֹא ִה ִָ֗שיגּו ֶאת־י
And Jacob said to Pharaoh, /
“The days of the years of my pilgrimage
are one hundred and thirty years; //
few and evil have been the days of the years of my life, /
and they have not attained
to the days of the years of the life of my fathers /
in the days of their pilgrimage.”

In this example the phrase  (thirty and a hundred of years) is the near
subordinate Tiphcha () segment of the Athnach () segment. Syntactically the phrase should be
one unit, and particularly the construct  should be joined with ; but Tiphcha () divides
them. This is because, in the rules of the accents, Tiphcha () must stand on the first or second
word before Athnach ( ) regardless of syntax or logic. In interpreting this accentuation, the
Tiphcha () should be understood to close its segment on the same word with Athnach () (which
closes its larger segment with the same word), and to stand in place of a conjunctive accent.
Also in this verse, the phrases גּורי
ֵּ֔ ַ מי ְׁש ֵנִ֣י ְׁמ
ֹ֙ ֵ ְׁ( יthe days of the years of my pilgrimage) and

מי ְׁש ֵנִ֣י ַח ֵַּ֔יי
ֹ֙ ֵ ְׁ( יthe days of the years of my life) are the Pashta ( ) segments of Zaqeph ( ) segments.
Syntactically the phrases each should be one unit, particularly because the words constitute a string
of construct forms which should not be divided. But Pashta ( ) divides the first from the last two.
This is because, in the rules of the accents, Pashta ( ) must stand on the first or second word
before Zaqeph ( ) regardless of syntax or logic. In interpreting the accentuation of this verse, the
Pashta () should be understood to close its segment on the same word with Zaqeph ( ), and to
stand in place of a conjunctive accent. See Genesis 40:7 where Tebir stands on a construct form;
the explanation is similar.
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22.8 Accents Used in the Books of Poetry
The following is a list of the accents used in the three Books of Poetry. They are listed and
numbered according to the list provided as a companion to BHK.35
Disjunctive Accents
Name ................................................................................................ Example
(1) Silluq () ........................................................................................... 
(2) Ole WeYored () .................................................................... 
(3) Athnach () ..................................................................................... 
(4) Great Rebia () ....................................................................... 
(5) Rebia Mugrash () ................................................................. 
(6) Great Shalsheleth () ........................................................
(7) Sinnor () (postpositive) .................................................................... 
(8) Little Rebia () ........................................................................ 
(9) Dechi () (prepositive) ........................................................................ 
(10) Pazer ()............................................................................................ 
(11) Mahpak Legarmeh () ......................................................
(12) Azla Legarmeh () .............................................................
Conjunctive Accents
Name
Example
(13) Munach ()....................................................................................... 
(14) Mereka () ..................................................................................... 
(15) Illuy () ............................................................................................ 
(16) Tarcha () ...................................................................................... 
(17) Galgal () ........................................................................................ 
(18) Mahpak () .................................................................................... 
(19) Azla () ........................................................................................... 
(20) Little Shalsheleth () ........................................................ 
(21) Sinnorit Mereka () .......................................................... 
(22) Sinnorit Mahpak () ......................................................... 
(23) Paseq () ..........................................................................................
Paseq is not on the standard list of accents, but it must be included in any discussion of
them. It is not a conjunctive accent as its position in the list implies; nor does it mark a stressed

Erlהuterung der Accente zu Kittels Biblia Hebraica, Privileg. Bibelanstalt, Stuttgart. Some authorities have
used different names for some of the accents. These are not regarded as important for this work. Consult Wickes for
more detail.
35
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syllable as do most of the other accents. But it does call for a slight pause in imitation of a weak
disjunctive accent.
22.8.1 The Laws of the Poetic Accents
The accents used in the Books of Poetry follow laws similar to those used in the Prose
Books. The following sections discuss the differences.
The Laws of Hierarchic Governance. As in the case of the accents used in the Prose Books,
the disjunctive accents used in the Books of Poetry are subject to hierarchic order, but the hierarchy
is somewhat different. The hierarchic order among the accents in the Poetical Books has the following hierarchic ranks:
Rank
Emperor
Kings
Princes
Duke
Count

Disjunctive Accents
Silluq ()36
Rebia Mugrash (), Athnach (), Ole WeYored ()
Dechi (), Sinnor (), Great Rebia ( )
Pazer ()
Legarmeh ( |) or ( |)

The disjunctive accents used in the Poetical Books observe rules of governance similar to
those used in the Prose Books with minor differences. The following table lists the governance of
each disjunctive accent.
Rank

Disjunctive

Emperor Silluq ()
Kings

Princes

Duke
Count

Rebia Mug. ()
Athnach ()
Ole WeYored ()
Dechi ()
Sinnor ()
Great Rebia ( )
Pazer ()
Legarmeh (| )

Defined Subordinate
Near
Remote
Rebia Mug.( )
Dechi ()
Dechi ()
Sinnor ()
Legarmeh
Legarmeh
Legarmeh
Legarmeh
Empty

Athnach()/
Ole WeYored ()37
Great Rebia ( )
Great Rebia ( )
Great Rebia ( )
Pazer ()
Pazer ()
Pazer ()
Empty
Empty

The domain of the hierarchy may be illustrated by the following diagram (in Hebrew order):

36

Unlike the accents of the Prose Books, Soph Pasuq does not govern its own segments. In the Poetical
Books Silluq governs the entire verse.
37

In the domain of Silluq, only one Athnach/Ole WeYored segment may occur. If two are required, the first
is an Ole WeYored segment and the second is an Athnach segment.
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VERSE
Emperor
(Silluq)
Near King
(Rebia Mugrash)
Near Prince
(Dechi)
N-Duke
(Leg)

Remote King
(Athnach/ Ole WeYored)

Remote Prince
(G.Rebia)

R-Duke N-Duke
(Paz)
(Leg)

R-Duke
(Paz)

Near Prince
(Dechi/Sinnor)

Remote Prince
(G.Rebia)

N-Duke R-Duke N-Duke R-Duke
(Leg)
(Paz)
(Leg)
(Paz)

The Law of Substitution. Some of the disjunctive accents do not appear in the laws of hierarchic governance, but serve the role of designated substitutes for some of the accents in those
laws. In most cases substitution takes place when the regular segment is empty and the associated
disjunctive accent has no preceding conjunctives. The following is a list of the substitute segments
and the segments which they replace:
Regular Segment
Substitute Segment
Rebia Mugrash ()
Great Shalsheleth (|)
Sinnor ()
Little Rebia ()
The Law of Conjunctives. A sequence of words closely related grammatically and syntactically is joined together by conjunctive accents; that is, the first and intermediate words in the
sequence have conjunctive accents, and the last word has a disjunctive accent. As far as the governance of the disjunctive accents is concerned, such a sequence of words functions as a single
word (or word-unit); therefore, the presence of conjunctive accents has little or no effect on the
syntax of the disjunctive accents.
On the other hand, a given disjunctive accent determines the number and kind of conjunctive accents that may appear on the words conjoined preceding it. The following is a list of the
number and kind of conjunctive accents that may precede each of the disjunctives:
Disjunctive
Accent
Silluq ()
Rebia Mugrash ()
Great Shalsheleth (|)
Athnach ()
Ole WeYored ()
Dechi ()

Number and Kind of
Permitted Conjunctive Accents
0-1 Munach ()/Mereka ()/Illuy ( )
0-1 Mereka ()
0-1 Mereka ()
0-1 Munach ()/Mereka ()
0-1 Galgal ()/)Mahpak ()
0-1 Munach ()
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0-1 Munach ()/Mereka ()
0-1 Mereka ()
0-1 Illuy ( )/Mahpak ()/Sinnorit-Mahpak ()
0-1 Galgal ()
0-1 Illuy ( )/Mahpak ()/Sinnorit-Mahpak ()
None

The law of conjunctives allows only one conjunctive to serve a given disjunctive. If more
than two words occur in a close syntactical relationship, then Maqqeph () is employed to limit the
sequence to two phonetic-units. In some cases this required Maqqeph () is lacking (usually after
a one-syllable word when it is lacking); in such instances Mereka () or Mahpak () is used in
lieu of the expected Maqqeph. This may result in two conjunctives before a given disjunctive in
apparent violation of this law. But the law regards this use of Mereka () and Mahpak () as the
equivalent of the Maqqeph for which they stand. For musical reasons, some of the conjunctive
accents have alternates, depending on the rhythmic nature of the context.
Under appropriate musical conditions, the law of transformation (see below) converts certain disjunctives into their virtual form, in which case a conjunctive stands in place of the virtual
disjunctive. Such transformations may produce sequences of two or more conjunctives before a
given disjunctive in apparent violation of the law of conjunctives. However, any conjunctive accent that stands in place of a virtual disjunctive is regarded by this law as the equivalent of the
disjunctive for which it stands.
The Law of Transformation. In the Prose Books, Geresh ( ) cannot stand very close to the
disjunctive that governs it without being transformed into a Virtual Geresh which has a conjunctive
standing in its place. In such cases the transformed Geresh functions musically as a conjunctive,
while continuing to function syntactically as a disjunctive. In a similar fashion Rebia () is transformed into Pashta ( ) under certain conditions.
In the Books of Poetry, three of the near subordinate disjunctives—Rebia Mugrash (),
Dechi (), and Legarmeh (| or | )—are subject to transformation into their virtual equivalent
(a conjunctive). The transformations of all three have been confirmed to be simple and quite consistent, even when they occur in sequence.
22.8.2 Interpreting the Poetic Accents
In the Books of Poetry the use of the accents is more greatly influenced by poetic structure
than in the Prose Books. This is particularly true for the kings—Rebia Mugrash ( ), Athnach
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(), and Ole WeYored (). These high ranking accents are found most often marking the end of
poetic lines.



But his delight is in the law of the LORD,
And in His law he meditates day and night. (Psa. 1:2)



Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment,
Nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous. (Psa. 1:5)




You will show me the path of life;
In Your presence is fullness of joy;
At Your right hand are pleasures forevermore. (Psa. 16:11)

In long verses containing numerous poetic lines the remote prince, Rebia ( ), is used to
mark the end of some lines. When kings and princes are both used to mark poetic structure, their
segments may be of equal par syntactically, logically, or rhetorically; although the kings sometimes may mark breaks of some greater significance.





Pronounce them guilty, O God!
Let them fall by their own counsels;
Cast them out in the multitude of their transgressions,
For they have rebelled against You. (Psa. 5:11)





I also could speak as you do,
If your soul were in my soul's place.
I could heap up words against you,
And shake my head at you. (Job 16:4)

In poetry, grammatical syntax and poetic structure are usually in harmony. So the accents
can usually be expected to reflect the syntactic relationships as well as poetic structure. However,
whenever grammatical syntax and poetic structure fail to harmonize, the accents usually agree with
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the poetry rather than with the grammatical syntax. The interpreter must keep this in mind when
working with difficult passages.
As in the Prose Books, the remote poetic disjunctives—Ole WeYored (), Athnach (),
Great Rebia ( ), and Pazer ( )—unambiguously mark the end of the segments they govern. Again
this is not true for the near disjunctives—Rebia Mugrash (), Dechi (), Sinnor ( ), Little
Rebia ( ), and Legarmeh (| or |). As in the case of the near disjunctives of the Prose Books,
these accents may be found standing in place of an expected conjunctive accent. The interpreter
should be careful not to attribute greater disjunctive value to the near disjunctives than their context
allows.
Three near disjunctive accents—Rebia Mugrash ( ), Dechi (), and Legarmeh (| or
|)—are subject to transformation as described above. Whenever a disjunctive accent is served by
more than one conjunctive accent, the condition can be explained by the law of transformation, or
by the substitution of a conjunctive for Maqqeph with a one-syllable word. Whenever the laws of
hierarchic governance expect the presence of a near disjunctive, it will be there virtually (as a
transformed conjunctive). The interpreter should be mindful of these facts when working with
apparent difficulties.

22.9 Conclusion
The accents are helpful for discerning the interpretive tradition preserved by the ancient
rabbis, and for resolving grammatical problems that would be difficult otherwise. Usually the disjunctive accents confirm grammatical breaks in the text, much like punctuation marks do in English; and the conjunctive accents mark words that are grammatically related. However, the laws
that govern the accents are sometimes in disharmony with the grammar of the Hebrew language.
In such cases the expositor needs to know the reason for such disharmony so that he does not
misinterpret the intent of the accents.

CHAPTER 23
Pausal Forms with Non-Pausal Accents1
It is well known that Hebrew words have both a pausal and non-pausal form, and that the
pausal form of a word in the Hebrew Bible nearly always occurs when the word has a major disjunctive accent, either Athnach ( ) or Silluq ( ).2 These accents occur at syntactically and rhetor-



ically significant places in the text that influence exegesis. It is not so well known that the pausal
form of words also occurs frequently with some of the other accents. An exhaustive computer
analysis of the distribution of pausal forms among the various accents reveals that these pausal
forms also occur at syntactically and rhetorically significant places.3 This suggests the possibility
that pausal forms, when they occur with non-pausal accents,4 may have equal or greater significance for rhetoric and exegesis than the associated accents have. The analysis also identified the
words that have both a major and minor pausal form. This chapter deals with the implications of
the distribution of pausal forms for translation and exegesis.
Hebrew words inflect according to the value of their grammatical attributes, usually having
a specific spelling and pronunciation for each inflection a word may assume. In addition, when in
a pausal position,5 the spelling and pronunciation of many Hebrew words are altered from that of
their normal inflected form. Such altered forms are known as pausal forms.

1

The content of this chapter is a revision of a paper first presented at the Southeastern Regional Meeting of
The Evangelical Theological Society, March 18, 2006.
2
In the prose books, Athnach nearly always marks the major syntactic division of a verse, and Silluq always
occurs on the last word of a verse. In the poetic books (Job, Psalms, and Proverbs), Ole WeYored or Athnach mark
the major division and Silluq occurs on the last word.
3

The electronic text of the Hebrew Bible used for this study was the Westminster Hebrew Morphology
Database, Release 4.4, distributed by the Westminster Hebrew Institute of Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, PA.
4

In this work, the term non-pausal accent means any accent other than Athnach and Silluq, or Ole WeYored,
including conjunctive accents.
5

A pausal position is a place in the flow of thought where a pause is appropriate. It usually occurs where
syntactic or rhetorical division occurs. Disjunctive accents usually mark pausal positions.
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Because of morphological restraints, not all Hebrew words have an alternate pausal form;
but for the many that do, the pausal alteration is usually the lengthening of a short or diminished
vowel, the shifting of the accent, or both.6 For example, the word  becomes  in pause,
experiencing both a lengthened vowel and shift of accent.


And David was told what Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, the concubine of Saul, had done. (2 Sam. 21:11)


Then she gave the savory food and the bread, which she had prepared, into the hand of her son Jacob.
(Gen. 27:17)

There are 34,718 unique morphological forms of the words in the Hebrew Bible.7 Of those,
6,261 have both a normal form and a major pausal form. I anticipated that there would also be a
number of words having minor pausal forms; that anticipation partly stimulated my interest in this
study. But, as it turned out, only two have all three forms: normal (), major pause
(), and minor pause (). Table 23.1 lists the distribution of pausal forms8 over
Hebrew words. The table is arranged alphabetically by the first Hebrew letter of a word’s lemma.
That is, the first horizontal row contains the statistics for all words whose dictionary form begins
with aleph () and so forth. The first vertical column contains the total number of unique words
for the given alphabetic group. The second column contains the number of those words having the
normal form. The third lists the number having both a normal form and a major pausal form, and
the fourth lists the number having all three forms.
According to these numbers, only 18% of Hebrew words in the Bible have major pausal
forms. This percentage may seem low on first reflection, but some words are semantically destined
to never be syntactically or rhetorically prominent. The same is true for certain grammatical forms
such as constructs; they are grammatically bound to the word that follows, so they are never expected to coincide with syntactic division.

6

Paul Joüon, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, translated and revised by T. Muraoka (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1993), § 32. Wilhelm Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1910), § 29 i-v.
7

This quantity is based on the number of unique lemmas in the electronic database. A lemma consists of the
dictionary form of a word plus a particular combination of its morphological codes.
8

The table is a distribution of unique forms, not words. A unique form of a word is counted only once. A
unique grammatical form of a given word may occur many times in the Bible.
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Table 23.1
Summary of Total Words by First Letter of the Lemma:
Total
Normal
Major
Minor
Forms
Form
Pause
Pause
2,574
2,134
439
1

























Total:

1,918

1,540

378

0

1,170

957

213

0

788

636

152

0

747

597

150

0

14

10

4

0

681

576

105

0

2,562

2,049

513

0

369

303

66

0

2,309

1,860

449

0

1,358

1,094

264

0

765

604

161

0

3,026

2,475

551

0

2,634

2,203

431

0

868

714

154

0

2,594

2,138

455

1

1,345

1,125

220

0

931

762

169

0

1,559

1,321

238

0

1,805

1,508

297

0

767

628

139

0

3,109

2,543

566

0

825
34,718

678
28,455

147
6,261

0
2

Table 23.2 displays the distribution of major pausal forms by part of speech. The first column of numbers indicates the total number of words having a major pausal form, including those
with Silluq and Athnach. The second column includes only those with non-pausal accents.
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Table 23.2
Distribution of Major Pausal forms by Part of Speech
All, Including Silluq &
Non-Pausal
Part of Speech
Athnach
Only
Nouns

28,115

564

Adjectives

2,245

34

Adverbs

1,007

7

Verbs

9,283

412

914

21

676

72

3,129

83

112

5

11

0

8

0

294

6

Numbers
Pronouns
Prepositions

9

Interjections
Negatives
Interrogatives

 
10

23.1 Pausal Forms in the Prose Books
Table 23.3 lists the distribution of the three types of word forms among the various accents
for the prose books.11 The first vertical column of numbers lists the total number of words in their
normal form that are marked with the associated accent. The second column lists the total number
of words in their major pausal form that are marked with that accent; and the third column lists the
total number of words in their minor pausal form. Table 23.3 reveals interesting departures from
expectation.

9

One does not expect a preposition to have a pausal form. However, these prepositions have pronoun suffixes
that have a pausal form. The WTS morphological text does not separate pronoun suffixes from the words to which
they are attached. So these should be counted as pronouns instead of prepositions.
One does not expect  to have a pausal form. However, these have pronoun suffixes, and like the prepositions, they should be counted as pronouns. The WTS morphological text regards accusative pronouns as  plus a
pronoun suffix.
10

11

The prose books consist of all the books of the Old Testament except Job, Psalms, and Proverbs. These
three books, called the books of poetry, have a different set of accents. In fact, the prose sections of Job (1:1-3:2, and
42:7-17) contain the prose accents.
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Table 23.3
Distribution of Pausal Forms by Accent for the Prose Books
Accent
Normal
Major
Minor
Name
Form
Pause
Pause
Total
1
Silluq
4
2
Athnach
8
3
Tiphcha
35,744
4
L-Zaqeph
24,801
5
G-Zaqeph
1,629
6
Segolta
915
7
G-Shalsheleth
4
8
Tebir
7,822
9
Pashta
19,121
10
Yethib
1,168
11
Zarqa
916
12
Rebia
8,775
13
Geresh
4,122
14
Garshaim
1,717
15
Pazer
843
16
G-Pazer
17
17
G-Telisha
1,142
18
Legarmeh
1,310
19
Munach
31,662
20
Mahpak
11,617
21
Mereka
28,652
22
Merikaim
14
23
Darga
3,262
24
Azla
6,886
25
L-Telisha
1,770
26
Galgal
16
Totals
193,937
Total non-accented words = 154,608

18,655
17,268
91
595
22
0
3
6
16
0
1
87
7
3
3
0
0
1
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
36,766

0
0
5
23
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
32

18,659
17,276
35,840
25,419
1,651
915
7
7,828
19,139
1,168
917
8,864
4,129
1,720
846
17
1,142
1,311
31,668
11,619
28,652
14
3,262
6,886
1,770
16
230,735

Normally one expects a major pausal form to occur with Silluq and Athnach; that happens
all but 12 times in the prose books. Likewise, words in their pausal forms are not normally expected
to occur with the other disjunctive accents, and particularly that is true with the conjunctive accents. But in spite of expectations, many pausal forms occur with non-pausal accents. This section
discusses the syntactical and rhetorical significance of these unexpected departures in the Prose
Books. Table 23.4 lists the minor pausal forms in the prose books. Only two words have both a
major and minor pausal form.12

12
The column of numbers to the right of the forms lists the number of times the form occurs, not including
those listed in the first column. Throughout this chapter, initial begad kephat letters occur without daggesh lene in the
tables; the analysis software edited them out in order to facilitate the comparison of forms. The references are listed
in the full form used in the WTS electronic text: a two digit abbreviation for the name of the book, then chapter
number, verse number, word-unit number, and word number within word-unit, with no spaces.
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Table 23.4
List of Minor Pausal Forms with Pausal Accents for the Prose Books
Normal
Major
Minor
Word
Lemma
Form
Pause
Pause

 
 

)AT.FH@pi2ms

748

(AT.FH@Pd

435




640
400




52
10




23
9



“Then I will sow her for Myself in the earth,
And I will have mercy on her who had not obtained mercy;
Then I will say to those who were not My people, ‘You are My people!’
And they shall say, ‘You are my God!’” (Hos. 2:23).



“For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth,
to show Himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to Him.
In this you have done foolishly; therefore from now on you shall have wars” (2 Chr. 16:9).

The following is a list of the number of verses that have one or more major pausal forms
besides those with Silluq and Athnach:
One pausal form:
Two pausal forms:15
Three pausal forms:16
Four pausal forms:17
Total

758
39
2
1
800

In all these places, the additional pausal form adds some rhetorical nuance to the word or phrase
involved.

13

Gen. 3:19; 22:12; 29:15; 32:18; 49:3; Exod. 33:3; Jdgs. 12:5; 1 Sam. 17:33; 20:8; 30:13; 2 Sam. 15:2, 19;
1 Kgs. 1:42; 2 Kgs. 9:25; Isa. 41:9; 44:21; Jer. 2:27; 17:17; Hos. 2:25; Hab. 2:16; 1 Chr. 28:3; 2 Chr. 14:10; Ezr. 9:15.
14

Gen. 46:34; Jdgs. 11:7; Isa. 48:6; Jer. 3:4; Ezek. 4:14; Hag. 2:3; 2 Chr. 16:9; Ruth 2:7; Dan. 10:17.

15

Gen. 27:36; Exod. 7:28; Num. 18:1; 18:2; Deut. 2:7; 5:16; 32:13; 33:29; Jdgs. 7:4; 2 Sam. 14:7; 24:13; 1
Kgs. 12:32; 18:12; 20:18; Isa. 28:10, 13; 45:14; Jer. 5:22; 9:2; 32:23; Ezek. 2:6; 10:11; 11:20; 12:2; 14:16; 17:22;
26:16; 40:4; 44:5; Hos. 10:6; Amos 1:2; 7:14; Zech. 12:12, 13; 1 Chr. 20:1; Eccl. 5:5; Est. 3:12; 9:15; Nah. 9:26.
16

1 Sam. 1:11; Isa. 65:1.

17

Deut. 13:5.
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The pausal form of the word  occurs 37 times (ten times in Genesis). It occurs with
various non-pausal accents when the quotation it introduces begins immediately, without .18
The phrase occurs 22 times in the Prose Books, always with the pausal form , with
various accents.
23.1.1 Silluq and Athnach
Table 23.5 lists the 12 instances where a normal form occurs with a pausal accent: Four
times it occurs with Silluq,19 and eight times with Athnach.20 These are unusual deviations from
the norm that seem not to have any effect on interpretation; no alternative pausal forms occur in
these verses.
23.1.2 Tiphcha
Tiphcha is the near disjunctive companion of Zaqeph, being subordinate to Silluq and Athnach. It is the musical foretone for Athnach and Silluq, and by the laws of accentuation, it must
stand on the first or second word before those accents. If a syntactic division is due on the first or
second word before Athnach or Silluq, Tiphcha stands in place of an expected disjunctive accent,
regardless of its hierarchy. Thus, if the main syntactic division of a verse occurs at the Tiphcha
slot, Tiphcha stands in place of Athnach and evokes the pausal form Athnach would receive.21 The
same is true for disjunctive accents of lower hierarchic level, but without the pausal form of course.

18

Gen. 16:8; 18:29; 20:4; 24:12; 27:36; 28:17; 33:5; 43:29; 47:30; 48:9; Exod. 2:14; 32:5; Deut. 33:2; Judg.
6:18; 8:19; 15:18; 1 Sam. 3:18; 7:12; 2 Sam. 19:27; 1 Kgs. 8:23; 17:10; 17:11; 2 Kgs. 1:8; 2:14; 6:17, 18; 13:14; Isa.
38:3; Amos 1:2; Jon. 3:4; 4:2; 2 Chr. 6:14;; Job 1:7; 2:2; Dan. 8:16; 9:22.
19

Exod. 15:7*; Deut. 17:3, 1 Sam. 1:7; Neh. 5:14*. Those marked with * are noted in the Masorah.

20

Gen. 45:2; Exod. 8:24; Judg. 19:5, 7; 1 Sam. 15:27; Isa. 33:11; Ezek. 1:20; Eccl. 5:9.

21

William Wickes, Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament (New York: KTAV Publishing
House, 1970), II 61. However, 56 times Athnach appears on the first word unit before Silluq. These are the only
exceptions where Tiphcha fails before Silluq. Gen. 1:3, 7, 9, 11, 15, 24, 30; 3:3; 5:5, 8, 11, 14, 5:17; 20, 27, 31; 9:29;
27:23; 33:4; 41:21, 47; 42:20; Exod. 14:4; 23:23; 26:23; 36:7; 36:28; 39:24; Lev. 13:18; 18:20; 21:4; Num. 10:28;
15:21; 31:20; Deut. 22:28; Josh. 18:17; Judg. 13:18; 1 Sam. 25:9; 2 Sam. 10:4; 1 Kgs. 4:9; 13:27; 18:14; 2 Kgs. 15:12;
Jer. 28:10; 41:13; 51:34; Ezek. 16:17; Hos. 11:6; Mich. 6:3; Hag. 2:5; Zech. 8:15; 1 Chr. 19:4; 2 Chr. 26:9; 32:3; Ruth
4:2; Nah. 8:11.
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Table 23.5
List of Normal Forms with Pausal Accents for the Prose Books
Normal
Major
Lemma
Form
Pause

Word


 
 
 
 



)KL@vqi3fs

21

)KL@vqp1cs

10

B.:KIY@ncmsa

23

HLK@vqc

109

CWH@vpp1cs

34

QA$@ncmsa

16

T.:BW.)FH@ncfsa

4









12
7
14
93
29
11
2









Minor
Pause

5

none

0

1

none

0

5

none

0

4

none

0

2

none

0

2

none

0

1

none

0


So he said, “I heard Your voice in the garden,
and I was afraid because I was naked; and I hid myself.” (Gen 3:10)


And He said, “My Presence will go with you, and I will give you rest.” (Exod. 33:14)

Tiphcha ordinarily does not evoke a pausal form, but occasionally the word it marks is in
its pausal form for rhetorical reasons, granting special attention to the syntax or semantics at its
place in the verse. Tiphcha occurs with a major pausal form in this fashion 91 times in the prose
books. It occasionally bears a pausal form in all the following cases: it marks the main division of
a verse in which case it stands in place of Athnach.29 It divides a Silluq segments as follows: (1) it

22

1 Sam. 1:7.

23

Neh. 5:14.

24

Gen. 45:2.

25

Exod. 8:24; Judg. 19:5, 7; 1 Sam. 15:27; Ezek. 1:20.

26

Deut. 17:3.

27

Exod. 15:7; Isa. 33:11.

28

Eccl. 5:9.

29

Num. 9:2; Deut. 6:9; 11:20; 2 Sam. 1:1; Isa. 42:6; 2 Chr. 25:6; Neh. 1:2.
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divides two clauses;30 (2) it divides a clause from a phrase;31 (3) it divides two phrases;32 (4) it
divides two phrases after Zaqeph;33 it marks the end of a clause in a sequence of clauses.34 It
divides an Athnach segment as follows: (1) it divides two clauses;35 (2) it marks the end of a clause
in a series of clauses;36 (3) it divides a clause from a phrase;37 and (4) it divided two phrases.38
Finally, it marks the word preceding a final vocative.39
23.1.3 Little Zaqeph
Little Zaqeph is the remote disjunctive accent in the domain of Athnach and Silluq, occurring 595 times with a major pausal form. It is followed 286 times by the conjunction Waw, indicating the end of a clause or phrase—40 times it is Waw consecutive with an imperfect verb,40 and
76 times it is Waw consecutive with a perfect verb.41 In the other 170 instances the word following

30

Gen. 3:10; 27:38; Exod. 21:31; 33:14; Lev. 20:13, 16, 20; Deut. 212:10; Jdgs. 17:1; 19:28; 2 Sam. 2:23;
14:5; 1 Kgs. 13:16; 20:18; Isa. 65:13, 24; Hos. 4:17; 7:11; Joel 2:8; Zech. 8:13; Lam. 3:30.
31

Lev. 16:32; 2 Sam. 7:24; 1 Kgs. 5:31; Jer. 1:8; 8:1; 9:2; 13:13; 15:20; 31:14; 50:10; Ezek. 32:29; Amos
7:14; 1 Chr. 26:9; 28:1; Neh. 13:20.
32

Exod. 39:28; Num. 13:2; 35:16, 17, 18; Isa. 24:4; 1 Chr. 15:8, 9.

33

2 Chr. 28:13; Est. 3:15.

34

Deut. 13:5.

35

Deut. 13:5; 26:2; Isa. 9:9; 14:27.

36

2 Kgs. 15:10; Ruth 3:13.

37

Isa. 30:20; 38:10; Jer. 23:23; Hos. 9:9; 1 Chr. 17:22; Est. 5:12.

38

Gen. 15:14; Jdgs. 21:15; Isa. 5:9; 13:3; 22:14.

39

Gen. 27:34.

40 Gen. 27:25; 29:33; 32:30; 35:10, 22; Deut. 13:14; 32:13; Josh. 5:14; Judg. 3:19; 11:38; 12:5; 19:18; 1 Sam.
28:17, 21; 2 Sam. 1:7; 4:12; 12:3; 13:10; 17:20; 20:17; 1 Kgs. 21:27; 2 Kgs. 4:6; 10:15; 11:12; 12:22; 19:1; 23:34;
Isa. 24:18; 37:1; 42:25; 57:20; 66:2; Jer. 35:17; Amos 2:4; Hab. 2:5; Mal. 3:16; 2 Chr. 26:2; 28:5; Lam. 2:4; 3:53.
41

Note that the WTS Morf4.4 morphological text no longer encodes Waw consecutive with perfect. I have
assumed that all the following are Waw consecutive with perfect without actually verifying all of them: Gen. 24:40;
26:10, 24; 40:13; Exod. 4:9; 4:14; 4:21; 6:7; 32:12; Lev. 9:7; 19:18; 27:8; 27:27; Num. 18:2; Deut. 6:15, 18; 7:15, 24,
26; 17:14; 20:12; 21:13; 22:2, 7; 23:22, 25, 26; 24:5; 33:20; Judg. 13:15; 19:9; 1 Sam. 1:11; 16:2; 20:13; 24:5, 13;
28:22; 2 Sam. 12:8, 11; 14:7; 1 Kgs. 1:47; 8:33; 13:18; 18:12; 20:28; 2 Kgs. 6:2; 9:1; Isa. 14:21; Jer. 5:22; 6:5; 16:19;
22:14; 29:28; Ezek. 3:11, 26; 5:4; 17:23; 26:16; 28:7; 38:10; Hos. 10:6; 13:4; Amos 1:14; 9:14; Zep. 1:13; Zech. 3:4;
6:12; 8:10; 11:5; 12:1; 2 Chr. 6:24; Ruth 3:9; Eccl. 5:5; 11:10; Dan. 9:11; Nah. 1:11.
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the Waw is not a verb. It occurs with the pausal form 14 times.42 It is followed 7 times by
, introducing a relative pronoun modifier.43
Zaqeph with a pausal form divides an Athnach segment in half 178 times, and a Silluq
segment 234 times. Zaqeph with a pausal form is one of two Zaqephs in an Athnach segment 100
times; the pausal form with Zaqeph appears prior to the non-pausal form with Zaqeph 62 times;
and the non-pausal form with Zaqeph appears prior to the pausal form with Zaqeph 38 times.44
Twice a Zaqeph with a pausal form is one of three in an Athnach segment.45


He burns half of it in the fire; With this half he eats meat; He roasts a roast, and is satisfied. (Isa. 44:16)


If he has oppressed the poor and needy, Robbed by violence, Not restored the pledge (Ezek. 18:12)


“When you go back to Egypt, see that you do all those wonders before Pharaoh
which I have put in your hand.” (Exod. 4:21)

Zaqeph with a pausal form is one of two in a Silluq segment 76 times; the pausal form with
Zaqeph appears prior to the non-pausal form with Zaqeph 65 times; and the non-pausal form with
Zaqeph appears prior to the pausal form with Zaqeph 17 times.46 Seven times the Zaqeph with a
pausal form is one of three in a Silluq segment.47


I awakened you under the apple tree. There your mother brought you forth;
There she who bore you brought you forth. (Song 8:5)

In support of his law of continuous dichotomy, William Wickes stated: “In certain cases,
indeed, the same accent is repeated in the division of the clauses; but, from the very nature of the

42
Gen. 18:29; 28:17; Exod. 2:14; 32:5; Judg. 15:18; 1 Kgs. 17:10, 11; 2 Kgs. 6:17, 18; 13:14; Jon. 3:4; Job
1:7; 2:2; Dan. 8:16.
43

Gen. 30:2; Exod. 32:11; Lev. 16:23; Num. 22:26; 1 Kgs. 6:12; Eccl. 8:12; Nah. 9:26.

44

Gen. 27:36; Exod. 3:11; 4:21; Lev. 16:23; Num. 18:1; Deut. 20:19; 33:29; Judg. 7:2; 19:19; 1 Sam. 1:15;
15:33; 17:43; 20:13; 1 Kgs. 13:8; Isa. 4:1; 44:16; 45:14; Jer. 2:19; 5:17; 24:7; 48:11; Ezek. 7:12; 12:19; 15:7; 17:23;
18:12; 20:18; Hos. 3:4; Amos 4:7; 7:14; 8:10; Mich. 2:13; Hab. 3:8; Zech. 10:2; 2 Chr. 32:21; Est. 9:13, 15; Nah.
9:26.
45

Jer. 24:7; Nah. 1:11.

46

Gen. 42:36; Exod. 18:14; 1 Sam. 17:28; 2 Sam. 14:19; 1 Kgs. 5:19; Jer. 22:14; 42:11; Ezek. 17:22; 18:13;
37:23; 41:24; Jon. 1:8; Zech. 12:12; 2 Chr. 17:14; Song 5:2; 8:5; Nah. 9:27.
47

1 Sam. 28:21; 2 Sam. 14:19; 2 Kgs. 14:10; Joel 4:4; 2 Chr. 17:14; 25:19; Nah. 9:27.
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continuous dichotomy, it loses in disjunctive value each time of repetition.”48 However, the examples in this section, together with many more of like nature with or without pausal forms, have
grammatically and musically equal segments set off by Zaqeph; there is no reason to suppose that
the second Zaqeph has lesser disjunctive value than the first. In fact, in the example of Exod. 4:21
above, since the first clause is dependent and has a non-finite verb, one could suppose that the first
Zaqeph has lesser disjunctive value than the second. In my opinion, a given disjunctive accent
always has the same disjunctive value musically, but varying disjunctive value syntactically, regardless of the order in which they occur.
Fourteen verses have two Zaqephs with pausal forms,49 and 23 verses have a Zaqeph with
a pausal form together with one lower level disjunctive with a pausal form.50 Two verses have a
Zaqeph with two lower level disjunctives with pausal forms,51 and one verse has three.52 The following are examples of verses with multiple pausal forms.


the family of the house of David by itself, and their wives by themselves;
the family of the house of Nathan by itself, and their wives by themselves (Zech. 12:12)



"You shall walk after the LORD your God and fear Him, and keep His commandments
and obey His voice, and you shall serve Him and hold fast to Him. (Deut. 13:5)

23.1.4 Great Zaqeph
Great Zaqeph is the substitute for Little Zaqeph when the segment consists of one word.
Occasionally, it stands on a word in its pausal form. In such cases the word has some rhetorical
significance. It marks word (and he said) introducing a direct quotation without the usual
 (saying) 3 times at the beginning of an Athnach segment,53 and 10 at the beginning of a

48
William Wickes, Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament (New York: KTAV Publishing
House, 1970) II, 31; emphasis his.
49

Exod. 7:28; Num. 18:1, 2; Deut. 2:7; 5:16; 33:29; Isa. 65:1; Ezek. 2:6; 10:11; 11:20; Hos. 10:6; Zech.
12:12, 13; Eccl. 5:5.
50

Exod. 7:28; Num. 18:2; Deut. 2:7; 5:16; 32:13; 2 Sam. 14:7; 24:13; 1 Kgs. 18:12; Isa. 28:10, 13; Jer. 32:23;
Ezek. 2:6; 10:11; 11:20; 12:2; 40:4; 44:5; Hos. 10:6; Amos 1:2; Zech. 12:13; 1 Chr. 20:1; Eccl. 5:5; Est. 3:12.
51

1 Sam. 1:11; Isa. 65:1.

52

Deut. 13:5.

53

Judg. 8:19; 2 Sam. 19:27; Dan. 9:22.
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Silluq segment.54 It does the same thing in the middle of an Athnach segment.55 Great Zaqeph
occurs with rm,aYO¨w: 162 times in its normal form, so in these few instances, some exegetical significance may be anticipated. It marks off a one-word clause at the beginning of an Athnach or
Silluq segment,56 or a one-word phrase.57 The phrase  is always rhetorically set off with the
pausal form of ; among other non-pausal accents, it is sometimes marked with Great Zaqeph.58
23.1.5 Great Shalsheleth
Great Shalsheleth is a rare substitute for Segolta, occurring only seven times in the prose
books. It always occurs with the first word of a verse and is traditionally regarded as a mark of
59

special exegetical interest. In four of the instances, the word is in its major pausal form. 60 In the
other three instances, the form is the same in pause as in non-pause, so it is possible to assume that
Great Shalsheleth always marks some rhetorical and exegetical significance.
23.1.6 Tebir
Tebir is the near disjunctive companion of Rebia, being subordinate to Tiphcha. It appears
to mark six major pausal forms. However, some instances may be accounted for by naturally variant forms not intended to express pause. The word  has an alternate form  (2 Kgs.
16:16), which mistakenly may be regarded as a normal form. Likewise, the word  has an
alternate form  (Num. 18:29) which probably is not to be regarded as a normal form. So
these two instances should likely be excluded.
In Jer. 9:2, Tebir marks the major pausal form

 which closes a clause in the Silluq

segment; note that it is the near subordinate of Tiphcha marking the pausal form in the next clause
that ends the quotation. One would ordinarily expect Zaqeph instead of Tebir here. In Ezek. 33:25,
Tebir marks the major pausal form  which closes a clause in an Athnach segment. In Est.
7:4, Tebir marks the major pausal form , which merely separates phrases in a clause; the pausal

54

Gen. 20:4; 27:36; 33:5; 43:29; 47:30; 48:9; Judg. 6:18; 1 Sam. 3:18; 7:12; 2 Kgs. 1:8.

55

2 Kgs. 2:14.

56

Gen. 41:5; Mich. 5:3; Ezek. 34:11.

57

1 Sam. 13:5; Ezek. 45:21.

58

Ezek. 18:3; 20:33.

59

Gen. 19:16; 24:12; 39:8; Lev. 8:23; Ezr. 5:15; Isa. 13:8; Amos 1:2.

60

Gen. 24:12; Lev. 8:23; Isa. 13:8; Amos 1:2.
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form here is rhetorically, not grammatically, significant. The referent is Haman, and the clause is
part of Esther’s exposure of him as her enemy.
23.1.7 Pashta
Pashta is the near disjunctive companion of Rebia, being subordinate to Little Zaqeph. It
occurs 16 times with a major pausal form. The phrase  is always rhetorically set off with the
pausal form of ; among other non-pausal accents, it is marked with Pashta four times.61 It marks
the end of the first in a sequence of several dependent clauses in a Silluq segment.62 In a Silluq
segment, it marks the end of the first in a sequence of six independent clauses each ending with a
pausal form.63 In an Athnach segment, it marks the end of one in a sequence of several independent
clauses;64 still others have a sequence of independent clauses, several of which end with pausal
forms.65 It separates a clause from one or more adverbial modifiers or appositives.66 In Ezekiel,
the word  “rebellious” is used 16 times as compared with 3 times in the rest of the Old Testament. The pausal form  is used rhetorically rather than syntactically at times for emphasis on
the rebellion of Israel.67
23.1.8 Zarqa
Zarqa is the near disjunctive companion of Rebia, being subordinate to Segolta. It marks
only one pausal form. In 2 Sam. 3:8, the personal pronounis in the last (emphatic) position
of a copulative clause, with a following dependent relative pronoun clause.
23.1.9 Rebia
Rebia is the remote disjunctive accent subordinate to Tiphcha, Athnach, and Segolta. It
occurs 87 times with a major pausal form. It marks the word  “and he said” in an Athnach
segment introducing a direct quotation without .68 It marks the end of a clause in a series of

61

Num. 14:28; Jer. 46:18; Ezek. 20:3; 26:16; see a similar function with Great Zaqeph.

62

Deut. 6:7; 11:19.

63

Deut. 13:5.

64

Isa. 45:14; Eccl. 12:5.

65

Isa. 65:13; Jer. 32:23; Ezek. 34:3.

66

2 Kgs. 5:7; Lam. 1:3.

67

With Tiphcha (Ezek. 2:8), with Rebia (Ezek. 12:25), with Zaqeph (Ezek. 17:2), and with Pashta (Ezek.
24:3; 44:6).
68

Gen. 16:8; Deut. 33:2; 1 Kgs. 8:23; Isa. 38:3; Jon. 4:2; 2 Chr. 6:14.
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similar clauses in an Athnach segment,69 and in a Silluq segment.70 It marks the end of a clause
followed by additional supplementary phrases in an Athnach segment,71 and in a Silluq segment.72
It marks the end of a phrase in a series of related phrases in an Athnach segment,73 and in a Silluq
segment.74 In an Athnach segment, marks the end of a subject followed by its predicate.75 It marks
an emphatic first person pronoun.76 The phrase  is always rhetorically set off with the pausal
form of ; among other non-pausal accents, it is sometimes marked with Rebia.77
23.1.10 Geresh
Geresh is the near disjunctive companion of Pazer, being subordinate to Tebir, Pashta,
Zarqa, and Rebia. It marks a pausal form seven times. It marks the end of a clause with similar
clauses following,78 and it marks the end of a clause, with following supportive phrases. 79 The
phrase  is always rhetorically set off with the pausal form of ; among other non-pausal
accents, it is sometimes marked with Geresh.80
23.1.11 Garshaim
Garshaim is a substitute for Geresh under certain phonetic conditions. It occurs three times
with a pausal form. It closes a clause with similar clauses following.81 In Isa. 28:13, it marks the
end of a phrase in a series of equal or similar phrases, each ending with a pausal form.

69

Gen. 43:23; Lev. 8:15; 16:4; Num. 20:17; 21:22; Deut. 13:6; Josh. 10:13; Judg. 11:17; 1 Sam. 1:11; 17:49;
25:8; 2 Sam. 14:7; 15:20; 1 Kgs. 18:12; 2 Kgs. 13:7; Isa. 63:9; Jer. 44:12; Ezek. 44:2; Hos. 7:12; Joel 4:16; Mich.
3:11; 2 Chr. 1:11; Est. 3:8; 4:16; Dan. 7:7; Nah. 9:26, 29; 12:43.
70

Judg. 7:4; 1 Sam. 8:11; Isa. 6:10; Ezek. 12:25; 14:11; 16:34; Joel 2:17; Zech. 8:8; Lam. 1:7.

71
Gen. 17:7; 20:17; Lev. 10:9; Deut. 5:14, 21; 14:29; 30:9; Judg. 17:9; 1 Sam. 20:42; 30:13; 1 Kgs. 7:18; 2
Kgs. 19:28; 20:17; Isa. 39:6; Jer. 9:9; Ezek. 44:5; 2 Chr. 2:3; 6:33; 20:6; Ruth 4:11; Song 8:6; Est. 9:15; Dan. 9:24.
72

1 Kgs. 8:43, 53; Isa. 37:29.

73

Lev. 5:23.

74

Dan. 7:19.

75

Est. 9:18.

76

Gen. 31:52; Exod. 4:10; Mal. 1:14; Eccl. 5:17; Lam. 1:21; Ezek. 17:22; in the last one, note the same word
in pause marked with Zaqeph in the same verse.
77

Ezek. 5:11; 14:16, 18, 20; 16:48; 17:16; 20:31; 35:6, 11.

78

Ezek. 20:13; note a following clause ending with a pausal form marked with Rebia in the same verse.

79
Isa. 16:8; Jer. 5:22; Ezek. 38:4; 40:4; in the last one, note that the clauses that follow also end with pausal
forms marked with higher ordered accents.
80

Ezek. 34:8.

81

Ezek. 33:31; Joel 2:16.
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"Precept upon precept, precept upon precept,
Line upon line, line upon line (Isa. 28:13)

23.1.12 Pazer
Pazer is the remote disjunctive accent in the domain of Tebir, Pashta, Zarqa, and Rebia. It
marks three pausal forms. It closes a clause with similar clauses following.82 The phrase  is
always rhetorically set off with the pausal form of ; among other non-pausal accents, it is sometimes marked with Pazer.83
23.1 13 Legarmeh
Legarmeh is a disjunctive accent subordinate to Rebia, Pashta, and Geresh. It marks only
one pausal form. Like several others, it also marks the phrase  “as I live” in Ezek. 33:11.
23.1.14 Munach
Munach is a conjunctive accent that serves several disjunctives. It strangely marks six
pausal forms used rhetorically for emphasis in spite of a conjunctive accent.84 Like several others,
it also marks the phrase  “as I live” in Isa. 49:18.
23.1.15 Mahpak
Mahpak is a conjunctive accent that serves only Pahsta. It marks a pausal form twice, used
rhetorically in spite of the conjunctive accent.85

23.2 Pausal Forms in the Poetical Books
Table 23.6 lists the distribution of the three types of word forms over the various accents
in the Poetical Books. As in Table 23.3, the first vertical column of numbers lists the total number
of words in their normal form that are marked with the associated accent. The second column lists
the total number of words in their major pausal form that are marked with that accent; and the third
column lists the total number of words in their minor pausal form.

82

2 Sam. 3:21; 24:13; in the last one, note several following clauses are closed with pausal forms with higher
ordered accents.
83

Zep. 2:9.

84

Judg. 9:36; Isa. 65:1, 17 (?); Mal. 1:6; 2 Sam. 3:34; in the last one note that a parallel word also has a
pausal form in the same verse, as well as a clause closed with a pausal form marked with Zaqeph.
85

Ezek. 17:15; Est. 4:8.
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Five passages in the Poetical Books contain a word in its minor pausal form; all involve
the pronoun . In each case, the antecedent of the pronoun is God, or the Messiah (Psa. 2:7),
and the pronoun is in the emphatic clause final position. All are marked with Athnach where the
major disjunction is marked with Ole WeYored; the one exception is marked with Rebia (Psa.
76:8).

Table 23.6
Distribution of Pausal Forms by Accent For Poetic Books
Accent
Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Totals

Normal
Form

Silluq
Ole WeYored
Athnach
G-Rebia
Rebia Mugrash
Sinnor
L-Rebia
Dechi
Pazer
Mahpak-Legarmeh
Azla-Legarmeh
Munach
Mereka
Illuy
Tarcha
Galgal
Mahpak
Azla
L-Shalsheleth
Sin-Mer
Sin-Mah
Mugrash
Sinnorit

2
0
346
768
2,951
212
188
2,426
88
256
320
6,903
3,740
180
1,106
232
464
48
39
28
180
1,204
20
21,701

Total non-accent = 13,388
Total words 432,347

86

Psa. 2:7; 25:7; 40:18; 70:6; 76:8.

Major
Pause

Minor
Pause

4,449
509
3,856
43
2
0
0
0
3
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,859

0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Total
4,451
509
4,206
812
2,953
212
188
2,426
91
256
321
6,909
3,740
180
1,106
232
464
48
39
28
180
1,204
20
30,575
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23.2.1 Silluq and Ole WeYored
Silluq lacks a pausal form only twice,87 and one instance (Prov. 31:12) seems to be an error
in the WTS text, because Dotan’s edition of the Leningrad B19a manuscript has a pausal form.88
Where a verse has no Ole WeYored, 17 times the Athnach fails to have a pausal form. 89 Where a
verse has both Ole WeYored and Athnach, the Athnach also has a pausal form 22 times.90
Ordinarily, in longer verses, Ole WeYored marks the major division and bears the pausal
form; in shorter verses, Ole WeYored is lacking and Athnach marks the major division and bears
the pausal form. Athnach fails to succeed Ole WeYored 52 times, in which case it followed by
Great Rebia in place of Athnach 44 times; there remain eight exceptions.91
There are 197 verses having neither Ole WeYored nor Athnach; most are the short first
verses of Psalms having a title, or the short first verses of chapters in Job introducing a new speech.
Excluding these unusually short verses, together with those that have a pausal form with Great
Rebia, still 109 verses remain. These mainly include short verses having the major division marked
by Great Rebia with a non-pausal form. Excluding these, only four verses remain: a short extension
of a title,92 and short verses divided by Rebia Mugrash without a pausal form.93 There are 54 verses
that have one or more major pausal forms besides those with Ole WeYored, Silluq, or Athnach.
23.2.2 Great Rebia
A major pausal form occurs with Great Rebia 43 times. Once it occurs in a verse with both
Ole WeYored and Athnach.94 It appears prior to Athnach where Ole WeYored would be expected.95 It appears after Ole WeYored once where Athnach would be expected. 96 It occurs 16

87

Psa. 78:10; Prov. 31:12.

88

Aron Dotan, ed., Biblia Hebraica Leningradensia (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 2001).

89

Psa. 17:10; 26:1; 35:1, 19; 48:5, 11; 83:11; 107:35; 110:5; 119:65; 120:2; 130:7; 140:5; 148:1; Job 9:22;
17:11; Prov. 30:21.
90 Psa. 1:1; 27:14; 31:20; 40:4, 6; 50:1, 3; 65:5; 79:1; 86:16; 98:3; 102:3; 106:47; 116:16; 128:5; 138:7; Job
3:4; 18:4; 27:5; 30:12; 34:20; Prov. 24:12.
91

Psa. 3:3; 4:7; 31:21; 58:3; 109:16; 125:3; Job 11:6; Prov. 8:13.

92

Psa. 18:2.

93

Psa. 89:53; 137:9; Prov. 1:10.

94

Psa. 79:1.

95

Psa. 5:9; 7:7; 19:14; 20:6; 22:27; 28:9; 35:13; 37:20; 50:7; 56:7; 62:9; 68:19; 71:15; 72:4; 77:20; 79:1;
86:11; 96:10; 138:2; 146:6; Job 5:5; 21:17; 36:16; Prov. 6:22.
96

Psa. 30:6.
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times in short verses having neither Ole WeYored nor Athnach, always on the second word before
Silluq where Athnach would be expected,97 with one exception where it is on the first word before
Silluq;98 musical reasons must explain these few exceptions, because otherwise Athnach occurs
on the second word before Silluq 385 times.
23.2.3 Other Accents
A major pausal accent occurs with Rebia Mugrash twice, marking special rhetorical emphasis. Pazer marks a major pausal form three times in places where an Ole WeYored would be
expected; musical reasons must explain these rare exceptions.100 Azla Legarmeh rests on a pausal
99

form once, standing where Ole WeYored would be expected.101 Finally, the conjunctive accent
Munach accompanies a major pausal form six times, each apparently marking rhetorical emphasis.102

23.3 Conclusion
Pausal forms normally occur with Silluq and Athnach,103 marking the major divisions of a
verse. When they occur in other places in a verse, they mark exegetically significant words or
phrases in the text that are of rhetorical interest.

97

Psa. 35:24; 52:8; 59:7, 15; 79:3; 116:19; 119:5, 24, 34, 48, 103, 124; 128:4; 137:5; Job 33:24.

98

Psa. 135:21.

99

Job 9:20; 37:3.

100

Psa. 5:12; 18:2; Prov. 30:4.

101

Psa. 25:5.

102

Psa. 3:9; 74:14; 106:28; Job 34:20; Prov. 7:13, 22.

103

Plus Ole WeYored in the poetical books.
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Hebrew Syntactic Idioms
An idiom is an expression in a language the meaning of which is not conveyed by a literal
rendering of its words. Some idioms are unique statements involving specific terms that may be
mapped to a definite meaning. Jean-Marc Babut has catalogued a list of 138 idioms of that type,
and discussed about a dozen of them in depth.1 Another kind of idiom involves peculiar syntactic
structures that provide the framework for a whole class of idiomatic expressions. This chapter
provides, in less technical terms, a unified list of syntactic idioms that are formally defined in
various places throughout the syntactic analysis rules.

24.1 The Idiom of Distribution
The idiom of distribution is expressed in its most general form as X W X, where X has the
same referent in both cases and may be a common noun, an adverb, a number, an adverbial prepositional phrase, or an interrogative pronoun; a conjunctive accent occurs on the first X. The ultimate referent of X is a countable entity or a quantifier.
X = Common Noun



























1

differing ephah (Deut. 25:14)
generation by generation (Deut. 32:7)
every heart (1 Chr. 12:34)
every kind of service (1 Chr. 28:14)
every lamp stand (1 Chr. 28:15)
every bowl (1 Chr. 28:17)
every gate (2 Chr. 8:14)
every city (2 Chr. 11:12)
all kinds of livestock (2 Chr. 32:28)
every people (Neh. 13:24)
every man (Est. 1:8)
every province (Est. 1:22)

Jean-Marc Babut, Idiomatic Expressions in the Hebrew Bible, trans. By Sarah E. Lind (North Richland
Hills, TX: BIBAL Press, 1999).
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every day (Est. 2:11)
each young girl (Est. 2:12)
every year (Est. 9:21)
every family (Est. 9:28)
diverse weights (Prov. 20:23)
for each table (1 Chr. 28:16)

X = Adverb

h








this way and that way (Exod. 2:12)
here and there (Josh. 8:20)
anywhere (1 Kgs. 2:42)
this way and that (2 Kgs. 2:8, 14)

X = Number







six each (2 Sam. 20:21)
seven each (Zech. 4:2)

X = Adverbial Prepositional Phrase












ָכ ֵֹ֥זה וְׁ ָכ ֶזֶ֖ה

from this and that (Exod. 26:13)
thus and thus (Josh. 7:20)
however many (2 Sam. 24:3)
in the meanwhile (1 Kgs.. 18:45)
on this side and on that side (Ezek. 40:34)
this as well as that (Judg. 18:4; 2 Sam. 11:25; 1 Kgs. 14:5)

X = Interrogative Pronoun





whoever (interrogative Exod. 10:8)

Sometimes the idiom of distribution is expressed as above, except without the conjunction,
that is, in general as X X, where X has the same referent in both cases and may be a noun, a
number, or an adverbial prepositional phrase. Again, the ultimate referent is a countable entity or
a quantifier; this semantic restraint distinguishes this form of the idiom from the idiom of intensity
discussed later.
X = Noun











each pit (Gen. 14:10)
each drove (Gen. 32:17)
each of your brothers (Ezek. 11:15)
by heaps (Exod. 8:10)
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each man (Lev. 15:2)
a rod each (Num. 17:17)
each city (Josh. 21:42)
each family (Zech. 12:12, 14)

X = Noun Phrase

נָ ִ ֹ֙שיא ֶא ָ֜חד ַליָ֗ ֹום נָ ִ ָּ֤שיא ֶא ָח ֹ֙ד ַליֵּ֔ ֹום

one prince per day (Num. 7:11)

X = Number














 


seven by seven (Gen. 7:2)
two by two (Gen. 7:9)
four each (Ezek. 10:21)
five each (Num. 3:47)
ten each (Num. 7:86)
a tenth each (Num. 28:21)
fifty each (1 Kgs. 18:13)

X = Adverbial Prepositional Phrase







every morning (2 Chr. 13:11)
every evening (2 Chr. 13:11)

24.2 The Idiom of Intensity
The idiom of intensity is expressed in its most general form as X X, where X has the same
referent in both cases and may be a common noun, an adverb, an adverbial prepositional phrase,
an interjection, or an interrogative pronoun; a conjunctive accent occurs on the first X. For this
idiom, the referent of X is not a countable entity.
X = Noun







perfect peace (1 Chr. 12:19; Isa. 26:3; 57:19)






altogether just (Deut. 16:20)

ruinous overthrow! (Ezek. 21:32)

X = Adjective






very proudly (1 Sam. 2:3)
exceedingly deep (Eccl. 7:24)
given entirely (Num. 3:9)

X = Adverb







exceedingly (Gen. 17:2) [lit. very very]
very gradually (Exod. 23:30) [lit. little by little]
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very high (Deut. 28:43) [lit.: higher, higher]
very low (Deut. 28:43) [lit.: lower, lower]
completely around (Ezek. 40:16)
very truly (Neh. 8:6)

X = Adverbial Prepositional Phrase





surely for my sake! (Isa. 48:11)

Some nuance of intensity also may be inferred when other parts of speech are repeated,
such as pronouns, imperatives, vocatives, interjections, verbs, adjectives, and isolated nouns.
X = Pronoun









I even I (Deut. 32:39)
I, even I (Isa. 43:11)
They, even they (Isa. 57:6)

X = Imperative

























Awake, awake! (Judg. 5:12)
Hear, hear! (2 Sam. 20:16)
Come out, come out! (2 Sam. 16:7)
Comfort ye, comfort ye (Isa. 40:1)
Awake, awake! (Isa. 51:17)
Depart, depart! (Isa. 52:11)
Go through, go through! (Isa. 62:10)
Build up, build up! (Isa. 62:10)
Turn, turn! (Ezek. 22:11)
Halt, halt! (Nah. 2:9)
Return, return! (Song 7:1)

X = Vocative











Moses, Moses (Exod. 3:4)
Altar, altar (1 Kgs. 13:2)
Ariel, Ariel (Isa. 29:1)
O earth, earth, earth! (Jer. 22:9)

X = Interjection











Far be it, far be it! (2 Sam. 20:20)
Ho, ho! (Zech. 2:10)
Behold me, behold me (Isa. 65:1)
Woe, woe! (Ezek. 16:23)
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X = Verb







Fallen, fallen (Isa. 21:9)
Whirling round and round (Eccl. 1:6)

X = Adjective





Holy, holy, holy (Isa. 6:3)

X = Isolated Noun








 




My son, my son! (2 Sam. 19:1)
the living, the living (Isa. 38:19)
a sword, a sword (Ezek. 21:14, 33)
Multitudes, multitudes (Joel 4:14)
my eye, my eye (Lam. 1:16)

24.3 Idiom of Possession
Hebrew has no verb expressing possession. Instead, possession is expressed idiomatically.
The syntactic structure is
Sc = Ns + Vc +

 + N

Where Ns is the subject, that which is possessed; Vc is the verb  or its equivalent  when the
verb is positive and  when it is negative; and N is the possessor. Literally, Ns is to N–meaning
N has an Ns. This idiom is fully discussed in chapter 12, and needs no further discussion here.


And the sons of Reuben and the sons of Gad had many cattle. (Num. 32:1)


We have an old father. (Gen. 44:20)


Does Israel have no son? (Jer. 49:1)


Therefore, Levi does not have a portion or an inheritance. (Deut. 10:9)

24.4 Idiom of Becoming
Hebrew has no verb that expresses “become.” Instead, “becoming” is expressed idiomatically. The syntactic structure is similar to that of possession; semantic restraints of context distinguish the two:
Sc = Ns + Vc +  + N
Where Ns is the subject, Vc is the verb , and N is that which Ns becomes. Literally, Ns became
N. This idiom is fully discussed in chapter 12, and needs no further discussion here.
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And the man became a living soul. (Gen. 2:7)


So the Moabites became servants of David, paying tribute. (2 Sam. 8:2)

24.5 The Idioms of Comparison
As in most languages, comparison at the word or phrase level may be understood as having
been derived by means of a transformation on clauses compared at the text level, that is, two
clauses joined by a comparative conjunction. The clauses are identical except for the constituents
being compared. Such a transformation results in one of the clauses with a newly formed comparative phrase, consisting of the constituents being compared joined by a comparative preposition
equivalent to the comparative conjunction. The operation is expressed formally as
[Sa(Xi) + Cc + Sa(Xj)] → Sa(Xi+Pc+Xj)
Comparative conjunctions compare the thought of one clause with that of another word,
phrase, or clause. Clauses may be compared on the basis of any common element or feature, and
they may have six degrees of comparison: (1) the superlative degree, (2) the superior degree, (3)
the similar degree, (4) the same degree, (5) the inferior degree, and (6) the most inferior degree.2
The following are the principal comparative conjunctions in Hebrew:
(a)  . . . —just as—this pair of conjunctions compares two clauses on an equal
basis. The second conjunction may be omitted. When expressing the same degree
of comparison, the conjunction  is retained within the resultant phrase of comparison; when expressing the superior or inferior degree of comparison, the conjunction is transformed into its prepositional equivalent .
(b) —more than—compares one clause as superior to another. Rarely, the conjunction is retained within the resultant phrase of comparison; otherwise, the prepositional equivalent is . If the thing compared is a universal statement, the conjunction expresses the superlative degree of comparison.

2

The inferior degrees of comparison are expressed by adjectives and adverbs having a semantic nuance of
inferiority. The same conjunctions are used as are used to express superiority.
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24.5.1 The Same Degree of Comparison


When every male among us is circumcised
as [comparison of equality]
they are circumcised. (Gen. 34:22)

24.5.2 The Superior Degree of Comparison Comparison of subject:


One people shall be stronger than the other. (Gen. 25:23)
[Condensed from “One people shall be strong more than the other people shall be strong.”]

Comparison of predicate attribute:


They were swifter than eagles,
They were stronger than lions. (2 Sam. 1:23)
[Condensed from “They were swift more than eagles are swift,”
and “They were strong more than lions are strong.”]

Comparison of predicate complement:


He also loved Rachel more than Leah. (Gen. 29:30)
[Condensed from “He loved Rachel more than he loved Leah.”]


The king loved Esther more than all the other women. (Est. 2:17)


And more than these, my son, be admonished. (Eccl. 12:12)

Comparison of predicates:


They reverted and behaved more corruptly than their fathers. (Judg. 2:19)

24.5.3 The Superlative Degree of Comparison
In Hebrew the superlative degree of comparison is expressed in the same manner as the
superior degree, except that the universal quantifier is used with the referent being compared.
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And the serpent was more cunning than any beast of the field. (Gen. 3:1)
[Condensed from: The serpent was cunning more than any beast of the field was cunning.]


David behaved more wisely than all the servants of Saul. (1 Sam. 18:30)


From his shoulders and upward he was taller than any of the people. (1 Sam. 9:2)

The superlative degree of comparison may also be expressed by denying or questioning the
superiority of anyone else:


And there was not a man of the sons of Israel better than he (1 Sam. 9:2)


Whom would the king delight to honor more than me? (Est. 6:6)

At times the universal quantifier is elided if its sense is understood from the context.


And look for the best and most qualified of your master’s sons. (2 Kgs. 10:3)

This phrase may be further transformed to the structure
A(det.) +  + N
where N names the limiting class with which comparison is made and the determinate form of the
adjective expresses the superlative degree.


The man was the greatest among the Anakim. (Josh. 14:15)


If you do not know, O fairest among women. (Song 1:8)

The phrase may be further transformed to the structure
F + N(det.)
where F is the construct form of the adjective and N names the class with which comparison is
made. N may be replaced by a pronoun when pronoun substitution is possible.

—the youngest of his sons (2 Chr. 21:17)
—from the greatest to the least of them (Jon. 3:5)
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—the best of them (Mich. 7:4)
Finally, the superlative degree of comparison may be expressed as
Ji(sing.)3 + Ni(pl. det.)


King of Kings and Lord of Lords (Deut. 10:17)


The best of songs (Song 1:1)
[lit., the song of songs]


the most holy place (Exod. 26:33)
[Lit. the holy of holies]


heaven and the highest heaven (Deut. 10:14)

24.5.4 The Inferior Degree of Comparison


younger than I (Job 30:1)

24.5.5 The Most Inferior Degree of Comparison


the least of all families (1 Sam. 9:21)


the least in my father’s house (Judg. 6:15)

24.6 The Idiom of Emphatic Wish
The word  also is used with the word  idiomatically to express an emphatic wish Oh,
that . . .!


Oh, that we had died by the hand of the LORD in the land of Egypt! (Exod. 16:3)


Oh, that the salvation of Israel would come out of Zion! (Psa. 14:7) 4

3
4

In some instances the construct is plural: Lev. 21:22.

See also Num. 11:29; Deut. 5:29; 28:67; Judg. 9:29; 2 Sam. 19:1; Job 6:8; 11:5; 13:5; 14:4, 13; 19:23; 23:3;
29:2; 31:31, 35; Psa. 53:7; 55:7; Song 8:1; Isa. 27:4; Jer. 8:23; 9:1.
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24.7 Idioms with the Infinitive Absolute
The infinitive absolute is regularly used idiomatically as an adverbial modifier of its cognate finite verb. In this function, it intensifies some nuance of the verbal idea, or it adds the nuance
of continuance to the verbal action.
24.7.1 The Idiom of Intensity
When the cognate infinitive absolute appears before the verb, it strengthens some nuance
of the verbal idea.5


For in the day you eat from it, you will surely die. (Gen. 2:17)


To the woman He said: “I will greatly increase your sorrow and your conception.” (Gen. 3:17)

24.7.2 The Idiom of Continuance
When the cognate infinitive absolute appears after the verb, it adds the nuance of continu6
ance.


I brought you to curse my enemies, but indeed you keep blessing them. (Num. 23:11)


And they said: “This one came to sojourn, and he keeps acting as a judge. (Gen. 19:9)

When the cognate infinitive absolute occurs after the verb with Waw Consecutive, the nuance must be determined by context, because the infinitive cannot precede the verb in this case;
this is also true of imperatives and participles.
The infinitive absolute is sometimes used in adverbial idioms, where two infinitives absolute are joined by Waw Consecutive to form an idiomatic adverbial phrase, usually occurring at
the end of the clause it modifies, and expressing some attending circumstances.7

5

GKC § 113n; JM § 123e; WO § 35.3.1.

6

GKC § 113r; however, JM 123l and WO § 35.3.1d question the validity of this meaning, preferring to see
no real difference between prepositive and postpositive infinitives absolute.
7

WO § 35.3.2.
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24.7.3 The Idiom of Continuous Action
When the first of the two infinitives absolute is of the verb

, the emphasis is on the

continuous action expressed by the second infinitive.8


And the water receded from the earth, continually receding. (Gen. 8:3)


And Abram journeyed, continually journeying toward the Negev. (Gen. 12:9)


And he scraped it out into his palms and walked along continually eating. (Judg. 14:9)

24.7.4 The Idiom of Recurrent Action
When the first of the two infinitives absolute is the Hiphil of the verb , the emphasis
is on the persistent action expressed by the second infinitive.9



And the LORD God of their fathers sent word to them by the hand of His messengers,
persistently sending them, because He had compassion on His people and on His dwelling place.
(2 Chr. 36:15)


And I spoke to you, persistently speaking, and you did not listen. (Jer. 25:3)

Other pairs of idiomatically joined infinitives absolute are discussed in § 6.1.4.

24.8 The Idiom of Clause Subordination
In Hebrew, an alternate way of subordinating one clause to another is to change the verb
in the subordinate clause to its infinitive construct form, and to introduce the subordinate clause
with the preposition that corresponds in meaning to the given subordinating conjunction. This idiom is discussed in § 19.2.7.

8
GKC § 113u; § JM 123m, s; see Gen. 8:3, 5; 12:9; Josh. 6:9; Judg. 14:9; 1 Sam. 6:12; 2 Sam. 3:16*; 5:10*;
2 Kgs. 2:11*; 1 Chr. 11:9*; Isa. 3:16*; Jer. 50:4; * marks instances where the first is cognate with the finite verb of
the clause.
9

44:4.

JM

§ 123r; 1 Sam. 17:16; 2 Chr. 36:15; Jer. 7:13, 25; 9:23; 11:7; 25:3, 4; 26:5; 29:19; 32:33; 35:14, 15;
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24.9 The Idiom of Temporal or Logical Sequence
The use of Waw consecutive, with the verb in the imperfect or perfect aspect, idiomatically
expresses temporal or logical sequence. This idiom is discussed in § 19.1.3 and in Appendix One.

24.10 The Idiom of Numbers
Sometimes the thing quantified is repeated after each number. This is purely idiomatic and
does not affect meaning or translation.


Sarah lived one hundred and twenty-seven years; these were the years of the life of Sarah.
(Gen. 23:1)

Glossary of Terms1
Adjunct: a phrase added to a sentence containing supplemental information not affecting
the basic meaning of the sentence.
Affix: a morpheme attached to or inserted into a word element that affects meaning. It may
be either a prefix, suffix, or infix.
Apodosis: The sentence that comes afterward in subordinating expressions, as, for example, the consequence in a conditional expression. Compare with Protasis.
Asyndeton: lacking an understood conjunction.
Attribute: a unique characteristic of a linguistic element that may be treated as an independent variable.
Bound: the characteristic of a morpheme or constituent that prohibits it from functioning
as an independent entity. A bound morpheme or constituent must be governed by other elements
in the structure of which it is a part, otherwise it violates the laws that define the given construction.
Compare with free.
Complement: the word or phrase that, with the verb, completes the meaning and structure
of a predicare.
Conjugation: the set of forms that a verb may take in order to encode all the valid combinations of the values of its grammatical attributes. When one conjugates a verb he recites all the
valid conjugational forms of the word. Compare with inflection.
Constituent: an elemental unit of syntax and text grammar. A constituent may be a word,
phrase, clause, or larger group of units that has a single role and function, and that fits into a
permissible slot.
Copulative: a verb that links its subject with a class name, an identifier, an adjectival characteristic, an adverbial characteristic, and the like. The verb  functions as a copulative verb in
Hebrew.
Deep Structure: the kernel clauses and transformations that explain the surface struc-ture of
a discourse.

1

Words in italics refer to entries in the glossary. They may be consulted for further understanding. The entries
are listed in alphabetic order.
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Derivation: the source from which a word or form is derived. A noun may be derived from
a verb, an adjective, another noun, etc. A specific stem of a verb is derived from the verb's root.
Discourse: A complete body of literature such as a story, sermon, etc.
Economy of Symbols: In harmony with the human tendency to minimize effort, in communication, people tend to minimize redundancy and to minimize symbols. A symbol (word) may
be assigned more than one meaning where the alternate meanings would never occur in the same
context. Where a symbol is required, the simplest non-ambiguous one is preferred.
Episode: the largest constituent part of an event.
Event: the largest constituent part of a narrative, consisting of one or more episodes.
Free: the characteristic of a morpheme or constituent that enables it to function as an independent entity. Compare with bound.
Infix: a morpheme that is inserted into a word element that affects meaning. The  inserted
into the Hiphil stem of a verb is an example of an infix.
Inflection: the set of forms that a noun or adjective may take in order to encode all the
valid combinations of the values of its grammatical attributes. When one inflects a noun or adjective he recites all the valid inflectional forms of the word. Compare with conjugation.
Kernel Clause: a basic clause in its default form. It is in the active voice, indicative mood,
declarative mode, with subject-verb-object word order. A kernel clause has no expressed emphasis
or prominence. It has no elided elements, and employs no pronoun substitution.
Lexeme: a specific value of meaning. Most words have several lexeme values depending
on the context in which they occur. Once a context is defined, a word takes on a specific lexeme
value.
Lexicography: the study of the meaning of words; the writing of a dictionary or lexicon.
Lexicon: a book listing the morphemes of a language; a book that maps the meaning of the
morphemes of one language to those of another, such as a Hebrew-English lexicon.
Morpheme: the smallest meaningful grammatical element of a language. It may be merely
an uninflected word like  "house" or an inflectional element like  or  that is affixed to a
word to encode the values of inflectional attributes. Inflectional morphemes usually encode the
values of more than one grammatical attribute at a time. Thus the morpheme  encodes the value
"plural" for the attribute "number" and the value "masculine" for the attribute "gender"; and
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morpheme  encodes the value "plural" for the attribute "number" and the value "feminine" for
the attribute "gender." Morphemes may be either bound or free. A bound morpheme is one that
cannot stand alone--that is, it cannot be regarded as an independent part of speech. The morphemes
 and  are bound. A free morpheme can stand alone or be regarded as an independent part of
speech. The morpheme  is free.
Morphemes that are appended to the beginning of a free form (word) are called preformatives or prefixes. Those that are appended to the end of a word are called sufformatives or suffixes.
Those inserted within a free form are called infixes. If the removal of a morpheme would destroy
the identity of a free form, the morpheme is called an affix. Preformatives and sufformatives are
affixes. The removal of an infix would also destroy the identity of a free form, so technically it too
is an affix, but to avoid confusion the term infix is retained rather than use the term "informative."
When the removal of a morpheme would not destroy the identity of a free form, the morpheme is
called a prefix or suffix.
Morphology: the study of the forms that words take in order to encode the inflections,
derivations, and compositions in a language. It involves the study of morphemes and how they
encode the values of the various grammatical attributes.
Narrative: a complete story that is relatively independent of what precedes or follows in
the broader context. A narrative consists of one or more events consisting of one or more episodes.
Phoneme: one of the smallest units of speech that distinguish one utterance from another;
an elementary unit of speech sounds in a given language. A given language has its own set of
phonemes.
Phonemics: the study and establishment of the phonemes of a language.
Phonetics: the branch of linguistics dealing with the study of the sounds of speech, the way
they are produced in the speech tract, the combinations in which they occur, and the way they are
represented by written signs; such a study for the sounds of a given language.
Phonology: the science of speech sounds including phonetics and phonemics.
Prefix: a bound morpheme appended to the beginning of a free form. The removal of a
prefix does not destroy the identity of the free form to which it is appended. The definite article
, the inseparable prepositions , , , and the conjunction  are examples of prefixes. Compare with preformative.
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Preformative: a bound morpheme appended to the beginning of a free form. The removal
of a preformative destroys the identity of the free form to which it is appended. The inflectional
, , , and  of the imperfect conjugation are examples of preformatives. Compare with prefix.
Protasis: The sentence placed first in subordinating expressions, as, for example, the condition in conditional expressions. Compare with Apodosis.
Root: the consonants that make up the basic unit of meaning for Hebrew words. Most words
are based on roots that have three consonant, but some have two or four.
Semantics: the science of meaning in language forms. It involves lexicography and the
interrelationships of words and concepts that express meaning.
Slot: a position in a grammatical or syntactic structure into which defined constituents are
permitted.
Stem: one of the several forms that may be imposed upon a root in order to construct a
word. There are seven standard stems for verbal roots: Qal, Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hiphil, Hophal, and
Hithpael. Other parts of speech also have stems, although there is no standardized classification
for them.
Suffix: a bound morpheme appended to the end of a free form. The removal of a suffix does
not destroy the identity of the free form to which it is appended. The pronominal suffixes are examples. Compare with sufformative.
Surface Structure: the sequence of words as actually found in a written or spoken com-munication. See deep structure.

Sufformative: a bound morpheme appended to the end of a free form. The removal of a
sufformative destroys the identity of the free form to which it is appended. The inflectional ,,
, , , , etc. of the perfect conjugation are examples of sufformatives. Compare with
suffix.
Transformation: a syntactical operation that provides for changing the sequential order of the
constituents of a sentence. It may change the values of attributes or even add or delete constituents.

APPENDIX ONE
Hebrew Verb Tenses
Many contemporary Hebrew grammarians hold that the Hebrew verbal system is of composite origin, having developed from a mixture of elements from Eastern Semitic (Akkadian), and
Western Semitic (Aramaic). This view came into prominence through the historical comparative
studies of Hans Bauer and the subsequent work of G. R. Driver.1 Simply stated, the view regards
the Hebrew imperfect inflection to be a mixture of an original Akkadian preterite “tense,” and a
subsequent Western Semitic imperfect “aspect.” The imperfect with Waw consecutive expressing
historic narrative is regarded as a remnant of the Akkadian preterite; whereas the imperfect expressing the future, or incomplete action, is regarded as a remnant of the Western Semitic “aspect.”
A similar explanation is offered for the varied meanings of the perfect inflection. The perfect with Waw consecutive expressing the future is regarded as a remnant of an early Eastern universal “tense,” whereas the perfect expressing the past or completed action is regarded as a remnant
of a later Western complete “aspect.” Even though the historical comparative method is a valid
approach to the study of the historical development of the Semitic languages, this explanation
contains some serious difficulties.

26.1 Confusion Introduced
First of all, the view proposes that identical (or nearly identical) inflectional forms with
significantly different meanings (tense vs. aspect) were incorporated into a single language. At the
time of such a hypothetical union of these forms, an element of confusion would have been created
in the language that contradicts the usual trend in language development. Languages tend to develop toward simplicity and clarity. Any new elements of complexity tend to make the language
more specific, less ambiguous. The merging of ambiguous and contradictory elements must be
viewed with suspicion.
Although the composite union of languages is possible, Leslie McFall, in his masterful
study of the Hebrew verbal system, correctly argued against that possibility in the case of Hebrew:
Driver’s strong point that Hebrew has a duplicate system of tense/aspects . . . has been considerably
weakened by recent doctoral work on the North-West Semitic verbal system. W. L. Moran (1950) has shown
that Byblos has a qatal form with all the meanings of the Hebrew simple Perfect and Perfect consecutive. It
also has a yaqtul form with all the meanings of the simple Imperfect and Imperfect consecutive in Hebrew.
T. L. Fenton has discovered the same phenomena in Ugaritic (1963), and I. D. Marcus (1971) has confirmed
these observations.2

1

G. R. Driver, Problems of the Hebrew Verbal System (Edinburgh, 1936); McFall, 116-51.

2

Leslie McFall, The Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System (Sheffield: The Almond Press, 1982), 141.
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Recent work on the Ugaritic verbal system in particular shows that Hebrew cannot be a composite
language, unless, of course, all the North-West Semitic languages are composite.3
The recent discovery of Eblaite, which can claim to be the oldest Semitic language to be discovered
so far, has the active qatal form. If we place alongside this strong evidence the remnants of a qatal in Akkadian . . . the overwhelming conclusion is that qatal is a proto-Semitic, if not a Hamito-Semitic, form.4

In light of these complications, it seems advisable to seek an explanation of the Hebrew
verb system other than the composite union of confusing forms.

26.2 Tenses Presupposed
Second, this composite view stipulates that some early Semitic verbal inflections expressed
“tense” in the true temporal sense of the term. This stipulation is seriously questioned by many
scholars. McFall emphasized the seriousness of this problem. In evaluating the views of Hebrew
grammarians before the nineteenth century, he noted that
it was probably assumed in Europe at that time that every language in the world had a tense system; therefore
it was natural for them to look for the Indo-European tense system in BH [Biblical Hebrew].5

McFall commented on Bauer’s weakness on this point:
Bauer has no doubts but that the HVS [Hebrew verb system] is a tense-oriented system. He is astonished that
anyone could think that the temporal perspective of the Semites were incommensurable with ‘our way of
thinking’.6

In his criticism of the Bauer-Driver view, McFall observed that
the introduction of tenses into the HVS inevitably leads to a narrowing of the gap between Hebrew and IndoGermanic verbal systems. The whole development of the HVS is seen as the development of one universal
verb to the complex situation in the HVS which itself is viewed as developing into a fully-fledged tense
system. This approach leaves itself open to criticism and censure on many points. 7

James Barr also warned against the danger of importing tense into the Hebrew verbal conjugation: “It would therefore seem dangerous to use the existence of an aspect system in Hebrew
too confidently as a guide to a particular understanding of actions and events and their relation to
time.”8
McFall further summarized the weakness of the “tense” approach:

3

McFall, 141.

4

McFall, 143.

5

McFall, 16.

6

McFall, 115.

7

McFall, 184.

8

James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language, (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1961), 81.
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We have noted in evaluating the other solutions that the degree to which the Hebrew verbal system was
brought into line with the familiar Indo-Germanic, the more problems it raised.9

26.2.1 No Tense in Akkadian
This objection to a true “tense” in Semitic languages is widespread. It is particularly important with respect to Akkadian, because this language is regarded as the source of “tenses” in
Hebrew. Richard Caplice, in his discussion of Akkadian “tenses,” stated:
In each stem we find four finite forms, usually called tenses: (1) the present (or durative), which
expresses a continuous action, is normally translated by the English present or future; (2) the preterite (or
punctual), which expresses an action as taking place at a single point in time, is most often equivalent to a
simple past narrative tense; (3) the perfect represents the verbal action in temporal relation to another action
or to the present time, and may be translated by a past tense in English (‘I did’, ‘I have done’); (4) the stative
expresses a state (‘he is old’) rather than an action (‘he becomes old’).10
It should be noted that the terminology employed here, though it is traditional and in common use,
is derived from Indo-European languages and inexact in its application to Akkadian. ‘Tense’ might ideally
be replaced by ‘verbal aspect’, ‘present’ by ‘durative’, and ‘preterite’ by ‘punctual’. 11

With modern scholars departing from a “tense” view of the Akkadian verb, it seems wise
to abandon any thought of “tense” in the historic background of the Hebrew verb. This is strengthened by a similar trend among scholars of other Semitic languages.
26.2.2 No Tense in Arabic
W. Wright, the recognized authority on Arabic, wrote concerning Arabic “tenses”:
The temporal forms of the Arabic verb are but two in number, the one expressing a finished act, one that is
done and completed in relation to other acts (the Perfect); the other an unfinished act, one that is just commencing or in progress (the Imperfect). . . . The names Preterite and Future, by which these forms were often
designated in older grammars do not accurately correspond to the ideas inherent in them. A Semitic Perfect
or Imperfect has, in and of itself, no reference to the temporal relations of the speaker (thinker or writer) and
of other actions which are brought into juxtaposition with it. 12

26.2.3 No Tense in Ugaritic
Cyrus H. Gordon, one of the leading authorities on Ugaritic, seems to have been uncertain
about “tenses” in that language. He wrote:
The Semitic verbal system is shrouded in considerable obscurity and even the ‘tenses’ of so well known a
language as Hebrew are still a moot question. It is therefore not surprising that the Ugaritic verb is the subject
of debate.13

9

McFall, 182.

10
11

Richard Caplice, Introduction to Akkadian (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1980), 31.
Caplice, 31-32.

12

W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, 3rd ed. Vol. I. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,

1955) , I, 51.
13

Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook, ( Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1965), 67.
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Concerning the imperfect form (yqtl) he stated, “If yqtl had to be called a tense, ‘universal
tense’ would be justified inasmuch as it often refers to the past as well as to the present or future.”14
Also regarding the sequences of perfect and imperfect forms, he observed that the consecutions of
the forms “show that these forms are not solely evoked by considerations of time or aspect, for
other elements (such as sequence) may enter the picture.”15
26.2.4 Hebrew Expresses Tense
The preceding discussion does not suggest that the ancient Semites had no concept of
“tense” or that their temporal perspective was primitive and incommensurable with our modern
way of thought, a view against which Bauer reacted. It merely suggests that the morphology of the
Semitic verb lacks a morpheme for “tense.” Semitic languages have a full complex of temporal
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions and particles sufficient to express their temporal perspective without the aid of verbal morphemes.
Barr’s study of the concepts of time in the Bible warned against assuming that the Hebrew
concept of time was primitive:
We conclude, then, that an examination of vocabulary does not support attempts to depict a special Israelite
way of thinking about time for which the quantitative senses of words like ‘hour’ or ‘day’ are relatively
unimportant. It is not unlikely that some of the reasoning which leads to such a special way of thinking is an
application to Israel of what is supposed to be a ‘primitive’ human apprehension of time. In this very matter
of time measurement, however, it is probable that with the influences of neighbouring civilizations the Israelites were far removed from the ‘primitive’.16

Barr’s evidence demonstrates that the ancient Israelites had a concept of time comparable
to contemporary thought. In my opinion, it is not necessary to attribute their concept to the influence of neighboring civilizations. The evidence does not support the idea that the Israelites were
dependent on other cultures for their conceptual development.

26.3 Proto-Semitic Ideal
Finally, this composite view is based on an evolutionary ideal presupposing that the history
of Semitic languages can be traced back to a common ancestral proto-Semitic language from which
all other Semitic languages developed. The study of historical comparative linguistics is helpful
for identifying the common elements among languages and for mapping their historical

14

Gordon, 68.

15

Gordon, 68.

16

James Barr, Biblical Words for Time, 2nd rev. ed. (Naperville, IL: Alec R. Allenson, 1996), 109.
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development, but attempts to explain known Semitic languages as descendants of one common
proto-Semitic ancestor have invariably resulted in the introduction of unnecessary complications.
Concerning the recently discovered Eblaite language which some have hoped would be the
missing link to proto-Semitic, Giovanni Gurbino wrote:
Eblaite is thus the oldest Semitic ‘language’, possibly together with Akkadian; it is impossible to go
back further than these, because other ‘languages’, in the sociological sense just mentioned, are not possible.17

He said further that “what we have found is an historical ‘proto-Semitic’, in the sense that Eblaite
is the first Semitic language in absolute.”18 Gurbino correctly implied that an ideal proto-Semitic
ancestral language is a phantom shrouded in the dark shadows of unrecorded history, defying all
attempts to materialize its form. The evidence supports the Mosaic record: The confusion of languages at the Tower of Babel introduced macro-mutations that defy reconstruction of an original
Noahic language or any of its hypothetical major branches.

26.4 Other Explanations
Many other explanations of the Hebrew verbal system have been proposed, not one without
its problems. McFall has provided a most comprehensive survey and evaluation of the various
proposals. He found all to be inadequate to some degree, but unfortunately he offered no better
proposal of his own. Instead, he proposed the direction for future research, and the hope that a
satisfactory explanation will ultimately result.
In summarizing his observations gleaned from the study of six major explanations of the
Hebrew verb system, McFall noted:
(1) Every tense (‘order of time’) in the English language is required to translate the five Hebrew
verb forms, namely, qtl, wqtl, yqtl, wyqtl, and wayyqtl.
(2) Every mood (except the imperative in the case of wayyqtl) is required to translate the five Hebrew
verb forms.
(3) Both aspects or modes of action (‘kind of time’), i.e., Perfect and Imperfect, are required in the
translation of the five Hebrew verb forms.19

From these observations McFall concluded that the morphemes of the Hebrew verb do not
correspond precisely with either tense, mood or aspect; for every explanation of the five Hebrew
verb forms, exceptions exist that invalidate the explanation. Consequently no current explanation
of the Hebrew verb system is adequate according to him.

17

Giovanni Gurbino, CLE, 76-77.

18

Gurbino, 77.

19

McFall, 176.
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However, this conclusion is based on the unrealistic expectation that the morphemes of the
verb must have a perfect correspondence with a set of linguistic features. No such perfect correspondence occurs in any natural language. Every language has a small percentage of explainable
exceptions to the standard rules of morphology and syntax. This is true because the morphology
and syntax of a given language do not perfectly encode all the linguistic features of that language,
leaving some features to be expressed by semantics, idioms, or other means. Furthermore, the
features of a language compete for prominence, and the prominence of some features must be
encoded by the use of exceptional morphology or syntax.
In light of these observations it is more realistic to map the morphemes of the Hebrew verb
to the most dominant corresponding verbal feature, and then to provide linguistic explanations for
exceptions to the norm. The following section provides such justification for the view of the Hebrew verb employed in this work.

26.5 Present View Justified
The present work regards the linguistic feature “aspect” to have the most dominant correspondence with the Hebrew verb forms “perfect” (qtl) and “imperfect” (yqtl). This seems to be the
opinion of most Hebrew scholars. There are various explanations for the small percentage of exceptions to this correspondence.
26.5.1 Lack of Morphemes
Although Hebrew is a highly inflected language, it employs a limited set of morphemes
that do not perfectly correspond with the linguistic features of the language. For example, all Hebrew nouns are inflected for gender, yet many nouns are semantically inanimate, with no concept
of gender whatsoever. Likewise all nouns are inflected for number, yet many are semantically
uncountable, with no concept of number whatsoever. Usually when a morpheme has no semantic
correspondence for a given noun, it encodes some other semantic nuance. Furthermore, the morphemes of some Hebrew nouns appear to be opposite to the standard values. For example, 
(fathers, masculine plural) has the feminine plural morpheme, and  (women, feminine plural)
has the masculine plural morpheme. Surely these exceptions do not justify rejecting the standard
identity of the nominal morphemes as number and gender.
Likewise, all Hebrew verbs must be inflected with “perfect” or “imperfect” forms, even
though the sense of the context may be incompatible with the concept of “aspect.” Various circumstances account for these phenomena which do not demand the rejection of “aspect” as the
standard identity of these verbal morphemes.
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26.5.2 Semantic Incompatibility
The semantics of some verbs is incompatible with the concept of “aspect.” For example,
most stative verbs and verbs expressing relationships are semantically incompatible with the perfect aspect, yet they are inflected with the perfect form. In such cases the semantics of the given
verb override the aspectual implications of the verb form.
26.5.3 Contradictory Idioms
Some idioms of the language appear to be contradictory to the concept of “aspect.” One
such major idiom seems to be the use of Waw consecutive. It appears to the casual observer that a
perfect form followed by Waw consecutive with an imperfect form, expressing historic narrative,
is an inconsistent use of “aspect”; likewise the use of an imperfect form followed by Waw consecutive with perfect. However, this inconsistency must be in the mind of a modern Western observer,
not in the mind of the ancient Hebrews who clearly understood the nuances of such expressions.
Therefore this was likely a widespread idiom in which the rhetorical features of the idiom dominate
the aspectual implications of the form.
This “idiom” is common in the Northwest Semitic dialects. Gordon noted its presence in
Ugaritic: “As in Heb., conversive w belongs to the prose, but not to the poetry.”20 Also, “One of
the most noticeable differences between Heb. and Ugar. is the frequency of waw conversive in
Heb. and its infrequency in Ugar.”21 A similar idiom of sequence exists in Akkadian and Arabic.
Caplice identified one use of the Akkadian perfect form to express “action subsequent to another
action; this is expressed by the sequence pret.-ma + perf. (the so called consecutio temporum.”22
Arabic uses the conjunction fa to express consecution. Wright stated that fa “more usually connects
two clauses, showing either that the latter is immediately subsequent to the former in time, or that
it is connected with it by some internal link, such as that of cause and effect.” 23 If this ma consecutive with perfect exists in Akkadian, and fa in Arabic, it seems strange to invent a composite
origin for Hebrew in order to explain a similar idiom.
Another “idiom” that creates some apparent inconsistencies in the minds of some Western
observers is Hebrew’s rejection of Waw consecutive with a negated verb (cf. Gen. 41:30-31), also

20

Gordon, 69.

21

Gordon, 146.

22

Caplice, 41.

23

Wright, I, 291, § 366 A.
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the rejection of an imperative form with a negated verb. However, the phenomenon is so universal,
it cannot possibly be an inconsistency; it must be a regular part of Hebrew idiom.
26.5.4 Prominence Competition
Various linguistic features of a language compete for prominence. In places where a common feature may be expected, another feature may dominate, suppressing the normal use of the
common feature. For example, in Jeremiah 22:26, a sequence of Waw consecutives with perfects
anticipates that the last clause of the verse would also be Waw consecutive with perfect, particularly because the last event (death) is obviously subsequent to the others. However, the last clause
uses Waw conjunctive with imperfect, an apparent inconsistency (Bauer). But in the last clause,
prominence is given to “place” over “sequence.” The LORD emphasized the place of the king’s
death (there, i.e., Babylon) rather than the obvious sequence of the event; so the adverb “there”
was given first position prominence, eliminating the possibility of Waw consecutive which demands first position prominence for the verb. Therefore the verb assumed the imperfect aspect
consistent with the non-consecutive idiom. Far from being an inconsistency, this is an excellent
example of the dominance of a prominent feature.
26.5.5 Feature Dominance
It is more realistic to expect the various formal features of the Hebrew verb system to
interact with linguistic features at the clause and discourse level, yielding to those features that
have the greater dominance in a given context. No wholly consistent explanation of the Hebrew
verb system can be expected apart from such considerations. This present work attempts to give
proper attention to feature interaction.

Appendix Two
The Content of the Various Literary Types
This appendix contains the references to the various segments of the Hebrew Bible assigned to the indicated literary types.
I. Historical Narrative
Genesis 1:1-4:25; 6:1-12; 7:1-9:28; 11:1-9; 12:1-35:22; 37:1-48:22; 49:29-50:26.
Exodus 1:1-6:13; 6:28-14:31; 15:22-19:25; 20:18-21; 23:20-24:18; 32:1-34:35; 35:2036:7; 40:34-38.
Leviticus 8:1-10:7.
Numbers 9:15-23; 10:11-12:16; 13:17-14:45; 16:1-17:13; 20:1-23:6; 23:11-17; 23:2524:2; 24:10-14; 25:1-18; 31:1-32:42.
Deuteronomy 1:1-3:29; 4:41-5:5; 5:23-33; 9:1-10:11; 31:1-13; 31:22-29; 32:44-52; 34:112.
Joshua 1:1-11:23; 14:6-15; 15:13-19; 22:1-24:33.
Judges 1:1-4:24; 6:1-9:6; 9:16-21:25.
Ruth 1:1-4:17.
1 Samuel 1:1-28; 2:12-26; 3:1-9:27; 10:9-15:21; 15:24-31:13.
2 Samuel 1:1-16; 2:1-8:14; 9:1-21:22; 23:8-24:25.
1 Kings 1:1-3:28; 4:20-5:18; 8:1-13; 9:1-22:54.
2 Kings 1:1-19:20; 19:35-25:30.
1 Chronicles 10:1-11:9; 13:1-16:6; 16:37-18:13; 19:1-22:19; 28:1-29:9; 29:21-30.
2 Chronicles 1:1-2:17; 5:1-36:23.
Ezra 1:1-11; 3:1-4:7; 6:19-7:11; 7:27-28; 8:15-10:17.
Nehemiah 1:1-2:20; 4:1-7:3; 8:1-9:5; 10:28-39; 12:27-13:31.
Esther 1:1-10:3.
Job 1:1-2:13; 42:7-17.
Isaiah 7:1-6; 36:1-37:20; 37:36-38:9; 39:1-8.
Jeremiah 3:6-18; 7:1-8:3; 11:1-23; 12:14-13:14; 14:11-16; 26:1-24; 32:1-15; 35:1-11;
36:1-43:7; 51:59-52:34.
Ezekiel 2:1-3:27; 8:1-10:7.
Daniel 1:1-2:3; 9:20-23; 10:1-21.
Jonah 1:1-17; 3:1-4:11.
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II. Descriptive Details: How Things Were Done or What Things Were Like
Exodus 36:8-40:33
1 Kings 6:1-7:51
2 Chronicles 3:1-4:22
Ezekiel 1:1-28; 10:8-22
40:1-42:20; 43:13-17; 45:1-8

Tabernacle
Temple
Temple
Cherubs
Temple

III. Descriptive Lists
Genesis 5:1-32; 10:1-32; 11:10-32; 35:23-36:43

Genealogy

Exodus 6:14-27
Genealogy
Numbers 1:1-3:4; 3:14-39; 4:34-49; 26:1-65 Census
13:1-15
spy list
33:1-49
Travel Itinerary
Joshua 12:1-24
King list
13:1-14:5; 15:1-12; 15:20-19:51; 21:1-45 Land boundaries
Ruth 4:18-22
Genealogy
2 Samuel 8:15-18
David’s Administrators
1 Kings 4:1-19
Solomon’s Administrators
1 Chronicles 1:1-9:44
Genealogies
11:10-47
12:1-40
18:14-17
23:1-27:34
Ezra 2:1-70
8:1-14
10:18-44
Nehemiah 3:1-32
7:4-72
10:1-27

David’s mighty men
David’s army
David’s Administrators
same
Returned captives
Heads of families
Pagan wives
Builders of walls
Returned captives
Covenant signers

11:1-12:36
Ezekiel 47:13-48:35

Various lists
Land boundaries

IV. Procedural: How to Do Something, Sacrificial, Etc.
Genesis 6:13-21;
Ark
Exodus 25:1-28:43; 30:1-10; 30:17-31:11; 35:4-19 Tabernacle
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Leviticus 1:1-7:38
Numbers 5:1-8:26; 18:8-19:22
Ezekiel4:1-17; 43:18-44:31; 45:9-46: 24
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Sacrifices
Ceremonies
Prophet’s rituals

V. Instructional: Hortatory, String of Commands
Exodus 29:1-46
Numbers 3:5-13; 3:40- 4:33; 18:1-7
33:50-56
34:1-15

Levitical duties
Levite duties
Conquest instructions
Geographical boundaries

Deuteronomy 4:1-40

Worship commands

VI. Juridical: Commandments and Law Codes
Exodus 20:1-17
10 commandments
20:22-23:9;
Case laws
23:10-19
Sabbath and feasts
30:11-16
Case laws
31:12-18; 35:1-3
Sabbath law
Leviticus 10:8-25:55; 27:1-34
Case laws
Numbers 9:1-14; 10:1-10; 15:1-41; 27:1-30:17; 35:1-36:13 Case Laws
Deuteronomy 5:6-22
10 commandments
6:1-8:20; 10:12-18:14; 18:23-27:10
Joshua 20:1-9

Case laws
Cities of refuge laws

VII. Predictive Prose
Deuteronomy 18:15-22; 28:1-68; 30:1-10; 31:14-21.
1 Samuel 2:27-36; 10:1-8.
Jeremiah 16:1-18; 17:19-18:12; 19:1-20:6; 21:1-10; 22:1-5; 22:24-27; 23:1-8; 23:3025:29; 27:1-29:32; 31:23-40; 32:26-34:22; 35:12-19; 43:8-45:5.
Ezekiel 5:1-6:14; 11:1-16:63; 17:11-24; 18:19-32; 20:1-21:7; 21:18-25; 22:1-31; 23:3624:2; 24:15-26:21; 27:12-24; 28:24-29:2; 29:8-21; 30:20-26; 31:15-18; 33:139:29; 43:1-12; 47:1-12.
Daniel 8:1-22; 11:1-45; 12:4-13.
Hosea 3:1-5.
Haggai 1:1-2:23.
Zechariah 1:1-4, 7-13; 2:1-3:5; 4:1-5; 4:11-7:7, 12-14; 11:4-13:6; 14:16-21.
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VIII. Expository Prose: Prayers, curses, etc.
Deuteronomy 27:11-26; 29:1-29; 30:11-20.
1 Kings 8:14-66.
1 Chronicles 29:16-20.
Jeremiah 32:16-25.
Daniel 9:1-19
IX. Poetry: Expository
Genesis 49:1-28.
Exodus 15:1-21.
Leviticus 26:1-46.
Numbers 23:7-10, 18-24; 24:3-9, 15-25.
Deuteronomy 32:1-43; 33:1-29.
Judges 5:1-31; 9:7-15.
1 Samuel 2:1-11; 15:22-23.
2 Samuel 1:17-27; 22:1-23:7.
2 Kings 19:21-34.
1 Chronicles 16:7-36; 29:10-15.
Nehemiah 9:6-37.
Job 3:1-42:6.
Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon
Jeremiah 16:19-17:18; 20:7-18; 21:11-14.
Lamentations.
Ezekiel 27:1-11.
Habakkuk 3:1-19.
X. Poetry: Prophetic
Isaiah 1:1-6:13; 7:7-35:10; 37:21-35; 38:10-22; 40:1-66:24.
Jeremiah 1:1-3:5; 3:19-6:30; 8:4-10:25; 12:1-13; 13:15-14:10; 14:17-15:21; 18:13-23;
22:6-23; 22:28-30; 23:9-29; 25:30-38; 30:1-31:22; 46:1-51:58.
Ezekiel 7:1-27; 17:1-10; 18:1-18; 19:1-14; 21:8-17; 21:26-32; 23:1-35; 24:3-14; 27:2528:23; 29:3-7; 30:1-19; 31:1-14; 32:1-32.
Daniel 8:23-27; 9:24-27; 12:1-3.
Hosea 1:1-2:25; 4:1-14:10.
Joel 1:1-3:21.
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Amos 1:1-9:15.
Obadiah 1:1-21.
Jonah 2:1-10.
Micah 1:1-7:20.
Nahum 1:1-3:19.
Habakkuk 1:1-2:20.
Zephaniah 1:1-3:20.
Zechariah 1:5-6, 14-17; 3:6-10; 4:6-10; 7:8-11; 8:1-11:3; 13:7-14:15.
Malachi 1:1-4:6.
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